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ABSTRACT
The Canning Basin is a large, intracratonic basin located between the Halls Creek

Province and the Pilbara Block in the Great Sandy and Gibson Deserts region of Western
Australia. Although blanketed by Cainozoic superficial sediments, reconnaissance mapping,
drilling, and geophysical data have shown that the Canning Basin sequence is composed of
faulted and folded Phanerozoic sedimentary rocks up to 18 km thick,

The geology of the onshore Canning Basin is characterised by five major periods of sedi
mentation; each period comprising a number of marine and continental phases, and each
separated by major intervals of erosion with or without tectonism. The first period occurred
during the Early Ordovician when predominantly marine sediments were deposited. The
second period extended from possibly the Silurian through to the Early Carboniferous, Eva
pori tic marine, then continental-to-marine sediments were laid down, including a thick
sequence of reef-carbonates during the Devonian. Tensional tectonism during this depositional
phase formed the Fitzroy Trough and adjacent shelves and terraces in the northeast of the
Canning Basin,

The third period of sedimentation began in the Late Carboniferous with both marine and
continental sedimentation, initially under glacial conditions, and continued under a warmer
climate into the Early Triassic, with marine and minor fluvial sediments accumulating.

This was followed by a major phase of compressional tectonism, probably during the
Early Jurassic, which resulted in some right lateral shear and reverse movement along the
Fenton Fault System at the southern margin of the Fitzroy Trough, and the folding of sedi
ments within the Trough.

The fourth period of sedimentation commenced in late Early Jurassic times and continued
until the Early Cretaceous with regional transgression from the northwest together with some
fluvial influence, and ended with a minor transgression from the adjoining Officer Basin to the
southeast.

The final major period of sedimentation was in the Cainozoic, during a wet climate,
when a well-preserved dendritic palaeodrainage system developed on a land surface dominated
by a duricrusted peneplain. As conditions became drier, salt lakes and sand dunes formed.
Later, nearshore marine and continental sediments accumulated along the coast in response
to a fluctuating sea level.

Good reservoir rocks and hydrocarbon source rocks are present within the Canning Basin
sequences, Many potential petroleum trap structures have been tested with limited success.
The best potential targets appear to be the Devonian reefs and the overlying I.ate Devonian
to Early Carboniferous Fairfield Group. The Jurassic sandstones, Tertiary valley calcrete, and
Quaternary alluvium are prospective for good quality groundwater.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Basin outiine

The onshore Canning Basin lies between latitudes 16'
and 24"S and longitudes 119 0 and 128"E, in the
northern part of Western Australia. It measures
approximately 800 km from north to south, 950 km
from east to west, and covers an area of 430000 km 2 •

The Basin contains an aggregate maximum thickness of
18000 m of predominantly Palaeozoic continental and
shallow-marine clastic sediments. These are overlain by
a thin cover of Mesozoic and surficial Cainozoic sedi
ments.

Onshore, the Basin is intracratonic, lying between
the stable Precambrian Halls Creek Province to the
northeast, the Precambrian The Granites-Tanami
Block and Arunta Block, and the Precambrian to
Palaeozoic Amadeus Basin to the cast, and the Pre
cambrian Pilbara Block and Paterson Province to the
southwest. The southern margin of the Canning Basin
with the Officer Basin is arbitrarily taken as the crest
of the Anketell Regional Gravity Ridge (see section on
STRUCTURE AND TECTONICS). The Canning
Basin extends offshore where, in the Mesozoic and
Cainozoic, it developed in a similar way to the con
tiguous Carnarvon Basin to the southwest and the
Browse Basin to the north (Garter & others, 1979;
Forman & Wales, 1981; Warris, 1976).

Exploration history
Geological

In the late 19th Century, a number of explorers crossed
or travelled over parts of the Canning Basin (Feeken
& others, 1970). Geological investigations of the Basin
north of the Fitzroy River and along the southwestern
margin began in the early 20th Century. Guppy &
others (1958) and Traves & others (1956) give
details of this work.

Following the start of aerial photographing of the
Canning Basin in 1947, regional geological mapping
began in earnest in the 1950s, mainly by the Bureau of
Mineral Resources (BMR) with support from com
panies. Traves & others (I 956). Brunnschweiler (1957),
Guppy & others (1958). McWhae & others (1958).
and Veevers & Wells (1961) reported the results of
this early work. A long term investigation of the
Devonian reef complexes along the northeastern
margin of the Basin by the Geological Survey of
Western Australia (GSWA) began in the early 1960s
(Playford & Lowry. 1966). Numerous references
within the previously mentioned regional geological
reports refer to the detailed work on stratigraphy
and palaeontology carried out at the same time as the
regional mapping programs. A good knowledge of the
Permian and Mesozoic stratigraphy resulted from this
initial mapping phase, and a number of 1:253 440
scale (I inch to 4 mile) geological maps and Explana
tory Notes were produced.

In the early 1970s. a new phase of detailed mapping
of the Devonian reef complexes was undertaken by
GSWA (Playford. 1976. 1980), and BMR commenced
a detailed sedimentological and palaeontological study
of the Late Devonian to Early Carboniferous Fairfield
Group in the northern Canning Basin (Radke, 1976;
Druce 8 Radke, 1979; Nicoll &~Druce, 1979).

Extensive reviews of the geology of the Canning Basin
have been produced by Playford & others (1975),
Gorter & others (1979), and Forman & Wales (1981).

Geophysical
Geophysical investigations within the Canning Basin

commenced in 1952 when gravity and seismic surveys
were conducted by BMR. In 1954, the first aero
magnetic survey within the Basin was made, also by
BMR. From 1956 onwards, private exploration com
panies became involved in geophysical investigations,
mainly seismic surveys. Following the introduction of
the Petroleum Search Subsidy Acts in 1959. under
which subsidy became available (until 1974) for up
to 50 percent of the acceptable costs of approved
geophysical operations and petroleum drilling, com
pany investigations began in earnest. As a result of
these Acts, a considerable quantity of company data
became available, and these, together with BMR's work,
have provided regional and some detailed coverage of
the onshore Canning Basin, and provided information
on the Ordovician to Permian stratigraphy.

BMR and subsidised seismic surveys are listed in Table
1. Of the 80 surveys listed, over 70 percent took place
in the northwestern portion of the Basin; much of the
Kidson Sub-basin, central Fitzroy Trough, and the
eastern and southern areas adjacent to the Basin
margins have very poor seismic coverage. Data quality
from the surveys varies from poor to very good, de
pending on the data gathering and processing tech
niques involved. A thick weathering profile and
extensive faulting appear to be responsible for some
of these poor data. Although most of the seismic
surveys were basically reconnaissance investigations,
many subsurface structures have been outlined. Data
on these structures were reviewed by Gorter & others
(1979 ).

Gravity surveys conducted in the onshore Canning
Basin are recorded in Table 2; the data are held in
the BMR Gravity Data Bank. The gravity contours
that appear on the face of the 1: 1 000000 map are
based on survey data collected from 1954 to 1969,
processed by Darby & Fraser (1969) and Fraser
(1974), who named a number of gravity provinces
and their subdivisions. The terminology of these fea
tures was slightly modified in a later paper by Fraser
(1976) in which he named four provinces covering the
Basin: the Fitzroy Regional Gravity Complex, the
Munro Regional Gravity Platform, the South Canning
Regional Gravity Low, and the Anketell Regional
Gravity Ridge. The Bouguer gravity contours have been
calculated using a rock density of 2.67 t.m-:1.

Nearly all of the onshore Canning Basin is covered by
reconnaissance airborne magnetic surveys; however.
some of the data are not available as some surveys
were uI1Subsidised. Surveys for which data are avail
able are listed in Table 3.

Using all the available data from BMR and company
surveys, Gorter & others (1979) undertook a program
to interpret:
( 1) the main features of the magnetic field, the base

ment magnetic susceptibility data, and the gross
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TABLE 1. BMR AND SUBSIDISED SEISMIC SURVEYS

Name of survey

Nerrima Dome

Poole Range-Prices Creek area

Deep Well Anticline, Myroodah
Poole Range-Christmas Creek area

Broome area (preliminary
investigation)

Christmas Creek area

West of Langeys Crossing
Fenton Fault

Near La Grange

Broome

Blue Hills-Logue

Dampier Fault

The Sisters/Blackstone

Hawkstone Peak
Laurel Downs

Goorda-Logue
Gogo

Sahara
Balgo-Lake Betty

Parda

St George Range

Poole Range

Crossland

West Lennard

SOlltheast Kidson

Broome Swell

Barbwire Range

Mowla
Willara Hill

Betty (detail)

Dampierland

West Meda

Lower Fitzroy

Roebuck

McLarty

Dakota
Baskerville

Lennard

Date Res"lts

1952 Structure at depth of 2100 m bears
no relation to surface anticline; major
unconformitv at 600 m

1953 Thick secti~n of sediment south of
Pinnacle Fault

1954 Ret1ections from a depth of 7300 m
1954 Thick sediment beneath Poole Range

Anticline
1954 Anticline at depth; thick sediments

(in the order of 3800 m)
1955 A refractor (velocity 4600 m.s-1 ) at

about 2100 m unconformable with the
overlying refractor is probably base
Grant Group

1955 Thick sediments (up to 6000 m)
1955 Fenton Fault at Barnes Flow

(MOUNT ANDERSON) is a normal
bult

1955 Sediment thickness ranges from about
1300 m to 2400 m

1954-55 Thick folded sediments (up to 3000
m)

1959-60 Four pre-Permian anticlines and a
possible salt structure

1959-60 Five areas of interest with several
probable closed structures

1962 Anticline in The Sisters (DERBY)
area is cut by a near-surface fault

1962 Hawkstone Peak structure defined
1962 Gogo Anticline outlined; area has

complex structure
1963 Inconclusive
1963 Northerly dip at north side of Gogo

Anticline confirmed
1963-64 At least 3000 m of sediment likely
1963 Coverage and data insufficient to de

termine closure of Balgo and Lake
Betty Anticlines

1964 Parda structure. and a sub-basin con
taining about 3000 m of sediment.
separated from the Broome Arch by
a fault. outlined

1964 Closed structure 1500 m beneath St
George Ranges Anticline; area of
closure mapped as 57 by 32 km

1965 Closure mapped about 4900 m be
neath Poole Range Anticline

1965 Despite poor data, several anticlines
delineated

1965 Several inferred reef structures in
the Kimberley Downs area

1965 About 4500 m thickness of sedi
mentary rocks

1965 Area has complex structure

1965 A number of faulted anticlines

1965 Several possible closed structures
1966 Two anticlinal structures opening to

west; definition of Willara Hill Struc
ture improved

1966 Permian structure with closure of
about 100 m mapped beneath Lake
Betty Anticline

1966 Pender Terrace (part of Lennard
Shelf) separated from the Fitzroy
Trough by a fault; Tapper Ridge
discovered

1966 Detailed evaluation of previously
indicated reef structures failed to sub
stantiate them

1966 Barlee Anticline and another closed
structure south of it indicated

1966 Five possible structures; further 1l1

vestigation recommended
1967 Two small anticlines mapped, and

recommended for drilling
1967 Four structures mapped
1968 Despite poor data, three probable

closed structures mapped
1968 Probable reef structures at depth

Reference PSSA File

Vale & others
t 1953)

Smith t 1955)

Williams (1955)
Williams (1956)

Vale & Williams
t 1955)

Smith t 1957)

Vale & Smith t 1956)
Vale & Smith (1959)

Smith (1960)

Smithtl961)

WAPET (1962a) Pub!.
No, 36

WAPET (1962b) 6211520

Mines 6211598
Adminstration
(1962)

WAPET t 1962c) 6211608
WAPET ( 1962d) 6211620

WAPET (1963a) 63/1526
WAPET (l963b) 63/1531

WAPET (1963c) 63/1539
WAPET (1964a) 63/1533

WAPET (1964b) 64/4524

CONTINENTAL 64/4548
(1964 )

CONTINENTAL 65/11001
(1965a)

CONTINENTAL 65111012
( 1965b)

WAPET (l965a) 65/11016

WAPET (1965b) 65/11014

CONTINENTAL 65/11006
(l965c)

CONTINENTAL 65/11041
( 1965d)

WAPET (1965d) 65/11040
WAPET (1966a) 66/11081

WAPET (1966b) 65/11055

WAPET(1966c) 66/11099

WAPET(1966d) 66/11100

Gewerkschaft 66/11111
Elwerath (1966)

WAPET (l966e) 66111115

French Petroleum 67/11145
(1968 )

AAP (1968) 67/11161
WAPET (l968b) 68/3023

WAPET (l968a) 6813018
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termine closure of Balgo and Lake
Betty Anticlines

1964 Parda structure. and a sub-basin con
taining about 3000 m of sediment.
separated from the Broome Arch by
a fault. outlined

1964 Closed structure 1500 m beneath St
George Ranges Anticline; area of
closure mapped as 57 by 32 km

1965 Closure mapped about 4900 m be
neath Poole Range Anticline

1965 Despite poor data, several anticlines
delineated

1965 Several inferred reef structures in
the Kimberley Downs area

1965 About 4500 m thickness of sedi
mentary rocks

1965 Area has complex structure

1965 A number of faulted anticlines

1965 Several possible closed structures
1966 Two anticlinal structures opening to

west; definition of Willara Hill Struc
ture improved

1966 Permian structure with closure of
about 100 m mapped beneath Lake
Betty Anticline

1966 Pender Terrace (part of Lennard
Shelf) separated from the Fitzroy
Trough by a fault; Tapper Ridge
discovered

1966 Detailed evaluation of previously
indicated reef structures failed to sub
stantiate them

1966 Barlee Anticline and another closed
structure south of it indicated

1966 Five possible structures; further 1l1

vestigation recommended
1967 Two small anticlines mapped, and

recommended for drilling
1967 Four structures mapped
1968 Despite poor data, three probable

closed structures mapped
1968 Probable reef structures at depth

Reference PSSA File

Vale & others
t 1953)

Smith t 1955)

Williams (1955)
Williams (1956)

Vale & Williams
t 1955)

Smith t 1957)

Vale & Smith t 1956)
Vale & Smith (1959)

Smith (1960)

Smithtl961)

WAPET (1962a) Pub!.
No, 36

WAPET (1962b) 6211520

Mines 6211598
Adminstration
(1962)

WAPET t 1962c) 6211608
WAPET ( 1962d) 6211620

WAPET (1963a) 63/1526
WAPET (l963b) 63/1531

WAPET (1963c) 63/1539
WAPET (1964a) 63/1533

WAPET (1964b) 64/4524

CONTINENTAL 64/4548
(1964 )

CONTINENTAL 65/11001
(1965a)

CONTINENTAL 65111012
( 1965b)

WAPET (l965a) 65/11016

WAPET (1965b) 65/11014

CONTINENTAL 65/11006
(l965c)

CONTINENTAL 65/11041
( 1965d)

WAPET (1965d) 65/11040
WAPET (1966a) 66/11081

WAPET (1966b) 65/11055

WAPET(1966c) 66/11099

WAPET(1966d) 66/11100

Gewerkschaft 66/11111
Elwerath (1966)

WAPET (l966e) 66111115

French Petroleum 67/11145
(1968 )

AAP (1968) 67/11161
WAPET (l968b) 68/3023

WAPET (l968a) 6813018



TABLE I. BMR AND SUBSIDISED SEISMIC SURVEYS-Colltillued

._-- ----------
Name of surl'cy

Ryan

Napier

Contention Heights

Matches Springs

Baron Range

Munro Arch

Alexander

Munro R-I

1urgurra Terrace

King Sound (marine)

Alexander 11

Helena

Tabletop

Stretch Range

Crossland

Gogo Trig

Lake Bettv
Laurel .

Oscar

Anketell

Broome-Samphire

Pender
Munro (detail)

Lake Auld

Crossland Platform

North Broome

Poulton

Munro D-2

North Broome D-2

East Canning

Lennard Shelf

Dampier Downs-CoIlins

Hickey Hills

Date

1968

1968

1969

1969

1969

1969

1969

1969

1969

1970

1970

1970

1970

1970

1970

1970

1970
1970

1970

1970

1970

1970
1971

1971

1971

1971

1971

1971

1972

1972

1972

1972

1972

Results

Thick section west of STANSMORE
may be easterly extension of Fitzroy
Trough
A cont inuous refractor with vclocity
of 5500 nl.S- 1 to 6000 nl.S- 1 mapped
in Upper Devonian, and tied to
Hawkstone Peak I
Eastern margin of Kidson Sub-basin
dclineated; several structural trends
outlined
Edgar Range Anticlinc persists at
depth

Eastern limit of Ordovician sediments
and two anticlines mapped
No confirmation of gravity-indicated
Munro Arch: Admiral Bay Fault
extends to the east, contrary to pre
viously suggested trend
Too poor for reliable mapping

Structures in Willara Sub-basin
further investigated; Anketell Ridge
detected
Five structures mapped: two recom
mended for drilling
Western extension of Lennard Shelf
defined
Poor data, but several structures may
be worthwhile drilling; depth to
basement ranges from about 600 to
2600 m
Fault separates a basement high from
the Fitzroy Trough in the north
Tabletop Shelf outlined at the
southern margin of Kidson Sub-basin
Large anticline partly outlined; un
conformity at about 2000 m
Dummer Range Fault mapped be
tween Barbwire Terrace and Broome
Arch
Four culminations of the Gogo Anti
cline
Area has complex faulted structure
Section thickens markedly to the
south .
Inconclusive over Oscar Ridge, but
seven possible closed structures
indicated
An anticlinal trend mapped on poor
data
Broad structure with estimated clo
sure of 60 m mapped on Broome
Arch
Lennard Shelf extends offshore
Munro Fault and several structures
further delineated
Magnetic and gravity-indicated fault
at southern margin of Kidson Sub
basin confirmed
Several structures mapped and re
commended for further investigation
Several small faulted anticlines
mapped
A few structures beneath suspected
basc Permian
Structures in Munro area investigated
in detail: drill site recommended
Previously outlined structure inves
tigated and recommended for drilling
Seven closed structures, some onlv
poorly controlled, and lones Range
structure mapped
Four closed structures, some fault
controlled
Poor daw; several structures partly
delineated
Sedimentary section thickens to the
north into the Kidson SUb-basin;
possible pre-Ordovician salt structure
indicated

3

Reference

AAI' (1969a)

Westralian Oil Ltd
(1968 )

AAP(1969b)

Total Exploration
Australia
( 1969)

AAI' (1969c)

WAPET (1969a)

Lennard Oil N.L.
( 1969)

WAPET (l969c)

WAPET (1969d)

WAPET (1970a)

Lennard Oil N.L.
(1970 )

WAPET (l970b)

WAPET (1970c)

AAI' (1971)

WAPET (l971a)

WAPET (1970d)

WAPET (1970e)
WAPET (19700

WAPET (l970g)

WAPET (197Ib)

WAPET (l970h)

WAPET (l970i)
WAPET (1971c)

WAPET (1970j)

WAPET (l971d)

WAPET (I971e)

WAPET (19710

WAPET (197Ig)

WAPET (1972a)

WAPET (1972b)

WAPET (1972c)

WAPET (l972d)

AAP (1973)

PSSA File

68/3026

6813033

69/3036

69/3028

69/3052

6913042

69/3057

69/3081

69/3075

70/218

70/449

70/504

70/392

70/600

70/687

701718

70/657
701763

701765

70/896

70/857

70/817
70/1000

70/933

71/150

71/252

71/326

71/478

72/961

72/975

72/1065

72/2545

72/2761
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Munro (detail)
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Hickey Hills

Date

1968

1968

1969

1969

1969

1969

1969

1969

1969

1970

1970

1970

1970

1970

1970

1970

1970
1970

1970

1970

1970

1970
1971

1971

1971

1971

1971

1971

1972

1972

1972

1972

1972

Results

Thick section west of STANSMORE
may be easterly extension of Fitzroy
Trough
A cont inuous refractor with vclocity
of 5500 nl.S- 1 to 6000 nl.S- 1 mapped
in Upper Devonian, and tied to
Hawkstone Peak I
Eastern margin of Kidson Sub-basin
dclineated; several structural trends
outlined
Edgar Range Anticlinc persists at
depth

Eastern limit of Ordovician sediments
and two anticlines mapped
No confirmation of gravity-indicated
Munro Arch: Admiral Bay Fault
extends to the east, contrary to pre
viously suggested trend
Too poor for reliable mapping

Structures in Willara Sub-basin
further investigated; Anketell Ridge
detected
Five structures mapped: two recom
mended for drilling
Western extension of Lennard Shelf
defined
Poor data, but several structures may
be worthwhile drilling; depth to
basement ranges from about 600 to
2600 m
Fault separates a basement high from
the Fitzroy Trough in the north
Tabletop Shelf outlined at the
southern margin of Kidson Sub-basin
Large anticline partly outlined; un
conformity at about 2000 m
Dummer Range Fault mapped be
tween Barbwire Terrace and Broome
Arch
Four culminations of the Gogo Anti
cline
Area has complex faulted structure
Section thickens markedly to the
south .
Inconclusive over Oscar Ridge, but
seven possible closed structures
indicated
An anticlinal trend mapped on poor
data
Broad structure with estimated clo
sure of 60 m mapped on Broome
Arch
Lennard Shelf extends offshore
Munro Fault and several structures
further delineated
Magnetic and gravity-indicated fault
at southern margin of Kidson Sub
basin confirmed
Several structures mapped and re
commended for further investigation
Several small faulted anticlines
mapped
A few structures beneath suspected
basc Permian
Structures in Munro area investigated
in detail: drill site recommended
Previously outlined structure inves
tigated and recommended for drilling
Seven closed structures, some onlv
poorly controlled, and lones Range
structure mapped
Four closed structures, some fault
controlled
Poor daw; several structures partly
delineated
Sedimentary section thickens to the
north into the Kidson SUb-basin;
possible pre-Ordovician salt structure
indicated
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Reference

AAI' (1969a)

Westralian Oil Ltd
(1968 )

AAP(1969b)

Total Exploration
Australia
( 1969)

AAI' (1969c)

WAPET (1969a)

Lennard Oil N.L.
( 1969)

WAPET (l969c)

WAPET (1969d)

WAPET (1970a)

Lennard Oil N.L.
(1970 )
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WAPET (l970h)

WAPET (l970i)
WAPET (1971c)

WAPET (1970j)

WAPET (l971d)

WAPET (I971e)

WAPET (19710

WAPET (197Ig)

WAPET (1972a)

WAPET (1972b)

WAPET (1972c)

WAPET (l972d)

AAP (1973)

PSSA File

68/3026

6813033

69/3036

69/3028

69/3052

6913042

69/3057

69/3081

69/3075

70/218

70/449

70/504

70/392

70/600

70/687

701718

70/657
701763

701765

70/896

70/857

70/817
70/1000

70/933

71/150

71/252

71/326

71/478

72/961

72/975

72/1065

72/2545

72/2761



TABLE') GRAVITY SURVEYS

4

Traverses

Road traverse
Road traverse
Traverses
Road traverse

Road traverse

Grid
Grid
Grid
Grid (helicopter)
Reconnaissance

Road traverse

Road traverse
Grid
Along seismic lines

Grid
Grid

Road traverse
Road traverse

Grid (helicopter)
Grid (helicopter)
Grid
Grid
Reconnaissance
Along seismic lines
Grid
Grid (helicopter)
Along seismic lines
Grid (hel icopter)
Reconnaissance and
along seismic lines

Grid
Traverse (heli-

copter)
Grid
Grid (helicopter)

Grid (helicopter)

Survey type

Reference PSSA File
------

WAPET (I 972e) 72/2938

Associated 72/3362
Australian
Oilfields NL
(1974)

WAPET (l973a) 73/234

WAPET (l973b) 73/244

WAPET (l973c) 73/248

WAPET (l974a) 73/255

WAPET (l974b) 73/263
WAPET (l973d) 73/267
WAPET (1973e) 73/271

PSSA
Fife

6211903

62/1931
6211934

6211928
62/1928

70/600

6R/3026

67/4832
67/4834
67/11145
67/11161
67/4829

63/1909
63/1910
631190R
64/4807

65/4816

65/tl814

Wiebenga & van der Linden
(1953)

Doolev ( 1963 )
*BMR
Everingham (1962, 1965)
*BMR

*BMR

*BMR

"Reference

*BMR
*BMR

*WAPET

*WAPET
*BMR

WAPET (1964c)
Flavelle & Goodspeed (1962)

Lonsdale & Elavelle (1963,
1968)

*BMR
WAPET (l962e)
WAPET (l962e)

Oil Development NL (1962)
Hawkstone Oil Co. Lld

(1962)
WAPET (l964d)
WAPET (1963d)
WAPET (1964e)
Geosurveys (1964)
*BMR
WAPET (I 965e )

WAPET (1965c)
Whitworth (1970)
French Petroleum ( 1967 )
Continental (1968)
French Petroleum (1968)
AAP (1968)
WAPET (1967)
*BMR
AAI' (1969a)
Darby & Fraser (1969)
AAP (1971)

Five anticlinal axes mapped; some
worth further investigation
Several closed structures mapped at
northern margin of Fitzroy Trough
and along eastern extension of
Broome Arch
Anticlinal trend with probably three
culminations mapped
Semi-detail coverage on previously
indicated structures
Poor data; improved control on
previously indicated structures
Confirmed closure over lones Range
structure
Three anticlines partly delineated
Poor data; detailed Doran structure
Two previously indicated structures
further investigated

Remits
-~~------------------

1953
1953
1953
1954

1962

1952

1959
1960

1962
1962
1962

1954-56
1957

1962
1962

1954

Year

1956

1954
1955

1963
1963
1963/64
1964
1965
1965

1965
1967
1967
1967
1967
1967
1967
196R
196R
1969
1970

1970

BarIee
Canning and Fitzroy

Basins
Amadeus and South

Canning Basin
Poole Range
lurgurra Terrace
Laurel Downs-Virgin

Hills
Napier Downs
Alexander Creek

Survey name

Fitzroy Basin

Onslow-Derby (regional)
Kimberley (regional)
Poole Range (detailed)
Halls Creek, Derby,

Broome. and Kimberley
Grant Range and

Myroodah-Lul uigui area
Port Hedland
Christmas Creek, Derby,

Broome, and Anna
Plains

Billiluna, Anna Plains,
Port Hedland. and
Pilbara

Canning Basin
Canning Basin

Lake Belly
Sahara (regional)
loanna Spring
Stansmore Range
Canning Basin
Dampierland (semi-

detailed)
Southeast Kidson
Canning Basin
larmura
Noonkanbah
McLarty
Dakota
Munro Arch
Canning Basin
Ryan
Canning Basin
Stretch Range

Tabletop

Name of survey Date

Liveringa Ridge 1972

Thornton 1973

Sahara II 1973

Crossland III 1973

Coli ins II 1973

lones Range-Hall Range 1973

Barbwire II 1973
Doran 1973
Liveringa II 1973

5206

5408
5505

5631-33
5707

5305
5308
5309-10
5406

5941
6009

6206

6214
6237
6238

6239
6243

!i;/lITCV

Numher

5606

5407

TABLE J. BMR AND SUBSIDISED SEISMIC SURVEYS-Continued

BMR

6366
6344
6349
6437
6505-06
6548

6549
6706
6739
6740
6742
6744
6748
6804
6837
6911-18
7044

7031

'" Surveys referenced without date do not have accompanying reports, but the data are included in the BMR
Gravity Data Bank

TABLE') GRAVITY SURVEYS

4

Traverses

Road traverse
Road traverse
Traverses
Road traverse

Road traverse

Grid
Grid
Grid
Grid (helicopter)
Reconnaissance

Road traverse

Road traverse
Grid
Along seismic lines

Grid
Grid

Road traverse
Road traverse

Grid (helicopter)
Grid (helicopter)
Grid
Grid
Reconnaissance
Along seismic lines
Grid
Grid (helicopter)
Along seismic lines
Grid (hel icopter)
Reconnaissance and
along seismic lines

Grid
Traverse (heli-

copter)
Grid
Grid (helicopter)

Grid (helicopter)

Survey type

Reference PSSA File
------

WAPET (I 972e) 72/2938

Associated 72/3362
Australian
Oilfields NL
(1974)

WAPET (l973a) 73/234

WAPET (l973b) 73/244

WAPET (l973c) 73/248

WAPET (l974a) 73/255

WAPET (l974b) 73/263
WAPET (l973d) 73/267
WAPET (1973e) 73/271

PSSA
Fife

6211903

62/1931
6211934

6211928
62/1928

70/600

6R/3026

67/4832
67/4834
67/11145
67/11161
67/4829

63/1909
63/1910
631190R
64/4807

65/4816

65/tl814

Wiebenga & van der Linden
(1953)

Doolev ( 1963 )
*BMR
Everingham (1962, 1965)
*BMR

*BMR

*BMR

"Reference

*BMR
*BMR

*WAPET

*WAPET
*BMR

WAPET (1964c)
Flavelle & Goodspeed (1962)

Lonsdale & Elavelle (1963,
1968)

*BMR
WAPET (l962e)
WAPET (l962e)

Oil Development NL (1962)
Hawkstone Oil Co. Lld

(1962)
WAPET (l964d)
WAPET (1963d)
WAPET (1964e)
Geosurveys (1964)
*BMR
WAPET (I 965e )

WAPET (1965c)
Whitworth (1970)
French Petroleum ( 1967 )
Continental (1968)
French Petroleum (1968)
AAP (1968)
WAPET (1967)
*BMR
AAI' (1969a)
Darby & Fraser (1969)
AAP (1971)

Five anticlinal axes mapped; some
worth further investigation
Several closed structures mapped at
northern margin of Fitzroy Trough
and along eastern extension of
Broome Arch
Anticlinal trend with probably three
culminations mapped
Semi-detail coverage on previously
indicated structures
Poor data; improved control on
previously indicated structures
Confirmed closure over lones Range
structure
Three anticlines partly delineated
Poor data; detailed Doran structure
Two previously indicated structures
further investigated

Remits
-~~------------------

1953
1953
1953
1954

1962

1952

1959
1960

1962
1962
1962

1954-56
1957

1962
1962

1954

Year

1956

1954
1955

1963
1963
1963/64
1964
1965
1965

1965
1967
1967
1967
1967
1967
1967
196R
196R
1969
1970

1970

BarIee
Canning and Fitzroy

Basins
Amadeus and South

Canning Basin
Poole Range
lurgurra Terrace
Laurel Downs-Virgin

Hills
Napier Downs
Alexander Creek

Survey name

Fitzroy Basin

Onslow-Derby (regional)
Kimberley (regional)
Poole Range (detailed)
Halls Creek, Derby,

Broome. and Kimberley
Grant Range and

Myroodah-Lul uigui area
Port Hedland
Christmas Creek, Derby,

Broome, and Anna
Plains

Billiluna, Anna Plains,
Port Hedland. and
Pilbara

Canning Basin
Canning Basin

Lake Belly
Sahara (regional)
loanna Spring
Stansmore Range
Canning Basin
Dampierland (semi-

detailed)
Southeast Kidson
Canning Basin
larmura
Noonkanbah
McLarty
Dakota
Munro Arch
Canning Basin
Ryan
Canning Basin
Stretch Range

Tabletop

Name of survey Date

Liveringa Ridge 1972

Thornton 1973

Sahara II 1973

Crossland III 1973

Coli ins II 1973

lones Range-Hall Range 1973

Barbwire II 1973
Doran 1973
Liveringa II 1973

5206

5408
5505

5631-33
5707

5305
5308
5309-10
5406

5941
6009

6206

6214
6237
6238

6239
6243

!i;/lITCV

Numher

5606

5407
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BMR

6366
6344
6349
6437
6505-06
6548

6549
6706
6739
6740
6742
6744
6748
6804
6837
6911-18
7044

7031

'" Surveys referenced without date do not have accompanying reports, but the data are included in the BMR
Gravity Data Bank



TABLE 3. AIRBORNE AND GROUND MAGNETIC SURVEYS

Name of survey

Canning Basin Aeromagnetic
Reconnaissance

South Canning Basin
Stansmore Range

Gibson Desert
Pollock Hills
Offshore Canning
King Sound
Lower Fitzroy

Wallal
Billiluna-Helena
White Hills
Lennard Shelf
Control of Traverses
Magnetic Map of Australia

Year

1954

1962
1963

1965
1965
1965
1966
1966

1969
1971
1971
1972
1973

Referellce

Quilty (1960)

WAPET (1963e, 1966h)
Hackathorn New Zealand Oils Lld
and Australian Oil Corporation (1963)
Union Oil Co. of California (1965)
AAI' (1965)
WAPET ( 1965f)
WAPET 0966g)
Gewerkschaft. Elwerath Inc. (1966)

WAPET (1969b)
Associated Australian Oilfields NL (1972)
AAI' (972)
WAPET (19720
BMR

1','\SA
File

62/1728
63/1700

65/4610
65/4619
65/4614
66/4623
66/11111

6913037
71/422
71/508
72/1019

Altitude
(m above
MSL)

460

600
760

760
800
460
460
ground
survey
300
670
670
600
Various

tectonic elements of the Canning Basin as seen in
the magnetic basement;

(2) the broad linear zones of west-northwesterly trend
ing Bouguer anomaly highs;

(3) the possibility of detecting reef and salt structures
from positive anomalies; and,

(4) with the aid of seismic velocities, the subsurface
distribution of various formations.

Petroleum drilling
Petroleum exploration in the Canning Basin was

initiated by the discovery of oil shows in a water bore
at Prices Creek (southeast NOONKANBAH*) in 1919.
Until early 1957, the search for oil was dominated by
the Freney Kimberley Oil Company Ltd (Freney)
and its daughter companies (often referred to as the
Freney Period; Mayne, 1975). Sixteen wells were
drilled by Freney, all of them in the Fitzroy Trough;
some had slight shows of oil and gas (see Table 4).

West Australian Petroleum Pty Ltd (WAPET) began
drilling operations in the Canning Basin in 1955 with
WAPET Grant Range 1, followed by a number of
other wells including a series of stratigraphic test holes
for BMR during 1955-56. During this phase, explora
tion was extended by WAPET to include the other
parts of the Basin, particularly the coastal portion.

Following the introduction of the Petroleum Search
Subsidy Acts in 1959, drilling activity increased up
until 1962, with a number of wells being drilled to
test potential structures on the Lennard Shelf, Jurgurra
Terrace, and Broome Arch. During this active phase
a few gallons of excellent quality crude oil were
recovered from WAPET Meda 1. However, after
further tests in this well, the ratio of oil to salt water
recovered did not improve, and the oil show was
declared a non-commercial find. About the same time,
the first salt dome to be drilled in Australia was
penetrated in WAPET Frome Rocks 1.

After a short period of low exploration activity a
number of other companies apart from WAPET began
drilling operations in the Canning Basin. Continental
Oil Company of Australia Ltd (Continental), Aus
tralian Aquitaine Petroleum Pty Ltd (AAP), Total
Exploration Australian Pty Ltd (Total), Lennard

• Names capitalised as such refer to 1:250000 Sheet areas.
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Oil N.L.. and Gewerkschaft Elwerath Inc. all entered
the search for oil by drilling wells over various parts
of the Basin, particularly during the period 1966-70.
WAPET did not drill any wells in 1969 and 1970, but
recommenced drilling in 1971. During the period
1971-1974, WAPET drilled 15 holes, including one
unsubsidised well, involving mainly the Broome Arch
and the terrace features. AAP, after several years of
geophysical surveying, drilled a well in the eastern
Kidson Sub-basin in 1973.

Drilling activity began to decline prior to the cessa
tion of the Petroleum Search Subsidy Acts in 1974.
Towards the end of the 1970s, a few more wells were
drilled, mainly on the Lennard Shelf, and a number of
other wells planned.

Non-petroleum drilling
Exploration for coal in the Canning Basin has been

carried out since 1965. This included work by Premier
Mining Pty Ltd from 1965 to 1966 (Baarda, 1967),
Theiss Bros. Pty Ltd in 1966 (Pickering, 1967, 1968),
Australian Inland Exploration from 1970 to 1972,
Esso Exploration in conjunction with Dampier Mining
Co. from 1973 to 1974 (Galloway & Howell, 1975),
Dampier Mining Co. from 1973 to 1975, and Conzinc
Riotinto of Australia Pty Ltd (CRA) in 1973
(Quinton, 1974). Although some coal seams and
carbonaceous beds were penetrated, no commercial coal
deposits were found.

Literature
The most recent major reference on the Canning Basin

is by Forman & Wales (1981) which describes the
petroleum geology of the Canning Basin. Other signi
ficant contributions have been made by Veevers &
Wells (1961), Playford & others (1975), Druce &
Radke (1979). Gorter (1978). Playford (1967, 1976,
1980), Burne & Kantsler (1977), and Burne & others
(1979). A bibliography of the Canning Basin literature
up until 1970 was prepared by Raine (1970); a more
up to date bibliography, to 1977 with other references
up to 1980, is included in Forman & Wales (t 981).

lnvestigations, 1972-1977
In 1972, BMR, in cooperation with GSWA, embarked

on a program to finalise the geological mapping and

TABLE 3. AIRBORNE AND GROUND MAGNETIC SURVEYS

Name of survey

Canning Basin Aeromagnetic
Reconnaissance

South Canning Basin
Stansmore Range

Gibson Desert
Pollock Hills
Offshore Canning
King Sound
Lower Fitzroy

Wallal
Billiluna-Helena
White Hills
Lennard Shelf
Control of Traverses
Magnetic Map of Australia

Year

1954

1962
1963

1965
1965
1965
1966
1966

1969
1971
1971
1972
1973

Referellce

Quilty (1960)

WAPET (1963e, 1966h)
Hackathorn New Zealand Oils Lld
and Australian Oil Corporation (1963)
Union Oil Co. of California (1965)
AAI' (1965)
WAPET ( 1965f)
WAPET 0966g)
Gewerkschaft. Elwerath Inc. (1966)

WAPET (1969b)
Associated Australian Oilfields NL (1972)
AAI' (972)
WAPET (19720
BMR

1','\SA
File

62/1728
63/1700

65/4610
65/4619
65/4614
66/4623
66/11111

6913037
71/422
71/508
72/1019

Altitude
(m above
MSL)

460

600
760

760
800
460
460
ground
survey
300
670
670
600
Various

tectonic elements of the Canning Basin as seen in
the magnetic basement;

(2) the broad linear zones of west-northwesterly trend
ing Bouguer anomaly highs;

(3) the possibility of detecting reef and salt structures
from positive anomalies; and,

(4) with the aid of seismic velocities, the subsurface
distribution of various formations.

Petroleum drilling
Petroleum exploration in the Canning Basin was

initiated by the discovery of oil shows in a water bore
at Prices Creek (southeast NOONKANBAH*) in 1919.
Until early 1957, the search for oil was dominated by
the Freney Kimberley Oil Company Ltd (Freney)
and its daughter companies (often referred to as the
Freney Period; Mayne, 1975). Sixteen wells were
drilled by Freney, all of them in the Fitzroy Trough;
some had slight shows of oil and gas (see Table 4).

West Australian Petroleum Pty Ltd (WAPET) began
drilling operations in the Canning Basin in 1955 with
WAPET Grant Range 1, followed by a number of
other wells including a series of stratigraphic test holes
for BMR during 1955-56. During this phase, explora
tion was extended by WAPET to include the other
parts of the Basin, particularly the coastal portion.

Following the introduction of the Petroleum Search
Subsidy Acts in 1959, drilling activity increased up
until 1962, with a number of wells being drilled to
test potential structures on the Lennard Shelf, Jurgurra
Terrace, and Broome Arch. During this active phase
a few gallons of excellent quality crude oil were
recovered from WAPET Meda 1. However, after
further tests in this well, the ratio of oil to salt water
recovered did not improve, and the oil show was
declared a non-commercial find. About the same time,
the first salt dome to be drilled in Australia was
penetrated in WAPET Frome Rocks 1.

After a short period of low exploration activity a
number of other companies apart from WAPET began
drilling operations in the Canning Basin. Continental
Oil Company of Australia Ltd (Continental), Aus
tralian Aquitaine Petroleum Pty Ltd (AAP), Total
Exploration Australian Pty Ltd (Total), Lennard

• Names capitalised as such refer to 1:250000 Sheet areas.
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Oil N.L.. and Gewerkschaft Elwerath Inc. all entered
the search for oil by drilling wells over various parts
of the Basin, particularly during the period 1966-70.
WAPET did not drill any wells in 1969 and 1970, but
recommenced drilling in 1971. During the period
1971-1974, WAPET drilled 15 holes, including one
unsubsidised well, involving mainly the Broome Arch
and the terrace features. AAP, after several years of
geophysical surveying, drilled a well in the eastern
Kidson Sub-basin in 1973.

Drilling activity began to decline prior to the cessa
tion of the Petroleum Search Subsidy Acts in 1974.
Towards the end of the 1970s, a few more wells were
drilled, mainly on the Lennard Shelf, and a number of
other wells planned.

Non-petroleum drilling
Exploration for coal in the Canning Basin has been

carried out since 1965. This included work by Premier
Mining Pty Ltd from 1965 to 1966 (Baarda, 1967),
Theiss Bros. Pty Ltd in 1966 (Pickering, 1967, 1968),
Australian Inland Exploration from 1970 to 1972,
Esso Exploration in conjunction with Dampier Mining
Co. from 1973 to 1974 (Galloway & Howell, 1975),
Dampier Mining Co. from 1973 to 1975, and Conzinc
Riotinto of Australia Pty Ltd (CRA) in 1973
(Quinton, 1974). Although some coal seams and
carbonaceous beds were penetrated, no commercial coal
deposits were found.

Literature
The most recent major reference on the Canning Basin

is by Forman & Wales (1981) which describes the
petroleum geology of the Canning Basin. Other signi
ficant contributions have been made by Veevers &
Wells (1961), Playford & others (1975), Druce &
Radke (1979). Gorter (1978). Playford (1967, 1976,
1980), Burne & Kantsler (1977), and Burne & others
(1979). A bibliography of the Canning Basin literature
up until 1970 was prepared by Raine (1970); a more
up to date bibliography, to 1977 with other references
up to 1980, is included in Forman & Wales (t 981).

lnvestigations, 1972-1977
In 1972, BMR, in cooperation with GSWA, embarked

on a program to finalise the geological mapping and



TABLE 4. DRILLING

Year Name of well Company
Location Total depth

(m) Hydrocarbon shaH's

BAfR

File Reference

1910-1 I
1922
1922
1922-3
1923
1923
1923
1923 5
1926
1926-7
1927-30
1931
1932-3
1939- 42
1954 55
1955
1955
1955
1955-6
195'-6
1955-6
1956
1956
1956
1956-7
1957
1958
1958
1958
1958

1958
1959
1959
1959
1959
1959-60
1960
1962

1962

1962

1964
1965

1965
1965
1965-6

1965 -6
1965-6
1967
1967

1967
1968
1968

Mya11s Bore
Prices Creek 1
Prices Creek 2
Mount Wynne 1
Prices Creek 3
Prices Creek 4
Mount Wynnc 2
Mount Wynne 3
Poole Range 1
Poole Range 2
Poole Range 3
Poole Range 4
Poole Range 5
Nerrima 1
Grant Range 1
Nerrima 1
J urgurra Creek 1
Fraser River Corehole 1
Laurel Downs 2
Myroodah 1
Fraser River 1
Prices Creek 3
Dampier Downs 1
Roebuck Bay 1
The Sisters 1
Wallal Corehole 1
Walla14
Wallal4A
Samphire Marsh 1
Meda 1

Goldwyer 1
Meda2
Thangoo 1
.Frome Rocks 1
Frome Rocks 2
Thangoo lA
Barlee 1
Babrongan 1

Langoora I

Hawkstonc Peak 1

Tandalgoo 2
Sahara 1

Parda I
Willara 1
St George Range 1

Point Moody 1
Kidson 1
May River 1
Blackstone 1

Yu11eroo 1
McLarty 1
Edgar Range 1

Freney Kimberley Oil Co. Lld
Frency Kimberley Oil Co. Lld
Freney Kimberley Oi1 Co. Lld
Freney Kimberley Oil Co. Lld
Freney Kimberley Oil Co. Lld
Freney Kimberley Oil Co. Lld
Freney Kimberley Oil Co. Lld
Freney Kimberley Oil Co. Ltd
Freney Kimberley Oil Co, Ltd
Freney Kimberley Oil Co. Ltd
Freney Kimberley Oil Co, Lld
Freney Kimberley Oil Co. Lld
Freney Kimberley Oil Co. NL
WAPET
Associated Freney Oilfields NL
BMR
WAPET
BMR
Associated Freney Oilfields NL
WAPET
BMR
WAPET
WAPET
Associated Freney Oiltklds NL
WAPET
BMR
BMR
WAPET
WAPET

WAPET
WAPET
WAPET
WAPET
WAPET
WAPET
WAPET
WAPET

WAPET

WAPET

WAPET
WAPET

WAPET
WAPET
Contincntal Oil Co,

AAI'
WAPET
WAPET
WAPET

Gewerkschaft Elwerath Inc.
Total Exploration Australia
TOlal Exploralion Australia

17°21'S
18°40'30"5
18" 40'40"S
18°06'S
18'4I'02"S
1840'55 "s
18'06'S
18'06'S
18'52'S
1852'S
1853'06"S
18'52'27"S
1852'27"5
18"28'16"S
18 00'48"5
18'26'55"5
18°20'04"5
17'28'50"S
18"07'06"5
18° 16'15"S
17°25'04"5
18°39'44"5
18°18'5
18°09'34"5
17"43'31 "s
19° 51'46 "s
19'44'12"5
19°44'12"S
1931'08"5
17°24'00" S

18°22'47"S
17'24'36"S
18°22'06"5
18' 11'48"S
18'15'15 "5
18'21'52"S
17"48'25 "5
1823'23"S

17" 18'07" 5

17°14'45"5

21 °07'5
21 °04'40"5

18'56'08"S
19'10'48"S
18°4I'30"S

21 °15'34"S
23°37'OO"S
17'14'50"S
17°35'14"S

17 51'16"S
19°23'45"S
18'45 '26" S

123 °40'1'.
125°55'30"E
125°55'55"1'.
124°27'E
125°55'55"E
125 54'05"E
]24 G 27'E
]24 G 27'E
125°48'E
125°48'E
125°47'20" E
125°49'02"E
125" 49'02" E
124 °24'02" I'.
124 °00'22" E
124'22'17"E
12343'05"E
123']2'30"E
125 °20'05" E
124'1]'27"E
123'09'39"E
125°54'OO"E
123' 06'E
12227'28" E
124' 25'09" E
120°37'58"1'.
120 0 44'25''E
120°44'25" E
121 °10'51 "I'.
124'11'32"E

]22'22'58"E
124'Il'23"E
122'53'22"E
123°38'42"E
123°39'35"E
]22'53'09"E
122°42'40"E
123°35'37"E

124' 06'48"E

124'24'26"E

]23°27'E
123°23'30"1'.

122'OO'34"E
122°04'14" E
125'08'I1"E

127'48'22"E
125°00'22"E
124'05'01 "E
124°21'OI"E

122'54'25"E
123°39'30"E
123°35'33"E

322
392,2
103.6
273,1
271.3
12l.9
18.3

656.5
12l.9
320.3
994.9

470,9
130 l.6
3936.5
2765,1

512.1
366.4

1219.2
1829.1
3091.9

211.5
922.9

1219,2
2995,6

309
429.8
679.1

2031,2
2685,0

1438.7
2325.0
1059.2
1219,2
2287.2
1655.4
2469,1
] 949,2

1615.1

1187.8

152
2120.2

1906.8
3903.3
4437.3

2133.6
4431.5
1678,0
3049.5

4572.3
2590,8
1968.1

None
Traces of oil
Traces of oil
Asphalt and bitumen
Traces of oil
None
None-hole abandoned
Globules of oil
None
None
Thick brown oil
Nonc--\vatcr bl)re for No.
None
Slight gas shows
Biturninou ... n1i.lterial
Traces of oil
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
Sm,>I' show of oil
None
None
None
NOlle
Few barrels of oil; several

~fnalI gas shows
Traces of oil
J\1inor gas
Traces of oil
None
Globules of oil
None
Gas traces, some bitumen
Methane gas. minor bitumen

None

None

None
None

Oil staining
Traces of oil and gas
Bitumen, several small

gas shows
Minor gas traces
None
Minnr oil stains
Minor gas and bitumen

traces
Gas shows
Minor bituminous material
Trace of oil

62 1002
62/1022

62/1054
62/1029
621033
62' 1054
62 1057
62 1090

62,1093

64/4129

65.1 4137
65/4158
64/4170

65/4174
65/4177
67/4252
67 4262

67 4249
68'2009
68,2041

Playford (1957)
Blatchford (1922)
Blatchford (1922)
Waterford (194])
Blatehford (1929)
Blatchford (1930)

Blatchford (1927)
Guppy & others (1958)
Waterford (1941)
Waterford (1941)
Wa terford (1941)
Waterford (1941)
Reeves (1949)
WAPET (l956a)
Hill (1955)
Henderson & others (] 963)
WAPET (l956b)
Hcnderson & others (1956a)
Hill (1956)
WAPET(1956c)
Henderson (l956b)
McKellar (1957)
WAPET (1956d)
Hill (1957)
WAPET (1957)
Hendcrson & others f 19(3)
llenderson & others (1963)
.lohnstonc (1961)
Pudovskis (1962)

E11iott (1959)
WAPET (1959)
Pudovskis & WiIlmolt (1961)
Elliolt & Willmolt (1962)
Elliolt&Willmott (1962)
Pudovskis & Willmott (1961)
Pudovskis & Carter (196] )
Gardner (1962);

WAPET (1966i)
Gardncr (1963a);

WAPET (1966i)
Gardner (1963b);

WAPET (1966i)
WAPET (l964f)
Singleton (] 965);

W APEI' (19660
Williams (1965)
Johnson (1966'1)
Shannon & Henderson (1966)

Labouysse & Michoud (1966)
Johnson (1966b)
Johson & llrownhill (1967)
Johnson (1968)

Bischol1' ( 19(8)
)acgue & others ( 1968b)
Jacgue & others (1968a)

TABLE 4. DRILLING

Year Name of well Company
Location Total depth

(m) Hydrocarbon shaH's

BAfR

File Reference

1910-1 I
1922
1922
1922-3
1923
1923
1923
1923 5
1926
1926-7
1927-30
1931
1932-3
1939- 42
1954 55
1955
1955
1955
1955-6
195'-6
1955-6
1956
1956
1956
1956-7
1957
1958
1958
1958
1958

1958
1959
1959
1959
1959
1959-60
1960
1962

1962

1962

1964
1965

1965
1965
1965-6

1965 -6
1965-6
1967
1967

1967
1968
1968

Mya11s Bore
Prices Creek 1
Prices Creek 2
Mount Wynne 1
Prices Creek 3
Prices Creek 4
Mount Wynnc 2
Mount Wynne 3
Poole Range 1
Poole Range 2
Poole Range 3
Poole Range 4
Poole Range 5
Nerrima 1
Grant Range 1
Nerrima 1
J urgurra Creek 1
Fraser River Corehole 1
Laurel Downs 2
Myroodah 1
Fraser River 1
Prices Creek 3
Dampier Downs 1
Roebuck Bay 1
The Sisters 1
Wallal Corehole 1
Walla14
Wallal4A
Samphire Marsh 1
Meda 1

Goldwyer 1
Meda2
Thangoo 1
.Frome Rocks 1
Frome Rocks 2
Thangoo lA
Barlee 1
Babrongan 1

Langoora I

Hawkstonc Peak 1

Tandalgoo 2
Sahara 1

Parda I
Willara 1
St George Range 1

Point Moody 1
Kidson 1
May River 1
Blackstone 1

Yu11eroo 1
McLarty 1
Edgar Range 1

Freney Kimberley Oil Co. Lld
Frency Kimberley Oil Co. Lld
Freney Kimberley Oi1 Co. Lld
Freney Kimberley Oil Co. Lld
Freney Kimberley Oil Co. Lld
Freney Kimberley Oil Co. Lld
Freney Kimberley Oil Co. Lld
Freney Kimberley Oil Co. Ltd
Freney Kimberley Oil Co, Ltd
Freney Kimberley Oil Co. Ltd
Freney Kimberley Oil Co, Lld
Freney Kimberley Oil Co. Lld
Freney Kimberley Oil Co. NL
WAPET
Associated Freney Oilfields NL
BMR
WAPET
BMR
Associated Freney Oilfields NL
WAPET
BMR
WAPET
WAPET
Associated Freney Oiltklds NL
WAPET
BMR
BMR
WAPET
WAPET

WAPET
WAPET
WAPET
WAPET
WAPET
WAPET
WAPET
WAPET

WAPET

WAPET

WAPET
WAPET

WAPET
WAPET
Contincntal Oil Co,

AAI'
WAPET
WAPET
WAPET

Gewerkschaft Elwerath Inc.
Total Exploration Australia
TOlal Exploralion Australia

17°21'S
18°40'30"5
18" 40'40"S
18°06'S
18'4I'02"S
1840'55 "s
18'06'S
18'06'S
18'52'S
1852'S
1853'06"S
18'52'27"S
1852'27"5
18"28'16"S
18 00'48"5
18'26'55"5
18°20'04"5
17'28'50"S
18"07'06"5
18° 16'15"S
17°25'04"5
18°39'44"5
18°18'5
18°09'34"5
17"43'31 "s
19° 51'46 "s
19'44'12"5
19°44'12"S
1931'08"5
17°24'00" S

18°22'47"S
17'24'36"S
18°22'06"5
18' 11'48"S
18'15'15 "5
18'21'52"S
17"48'25 "5
1823'23"S

17" 18'07" 5

17°14'45"5

21 °07'5
21 °04'40"5

18'56'08"S
19'10'48"S
18°4I'30"S

21 °15'34"S
23°37'OO"S
17'14'50"S
17°35'14"S

17 51'16"S
19°23'45"S
18'45 '26" S

123 °40'1'.
125°55'30"E
125°55'55"1'.
124°27'E
125°55'55"E
125 54'05"E
]24 G 27'E
]24 G 27'E
125°48'E
125°48'E
125°47'20" E
125°49'02"E
125" 49'02" E
124 °24'02" I'.
124 °00'22" E
124'22'17"E
12343'05"E
123']2'30"E
125 °20'05" E
124'1]'27"E
123'09'39"E
125°54'OO"E
123' 06'E
12227'28" E
124' 25'09" E
120°37'58"1'.
120 0 44'25''E
120°44'25" E
121 °10'51 "I'.
124'11'32"E

]22'22'58"E
124'Il'23"E
122'53'22"E
123°38'42"E
123°39'35"E
]22'53'09"E
122°42'40"E
123°35'37"E

124' 06'48"E

124'24'26"E

]23°27'E
123°23'30"1'.

122'OO'34"E
122°04'14" E
125'08'I1"E

127'48'22"E
125°00'22"E
124'05'01 "E
124°21'OI"E

122'54'25"E
123°39'30"E
123°35'33"E

322
392,2
103.6
273,1
271.3
12l.9
18.3

656.5
12l.9
320.3
994.9

470,9
130 l.6
3936.5
2765,1

512.1
366.4

1219.2
1829.1
3091.9

211.5
922.9

1219,2
2995,6

309
429.8
679.1

2031,2
2685,0

1438.7
2325.0
1059.2
1219,2
2287.2
1655.4
2469,1
] 949,2

1615.1

1187.8

152
2120.2

1906.8
3903.3
4437.3

2133.6
4431.5
1678,0
3049.5

4572.3
2590,8
1968.1

None
Traces of oil
Traces of oil
Asphalt and bitumen
Traces of oil
None
None-hole abandoned
Globules of oil
None
None
Thick brown oil
Nonc--\vatcr bl)re for No.
None
Slight gas shows
Biturninou ... n1i.lterial
Traces of oil
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
Sm,>I' show of oil
None
None
None
NOlle
Few barrels of oil; several

~fnalI gas shows
Traces of oil
J\1inor gas
Traces of oil
None
Globules of oil
None
Gas traces, some bitumen
Methane gas. minor bitumen

None

None

None
None

Oil staining
Traces of oil and gas
Bitumen, several small

gas shows
Minor gas traces
None
Minnr oil stains
Minor gas and bitumen

traces
Gas shows
Minor bituminous material
Trace of oil

62 1002
62/1022

62/1054
62/1029
621033
62' 1054
62 1057
62 1090

62,1093

64/4129

65.1 4137
65/4158
64/4170

65/4174
65/4177
67/4252
67 4262

67 4249
68'2009
68,2041

Playford (1957)
Blatchford (1922)
Blatchford (1922)
Waterford (194])
Blatehford (1929)
Blatchford (1930)

Blatchford (1927)
Guppy & others (1958)
Waterford (1941)
Waterford (1941)
Wa terford (1941)
Waterford (1941)
Reeves (1949)
WAPET (l956a)
Hill (1955)
Henderson & others (] 963)
WAPET (l956b)
Hcnderson & others (1956a)
Hill (1956)
WAPET(1956c)
Henderson (l956b)
McKellar (1957)
WAPET (1956d)
Hill (1957)
WAPET (1957)
Hendcrson & others f 19(3)
llenderson & others (1963)
.lohnstonc (1961)
Pudovskis (1962)

E11iott (1959)
WAPET (1959)
Pudovskis & WiIlmolt (1961)
Elliolt & Willmolt (1962)
Elliolt&Willmott (1962)
Pudovskis & Willmott (1961)
Pudovskis & Carter (196] )
Gardner (1962);

WAPET (1966i)
Gardncr (1963a);

WAPET (1966i)
Gardner (1963b);

WAPET (1966i)
WAPET (l964f)
Singleton (] 965);

W APEI' (19660
Williams (1965)
Johnson (1966'1)
Shannon & Henderson (1966)

Labouysse & Michoud (1966)
Johnson (1966b)
Johson & llrownhill (1967)
Johnson (1968)

Bischol1' ( 19(8)
)acgue & others ( 1968b)
Jacgue & others (1968a)



Location Total depth BMR
Year Name of well Company (Ill) Hydrocarbon shows File Reference

1968 Kemp Field 1 Total Exploration Australia 20° 19'10"S 123°27'58"E 118Ll None 68 '2048 Jacque & others (1969a)
1968 Wilson Cliffs I AAP 22°16'39"S 126°46'55"E 3722-2 Slight trace of methane gas 68; 2011 Creevey (1969)
1968 Doran 1 WAPET 18°1O'56"S 123°29'06"E 763-2 Some bitumen 68/2033 Bird (1968)
1968 Willara Hill I WAPET 19°03'31 "S 121°52'45"E 858,0 None 68/2044 Reid (1968)
1968 Chirup 1 WAPET 19°50'54"S 120"25'57"E 762,6 None Bird (1969)
1969 Matches Springs I To:al Exploration Australia 18°41'28"S 124'03'11 "E 2834,6 None 69/2023 J aeque & others (1970)
1969 Mowla I Total Exploration Australia 18°43'50"S 123°42'35"E 762 None 69/2039 Jacque & others (1969b)
1969 Napier 1 Lennard Oil NL 17' 12'20"S 124°31'36"E 1801,4 Traees of bitumen 69/2015 Newstead (1969)
1969 Napier 2 Lennard Oil NL 17'04'55"S 124 e21 '20" E 1606,9 Traces of methane gas 69/2031 Watt & Newstead (1970)

and bitumen
1970 Napier 4 Lennard Oil NL 16°55'OO"S 124'05'55"E 965.0 None 70/589 Temple (1970)
1970 Napier 5 Lennard Oil NL 17 c 06'30"S 124°28'06"E 1657.1 Minor methane gas traces 70/750 Watt & Temple (1971)
1970 *Lacepede lA BOC of Australia Lld I7 Q 05'18"S 121°26'41"E 2286 Minor methane gas traces 70/426 BOCAL (1970)
1971 Tappers Inlet I WAPET 16°51'38"S 122 35'22" E 2856.1 Slight traces of oil and gas 71/301 Crank (1971)
1971 Crossland 1 WAPET 19"43'10"S 125' 14'50"E 913,2 None 71/465 Thomas & Caldwell (1971)
1971 Crossland 2 WAPET 20 0 0{),45''S 124°59'36"E 914.4 None 71/465 Thomas & Caldwell (1971)
1971 Crossland 3 WAPET 20° 12'12"S 125°45'39"E 915.3 None 711465 Thomas & Caldwell (1971)
1971 Lake Betty 1 WAPET 19°34'10"S 126 ° 19'52" E 3145,8 Minor methane gas show 711441 Crank (1972)
1971 Munda 1 WAPET 19°28'27 "S 122°17'32"E 1066.8 None 711475 Moyes (1972)
1971 *Bedout I BOC of Australia Lld 18'14'40"S 119°23'23" E 3073 None 71/435 BOCAL (1971)
1972 Pender 1 WAPET 16'40'48"S 122 0 50'06" E 911,7 None 72/2000 Meath (1972)
1972 Palm Springs I WAPET 17'48'56"S 124°53'()8"E 1066.8 None 72/2002 Osborne (1972)
1972 Barbwire 1 WAPET 19' 10'38"S 125°00'58"E 1071,4 None 72i2001 Young (1972)
1972 Munrol WAPET 19°51 '47"S 122°28'28"E 2116 None 72/846 Williams (1972)
1972 Loguc 1 WAPET 18'07'33 "S 123°23'24"E 2699 Oil stain; minor gas show 71/479 Meath & Scott ( 1972)
1973 Thangoo 2 WAPET 18°26'32"S 122°54'33"E 1472 Minor oil stains 73/218 Young & O'Shaughnessy

(1973a)
1973 Mimosa 1 WAPET ]7°44'58"S 124°35'OO"E 4117 Oil stains; minor gas shows 73/233 Osborne & O'Shaughnessy

(1973 )

-J
1973 Mount Hardman I WAPET 18°00'38"S 124°54'48"E 3360 Oil stains; minor gas shows 73;'259 Young & O'Shaughnessy

(1973b)
1973 Contention Heights 1 AAI' 22"25'36"S 127°13'31 "E 1790.7 Slight traces of gas 73/230 Brown & Campbell (1974)
1973 *East Mermaid 1 Shcll Development (Australia) lrlO'OI"S 119°49'21"E 4068 Slight traces of gas 73ilOO3 Shell (1973)

Pty Lld
1973 *Wamac 1 Amax Petroleum (Australia) ]7°14'26"S 121°29'30"E 2764 Slight traces of gas 73/246 Amax (1974)

Inc.
1973 *Keraudren I Hcmatite Petroleum Lld 18°54'27"S 119°09'15"E 3844 Sligh t traces of gas 73/240 Hematite (1974)
1973 Cornish 1 BMR 20' IO'03"S 126 °33'54" E 164 None Yeates & others (1975a)
1973 Cornish 2 BMR 20'011 '09"S 126°52'30"E 227 None Ycatcs & others (l975a)
1973 Cornish 3 BMR 20° 10'51 "S 127°24'12"E 99 None Yeates & others (l975a)
1973 Mount Bannennan 1 BMR 19'56'06"S 127°13'42"S 203 None Yeates & others (l975a)
1973 Mount Bannerman 2 BMR 19'04'03"S 126° 10'21 "E 139 None Yeates & others (1975a)
1973 Mount Bannerman 3 BMR 19'29'18"S 127'09'33" E 94 None Yeatcs & others (1975a)
1973 Mount Bannerman 4 HMR 19°30'03"S 127 °03'03" E 151 None Yeates & others (1975a)
1973 Lucas 13 BMR 20'24'06"S 127°36'09"E 189 None Yeates & others (1975a)
1973 Lueas 14 BMR 20° 16'39"S 127°46'33"E 105 None Yeates & others (1975a)
1973 Crossland 1 BMR 19" 13'03"S 125°53'30"E 262 None Yeates & others (1975a)
1973 Crossland 2 BMR 19° 12'16"S 125°28'03"E 139 None Yeates & others (1975a)
1973 BiIliluna 1 BMR 19'56'33"S 127°51'55"E 123 None Yeates & others (1975a)
1973 BiIliluna 3 BMR 19° 30'30"S 127°38'18"E 161 None Yeates & others (1975'1)
1974 Jones Range WAPET 19°21 '40"S 125°40'13"E 2540 Minor gas shows Broad & McDermott (1974)
1974 *Minilya 1 BOC of Australia Ltd 18°l9'28"S 118°43'57"E Data confidential 74il16
1979 Ellendale I Amax Petroleum (Australia) 17°54'18"S 124 °42'15" E 3190 Minor oil and gas shows

Ine,
1979 Puratte I Esso Australia Lld ]7'05'16"S 123°14'18"E 3750 None
1980 Moogana 1 Esso Australia Ltd 16°56']7"S 122°41'28"E 2213 None
1980 Fitzroy River I Amax Petroleum (Australia) 18'29'39"S 124°52'50"E 3134 None

Inc.
1981 Blina 1 Home Oil ]7°37'24"S 124°30'05"E 2496 Oil discovery well
1981 Orange Pool 1 Home Oil lrI8'15"S 124°12'54"E 1171 None
1981 Yarrada I Home Oil ]7°21'55"S 124°06'08"E 3295 None

*Offshore wells referred to on Plate I only,

Location Total depth BMR
Year Name of well Company (Ill) Hydrocarbon shows File Reference

1968 Kemp Field 1 Total Exploration Australia 20° 19'10"S 123°27'58"E 118Ll None 68 '2048 Jacque & others (1969a)
1968 Wilson Cliffs I AAP 22°16'39"S 126°46'55"E 3722-2 Slight trace of methane gas 68; 2011 Creevey (1969)
1968 Doran 1 WAPET 18°1O'56"S 123°29'06"E 763-2 Some bitumen 68/2033 Bird (1968)
1968 Willara Hill I WAPET 19°03'31 "S 121°52'45"E 858,0 None 68/2044 Reid (1968)
1968 Chirup 1 WAPET 19°50'54"S 120"25'57"E 762,6 None Bird (1969)
1969 Matches Springs I To:al Exploration Australia 18°41'28"S 124'03'11 "E 2834,6 None 69/2023 J aeque & others (1970)
1969 Mowla I Total Exploration Australia 18°43'50"S 123°42'35"E 762 None 69/2039 Jacque & others (1969b)
1969 Napier 1 Lennard Oil NL 17' 12'20"S 124°31'36"E 1801,4 Traees of bitumen 69/2015 Newstead (1969)
1969 Napier 2 Lennard Oil NL 17'04'55"S 124 e21 '20" E 1606,9 Traces of methane gas 69/2031 Watt & Newstead (1970)

and bitumen
1970 Napier 4 Lennard Oil NL 16°55'OO"S 124'05'55"E 965.0 None 70/589 Temple (1970)
1970 Napier 5 Lennard Oil NL 17 c 06'30"S 124°28'06"E 1657.1 Minor methane gas traces 70/750 Watt & Temple (1971)
1970 *Lacepede lA BOC of Australia Lld I7 Q 05'18"S 121°26'41"E 2286 Minor methane gas traces 70/426 BOCAL (1970)
1971 Tappers Inlet I WAPET 16°51'38"S 122 35'22" E 2856.1 Slight traces of oil and gas 71/301 Crank (1971)
1971 Crossland 1 WAPET 19"43'10"S 125' 14'50"E 913,2 None 71/465 Thomas & Caldwell (1971)
1971 Crossland 2 WAPET 20 0 0{),45''S 124°59'36"E 914.4 None 71/465 Thomas & Caldwell (1971)
1971 Crossland 3 WAPET 20° 12'12"S 125°45'39"E 915.3 None 711465 Thomas & Caldwell (1971)
1971 Lake Betty 1 WAPET 19°34'10"S 126 ° 19'52" E 3145,8 Minor methane gas show 711441 Crank (1972)
1971 Munda 1 WAPET 19°28'27 "S 122°17'32"E 1066.8 None 711475 Moyes (1972)
1971 *Bedout I BOC of Australia Lld 18'14'40"S 119°23'23" E 3073 None 71/435 BOCAL (1971)
1972 Pender 1 WAPET 16'40'48"S 122 0 50'06" E 911,7 None 72/2000 Meath (1972)
1972 Palm Springs I WAPET 17'48'56"S 124°53'()8"E 1066.8 None 72/2002 Osborne (1972)
1972 Barbwire 1 WAPET 19' 10'38"S 125°00'58"E 1071,4 None 72i2001 Young (1972)
1972 Munrol WAPET 19°51 '47"S 122°28'28"E 2116 None 72/846 Williams (1972)
1972 Loguc 1 WAPET 18'07'33 "S 123°23'24"E 2699 Oil stain; minor gas show 71/479 Meath & Scott ( 1972)
1973 Thangoo 2 WAPET 18°26'32"S 122°54'33"E 1472 Minor oil stains 73/218 Young & O'Shaughnessy

(1973a)
1973 Mimosa 1 WAPET ]7°44'58"S 124°35'OO"E 4117 Oil stains; minor gas shows 73/233 Osborne & O'Shaughnessy

(1973 )

-J
1973 Mount Hardman I WAPET 18°00'38"S 124°54'48"E 3360 Oil stains; minor gas shows 73;'259 Young & O'Shaughnessy
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1973 *East Mermaid 1 Shcll Development (Australia) lrlO'OI"S 119°49'21"E 4068 Slight traces of gas 73ilOO3 Shell (1973)

Pty Lld
1973 *Wamac 1 Amax Petroleum (Australia) ]7°14'26"S 121°29'30"E 2764 Slight traces of gas 73/246 Amax (1974)

Inc.
1973 *Keraudren I Hcmatite Petroleum Lld 18°54'27"S 119°09'15"E 3844 Sligh t traces of gas 73/240 Hematite (1974)
1973 Cornish 1 BMR 20' IO'03"S 126 °33'54" E 164 None Yeates & others (1975a)
1973 Cornish 2 BMR 20'011 '09"S 126°52'30"E 227 None Ycatcs & others (l975a)
1973 Cornish 3 BMR 20° 10'51 "S 127°24'12"E 99 None Yeates & others (l975a)
1973 Mount Bannennan 1 BMR 19'56'06"S 127°13'42"S 203 None Yeates & others (l975a)
1973 Mount Bannerman 2 BMR 19'04'03"S 126° 10'21 "E 139 None Yeates & others (1975a)
1973 Mount Bannerman 3 BMR 19'29'18"S 127'09'33" E 94 None Yeatcs & others (1975a)
1973 Mount Bannerman 4 HMR 19°30'03"S 127 °03'03" E 151 None Yeates & others (1975a)
1973 Lucas 13 BMR 20'24'06"S 127°36'09"E 189 None Yeates & others (1975a)
1973 Lueas 14 BMR 20° 16'39"S 127°46'33"E 105 None Yeates & others (1975a)
1973 Crossland 1 BMR 19" 13'03"S 125°53'30"E 262 None Yeates & others (1975a)
1973 Crossland 2 BMR 19° 12'16"S 125°28'03"E 139 None Yeates & others (1975a)
1973 BiIliluna 1 BMR 19'56'33"S 127°51'55"E 123 None Yeates & others (1975a)
1973 BiIliluna 3 BMR 19° 30'30"S 127°38'18"E 161 None Yeates & others (1975'1)
1974 Jones Range WAPET 19°21 '40"S 125°40'13"E 2540 Minor gas shows Broad & McDermott (1974)
1974 *Minilya 1 BOC of Australia Ltd 18°l9'28"S 118°43'57"E Data confidential 74il16
1979 Ellendale I Amax Petroleum (Australia) 17°54'18"S 124 °42'15" E 3190 Minor oil and gas shows

Ine,
1979 Puratte I Esso Australia Lld ]7'05'16"S 123°14'18"E 3750 None
1980 Moogana 1 Esso Australia Ltd 16°56']7"S 122°41'28"E 2213 None
1980 Fitzroy River I Amax Petroleum (Australia) 18'29'39"S 124°52'50"E 3134 None

Inc.
1981 Blina 1 Home Oil ]7°37'24"S 124°30'05"E 2496 Oil discovery well
1981 Orange Pool 1 Home Oil lrI8'15"S 124°12'54"E 1171 None
1981 Yarrada I Home Oil ]7°21'55"S 124°06'08"E 3295 None

*Offshore wells referred to on Plate I only,



TABLE 5. PUBLICATIONS OF THE CANNING BASIN SURVEY (EXCLUDING EXPLANATORY NOTES)

AlIthors

(a) Regional Geology
Yeates & others (l975a)

Crowe & Towner ( 1976a)
Crowe (1975)
Crowe & Towner (1976b)

Towner & others (1976)
Yeates & others (1976)
Crowe & others ( 1978)

Towner & Gibson ( 1980)

(b) Stratigraphic Nomenclature
Yeates & others (197 5b)

Crowe & Towner (I 976c)
Crowe & Towner ( 1976d)

(c) PalaeolltoloRY
Dickins & Jell (1974)
Dickins (in preparation)
White & Yeates (1976)
Dickins & others ( 1977)

Title

Notes on the geology of the Gregory Sub-basin and adjacent areas of the Canning
Basin, Western Australia.
Permian depositional history of the Noonkanbah I: 250 000 Sheet area, W.A.
The classification, genesis and evolution of sand dunes in the Great Sandy Desert.
Environmental interpretation of the Permian Nura Nura Member of the Poole Sand
stone, Noonkanbah Sheet area, Canning Basin; a gradation between fluviatile and
shallow-water marine facies
Notes on the geology of the southern part of the Canning Basin.
The Veevers Crater: a possible meteoritic feature.
Permian and Mesozoic geology of the Derby and Mount Anderson 1:250000 Sheet
areas, Western Australia.
Geology of Late Carboniferous and younger rocks of the onshore Western Canning
Basin, Western Australia.

New and revised stratigraphic nomenclature. northeast Canning Basin, Western Aus
tralia.
Permian stratigraphic nomenclature, Noonkanbah 1:250000 Sheet.
Definitions of some new and revised rock units in the Canning Basin.

Permian fossils from the Canning Basin. 1971 and 1972.
Report on fossils collected in the northeast Canning Basin during 1973.
Plant fossils from the northeastern part of the Canning Basin, Western Australia.
A Permian cold water marine fauna in the Grant Formation of the Canning Basin,
Western Australia,

interpretation at the scale of 1:250000 for the entire
onshore Canning Basin. Fieldwork was undertaken
during the period 1972-1977, and involved Second
Edition geological maps being produced for a number
of the Sheet areas, particularly around the Basin
margin.

Personnel involved in the fieldwork were: R. R.
Towner (BMR), 1973-1977; D. L. Gibson (BMR),
1976-1977; R. W. A. Crowe (GSWA), 1972-1977;
A. N. Yeates (BMR), 1972-1975; L. A. I. Wyborn
(BMR), 1973; V. L. Passmore (BMR), 1972; and
P. A. Jell (BMR), 1973. The mapping was carried
out by traversing with four-wheel-drive vehicles. In the
more inaccessible central, western, and southern
Canning Basin, limited vehicle traversing was supple
mented by helicopter surveys.

The survey was carried out using black and white aerial
photographs of the RC9 (I: 80000) Series, except for
JOANNA SPRING, SAHARA, and PATERSON
RANGE where the older K17 (1 :48 000) Series was
used to obtain complete coverage of the Basin. Prior
to each field season, the aerial photographs were
examined; potentially good outcrops and other places
of interest were marked and annotated on the photo
graphs and on topographical base maps, which were
available at either 1: 100000 or 1: 250000 scale. Dur
ing the field seasons, these data points were used to
plan vehicle and helicopter traverses. In 1972 and

1973, mapping was supplemented by shallow strati
graphic drilling and augering (Table 4). The 1 :250000
maps were prepared from information at visited
localities and airphoto interpretation.

This Bulletin and accompanying maps are a synthesis
of the geological information collected during the
period 1972-1977. Local details on various areas and
on individual Sheet areas can be found in the field
work reports (reproduced as Microfiche Appendixes
1-5 of this Bulletin), papers listed in Table 5, and Ex
planatory Notes listed in Table 6. Where interpretation
within this Bulletin differs from the earlier maps or
reports, the Bulletin should be considered more up-to
date.

With the exception of some of the Basin margins and
a few ranges. e.g. the Stansmore, St George. and Grant
Ranges, mapping in the Canning Basin is difficult, but
not necessarily complex. Outcrops are widely separated
and generally poor. Exposures of Phanerozoic rocks are
generally less than 20 m thick, mostly flat-lying, and
with little relief. Because of a lack of marker beds and
macrofossils, the stratigraphic correlation between out
crops only a few kilometres apart, particularly in the
central Basin region, may be difficult to establish.
Lateritic weathering, especially in the central and
southern Canning Basin. has destroyed many charac
teristic features of the bedrock, making airphoto
interpretation difficult. The extensive cover of surficial
deposits such as laterite, silcrete, and aeolian sand adds
to mapping difficulties.

2. STRATIGRAPHY
The stratigraphy of the onshore Canning Basin is

summarised in Table 7.

Precambrian
The nature of basement beneath most of the Canning

Basin is largely unknown as it has only been penetrated
in a few drill holes within the Basin (Table 8). The
basement rocks could well be extensions of Pre-
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cambrian rocks that are marginal to the Canning Basin,
comprising igneous, metamorphic, and unmetamor
phosed sedimentary rocks which crop out in the Halls
Creek Province to the north (Dow & Gemuts, 1969),
in The Granites-Tanami Block (Blake & others, 1979),
the Arunta Block (Shaw & Stewart, 1975), and the
Amadeus Basin (Wells & others, 1970) to the east,
and in the Pilbara Block and Paterson Province (Wil-
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Sheet

TABLE 6. EXPLANATORY NOTES FOR 1:250000 SHEET AREAS

Reference

Pender
Yampi
Broome
Derby
Derby
Lennard River
Lennard River
Lagrange
Mount Anderson
Mount Anderson
Noonkanbah
Noonkanbah
Mandora
Munro
McLarty Hills
Crossland
Port Hedland
Port Hedland-Bedout Island
Yarrie
Yarrie
Anketell
Anketell
Joanna Spring
Dummer
Paterson Range
Paterson Range
Sahara
Percival
Rudall
Tabletop
Tabletop
Ural
Runton
Morris
Mount Ramsay
Mount Bannerman
Mount Bannerman
Billiluna
Billiluna
Cornish
Cornish
Lucas
Lucas
Helena
Stansmore
Stansmore
Wilson
Webb
Ryan

First Edition
Second Edition
First Edition
Second Edition

First Edition
Second Edition
First Edition
Second Edition

First Edition
Second Edition
First Edition
Second Edition
First Edition
Second Edition

First Edition
Second Edition

First Edition
Second Edition

First Edition
Second Edition
First Edition
Second Edition
First Edition
Second Edition
First Edition
Second Edition

First Edition
Second Edition

SE/51-2
SE/51-3
SE/51-6
SE/51-7
SE/51-7
SE/51-8
SE/51-8
SE/51-10
SE/51-I!
SE/51-11
SE/51-12
SE/51-12
SE/51-13
SE/51-14
SE/51-15
SE/51-16
SF/50-4
SF/50-4, SE/50-16
SF/51-I
SF/51-1
SF/51-2
SF/51-2
SF/51-3
SF/51-4
SF/51-6
SF/51-6
SF/51-7
SF/51-8
SF/51-10
SF/51-11
SF/51-11
SF/51-12
SF/51-15
SF/51-16
SE/52-9
SE/52-13
SE/52-13
SE/52-14
SE/52-14
SF/52-1
SF/52-1
SF/52-2
SF/52-2
SF/52-5
SF/52-6
SF/52-6
SF/52-9
SF/52-tO
SF/52-13

Gibson (in preparation a)
Gellatly & Sofoulis (1973)
Gibson (in preparation b)
Casey (1958a)
Towner (1981)
Veevers (1958)
Derrick & Playford (1973)
Gibson (in preparation c)
Casey (1958b)
Gibson & Crowe (1982)
Thomas (1958)
Crowe & Towner ( 1981 )
Towner (1982c)
Towner (1982d)
Gibson (1982)
Towner (1977)
Low (1965)
Hickman & Gibson (1982)
Wells (1959a)
Hickman & others (in preparation)
Casey (1957)
Towner (I 982a)
Towner (1982b)
Wyborn (1977)
Wells (1959b)
Chin & others ( 1982)
Yeatcs & Towncr (1978)
Ycates (1978)
Chin & others (in preparation)
Wells (1960a)
Yeates & Chin (1979)
Towner (1978a)
Crowe & Chin (1979)
Crowe (1979)
Robcrts & others ( 1968)
Wells (1960b)
Yeatcs & Muhling (1977)
Wells (1962b)
Blake & others (1977)
Wells (1962c)
Crowe (1978)
Wells (1962d)
Crowe & Muhling (1977)
Yeates (1977)
Wells (1962a)
Blake & Ycates (1976)
Towner (1978b)
Bhike (1977)
Towner (I 978c)

liams & others, 1976) to the southwest of the Canning
Basin. The sedimentary units within those marginal
basement provinces are all steeply dipping and tightly
folded; similar features probably occur in the basement
of the Canning Basin. The top of the Precambrian
basement is a weak seismic reflecting horizon appear
ing sporadically on some seismic sections.

Using magnetic and gravity data supplemented by
seismic reflection data, Tucker (in Gorter & others,
1979) attempted to interpret the nature of basement
lithology and to determine the thickness of unmeta
morphosed Precambrian sedimentary rocks. Tucker's
results showed that, in general, the basement is com
posed of two types of rock units, one made up pre
dominantly of igneous and metamorphic rocks, and
the other composed mainly of thick Precambrian
unmetamorphosed folded sedimentary rocks overlying
igneous and metamorphic rocks. The latter basement
type appears to be confined to areas under the Kidson
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Sub-basin, and In the central areas of the Fitzroy
Trough.

Phanerozoic
Extensive areas of Cainozoic terrestrial superficial

units up to 25 m thick cover 80 percent of the Basin.
The oldest exposed rocks are the Ordovician Prices
Creek Group and Carranya beds, which crop out along
the northern and northeastern margins of the Basin,
on the Lennard Shelf and Billiluna Shelf respectively.
Information on the various wholly subsurface forma
tions, which range from Ordovician through to Car
boniferous age, is based on geological data obtained
from petroleum exploration wells and on geophysical
data.

Details concerning variations within formations in any
particular area can be found in the field work reports
(Microfiche Appendixes 1-5 of this Bulletin) and in
references listed in Table 7.
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Towner (1982d)
Gibson (1982)
Towner (1977)
Low (1965)
Hickman & Gibson (1982)
Wells (1959a)
Hickman & others (in preparation)
Casey (1957)
Towner (I 982a)
Towner (1982b)
Wyborn (1977)
Wells (1959b)
Chin & others ( 1982)
Yeatcs & Towncr (1978)
Ycates (1978)
Chin & others (in preparation)
Wells (1960a)
Yeates & Chin (1979)
Towner (1978a)
Crowe & Chin (1979)
Crowe (1979)
Robcrts & others ( 1968)
Wells (1960b)
Yeatcs & Muhling (1977)
Wells (1962b)
Blake & others (1977)
Wells (1962c)
Crowe (1978)
Wells (1962d)
Crowe & Muhling (1977)
Yeates (1977)
Wells (1962a)
Blake & Ycates (1976)
Towner (1978b)
Bhike (1977)
Towner (I 978c)

liams & others, 1976) to the southwest of the Canning
Basin. The sedimentary units within those marginal
basement provinces are all steeply dipping and tightly
folded; similar features probably occur in the basement
of the Canning Basin. The top of the Precambrian
basement is a weak seismic reflecting horizon appear
ing sporadically on some seismic sections.

Using magnetic and gravity data supplemented by
seismic reflection data, Tucker (in Gorter & others,
1979) attempted to interpret the nature of basement
lithology and to determine the thickness of unmeta
morphosed Precambrian sedimentary rocks. Tucker's
results showed that, in general, the basement is com
posed of two types of rock units, one made up pre
dominantly of igneous and metamorphic rocks, and
the other composed mainly of thick Precambrian
unmetamorphosed folded sedimentary rocks overlying
igneous and metamorphic rocks. The latter basement
type appears to be confined to areas under the Kidson
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Sub-basin, and In the central areas of the Fitzroy
Trough.

Phanerozoic
Extensive areas of Cainozoic terrestrial superficial

units up to 25 m thick cover 80 percent of the Basin.
The oldest exposed rocks are the Ordovician Prices
Creek Group and Carranya beds, which crop out along
the northern and northeastern margins of the Basin,
on the Lennard Shelf and Billiluna Shelf respectively.
Information on the various wholly subsurface forma
tions, which range from Ordovician through to Car
boniferous age, is based on geological data obtained
from petroleum exploration wells and on geophysical
data.

Details concerning variations within formations in any
particular area can be found in the field work reports
(Microfiche Appendixes 1-5 of this Bulletin) and in
references listed in Table 7.



Age Rock unit &
symbol
(l:l M map)

Qa

QJ

Maximum
thickness
(m)

10?

20?

Lithology

Sand. sil t, and clay; minor
gravel

Clay, silt, and sand; minor
gypsum

Fossils
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Depositional environment

Fluvial
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Lawford beds
Czw

Laterite
Czl

;>-

~ Qb
Z (Black soil)
IX:

~
<g
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(Coastal sediments)
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Calcrete
Czk

Warrimbah
>0 Conglomerate
~ Czh
Z
IX:
(.lJ

~
::Jo

~

~
<

~
Lake Gregory beds

Czg

Czs

~
- Poondanog Formation
~ Tp

ID?

ID?

25

20

IS?

10'1

24 at type
section

99 in Cornish 3

2

10

8

Clay and silt

Sand and silt; minor gravel

Clay, silt, sand, and black
organic clay; fine to coarse
quartzose and calcareous
sandstone; cross-bedded;
minor salt
Fine to medium, red
quartz sand; minor silt

Calcrete; minor chalcedony

Pebble and cobble gravel

Calcrete, mar!, sandy
calcrete, and calcareous
sandstone; minor chalce
dony, calcareous breccia,
and calcareous conglo
merate
Variegated clay, silt, and
sand; minor gypsum and
gravel; laminated to thin
bedded

Sand, silt, and ferruginous
pisolitlts; minor gravel
and clay
Laterite; pisolitic or
massive

Pisolitic limonite.
haematite. and goethite
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Recent corals,
foraminifera, and shell
fragments

Stromatolites; fossil wood

Coquina of gastropods;
fish bones

Petrified wood

Fluvial and lacustrine

Mixed fluvial and aeolian

Tidal flat, mangrove
swamp, beach ridge,
supratidal mud flat,
and coastal aeolian dune

Aeolian

Lacustrine, pedogenic
and evaporitic

Fluvial

Fluvial; partly evaporitic

Lacustrine with fluvial
influence; evaporitic in
part

Pedogenic

Pedogenic

Fluvial, chemical, and
pedogenic
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1:1000000 CANNING BASIN MAP

Stratigraphic relationship Distribution Type section Remarks References

Traves & others
(1956); Lindner
(1961)

Forms flat or gently
sloping areas in alluvial
plains and overlying
caleareous and
argillaceous rocks

Includes Bossut
Formation

Forms plains charac
terised by mixed grass
and spinifex

Type locality for
Bossut Formation is
coastal area near
Wallal Downs
(MANDORA)

In creek areas (mainly
in the north), c1aypans,
and alluvial outwash
fans adjacent to some
mesas
Includes deposits in
Lake Waukarlycarly
(PATERSON
RANGE), Joncs, Betty,
Lanagan, McLernon,
and Doman Lakes
(MOUNT BANNER
MAN), and chain
lakes in PERCIVAL,
SAHARA, TABLE
TOP, and McI_ARTY
HILLS
Occurs adjacent to
major drainages,
especially in NOON
KANBAH, DERBY,
and MOUNT
ANDERSON; adjacent
to outcrops of
Devonian reefs
(LENNARD RIVER,
NOONKANBAH)
Widespread in the
northern Sheet areas;
occurs mainly in
drainage channels in
southern Canning Basin
Coastal zoneUnconformable on older rocks

Superficial deposit

Superficial deposit

Superficial deposit

----------~-~----
Superficial deposit

Superficial deposit Occurs extensively in
central Canning Basin

Forms extensive sand
plains and seif dunes

Crowe (1975)

Superficial deposit

Unconformably overlies Permian
units

Unconformably overlies Precambrian
rocks, Grant Group, Naonkanbah
Fornultion, and Liveringa Group;
top eroded

Unconformably overlies Permian
and Triassie rocks

Associated with the
ancient drainage
system, particularly in
southern Canning Basin
Mainly confined to
within 15 km of Fitzroy
River (NOON
KANBAH, MOUNT
ANDERSON)

Restricted to area
around Junction Creek
and Salt Creek between
Dean Hill and Bulka
Swamp (MOUNT
BANNERMAN)
Gregory Salt Lake
(CORNISH)

None given

15 km NE of Bulka
Hills, on tributary
of Christmas Creek
(MOUNT
BANNERMAN)

Cornish 3 between
0-99.1 m
(CORNISH:
22°11'S, 127°24'E)

Crops out as Iight
coloured low mounds

Forms scattered gravel
plains between
Myroodah (MOUNT
ANDERSON) and
Warrimbah (NOON
KANBAH) home
steads; fossil kqngaroo
and crocodile bones at
Alligator dam (NOON
KANBAH) may come
from this formation
Present in pale
coloured, densely
vegetated, law mbbly
rises

Probably still form
ing at present

Guppy & others
(1958); Glauert
(1921); Crowe &
Towner (1981)

Casey & Wells
(1964); Yeates &
others (1975a)

Yeates & others
(1975a)

-------~-~~~~~-

Superficial deposit

Superficial deposit

Unconformably overlies Callawa
Formation and Precambrian rocks;
top eroded

Occurs over extenSIve
areas in southern
Canning Basin
Widespread over the
Canning Basin; beneath
Czs
In northcrn and
wcstern PORT
HEDLAND

'Type locality' is
Poondano Well
area, 5 km SW of
Table Hill (PORT
HEDLAND;
20 0 28'S, 118°49'E)

Gravel plains overlying
Czl

Crops out as mesa
cappings; forms low
breakaways
Occurs as mesa
cappings; forms low
grade iron-ore deposits

Lindner & Drew
(in McWhae&
others, 1958);
Harms & Morgan
(1964); MacLeod
(1966); Towner &
Gibson (1980)
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Deposilional environment

TABLE 7. STRATIGRAPHIC TABLE FON

FossilsLithologyMaximum
thickness
(m)

Rock unit &
symbol
(I:l M map)

Age
--------------------_.__..

Oakover beds
To

>-
0::
-<
f=:
0::
"-I Fitzroy Lamproite
!-< fv

30 Calcareous sandstone
containing limestone
breccia and silica nodules,
Wilh ferruginous con
cretions and pisolitic
ironstone; silicitied lime
stone; chalcedony and
common opal
Leucite lamproite

Ostracods, not age
diagnostic (L1oyd, 1963)

Lacustrine

Plugs and flows

Lampe beds
KTI

Lake George beds
KTg

2

5

Medium to coarse sand
stone; pebble and granule
conglomerate; poorly
sorted; intensely silicitied

Fine to coarse sandstone;
granule conglomerate;
poorly sorted; massive

Fluvial

Continental; partly
pedogenic

Undivided
M

10'1 Sandstone, siltstone, and
conglomerate

Ke
Bejah Clays tone

14 Claystone; minor, very
thin laminae of very Hne
sandstone and siltstone;
massive to poorly bedded

Radiolaria Lilhocyclia
exilis, Cenosphaera sp.

Very quiet marine
conditions

Samucl Formation
Ks

30 Fine to very tine sandstone
interbedded with siltstone
and clayslone; laminated
to thin-bedded

Pelecypods and gast ropods;
palynomorphs (Dingo
dinitllH cerviculurll zone)

Shallow marine

VJ
Anketell Sandstone 70

:::J Ka
0
"-I

U

-<
!-<
"-I

0::

U
Emeriau Sandstone About 30 in

>-- Kr outcrop
...l

0::

-<
"-I Frezier Sandstone About 20 in

Kf outcrop

Parda Formation
Kp

30 in outcrop

Fine sandstone and silt
stone, interbedded with
coarse sandstone and
granule conglomerate;
laminated to thin-bedded;
poorly sorted; cross
bedded; some scour-and-Hll
structures; minor bioturba
tion; minor intraforma
lional claystone
conglomerate
Fine to coarse sandstone;
minor conglomerate;
poorly sorted; cross
bedded

Fine to coarse sandstone;
minor granule conglo
merate; feldspathic in part;
poorly sorted; poorly
bedded; some cross
bedding; minor bio
turbalion; commonly
fenuginised or pedo
genically altered

Mudstone with Hne sand
stone lenses; thin-bedded
or massive

Foraminifera, rare wood
fragments, and trace
fossils including
Rhizocoralliwll

Rare bivalve
(PselldaviclIl.. papyracea)

Rare unidentifled bivalves

Nearshore brackish
water

Fluvial

Fluvial to deltaic

Lagoonal or shallow
marine

If
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Straligraphic relationship

Unconformably overlies Precambrian
rocks and Paterson Formation;
top eroded

Intrudes Palaeozoic and
Mesozoic rocks

Uneonformably overlies Precambrian
rocks, Patcrson and Samuel Forma
tions, and Bejah Claystone; top
eroded

U nconformably overlies Anketell
Sandstone and Callawa Formation

Unconformably overlies Lightjack
Formation and Precambrian rocks;
relationships with other Mesozoic
units unknown

Conformably overlies Samuel
Formation; unconformably overlain
by Lampe beds

Disconformably overlies Paterson
Formation and Cronin Sandstone;
interfingers with Anketell Sandstone;
conformably overlain by Bejah
Claystone; unconformably overlain
by Lampe beds
Disconformably overlies Callawa
Formation and Triwhite, Cronin,
and Frezier Sandstones; passes
laterally into Samuel Formation;
unconformably overlain by Lake
George beds

Disconformably overlies Broome
Sandstone and Melligo Sandstone;
top eroded

Disconformably over lies Parda
Formation, and Broome and Melligo
Sandstones; may pass laterally
into Callawa Formation;
disconformably overlain by
Anketell Sandstone

Disconformably over lies Melligo
and Broome Sandstones, and
Callawa Fonnation; disconformably
overlain by Frezier Sandstone

Distribution

Oakover River Valley
(YARRIE, .
NULLAGINE)

Occurs mainly in the
Fitzroy Trough and
Lennard Shelf (in
DERBY, NOON
KANBAH, and
LENNARD RIVER)

Southeastern LUCAS,
and northern STANS
MORE

Occurs in southeastern
RUNTON, at Traeger
Hills (MORRIS), and
southeastern MORRIS

Occurs in southeastern
RUNTON, western
RYAN, and most of
MORRIS

Occurs in SAHARA,
URAL, WILSON,
RYAN, ANKETELL,
JOANNA SPRING,
northeastern PATER
SON RANGE, southern
PERCIVAL, northern
RUNTON, and
MORRIS

Northern BROOME;
PENDER

Crops out in MUNRO,
ANKETELL, southern
LAGRANGE,
western JOANNA
SPRING, southwestern
McLARTY HILLS,
and northeastern
PATERSON RANGE

Occurs in MUNRO,
southern LAGRANGE,
western ANKETELL,
and northern YARRIE

Type section

'Type locality' is
Oakover River
Valley (YARRIE,
NULLAGINE)

None given

Mount Johnson
(HERBERT:
25'24'S, 124'25'E)
in the Officer Basin

8 km SE of Helen
Hill (TABLETOP:
22' 50'00" S,
123'42'55"E)

Bejah Hill
(RUNTON:
23'46'S, 124'09'E)

Mount Charles
(25°44'S, 126'll'E,
BENTLEY) in the
Officer Basin

Small hill 26 km E
of Lake Auld
(TABLETOP:
22'07'S, 124°01'E)

Emeriau Point
(PENDER:
16'46'S, 122°34'E)

Cape Frezjer (LA
GRANGE:
18 G 52'OO"S;
121°36'20"E)

Parda Hill (LA
GRANGE:
18°56'10"S,
121 '59'20"E)
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Remarks

Forms flat-topped
ridges; the silicified
upper part is well
exposed, but the under
lying sediments are
very soft and weather
easily

Forms small. Iow,
rounded hills and sharp
peaks resistant to
erosion; Miocenc
(Well man, 1973)

Cappings on mesas
and small rises

Forms mesa cappings;
contains silicificd pipe
like structures

Crops out as low
mounds, rises, and tor
like masses of sand
stone

Crops out in break
aways and forms low
isolated hills

Crops out in mesas,
breakaways, and iso
lated hills

Forms low conieal
hills; exposed in coastal
cliffs; commonly
ferruginised

Forms small, isolated,
hills with scree slopes

Well exposed along the
coast and in small hills
and mesas; capped by
laterite; displays a
light-coloured pattern
on aerial photographs

References

Maitland (1904);
Noldart & Wyatt
(1962); Traves &
others (1956);
Towner & Gibson
( 1980)

Thomas (1958);
Wade & Prider
( 1940): Prider
( 1960): Derrick
& Gellatly (1972);
Kaplan & others
(1967)

Towner & others
(1976): Jaekson &
van de Graatr
(1981 )

Towner & others
(1976 )

Blake & others
(1973); Blake &
Yeates (1976)

Veevers & Wells
(1961); Lowry &
others (1972);
Towner & others
(1976); Jackson &
van de Graatf
(1981 )
Lowry & others
(1972); Towner &
others (1976);
Jackson & van de
Graatr (1981);
Kemp (1976)
Traves & others
(1956); Veevers &
Wells (1961);
Playford & others
(1975); Towner &
others (1976);
Towner & Gibson
(1980)

Brunnschweiler
(1957); Playford &
others (1975);
Towner & Gibson
(1980 )
McWhae & others
(1958); Veevers &
Wells (1961);
Playford & others
(1975); Towner &
Gibson (1980)

McWhae & orhers
(1958); Veevers
& Wells (1961);
Playford & others
(1975); Towner &
Gibson (1980)
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Northern BROOME;
PENDER

Crops out in MUNRO,
ANKETELL, southern
LAGRANGE,
western JOANNA
SPRING, southwestern
McLARTY HILLS,
and northeastern
PATERSON RANGE

Occurs in MUNRO,
southern LAGRANGE,
western ANKETELL,
and northern YARRIE

Type section

'Type locality' is
Oakover River
Valley (YARRIE,
NULLAGINE)

None given

Mount Johnson
(HERBERT:
25'24'S, 124'25'E)
in the Officer Basin

8 km SE of Helen
Hill (TABLETOP:
22' 50'00" S,
123'42'55"E)

Bejah Hill
(RUNTON:
23'46'S, 124'09'E)

Mount Charles
(25°44'S, 126'll'E,
BENTLEY) in the
Officer Basin

Small hill 26 km E
of Lake Auld
(TABLETOP:
22'07'S, 124°01'E)

Emeriau Point
(PENDER:
16'46'S, 122°34'E)

Cape Frezjer (LA
GRANGE:
18 G 52'OO"S;
121°36'20"E)

Parda Hill (LA
GRANGE:
18°56'10"S,
121 '59'20"E)
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Remarks

Forms flat-topped
ridges; the silicified
upper part is well
exposed, but the under
lying sediments are
very soft and weather
easily

Forms small. Iow,
rounded hills and sharp
peaks resistant to
erosion; Miocenc
(Well man, 1973)

Cappings on mesas
and small rises

Forms mesa cappings;
contains silicificd pipe
like structures

Crops out as low
mounds, rises, and tor
like masses of sand
stone

Crops out in break
aways and forms low
isolated hills

Crops out in mesas,
breakaways, and iso
lated hills

Forms low conieal
hills; exposed in coastal
cliffs; commonly
ferruginised

Forms small, isolated,
hills with scree slopes

Well exposed along the
coast and in small hills
and mesas; capped by
laterite; displays a
light-coloured pattern
on aerial photographs
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Kaplan & others
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Towner & others
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Towner & others
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Blake & others
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others (1972);
Towner & others
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Lowry & others
(1972); Towner &
others (1976);
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Graatr (1981);
Kemp (1976)
Traves & others
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Playford & others
(1975); Towner &
others (1976);
Towner & Gibson
(1980)
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(1957); Playford &
others (1975);
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McWhae & others
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Wells (1961);
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Age Rock unit &
symbol
(1:1 M map)

Maximum
thickness
(m)

Lithology Fossils

TABLE 7. STRATIGRAPHIC TABLE FON

Depositional environment

Melligo Sandstone
Km

Broome Sandstone
Kb

20 in outcrop

274 in- Tappers
Inlet I

Fine to medium sand
stone; well-sorted;
laminated to thin-bedded;
low angle cross-bedded;
rare pebbles; silicified
in part

Fine to coarse sandstone;
mudstone; minor conglo
merate; strongly cross
bedded; ripple-marked;
bioturbated in places

Bivalves (including
Fissilllnllla clarkei);
belemnites (Aptian)

Microflora, plant fO'Ssils,
bivalves, and dinosaur
footprints

Beach

Shallow marine (tidal)

Callawa Formation
JKc

(fj

::J
0
"'-I

U

<
I-
"'-I

0<::

U

0
I-

Cronin Sandstone

U JKn

(fj

(fj

<
0<:: Mowla Sandstone
::J JKo
...,

"'-I
I-

<
......

J a r1emai Silts tone
JKr

Barbwire Sandstone
JKb

80?

50?

15 in outcrop

259 in Badce I

33 in outcrop

Very fjne to coarse
sandstone; conglomerate;
poorly sorted; cross
bedded; minor siItstone

Fine to coarse sandstone;
moderately sorted; cross
bedded; bioturbated;
minor pebble conglo
merate; mudstone

Fine to very coarse
sandstone; granule and clay
pellet conglomerate; minor
mudstone; poorly sorted;
cross-bedded; ripple
marked; discontinuous
basal conglomerate

M udstone, massive, sandy
in part; minor very fine
to fine sandstone. massive
to thin-bedded; glauconitic
and p:Htly phosphatic in
the subsurface; bioturbated

Fine to coarse sandstone;
conglomerate; minor
laminated to thin-bedded
siltstone; poorly sorted;
la rge scale planar and
trough cross-bedding

Plant fossils (Late
J urassic or Early
Cretaceous)

Plant fossils including
Taeniopler;s, ElalOcladlls,
and Ptilophyl/lIJ1l

Plant fossils

Microfossils, pelecypods,
belemnites, ammonites,
and brachiopods

Plant fossils including
O!o:.amites jeistnwllleli
and PagiophyllllJll pere
grinunl which are Jurrassic
or Early Cretaceous

Fluvial

Fluvial

Fluvial to deltaic

Shallow marine (sub-tidal]

Fluvial

Meda Formation
Jd

9 exposed Fine to coarse sandstone;
granule and pebble conglo
merate; tninor sihstonc;
hrgc scale trough cross
bedding; ripple-marked;
poorly sorted;
fcrruginised

14

Wood fragments Fluvial

Age Rock unit &
symbol
(1:1 M map)

Maximum
thickness
(m)

Lithology Fossils
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in part; minor very fine
to fine sandstone. massive
to thin-bedded; glauconitic
and p:Htly phosphatic in
the subsurface; bioturbated

Fine to coarse sandstone;
conglomerate; minor
laminated to thin-bedded
siltstone; poorly sorted;
la rge scale planar and
trough cross-bedding

Plant fossils (Late
J urassic or Early
Cretaceous)

Plant fossils including
Taeniopler;s, ElalOcladlls,
and Ptilophyl/lIJ1l

Plant fossils

Microfossils, pelecypods,
belemnites, ammonites,
and brachiopods

Plant fossils including
O!o:.amites jeistnwllleli
and PagiophyllllJll pere
grinunl which are Jurrassic
or Early Cretaceous

Fluvial

Fluvial

Fluvial to deltaic

Shallow marine (sub-tidal]

Fluvial

Meda Formation
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9 exposed Fine to coarse sandstone;
granule and pebble conglo
merate; tninor sihstonc;
hrgc scale trough cross
bedding; ripple-marked;
poorly sorted;
fcrruginised

14

Wood fragments Fluvial
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Stratigraphic relationship Distribution Type section Remarks References

Guppy & others
(1958); Veevers &
Wells (1961);
Playford & others
(1975); Crowe &
others (1978)

Reeves (1951);
Traves & others
(1956); Veevers &
Wells (1961);
Playford & others
(1975); Towner &
others (1976);
Towner & Gibson
(1980)

Veevers & Wells
(1961); Playford &
others (1975);
Towner & others
(1976)

Brunnschweiler
(1957); Veevers &
Wells (1961);
Skwarko (1967;
1970); Playford &
others (1975);
Towner & Gibsotl
( 1980)

Reeves (1951);
Veevers & Wells
(1961); Playford &
others (1975);
Towner & Gibson
(1980)

Brunnschweiler
(1954); Guppy &
others (1958);
Playford & others
(1975); Crowe &
others (1978);
Towner & Gibson
( 1980)
Brunnschweiler
(1954); Guppy &
others (1958);
Veevers & Wells
(1961); Playford &
others (1975);
Crowe & others
(1978); Towner &
Gibson (1980)
Guppy & others
(1958); Yeates &
others (1975a);
C rowe & others
(1978)

--~-----------
Forms cappings on
small isolated hills and
the Erskine Range

Crops out as isolated
hills

Good exposures in
coastal cliffs from
Cape Leveque
(PENDER: 16'24'5,
121"55'E) to Cape
Gourdon (LA
GRANGE); rare
inland exposures in
small hills and wash
aways; includes
'Leveque Sandstone'
and part of 'Jowlaenga
Formation' of Brunn
schweiler (1957)
Good exposures in
hills near SW margin
of Canning Basin

Forms ferruginised
cappings on hills of
Jarlemai Siltstone

Occurs as silicified hill
cappings and cliffs
inland and on east
coast of Dampier
Peninsula; unsilicified
in cliffs along west coast

Forms mesas and
breakaways with steep
sides and scree slopes;
includes 'Langey Shale'
of Brunnschweiler
(1954) and part of
'Jowlaenga Formation'
of Brunnschweiler
(1957 )
Forms mesas and
buttes in CROSSLAND
and fcrruginised hill
cappings along Fenton
Fault System; may
correlate with Meda
Formation

At Cronin Hills
(RUNTON:
23°14'S, 123°23'E)

In hills NE of
Callawa homestead
(YARRIE:
20"32'S, 120 0 21'E)

Type area at
Melligo Creek
(PENDER:
16"34'S; 122'56'E)

Gantheaume Point
(BRCX)ME:
17"58'30"S,
122" IO'30"E)

Near Mowla Bluff
(MOUNT
ANDERSON:
18°49'20"S,
123°43'50"E)

Mount Jarlemai
(MOUNT
ANDERSON:
18°42'55"S,
123"48'40"E)

Erskine Range
(DERBY: 17"50'S,
124"22'E)

Barbwire Range
(NOONKANBAH:
18°58'S, 125°01'E)

Southern MOUNT
ANDERSON and
northeastern
McLARTY HILLS

Occurs in northern
parts of the Dampier
Peninsula (PENDER,
YAMPI, BROOME,
and DERBY) and
along the coast near
Gourdon Bay
(LAGRANGE)

Occurs within 150 km
of SW margin of
Canning Basin in
PORT HEDLAND,
YARRIE, PATER
SON RANGE,
ANKETELL, and
MANDORA; extends
across southern
Canning Basin in
TABLETOP,
SAHARA, URAL,
WILSON, and
PERCIVAL; possibly
southern HELENA
and RYAN
Confined to RUNTON
in the southern
Canning Basin

Crops out in
western DERBY,
southern MOUNT
ANDERSON, and
northeastern
Md_ARTY HILLS;
present in subsurface
over western third of
Canning Basin
Barbwire and Worral
Ranges (CROSSLAND,
NOONKANBAH) ;
isolated outcrops along
Fenton Fault System
(NOONKANBAH,
MOUNT AND ER
SON); central western
CROSSLAND; western
DUMMER(?)

Occurs over a wide
area in northwestern
Canning Basin

Confined to northern
and eastern DERBY

Unconformably overlies Precambrian
rocks and Paterson Formation;
may pass laterally into Callawa
Formation; disconformably overlain
by Anketell Sandstone and Samuel
Formation
Conformably(") overlies Jarlemai
Siltstone; probably partly equivalent
to Broome Sandstone; top eroded

Unconformably overlies Precambrian
rocks, Paterson Formation, Poole
Sandstone, Noonkanbah Formation,
and Triwhite Sandstone; discon
formably or unconformably overlies
Wallal Sandstone and Jarlemai
Siltstone; may pass laterally into
Broome, Frezier, and Cronin Sand
stanes; unconformably overlain by
Lake George beds; disconformably
overlain by Parda Formation and
Anketell Sandstone

Unconformably overlies Erskine
Sandstone; top eroded

Conformably(?) overlies the
Jarlemai Siltstone: may pass
laterally into Callawa Formation;
probably equivalent to Mowla
Sandstone: conformably overlain by
Melligo Sandstone; diseonformably
over lain by Parda Formation, and
Emeriau ahd Frezier Sandstones

Conformably overlies Alexander
Formation; probably partly
equivalent to Barbwire Sandstone;
conformably('') overlain by Broome
and Mowla Sandstones;
unconformably or disconformably
overlain by Callawa Formation

Conformably overlies Broome
Sandstone: discDnformably Dverlain
by Frezier and Emeriau Sandstones,
and Parda Formation

Unconformably overlies Hardman,
Lightjack, and Noonkanbah
Formations; probably partly
equivalent to Wallal Sandstone,
Alexander Formation, and Jarlemai
Siltstone; top eroded
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(1958); Veevers &
Wells (1961);
Playford & others
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others (1976);
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(1980)
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(1961); Playford &
others (1975);
Towner & others
(1976)

Brunnschweiler
(1957); Veevers &
Wells (1961);
Skwarko (1967;
1970); Playford &
others (1975);
Towner & Gibsotl
( 1980)

Reeves (1951);
Veevers & Wells
(1961); Playford &
others (1975);
Towner & Gibson
(1980)

Brunnschweiler
(1954); Guppy &
others (1958);
Playford & others
(1975); Crowe &
others (1978);
Towner & Gibson
( 1980)
Brunnschweiler
(1954); Guppy &
others (1958);
Veevers & Wells
(1961); Playford &
others (1975);
Crowe & others
(1978); Towner &
Gibson (1980)
Guppy & others
(1958); Yeates &
others (1975a);
C rowe & others
(1978)

--~-----------
Forms cappings on
small isolated hills and
the Erskine Range

Crops out as isolated
hills

Good exposures in
coastal cliffs from
Cape Leveque
(PENDER: 16'24'5,
121"55'E) to Cape
Gourdon (LA
GRANGE); rare
inland exposures in
small hills and wash
aways; includes
'Leveque Sandstone'
and part of 'Jowlaenga
Formation' of Brunn
schweiler (1957)
Good exposures in
hills near SW margin
of Canning Basin

Forms ferruginised
cappings on hills of
Jarlemai Siltstone

Occurs as silicified hill
cappings and cliffs
inland and on east
coast of Dampier
Peninsula; unsilicified
in cliffs along west coast

Forms mesas and
breakaways with steep
sides and scree slopes;
includes 'Langey Shale'
of Brunnschweiler
(1954) and part of
'Jowlaenga Formation'
of Brunnschweiler
(1957 )
Forms mesas and
buttes in CROSSLAND
and fcrruginised hill
cappings along Fenton
Fault System; may
correlate with Meda
Formation

At Cronin Hills
(RUNTON:
23°14'S, 123°23'E)

In hills NE of
Callawa homestead
(YARRIE:
20"32'S, 120 0 21'E)

Type area at
Melligo Creek
(PENDER:
16"34'S; 122'56'E)

Gantheaume Point
(BRCX)ME:
17"58'30"S,
122" IO'30"E)

Near Mowla Bluff
(MOUNT
ANDERSON:
18°49'20"S,
123°43'50"E)

Mount Jarlemai
(MOUNT
ANDERSON:
18°42'55"S,
123"48'40"E)

Erskine Range
(DERBY: 17"50'S,
124"22'E)

Barbwire Range
(NOONKANBAH:
18°58'S, 125°01'E)

Southern MOUNT
ANDERSON and
northeastern
McLARTY HILLS

Occurs in northern
parts of the Dampier
Peninsula (PENDER,
YAMPI, BROOME,
and DERBY) and
along the coast near
Gourdon Bay
(LAGRANGE)

Occurs within 150 km
of SW margin of
Canning Basin in
PORT HEDLAND,
YARRIE, PATER
SON RANGE,
ANKETELL, and
MANDORA; extends
across southern
Canning Basin in
TABLETOP,
SAHARA, URAL,
WILSON, and
PERCIVAL; possibly
southern HELENA
and RYAN
Confined to RUNTON
in the southern
Canning Basin

Crops out in
western DERBY,
southern MOUNT
ANDERSON, and
northeastern
Md_ARTY HILLS;
present in subsurface
over western third of
Canning Basin
Barbwire and Worral
Ranges (CROSSLAND,
NOONKANBAH) ;
isolated outcrops along
Fenton Fault System
(NOONKANBAH,
MOUNT AND ER
SON); central western
CROSSLAND; western
DUMMER(?)

Occurs over a wide
area in northwestern
Canning Basin

Confined to northern
and eastern DERBY

Unconformably overlies Precambrian
rocks and Paterson Formation;
may pass laterally into Callawa
Formation; disconformably overlain
by Anketell Sandstone and Samuel
Formation
Conformably(") overlies Jarlemai
Siltstone; probably partly equivalent
to Broome Sandstone; top eroded

Unconformably overlies Precambrian
rocks, Paterson Formation, Poole
Sandstone, Noonkanbah Formation,
and Triwhite Sandstone; discon
formably or unconformably overlies
Wallal Sandstone and Jarlemai
Siltstone; may pass laterally into
Broome, Frezier, and Cronin Sand
stanes; unconformably overlain by
Lake George beds; disconformably
overlain by Parda Formation and
Anketell Sandstone

Unconformably overlies Erskine
Sandstone; top eroded

Conformably(?) overlies the
Jarlemai Siltstone: may pass
laterally into Callawa Formation;
probably equivalent to Mowla
Sandstone: conformably overlain by
Melligo Sandstone; diseonformably
over lain by Parda Formation, and
Emeriau ahd Frezier Sandstones

Conformably overlies Alexander
Formation; probably partly
equivalent to Barbwire Sandstone;
conformably('') overlain by Broome
and Mowla Sandstones;
unconformably or disconformably
overlain by Callawa Formation

Conformably overlies Broome
Sandstone: discDnformably Dverlain
by Frezier and Emeriau Sandstones,
and Parda Formation

Unconformably overlies Hardman,
Lightjack, and Noonkanbah
Formations; probably partly
equivalent to Wallal Sandstone,
Alexander Formation, and Jarlemai
Siltstone; top eroded
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Age Rock unit &
symbol
0:1 M map)

Maxinlur17
thickness
(m)

Lithology Fossils

7. STRATIGRAPHIC TABLE FOR
Depositional environment

Alexander Formation
Ja

Wallal Sandstone
Jl

IJ.l,...
-<
,.J

92 in Samphire
Marsh 1; 72
exposed in
Edgar Ranges
(MOUNT
ANDERSON)

364 in Barlee 1

20 in outcrop

80

Fine to medium sandstone
interbedded with mudstone
and minor granule
conglomerate; thin-bedded;
ripple-marked; flaser and
lenticular bedding; cross
bedded; bioturbated

Sandstone; minor siltstone,
conglomerate, and lignite

Jurgurra Sandstone
A1ember: medium to
coarse sandstone; minor
clay pellet conglomerate
and mudstone; abundant
large-scale trough cross
bedding and ripple cross
lamination
MlIdjalla Sandstone
Member: medium to coarse
sandstone. poorly sorted;
minor conglomerate and
siltstone; trough and
planar cross-bedded;
overlain by very fine to
medium sandstone (planar
bedded, wavy bedded, and
rippled)

Ammonoids. pelecypods.
and brachiopods in
outcrop; microflora and
microfauna in subsurface;
late Oxfordian to early
Kimmeridgian

Abundant microfauna and
microflora (Toarcian to
Oxfordian)

Rare pelecypods and
plant fossils

Plant fossils

Shallow marine (tidal)

Continental to shallow
marine

Aeolian

Fluvial

MAJOR UNCONFORMITY

d

Culvida Sandstone
Rcu

Vi
[fJ

-<
c.::,...
IJ.l
,.J

Cl Erskine Sandstone
Cl Re
~

o,...
>-
,.J
c.::
-<
IJ.l

Blina Shale
Rb

207 in Cornish 2

88 in outcrop;
269 in Myalls
BOTC

(DERBY)

129 in outcrop;
311 in Black
stone 1; may
reach SOO in
central
DERBY

Dolerite, gabbro

Fine to coarse sandstone;
siltstone; granule and pebble
conglomerate; poorly
sorted; cross-bedded;
earthy red and green
interbedded silts tone and
fine sandstone at base
in Cornish 2
Very tine to fine sandstone;
cross-bedded; minor clay
pellet conglomerate and
mudstone; laminated to
thin-bedded; ripple-marked;
interbedded very fine
sandstone and silts tone
in the upper part

Mudstone, sandy,
micaceous, pyritic, and
carbonaceous; minor very
fine sandstone: laminated
to thin-bedded; ripple
m:nked: small scour-and-fill
structures; phosphatic
near base; glauconitic;
abundant burrows

16

Plant fossils indicate
Middle Triassic; micro
flora belonging to Stage
(Evans, 1966) indicate
late Early to Middle
Triassic

Macroflora of equiseta
leans and Iycopods; micro
flora; Smithian to early
Anisian

Vertebrates, concho
stracans, plant relnains,
brachiopods, and abundant
microplankton (Scythian)

Sills, plugs('?)

--_..._.__._---
Fluvial

Fluvial

Shallow-marine tidal flat

Age Rock unit &
symbol
0:1 M map)

Maxinlur17
thickness
(m)

Lithology Fossils

7. STRATIGRAPHIC TABLE FOR
Depositional environment

Alexander Formation
Ja

Wallal Sandstone
Jl

IJ.l,...
-<
,.J

92 in Samphire
Marsh 1; 72
exposed in
Edgar Ranges
(MOUNT
ANDERSON)

364 in Barlee 1

20 in outcrop

80

Fine to medium sandstone
interbedded with mudstone
and minor granule
conglomerate; thin-bedded;
ripple-marked; flaser and
lenticular bedding; cross
bedded; bioturbated

Sandstone; minor siltstone,
conglomerate, and lignite

Jurgurra Sandstone
A1ember: medium to
coarse sandstone; minor
clay pellet conglomerate
and mudstone; abundant
large-scale trough cross
bedding and ripple cross
lamination
MlIdjalla Sandstone
Member: medium to coarse
sandstone. poorly sorted;
minor conglomerate and
siltstone; trough and
planar cross-bedded;
overlain by very fine to
medium sandstone (planar
bedded, wavy bedded, and
rippled)

Ammonoids. pelecypods.
and brachiopods in
outcrop; microflora and
microfauna in subsurface;
late Oxfordian to early
Kimmeridgian

Abundant microfauna and
microflora (Toarcian to
Oxfordian)

Rare pelecypods and
plant fossils

Plant fossils

Shallow marine (tidal)

Continental to shallow
marine

Aeolian

Fluvial

MAJOR UNCONFORMITY

d

Culvida Sandstone
Rcu

Vi
[fJ

-<
c.::,...
IJ.l
,.J

Cl Erskine Sandstone
Cl Re
~

o,...
>-
,.J
c.::
-<
IJ.l

Blina Shale
Rb

207 in Cornish 2

88 in outcrop;
269 in Myalls
BOTC

(DERBY)

129 in outcrop;
311 in Black
stone 1; may
reach SOO in
central
DERBY

Dolerite, gabbro

Fine to coarse sandstone;
siltstone; granule and pebble
conglomerate; poorly
sorted; cross-bedded;
earthy red and green
interbedded silts tone and
fine sandstone at base
in Cornish 2
Very tine to fine sandstone;
cross-bedded; minor clay
pellet conglomerate and
mudstone; laminated to
thin-bedded; ripple-marked;
interbedded very fine
sandstone and silts tone
in the upper part

Mudstone, sandy,
micaceous, pyritic, and
carbonaceous; minor very
fine sandstone: laminated
to thin-bedded; ripple
m:nked: small scour-and-fill
structures; phosphatic
near base; glauconitic;
abundant burrows

16

Plant fossils indicate
Middle Triassic; micro
flora belonging to Stage
(Evans, 1966) indicate
late Early to Middle
Triassic

Macroflora of equiseta
leans and Iycopods; micro
flora; Smithian to early
Anisian

Vertebrates, concho
stracans, plant relnains,
brachiopods, and abundant
microplankton (Scythian)

Sills, plugs('?)

--_..._.__._---
Fluvial

Fluvial

Shallow-marine tidal flat
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Stratigraphic relationship

ConformablY overlies Wallal
Sandstone; probably partly equivalent
to Barbwire Sandstone; conformably
overlain by Jarlemai Siltstone

Unconformably overlies Triassic
and older rocks; probably partly
equivalent to Barbwire Sandstone;
conformably overlain by Alexander
Formation; unconformably or
disconformably ovcrlain by
Callawa Formation

Lower boundary not recognised;
conformably overlain by Alexander
Formation

Unconformably overlies Liveringa
Group and Noonkanbah Formation-,
conformably (?) overlain by
Alexander Formation

Distribution

Exposed along west
bank of Fitzroy River,
7 km SW of Yeeda
homestead (DERBY);
Edgar Ranges and
Matches Springs area
(MOUNT
ANDERSON); central
McLARTY HILl~<;;

southwestern NOON
KANBAH; present in
western third of
Canning Basin in
subsurface

Recognised over the
western third of the
Canning Basin in the
subsurface

Crops out in Edgar
Ranges area (MOUNT
ANDERSON); sub
surface extent
unknown

Crops out near west
bank of Fitzroy River
in northern MOUNT
ANDERSON and
southern DERBY;
subsurface extent
unknown

Type section

Mount Alexander
(MOUNT
ANDERSON:
IH'41'OO"S,
123°39'20"E)

Between 276 m and
584 m in Wallal 4A
(MANDORA:
19°44' 12"S,
120 0 44'25''E)

Geegully Creek near
Mount Alexander
(MOUNT ANDER
SON; 18°41'S,
123°39'E)

MOUNT ANDER
SON: 18°02'S,
123 G 46'E

Remarks

Forms mesas (Hld

buttes with smooth,
scree-covered slopes, as
well as low hills and
breakaways; difficult to
recognise in some
petroleum exploration
wells, especially near
the margins of the
Canning Basin

Members differentiated
on I; 250000 maps, but
not on I; I M map
(Plate I)

Crops out in creek
beds only

Deposited by westerlY
flowing rivers

References

Brunnschweiler
(1954); Guppy &
others (1958);
Veevers & Wclls
(1961); Playford &
others (1975);
Crowe & others
(1978): Towner &
Gibson (1980)

McWhae (in
Johnstone, 1961);
Playford & others
(1975); Burne &
Crowe (1977);
Crowe & others
(1978); Towner &
Gibson (1980);
Gibson & Crowl'
(1982)
Brunnsehweiler
(1954); Burne &
Crowe (1977);
Crowe & others
(1978); Gibson &
Crowe (1982)

Guppy & others
(1958); Crowe &
others (1978);
Gibson & Crowe
( 1982)

Intrudes Palaeozoic rocks

MAJOR UNCONFORMITY

Occurs in NW
Fitzroy Trough, in
Fraser River I and
Barlee 1 (DERBY,
BROOME)

Gibson (in
preparation b)

Conformably overlies Erskine
Sandstone; top eroded

Disconformably overlies Blina
Shale; unconformably overlies
Permian rocks; unconformably
overlain by Meda Formation and
Wallal Sandstone; conformablY
overlain by Culvida Sandstone

Passes laterally into, and con
formably overlies Millyit Sandstone;
disconformably overlies Liveringa
Group and Chirup Formation;
disconformably overlain by Erskine
Sandstone; unconformably overlain
by WaJlal Sandstone

Restricted to within 20
km radius of the type
area (CORNISH);
encountered in the
subsurface only in
Cornish 2

Occurs in Myroodah
Syncline (northeastern
MOUNT ANDER
SON); widc area of
DERBY; in NW-trend
ing belt across
MOUNT BANNER
MAN, eastern
CORNISH. and western
LUCAS

Confined to the Fitzroy
Trough, parts of thc
Lennard Shelf, and in
subsurface in western
MANDORA

1 km S of Culvida
Soak (CORNISH:
20° 14'00"5,
126°56'00"E)

Erskine Range
(DERBY: 17°50'S,
124 c 22'E)

Erskine Range
(DERBY:
Ir51'25"S.
124'21'4()"E)

17

Forms small exposures
in the Minnie Range
and Culvida Soak area
(CORNiSH)

Forms sca rps in The
Sisters area and
Erskine Range
(DERBY), Bishop
Range (CORNISH),
and at Point Alphonse
(LUCAS)

In general, crops out
vcry poorly. except in
Erskine Range
(DERBY>, Bishop
Range (CORNISH).
and Bababaru Rock
hole, 6 km SE of
Bishops Dell
(LUCAS); identified on
aerial photographs by
light colour with
trend lines visible as
streaky patterns

Casey & Wells
( 1964 ); Playford
& others (1975);
Yeates & others
(1975a): White &
Yeates (1976)

Brunnschweiler
(1954); Guppy &
others (1958);
Veevers & Wells
(1961); Playford &
others (1975);
Crowe & others
(1978)

Reeves (195 I );
Brunnschweiler
(1954); Guppy &
others (1958);
McKenzie (1961);
Veevers & Wells
(1961); Playford
& others (1975);
Yeates & othcrs
(1975a); Crowe &
others (1978):
Towner & Gibson
(1980)
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Age Rock IInit&
symbol
(1:1 M map)

Maximum
thickness
(m)

Lithology Fossils

TABLE 7. STRATIGRAPHIC TABLE FOR

Depositiollal environment

Millyit Sandstone
Rm

90 in Lucas 13 Medium to fine sandstone;
minor siltstone; thin
bedded; cross-bedded;
ripple-marked; quartz
pebble conglomerate at
base: in LUCAS, cycles
up from conglomerate, to
medium to coarse
sandstone, to fine sandstone
and siltstone

Fossil plants indicate
Latc Permian to Early
Triassic; palynology
indicatcs Early Triassic

Fluvial

Undivided
pz

MINOR UNCONFORMITY/DISCONFORMITY

Sandstone and silts tone;
minor limestone

Godfrey beds
PI'

Chimp Formation
Z Pi
::s
::'E
P::
\l.l
il..

38 in Chimp I

90 in outcrop

Interbedded grey to black
carbonaceous shale and
fine to conglomeratic
sandstone; lignite; partly
pyritic
Basal beds of medium to
coarse, poorly sorted
sandstone, partly conglo
meratic; overlain by fine
to medium micaceous
sandstone interbedded with
silts tone; clay pellet
conglomerate; laminated
10 thin-bedded; small
scale cross-bedding;
ripple-marks

Abundant microflora
(Balme, 1969) (Late
Permian)

Plant fossils (Permo
Triassic)

Shallow marine, possibly
lagoonal

Shallow marine (tidal
flat), possibly lagoonal

Liveringa Group 1000?
PI

Hardman 100
Formation

Z Ph

<:

::'E
P::
\l.l
il..

\l.l 325

f-;

<:
..J

0
f-;

300
>-
....l
P::
<:
u.l Condren 130 in

Sandstone Stansmore
Pr Range

(STANS-
MORE)

Interbedded sandstone
and mudstone: minor
conglomerate

Cherrablln J\4ember: grades
from mudstone, with
minor sandstone and
limestone near base. to
mainly sandstone with
cross-bedding near top;
minor coal

flicks Range Sandstone
i'vfClllber: lower part of
mudstone (and minor
sandstone and coal) with
ripple marks and mud
cracks; upper part of
sandstone and n1inor
silts tone; cro,s-bedded
Kirkby Range Member:
lower part of mudstone
and tine sandstone with
minor limestone; upper
part of cross-bedded
sandstone
Fine to medium sandstone,
micaceous, well-sorted;
thin-bedded; planar cross
bedded; ripple-marked; in
the southeast, rhythmically
bedded, tine to medium,
some coarse sandstone
with beds of silts tone
and conglomerate (minor
thin coal beds)

18

Abundant macrofauna
and macroflora

Abundant deltaic brachio
pods, pelecypods, and
plant fossils (Glossop
teris); palynomorphs
(Tatarfan)

Trace fossils and
palynomorphs

Abundant deltaic brachio
pods and pelecypods;
palynomorphs (Tatarian)

Plant fossils include
Gangamopteris & Glossop
ieris: microflora indicates
Late Permian, possibly
Kazanian age (Price, 1973)

Regressive marine

Shallow marine

Regressive marine

Low-energy fluvial or
deltaic with some
swampy conditions

Age Rock IInit&
symbol
(1:1 M map)

Maximum
thickness
(m)

Lithology Fossils
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Stratigraphic relationship

-_._--------
Unconformably overlicsHardman
Formation; passes laterally into,
and is conformablY ovcrlain by
Blina Shale: disconformahly overlies
Godfrey beds and Condrcn
Sandstone

Distribution

Occurs in McLarty and
Millyit Range Synclines
(NOONKANBAH,
CROSSLAND):
exposed bet wcen Lake
Jones (MOUNT
BANNERMAN), and
Minnie Range
(CORN/SI!); south
western and north
western LUCAS

Type section

11cad of Spring
Creek (CROSS
LAND:
19'12'00"S.
125'33'30"E)

Remarks

Low strike ridges: low
breakaways give good
exposures in
CORNISH

References

Ellioll (in McWhae
& others, 1958);
Veevers & Wells
(1961); Playford &
others (1975);
Yeates & others
(1975a); Crowe &
others (1978)

MINOR UNCONFORMITYIDlSCONFORMITY

Uneonformably overlies Grant
Group; unconformably overlain by
Wallal Sandstone; disconformably
overlain hy Blina Shale

Disconformably overlies Condren
Sandstone; disconformahly overlain
by Millyit Sandstone

Possiblv disconformable on Hicks
Range 'Sandstone Member; uncon
formably overlain by Millyit
Sandstone(?) and Barbwire Sand
stone; disconformably overlain by
Blina Shale

Conformable on Kirkby Range
Member; possibly disconformably
overlain by Cherrabun Member

Disconformable on Lightjack
Formation and Condren Sandstone;
conformably ovcrlain by I-licks
Range Sandstone Member

Conformably overlies Lightjack
Formation; conformably overlain
by Hardman Formation; discon
formnbly overlain by Godfrey beds,
Blina Shale, and Millyit Sandstone

Palacozoic units over
lying Prccambrian
rocks- on eastern
Canning Basin nlargin
(LUCAS, STANS
MORE, and WEBB)
Occurs in Wallal 4A
and Chirup I in
Wallal Embayment
(MANDORA)

Around Twin Heads
and Crown Head
(CORNISH), and in
Stretch Range
(LUCAS)

See under various
formations

Hardman Formation:
extensive in the Fitzroy
Trough

Confined to northwest
trending belt in south
eastern Fitzroy Trough,
extending from
STANSMORE to
CROSSLAND. and in
western LUCAS: thins
out to the northwest

Between 499 m and
537 m in Chirup 1
(MANDORA:
19'51'S, 120 0 26'E)

Near Godfreys
Tank, 3 km ENE of
Twin Heads
(CORNISH:
20'l4'30"S,
126'33'00"E)

At LiveTinga Ridge
(MOUNT
ANDERSON:
Ir52'57"S,
123°55'00"E)
Hardman FOT
mation: Mount
Hardman (NOON
KANBAH:
18° 18'45 "S,
124'38'52"E)
Cherrabun Member:
Spring Creek
(CROSSLAND:
19°II'Oo"S,
125'33'06"E)
Hicks Range
(CROSSLAND:
19° 13'48"S,
125°53'42"E)

Millyit Range
(CROSSLAND:
19°09'39"S,
125°34'24"E)

At Condren
Pinnacles (LUCAS:
20'06'S,
127°39'E)

19

Not considered part of
Canning Basin

May correlate with
upper part of Hardman
Formation

Forms prominent
breakaways, ranges,
and isolated peaks
(CORNISH) and low
rises (LUCAS)

Subdivided into
Hardman Formation,
Condren Sandstone,
and Lightjack
Formation
Hardman Formation:
recognised mainly
from subsurface
information; crops out
as gravel plains and
low strike ridges;
ranges in CROSSLAND
provide good exposures

Well exposed in break
aways, difI-faces,
strike ridges. mesas,
buttes, and low hills

Blake & others
(1973 )

Gorter & others
(1979); Henderson
& others (1963);
Tawner & Gibson
( 1980)
Casey & Wells
(1964); Veevers
& Wells (1961);
Playford &
others (1975);
Yeates & others
(1975a)

Guppy & others
(1958); Playford
& others (1975);
Yeates & others
(1975a)
Guppy & others
(1958); Playford
& others (1975);
Yeates & others
(1975a); Crowe &
others (1978);
Towner & Gibson
(1980)

Casey & Wells
(1964): Veevers
& Wells (1961);
Playford & others
(1975); Yeates &
others (1975 a)
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(1980)

Casey & Wells
(1964): Veevers
& Wells (1961);
Playford & others
(1975); Yeates &
others (1975 a)



Age Rock unit &
symbol
(1:1 M map)

Maximum
thickness
(m)

Lithology Fossils

TABLE 7. STRATIGRAPHIC TABLE FOR

Depositional environment

Lightjack
Formation

Pj

Triwhite Sandstone
Pt

Noonkanbah
Formation

Pn

Ovcr 250
in Stansmore
Range
(STANS
MORE)

77 in Kidson 1

410 in The
Sisters I

Upper part: interbedded
mudstone and fine
sandstone; ripple-marked;
coal; minor coarse
sandstone
Middle part: medium
quartz sandstone; well
sorted; laminated to thin
bedded; trough cross
bedded; ripple-marked
Lower part: interbedded
fine sandstone and mud
stone with lenses of clay
pellet conglomerate and
coarse sandstor.e; laminated
to thin-bedded; ripple
marked

Fine to medium micaceous
sandstone interbedded with
siltstone and intra
formational c1aystone
conglomerate; laminated
to th in-bedded; ripple
marked; flaser and
lenticular bedding; planar
cross-bedding

Grey, micaceous, pyritic
mudstone interbedded with
fine to medium calcareolls
sandstone; laminated to
thin bedded; minor finely
crystalline fossiliferous
limestone interbeds;
coquinite bed crops out
in LUCAS

Pelecypods, brachiopods,
trace fossils, and plant
fragments; Atomodesma
exerata and Stutchburia
fnuderongens;s are
characteristic and indicate
late Artinskian to early
Kazanian age

Fossils including
Astartila blatch/ordi
and Atomodesma
mytiloides indicate Early
Permian

Rich fauna of brachiopods,
bryzoans, corals, crinoids,
and molluscs (Artinskian)

Shallow marine to
lagoonal

Shallow regressive marine

Unrestricted marine with
shallower conditions in
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Z Poole Sandstone
-< Pp

At least 250
exposed in the
Grant Range;
350 in
Nerrima 1

25

325

110

Mainly fine sandstone,
some medium to coarse
towards base; interbeds of
siltstone; laminated to
thin-bedded; ripple cross
bedding; lenticular and
flaser bedding; clay-pellet
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turbated; calcarcous
sandstone, sandy lime
stone, and minor mudstone
at base

Christmas Creek Alember:
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bedded; ripple-marked
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fine and line sandstone
with minor siltstone;
clay-pellet conglomerate
lenses; abundant small
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wave-formed ripple
marks; thin-bedded;
traces of coal
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bedded sandstone and
conglomerate; further to
west, thin-bedded sand
stone and silts tone;
calcareous; ripple-marked

20

See below

Trace fossils
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Brachiopods, ammonites,
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conu),\riids; leaf and root
fossils (late Sakmarian)

Shallow water, possibly
lagoonal

Fluvial

Shallow water, possibly
lagoonal

Braided river to marine:
represents a possible
barrier bar in eastern
MOUNT ANDERSON

Age Rock unit &
symbol
(1:1 M map)

Maximum
thickness
(m)

Lithology Fossils
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I: I 000000 CANNING BASIN MAP- Continued

Stratigraphic relationship

Conformablo between Noonkanbah
Formation and Condren Sandstone;
partly equivalent to Triwhite
Sandstone; disconformably overlain
by Hardman Formation; uncon
formably overlain by Barbwire
Sandstone

Conformably overlies Noonkanbah
Formation; equivalent to part of
Lightjack Formation; unconformably
overlain by Callawa Formation;
disconformably overlain by Anketell
Formation

Conformable between Poole Sandstone
and Triwhite Sandstone or Lightjack
Formation; unconformably overlain
by Wallal Sandstone, Callawa
Formation, and Barbwire Sandstone

Unconformably (in Fitzroy Trough)
or disconformably (elsewhere)
overlies Grant Group and Paterson
Formation; conformably overlain by
Noonkanbah Formation; uncon
formably overlain by Callawa
Formation

Overlies Tuckfield Member with
interfingering contact; underlies
Noonkanbah Formation (contact
not seen)
Conformably and disconformably
overlies Nura Nura Member;
conformably overlain by Christmas
Creek Member and Noonkanbah
Formation

Conformably and disconformably
overlain by Tuekfield Member;
unconformably overlies
Carolyn Formation

Distribution

Occurs extensively
throughout the Fitzroy
Trough from DERBY
to STANSMORE

Confined to Kidson
Sub-basin and eastern
part of Anketell Shelf
in southern Canning
Basin

Confined mainly to
Kidson Sub-basin and
Fitzroy Trough; has
been removed from
parts of the Broome
Arch and Willara
Sub-basin by post
Permian erosion

Mainly confined to
Fitzroy Trough,
northern Broome Arch,
and Kidson Sub-
basin; probably
removed from western
part of Broome
Arch and from the
Willara Sub-basin,
Anketell Shelf, Table
top Shelf, and Betty
Terrace by post
Permian erosion
Crops out only in
NOONKANBAH

Crops out only in
Fitzroy Trough;
identified elsewhere
in the subsurface

Crops out only in
DERBY, MOUNT
ANDERSON, and
NOONKANBAH

Type section

At Lightjack Hill
(NOONKANBAH:
18°59'S, 125"50'10)

1.6 km 10 of Dunn
Soak (1'ABLETOP:
22°04'S, 123°10'E)

Near Bruten Hill
(NOONKANBAH:
18°44'35"S,
125°37'30"E)

Southeastern Grant
Range (MOUNT
ANDERSON:
18°04'30"S,
124°08'30"E)

Mount Piper
(NOONKANBAH:
18°54'00"S,
125'47'30"E)
Mount Tuckfield
(NOONKANBAH:
18'42'15"S,
124°5n5"E)

Nura Nura Ridge
(MOUNT
ANDERSON:
18°'02S, 124°28'E)

21

Remarks

Forms prominent strike
ridges, breakaways,
mesas, and hills
particularly in the
southeast Fitzroy
Trough; low strike
ridges and rubble plains
occur to the north
west: the middle
sandstone unit is
resistant to erosion and
develops good cliff-like
exposures

Forms good exposures
at Scott Bluff. Triwhite
Hills, and mesas east
of Lake Dora (TABLE
TO P); occurs along
parts of the Percival
Lakes (PERCIYAL);
crops out as low
mounds and hills in
southeastern PATER
SON RANGE
Exposures very poor;
crops out as low
mounds and small cliffs
near edge of c1aypans,
as rubble adjacent to
deflation plains and
claypans, and on plains
where strikes of more
resistant beds are
readily recognisable
on aerial photographs
Well exposed in flanks
of Poole and St George
Ranges (NOON
KANBAH); Grant
Range and Mount
Wynne (MOUNT
ANDERSON); South
Esk Tableland
(CORNISH); Stans
more Range (STANS
MORE); elsewhere,
exposures are scree
covered
Occurs only in NOON
KANBAH

References

Guppy & others
(1958); Casey &
Wells (1964);
Yeevers & Wells
( 1961 ); }>Iayford
& others (1975);
Yeates & others
(1975a); Crowe &
others (1978)

Traves & others
(1956); Playford &
others (1975);
Towner & others
(1976); Towner &
Gibson (1980)

Wade (1938); Guppy
& others (1952);
Playford & others
(1975); Yeates &
others (1975a);
Towner & others
(1976); Crowe &
Towner (l976a);
Crowe & others
(1978); Towner &
Gibson (1980)
Wade (1936);
Guppy & others
(1952); Playford &
others (1975);
Yeates & others
(l975a); Towner &
others (1976);
Crowe & Towner
(1976a, 1976b);
Crowe & others
(1978); Towner &
Gibson (1980)
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TABLE 7. STRATIGRAPHIC TABLE FOR

Fluvial

Initially Iacustrine and
then fluvial under the
influence of a glacial
climate

Depositional cllvirOllrnenf

Microfossils (Sakmarian)

Fossils
------------- ~-------------

Lithology

Boulder and cobble
conglomerate; sandstone;
boulders have chatter
marks

Clays tone and siltstone;
laminated, varved, or
massive; very poorly
sorted; contains abundant
dropstones up to
boulder size; overlain by
cross-bedded coarse and
conglomeratic sandstone
and siltstone, with lenses
of pebbles and boulders

Age Rock unit & l\,faximum
symbol thickness
(1:1 M map) (m)

Paterson Formation. Up to 150
Pa

Z
::;
::?:
I:><:
I.U
0..

>-
-l
I:><:
<: Lillybooroora Up to 60I.U

Conglomerate
Py

-------------------------~----

Grant Group
Pg

415

278 in The
Sisters 1

1714 in Grant
Range I

Carolyn Formillioll.· Fine
to coarse, feldspathic
sandstone; conglomerate;
massive, large scale cross
bedding; overlain by fine
to medium, calcareous
sandstone and mudstone,
with drops tones, laminated
to very thinly bedded;
overlain in turn by mainly
medium sandstone with
minor mudstone; cross
bedded; ripple-marked

Willifred Formalioll: silt
stone, grey, sandy,
carbonaceous, and pyritic;
thin interbeds of very
tine sandstone
Belly Formalioll: tine to
coarse sandstone; minor
conglomerate and silts tone;
basal polymict conglo
merate present in some
areas

Marine macrofossils,
(including ElIrydesma,

and Deltopec/ell frollensis)
and palynomorphs
(Sakmarian)

Crinoids and bryzoans;
microflora (Sakmarian)

Macrofossils; palynology
gives a Late
Carboniferous to
Sakmarian age

Non-marine and marine
glacial

Possible deep marine or
lagoonal

Shallow-water glacial
environmcnt

MAJOR UNCONFORMITY

Anderson Formation
Ca

2551 in
YuIleroo 1;
may reach
over 4000 in
central Fitzray
Trough

Alternating sandstone,
siltstone, and shale; minor
limcstone, dolomite, and
anhydrite

Microflora
to Visean)

(Tournaisian Continental and marine

Fairfield Group
DCf

649 in Lake
Belly 1

Laurel Forlllarion: basal
part: limestonc, shalc, and
minor dolomitc; upper
part: grey calcareous shale

Rich biota of algae,
brachiopods, bryzoans,
pelecypods, ostracods,
microflora. and conodonts
(Tournaisian)

Shallow marine

327 in Napier 1 Yellow DrulIl Sandstone:
Sandstone and dolomite;
minor shale and siltstone;
rare limestone beds

Spores indicate latest
Devonian to earliest
Carboniferous

Intertidal to supra tidal,
with some fluvial influence

369 in Meda 1 GUJ1lhole Formalio/!:
Limestone interbedded
with silts tone, shale, and
claystone; colour
laminated; thick-bedded;
cross-stratified

Brachiopods, pelecypods,
bryzoans, conodonts, and
ostracods (late
Famennian)

Subtidal and intertidal
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Stratigraphic relationship

I: I 000000 CANNING BASIN M AP- Continlled
--------- -----------~-----

Distribution Type section Remarks References

Unconformably overlies Precambrian
rocks, Devonian rocks, and possibly
Ordovician rocks; disconformably
ovcrlain by Poole Sandstone,
probably interfingers with Grant
Group; uneonformably overlain by
Callawa Formation, Cronin Sand
stone, Oakover beds, and Lampe
beds; diseonformably overlain by
Samuel Formation

Unconformably overlies Precambrian
rocks; possibly passes laterally
laterally into Grant Group

Grant Group: unconformably
overlies pre-Permian rocks; probably
interfingers with Patcrson Formation
on the southern margin, and
LiIlybooroora Conglomerate in the
north; unconformably (in Fitzroy
Trough) or diseonformably (else
where) overlain by Poole Sandstone;
unconformably overlain by Chimp
Formation and Wallal Sandstone

Crops ou t along the
southwestern and
southeastern margin of
Canning Basin

Discontinuous bclt
near Lillybooroora
and Townshend Rivers
(YAMPI)

Grant Group: present
over most of Canning
Basin

[n the Paterson
Range (PATER
SON RANGE:
21 "45'OO"S,
122"10'OO"E)

None known

Grant Group type
locality: Grant
Range (MOUNT
ANDERSON:
18'02'OO"S.
I24 c 05'OO"E);
Carolyn Formation
Composite Section:
(NOONKANBAH:
18"44'20"S,
124" 55'52" E and
18'4I'53"S,
124°54'30"E)

Winifred Formation:
(TABLETOP:
22°52'40"S.
123°36'20"E)

Iexposures, particularly
of the mud stone part,
are very poor;
glaciated pavements
in RUDALl,

Rounded boulder-
st rewn hills, flat topped
mesas, and valley
sides: benches
flanking ProterozJc
sandstone ridges

Carolyn Formation is
well exposed in Grant
Range (MOUNT
ANDERSONl. Poole
and St George Ranges
(NOONKANBAH).
French Hills and
Fisher BlutT
(CORNISH). and
isolated hills and ridges
in NOONKANBAH,
MOUNT RAMSAY
BILLlLUNA, MOUNT
BANNERMAN,
CORNISH. and
HELENA

Winifred Formation
forms scree-covered
hills near Lake Wini
fred (TABLETOP)

Talbot (1920);
Traves & others
(1956); Veevcrs &
Wells (1961);
Playford & others
(1975); Towner &
others (1976);
Towner & Gibson
(1980); Jackson &
van de GraatI
(1981 )
Gellatly & Sofoulis
(1973 )

Guppy & others
(1952); Playford &
others (1975);
Veevers & Wells
(1961); Crowe &
Towner (1976a.c.d);
Towner & others
(1976); Crowe &
others (1978);
Towner & Gibs011
( 1980)

Betty Formation not
exposed

Betty Formation:
Between 1058 and
1657 m in Lake
Betty 1 (MOUNT
BANNERMAN:
19°34'10"S.
126°19'52"E)

-------------------
MAJOR UNCONFORMlTY

Disconformably(?) overlies Fairfield
Group; unconformably overlain by
Grant Group

Fairfield Group: DisconformabIy(?)
overlies Late Devonian reef complex
(Dr); conformably overlies Luluigui
Formation; unconformably overlain
by Grant Group; disconformably(?)
overlain by AnderscrrJ Formation

Confined in subsurface
to the Fitzroy Trough

Crops out in belt SW
of Napier and Oscar
Ranges (LENNARD
RIVER); in sub
surface , occurs in
Fitzroy Trough in
Lake Betty I
(MOUNT
BANNERMAN)

Conllned predominantly
to the Lennard Shelf;
penetrated in Yulleroo
I in Fitzroy Trough

Crops out and subcrops
in the Lennard Shelf
area; recognised in
Frome Rocks 2 on
the Jurgurra Terrace

Between 2408 m
and 3936 m in
Gram Range I
(MOUNT
ANDERSON:
18'OO'48"S.
124°00'22"E)

Two sections: 3 km
NW of Twelve
Mile Bore
(LENNARD
RIVER: 17'5YS,
125'14'30"E); and
5 km SE of Twelve
Mile Bore
(LENNARD
RIVER: 17'58'S,
125'02'E)

Low ridge I km
NE of Yellow
Drum Bore. 25 km
WNW of Fitzroy
Crossing (NOON
KANBAH:
18'04'35"S.
1~5'25'OO"E)

Along (ireat
Northern Highway
(NOONKANBAH:
18°07'30"S.
125°27'~5"E)

Sandstone outcrop
comaining Leplo
phloellla allslreo/e
ncar Bohemia Downs
(MOUNT RAMSAY)
may belong to
Anderson Formation

Good exposures in
vicinity of Twelve
Mile Bore (~O km SW
of Leopold Downs
homestead)

Poorly exposed

Poorly exposed

McWhae & others
(1958); Veevers &
Wells (1961);
PJayford & others
(1975 )

Guppy & others
(1958); Thomas
(1959); Veevers &
Wells (1961);
Playford & Lowry
(1966); Druce &
Radke (1979)

1----------------------_··_--------------------
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Stratigraphic relationship
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Distribution Type section Remarks References
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ANDERSON:
18'02'OO"S.
I24 c 05'OO"E);
Carolyn Formation
Composite Section:
(NOONKANBAH:
18"44'20"S,
124" 55'52" E and
18'4I'53"S,
124°54'30"E)

Winifred Formation:
(TABLETOP:
22°52'40"S.
123°36'20"E)

Iexposures, particularly
of the mud stone part,
are very poor;
glaciated pavements
in RUDALl,

Rounded boulder-
st rewn hills, flat topped
mesas, and valley
sides: benches
flanking ProterozJc
sandstone ridges

Carolyn Formation is
well exposed in Grant
Range (MOUNT
ANDERSONl. Poole
and St George Ranges
(NOONKANBAH).
French Hills and
Fisher BlutT
(CORNISH). and
isolated hills and ridges
in NOONKANBAH,
MOUNT RAMSAY
BILLlLUNA, MOUNT
BANNERMAN,
CORNISH. and
HELENA

Winifred Formation
forms scree-covered
hills near Lake Wini
fred (TABLETOP)

Talbot (1920);
Traves & others
(1956); Veevcrs &
Wells (1961);
Playford & others
(1975); Towner &
others (1976);
Towner & Gibson
(1980); Jackson &
van de GraatI
(1981 )
Gellatly & Sofoulis
(1973 )

Guppy & others
(1952); Playford &
others (1975);
Veevers & Wells
(1961); Crowe &
Towner (1976a.c.d);
Towner & others
(1976); Crowe &
others (1978);
Towner & Gibs011
( 1980)

Betty Formation not
exposed

Betty Formation:
Between 1058 and
1657 m in Lake
Betty 1 (MOUNT
BANNERMAN:
19°34'10"S.
126°19'52"E)

-------------------
MAJOR UNCONFORMlTY

Disconformably(?) overlies Fairfield
Group; unconformably overlain by
Grant Group

Fairfield Group: DisconformabIy(?)
overlies Late Devonian reef complex
(Dr); conformably overlies Luluigui
Formation; unconformably overlain
by Grant Group; disconformably(?)
overlain by AnderscrrJ Formation

Confined in subsurface
to the Fitzroy Trough

Crops out in belt SW
of Napier and Oscar
Ranges (LENNARD
RIVER); in sub
surface , occurs in
Fitzroy Trough in
Lake Betty I
(MOUNT
BANNERMAN)

Conllned predominantly
to the Lennard Shelf;
penetrated in Yulleroo
I in Fitzroy Trough

Crops out and subcrops
in the Lennard Shelf
area; recognised in
Frome Rocks 2 on
the Jurgurra Terrace

Between 2408 m
and 3936 m in
Gram Range I
(MOUNT
ANDERSON:
18'OO'48"S.
124°00'22"E)

Two sections: 3 km
NW of Twelve
Mile Bore
(LENNARD
RIVER: 17'5YS,
125'14'30"E); and
5 km SE of Twelve
Mile Bore
(LENNARD
RIVER: 17'58'S,
125'02'E)

Low ridge I km
NE of Yellow
Drum Bore. 25 km
WNW of Fitzroy
Crossing (NOON
KANBAH:
18'04'35"S.
1~5'25'OO"E)

Along (ireat
Northern Highway
(NOONKANBAH:
18°07'30"S.
125°27'~5"E)

Sandstone outcrop
comaining Leplo
phloellla allslreo/e
ncar Bohemia Downs
(MOUNT RAMSAY)
may belong to
Anderson Formation

Good exposures in
vicinity of Twelve
Mile Bore (~O km SW
of Leopold Downs
homestead)

Poorly exposed

Poorly exposed

McWhae & others
(1958); Veevers &
Wells (1961);
PJayford & others
(1975 )

Guppy & others
(1958); Thomas
(1959); Veevers &
Wells (1961);
Playford & Lowry
(1966); Druce &
Radke (1979)

1----------------------_··_--------------------
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Age Rock unit &
symbol
(1:1 M map)

Maximum
thickness
(m)

Lithology Fossils

TABLE 7. STRATIGRAPHIC TABLE FOR

Depositional environment

;:: z Undivided
2 < D
< -_02
~t-<O
;:l >
....l u.I
IJ) Q

Conglomerate
Do

Dr
(Carbonate reef
complex)

Di
2 (Marginal-slope &
< basin facies)

z

°>
iJ.l
Q

Dp
(Platform facies)

3000'1

Less than 300

>1200

At least 600

<180

<300'1

Between 90
and 150

At least 410

Up to 300

Sandstone, siltstonc, lime
stone and evaporites

Boulder and pebble
conglomerate (sub
rounded to rounded) and
minor feldspathic
sandstone

Napier Formation: Cal
carenite, calcirudite, and
megabreccia; some inter
bedded siltstone, shale,
calcareous sandstone, and
conglomerate

Virgin Hills Formation:
Silts tone, shale, calcarenite,
calcilutite, calcirudite, and
megabreccia

Bugle Gap Limestone:
Calcarenite, calciruditc,
and megabreccia; medium
to thickly bedded

Piker Hills Formation:
Calcarcnite and calcirudite
in forereef facies;
interbedded shale, siltstone,
calcarenite, and calcirudite
in inter-reef facies
Windjana Limestone: Lime
stone, massive to thickly
bedded; framework of
algae and stromatoporoids

Pillara Limestone: Lime
stone; minor dolomite,
sandstone, and silts tone;
limestone is stromato
poroid, fenestral, and
oolitic; massive to poorly
bedded
Nullara LimeslOne:
Medium-bedded biostromal
limestone and interbedded
oolite, grading down to
coarse calcarenite and
quartz-pebble sandstone

24

Unknown

Conodonts, gonia tiles,
brachiopods, and fora
minifera (early Frasnian
to late Famennian)

Conodonts and ammonoids
(middle Frasnian to
to middle Famennian)

Sparse fauna of
brachiopods and
conodonts (Famennian)

Ammonoids, conodonts,
and brachiopods (late
Famennian)

Algae, brachiopods, and
corals (late Givetian to
late Famennian)

Brachiopods, atrypids,
bivalves, corals, and
bryzoans (late Givetian
to late Famennian)

Conodonts and fora
minifera (late Famennian)

Unknown

Alluvial fans laid down in
front of active fault scarps

Shallow marine

Shallow marine

Shallow marine

Shallow marine

Shallow marine, water
depth <10 ill

Shallow marine, water
depth <10 m

Shallow marine, water
depth <10 m

Age Rock unit &
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(1:1 M map)
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thickness
(m)
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Windjana Limestone: Lime
stone, massive to thickly
bedded; framework of
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poroid, fenestral, and
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bedded
Nullara LimeslOne:
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limestone and interbedded
oolite, grading down to
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quartz-pebble sandstone

24
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Conodonts, gonia tiles,
brachiopods, and fora
minifera (early Frasnian
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(middle Frasnian to
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1: 1000000 CANNING BASIN MAP- Continued

Straligraphic relationship

Unknown

Unconformably overlies Precambrian
basement: overlics and interfingers
with formations of the Late
Devonian reef complex (Or)

See under Di, Dp, and Dd

Interf1ngers with or abuts
Windjana or PiIlara Limestones;
lateral equivalent of Gogo, Sadler,
Virgin Hills, and Piker Hills
Formations, and Bugle Gap Lime
stone: conformably overlain by
Nullara Limestone
Conformably overlies Gogo
Formation; laterally equivalent to
Napier Formation; conformably
overlain by and equivalent to Bugle
Gap Limestone, Windjana and
Nullara Limestones, and Piker
Hills Formation

Overlies and equivalent to upper
part of Virgin Hills Formation;
equivalent to Piker Hills Formation;
lateral equivalelll of Napier For
mation; interf1ngers with Windjana
Limestone: unconformably overlain
by Grant Group

Conformably overlies Virgiu Hills
Formation; equivalent to Bugle Gap
Limestone and Napier Formation;
interfingers with or abuts Windjana
or Pillara Limeswnes: uncon
formably overlain by Grant Group
Interfingers with N tlllara Limestone,
and Napier, Virgiu Hills, Bugle
G:lP, and PikerHills Formations:
disconformably overlain by Fairfield
Group: uncouformably overlain by
Grant Group

Unconformably overlies Ordovician
and Precambrian sediments,
Tandalgoo Sandstone, and Poulton
and Gap Creek Formations:
equivalent to (JogO Forn1ation

l

Sadler Limestone, Piker Hills
Formation, and Napicr Fnrmation

Conformably overlies Napier and
Virgin Hills Formations: laterally
equivalent to Windiana Limestone;
disconformably ovt~rlain by Fairtjeld
Group

Distribution

Confined in subsurface
to the Fi17roy Trough
and part of Jurgurra
Terrace

Confined to the
Lcnnard Shelf; crops
out in Van Emmerick
Range, Mount Behn,
and Stony Creek areas
(LENNARD RIVER),
Virgin Hills area
(NOONKANBAH),
and Sparkc Range
(MOUNT RAMSAY)

Crops out in Napier,
Oscar, and Geikie
Ranges area
(LENNARD RIVER,
NOONKANBAH)

Restricted to Hull
Range, Virgin Hills,
Mount Pierre, and
Lloyd Hill areas
(NOONKANBAH,
MOUNT RAMSAY)

Conf1ned to southern
end of Bugle Gap
(MOUNT RAMSAY)

Contlned to area be
tween Mount Pierre
(NOONKANBAH),
Piker Hills, and
Burramundi Range
(1VIOUNT RAMSAY)
Crops out discon
tinuously along Napier
and Oscar Ranges
(LENNARD
RIVER, NOON
KANBAHl. and south
of Burrarnundi Range
(MOUNT RAMSAY)
Crops out along
Lennard Shelf

Confined to IA:nnard
Shelf: crops out in
Napier Range and NW
Oscar Range
(LFNNARD RIVER,
NOONKANBAH)

Type seclion

Bobs Bore Con
glomerate:
southern flank of
Virgin Hills
(NOONKANBAH:
18'30'I2"S,
125°52'IO"E);
Stony Creek Con
glomerate:
(LENNARD
RIVER: 17' 57'S,
125 c 56'El; Behn
Conglomerate: at
Mount Behn
(LENNARD
RIVER: 17°29'S,
125'05'E); Van
Ernmeric'k Conglo
merate: Van
Emrnerick Range
(LENNARD
RIVER: 17'03'S,
124°37'E)

Along Barker
River in Napier
Range (LENNARD
RIVER: 17°16'S,
124'44'E)

About 8 km north
of Mount Pierre
(NOONKANBAH:
18° 16'30"S,
]25°52'00" El

5 km SE of Lloyd
Hill (MOUNT
RAMSAY: 18'42'S,
126°04'E)

At Piker Hills
(MOUNT
RAMSAY:
18'04'30"S,
126°05'30"E)

Windjana Gorge,
where Lennard
River cuts through
N~lpier Range
(LENNARD
RIVER:
17 0 24'30" S,
124' 57'30" E)

Menyous Gap in
the Pillara Range
(NOONKANBAH:
]8'24'S, ]25°56'E)

2 km south of
Mount Percy
(LENNARD
RIVER, 17 '40'S,
124°5(l':\0"E)

25

Remarks

Includes Thangoo
Calcarcnite (McWhae
& others, 1958), and
Devonian units
intersected in Yullerao
I in the Fitzroy Trough

Forms low rounded
hills and ranges with
complex drainage
patterns; includes
Van Emmerick, Behn,
Bobs Bore, and Stony
Creek Conglomerates

Composed of Di, Dp,
and Dd

Red colour of sedi
ments is a charac
teristic feature

References

Playford & others
(1975 )

Guppy & others
(1958); Playford &
Lowry (1966);
Playford & others
(1975 )

Guppy & others
(1958); Playford
& Lowry (1966);
Playford & others
(1975)

Guppy & others
(1958); Playford
& Lowry (1966);
Playford & others
( 1975); Playford
(1980)

Guppy & others
(1958); Playford
& Lowry (] 966);
Playford & others
(1975): Playford
(1980)

Playford & Lowry
( 1966): Playford
& othe rs (] 97 5) ;
Playford (1980)

Playford & Lowry
( 1966): Playford
& others (1975);
Playford (1980)

Playford & Lowry
( 1966): Read (1973
a, b): Playford &
others (1975):
Playford (1980)

Read (1973a, b l;
Playford (1980l
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formably overlain by Grant Group
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and Napier, Virgiu Hills, Bugle
G:lP, and PikerHills Formations:
disconformably overlain by Fairfield
Group: uncouformably overlain by
Grant Group
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and Precambrian sediments,
Tandalgoo Sandstone, and Poulton
and Gap Creek Formations:
equivalent to (JogO Forn1ation
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Sadler Limestone, Piker Hills
Formation, and Napicr Fnrmation

Conformably overlies Napier and
Virgin Hills Formations: laterally
equivalent to Windiana Limestone;
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Group
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Confined to the
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out in Van Emmerick
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Piker Hills, and
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tinuously along Napier
and Oscar Ranges
(LENNARD
RIVER, NOON
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of Burrarnundi Range
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Napier Range and NW
Oscar Range
(LFNNARD RIVER,
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Remarks

Includes Thangoo
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intersected in Yullerao
I in the Fitzroy Trough
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complex drainage
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Red colour of sedi
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Age Rock ulIit &
symbol
(i:1 M Inap)

/'¥faxilllulIl
thickness
(m)

Lithology Fossils

TABLE 7. STRATIGRAPHIC TABLE FOR

Depositiollal environment

z
-<

Dd
(Marginal slope &
basin facies)

At least 300

At least 600

Sad!cr Lilllcstone: Cal
carcnite, calcirudite. and
minor D1cgabreccia, with
interbcds of calcareous
siltstonc and shale;
thinly bedded

Gogo Formalion: Dark
shale and silts tone, with
thin interbcds of limestone:
characterised by layers of
calcareous concretions

Brachiopods, ammonoids,
conodonts, cOI'als. and
algae (late Givetian to
early Frasnian)

Mainly pelagic forms,
including ammonuids,
conodonts, nalltiloids. fish,
and crustaceans (Ltte(?)
Givetian to early
Frasnian)

Fore-reef

Shallow marine

z° Knobby Sandstone
;> Duk

W

o
Lnluigui Formation

W DI
I-

-<
....l

Clanmeyer Siltstone
Dc

Babrongan beds
Dd

W Z Mellinjerie LimestOlle
::J 1-::; Dm
O-<z
O....lO
- ;>:;SOW

1-0

Poulton Formation
Dn

Tandalgoo Sandstonc
Dt

About 200

1055 in Mount
Hardman I

1067 in Logue 1

An incomplete
section of 213
in Babrongan 1

266 in Kidson 1

40[ in Napier I

733 in Kidson 1

1709 in
Kidson [

Fine to coarse sandstone
with intcrbeds of siltstonc
and pebble conglomerate;
poorly sorted; large scale
cross-bedding

Interbedded siltstone,
shale, limestonc. and
fJne-grained sandstone

Grey-green siltstone, shale,
and minor limestone

Shale, siltstone (in part
calcareous), grading into
minor limestone and
dolomite

Limestone, dolomite, and
dolomitic shale;
minor sandstone interbeds;
minor anhYdrite

Red-brown to red siltstone;
minor shale and sand
stone; traces of dolomite

Red-brown, mcdium
sandstone; minor interbeds
of siltstone and shale;
rare limestone

Dolomite, dolomitic
silts tone, and claystone;
evaporitcs; minor
sandstone

26

Plant fossils. and
placoderm fish including
Bo/hrio!epis and
A,Hero!epis (Late
Devonian)

M icrofossils. conodonts,
and ostracods
(Famennian)

Ammonoids (Glenister,
1962) and microspores
(Balme, 1962) (middle
to late Famennian)

Palynomorphs

Microflora and conodonts
(Givetian to Frasnian)

Microflora (Middle
Devonian)

Fish scales give Early
Devonian (Dittonian) age

Sparse spores and
pollen-no accurate age
can be determined

Fluvial

Marine

Marine

Marine

Shallow marinc

Shallow marine

Continental, mainly as
aeolian dunes; minor
fluvial

Shallow sea with restricted
circulation
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Stratigraphic relationship Distribution Type section Rr:marks Re/erences

Equivalent to Pillara Limestone and
Napier Formatinn: intertinge', with
and conformably over-lain by Gogo
F'Ofrn;ltion

Unconformably nverlies Precambrian
rocks and Ordovician sediments:
intcrlingers with and conformably
overlies Sadler Limestnne; equivalent
to Pillara Limestone and Napier
Formatinn; conformably overlain
by Virgin Hills Formation

Unconformably overlies Carranya
beds; unconformably overlain by
Grant Group

Conformably overlies Clanmeyer
Siltstone; passes laterally into Late
Devonian reef complex (Or):
conformably overlain by FairfJeld
Group; unconformably overlain
by Grant Group

Conformably overlies Babrogan
beds; passes laterally into Late
Devonian reef complex (Dr):
conformablv overlain bv Luluigui
Formation' "

Base of unit not known but probably
unconformably overlies Carribuddy
Formation; conformably overlain 
by Chnmeyer Siltstone; passes
laterally into Late Devonian reef
complex (Dr)

-------- ------
Diseonformablyt .) overlies
Tandalgoo Sandstone: 11I1COn

fOflnably overlain by Cirant Group

Confined 10 SE
Lennard Shelf around
Emanuc1, Pillara, I lull,
and Oscar Ranges, and
Bugle Gap fNOON
KANBAH, MOUNT
RAMSAY, and
LENNARD RIVER)

Restricted in outcrop to
Bugle Gap (MOUNT
RAMSAY), and
Emanuel and Pillara
Ranges areas (NOON
KANBAH): has been
intersected in wells on
the Jurgurra and
Barbwire Terraces
(Goner & others,
1979)

Confined in outcrop to
the Billiluna Shelf in
western BILLlLUNA
and northern LUCAS

Penetrated in wells in
DERBY, MOUNT
ANDERSON,
LENNARD RIVER,
and NOONKANBAH

Penetrated in wells
along margin of
F'itzroy Trough in
DERBY, MOUNT
ANDERSON, and
NOONKANBAH

Penetrateel only in
Logue I and Bab
rongan 1 on Jurgurra
Terrace (MOUNT
ANDERSON)

Appears to be confined
to the Kidson Sub
basin, and southeastern
Barbwire Terrace and
Brooll1e Arch

In Fmanucl Range
(NOONKANBAH:
18'36'S, 125°56'E)

Ncar Menyous Gap
in Pillara Range
(NOONKANBAH:
18'36'S,125'26'E)

In Knobby Hills
(BILLlLUNA:
19°24'24"S,
127'45'44"E)

Between 1084 m
and 1909 m in
Frome Rocks 2
(MOUNT
ANDERSON:
18' 15'15"S,
123'39'35"E)

Between 713 m and
1736 m in Bab
rongan I (MOUNT
ANDERSON:
18°23'2.1,"5.
123'35'37"E)

Between 1736 m
and 1949 m in
Babrongan I
(MOUNT
ANDERSON:
18°23'23 "5,
123°35'37"E)

Between 931 m and
1128 m in Sahara
(SAHARA:
21'04'40"S,
123'23'30"E)

Soft terrigeneous
sediments, ponrly
exposed; brachiopods
arc comITlonly
silicitied

Poorly exposed

Forms small hills and
rises

Not exposed

Not exposed

Not exposed

Not exposed

Guppy & olhers
(1958): Playford
& Lowry (1966);
Playford & others
(1975): Playford
( 1980)

Guppy & others
(1958); Playford
& Lnwry (1966);
Playford & nthers
(1975); Playford
(1980)

Casey & Wells
(1964); Veevers &
Wells (1961);
Yeates & others
(1975a)

Willmott (1962,
1966); Playford &
others (1975);
Goner & others
(1979)

Willmott (1966);
Playford & others
(1975); Gorter &
others (1979)

Playford & others
(1975); Goner &
others (1979)

Koop (1966);
Playford & others
(1975); Towner &
others (1976)

Koop (1966);
Phyford & others
(1975): Towner
& others (1976)

Not exposed: name
changed from 'Tan-
dalgoo Red Beds' to
conform with the
New Stratigraphic
Code

Between 1128 m
and 1727 m in
Sahara I
(SAHARA:
2I'04'40"S,
123'23'30"F

Conformablv overlies Carribuddv
Formation; -disconformablv (')) ,
overlain by Mellinjcrie Limestone:
unconformably overlain by Grant
Group

-------------- ------------ --------- ------------------------- ------
Unconformably overlies Prcc:lmbrian Penetrated only in Between 1941 m Not exposed; an Playford & others
rocks and Ordovician rocks (Gap wells in the north- and 2220 m in increase in salinity of (1975); Gorter &
Creek F'ormation(-})): unCOil- western Lennard Shell, Blackstone I drilling fluid in others (1979)
formably overlain by Pillara including Blackstone I, (DERBY: Blackstone 1 was
Limestone Meda I, Napier I, and 17°35'14"S, considered to be due to

Napicr 2 (DERBY 124"21'01"E) dissolution of salt
and LENNARD from the formation
RIVER)

Penet rated in wells in
the Kidson Sub,basin,
and in Matches Springs
I and Barbwire I

Disconformably overlies Nit"
and Gohhvycr FCl[Tn~]tinn,,: con
formably overlain by Tandalgoo
S"ndstone: unconformably overlain
by Grant Group, Paterson
Formation, Lile Dcvonian reef
complex, and probably Babrogal1
beds

Appe'lrs to be confined
to the K idson Sub
basin, eastern Willara
SlIb-basin, and paris of
the Broome Arch

Between 1727 m
and 2120 m (tolal
depth) in Sahara 1
(SAHARA:
2 I c04'40"S,
12323'30"E)

Not exposed; diapiric
salt dome in F rome
Rocks 1

Koop (1966);
Playford & olhers
(1975); Towner &
others (1976)

27
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Age Rock unit &
symbol
0:1 M map)

Maximum
thickness
(m)

Lithology Fossils

TABLE 7. STRATIGRAPHIC TABLE FOR

Depositional environment

Undivided
o

Nita Formation
On

Prices Creek Group
Op

U Goldwyer Formation
00

>
o
Q
~

o Willara Formation
Ow

Wilson Cliffs
Sandstone

Oi

Nambeet Formation
Ot

Carranya beds
Oc

PRECAMBRIAN
pe

240 in Matches
Springs 1

192 at type
section

746 composed
of outcrop and
Prices Creek
3 section

736 in WiIlara I

532 in WilIara I

656 in Wilson
Cliffs I

775 in
Samphire
Marsh I

135 measured
in outcrop

Limestone, dolomite,
shale, siltstone, and
sandstone
Limestone, dolomite,
interbedded shale, and
minor anhydrite

Gap Creek Formation:
(Og): Dolomite with
interbedded siltstone and
sandstone

Emanuel Formation:
(Oe): Interbedded grey
nodular limestone and
calcareous shale. over
lying sandy dolomite
and sandstone
Shale. grey to black,
calcareous. and pyritic;
interbedded limestone and
dolomite; minor siItstane
lenses

Limestone, dolomitic,
finely crystalline; minor
shale, siltstone, and fine
sandstone

Fine to medium sandstone;
minor siltstone, shale. and
limestone; dolomite inter
beds in upper part

Grey to green shale with
interbedded limestone, and
dolomite; basal very fine
to medium sandstone

Fine to medium sandstone;
pebble and clay-pellet
conglomerate; thin to
medium-bedded; cross
bedded

Igneous, metamorphic,
and sedimentary rocks

28

Conodants and microftora
(LIanvirnian to
Llandeilian)

Brachiopods; conodonts
give late Arenigian to
earliest L1anvirnian age

Brachiopods, trilobites,
graptolites. and conodonts
(latest Tremadocian(?)
to Arenigian)

Abundant trilobites,
graptolites, brachiopods.
conodonts, and ostracods
(LIanvirnian)

Conodonts, graptolites,
and microftora (Arenigian
to early L1anvirnian)

Trilobites, graptolites,
bivalves, conodonts, and
microftora (Arenigian)

Graptolites, trilobites,
brachiopods, conodonts,
and gastropods (Trema
docian(?) to Arenigian)

Trilobites and gastropods
(Arenigian)

Shallow marine, probably
subtidal to intertidal

Intertidal to possibly
supratidal in parts

Shallow subtidal

Subtidal

Subtidal to intertidal

Intertidal with some
sub tidal

Intertidal to shallow
subtidal

Intertidal sandftats
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I: I 000000 CANNING BASIN MAP- Continued

Stratigraphic relationship

Conformably overlies Goldwyer
Formation; disconformably overlain
by Carribuddy Formation;
unconformably overlain by Grant
Group and Poulton Formation

Conformably overlies Emanuel
Formation; probably passes laterally
into Willara Formation; uncon
form ably overlain by Pillara Lime
stone and Poulton Formation

Unconformably overlies Precambrian
rocks; possibly passes laterally into
Nambeet Formation; conformably
overlain by Gap Creek Formation

Conformable between overlying
Nita Formation and underlying
Willara Formation and Wilson
Cliffs Sandstone; unconfoffilably
overlain by Grant Group;
disconformably overlain by Carri
buddy Formation
Conformable between overlying
Goldwyer Formation, and underlying
Wilson Cliffs Sandstone, Nambeet
Formation, and Carranya beds;
unconformably overlies Precambrian
rocks in northwestern Broome Arch;
probably laterally equivalent to
Gap Creek Formation; uncon
formably overlain by Grant Group
Unconformably overlies older rocks
in Wilson ClifTs I; passes laterally
into Nambeet Formation; con
formably overlain by Goldwyer
and Willara Formations

Unconformably overlies Precambrian
rocks; passes laterally into Wilson
Cliffs Sandstone, and possibly
Carranya beds and Emanuel
Formation; conformably overlain by
Willara Formation; unconformably
overlain by Grant Group in western
Willara Sub-basin
Unconfurmably overlies Precambrian
rocks; possibly passes laterally into
Nambeet Formation; unconformably
overlain by Knobby Sandstone and
Grant Group; probably conformably
overlain by Willara Formation in
subsurface

Canning Basin

Distrihution

Appears to be re
stricted mainly to the
Broome Arch,
Barbwire and Jurgurra
Terraces, and the
Willara Sub-basin;
intersected in Black
stone I on Lennard
Shelf; may be present
in western Kidson
Sub-basin
Prices Creek Group:
occurs in the Prices
Creek area around
the Emanuel Range
(NOONKANBAH)
on the Lennard Shelf

Extends over most of
Canning Basin;
eastern limit is
uncertain

Penetrated in wells in
western Canning Basin,
south of Fenton Fault;
may be present in
Fitzroy Trough and
Lennard Shelf

Penetrated in Wilson
Cliffs 1 (WILSON)
and McLarty 1
(McLARTY HILLS)

Penetrated in many
wells, suggesting that
it may have extended
over most of Canning
Basin, except the 
southern shelf areas

Crops out as low
lying rises along
Canning Basin margin
on Billiluna Shelf
(BILLILUNA and
MOUNT BANNER
MAN)

Penetrated in a number
of wells (see Table 8)

Type section

Between I 165 JTl

and 1269 m in
Parda I
(LAGRANGE:
18°56'08"S,
122°00'34 "E)

Near Gap Creek
(NOONKANBAH:
18°35'S,125°55'E)

Near Gap Creek
(NOONKANBAH:
18°39'S, 125'55'E)

Between 848 m and
1060 m in Thangoo
lA (LAGRANGE:
18°21'52"S,
122°53'09"E)

Between 2610 m
and 3142 m in
Willara 1
(MUNRO:
19°10'48"S,
122°04'14"E)

Between 2847 m
and 3503 m in
Wilson Cliffs 1
(WILSON:
22" 16'39" S,
126°46'55 "E)
Between 1240 m
and 2015 m in
Samphire Marsh
(MANDORA:
19"31'08"S,
121 "10'51 "E)

In BILLlLUNA:
19" 10'S, 127°40'E
approx.

29

Remarks

Section only

Not exposed; includes
Roebuck Dolomite of
McWhae & others
(1958)

Crops out as strike
ridges displaying well
marked bedding

Poorly exposed; best
exposures in Emanuel
Creek, near Emanuel
Range (NOON
KANBAH)

Not exposed

Not exposed

Not exposed

Not exposed

Poorly exposed

Isolated exposures
around PilIara Range;
probable extension of
Precambrian rocks
marginal to Canning
Basin

References

Playford & others
(1975); McTavish
& Legg (1976)

Guppy & ()pik
( 1950);
Guppy & others
(1958); Veevers &
Wells (1961);
Playford & others
(1975); McTavish
& Legg (1976)

Elliott (1961);
Playford & others
(1975); McTavish
& Legg (1976)

Playford & others
(1975); McTavish
& Legg (1976)

McTavish & Legg
(1976)

Johnstone (1961);
Koop (1966);
Playford & others
(1975); McTavish
& Legg (1976)

Veevers & Wells
(1961): Casey &
Wells (1964);
Playford & others
(1975)', Yeates
& others (l975a);
McTavish & Legg
(1976 )

Goner & others
(1979); Forman
& Wales (1981)
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TABLE 8. PRECAMBRIAN BASEr\IENT LITHOLOGIES PENETRATED BY DRILLHOLES
(after Gorter & others. 1979)

W cllname

Tappers Inlet I
Pender I
Goldwyer I
Thangoo lA
Thangoo 2
Edgar Range 1
Napier 4
May River I
Langoora 1
Meda I
Napier 2
Napier 5
Napier I
Hawkstone Peak 1
Prices Creek 1
Wilson Cliffs I
Munrol
Parda 1
Samphire Marsh 1
WaIJal4 &4A

Total depth
BSL(m)

2834
888

1357
1482
1279
1832
874

1658
1591
2655
1521
1583
1727
1136

53
3277
2056
1800
2022

669

A mount of
bascmcnt pcnctrated

22
5

18
101
34
52
23
36
18
44
19
8

28
13
31

219
10

130
17

1

Lithology

Metabasalt
Mica schist
Granite
Biotite phyIlite
Chlorite-muscovite gneiss
Quartz-mica schist
Quartzite
Oligoclase-epidote-actino1 ite sch ist
Quartz-chlorite-biotite schist
Quartz-chlorite schist
Mica schist
Granite gneiss
Granite gneiss
Quartzite
Biotite schist
Silly shale. siltstone. sandstone
Granite
Chlorite gneiss
Granite
Gneiss

3. STRUCTURE AND TECTONICS
Simplified structural and solid geology maps of the

Canning Basin are shown on Plate 2 and should be
interpreted in conjunction with the legend columns on
the same plate.

Almost all of the information concerning the Canning
Basin structure is based on the interpretation of geo
physical surveys conducted in and around the area.
The reconnaissance gravity surveys provided informa
tion on the large-scale structures; aeromagnetic surveys
have been used to delineate basement blocks and
intra-basin structural divisions; and seismic surveys
combined with geological drilling have allowed more
detailed interpretation and definition of the subsurface
structures. Many structures can be, and have been,
predicted beneath and within the sedinlentary basin
sequences (Gorter & others, 1979) on the basis of geo
physical discontinuities such as changes in the gradients.
directions, and patterns of gravity anomaly contours.

The joint mapping program by BMR/GSWA, together
with the geophysical information, has delineated the
main depocentres, thickness variation. and lateral
stratigraphic changes as well as significant breaks in
the tectonic and sedimentary history of the Basin. The
structural subdivisions are those of the present day and,
strictly speaking, are divisions of pre-Ordovician base
ment. The legend columns (Plate 2) give some idea
of the developmental history of the subdivisions (also
section on GEOLOGICAL HISTORY).

Within this broad structural entity. four distinct periods
of sedimentation occur within . the Palaeozoic and
Mesozoic Eras and one occurs in the Cainozoic Era.
Within each period. the resulting set of strata have
their own structural history, and are separated by
regional unconformities. the origin of which may be
either tectonic or simply a depositional hiatus. Each
set could be identified as a separate basin which could
be related to some distinct stage of crustal history
(GSA, 1971; Doutch & Nicholas. 197R); the broad
main structural subdivisions have been superimposed
on these sets.
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Basin boundaries
The onshore Canning Basin boundaries are erosional

except in the south where thc boundary approximates to
a basement high. During the Early Cretaceous, the
shallow sea which covered much of the Officer Basin
to the south transgressed into the area of the south
Canning Basin indicating that the two basins at that
time w~re one entity. Prior to the Late Permian, these
two basins. Canning and Officer. were apparently
separated by a basement high coincident with the
Anketell Regional Gravity Ridge (Fraser, 1976).
Seismic survey results in the southern Canning Basin
(AAP. 1969a) indicate shallowing of pre-Permian
sediments against a magnctic basement high (Goodeve.
1961) which corresponds to the Anketell Regional
Gravity Ridge. This regional gravity ridge is considered
to form part of an important late Precambrian struc
tural trend. the 'Paterson-Musgrave Trend' (Austin &
Williams. 1978) which can be traced along the southern
margin of the Amadeus Basin. westward along the
gravity ridge and thence along the Late Proterozoic(?)
Paterson Province at the southwestern margin of the
Canning Basin.

The boundary between the Canning and Amadeus
Basins from Earlv Permian onwards is the trace of the
unconformity bet~een Permian sediments and the older
Amadeus Basin sequences. Gravity data have defined
an elongated north-trending basement high along the
southeastern Canning Basin margin, and magnetic and
magnetotelluric evidence indicates a shallowing of base
ment as the gravity high is approached from the west.
Some workers (e.g. Webby. 1978) suggest that. during
Early Ordovician times. the Canning and Amadeus
Basins were either openly connected. - or joined by a
narrow passage. Seismic evidence in the southeast
CanningBasin~area shows the 'Late Ordovician' marker
pinching out and being overlapped by the 'Carribuddy'
marker. These data. together with the palaeogeographic
information from the Amadeus Basin (Cook ill Wells
& others. 1970) strongly suggest that. if a connection
did exist between the two basins. it was only a narrow
passage which was closed late in the Early Ordovician.
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To the northwest, the boundarv of the offshore Can
ning Basin cannot bc mapped. PI:;yford 8:. others (1975)
and Gorter 8:. others (1979). have arbitrarilv chosen the
edge of the continental shelf as the north~est margin.
Th~e thick Jurassic-Cretaceous sequence whose ~ain
depocentres arc located in the Bedout Sub-basin (in
the offshore portion of the Canning Basin) onlaps the
onshore Canning Basin, extending inland for some 150
kilometres. For details of the offshore Canning Basin,
sce Forman & Wales (1981).

Basin slrllclllres

The structural subdivisions proposed below for the
onshore Canning Basin arc based on present day base
ment configuration (sec major structural subdivision,
Plate 2 L They arc the northern shelf area. comprising
the Lennard and Billiluna Shelves; the northern basin
and adjoining terraces. consisting of the Fitzroy
Trough, and Betty, Barbwire, and Jurgurra Terraces: a
central high, the Broome Arch; the southern basins,
consisting of the Kidson and Willara Sub-basins; and
the southern shelf area consisting of the AnketelL
Tabletop, and Ryan Shelves. Some of these structural
features can be traced offshore, and most of them are
illustrated in the cross-sections on Plate 2.

Very little structural information can be obtained from
surface exposures. Extensive seismic surveys, particu
larly along the northern margin and in the central
region of the Basin, supported by deep drilling, have
supplied some information on faulting and depth to
basement.

The Lennard Shelf, a narrow shelf characterised by
a number of high and low Bouguer anomalies of rela
tively small amplitude, occurs along most of the
northeastern side of the Basin. The Shelf is a shallow
basement feature overlain bv UP to 3000 m of sediments
of predominantly Ordovici;lIl, -Devonian, and Permian
age. The northeastern boundary of the Lennard Shelf,
which is the northeastern boundary of the Canning
Basin, is the exposed unconfor~ity between th~
Phanerozoic sediments of the Basin and the Precam
brian rocks of the Halls Creek Province. The south
western margin of the Lennard Shelf is marked by the
Pinnacle Fault System in the southeast. which is well
mapped in outcrop. and the Beagle Bay Fault Svstem
in the northwest. which has no s~lrface'expressio~ and
is mapped solelv on seismic evidence. These faults
arc coincident with a pwnounced gravity gradient.

The Billilnl1a Shelf is separated from the Lennard
Shelf by the Precambrian ba-,ement rocks around Bulka
Hills (MOUNT BANNERMAN). The Billiluna Shelf
is a basement feature whieh seismic result, show to be
extensively faulted. It is most clearlv defined by aero·
magnetic data. The Shelf is coincid~nt with pa'rt of a
major gravity low (Mount Bannerman Gravitv
Twugh; Flavelle & Goodspeed. 1962) and is overlai~

by about 3000 m of mainly Devonian and Ordovician
sediments. The Shelfs southwestern boundary i, the
Mueller Fault. and its northwestern. north~rn. and
eastern boundaries. which are the same as the Basin
boundaries. are the exposed unconformities between
Phanerozoic rocks of the Canning Basin and Pre
cambrian basement rocks of the H,;lIs Creek Province
and Th, Granite,-Tanami Block.
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The Betty Terrace (WAPET. I 970c) is an area
comprising a series of structural high and Iow features
within the basement which are reflected in aeromagnetic
and gravity data (Paten & others, 1972). The 'Betty
Terrace varies in depth from 3000 to 6000 m below sea
level. Seismic evidence supported by drilling indicates
that the overlying sedimentary section, which thickens
southwestwards, is composed of Ordovician to Permian
rocks. The Stansmore Fault. which on the surface can
be mapped from the Stansmore Range (STANSMORE)
northwest into CORNISH. forms part of the south
western margin of the Betty Terrace. Seismic evidence
indicates that this fault extends farther to the north
west. into central MOUNT BANNERMAN. Displace
ment on the fault appears to decrease to the northwest.
The character of the rest of the southwestern margin
farther to the northwest is not known.

The Firzrov Trollgh, situated southwest of the Lennard
Shelf and Betty Terrace. is characterised by an ex
tensive, elongated gravity low. the dominant feature
of the Fitzroy Regional Gravity Complex, and is
coincident with an aeromagnetic low. Combined geo
physical evidence suggests a thick pile of sediments,
which have not been completely penetrated by drilling.
Seismic evidence suggests that basement depths are
generally about 8000 m. with a maximum depth of
18 000 m in the southeast. The Fitzroy Trough con
tains a thick sequence of Ordovician, Devonian,
Carboniferous. and Permian clastic sediments. The
correlatives of the Ordovician are the same thickness
outside the Trough. but those of the Devonian, Car
boniferous. and Early Permian outside the Trough are
much thinner or have not been deposited.

The southwestern boundary of the Fitzrov Trough
is the Fenton Fault System. 'which is coincident with
a steep gravity gradient. The maximum movement on
this fault system is about 4000 m down to the north
ea,t. However. the northwestern and southeastern ends
of the Fenton Fault System are poorly defined. In
fact. seismic evidence suggests that the throw on the
Fenton Fault System decreases to the southeast where
displacement is taken UP by steep monocJinical f1exuring
(WAPET, 1970b).

The Bllrhwire and Jllrgllrra Terraces arc two relatively
narrow shelf-like basement areas separated from the
Fitzrov Trough by the Fenton Fault System. The
south\~e,tern boundary of the Jurgurra Te~race is the
Damoier Fault System; and for the Barbwire Terrace.
the Dummer Range Fault System. The Danmier and
Dummer Range Fault Sy,tems do not crop out. and
it appears from limited seismic information that the
cnd, of these two fault systems merge with the Fenton
Fault Svstem. Geonhysical data indicate that both
basement area, have been subjected to block faulting.
The sediments above the Jurgurra Terrace arc about
2000 m to 4500 m thick: tho,e on the Barbwire Ter
race are 1500 m thick in the northwest. increasing
to more than 4500 m in the southea,t (WAPET.
1970b). The sequence on the Terraces comprises
Palaeozoic rocks veneered by Mesozoic rocks on the
Jurgurra Terrace and part of the Barbwire Terrace. An
unusual feature of the sedimentary sequence overlying
the Jurgurra Terrace i, the occurrence of a salt dome,
composed of ,alt from the Silurian(?) to Early
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Devonian Carribuddy Formation which intruded
during or prior to the Early Jurassic.

All the major faults paralleling the northwest-trending
Fitzroy Trough are steeply dipping towards their down
thrown sides, and all of them appear to be major
gravity faults with long histories of growth (Forman
in Gorter & others. 1979) . Seismic evidence has
shown that anticlines parallel to the faults may be
present on their down-dip sides. together with antithetic
faulting.

The Broome Arch CBroome Swell' of Veevers & Wells,
1961; 'Broome Platform' of Koop. 1966; 'Crossland
Platform' of WAPET. 1970b), centrally located in
the Canning Basin. is a broad area of relatively shallow
basement. overlain by 1000 to 3000 m of sediments of
predominantly Palaeozoic age. although some Mesozoic
rocks are present in the northwest. The Broome Arch
lies within the Munro Regional Gravity Platform,
an area of moderate Bouguer anomaly (Flavelle, 1974).
The regional dip of the sediments on the Arch is to
the southwest. In the west, the Admiral Bay Fault
System forms the southern margin of the Arch. The
Admiral Bay Fault System, detected only by geo
physical methods, has a normal displacement of up to
500 m down to the south, essentially affecting the pre
Permian and basement rocks; farther to the south
east, no clear boundary exists between the Arch and
Sub-basins to the south. The Broome Arch may be an
area which did not downwarp as rapidly as the Fitzroy
Trough and the Terraces to the northeast and Sub
basins to the southwest. Alternatively, it may be an
uplifted area marginal to the Fitzroy Trough, similar
to uplifts marginal to rift zones in the northwest
Africa-Red Sea area.

The Kidson and Willara Sub-basins are two contiguous
basement depressions southwest of the Broome Arch.
The WiI1ara Sub-basin, which has a maximum estimated
depth of 4500 m, coincides with the Munro Regional
Gravity Platform (Fraser. 1976), and is filled with
Palaeozoic sediments overlain by Mesozoic sediments
which thicken northwestwards. The Kidson Sub-basin
coincides with the South Canning Regional Gravity
Low. There is reasonable correlation between the gravity
and aeromagnetic data, which together suggest that the
Kidson Sub-basin has a maximum depth of 10000 m
(WAPET, 1963d,e; Darby & Fraser, 1969). Informa
tion from boreholes indicates thick Palaeozoic rocks
dominated by a thick evaporite sequence of Silurian(?)
to Early Devonian age, with a thin cover of Mesozoic
rocks.

Seismic data show little evidence of strong deforma
tion, and it is probable that the Sub-basins are the
result of gentle downwarping of the basement. The two
Sub-basins are considered to be separated from each
other by a low basement rise, the 'Munro Arch', which
appears to have developed near the end of the Ordo
vician,

The Samphire Embayment (formerly Samphire De
pression; Veevers & Wells, 1961), situated immediatelv
to the southwest of the WiIlara Sub-basin, near the
coastline, is a small basement depression separated
from the WiI1ara Sub-basin by an area of relatively
shallow basement. Limited seismic evidence together
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with aeromagnetic results confirm that the Embayment
is bounded on its southwestern margin by a northwest
trending fault which has affected only the pre-Permian
rocks.

A poorly delineated shelf, which laps around the
north of the Pilbara Block and adjoins the Officer
Basin, lies along the southern margin of the Canning
Basin; the shelf coincides with the northern margin
of the Anketell Regional Gravity Ridge. Little is known
about the shelf o~ing to the absence of wells and the
paucity of seismic data, which is of very poor quality
when available. The shelf is covered by a veneer of
Late Palaeozoic and Mesozoic rocks less than 700 m
thick. In the review of the Canning Basin by Gorter &
others (1979), this shelf feature has been referred to in
three parts-A nketell, Tabletop, and Rvan Shelves,
depending on location. Although these names have
been retained here, the validity of such nomenclature
subdivision must be questioned owing to the paucity of
information.

The Walla I Embayment is a small structural embay
ment within the basement of the Anketell Shelf. and is
characterised by a gravity low. Seismic results and
drilling show that the Wallal Embayment is a small,
shallow. half-graben bounded in the northeast by a
fault and in the southeast by the pinching out of the
sedimentary section. The Embayment contains Ordo
vician, overlain by Permian, and thin Triassic rocks.

Faults and folds
Faulting predominates in the Canning Basin, and most

of the folds are related to faulting although a few
isolated drape structures are known (Gorter ~& others,
1979). The Fitzroy Trough contains many north
northwest-trending transverse faults arranged en-echelon
between the two boundary fault systems. These en
echelon faults are predominantly normal faults,
although a few reverse faults occur and there are
several low-angle thrust faults in the Poole Range
(NOONKANBAH) that may mark the soles of
gravity slide blocks in the upper part of the Grant
Group. The normal faults have an average dip of 70°,
Slickensides indicate that movements were essentially
vertical. The maximum throw on the en-echelon faults
observed in the St George Ranges (NOONKANBAH)
is 200 m,

Folds are common 111 the northwest of the Fitzroy
Trough and are arranged in en-echelon fashion with
axes generally orientated west to west-northwest. Some
appear to be slightly asymmetrical, and their axial
planes dip slightly to the south. There is evidence
(Galloway & Howell, 1975; Crowe & Towner, 1976a)

that the major anticlines have acted alternately as
positive and negative features during their history: for
instance, the Poole Sandstone is markedly thicker in
the axial region of the St George Ranges-Poole Range
Anticlines than to the north and south, suggesting that
faster subsidence occurred in that area at the time
when the Poole Sandstone was deposited.

Joints are particularly prominent in the Grant Group,
especially in the Fitzroy Trough, In the St George
Ranges Anticline, the master joints occur roughly
parallel to the fold axis. and the minor joints appear
to he parallel to faults.
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thrown sides, and all of them appear to be major
gravity faults with long histories of growth (Forman
in Gorter & others. 1979) . Seismic evidence has
shown that anticlines parallel to the faults may be
present on their down-dip sides. together with antithetic
faulting.
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coastline, is a small basement depression separated
from the WiI1ara Sub-basin by an area of relatively
shallow basement. Limited seismic evidence together
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with aeromagnetic results confirm that the Embayment
is bounded on its southwestern margin by a northwest
trending fault which has affected only the pre-Permian
rocks.

A poorly delineated shelf, which laps around the
north of the Pilbara Block and adjoins the Officer
Basin, lies along the southern margin of the Canning
Basin; the shelf coincides with the northern margin
of the Anketell Regional Gravity Ridge. Little is known
about the shelf o~ing to the absence of wells and the
paucity of seismic data, which is of very poor quality
when available. The shelf is covered by a veneer of
Late Palaeozoic and Mesozoic rocks less than 700 m
thick. In the review of the Canning Basin by Gorter &
others (1979), this shelf feature has been referred to in
three parts-A nketell, Tabletop, and Rvan Shelves,
depending on location. Although these names have
been retained here, the validity of such nomenclature
subdivision must be questioned owing to the paucity of
information.
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of the folds are related to faulting although a few
isolated drape structures are known (Gorter ~& others,
1979). The Fitzroy Trough contains many north
northwest-trending transverse faults arranged en-echelon
between the two boundary fault systems. These en
echelon faults are predominantly normal faults,
although a few reverse faults occur and there are
several low-angle thrust faults in the Poole Range
(NOONKANBAH) that may mark the soles of
gravity slide blocks in the upper part of the Grant
Group. The normal faults have an average dip of 70°,
Slickensides indicate that movements were essentially
vertical. The maximum throw on the en-echelon faults
observed in the St George Ranges (NOONKANBAH)
is 200 m,

Folds are common 111 the northwest of the Fitzroy
Trough and are arranged in en-echelon fashion with
axes generally orientated west to west-northwest. Some
appear to be slightly asymmetrical, and their axial
planes dip slightly to the south. There is evidence
(Galloway & Howell, 1975; Crowe & Towner, 1976a)

that the major anticlines have acted alternately as
positive and negative features during their history: for
instance, the Poole Sandstone is markedly thicker in
the axial region of the St George Ranges-Poole Range
Anticlines than to the north and south, suggesting that
faster subsidence occurred in that area at the time
when the Poole Sandstone was deposited.

Joints are particularly prominent in the Grant Group,
especially in the Fitzroy Trough, In the St George
Ranges Anticline, the master joints occur roughly
parallel to the fold axis. and the minor joints appear
to he parallel to faults.



The intrusion of malic igneous rocks is associated
with the faulting and folding, in the northwest Fitzroy
Trough.

Minor faults and folds have affected the Jurassic rocks
especially in MOUNT ANDERSON. Smith & Williams
(1955) considered the folds to bc drape structures
caused by differential compaction over an irregular
pre-Jurassic topography. although this origin was
questioned by Crowe & others (1978). Gibson (in
preparation b) discusses a post-Early Cretaceous broad
anticlinal warp present in the Dampier Peninsula in
BROOME.

Basin development
The area now known as the Canning Basin. which

developed on a floor of Precambrian rocks, appears
to have undergone a long period of erosion lasting
till the Ordovician, when the area was mainly of low
relief. a gently downwarped surface on Precambrian
rocks.

The initial development of the structural subdivisions
began in Silurian (7) to Early Devonian times with
downwarping of the Kidson Sub-basin during the depo
sition of Carribuddy Formation and Tandalgoo Sand
stone. In the Middle Devonian, main movements along
the Dampier, Dummer Range, Beagle Bay, Pinnacle,
and Fenton Fault Systems, and the Stansmore and
Mueller Faults, initiated the Fitzroy Trough and adja
cent terraces as well as the Broome Arch. Continued
movement on the faults during deposition of sediments
in the Late Devonian and Early Carboniferous resulted
in great thicknesses of sediment in the Trough com
pared with that on the adjacent terraces and the
Broome Arch. Pre-Permian units in and around the
Fitzroy Trough are extensively faulted, and this pro
bably reflects the tensional tectonic regime that
operated in the Devonian and Carboniferous.

The Fitzroy Trough and the Kidson and Willara Sub
basins continued to be major depocentres with respect
to the rest of the Basin (mainly the Broome Arch)
during the Permian; some minor movements along
bounding faults of the Trough occurred during this
time. These movements arc represented by small breaks
in sedimentation within the Fitzroy Trough and in
the Samphire Embayment and by possible non-depo
sition over the rest of the Canning Basin.

In the Late Triassic or Early J urassic, compression
between the Canning Basin and Halls Creek Province
(Rattigan. 1967; Smith. 1968; Forman in Gorter &
others. 1979) is thought to have caused right-lateral
shear in the Fitzroy Trough, causing movements along
the major faults including reverse movement along the
Fenton Fault System, and folding and faulting in the
Trough itself. A set of east-trending en-echelon anti
clines and synclines and north-northwest-trending fault
blocks developed within the thick sediments of the
Trough. Folding within the Trough was probably
assisted by salt movement and decollement at depth
(Gorter & others, 1979), and dolerite was intruded in
the northwest. This deformation and subsequent erosion
over the entire Basin resulted in the regional uncon
formity at the base of the Jurassic units.

There has been only minor deformation since the
Early Jurassic. Some downwarping probably occurred
in the Late Jurassic in the northwest Fitzroy Trough,
where Late Jurassic units are thicker than in adjacent
areas. Jurassic to Cretaceous rocks are gently folded
and faulted in MOUNT ANDERSON, although it is
not clear whether this deformation is due to a tectonic
event or compaction over an irregular surface. Gentle
doming probably took place in the Dampier Peninsula
durinrr the Tertiary (Brunnschweiler, 1957; Gibson. in
preparation b).

4, GEOLOGICAL HISTORY
The geological history of the Basin is summarised in

Table 9; the time intervals Late Carboniferous through
to Early Cretaceous inclusive are depicted on sketch

maps on Plate ? The history should be considered
in conjunction with the reference diagram also on
Plate 2.

5, MINERAL RESOURCES
Petroleum

Petroleum exploration had not revealed any commer
cially exploitable accumulations of hydrocarbons until
the 1981 Home Oil Blina 1 oil discovery (being
evaluated at the time of writing). Eighty-four petroleum
exploration and stratigraphic wells were drilled between
1920 and late-198 I (see Plate I). Only four of these
wells (see Table 4) have yielded hydrocarbons on test:
Gewerkschaft Elwerath Yulleroo 1, which produced
more than 890 m:l of gas; Continental St George Range
1; WAPET Meda 1 (Horstman & others, 1976), which
yielded several gallons of 38 0 API gravity paraffin
base crude (Powell & McKirdy, 1976) on drill stem
test of a sandstone in the Early Carboniferous Laurel
Formation; and Home Oil Blina 1.

A possible explanation for this disappointing record
has been suggested by the analyses of levels of organic
metamorphism and thermal histories of the rocks
(Burne & Kantsler, 1977). Burne & Kantsler concluded
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that sediments which now lie at a depth where present
temperatures are between 50" and 70"C are the most
likely to be generating hydrocarbons. They concluded,
however, that the great age, slow subsidence. and often
low geothermal gradient in the Canning Basin down
graded possibilities of finding petroleum.

Since large regions of the central, southern. and eastern
portions of the Canning Basin are still relatively un
explored. Smith (1977) sUt!gested that high-quality
seismic coverage is required, followed by several
strati graphic wells to improve knowledge of the area's
geological history and its hydrocarbon potential.

Burne & others (1979) attempted to explain the poor
exploration record of the area and assess its hydro
carbon potential by examining the source rock potential;
to do this they analysed the total organic carbon and
determined the amount of. and nature of. the ex
tractable organic matter present in some of the Palaeo
zoic rocks. They concluded that:
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that sediments which now lie at a depth where present
temperatures are between 50" and 70"C are the most
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however, that the great age, slow subsidence. and often
low geothermal gradient in the Canning Basin down
graded possibilities of finding petroleum.

Since large regions of the central, southern. and eastern
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explored. Smith (1977) sUt!gested that high-quality
seismic coverage is required, followed by several
strati graphic wells to improve knowledge of the area's
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carbon potential by examining the source rock potential;
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TABLE 9. GEOLOGICAL HISTORY

Time

Structural
subdivision

Anketell/
Tabletop/Ryan

Shelves

Willara and
Kidson Sub-basins

Broome Arch and
Jurgurra and

Barbwire Terraces

Fitzroy Trough including
Belly Terrace and

Billilufla Shelf

Lennard Shelf Remarks

1-------- Beach ridge, supratidal flat, and intertidal zone development; continued alluvial deposititon --------1 Sea level fluctuating
Q about present level, or
U Holocene slight regression;
A younger(?) beach
T ridges and associated
E -::-_--:-__----------------------------------- c_o_a_st_a_l_d_e..::p_o_s_it_s_f_o_r_m_i_n..::g~
R 1- Deposition of calcarenite and calcilutite along the coast; alluvial deposition in north and east --------1 Slight rise in sea level
N
A f----------------W'eatherirlg and erosion of laterite; deposition of aeolian sand ----------------1 Arid climate with winds
R Pleistocene from an easterly direc-
Y tion; extensive sand

plains developed

Late
Tertiary

Late
Cretaceous
to
Late(?)
Tertiary

Early
Cretaceous

I--------------------Erosion; alluvial deposits choke rivers ---------------------1

f-Intrusion and extrusion of lamproite-.,

Deep chemical weathering; deposition of fluvial gravel, sand, and silt; development of soil profile (includ- --.J

1------ ing laterite); deposition of carbonates, clay, and sand in lakes; some chemical sedimentation in far SW -------,

1--------- Gentle deformation ----------j

1--------------------------Erosion

I---Deposition of shallow marine mud-------l

f-----Deposition of shallow marine silt and sand ------4

Change from humid to
semi-arid climate;
continental deposition of
Lawford beds and
Warrimbah Conglo
merate; continued
sedimentation in lakes

Fitzroy Lamproite

Development of drainage
systems probably under
high rainfall and sub
tropical temperatures;
fluvial deposition of
Lampe beds and Lake
George beds; lacustrine
deposition of Oakover
beds and Lake Gregory
beds; chemical sedimen
tation of Poondano
Formation in SW; humid
climate

Gentle folding and fault
ing of Jurassic and
Cretaceous rocks

Total regression of sea
from area

Bejah Claystone; see
Map 14

Transgression from south
(Officer Basin); Anketell
Sandstone and Samuel
Formation; see Map 14
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TABLE 9. GEOLOGICAL HISTORY-Continued

Structural
subdivision

Time

Anketell /
Tabletop/Ryan

Shelves

Willara and
Kidson Sub-basins

Broome Arch and
Jurgurra and

Barbwire Terraces

Fitzroy Trough including
Betty Terrace and

Billiluna Shelf

Lennard Shelf Remarks

Early
Cretaceous

Late
Jurassic
to
Early
Cretaceous

Late
Jurassic

Early(?)
to Late
Jurassic

I---------------Deposition of fluvial and deltaic sand and gravel-------------f

f----- Deposition of mud and fine sand in shallow sea or lagoon-----I

I--- Deposition of beach sand in NW ------1

Deposition of fluvial sand, gravel, Deposition of marine (tidal) sand and mud flanked on
1----- and silt in SW and south ----;11-1--- eastern margin by deltaic and fluvial sand and gravel ---..,

I--Erosion(?) ---i

f-----------Deposition of marine mud flanked in NE and SE by fluvial sand, gravel, and silt ----------1

f------- Deposition of tidal sand and mud in NW (flanked along eastern margin by fluvial gravel and sand)------1

f-----------Deposition of fluvial, aeolian, deltaic, and shallow marine sand, silt, and gravel ----------1

Withdrawal of sea
followed by continental
deposition; Emeriau
Sandstone on Lennard
Shelf; Frezier Sandstone
elsewhere; see Map 13

Transgression in SW
(Parda Formation);
see Map 12

Regression in north
(Melligo Sandstone);
see Map 12

Regression; marine
Broome Sandstone;
rivers flowing north and
east off Pilbara Block
(Callawa Formation)
and over plains of
Jarlemai Siltstone and
Permian sediments
(Mowla Sandstone);
see Map 11

Possible erosion of
Jarlemai Siltstone and
Wallal Sandstone

Continued transgression
from NW (Jarlemai
Siltstone); rivers flowing
west from higher ground
(Barbwire Sandstone and
Meda Formation); rivers
flowing north and east
off Pilbara Block
(Callawa Formation and
Cronin Sandstone); see

10

Transgression from NW
(Alexander Formation);
continental to
the east

Wallal Sandstone; con
fined to western Canning
Basin; see Map 9
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TABLE 9. GEOLOGICAL HISTORY-Continued

Structural
subdivision

Time

Anketell!
Tabletop/Ryan

Shelves

Wi/lara and
Kidson Sub-basins

Broome Arch and
Jurgurra and

Barbwire Terraces

Fitzroy Trough including
Betty Terrace and

Billiluna Shelf

Lennard Shelf Remarks

Middle
Triassic
to Early(?)
Jurassic

to

Triassic

f- Dolerite intrusion-j

t----Erosion---ll--I---Gentle deformation; erosion-------l~1-------Faulting, folding, uplift, and erosion-----i

Salt dome
f-emplacement-i

r.----Deposition of deltaic and f1uvial------i
sand, gravel and minor silt

Tectonism; wrench
movements along
Fenton and Pinnacle
Fault Systems of Fitzroy
Trough producing E-W
anticlinal structures, and
N-S faults; Triassic and
older rocks eroded;
development of
unconformity at base
of Jurassic sequence;
doleriteand gabbro
intrusions as plugs and
sills in Fitzroy Trough;
possible time of salt
dome emplacement on
Jurgurra Terrace

Regression; Erskine and
Culvida Sandstones; see

8

r.----------------------Minor deformation; erosion ----------------------1

Early
Triassic

latest Permian
to earliest
Triassic

Late Permian

f---- Deposition of tidal-f1at----1
mud in Wallal and

Samphire Embayments

r.------Regression-------1

f-Deposition of mud and fine sand--l
in shallow marine conditions,
mainly in Wallal and Samphire

Embayments

1----- Deposition of tidal-flat mud---I

f--Deposition of fluvial sand, silt---j
and minor gravel in SE; shallow

marine mud in NW

f-------Regression ------1

f-.---Deposition of deltaic mud, sand,-l
and minor gravel in NW; shallow

tidal flats in SE

t--Deposition of f1uvial----l
and deltaic sand

Continued shallow trans
gression; Blina Shale;
see Map 7

Transgression in NW
(basal Blina Shale);
Millyit Sandstone in SE;
see Map 7

Development of uncon
formity / disconformity
between the Late
Permianand Early
Triassic units

Transgression confined
to Fitzroy Trough and
Lennard Shelf (Hard
man Formation in NW,
Godfrey beds in SE)
and WilIara Sub-basin
(Chirup Formation in
SW); see Map 6

Continental deposition
(Condren Sandstone);
possible erosion of
earlier Permian units;
see Map 5
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Continental deposition
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earlier Permian units;
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TABLE 9. GEOLOGICAL HISTORY-Continued

Structural
subdivision

Time

A nketelll
TabletoplRyan

Shelves

Willara and
Kidson Sub-basins

Broome Arch and
Jurgurra and

Barbwire Terraces

Fitzroy Trough including
Betty Terrace and

Billiluna Shelf

Lennard Shelf Remarks

Early to
Late
Permian

f----- Deposition of shallow marine ---j
fine sand and mud

Depositional of shallow marine and -;
lagoonal fine sand and mud

Regression; Lightjack
Formation in north;
Triwhite Sandstone in
south; see Map 4

Early
Permian

1----------- Deposition of marine mud, carbonates, and minor sand-------------1
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I-------Deposition of shallow marine sand and mud; pebbles rafted in by ice-------1

f--Deposition of f1uvial--llf--------------Deposition of marine mud and fine sand-------------1
sand and gravel

f-Deposition of lacustrine---jt-I------------ Deposition of sand, gravel, and silt in shallow sea--lf-Deposition-l
silt and clay, followed of gravel

by fluvial sand in NW

Rise in sea level; open
marine (Noonkanbah
Formation); see Map 3

Marine transgression
over most of the Basin;
deposition initially in
open marine environ
ment then in restricted
conditions, possibly
lagoonal (Poole Sand
stone); see Map 2

Movement along the
Pinnacle Fault and
Fenton Fault Systems;
development of uncon
formity Idisconformity
between Grant Group
and Poole Sandstone

Shallow marine deposi
tion followed by
regression (Carolyn
Formation); climate
initially cold, but
becoming warmer; see
Map I

Sea-level rise (Winifred
Formation); warm
climate indicated by
shell fossils-possibly
interglacial phase;
continental deposition
on southern margin
(Paterson Formation);
see Map 1

Transgression; con
tinental deposition in
north (Lillybooroora
Conglomerate) and in
south (Paterson Forma
tion); marine deposition
elsewhere (Betty Forma
tion); cold c1imate; see
Map 1
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Barbwire Tm"n.~oe
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Glaciation of land
surface; striated pave
ments in Precambrian
rocks to north and SW
of Basin margin; trans
gression, initially in
Fitzroy Trough (basal
part of Betty Formation
of Grant Group); see

1

Early
Carboniferous

Late Devonian
to Early
Carboniferous

Late
Devonian

Middle to
Late Devonian

~-------------------------Erosion --------------------------

f-Deposition of shallow marine and--j
continental sand, silt, and

minor carbonates

of-jl--- Deposition of ---H----Deposition of--j
qUIet open- terrigenous clastics open marine

marine to piat- passing up into
form car- supratidal car-

bonates, sand, bonates, sand,
and silt silt, and JUud

~Deposition of-1f--Deposition of clastics---H--Growth of car--i
carbonates in Trough and fluvial bonate reefs,
and mud gravel, sand, and silt and bioherms

in SE

I----Deposition-jf---Probable deposition--jf--Carbonate reef-j
of mud of deep water growth

marine clastics and continued
carbonates

f------Deposition of carbonates,-------1If---Probable deposition----ii--Initiation of--j
silt, and minor salt on of deep water deposition of
supratidal and intertidal marine clastics and carbonates and

flats carbonates assorted clastics

Unconformity between
Anderson Formation
and Grant Group

Regression; mainly
continental deposition
(Anderson Formation);
data lacking for this time
period

Shallowing of sea in
Fitzroy Trough and
adjacent shelves (Fair
field Group); Fitzroy
Trough units
known Iln,rlivid(~d

Gradual deepening of
sea; continued reef and
carbonate bank develop
ment·( Devonian car
bonate complex);
Clanmeyer Siltstone and
Luluigui Formation
south of Fitzroy Trough;
undivided D units in
Fitzroy Trough;. Knobby
Sandstone on Billiluna
Shelf

Continued development
of Devonian carbonate
complex; Babrongan beds
on Jurgurra Terrace

Marine transgression;
Mellinjerie Limestone in
south: Devonian reef
carbonate complexes on
Lennard undivided
Din
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I-----Deposition of sand and minor----41I-------Probable c1astic--lI--Deposition of-l
silt under desert conditions deposition silt and minor

sand in shallow
sea along NE

margin

I------Deposition of carbonates,--------"?--?--? --?--ll--No information-l
fine c1astics, and evaporites -possibly no

in shallow sea deposition

1--------------------------Erosion -------------------------4

I---Deposition of subtidal to intertidal carbonates----?--?--?--?------------i
and silt; some anhydrite in NE
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nacle, Beagle Bay,
Fenton, Dummer Range,
and Dampier Fault
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Fitzroy Trough, adjacent
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some block faulting on
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deposition of TandaIgoo
Sandstone forming
extensive sand sheets
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continued deposition in
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restricted circulation,
particularly in south;
successive periods of
evaporation, precipi
tation, and recharge
with concentrated brines
(Carribuddy Formation
in south; undivided D
in north)

Land surface lowered
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data suggest warm,
humid climate
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Pre-Ordovician
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topographical relief
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(i) good source rocks exist at suitable levels of organic
metamorphism, but are not at optimum positions
in the sedimentary sequence to enable migration
into the best known reservoir rocks;

(ii) the slow rate of burial of the sediments means that,
by the time maturation has occurred, primary
porosity has been lost in many potential reservoirs;

(iii) extensive periods of uplift, erosion, and ground
water flushing have adversely affected the prospec
tiveness of the area.

Their study also confirmed that the Fairfield Group on
the Lennard Shelf contains good source rocks, but
that the prospectiveness of this sequence is limited by
the poor porosity and the small size of potential Fair
field Group reservoirs.

In the petroleum geology study of the Canning Basin,
Gorter & others (1979) agreed with Burne & others
(1979) that 'all exploration in the area must now be
regarded as a high risk', and also indicated that 'the
best potential rests with the testing of Devonian reef
trends, Pennian Poole Sandstone plays in the southeast
Fitzroy Graben, and Lower Devonian Tandalgoo Red
Beds [now Tandalgoo Sandstone] plays in area~ of sus
pected seal and source'.

Coal
Coal occurs in many parts of the Basin but, as yet,

no commercial deposits are known. In DERBY,
Dampier Mining intersected coal seams up to 10 m
thick during exploration in 1980; however, the seams
were discontinuous and the coal was of low rank.

In 1974, Esso Exploration carried out extensive drilling
(up to 50 holes) in western NOONKANBAH, and
showed that the Pennian Lightjack Formation con
tains the most widespread and thickest coal seams
(maximum thickness 2 m) but that the coal is of low
rank (sub-bituminous to bituminous) and contains
thin sandstone interbeds (Galloway & Howell, 1975).
CRA obtained similar results in the Meda River-Lennard
River area, northeast and east of Derby (Quinton,
1974). Drilling by BMR (Yeates & others. 1975a)
intersected coal seams less than 10 cm thick in north
western MOUNT BANNERMAN. Carbonaceous
material is present within the Pennian Poole Sand
stone in the eastern Canning Basin (Yeates & others,
1975a), and has been reported from the same strati
graphic level elsewhere in the Basin. Thin laminae of
coal have been reported in a number of petroleum
exploration wells, particularly in the Jurassic and
Permian sandstones.

Iron
The Lightjack Formation contains lenses of Iimonitic

oolite near its base. Although the oolite-bearing interval
is extensive, it is not considered to be an economic
deposit of iron ore (Edwards, 1953). Iron is also
associated with phosphatic intervals in the Permian
and Jurassic rocks.

An estimated reserve of 3.5 million tonnes of iron ore
at an average grade of about 57% Fe and with low
phosphorus content occurs in Tertiary pisolitic goethite
and limonite of the Poondano Formation in PORT
HEDLAND (de la Hunty, 1962).

Phosphate
Phosphate occurs in a number of formations,

especially the Noonkanbah Fonnation, Blina Shale,
and Jarlemai Siltstone. The average P2 0" values range
from 3'if. to 15%. The phosphatic beds are thin, com
posed of clastic rocks, and often occur as phosphatic
ironstones. They are not considered to be favourable
for economic exploitation (Freas & Zimmerman, 1965;
Howard. 1972; Yeates & others, 1975a; Towner &
Gibson, 1980).

Heavy-mineral sands
Heavy-mineral sands are present on the coast between

Broome and Cape Leveque (Baxter, 1977; Gardiner,
1977; Towner & Gibson, 1980). The most common
minerals are magnetite and magnetite-ilmenite com
pounds with subordinate zircon, rutile, and tourmaline.
To date. the deposits have not been mined.

Salt
Thick sequences of evaporites (mainly halite and

gypsum) are present in the Carribuddy Formation
(Glover, 1973). Deposits of salt up to several centi
metres thick occur in slight depressions on the mud
flats around Broome and Derby, and in the surfaces of
some of the large dry lakes in the central and eastern
parts of the Canning Basin. Salt is currently commer
cially produced by evaporation in pans on coastal
mudflats near Port Hedland.

Diamonds
Following a suggestion by Prider (1960), that the

Fitzroy Lamproite may be genetically related to kim
berlite, aeromagnetic, radiometric, drilling, and surface
sampling surveys were carried out in the north of the
Canning Basin, but no diamonds or indicator minerals
were found. However, in 1978, a number of new
kimberlite plugs were discovered east of Derby. At
the time of writing, bulk sampling of these pipes was
in progress, aimed at defining any potentially economic
diamondiferous areas.

Lead and zinc
Two lead-zinc ore bodies were mined intermittently

from 1906 to 1964 in the Devonian Napier Formation
at Narlarla near Old Napier homestead in LENNARD
RIVER (Halligan, 1965). Exploration for Mississippi
Valley-type lead-zinc deposits in the Devonian reef
complex is continuing in this area at the time of
writing.

Construction materials
There are large deposits of lateritic materials. especially

in the south Canning Basin. which have been used
for surfacing dirt roads and airstrips. Widespread areas
of sand are present along the coastal strip and in the
central portion of the Basin. The sand is relatively free
of organic matter but is locally clayey. Beach ridge
sand contains considerable amounts of shells and so
is probably unsuitable for concrete.

In the Dampier Hill region (DERBY). sandstone from
the Melligo Sandstone has been quarried and used in
local buildings.

Waler
Because of the unreliable seasonal rainfall, and the

semi-arid climate, surface water is inadequate for
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RIVER (Halligan, 1965). Exploration for Mississippi
Valley-type lead-zinc deposits in the Devonian reef
complex is continuing in this area at the time of
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There are large deposits of lateritic materials. especially

in the south Canning Basin. which have been used
for surfacing dirt roads and airstrips. Widespread areas
of sand are present along the coastal strip and in the
central portion of the Basin. The sand is relatively free
of organic matter but is locally clayey. Beach ridge
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the Melligo Sandstone has been quarried and used in
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pastoral use. Large rivers, such as the Fitzroy, Margaret,
and Sturt Rivers in the north. and the N ullagine, Oak
over, and De Grey Rivers in the south, have large
semi-permanent pools of water but may become com
pletely dry if the rainy season is poor for several years
in succession. Elsewhere in the Canning Basin, par
ticularly in the desert areas, small rockholes located
on mesas and breakaways contain a small supply of
water following periods of heavy rainfall. In south
west McLARTY HILLS, there is a small permanent
freshwater soak. Most salt lakes and cIaypans hold
water only for a short time after heavy rain.

The pastoral industry, missions, and townships, there
fore, do not rely on surface water, but use it to supple
ment groundwater obtained from water-bores. The
water-bores are locally concentrated around the various
cattle and sheep properties in the northern portion
of the Canning Basin and along part of the coast.
Away from these areas, in the desert regions of the
Basin, temporary water-bores were drilled to provide
water for the drilling of petroleum exploration wells
and the various seismic surveys. The groundwater
potential in some areas is excellent. However, the only
region where the groundwater has been adequately and
systematically tested is near the southwestern margin
of the Basin. There, drilling and pump tests indicate
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SUMMARY

During 1972 and 1973 BILLILUNA, LUCAS, STANSMORE,
WEBB, MOUNT BANNERMAN, CORNISH, HELENA, CROSSLAND, and
DUMMER 1:250 000 Sheet areas were geologically mapped joint
ly by the Bureau of Mineral Resources (BMR) and the G~olog~

ica1 Survey of Western Australia (GSWA). The Phanerozoic
sequences mainly occupy the northeastern quarter of the
Canning Basin, Western Australia.

The stratig;r;al?t.dc seq,uence exposed on th.e aU;I;'face
includes some units previousl~ unrecognized, and is des
cribed in detail. Subsurface units are described briefly.
Deposition commenced in the Early Ordovician after a marine
transgression. For the remainder of its history the depos
itional environment fluctuated between shallow marine and
continental until a period of deformation in the Late
Triassic or Early Jurassic. Thereafter, deposition was
mainly continental; the area today is covered mainly by a
sheet of red aeolian sand and lies within the Great'Sandy
Desert of Western Australia.

The thick accumulations of sediment that occur~ed

at intervals after the mid-Devonian were directly a result
of down-ta-basin f,aul ting along reactivated basement linea
ments; their surface traces nlark the boundaries between the
tectonic elements recognized from an assessment of the
results of subsurface geophysical surveys.

Concurrent with field mapping, shallow strati
graphic drilling and fossil collecting were carried out.
Palynological examination of cores and examination of faunas
and floras have helped to confirm surface identifications of
Permian and Triassic stratigraphic units.

The most important resource of the area is
groundwater, although the petroleUlll potential has not been
fUlly tested.

r
\,
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INTRODUCTION

1. ' Location

The' 1972 and 1973 surveys·were cohfined to the
following 1:250 000 Sheet areas in the Canning Basin, West
ern Australia (ftesignated tn. capital lettering throughout
the text and hereinafte~ referred to collectively as 'the
area'): BILLILUNA, LUCAS, STANSMORE, WEBB, MOUNT BANNERMAN~

CORNISH, HELENA, CROSSLAND, and DUl\tMER (Fig. 1),

2. Aimsa'n"d Me'tho'ds ·0'£ .the' SU'rVets .

The prime objective of, the surveys was to re-map
part of the Canning Basin at a scale of 1:250 000, by inves
tigating the Phanerozoic geology ofBILLILUNA, LUCAS,
STANSMORE, WEBB, and MOUNT BANNERMAN,by revision mapping of,
CORNISH and by the mapping of HELENA, CROSSLAND, andDUMMER.
Access to the area was gained by four-wheel~drive vehicles
and helicopter.

In 1972, mapping of the Canning Basin in BILLIL
UNA, LUCAS, and STANSMORE was by A.N. Yeates and Virginia L.
Passmore (BMR) and R.W.A. Crowe (GSWA);'A.T. Wells and
J.M. Dickins (BMR) also contributed. The Precambrian parts
of these Sheet areas were mapped by a joint BMR~GSWA field
party 'led by D.H. Blake (Blake, Hodgson, & Muhling, 1973).
In 1973 CORNISH, HELENA, CROSSLAND, DUMMER and the Phanero
zoic qfMOUNT BANNERMAN and WE£B were mapped by A.N. Yeates,
R.R. Towner, Lesley A.I. Wyborn, P.A. Jell (BMR) and
R.W.A. Crowe (GSWA). A.T. Wells (BMR) and P.K. Dutta
(Geological Survey of India) also contributed. The Pre
cambrian of WEBB was mapped byD.H. Blake and I.M. Hodgson
in 1973 (Blake & Towner, 1974). The Precambrianof MOUNT
BANNERMAN was mapped by D.H. Blake and I.M. Hodgson in 1973
and in more detail b¥ P.C. Muhling.of GSWA in 1974.

Preliminary editi()ns of all 1:250 000 map sheets
are enclosed. They were compiled by plotting geological
data onto transparent, overlays superimposed on the 1:80 000
scale aerial photog~aphs of each Sheet area. , The data were
transferred by D~ Wilton to planimetric sheets~educed from
1:50 000 scale and compiled by the Division of National
.Mapping. The compilation sheets were photographically
reduced to"1:250 000 scale and redrawn. The preliminary
editions are available from the Bureau of Mineral Resources
(Canberra) and the Geological Survey of Western Australia
(Perth).

Phanerozoic faunas collected in 1972 were studied~

by Dickins &; Jell (1974); faunas collected during the 1973
survey were studied by Dickins (in prep.). Floras collected
during both surveys were examined by Mary E. Whi.te (White &
Yeates, in prep.).
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. Fourteen shallow stra.tigraph:lc wells were drilled
to 102' m to 262 m with a BMR !~a~~hew 1000 rig by drillers
E. LodwJ.ck and C.'Iland. Electric and gamma-ray logs wers>
run in some. holes. The well completion reports are given in
Appendix <B. Core samples were examined for microfloras by
R. Paten 'c:~.nd P. Price of' Mines Administration Ltd (Appendix
C). The naming of holes is serial bY' 1:250 000 Sheet areas;
for instanc.~, BMR Mount Bannerman No. 2 l.~efers to the second
hole drilled by BMR in MOUNT BANNERMAN. '

\ Thil) sections from selected (relatively fresh)
hand specimens have been examined;' the findings are record
ed in the strat~graphy section.

Samples. of iron-rich sedimentary rocks and concre
tions have been analysed; others have been X-rayed. The
results are givenJ.n the section on groundwater ,petroleum
and. mineral occurrences. The presence of phosphate in the
Noonkanbah and Light..iack Formations waS confirmed for the
first time in the area.

Several new units were recognized during the
surveys and the distribution of others was considerably
modified. 'Naming of the'new units has been approved by the
Western Australia SUb-cow~ittee for Stratigraphic Nomen
clature and are define~ separately (Yeates, Crowe, Towner,
Wyborn, & Passmore, in'press).

During the surveys, we have combined the results
of our mapping with the subsurface results of numerous
unpublished geophysical and drilling operations in the area.'
As a result, a provisional tectonic subdivision of the area
has been made. It is presented in map form (Fig. 2) and
each element is defined in the section on tectonic elements
and structural geology. The results of all previous subsid-
ized geophysical surveys are summarized. '

We also discuss the geological history of the area
and demonstrate the effects of the various tectonic elements
on sedimentation; the economic geology of the area is also
discussed.

3. Previous Surface Investigations

In this section, brief mention is made to the
surface investigations by explorers and geoscientists in the
area. The extensive sUbsurface information is dOGumented in
the section entitled -subsurface investigatibns ';,.

Aborigines occupied the area until very recently,
and made use.of a number.,of geological features. For i,n
stance, they sheltered iri caves in laterite and sandstorie
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cliffs; they used chalcedony for implements; they recog
nized the relatively impervious nature of weathered Permian
micaceous sandstone and excavated, by hand, rockholes for
water storage, and also they used blocks of this rock type
as grinding: stones.

In their book 'The Discovery and Exploration of
Australia', Feeken,:Feeken, &; Spate (1970) descri.bed:
A.C. Gregory's expedi.ti.on down Sturt Creek to Lake Gregory,
both of which he named CGregory, 1857; 1898);' 90lonel
P.E. Warburton's journey from Alice Springs to the Oakover
R.iver which crossed the area (Warburton, 1875) and D.W. .
Carnegie's expedition from the WA Goldfields to Halls
Creek and return (Carnegie, 1898). Carnegie named the
Stansmore Range on the return journey.

A.W. Canning, a surveyor, discovered a route for
travelling stock between Wiluna and Halls Creek in 1906-7,
which became known as the Canning Stock Route. Water wells
were sunk along the Rout~ mainly by deepening native wells
during Canning's well-sinking trip beg~n in 1908. A geolo
gist, H.W.B. Talbot, who accompanied Canning for much of the
la.tter journey, pUbl~shed an account of his 'geological
observations and mad~ an excellent assessment of the ground
water resources along the Route (Talbot, 1910). Drovers
began moving cattle along the Stock Route in 1911. Kidson
(1921) recorded magnetic observations made along the Stock
Route in 1914. '

L.J. Jones investigated the geology and water
resources of the northeastern part of the Canning Basin. He
made the first assessment of the petroleum potential of the
area and discovered fossils (Jones, 1922).

Exploration of the area continued with the pros
pecting trips of M. Terry in 1925 and 1932. ,Terry described
his first'trip from Halls Creek to Godfreys Tank (Terry,
1925; 1927) and his visit to the extreme east of the area
(Terry 1934; 1937). During these expeditions he named some
important. topographic features. He later summarized the
exploration history of the Canning Basin up to the time of
the first BMR surveys in the area, and described the topo
graphy and drainage of this region (Terry, ~957).

A. Wade described the geology of the Fitzroy
Trough, and noted Permian units around Christmas Creek in
the extreme north of the area (Wade, 1924; 1936).

W.G. Woolnough made an aerial survey from Louisa
Downs (north of the area) to Lake Gregory (Woolnough, 1933).
D.F. McKay also took aerial photographs of part of the
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Canning Basin (McKay, 1934). Several flights were made in
the area. C. St. J. Bremmer made aerial reconnaissances
over the desert areas (,to assess amount of outcrop and vehi
cular access. He noted dipping strata near Godfreys Tank
and low lateritized ridges in western DUMMER CBrenuner, 1940;
1942) .

Kraus (1941) described Permian sedimentary rocks
in the Christmas Creek area. Maddox (1941) described
results of reconnaissance mapping in the northeastern part
of the Canning Basin. During this survey, part of the basin
margin was delineated and Permian units were mapped.

An account of the geology south and southwest of
old Balgo Mission, known then as Pallotine Mission, was
given by Evans (1948).

After aerial and ground surveys and from reference
to previous work, F. Reeves described the geology and
petroleum potential of the Cannlng,Basin (Reeves, 1949).

BMR commenced geologi9al mapping of the Canning l

Basin in 1948, "and in 1955 J.N. Casey and A.T. Wells made a
regional geological investigation of BILLILUNA, LUCAS,
STANSMORE, MOUNT BANNERMAN, and COnNISH, culminating in the
printing of geological maps at a scale of four miles to the
inch (Wells 1962a, 1962b, 1962c, 1960 and 1962d respective
ly), and the publication of a report on the geology of these
Sheet areas (Casey & Wells, 1964). The operational probl~ms

of this survey are referred to in Casey& Wells (1956).
During t~eir survey, Permian and Triassic units were sub
divided and Ordovician and Devonian-Carboniferous strata
were recognized for the first time. New geographic names
allocated wer~ documented by Casey & Nelligan (1956). In
1957, J.J. Veevers of BMR, during a regional helicopter
survey in the central part of the Canningr:Basin, made
geological observations and took gravity readings in CROSS
LAND, DUMMER, MOUNT BANNERMAN, HELENA, and WEBB (Veevers,
1957). From the results of this and otherBMR surveys such
as those of GUppy et al. (1952; 1956), Traves et al. .
(1956), and Stinear & Wells 'outside the area, and from the
work of Casey and Wells, Veevers & Wells (1961) pUblished an
account of the geology of the entire Canning Basin with an
accompanying geological map at a scale of 1 inch to 20
miles. This is still the foremost account of the geology of
the Canning Basin.

,

Brunnschweiler &,Dickins (1954) described,possible
Devonian plants ~rom an obscurely defined locality of Reeves
(1949) in the Lake Gregory area. This local!ty'seems doubt
ful as we have found only Permian rocks in this area.
However plant-bearing Devonian sandstone does occur at
Falconer Hills (BILLILUNA) to the north.
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White (1957) identified plant fossils and suggest
ed ages from specimens collected by Casey and Wells; these
workers also collected dune sand s~mples which were describ
ed by Brown (1959).

Other reports which refer to the area, McWhae et
al. (1958) and Playford et al. tin pre~s) are based on
previous work from c:>ther sc:>urces. 1,_,

Tomlinson (1968) referred to a B(;ithr'i0'lepis
locality near Billiluna. Veevers et al. (1967) described
Leptophloem occurrences at Knobby Hills and suggested that
the Knobby Sandstone (unnamed then) was either Upper
Devonian or Lower Carboniferous.

Balme (1969) referred to the area in his review of .
the Triassic of Western Australia.

Unpublished reports on the geology of a large part
of the area relate· to fieldwork carried out by geologists of
Mines Administration Ltd on behalf of Associated Australian
Resources NL (Paten et al., 1972a, b; Evans & Brown,
1974) .

Dickins & Jell (~914) identified faunas collected
during our 1972 survey and White in White &Yeates, in
prep. identified floras from both-the 1.972 and 1973
surveys. G.e. Young (in press) described fish plates coll
ected from the Knobby Sandstone (BILLILUNA) during the 1972
survey. J.M. Dickins is preparing a report on the fossils
collected during the 1973 survey (Dickins, in prep.).

4. Topography and Drainage

The area is largely part of the extensive sand
plain named the Great Sandy Desert by Warburton (1875) and
the Canning Plain by Veevers & Wells (1961). This sand
plain within the area is a gently undulating surface with
altitude varying from about 500 m in the Stansmore Range
(STANSMORE) to about 300 m in broad depressions in HELENA
and DUMMER and about 250 m in the Lake Gregory area.

East-west tlending longitudinal sand dunes cross
the sand plain; the regular parallel arrangement of the
dunes is interrupted where isolated ranges, mesas, and
plateaux rise above· the sand plain and where drainage
depressions with associated claypans and s~lt lakes meet the
aeolian sand sheet.

Because of the prevailing arid climate, there is
little run-off from the low ranges and hills. Most drainage
is subsurface and terminal. There are no permanent water
courses.



The largest expanse of surface water is in Lake
Gregory (LUCAS and CORNISH), which has been known to ary up.
Semi-permanent water can also be found in waterholes in
Shiddi 'Creek (MOUNT BANNERMAN), in Sturt Creek (BILLILUNA)
and in a few rockholes such as Godfreys Tank, Breaden's
Pool (CORNISH), a large rockhole in the headwaters of Warri
Creek (STANSMORE), and in a few aboriginal rockholes.

5. Geological Setting

The Canning Basin is a Phanerozoic s2dimentary
basin with an onshore area of about 430 000 km. Its west~

ern boundary (offshore) has not been fUlly delineated
(Forman et al., 1973).

The onshore boundaries of the Basin lie within
Western Australia! and coincide with mainly Precambrian
provinces (Fig. 1).

The C~nning Basin lies south of the Halls Creek
Province (Plumb & Derrick; ;1973), a belt of metamorphic and
igneous rocks. To the east and northeast lies the Granites
Tanami region, comprising low-grade metamorphics, volcanics,
and granites of-Lower Proterozoic or Archaean age and Car~

pentarian and Adelaidean sedimentary rocks. The Archaean or
Lower Proterozoic rocks are continuous southward into the
Arunta Block (Blake, Hodgson, & Muhling, 1973) which also
adjoins the Canning Basin to the east. The northwestern
edge of the Amadeus Basin also coincides with the basin
margin. in the east (Blake & Towner, 1974) and in the south
east.

A gravity high, thought to coincide with an area
of elevated basement, separates the Canning Basin in the
south from a sequence of mainly flat-lying sedimentary rocks
referred to by the loosely defined term Officer Basin
(Kreig, Jackson, & Van de Graaff, in press). To the south
west lie Precambrian metamorphic and igneous rocks of the
Bangemall Basin and Paterson Province (Playford et al., in
press) .

6. Guide to Subsequent Workers

The extensive sand plain with its longitudinal
dunes covers most of the Permian and Triassic sequence. It
also hinders vehicular access. Where formations crop out,
complete sections are rare. Subaerial denudation, especi
ally of soft-weathering units, has facilitated burial of
rock sequences by unconsolidated Cainozoic deposits. Out
crops usually occur as scattered, scree~flanked mesas ~p to
30 m high, and as rubble-covered flats. The best exposures
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occur in the ranges of CROSSLAND and along major\fault line
scarps. Incomplete sections, commonly only 10 In thj,ck, make
it difficult, at first, to assign formation names; the
respective type sections are much thicker.

In most places,- pre-l?ermian units are covered by
the Permo-Triassic sequence.

Surface weathering and its products (laterite, _
fe:t"ricrete, silcrete, and some calcrete) have also hindered
identification of formations, particularly in southern
HELENA where in many localities, less than 1 m of sedimen
tary rock is exposed beneath laterite cappings~ Further,
weathered profiles which are usually almost flat-lying give
the impression that the underlying formations are alsof~at...
lying. However some laterite surfaces with dips up to 8
were rec8rded. In most areas, Permian and Triassic units
dip at 1, to 30

, so that different sections are exposed in
different mesas, though the mesas appear similar. This '
makes photo-interpretation difficult without a reasonable
amount of ground checking.

Throughout the Permo-Triassic sequence there are
repetitions of lithologicunits, each with its own strati
graphic name. In fact this sequence is largely an alterna
tion of sandstone and siltstoneunits. 'Care must be used
when assigning formation names and knowledge of one '.s
stratigraphic position with respect to marker units is
important. The best marker units are the Noonkanbah
Formation and the Blina Shale, both soft-weathering units
and conspicuous by their poor outcrop usually on rubble
covered alluvial flats.

Fossils collected, and microfossils obtained from
cores cut during shallow stratigraphicdrilling have helped
to confirm the identification of formations made from sur-
face observations. '

No elaborate schemes of sandstone classification
have been used. 'Sandstone' is used in the sense ofPetti
johrt (1957) and is qualified quartzose, feldspathic, lithic,
micaceous etc., according to the dominant constituent of the
framework. Most descriptions are h~nd specimen identifica
tions. Goudie's (1972) definition of calcrete is used.
Scale of cross-bedding units is that of AlIen (~963). The
nomenclature for unconformities is that of Dunbar and Rogers
(1963).
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STRATIGRAPHY

Ordovician

Carranya Beds

The name Carranya Beds has recently been proposed
for a sequence of fine and medium-grained sandstone contain
ing thin intcrbeds of ~ll rounded pebble and cobble con
glomerate CMcTavish, in Playford et al., in vress}. Casey &
Wells (1964) described this sequence but did not formally
name it. The Beds are Early Ordovician 9.nd are the·oldest
known Paleozoicrock unit in the area. They rest with angu
lar unconformity on Proterozoic rocks, and are thought to be
overlain unconformably by possible Upper Ordovician to Lower
Devonian rocks· in the subsurface and by the Upper Devonian
Knobby Sandstone and Upper Carboniferous to Lower Permian
Grant Formation. 'The n.ame is derived brom Carranya home...
stead, Latitude 190 33'S, Longitude 127 41'E (BILLILL~A).

Geographic distribution and· type locality The Carranya Beds
crop out along the basin margin in MOUNT B&~RMAN and
BILLILUNA in a series of low rises flanked by pebbles and
scree. The exposures, which are isolated2and widely separ
ated, extend over an area of about 500 km and are restrict
ed to the Billiluna Shelf. Younger formations and super
ficial sand obscure the unit to the south and southwest away
from the basin margin. The subsurface extent of the
Carranya Beds is unknown.

The type section of the Carranya Beds is 14 km
west of the Wolf Creek Meteorite Crater along the Halls
Creek road, Latitude 190 11 f S, Longitude 1270 40'E, BILLILUNA,
where it is 107 m thick (Ai); 15 km to the west another
section 135 m thick wa~ measured (A2). At both localities
the top and the base of the unit are obscured.

Lithology The Carranya Beds are composed predominantly of
fine to medium-grained sandstone with subordinate thin beds
of rounded pebble and cobble conglomerate and intraforma
tional claystone conglomerate. The unit is thin to medium
bedded, with some low-angle small-scale cross-bedding, and
contains a few beds ferruginized and silicified by weather
ing. The sandstone is white, yellow, brown, and orange,
thinly bedded to laminated, mainly fine-grained, and well
sorted; the sequence at the type section becomes more
poorly sorted and coarser-grained higher in the sequence.
A bioturbated sandstone with macrofossils and abundant worm
trails occurs at the base of a measured section (Fig. Ai).
Beds of pebble and cobble conglomerate in a quartzose sand
matrix are interbedded with fine and medium...grained sand
stone above the basal bioturbated sandstone. The clasts
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consist of well rounded quartz, quartzite, and silicified
pebble conglomerate probably derived from nearby Proterozoic
outcrops. The abundant pebble and cobble scree between
ridges of sandstone may be the residue from weathered con~

glomerate beds.
o (;)Dips in the unit vary from 5 to 40 •

Thickness The total thickness of the Carranya Beds is
unknown, but it is probably about 500 m as the measured
sections represent only part of the unit. The increasing
thickness of outcrop westward suggests the formation thick
ens to the west; alternately it may reflect greater erosion
towards the eastern margin of ,the basin.

Rock Stratigraphic Position The Carranya Beds lie with
angular unconformity on Proterozoic rocks. The lower con
tact is generally obscured and where exposed occurs on a
scree-covered slope. Regional relations suggest that the
formation is unconformably overlain by Upper Devonian Knobby
Sandstone which crops out south and west of the Carranya
Beds in BILLILUNA. At its only outcrop in MOUNT BANNERMAN,
it is unconformably overlain by the Upper Carboniferous to
Lower Permian Grant Formation. South of the Billiluna Shelf
and in the subsurface, Upper Ordovician to Lower Devonian
rocks may disconformably overlie the Carra.nya Beds.

Fossils and Time Stratigraphic Position Fossils have been
found in the Carranya Beds only at the type section. Frag
ments of the trilobite Dikelokephalina (Casey & Wells, 1964)
and the gastropod Ophi1eta sp. (J.G. Tomlinson, 1971 pers.
comm.) collected low in the section date the Beds as Early
Ordovician (early Arenigian). Abundant worm casts from the
same part of the section and fossil fragments of uncertain
identity are undiagnostic (J.G. Tomlinson, 1971 pers.
comm.), as also are pelecypods from a bed higher in the
formation. No microfossils have been found.

Environment of deposition The macrofossils, trace fossils,
and bioturbated sandstone indicate that the Carranya Beds
were deposited in a.shallow-marine environment. The textur
al maturity of the sandstone, good sorting, lamination, and
absence of siltstone and shale suggest high-energy condi
tions allowing reworking and winnowing of sediments. The
abundance of terrigenous derived clastic mar~ne sediment,
including conglomerate, suggest that the Car~anya Beds may
be shoreline deposits. The Redbank Yard Conglomerate and
the Peterson Beds, both Proterozoic units nearest to expo
sures of the Carranya Beds, contain medium to fine~grained

sandstone and conglomerate with rounded pebbles of quartz,
quartzite, and chert. The similarity in lithology of these
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units to that of the Carranya Beds suggest they may have
been the clastic source'area for the Carranya Beds. If so,
the shoreline would have been very close to the present
northeast margin of the basin.

Field descripti~ The unit is faulted at an outcrop where
the Alice Springs road leaves the Halls Creek/Balgo road,
BILLILUNA, and within the fault zone silicification and
quartz veining is common. ~arth,er east at the contact with
the underlying Proterozoic rocks, the Carranya Beds' are' cut
by minor faults. The slickensided planes are filled with
vein, quartz. Elsewhere the unit crops QU,t as rises less
than 5 m high.

Ordovician Undivided

Seismic evidence suggests that about 1000 m of
Ordovician sedimentary rocks lie with angular unconformity
onPrecambrian rocks 4.n the subsurface of a large part of
the area. These rocks have not been subdivided because of
lack of information; they are best known south of the area
where they have been intersected in AQUITAINE Wilson Cliffs
No. 1 and AQUITAINE Contention Heights No. 1 drilled by
AUSTRALIAN AQUITAINE PETROLEUM Pty Ltd (AAP) CAAP, 1969c;
1974). They have also been intersected in WAPET Barbwire
No. 1 drilled by WEST 'AUSTRALIAN PETROLEUM Pty Ltd (CROSS
LAND) on the Barbwire Terrace (WAPET, 1972b). Their
presence has been inferred in the remainder of the area from
seismic interpretation.

In the Crossland Platform, Lower Ordovician rocks
may include equivalents of the Nambeet Formation (Koop,
1966b) and the Willara Formation (Playford et al., in press)
recognized outside the area and which have an unknown rela
tion to the sandstone-siltstone 'Lower Formation' and the
carbonate-bearing 'Middle Formation' encountered in
AQUITAINE Wilson Cliffs No. 1 (AAP, 1969c) to the south of
the area. These latter units areoverlain by the Middle
Ordovician Goldwyer Formation (defined by Elliot, 1961)
which consists of sandstone, siltstone', shale, and lime
stone. '

In the subsurface sequences of the Gregory Sub
basin, the adjacent Barbwire and Betty Terraces, an~ the
Billiltina Shelf, an interval traceable on seismic sections
has been referred to' the Ordovician. This interval may
include equivalents of the carbonate~bearingLower Ordovic
ian Prices Creek Group (Veevers & Wells, 1961) that crops
out north of the area or of the sandstone and minor conglom
erate sequence of the Lower Ordovician Carranya Beds. The
interval may also include the Middle to Early Upper Ordovic-



ian Nita Formation (Playford et al., in press) present in
WAPET Barbwire No. 1 (Fig. 43) (WAPET, 1972b) in the north
west of the area.

Subsurface ?'Upper Ordovician to ?LoweJ;"' D,eVonian

Oarribuddy Formation

No exposures of the Carribuddy ~ormation are known
within the area. South of the area, it is a sequence of
shale with minor dolomite, and a thick basal bedded evapor
ite unit all thought to have been deposited in a restricted
shallow-marine and evaporitic environment.

The type section is in WAPET Sahara No. 1 west of
the area,between 1726.7 and total depth of 2120.7 m (Koop,
1966a). Its lower contact is disconformable on Middle to
Upper Ordovician units (Playford et al., in press); it is
conformably overlain by an other subsurface unit, the Lower
Devonian Tandalgoo Redbeds and unconformably by the Upper
Carboniferous to Lower Permian Grant Formation. No fossils
are known from the Carribuddy Formation. ..

The evaporite unit which contains halite and anhy
drite is a widespread seismic reflector south of the area.
The Carribuddy Formation was intersected in WAPET Crossland
No. 2 (Fig. 40) (WAPET, 1971c). This section contains
sandstone, siltstone, limestone, and dolomite, but lacks
evaporites. .

Subsurface Lower Devonian

Tandalgoo Redbeds

The Tandalgoo Redbeds, a sequence of red and brown
sandstone with minor brown siltstone and shale with traces
of limestone and evaporite, was defined from WAPET Sahara
No. 1, SAHARA (Koop, 1966a). The type section is between
1127.8 and 1726.7 m in the well where it is conformable with
the overlying Middle Devonian Mellinjerie Limestone and with
the underlying Carribuddy Formation. Where the Mellinjerie
Limestone lenses out along other parts of the Crossland
Platform, the Tandalgoo Redbeds are unconformably overlain
by the Grant Formation. In the Barbwire Terrace and
Gregory Sub-basin they may be overlain both with disconform
ity and conformity by other Devonian units. However~ dis
tribution of the Tandalgoo Redbeds in these latter areas can
only be traced tentatively from seismic interpretation.

An Early Devonian age based on fish remains found
in AQUITAINE Wilson Cliffs No. 1 to the south has been ass
igned to the Tandalgoo Redbeds (Gross, 1971).
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Subsurface Middle Devonian

Mellinjerie Limestone

Between 931.2 and 1127.8 m in WAPET Sahara No, 1
the sequence of limestone and dolomite with minor inter
bedded shale was named the Mellinjerie Limestone (Koop,
1966a). The unit is conformable on the Tandalgoo Redbeds
but is overlain by the Upper Carbon~ferous to Lower Permian
Grant Formation with low-angle regional unconformity.
Spores date this shallow marine unit as Middle Devonian.

On seismic evidence, its distribution is restrict
ed entirely to the subsurface of parts of the Crossland
Platform and to the Kidson Sub-basin outside the area.

Devonian to Lower Carboniferous, Undivided

Part of an unnamed sequence of late Middle Devon
ian to Lower Carboniferous bedded limestone and dolomite
occurs in the subsurface northeast of the Dummer Range Fault
System. These ro~ks were intersected from 477.3 to total
depth of 915.3 m in WAPET Crossland No~' 3- (DUMMER) (Fig. 41)
on the Barbwire Terrace where they consisted of bedded and
massive limestone which is increasingly dolomitic with depth
and which has minor shale bands near the top.

The base of the unit is a well defined seismic
reflecting horizon in this area and the carbonates are ass
umed to conformably overlie the Tandalgoo Redbeds as in
WAPET Barbwire No. 1 (Fig. 43) (WAPET, 1972b). Between the
basal carbonate reflector and the base of the Grant Forma
tion in this area is some 4000 m of sedimentary rock; the
carbonate unit may only constitute the lower half of this;
the other half may consist of clastics.

In the Gregory SUb-basin, the known Devonian rocks
are the clastics encountered in WAPET Lake Betty No. 1 (Fig.

-_42): a Lower to Middle Devonian sandstone sequence referred
to the Poulton Formation and an Upper Devonian sandstone and
siltstone sequence referred to the Luluigui Formation
(WAPET, 1972a). Their relations to the nnnamed carbonate
sequence is not known.

Upper Devonian

Knobby Sandstone

The Knobby Sandstone (Yeates et al., in press) is
predominantly medium to coarse-grained sandstone, reddish
brown, cross-bedded, and with abundant intraformational
claystone clasts and fragments of wood and fish plates.
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Interbeds of siltstone, and granule and pebble conglomerate
are common but vary locally in thickness and abundance.
The formation is Late Devonian on fossil evidence and lies
unconformably on Proterozoic sedimentary rocks and possibly
the Lower Ordovician Carranya Beds; it is probably overlain
unconformably by the Upper Carboniferous to Lower Permian
Grant Formation. Casey & Wells (1964) described exposures
in the Knobby Kills area which Veevers et al. (1967) inform
ally named the 'Knobby Sandstone'. The name has now been
formalized (Yeates et al., in press).

Geograj?hic distribution and type locality The Knobby Sand
stone crops out in hills and rises along the northeastern
margin of the Canning Basin in the Nestern half of BILLILUNA
and the northern edge of LUCAS. Outcrops are restricted to
the Billiluna Shelf and are mostly within'a'40-km radius of
Knobby Hills.

In the'subsurface the Knobby Sandstone is probably
restricted to the Billiluna Shelf as rocks of an equivalent
age are of different lithologies in WAPET Lake Betty No. 1
(WAPET, 1972a) 170 km west of Knobby Hills on the Batty
Ter~ace, and WAPET Crossland Nos 1 and 3 (WAPET, 1971c)
about 250 km southwest on the Crossland Platform.

The type section of the Knobby Sandstone (A3) is
in the KnobbYoHills, from which the fgrmation is named, at
Longitude 127 45'44"E and Latitude 19 24'24"S, about 2 km
east of Sturt Creek and 7 km north of Skeen Hill. Only a
partial section is present as the base is obscured and the
top eroded.

Lithology The Knobby Sandstone is reddish brown, coarse to
medium-grained quartz sandstone interbedded with fine
grained sandstone, thin beds of multi-coloured siltstone and
shale, and quartz pebble and granule conglomerate. Intra
forma.t :i.onal claystone clasts are abundant throughout the
sequellce; fragments of fish plates and fossil wood are
common and widespread. Rare occurrences of the ~lant

beptophloem are present. The sandstone is generally poorly
sorted, medium to thickly bedded, with clay clasts up to 20
mm across6 Medium and large-scale (up to 5 m) high-angle
(up to 22 ) cross-bedding is prevalent and characteristic of
the formation. Siltstone and shale beds are rarely seen in
outcrop, but where they are present are generally a few cm
thick and locally up to 1 m.

Close to the outcropping hills of ~~ecambrian

rOCk, the sandstone contains rounded to subrounded boulders
of white quartz, quartZite, and silicified conglomerate up
to 1 m in diameter.
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Some beds are silicified and a ,few fer;ruginized.
A few silicified sandstone beds h;avequartz-filled cavities.
Silicification and ferruginization' are surface,;weatqering
features. '

,The Knobby SangstoDE:3 in outcrop has .dips of up to
15°, and rarely up to 35 . Dip directions vary and may
reflect gentle ~olding. Local faulting occurs associated
with a steepening of diP~ Within these fault ~onesthe

sandstone is silicified and in places is cut by quartz
veins.

Thickness The total thickness is unknown but 'is estimated
to exceed 200 m. BMR.Billiluna No. 3 (B1), a shallow
stratigraphic hole, penetrated 162 m. The thickest measured
outcrop of Knobby Sandstone is a section 14.4 ID thick at
Falconer Hills (A4)~ Lateral equivalents of the Knobby
Sandstone are appreciably thicker; marine clastics at WAPET
Lake Betty No. 1 are greater than 300 m thick (WAPEr,
1972a).

"

RockStr~tigraphic Position Regional g~ology and structure
suggest that the Knobby Sandstone unconformably overlies the
Carranya Beds and is over lain unconformably by the Upper
Carboniferous to Lower Permian Grant Formation. The contact
with underlying and overlying units is not exposed and has
not been intersect,ed in drilling. Where it overlaps the
Carranya Beds, t~e' Knobby Sandstone rests with angular
unconformity 0n Proterozoic sedimentary rock~. Near the
eastern margin of the basin in BILLILUNA the Knobby Sand
stone is close to steeply dipping Proterozc.':'c Peterson Beds,
suggesting an angular u!lGonformity betweeilthem in this
area. The Knobby Sandstone may be overlain by the LIW8I'

Carboniferous Laurel Formation in the Betty Terrace and
Gregory Sub-basin.

Fossils and Time Stratigraphic Position The lycopod Lepto
phloeum australe (McCoy,. 1874) collected/by Casey & Wells
(1964) previously indicated a Late Devonian to Early'Car-
boniferous 'age. Abundant other fossil wood is undiagnostic
in terms of age determination. The fish plates are frag
ments of placoderm fishes, including undetermined arthro
dires (Tomlinson, 1968), Bothriolepis sp., A~terolepis sp.,
and crossopterygian remains (Young, in press). They
indicate a Late Devonian age.

Environment of deposition The abundance of wood and plant
remains, extensive medium and large~scale high-angle cross
bedding, and the absence of marine invertebrate fossils
suggest a non~marine environment of deposition. Although
Bothriolepis sp. is recognized as both a freshwater and
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marine fish, most occurrences are freshwater. The predomin
ance of cdarse clastics indicate a fluvial rather than
lacustrineenvironment. '

Subsurface L'ower' Carboniferous, Undivfded,

In 'the Gregory Sub.....basin and l?robably in parts of
the Barbwire T~rrace and the Betty Terrace, the Lower Car~ ,
boniferous sandstone; siltstone,and limestone of the Laurel
Formation (WAPE1r, "1972a) overlie Devonian rocks, In turn ,
it is probably overlain in the axial region of the Gregory
Sub-basin by sandstone, siltstone, and shale of the ,. Anderson
Formation, the unit in which AQUITAINE Point MOody No.
reached total depth (AAP, 1966). No rocks of proven Lower
Carboniferous age are known to crop out in the area. In all
places, they are overlapped by younger units., '

Upper Carboniferous to Lower Permian

Grant Formation

Outcrops of the Grant Formation consist ;;largely of
cross-bedded quartzose sandstone and subordinatesiltstone
and shale. The uhit averages about 1000 min thickness. It
is Late Carboniferous-Early Permian in age, and was deposit-

"ed in both fluvial and marine environments, with at least
minor glacial influence.

"Distrib~tionandType Locality The Grant Formation, ,named
from the tgpe section ou~side the area in the Grant Range
(Long. 124 05'E, Lat~ 1802'S) MOUNT ANDERSON, was first
defined by Guppy et al. (1952). Throughout the Fitzroy
Trough the formation is characterized by sandstone up to
3000 m thick; with minor si1 tstone', conglomerate, tillite,
and varves. It unconformably overlies Lower Carboniferous,
Devonian to Ordovician, and Precambrian rocks.

In the area the Grant Formation crops out as low
rugged hills and dissec.ted plateaux around Mt:lu'eller,
BILLILUNA, and Mt Bannerman, MOUNT BANNERMAN; small isolat
ed outcrops of tillite occur 22 km'northeast of AQUITAINE
Point Moody No. 1 well adjacent to the Stansmore Fault;
conglomerate in the headwaters of Christmas ,Creek near Kai
Ki Yard, MOUNT BANNERMAN is possibly part of the Grant
Formation.

On the Crossland Platform and, Barbwire Terrace,
exposures of the Clrant lrormation occur" along tault line
scarps up to 35 m high, around French Hills and Fisher
Bluff, CORNISH: at the western extrem~'.ty of an outcrop,
17 km west southwest of Pt Massie (CORN;ISH); 20 m of sedi-
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ments is exposed. In all these' areas the Grant Formation
forms steep cliffs. Rocks mapped as possible Grant Forma~

tion are well exposed at Forebank Hills (~ELENA).

The Grant Formation has been ~ntersected in the
following petroleum exploration wells: WAPE1.' Lake Betty
No. 1 (Fig. 42)" AQUITAINE Point Moody-No. 1 (Fig, 37),
WAPET Crossland Nos 1, 2, 3 (Figs 39, 40, 41), WAPET Barb
wire No. 1 (Fig. 43), and in BMR stratigraphic holes
Billiluna No. 1 (B2), and Mount Bannerman No's 3 and 4 (B3,
B4) •

Lithology The'main rock type is a fine·to coarse-grained
cross-bedded quartzose sandstone •. Minor rock types include
quartz granule and pebble conglomerate, thin siltstone and
shale beds, and polymictic conglomerate interpreted as
tillite (Fig. 3).

The sandstone in the Mount Mueller and Mount
Bannerman area is fine to medium and locally coarse-grair,:.ed,
quartzose, moderately so~ted and contains intraformat.ional
clay clasts; wood d..mpressions are conunon. The beds are
prominently cross-bedded (AS) the dips of the foreset beds'
are as much as 220 and the cross-sets up to 2 m thick. '.
Numerous conglomerate beds'consisting of pepbles' and gran
ules of quartzite and vein quartz in a matrix' of silt and
sand are common, particularly at Mount Bannerman.·

Locally, conglomerate sequences in the Grant
Formation occur at outcrops in the headwaters of Christmas
Creek,' north of Cummins Range, and in an east::"trending ridge
40 km east-southeast of Bulka Swamp. Clasts up to lm long
are of quartz, quartzite, schist, and acid volcanic rocks.

In the French Hills and Fisher Bluff areas, the
sandstone appears massive and is strongly resistant to
weathering but in the unweathered exposures it is friable
and cross-bedded. At poth these localities and 17 km west
southwest of Point Massie (CORNISH) and at Forebank Hills
(HELENAL/the Grant Formation consists of thick beds .of
meditUll·/to coarse-grained quartzose sandstone interbedded

_with" subordinate laminated shale and fine. micaceous thin
bedded siltstone. The sandstone is composed of s~brounded

grains, is moderately sorted, ,and contains numerous lenses
of intrafQrmational clay-pellet conglomerates with rare
quartz p~Dbles. It ts extensively bioturbated, and worm
tubes and trails are common.

Symmetrical and interference ripple marks are
present on some bedding surfaces. Large scale cross-bedding
with sets of cross strata S m thick and maXimum dip of
foreset beds of 2So is prominent.



Fig. 3 Tillite consisting of unsorted pebbles and
cobbles of quartz, quartzite, schist, granitic
rocks, acid volcanics, and limestone set in an
unsorted finer-grained matrix lacking bedding,
22 km northeast of Point Moody, STANSMORE.
GSWA Negative

"_.
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Tillite (Fig. 3) bccurs at the eastern edge of the
Stansmore Range 22 km northeast ot Point Moody~ STANSMORE.
It consists of completely unsorted subangular to sUbrounded
clasts of granite, schist, gneiss, .quartzite, vein quartz,
and limestone (derived from Precamb:t'ian lSQurceareas) in a
slightly calcareous. sandy matrj,x which locally makes up 60%
of the rock.

In the ~ubsurface, the Grant Formation consists
predominantly of white, fine to coarse-grained quartzose
sandstone, minor conglomerate and tillite, with interbedded
fine to verYlfine~grained sandstone, grey argillaceous
siltstone, and dark grey shale (WAPET, 1972a; 1972b). Thin
carbonaceous seams and tillites were recorded in the Grant
Formation from AQUITAINE Point Moody No. 1 (AAP, 1966).
Calcareous beds occur at the base of the Grant Formation in
WAPET Lake Betty No. 1 'well OVAPET, 1972a).

Thickness The thickness in outcrop is not known as no com
plete sections were measured. In well sections, the follow
ing thicknesses are present: AQUITAINE Point Moody No. 1,
1240 m; WAPETCrosslandNo.l, 950 m; WAPET Crossland No.
2, 1500 m; WAPET Lake ,Betty No. 1, 900 m; BMR Billiluna
No. 1, at least 45 m; BMR Mount Bannerman No. 3, at least
30 m; BMR Mt Bannerman No. 4, at least 100 m.

The Grant Formation i~ known to be 2900 m thick in
the ~itzroy Trough (Playford et al., in press).

Rock Stratigraphic Position The base of the Grarit,Formation
is a widespread low-angle regional unconformity readily
recognizable on seismic reflection records.

The Grant Formation overlies Precambrian rocks and
the Ordovician Carranya Formation with angular uDconformity
and probably unconformably overlies the Upper Devonian Knob
by Sandstone in BILLILUNA and LUCAS. In petroleum explora
tion wells, the Grant Formation unconformably overlies
Carboniferous Anderson Formation in the Gregory.Sub-basin
(AAP, 1966) and the Devonian Mellinjerie Limestone, Tandal
goo Redbe'ds, and the Carribuddy Formation on the Crossland
Platform (AAP, 1969c; 1974).

The Grant Formation is overlain everywhere with
apparent slight disconformity by the LowerPermian Poole
Sandstone; at Mount Mueller, BILLILUNA, the Noonkanbah.
Formation overlaps the Poole Sandstone in places and .. lies on
th'e Grant Format ion.

Fossils 'and Time~StratigraphicPosition Wood fragments,
leaves, stem impressions, and trace fossils are present but
of no use in age determination. The only marine macro-
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fossils found,are rare Pectinids (Etheripecten sp.). Micro
floral assemblages of Permian age were obtained from Core 3
in BMR Billiluna No. 1 (~rowe, 1973). ~alynological data
from the subsurtace o~ the Canning Basin indicates aLate
Carboniferous to Early Permian (Sakma:rian) age (WAPET,
1971c; '1972a;1972b: AAP, 1966). Core samples in BMR
Mount Bannerman Nos 3 and 4 give an Early Permian age
(Appendix C).

Environment of Deposition In the Mount Mueller area,
BILLILUNA, at outcrops in MOUNTBANNERMAN and 17 km west
southwest of Point Massie, CORNISH the fine to coarse
grainsize, poor sorting, conglomerate pebbles, and high
angle large-scale cross~bedding ~ll suggest high-energy
river channel deposition; in the ~isher Bluff/French Hills
area, CORNISH and Forebank Hills, HELENA symmetrical ripple
marks, bioturbation including Rhizocorallium-type burrows
suggest that the environment of deposition was shallow
marine or at least brackish in these latter areas; this is
also supported by the abundance of bedding-surface trace
fossils in these areas, suggesting that the siltstone and
shale may be tidal flat deposits.

In AQUITAINE Point Moody No. 1, a fining-upward
sequence of sediments in interpreted from the SP log, which
with lack of marine fossils in this section suggest depos
ition in a fluviatile environment for the Grant Formation.
AAP (1966) have described the formation in this well as a
sequence of brackish-water and fluvioglacialdeposits. The
tillite outcrop 22 km northeast of Point Moody supports a
glacial origin for part o~ the formation.

In petroleum exploration wells,.particularly WAPET
Crossland No. 3, rare acritarchs occur near the top of the
Grant Formation, suggesting a weak marine influence in that
area.

Within the Gregory Sub-basin and the adjacent
platform areas, the environment of deposition appears to
have been of a moderate to high-energy fluvial regime during
sand deposition, anaerobic during silt/clay deposition
indicated by the preservation of carbonaceous material in
WAPET Point Moody No. 1, and shallow marine.

The tillite in the Stansmore Range has a calcare
ous matrix, is laterally discontinuous, and was probably
formed by debris released from floating ice as it melted in
the sea.



Fig. 4 Conical outcrops of PaoIe Sandstone at major
joint intersections, Southesk Tablelands,
CORNISH. BMR Negative GB/186
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Permian

Poole Sandstone

The Paole Sandstone is a tine thin~bedded quart
zose sandstone unit at Early Permian'age.

Distribution and Type Locality The Poole Sandstone (Guppy
et al., 1952) in the Fitzroy Trough consists of white and
brown, well-bedded, fine~grained, micaceous quartzose sand
stone and minor shale. The type area is in the Poole Range
(Long. 1250 45'E, Lat, 180 50"S) where the name was first
used by Talbot (1927).

In the northeast Canning Basin, the unit was mis
taken for the Upper Permian Condren Sandstone and was not
identified in outcrop nor photo-pattern by Casey & Wells
(1964); its 'absence' they thought was due to overlap by
the Noonkanbah Formation (Veevers & Wells, 1961). Such
overlap is known to occur locally near Mount Mueller,
BILLILUNA, but more detailed mapping during the 1972 and
1973 field seasons resulted in recognition of the Poole
Sandstone throughout a large part of the area.

The Poole Sandstone is exposed at several localit
ies: it crops out discontinuously in anticlinal cores and
as strike ridges in the Stansmore Range; in a fault-bounded
block in the breakaway near Namalook Rockhole (LUCAS): at
Mount Bannerman; in places south of and around Mount
Mueller, BILLILUNA; in the Southeast Tablelands and east of
French Hills (CORNISH), and near Thornton Flat (HELENA). In
the Southesk Tablelands, conical-shaped outcrops occur at
major joint intersections (Fig. 4) where there has been pre
ferential surface silicification.

In the subsurface, sections in the various petrol
eum wells - WAPET Lake Betty No. 1 (Fig. 42), AQUITAINE
Point Moody No. 1 (Fig. 37), WAPET Crossland Nos 1, 2, and
3 (Figs 39, 40, 41) - a quartzose sandstone unit overlying
the Gra.nt Formation has been identified as the Poole Sand
stone. BMR Billiluna No. 1, and BMR Mount Bannerman Nos 3
and 4 also intersected Poole Sandstone (B3, B4).

Lithology The main rock type is quartzose sandstone; silt
stone is minor. The, sandstone is white to light grey, fine
grained, thin-bedded to laminated, clean, and well sorted,
and the individual grains are sUbangular to subrounded. The
beds are commonly planar but some low-angle cross-bedding in
sets up to g.5 m thick with maximum dips on foresets usually
less than 5 are present. Flakes of detrital mica are
generally present on the bedding surfaces. Parting linea
tions are present. Thin interbeds of laminated siltstone
and shale are common.
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The uniformly fine-grained, thin~bedded nature of
the sandstone different~ates this from other Vermian sand
stone units. W'ell J?reserved ~ynunetr~cal and as.ymmetrical
wave-formed l'IiJ?vle maX'k~ are a ch.aracter~stic teature of the
unit. Organic tra~ls are abundant ~n some places e.g. ~n the
Thornton Flat area. '

Where weathered, the unit ~s dark-brown~ ferrug
inized and/or slightly silicified, and in places its scree
has a blocky appearance. East-west joints are characteris...
tic in the Poole Sandstone in southern CORNISH and northern
HELENA. South of Dummer Range Fault, the Poole Sandstone
may be coarse-grained, as in AQUITAINE Wilson Cliffs No. 1
and AQUITAINE Contention.Heights No. 1 (AAP, 1969d; 1974).

Thickness Incomplete sections of up to 100 m of sandstone were
measured in the Stansmore Range (A6, A7). No other sections
were measured but the formation .is about 180 m thick in the
French Hills (Evans & Brown, 1974).

In the subsurface, the following thicknesses have
been penetrated:- WAPET Lake Betty No. 1, 114 m; AAP Point
Moody No. 1, 312 m; WAPET Crossland Nos 2 and 3, 63 m and
73 m respectively; BMR Billiluna No. 1, 34 m; BMR Mt r

Bannerman Nos 3 and 4, at least 40 m and 26 m respectively.
These sections ,show that the Poole Sandstone thickens to
wards the axial region 'of the Gregory Sub-basin.

c,

Rock-Stratigraphic Position In the Stansmore Range about 17
km west-southwest of Point Massie (CORNISH) the Poole Sand
stone rests disconformably on the Grant Formation. At Mount
Bannerman, the boundary appears conformable. In .' AQUITAINE
Point Moody No. 1 well, the two units grade into each other
(AAP, 1966).

Few contacts with the overlying Noonkanbah Forma
tion were observed in the field but from these observations,
sUbsurface data, and regional structure, it is considered to
be conformable· and gradational as in BMR Billiluna No. 1
(Crowe, 1973).

Fossils and Time Stratigraphic Position The Poole Sandstone
is mainly unfossiliferous in the Gregory Sub-basin. Marine
macrofossils in quartzose sandstone considered to be at the
top of the Poole Sandstone or in a sandstone unit near the
base of the Noonkanbah Formation near Namalook Rockhole
indicate an early Artinskian age (Dickins & Jell, 1974).
Core 2 from BMR Billiluna No. 1 (Crowe, 1973) contains a
rich spore assemblage which indicates a time range from
early to late Artinskian (R. Paten, pers. comm.). Plant
fossils at Mount Bannerman indicate an Early Permian age
(White and Yeates, in prep.).
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Environment of Deposition The occurrence of laterally con
tinuous, thin-bedded, well sorted quartzose sandstone with
subordinate siltstone beds and abundant wave-foTiffied ripple
marks indicate uniform conditions of sedimentation in very
shallow water. The uniform, fine, well sorted, laminated
characteristics of the Poole Sandstone over a large area,
and the nature of cross-bedding suggest a marine (largely
inter-tidal) environment. The carbonaceous units encounter
ed in BMR Billiluna No. 1 and BMR Mount Bannerman Nos 3 and
4 and the plant-bearing unit at Mt Bannerman could be lagoonal,
estuarine or marsh facies of a coastal plain near the shore
line at time of deposition.

We consider that the Poole Sandstone was deposited
during a shallow-marine transgression north of Dummer Range
Fault during a period of gentle subsidence; the sandstone
may largely be derived from marine reworking of underlying
deposits of the Grant Formation. South of Dummer Range
Fault, the Poola Sandstone may have been deposited by
rivers, as descriptions of lithology in AQUITAINE Wilson
Cliffs No. 1 and AQUITAINE Contention Heights No. 1 differ
from those north of the fault. The characteristics describ
ed (AAP, 1969d; 1974) agree more with river deposits than
shallow-marine.

?Nura Nura Member

The Nura Nura Member (Guppy et al., 1952) is the
basal part of theoPoole Sandstone at Nura Nura Ridge (Long.
1240 28'E, Lat. 1802'S) in the Fitzroy Basin. The only
rocks assigned to the Member in the Gregory Sub-basin area
crop out at one locality in an anticlinal core adjacent'to
the Stansmore Fault (STANSMORE).

The upper contact with the Poole Sandstone is
transitional; its lower contact with the Grant Formation is
also transitional.

In its type area, the Nura Nura Member is very
fossiliferous (Guppy et al., 1958; Veevers & Wells, 1961)
and an upper Sakmarian age is indicated by the macrofauna
and palynological data.

The sequence of the Nura Nura Member represents a
marine incursi.on during the late Sakmarian.

!

We tentatively assigned the NuraNura Member to
the outcrops in theStansmore Range in 1972 on the basis of
the calcareous sandstone lithology. No fossils were found
at this locality. However, because the Grant Formation
contains calcareous rocks, this unit could be part of the
Grant Formation.
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Noonkanbah Formation

The Noonkanbah Formation is a soft-weathering
unit, conspicuous by its poor outcrops of shale, siltstone,
calcareous siltstone, minor sandstone, and limestone.

Distribution and Type Locality The name Noonkanbah Forma
tion (GuPPY et al., 1958) was gerived from Noonkanbah home
stead (Long. 1240 48'E, Lat. 1830'S) near the type locality
in the Fitzroy Trough. It crops out commonly as rubble
adjacent to deflation flats, claypans, and plains or sandy
soil areas in which sinuous lines of vegetation, readily
recognizable on aerial photographs, mark the strike of the
outcropping more resistant calcareous beds.

In the eastern Canning Basin, the Noonkanbah
Formation crops out over a considerable area. In BILLILUNA,
outcrops are restricted to isolated sUbhorizontally bedded
rocks south of Mount Mueller. Around Balgo Mission in
LUCAS, many exposures originally photo-interpreted as the
Light jack Formation of the Liveringa Group by earlier work
ers (Casey & Wel"ls, 1964) are now considered part of the
Noonkanbah Formation.

Low rises of the formation occur around Bull Flat,
Christmas Creek, and Salt Creek (MOUNT BANNERMAN). Rubbly
outcrops of fontainbleu siltstone crop out on the flat
plains across the northern part of CROSSLAND, just south of
the Shore Range and near Dean Hill. Relatively fresh expo
sures of interbedded limestor,c and sandstone occur in the
small fault blocks in the Hall Range, CRO~SLAND.

Rocks exposed in northeast D~R and southern
CROSSLAND are deeply weathered and ferruginized. They have
been mapped as Noonkanbah Formation on general outcrop
appearance, the presence of sinuous vegetation lines common
to thi~ unit, and fossils.

In CORNISH, the best exposures of the formation
are at Point Massie; a distinctive vegetation pattern in
aerial photographs and fossils have confirmed Noonkanbah
Formation west of Mt Stewart and on the flat deflation
plains west of Fisher Bluff and French Hills. Low rubbly
outcrops of fountainbleu sandy limestone rising from
Thornton Flat, HELENA are also mapped as Noonkanbah Forma
tion. In STANSMORE, the Noonkanbah Formation is exposed in
the Stansmore Range and in an anticline around Point Moody.

The Noonkanbah Formation has been intersected in
petroleum exploration wells WAPET Lake Betty No. 1, AQUI
TAINE Point Moody No. 1, WAPET Crassland Nos 2 and 3; and
in stratigraphic holes BMR Billiluna No. 1, and BMR Mount
Bannerman No. 4 ..
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Lithologl The Noonkanbah Formation consists of siltstone,
shale, calcareous siltstone, fontainbleu limestone, minor
coquinite beds rare phosphatic beds, and sandstone lenses.
Ii: is laminated throughout. Both calcareous and"ochreous
concretions occur in places. Chemical analyses of these
rocks are summarized in Table 9.

The siltstone and shale units are grey to green,
highly micaceous, laminated to thinly bedded and are charac
terized by very low-angle small-scale cross-bedding and by
ripple marks preserved on some of the bedding surfaces. The
interbedded foniainbleu limestone and calcareous siltstone
are light grey, fine-grained, thin-bedded and form prominent
lines of float on lowland plains. Coquinite beds cropping
out around Balgo Mission and south of Mount Mueller form
locally persistent marker beds consisting of numerous whole
or fragmentary shells replaced by calcite set in a calcite
and siltstone matrix. Some calcareous beds are highly
ferruginous due to weathering, and the shells are preserved
as casts. .

At Point Massie, CORNISH, coarse-grained sandstone
lenses are prominent in the Noonkanbah Formation. The
sandstone there is buff to grey, quartzose, poorly sorted,
and contains both angular and spherical grains. It is
pebbly in places.

A local marker bed of grey, fine to medium-grained
quartzose micaceous sandstone occurs about 100 m above a
richly fossiliferous limestone at Tula yard and in the Salt
Creek area, northwest MOUNT BANNERMAN.

In the sub-surface, the formation consists of dark
grey, thinly bedded, commonly pyritic, carbonaceous, slight
ly calcareous, micaceous shale and siltstone with a few
interbeds of grey, very fine-grained silty sandstone.

petrograEhr The fontainbleu siltstone has a fairly even
grainsize 0.125 mm) and most of the grains are anguJ O",r.
The main minerals present are quartz, and minor amounts of
iron oxide, muscovite, clay minerals, and rare feldspar, set
in a calcareous cement.

The cement is calcite which has grown as large
crystals enclosing grains. The iron minerals appear as
opaque grains associated with mica and form very fine layers
in thin section.

Thickness A section measured in the Stansmore Range totall
ed 52 ID (A9).
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In the well sections, thicknesses are at least
330 m in AQUITAINE Point Moody No. 1 CAAP, 1966); 300 ID in
WAPET Lake Betty No. 1 (WAPET, 1972a); 130 m in WAPET
Crossland No. 2; 90 m in WAPET Crossland No. 3 (WAPET,
1971c); and at least 43 m in BMR Billiluna No. 1.

Rock-Stratigraphic Position The contact between the Noon
kanbah Formation and the underlying Poole Sandstone in the
Stansmore Range is conformable and gradational. This
relation also exists in BMR Billiluna No. 1. The Noonkanbah
Formation is conformably overlain by the Light jack Formation
except in the Balgo Hills area where an erosional break is
marked by an intraformational clay pellet conglomerate at
the base of the latter unit.

Fossils and Time-Stratigraphic Position Marine invertebrate
fossils including brachiopods, pelecypods, and gastropods
are abundant in the Noonkanbah Formation (Dickins & Jell,
1974). This formation contains the richest Permian faunal
assemblage known from the Canning Basin. A few phosphatized
fish and shark teeth and bones are present in coquinas near
Balgo Mission.

There appear to be at least three biostratigraphic
subdivisions within the formation. The fossils occur as
coquinite beds or within intraformational clay pellet
conglomerate at the top of the formation. In the clay
pellet conglomerate which is commonly ferruginized and con
cretionary, the pelecypod Atomodesma mytiloides which is
characteristic of· the Noonkanbah Formation is the most
common species present.

Numerous brachiopods (Thomas, 1958), bryzoans/
(Crockford, 1957), and pe~ecypods (Dickins, 1958y have been
identified from the formation elsewhere in the Canning Basin
(Veevers & Wells, 1961); the age is Artinskian.

Other fossil remains include trace fossils, organic
trails, foraminifera (R .. Nicholls, pers. comm.); no cono
donts were found in the limestones .

.Well preserved microfloral assemblages from
cuttings and cores in BMR Billiluna No. 1, BMR Mt Bannerman
No. 4, (Appendix C) and from AQUITAINE Point Moody No. 1
indicate an Early Permian age (R. Paten, pers. comm: APP,
1966) .

Environment of Deposition In the Balgo Hills area, the
fine-grained thin-bedded arenaceous and calcareous fossil if
erous sediments and coquinite interbeds of the Noonkanbah
Formation indicate accumulation in a shallow-water marine
environment under low-energy conditions. Local concentra-
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tions of limon.'.te and detrital limonite probably also
indicate a near-shore environment for part of the sequenc~.

The presence of both chemically and biochemically depos~ted

limestone and ochreous phosphorite and of small-scale sedi
mentary structures indicates quiet sedimentation for the
formation, with periods of non-detrital deposition.

The abundance of sands in the formation e.g. at
Point Massie (CORNISH), Hall Range (CROSSLAND), and in
DUMMER may be due to near-shore wave deposition of elastics.

In general, the Noonkanbah Formation represents a
"continuation of sedimentation in the shallow sea in which
much of the Poole Sandstone was deposited.

Liveringa Group

The name Liveringa Group (Yeates ec a".• , 1974) is
used for the sequence of interbedd,~d si1tst 6.:1e,· sandstone,
shale, and minor conglor...erate which lies disconformably and
unconformably beneath"i',e Blina Shale, Millyit Sandstone,
and Barbwire Sandstc" ",od conformably o~/erlies the Novn
kanbah Formation. 'D., ~".' ,{pe section ~s on, Liveringa Uidge
near the southern flank of ,the Grant Range (Lat. 180 08 1 8,
Long, 124 E., MOUNT ANDERSON) outside the area.

The sequence was first named Liveringa Formation
by GuPPY et al. (.195'8) who recognized three 11thological
units; the Light jack Member, the middle unit, and the
Hardman Member. The middle unit was named the Condren
Sandstone Member (Casey & Wells, 1964) in the northeast
Canning Basin. Since these members have now been widely
recognized, and since the Hardman Member can be separated
into three distinct units, the members have been upgraded to
formation status and the Liveringa Formation to group status
(Yeates et al., in press). The group now consists of the
following formations:-

Top

Base

Hardman Formation
Condren Sandstone
Lightjack Formation

marine and deltaic
fluvial deltaic
marine and paralic

In the northeast Canning Basin, Casey & Wells
(1964) recogniz8d a Ba1go Member (named from Balgo Mission
LUCAS; Lat. 2008'S, Long. 1270 48'E). Mapping in 1973
showed that this member was'litho1ogically, stratigraphic
ally, and palaeontologica11y eqUivalent to the Lightjack
Member and the former name has been dropped in favour of the
term Lightjack following Playford et al. (in press) as
continuity of the unit throughout the area has now been
established.
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The sequence mapped as GodfreyBeds is now regard
ed as an equivalent of the Hardman Formation of the
Liveringa Group. On the basis of Rhizocorallium burrows,
Casey & Wells (1964) considered the Beds to be Lower
Cretaceous. However, they contain remains of a
Permo-Triassic plant and their stratigraphic relations with
adjacent units indicate that they may be a lithologic
equivalent of the Hardman Formation~ Rhizocorallium-type
burrows have been found in the Light jack Formation and Grant
Formation, proving th2,t this fossili8 not restricted to the
Cretaceous as once thought (see Veevers, 1962).

At its type section, the Liveringa 'Formation' is
564 m thick but it is not complete. Between Mt Ibis and Mt
Hardman (NOONKANBAH) the thickness is 915 m (Guppy, et al.,
1958). .

Fossils have been collected from' all the forma~
tions of the Group. They include brachiopods~ pelecypods,
gastropods, scaphopods, trace fossils, and plants. The age
of theifossils range from late Artinskian in the Light jack
Formation to ,late Tatarian in th'e Hardman Formation (Guppy
et al., 1958.).

Light jack Formation

The Light jack Formation is the basal unit of the
Liveringa Group. It has a regional marker bed of fossilif
erous concretionary siltstone at its base, and comprises
thin-bedded sandstone,' siltstone, minor conglomerate, and
shale.

Distribution and Type Locality The Light jack Formation
crops out over a wide area of the northeastern and eastern
parts of the Canning Basin. The sandstone units are
reJatively resistant and form small mesas; the siltstone
weathers easily, is ferruginous, and crops out at the base
of the hill ~lopes or occurs as ferruginized rubble flan~ing

mesas. The nam~ is derived from ,'Light jack Hill (Lat. 18
59'S, 'Long. 125 50 t E) 'NOONKANBAH, the type section (Ggppy et
al.,1958).';

In BILLILUNA the formation is restricted to out
crops in the extreme 'southwest. Exposures occur in the
breakaways and mesas east of Gunnawarrawa'rra Rockhole,
around Micha.Bore, and near Thomas Peak in LUCAS. Farther
south in STANSMORE, the 'Light jack Formation crops out
extensively along the scarps of the Stansmore Range, and
also to the southwest along the prominent Waterlander
Breakaway. It has also b~en mapped east of the Stansmore
Range on the northern edge of STANSMORE.



Fig. 5 Megarippled lenticular coarse sandstone\inter....
bedded with laminated to thinly bedded fine
grainecfmicaceous sandstone. Lightj ack
Formation, southern side of Millyit Range,
CROSSLAND. BMR Negative GB/190
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In WEBB, along the continuation of the Waterlander
Breakaway, and at isolated nearby low hills, the rocks were
also mapped as Light jack Formation.

In CORNISH, in the Southesk Tablelands,~he. forma
tion is best exposed along a line. ,joining Mt Romilly through
Mt Stewart to Mt Fothringham. This line is a conspicuous
feature on the aerial photographs with its characteristic
darker tone than the surrounding country. Farther south":'
east, the rocks of the formation constitute part of the
Roberts Range. '

At several localities in ~ELENA, poor outcrops of
the formation are exposed in low strike-ridges and rubble
covered hills in the eastern part of Thornton Flat, and in
the southeastern corner.

The Light jack Formation has been intersected in
WAPET Lake Betty No. 1; BMR stratigraphic holes Lucas No.
14 (B5), Crossland Nos 1 and 2 (B6 ,B;1.0) and Mt Bannerma,n
No. 2 (B9).

Lithology The Light jack Formation consists of lower and
upper units of micaceous siltstone, shale, and silty sand
stone with thin lenses of coarse to very coarse-grained
sandstone and a middle unit of medium-grained quartzose
sandstone in CROSSLAND, MOUNTBANNERMAN, and CORNISH. The
middle unit ~s readily distinguishable on aerial photographs
by' its lighter tone relative to the upper and lower units,
and on electric logs (e.g. BMR Mt Bannerman No. 2). Minor
rock types include thin beds of ochreous limonite, intra
formational breccia, and concretionary layers. Lithologies
are shown diagrammatically in A9, AI0, All, A12, Al3, A14,
and A15.

The upper and lower units are laminated to thinly
bedded, and characterized by low-angle small-scale cross
bedding, ripple cross-lamination, and abundant ripple marks
(Fig. 5)~ The silty sandstone is labile, micaceous, fine
grained, poorly sorted, and ferruginous at the surface.
Intraformational clay-pellet conglomerates are common
throughout the lower unit. At the base of the sequence, the
clay pellet conglomerate with abundant fossils forms a dis
tinctive basal marker bed throughout the area (Fig. B). The
clay pellets commonly form the nucleus for ferruginous con
cretions 2 to 20 cm across (~.g. near Balgo Mission, LUCAS
and Arundel Bore, CROSSLAND)'. The presence of these concre
tions associated with fossils on the scree plains indicates
prOXimity of the boundary between the Light jack Formation
and the Noonkanbah Formation. The concretions are manganese
rich (Table 9). Concretionary beds of ochreous limonite are
in places abundant at the Light jack ~ormation/Condren

Sandstone contact.



Fig. 6 Outcrqp of fossiliferous concretionary iron
stone; the marker bed at the base of the
Light jack Formation, at Arundel Bore, CROSSLAND.
Most of the concretions have been weathered out
of their soft siltstone matrix. BMR Negative
GB/169
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Bioturbated zones, burrows (Fig. 14) and numerous
trace fossils (Figs 7-13) are conunon in the siltstone
sequence. Ochreous ironstones composed of goethite with
small amounts of quartz, feldspar, mica, and kaolinite are'
interbedded with t·he bioturbated siltstones and intraforma
tional breccia. The ironstones are primary, chemically
deposited, or possibly biochemically deposited sedimentary
rocks, some of which have sand-filled burrows. They contain
up to 55% Fe203 (Table 9).

The lenses of sandstone up to 1 m thick are pale
to dark brown, hard, porous, coarse to very coarse-grained,
moderate to poorly sorted, and consist mainly of sUbangular
grains set in a very fine-grained sandstone matrix.

The distinctive middle sandstone unit succeeds the
basal unit e.g. in the Barbwire Range, CROSSLAND, and at Mt
Fothingham, CORNISH, but not in LUCAS and STANSMORE.This
sandstone unit consists predominantly of clean friable white
quartz sandstone mainly in beds up to 3 cm thick or' in
cross-bedded units up to 30 cm thick. · It is fine to medium
grained, well sorted, and laminated in places; the individ
ual grains are rounded to subrounded. Mica is common on
bedding surfaces, and ripple marks and clay pellets are
present.

In the sUbsurface, the Light jack Formation con
sists of grey to black siltstone with carbonaceous laminae,
interbedded grey fine-grained micaceous labile sandstone,
and quartzose sandstone.

Thickness During the 1972 and 1973 field seasons, the
following sections were measured: 152 m, 221 m (A9) and 255
m (A12) in the Stansmore Range; 87.5 m nea~ Mt Stewart
(CORNISH); 50 m in the Stretch Range (A13) 18 m.at Gumbo
Point (LUCAS) (A14), 85 m and 79 m at Rowley Rock and in the
Halls Range (CROSSLAND) (M. Galloway, pers. comm.). Most of
the sections are incomplete owing to erosion.

In the following BMR stratigraphic holes, the
minimum thicknesses of sediments intersected were 90 m in
Lucas No. 14, 100 m in Crossland No. 1, and 55 m in Mt
Bannerman No. 2 (see Appendix B).

Rock Relations In most areas, the contact between the
Light jack Formation and the overlying Condren Sandstone is
conformable and gradational, the boundary being placed just
below the first bed of quartzose sandstone. In the Barbwire
Range, CROSSLAND an angular unconformity exists between the
Light jack Formation and the overly~ng Jurassic Barbwire
Sandstone. In part of LUCAS, the Light jack Formation is
disconformably over lain by the Godfrey Beds.

, .......



Fig. 7 Trace fossil in "ferruginized micaceous sandstone
of Light jack Formation near Gunnawarrawarra
Rockhole, LUCAS 1:250 000 Sheet area. BMR
Negative M1919.



Fig. 8 Trace fossil in micaceous sandstone of Light jack
FOl',matioo, 6 km southwest of Dooma Dora yard,
LUCASo XI. BMR Negative M/1919



Fig. 9 Trace fossils in ferruginous siltstone of
Light jack Formation, Hall Range, CROSSLAND.
BMR Negative M/1919.



Fig. iD Trace fossil in ferruginous sandstone of
Light jack Formation, southern Stansmore
Range, STANSMORE. BMR Negative M/1919.
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Fig. 11 Trace fossil on lower surface ef a quartzose
sandstone bed in Light jack Formation, 11 km
west of Warri Peak, STANSMORE. BMR Negative
M/1919.
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Fig. 12 Ferruginized organic trails in micaceous
siltstone of Light jack Formation, near Old
Balgo Mission, LUCAS. BMR Negative M/1919.
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Fig. 13 Trace fossil in ferruginized micaceous siltstone
of Light jack Formation, near Old Balgo Mission,
LUCAS. BMR Negative M/1919.



Fig. 14 Ferruginized sandstone moulds of burrows from
which the surrounding soft-weathering shale has
been removed. Lightj"ack Formation northwest
MOUNT BANNERRAN. BMR Negative M/1919

· ,
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The contact between the Light jack Formation and
the underlying Noonkanbah Formation is gradational and con
formable except in the Balgo Hills (LUCAS) where the units
are slightly disconformable.

Fossils and A~ Fossils in the Light jack Formation include
pelecypods including large Pectinids, gastropods, schapho...
pods, a few brachiopods, trace fossils (Figs 7-13) copro
lites, burrows (Fig. 4), and rare plant fragments. The
pelecypods Atomodesma exerata and Stutchburia muderongenses
are characteristic. The fossils indicate a late Artinskian
to early Kungurian age (Dickins, in prep.).

Environment of DeJ2,osition The broad similarity of the .
lithologies of the Noonkanbah Formation and the Light jack
Formation suggests a continuation of sediment deposition
under fairly low-energy conditions in an extensive shallow
sea. The thick body of quartz sandstone in the middle of
the Formation in some ~reas may be an intertidal deposit.

The dark carbonaceous clayey siltstone, shale, and
silty sandstone comprising much of the Light jack Formation
in the Gregory Sub-basin may reflect conti.nuincs deposition
in a shallow sea with restricted circulation, and low topo
graphy landward. The intraformational clay pellet conglom
erates may have been formed by either the reworking of the
cracked mud on emergent marginal flats and the subsequent
deposition of the pellets by later tides. The ironstones
may have precipitated close to the saltwater/freshwater
interface following Borchert (1960) and Stanton (1972),
which would fit a tidal flat setting. The conglomeratic
beds in the Roberts Range (CORNISH) include clasts of soft
weathering Precambrian schist probably derived from lcwork
ing of the Grant Formation. This suggests that some of the
Crossland Platform ~~s emergent in this area during depos...
ition of the Light jack Formation, a fact further supported
by the absence of the Light jack Formation in much of the
Platform. The underlying Noonkanbah Formation, however, is
present in the Crossland Platform. This therefore suggests
that the sea became confined mainly to the Gregory Sub-basin
and its adjacent Terraces during Light jack Formation time,
or that it also covered other areas and deposited a neglig
ible amount of sediment, or that other areas·were not sub...
siding, thus not allowing accumulation of sediment ..

Condren Sandstone

Distribution and Type Locality The Condren Sandstone is the
middle formation of the Liveringa Group; it was previously
termed the tmiddle member' in the lili tzroy Trough (Guppy et
al., 1958). The name is derived from Condren Pinnacles
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Fig. 15 Condren Sandstone. Relatively resistant beds
of quartzose sandstone define strike ridges
and Hasin7and-dome type folding in parts of
the Stansmore Range, STANSMORE. Between each
resistant bed is soft weathering kaolinitic
quartzo~e sandstone and kaolinitic siltstqne.
This example of cyclic sedimentation was
formed by meandering rivers. BMR Negative
GB/206



Fig. 16 The Condren Sandstone at Scrivener Hills,
CROSSLAND. The prominent bench above the base
of the outcrop is a ferruginous plant-bearing
fine-grained quartzose sandstone, which is
interbedded with kaolinitic siltstone and
thin-bedded sandstone units. The pinnacles
in the centre are capped by the Kirby Range
Member of the Hardman Formation.
BMR Negative GB/174
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Fig. 17 Cliff section of part of the Condren Sandstone
near BMR Mount Bannerman No. 2 in northwest
MOUNT BANNERMAN•. The section.is composed
mainly of thin-bedded fine-grained quartzose
sandstone with akaolinitic matrix. The top
half of this section is lithologically identical
to the bottom half but has been slightly
ferruginized and hardened by· surface weathering.
In contrast, the lower half of the section has
a crumbly texture. BMR Negative GB/202. (
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(Lat. 200 06 16, Long. 1270 8'E), 19 km west-northwest of Balgo
Mission, LUCAS and ,it was defined with member status by
Casey & Wells (1964). At this locality, however, the top 9
m of section is here mapped as Godfrey Beds (A16).

Outcrops of the Condren Sandstone occur in the
southwest corner of BILLILUNA around the ruins of Old Bill
iluna homestead; and in the breakaways' 3 km west of Micha
Bore, at Condren Pinnacles, and north of Thomas Peak in
LUCAS. The sandstone parts of the formation are relatively
resistant and form prominent strike ridges in the Stansmore
Range (Fig. 15) and low outcrops cap part of the Waterlander
Breakaway in southwest STANSMORE. Th~ Condren Sandstone
also crops out in the cliff faces of Millyit Range, in
Scrivener Hills (Fig. 16), and on the southern side of the
Kirkby Range, CROSSLAND; in tq..e:- Casey Range , at Mt, Erskine,
and in the mesas and buttes ,.around Christmas Creek in MOUNT
BANNERMAN (Fig. 17). In..CORNISH, the formation is well
exposed in low hills.,of/the Southesk Tablelands, particul
arly northwest and' 'southeast of Mt Elliot. Here and in
parts of the Stansmore Range, the Condren Sandstone is cut
by two intersecting joint sets. Preferential silicification
along the joint intersections and accompanying relatiye
resistance to weathering compared with the surrounding less
silicified rock has resulted in series of conical hills'\
after subaerial denudation. It also forms the lower unit
exposed around the Godfrey's Tank/CatspawHills area, and in
the southeast low ridges and mesas of the formation crop out
i~ the Roberts Range.

The only outcrops of Condren Sandstone in HELENA
have been photo-interpreted and are in the southeastern part
of Thornton Flat. TheCondren Sandstone is not present in
WEBB or DUMMER.

In the sUbsurface, the Condren Sandstone has been
intersected in BMR Mt BannermanNos ,1 and 2, BMR Cornish
No. 1, and BMR Crossland Nos 1 and 2 (Appendix B).

Lithology The Condren Sandstone consists of sandstone and
siltstone with minor quartz-granule and rare quartz-pebble
conglomerate.

Near the edge of the Canning Basin ,. in LUCAS and
STANSMORE, the formation consists of rhythmic alternations
of sandstone and siltstone (Fig. 15, A17, A18). Here the
buff to white sandstone is friable, fine to medium-grained,
in places coarse, "and thin to medium-bedded, moderately
sorted, with little clay or silt matrix. Detrital muscovite
is a common'constituent. High-angle sross-bedding with a
maximum dip of the foreset beds of 22 is common in the



Fig. 18 Assymmetrical interference ripple marks on
bedding surface of fine~grained quartzose
sandstone. Condren Sandstone, Stansmore
Range, STANSMORE. BMR Negative GB/179.



Fig. 19 Trace fossil preserved in fine-grained quartzose
sandstone, Condren Sandstone near BMR Mount
Bannerman No. 2 stratigraphic hole, northwest
MOUNT BANNERMAN.
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basal sand units grading to small-scale low-angle cross
bedding higher in each sandstone unit. The sandstone
becomes finer upwards, '''grading into ripple.-;marked (Fig. 18)
and ripplecross~laminatedfine~grained sapdstone and
parallel laminated siltstone. Thin conglomerate' beds
containing pebbles ox quartz and quartzite are scattered
throughout the formation. Intraformational claystone clasts
formed by the erosion of underlying siltstone units occur in
the basal parts of the sandstone units.

A lithologically similar sequence to that in
STANSMORE occurs in the Roberts Range (southeast CORNISH)
where the sandstone is fine to coarse-grained, cross-bedded,
poorly sorted, and the bedding is medium to thick.

Exposures of the Condren Sandstone in CROSSLAND,
CORNISH, and MOUNT BANNERMAN are of predominantly quartzose
sandstone, generally fine to very fine-grained and with a
clay or silt matrix (A19). It is light-coloured, well

t sorted, poorly cemented, anq friable. The sandstone is
thinly b~dded with low-angle cross-stratification; the
cross-stratification is generally planar but some trough
cross-stratification is present, particularly in CORNISH.
Thin beds of siltstone and shale are common. Current
directions measured in CORNISH from cross-bedding show a
bimodal distribution. Minor slump-structures are present in
places along the Southesk Tablelands.

A characteristic feature of the formation in
CROSSLAND, CORNISH and MOUNT BANNERMAN is the numerous well
developed ripple marks, groove casts load casts, and bio
turbated beds with trace fossils (Fig. 19).

In the SUbsurface, the Condren Sandstone consists
of white to grey micaceous siltstone, grey carbonaceous
shale interbedded with grey fine-grained micaceous well
sorted quartz sandstone. Thin beds of coal were recorded in
BMR Mt Bannerman No. 2 in northwest MOUNT BANNERMAN (B9).

Thickness The only complete section measured was 66 m thick
on the south side of Millyit Range) C~JSSLAND (AI0). All
other sections measured are incomplete. 130 m in the Stans-.
more Range (A17); 43 m at Mt Erskine, MOUNT BANNERMAN
(Casey & Wells, 1964); 85 m in BMR Crossland Nov 1; 80 m
in BMR Mt Bannerman No. 1; and 83 m in BMR Mt Bannerman
No. 2 (Appendix B). In the Kirkby Range area, CROSSLAND,
the Condren Sandstone becomes very thin and may lens out.
It is not present in NOONKANBAH Sheet area to the north
(Crowe & Towner, pers. comm.).

Rock-Relations The Condren Sandstone rests on the Light jack
Formation with apparent conformity. In MOUNT BANNERMAN and
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CROSSLAND the contact is gradational over a distance of
about 10 m and the boundary is placed immediately below the
first appearance of light-coloured quartzose sandstone,

The Condren Sandstone is unconformably overlain by
the Godfrey Beds in LUCAS, conformably overlain by the
Godfrey Beds in CORNISH, and conformably overlain by the
Hardman Formation in CROSSLAND. In part of MOUNT BANNERMAN
the Condren Sandstone is disconformably overlain by the
Lower Triassic Blina Shale and the Lower Triassic Millyit
Sandstone. In the northwest of the Sheet area, it is con
formably overlain by the Hardman Formation.

¥cssils an~ Time-Stratigraphic Position Plant remains and
wond fragments are abundant throughout the Condren Sandstone
and comprise a typically early Gondwana flora of Glossop
teris, Gangamopteris, and Vertebraria. of Permian age (White
and Yeates, in prep.). Trace fossils and burrowing is well
developed in the unit in MOUNT BANNERMAN and CROSSLAND.

The underlying Light jack Formation is dated as
Early Permian (Artinskianto Kungurian) in age and the over
lying Hardman Formation is Late Permian (Tatarian) (Thomas &
Dickins, 1954). Therefore, on stratigraphic position, a
Late Permian age is ascribed to the Condren Sandstone
(possibly Kazanian).

Environment of Deposition In some p""Mces in LUCAS and
STANSMORE, the cyclic grading upwards of the sediments from
coarse sandstone to fine sandstone and siltstone, together
with corresponding change in the size and nature of the
cross-stratification and bedding thickness in each cycle
ind,icates that sedimentation occurred under a meandering
river regime. In STANSMORE, the cyclic sequence is overlain
by laminated fine quartzose sandstone with wave ripples,
representing possibly a return to marginal marine or
lagoon&l conditions.

In the Southesk Tablelands, CORNISH, the laterally
continuou~~ thin-bedded nature of the unit together with
abundant wave-formed ripple marks, trace fossils, and a bi
modal current direction strongly suggests a shallow-water,
probably marine, environment •. However, outcrops in the
Roberts Range in southeast CORNISH lack these features, and
have variable' grainsize ~nd exhibit high-angle c~oss

bedding. Here, the Condren Sandstone is fluvial~

In other places in CROSSLAJID and MOUNT BANNERMAN,
the predominance of fine grainsize, thin bedding, and low
angle cross-bedding and the abundant carbonaceous and plant
material suggests that the Condren Sandstone was deposited
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under low-energy conditions. Plant remains, thin coal
seams, sedimentary structures, and the absence of any spin
ose acritarchs attest to a low-energy fluvial or deltaic
environment for the Condren Sandstone in these areas. The
coal may indicate swampy conditions.

Hardman Formation

GuPPY et al. (1958) defined the Hardman Member
(now Formation) of the Liveringa Formation (now G:J:'oup) as a
sequence consisting of '. . • dominantly thin~bedded, fri
able fine to medium-grained mic~.ceous sil ty-sandstone,
commonly ripple-marked and interbedded with massive current
bedded, medium to coarse-grained, well-sorted quartzose
sandstone. A rich assemblage of marine fossils is found at
the base of the type section within red-brown and o~ive

brown micaceous sandstone, very similar in lithology to the
Light jack Member'; it was thought to conformably overlie
the 'middle member' near Mt Hardman (NOONKANBAH). The
Hardman Formation is confined to outcrops in CROSSLAND and
northwest MOUNT BANNERMAN. It may be a lateral equivalent
of the Godfrey Beds on LUCAS and CORNISH.

Fieldwork in 1973 showed that the formation con
tainB at least three distinct mappable members in CROSSLAND:
the Kirkby Range Member at the base, the Hicks Range Sand
stone Member in the middle, and the Cherrabun Member at the
top (Yeates et al., in press). In northwest MOUNT BANNER
MAN, around Boundary Hill, the Hardman Formation cannot be
subdivided into constituent members. The rocks exposed are
bioturbated, mottled white, red-brown, and dark grey
medium-grained micaceous flaggy sandstone and siltstone,
extensively ferruginized by weathering.

In CROSSLAND, the Kirkby Range Member is the most
widespread member; the Hicks Range Sandstone Member is con
fined to a narrow belt trending southeast across the north
ern part of the Sheet area and the Cherrabun Member crops
out in the axial region of the Millyit Syncline.

The type section for the Hardman Formation wa~

described by Gugpy et al. (1~58) at Mt Hardman (Lat. 18
19'5, Long. 124 49'E, NOONKANBAH) when given member status.
The individual members of the formation have now been assig
ned their own type sections though the section at Mount
Hardman remains the type section for the Formation (Yeates
et al., in press) in accordance with the Australian Code of
Stratigraphic Nomenclature (1973, p. 110) •. The exposed
thickness of the Hardman Formation at Mt Hardman is 36 m and
there is about 100 m in the Millyit Range area.

I'
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Kirkby Range Member

Distribution and Type Locality The nwme Kirkby Range Member
is derived from the Kirkby Range, an arcu~te ridge 40 km
southwest of Cherrabun homestead (Lat. 1907'S, Long. 1250

13'E, CROSSLAND).

Outcrops are present in Kirkby Range (Fig. 50) and
Millyit Range in CROSSLAND. In the sUbsurface, the Kirkby
Range Member was intersected in BMR Crossland No. 1.

The type section for the member is in the north
side of Millyit Range j wesS of Spring Creek, CROSSLAND at
Lat. 190 09'39"S, Long. 125 34'24"E.

Lithology The Kirkby Range Member consists of interbedded
argillaceous siltstone with minor shale and calcareous
sandstone.

The lowermost part of the type section consists of
varicoloured but mainly grey micaceous shale, strongly
ferruginized by surface weathering. Outcrop is poor.

Argillaceous sandstone is the most abundant rock
type. It is white to pale brown, fine-grained, very micac
eous, poorly sorted, and contains much silt and clay. It is
commonly laminated to thinly bedded, with cross~bedding in
the lower par8s of tge sequence. Here, dips on foresets
range from 10 to 15. The sandstone weathers to dark brown
and is massive, forming cliff faces in the Millyit Range and
benches in the Kirkby Range.

Siltstone is a subordinate constituent and is
white, brown, or grey. It is laminated, though laminations
are poorly defined in highly weathered outcrops.

Cross-bedding and ripple cross-laminations are
common and small slump structures and ripple marks are
present.

A very fossiliferous calcareous silty sandstone
forms a distinctive marker bed in the middle of the member.
The sandstone has been ferruginizedas a result of weather
ing and the calcareous material has been partly or complet
ely replaced by iron compounds. The fossils are weathered
out as both ferruginous casts and as whole specimens.
Immediately above this fossiliferous bed is a silty sand
stone unit up to 10 m thick (e.g. in northwest Millyit
Range). The sandstone is mottled and extensively biotur
bated; the worm tubes are strongly ferruginized in places.
Bedding has been mainly destroyed.
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In the subsurface in BMR Crossland No. 1 the unit
consists of dark carbonaceous shale overlying laminated
silty sandstone and calcareous siltstone.

Petrography The principal constituents present in the
argillaceous sandstone are quartz (40%), argillaceous
material (45%), muscovite (10%), feldspar (2%.), and iron
oxides.

Most of the quartz grains are angular, less than
0.1 mm across, and have non-undulatory extinction; compos
ite grains are rare. Thin layers of brown iron oxide have
developed around some grains possibly as the result of
weathering. The feldspar grains are mostly microcline, a
few are plagioclase; some are partly kaolinized and ser
icitized. Flakes of muscovite are abundant and most are
oriented parallel to the bedding but many lie in random
directions. Much of the mica has been altered to clay.
Argillaceous material, very fine quartz grains, and iron
oxide form the matrix.

The constituents of the worm tubes within the
argillaceous sandstone consist dominantly of quartz and
minor feldspar and muscovite. The grainsize is slightly
larger than the host sediment's grains. Argillaceous mater
ial within the tUbes is much less abundant, and the pore
spaces in the tUbes accounts for 15% of the rock. The
margins of the tubes are stained black by opaque oxides.

Thickness

In the Millyit Range, at the type section, the
member is at least 50 m thick (A20), anrt on the south side
of the Range at least 22 m thick. Both sections are incom
plete. In the Kirkby Range, a section measured by WAPET
geologists in 1956 comprised about 75 m of sediments now
identified as Kirkby Range Member. In BMRCrossland No. 1,
70 m of Kirkby Range Member was intersected.

Rock-Relations The contact of the Kirkby Range Member with
the Condren Sandstone is gradational, and the boundary
between the two units is difficult to pick. Both units are
essentially sandstone, but the Condren Sandstone is light
coloured, plant-bearing, consistently more friable, and dom
inantly quartzose while the Kirkby Range Member is darker
and harder with a clayey matriX, and lacks plant fossils.
In Kirkby Range, the Condren Sandstone possibly lenses out
so that the Kirkby Range Member may also lie on the Light
jack Formation, disconformably.
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The contact with the overlying Hicks Range Sand
stone Member was not observed in the field, but from aerial
photographs the units appear conformable; in places the
contact is faulted (e.g. the Millyit Range).

Fossils and Age Abundant marine fossils are present in the
Kirkby Range Member in all the outcrops visited in CROSSLAND.
The fossils include brachiopods and pelecypods and are of
Late Fermian (Tatarian) age (J.M. Dickins, pers. comm.).

The well preserved micl'ofloral assemblage collect
ed from the cores 1, 2, and 3 from BMR Crassland No. 1 give
a Late Permian age (R. Paten pers. comm. Appendix B).

Environment of Deposition The abundance of interbedded and
interlaminated fine silty sandstone and siltstone, the
small-scale cross-stratification, the marine fossils, bio
turbated beds, and wave ripple marks indicate that the Kirk
by Range Member was deposited in a low-energy shallow-marine
environment. The carbonaceous shale and laminated, carbon
aceous, and calcareous siltstone in the well section sugg
ests a marginal marine (lagoonal) environment of deposition.

Hicks Range Sandstone Member

Distribution and Type Locality The Hicks Range Sandstone
Member, the middle member of the Hardman Formation, consists
predominantly of medium-grained quartzose sandstone which
crops out in a narrow belt stretching from the Hicks Range
in the east to the Barbwire Range in the west, in northern
CROSSLAND. It has a characteristic joint pattern easily
recognized on aerial photographs. The name is taken from
the Hicks Range6 a low series of mesas around Lat. 190 14'
06"S, Long. 125 54'12"E. The type section is a scaSP
located in the centre of the Hicks Range at Lat. 19 13'48"S,
Lung. 1250 53'42"E.

Lithology The Hicks Range Sandstone Member is composed
predominantly of friable to medium-hard, very micaceous
quartzose sandstone. The sandstone is light-coloured,
mainly medium-grained, thin to massively bedded, prominently
cross-bedded, and well sorted. Minor thin, coarse-grained
and fine-grained beds of sandstone are present throughout.
Thin beds of granule conglomerate occur in the lower part of
the sequence. The granules are generally well rounded.

o The dip of foreset beds in cross-strata varies
from 15 near the base to 260 near the top of the sequence.
Individual cross-sets are up to 1 m thick.
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Petrography The sandstone consists of quartz (70-80%),
feldspar (2-3%), muscovite (2%), argillaceous material
(2-10%), and minor apatite, zircon, and iron oXide. The
rock is generally medium-grained and· most grains are sub
angular.

Most of the quartz has non-undulatory extinction;
a few grains are composite. Inclusions and cracks in the
quartz grains are abundant.

The feldspar grains appear to be ortho~lase or
microcline, and rare plagioclase. They have been partly
kaolinized by surface weathering. The argillaceous material
forming the matrix is composed of fine aggregates of quartz,
iron oXides, and clay minerals. The muscovite flakes are
randomly orientated.

Thickness The thickness varies from 14.8 m at Spring Creek
in the Millyit Range (A22) to 27.9 m at the type section in
Hicks Range (A21). About 10 m is exposed in the Kirkby
Range.

Rock Stratigraphic Position In the Millyit Syncline, the
Hicks Range Sandstone Member appears to rest conformably on
the Kirkby Range Member and is everywhere·· conformably over
lain by the Cherrabun Member of the Hardman Formation.

Time Stratigraphic Position No fossils have been found in
this member. The fauna in the underlying Kirkby Range
Member and the overlying Cherrabun Member indicates that
this member is Late Permian, possibly lowermost Tatarian.

Environment of Deposition The absence of marine fossils,
the medium grainsize, and the high-angle cross-bedding
indicate a fluvial environment. Increase in dips of cross
strata towards the top shows increasingly stronger currents.
The orientation of the cross-strata measured in a reference
section suggests that current direction was from the north
west.

Cherrabun Member

Distribution and Type Localitr The Cherrabun Member is
exposed in the Millyit, Jones, and Hicks Ranges, CROSSLAND.
The name is derived from Cherrabun homestead (Long. 1250

31'24"E, Lat, 180 54'42"8), NOONKANBAH. The type locality is
at the head of a tributary of Spring Creek at Lat. 190 11'
OO"S, Long. 1250 33'06"E, CROSSLAND.

Lithology The Cherrabun Member consists of brown. fine
grained micaceous argillaceous fossiliferous sandstone
interbedded with micaceous laminated siltstoue and shale
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ferruginized by weathering. The sandstone is poorly sorted,
thin to medium~bedded, cross-bedded, and friable. It is
calcareous in part, especially towards the base. A few thin
pebble conglomerate beds and lenses occur towards the top of
the sequence as well ~s numerous beds containing intraforma
tional clay pellets. Organic tracks and burrows are present in
the lower section of the member in the Hicks Range area.

PetrOgraPh~ The minerals present in the sandstone include
quartz (45~), skeletal calcite fragments (35%), argi1laceous
matrix (5%), feldspar (2%), mica (2%), black iron oXides,
zircon, and glauconite. Pore spaces account for 8%.

The grainsize of the quartz varies, averaging
about 0.25 mm and the grains are subangular, non-undulatory
with a ~ew inclusions. The". feldspar comprises ?orthoc1ase
and r~re plagioclase; it has been partly kaolinized by
weathering. The iron minerals are dark red and black
possibly earthy hematite and goethite. The mica flakes have
no preferred orientation.

The skeletal fragments consist of abraded brachio
pod and pelecypod shells. The fragments have thin oolite
like coatings replaced by 1imonite. They also are partly
replaced internally along cracks by iron minerals, a feature
probably due to extensive deep weathering.

The matrix is yellow-brown, argi11aceous, and
small grains of glauconite fill some spaces between the
grains.

Thickness In the type section in Mi11yit Range, the member
is at least 22 m thick (A23) and to the southeast in the
Hicks Range at least 24 m (A24).

Rock Stratigraphic Position A very slight angular uncon
formity separates the Cherrabun Member from the_overlying
Millyit Sandstone in the Millyit Range. In most areas, the
contact of the Cherrabun Member with the underlying Permian
sediments is apparently conformable as at Hicks Range where
it rests conformably on the Hicks Range Sandstone.

Fossils and Time Stratigraphic Posi tio:-; A very rich marine
fauna occurs in the Cherrabun Member in CROSSLAND. In sone
outcrops, the original shell material is preserved, includ
ing the delicate spines of brachiopods. The fauna from this
sequence indicates a Late Permian age, Tatarian (Thomas,
1954). A sample from near the top of the Cherrabun Member
examined palynologically confirmed a Late Permian age
(P. Price and R. Paten, pers. comm.).
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Fig. 20 Godfrey Beds at Twin Heads,CORNISH. The
prominent bench near the base of the hill marks
the top of the Condren Sandstone. Above this, the
Godfrey Beds are composed of fine-grained, well
sorted, laminated quartzose sandstone with a few
thin beds of siltstone. The prominent bluffs at
the top of the section are of the ~ame lithology
but have been hardened by slight silicification and
ferruginization which has accompanied surface
weathering. BMR Negative GB/205.
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Environment of Deposition The abundant shell fossils', ,the
fine-grained sandstone, and siltstoneunits with very low
angle cross-bedding ip.dicate that the Cherrabun Memberls
marine. The rich fossil beds in which the delicate spines
are still preserved suggests deposition at intervals under
low-energy conditions. However, other beds containing a
large proportion of skeletal fragments indicate an environ....
ment where wave and current agitation, was prevalent, possib
lyon tidal flats. The presence of glauconite accords with
a marine environment.

Godfrey Beds

The Godfrey Beds is a sequence of tine~grained

quartzose sandstone containing the trace fossil Rhizocora
Ilium. The Beds are equivalent in stratigraphic position to
the Hardman Formation of the Liveringa Group.

Distribution and Type locality The Godfrey Beds (Elliott,
Casey, & Well@, 1958) wer~,named from Godfreys Tank, a rock
hole ~Lat. 20 12'8, LoIig.1260 33'E, CORNISH) in which they
crop out as prominent br'eakaways, ranges, and isolated
peaks (Fig. 20).

In northwestern LUCA8, the Godfrey Beds crop out
as low rises, mainly west of Micha Bore and in places :;in the
Stretch Range farther south. Other areas where the Beds '
were previously photo-interpreted by earlier workers (Casey,
& Wells, 1964) are now assigned to the Condren Sandstone e.g.
at Mt Cornish and Mt Ernest (CORNISH).

",

Lithology Outcrops of the Godfrey Bedsconsi~t predominant-
ly of fine-grain.ed quartzosesandstone, and minor shale,
siltstone, and conglomerate.

The basal part of the Beds consists of a medium to
coarse-grained quartz sandstone. It is white to pale brown, '
poorly sorted; ,the grains vary from angular to rounded~ In
places, a granule to pebble conglomerate occtirs.

The basal sequence is succeeded by laminated to
thinly bedded sandstone and siltstonewith small-scale
cro~s~strat~ficationand bi-directional ripple marks.
Intraformational clay pellets and thin pebble lenses occur
in places. The :brown to grey sandstone is fine-grained,
argillaceous, and'friable,qol1sist1ng essentially of quartz
grains in clay matrix. It is:'slightly micaceous. Numerous
Rhiz<?corallium burrows are widespi~ead in, this section' (Figs
21, 22).



Fig. 21 Rhizocorallium burrow in fine-grained quartzose
sandstone of Godfrey Beds, soutq~ast of Well 49,
CORNISH. GSWA Negative.



Fig. 22 Rhizocorallium burrow in sandstone of the Godfrey
Beds near Bababaru Rockhole, LUCAS BMR Negative
GB/1166.
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At the top of the breakaway at Crown Head, the
sandstone contains intraformational clay pellets and is
cross-bedded. Current directions ~easured ~n the Godfreys
Tank area give two directions, 310 and 155 .

Thickness Owing to erosion, the Godfrey Beds are nowhere
fully exposed. 85 m of sediments is exposed in a breakaway
due south of Crown Head (A25); at least 61 m nearby (A26).
In sections measured by Casey & Wells (1964), the sequence
at Breadens Pool is 45 m; at Crown Head, 90 m.

Rock Stratigraphic Position Near Godfreys Tank and in
LUCAS, a slight disconformity may exist between the Godfrey
Beds and the underlying Condren Sandstone. The contact of
the Godfrey Beds with overlying Millyit Sandstone is discon~

formable in LUCAS (A27) but appears from regional relations
to be conformable elsewhere.

Fossil-Age Relations The burrow Rhizocorallium (Figs 21,
22) is widespread in the upper part of the Godfrey Beds. It
was originally considered to indicate a Cretaceous age, but
the, current mapping (1973) showed that it was present in
most of the Permian units. Earlier workers also collected a.
pelecypod from the Catspaw Hills, CORNISH which was tenta
tively identified as ? Etea sp. thought also to be Cretac
eous. However, on the basis of the field mapping the God
frey Beds are now thought to be Late Permian. They contain
the Permo-Triassic plant identified as Lycopodiopsis
pedroanus (White and Yeates, in prep.). No pelecypods were
found at this locality in 1973.

Environment of Deposition The unit was probably laid down
in a shallow water, perhaps tidal-flat environment as
suggested by the lithology, intraformational clasts, and
bi-directional currents. The presence of'Rhizocorallium,
other trace fossils, and wood fragments accords with a
shallow-water marine environment.

Triassic

Triassic rocks are more widespread in the north
east Canning Basin than previously thought. Four units are
recognized and their total maximum thickness may/reach
500 ffi.

Veevers & Wells (1961) described three Triassic
units in the Canning Basin; the Erskine Sandstone, the
Blina Shale, and the Culvida Sandstone, though Casey & Wells
(1964) only recognized the latter two units in the north
eastern part of the basin.
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At Erskine Range (170 51'S, 1240 21'E, DERBY) in the
Fitzroy Trough, the Blina Shale is conformably overlain by
the Erskine Sandstone. The relations of the Culvida Sand
stone to the Blina Shale had, however, been in doubt in the
northeast Canning Basin. Veevers & Wells (1961, p. 112)
show the Blina Shale overlying the Culvida Sandstone though
Casey & Wells (1964, p. 28) stated that the reverse is the
case and consequently confusion had arisen about the rela
tions of the units (Balme, 1969).

BMR Cornish No. 2 stratigraphic borehole was sited
in the Minnie Range in an effort to resolve this problem.
Study of the age-diagnostic microflora from the units
intersected showed the Culvida Sandstone to be younger than
the Blina Shale. Plant fossils further indicate that the
Culvida Sandstone is younger than the Erskine Sandstone,
which overlies the Blina Shale (White and Yeates, in prep.).
The present mapping has shown that the sandstone unit
beneath th~ Blina Shale at Chilpada·Chara (CORNISH) and
elsewhere ea.~~ be lithologically correlated with the Millyit
Sandstone of Early Triassic age. Previous workers (Elli6tt,
in MeWhae et al., 1958; andVeevers & Wells, 1961)
considered the Millyit Sandstone to be Jurassic. It is'
however of very similar lithology to the Culvida Sandstone.

Millyit Sandstone

The Millyit Sandstone is mainly a cross~bedded

sandstone unit which crops out in CROSSLAND, MOUNT BANNER
MAN, CORNISH, and LUCAS. It was laid down in a fluvial
environment.

Distribution and Type Locality The name Millyit Sandstone
was proposed by Elliott (in McWhae et al., 1958) who dgsig
nated the type section at the head of Spring Creek (19 12'
OO"S, 1250 33'30"E), CROSSLAND.

In CROSSLAND the unit crops out only in the Milly
it Range but is exposed over larger parts of MOUNT BANNERMAN
and CORNISH between Lake Jones and the Minnie Range. It is
also present in Stretch Range and in northwest LUCAS. The
type section (A28) only includes the lower part of the
sequence so a reference section (A29) sovering the upper
part is proposed at Chi.lpada Chara (20 07' 30"S, 126°53'
55"E), CORNISH.

Lithology The Millyit Sandstone in the Minnie Range (A29)
consists of medium and fine-grained sandstone with minor
clay matrix. It is commonly poorly or thinly bedded and is
characteristically cross-bedded with scour-and-fill struc
tures containing intraformational clay-pellet conglomerates.



Fig. 23 Cr9ss-bedded, medium and coarse-grained quartzose
sandstone overlying thin-bedded units of intra
formational claystone conglomerate and clayey
sandstone which have small-scale cross-bedding.
Millyit Sandstone 60 km east of Bishops Dell,
LUCAS. BMR Negative GB/178.
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'In some places there are quartz pebble conglomerates which
become more common towards the base of the unit. In LUCAS
the unit is generally coarser than in CORNISH and shows a
cyclic sedimentation pattern with fining-upwards sequences
of cross-bedded quart7t and quartzite-pebble conglomerate
which passes into coarse and medium-grained cross-bedded
sandstone and then into fine-grained sandstone and silt
stone. Each cyclic sequence is about 5 m thick. The most
common csoss-bedding is the trough type, with foreset dips
up to 25 (Fig. 23). Burrows are present locally in
central-west LUCAS.

In BMR Lucas No. 13 (Bll) the unit becomes finer
towards the top. The upper part of the section in the bore
is correlated with the sequence in the Minnie Range, whereas
the lower part is c8rrelated with exposures identified
around 200 17'S, 127 40'E and with exposures in southeastern
MOUNT BANNERM~~J eastern CORNISH, and in the Millyit Range,
CROSSLAND.

Thickness In BMR Lucas No. 13 the Millyit Sandstone is 90 m
thick in-the only complete section encountered.

Rock Stratigraphic Position The correlation of the Millyit
Sandstone in CROSSLAND with exposures on the other Sheet
areas is made on the basis of similar plant fossils and
lithology and the same stratigraphic position,

In CROSSLAND the MillyitoSandstone rests with a
slight angular unconformity of 1-2 on the Cherrabun Member
of the Hardman Formation. In Cornish the unit overlies the
Godfrey Beds though the contact W"'wS not seen. To the east,
in LUCAS, the unit rests confor:aably or disconformably on
the Godfrey Beds whereas in southeastern MOUNT BANNEEMAN it
overlaps the Godfrey Beds and rests disconformably on the
Condren Sandstone. In western MOUNT BANNERMAN and in
CORNISH the Blina Shale disconformably overlies the Millyit
Sandstone.

Fossils and Time-Stratigraphic Position Plant fossils from
two localities in CROSSLAND indicate a Permian or Early
Triassic age for the Millyit Sandstone (White and Yeates, in
prep.) though earlier workers (Veevers & Wells, 1961) had
considered the unit Jurassic in age based on lithology.

At 200 16'30"S, 1270 39'OO"E plant fossils include
Vertebraria and fragments of equisetalean stems. In the
Minnie Range species found during the previous mapping were
Equisetites woodsi, Dicroidium odontopteroides, Yabiella,
and Equisetites sp. (~hite, i~ Veevers & Wells, 1961).
During this study further collections were made and White



Fig. 24 Outcrop of Blina ,Shale adjacent toa small
claypan south of Lake Betty, MOUNT BANNERMAN
showing thinly bedded and laminated sedimen
tary rocks. GSWA Negative.
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and Yeates have assigned a Permian-Triassic age to the unit.
Palynology from BMR LucasNo. 13 indicates an Early Triassic
age (Appendix C).

~nvironment of depo'sition The presence of trough...type
cross-bedding throughout the Millyit Sandstone is indicative
of a fluvial environment of deposition. The pebble conglom~

erates near the base of the unit represent high-energy
conditions whereas the thin lwminae of claystone in the
upper part show low-energy conditions. The cyclical fining-

. upwards sequences near the base of the unit in LUCAS are
interpreted as point bar deposits of meandering-rivers.

Blina Shale

The Lower Triassic Blina Shale (Brunnschweiler,
1954) comprises shale, siltstone, and fine-grained sandstone
laid down under paralic conditions.

Geographic Distribution and Type Locality The Blina Shale
crops out in a'belt between Lake Jones in the northwest
(MOUNT BANNERMAN) to Stretch Range in the southeast (LUCAS).
It is exposed over large areas in MOUNT BANNERMAN, particu
larly the Lake Betty area (Fig. 24) the Bishops Range,
CORNISH and Bababaru Rockhole area in LUCAS. Casey & Wells
(1964) photo-interpreted many of these exposures as Permian.
Similarly, around Pt Alphonse (LUC4S) they mapped the area
as mainly Permian, whereas it has not been demonstrated. that
the rocks in this area are Triassic.

In the subsurface, the Blina Shale is thought to
have covered a larger area than Veevers & Wells (1961, p.
108) showed and it may have extended throughout the Fitzroy
Trough and the Gregory Sub-basin.

Playford et ~l. (in press6 suggest that the type
section be taken at 17 51'25"S, 124 21'40 rrE in the Erskine
Range (DERBY). Typical exposures in the northeast Canning
Basin occur in breakaways south of Lake Betty (MOUNT BANNER
MAN), the lowermost part of the section at Pt Alphonse
(LUCAS)fr and numerous sections in the Bishops Range
(CORNISH) •

Lithology The Blina Shale is a micaceous, medium-bedded to
laminatect sequence of fissile shale, siltstone, and thi.n
units of fine-grained sandstone (A30). The whole sequence
becomes sandy towards the top. The bedding is mainly con
tinuous but pinch-and-swell structures are common. Slump
and flowage structures are present in places, and there is
some planar low-angle small-scale cross-bedding in the
sandstone beds.



Fig. 25 Ferruginized sand-fillings of mudcracks (dark
coloured) in laminated kaolinitic siltstone
of the Blina Shale, near Lake McLernon, MOUNT
BANNERMAN. BMR Negative F 5948.
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Fig. 26 Ferruginized sand moulds of ferruginized
vertical burrows on lower surface of a sand
stone bed from which the underlying shale
has been removed by erosion. Blina Shale,
Bishop Range, CORNISH. BMR Negative 5951/B.
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Fig. 27 Ferruginized U-shaped burrows from which the
surrounding soft-weathering shale has been
removed. Blina Shale, Ld.kb :D0:nan, MOUNT
BANNERMAN. BMR Negative M/191~.
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Ripple marks occur widely, and at three localities
(Lake Jones, Minnie Range, and Pt Alphonse) were measured
and the ripple mark indices of Tanner (1967) were used to
identify them. All three sets of ripple marks were identi
fied as being wave types. Other sedimentary structures
include mudcracks (Fig. 25) mud curls, and rain prints.
Intraformational claystone c1a~ts are also present.

The most characteristic feature of the Blina Shale
are the widespread burrows. The most common types consist
of closely spaced vertical burrows (Fig. 26), U-shaped
(Diplocraterian-type) burrows (Fig. 27), and other less
definitive structures. Richly fossiliferous beds of con
chostrachans are present in silty sandstone beds often
assocj.ated with burrowed units. Other fossils found in the
Blina Shale include plants, vertebrate bones, trace fossils,
and poorly preserved indeterminate shells from near the top
of the unit in MOUNT BANNERMAN. The bones occur in an
intraformational conglomerate with goethite concretions. A
chemical analysis of this rock is given in Table 9.

Near Lady Edith Lagoon (CORNISH) some calcareous
sandstone beds are present, though normally surface expo
sures are non··cal careous .

The colour of the rocks is due to weathering and
varies from brown to red, purple, and yellow. In the sub
surface the unit is mainly dark grey, black, and carbon
aceous. The Blina Shale has been particularly susceptible
to deep weathering and subaerial denudation so that it crops
out poorly except where it is preserved beneath resistant
laterite caps (e.g. south of Lake Betty, MOUNT BANNERMAN).
Its photo-pattern is distinctive but is one that is easily
confused with the terrain patterns of the Permian Noonkanbah
Formation.

Thickness In the Stretch Range (at 200 56'00"S, 1270 42'00"E)
129 m of Blina Shale was measured, but at Pt Alphonse
(LUCAS) the unit is about 90 ID thick. The sequence from
there thickens towards the northwest, and also to the south
of Lake Betty (MOUNT BANNERMAN) where photo-interpretation
suggests it may be as thick as 200 m.

Rock-Stratigraphic Position At Chilpada Chara, CORNISH and
in LUCAS the Blina Shale rests disconformably on the Millyit
Sandstone (A29). The boundary is a sharp lithologic change.
In the Mt Erskine area, MOUNT BANNER~!AN, the Blina Shale
overlaps the Millyit Sandstone and rests disconformably on
the Condren Sandstone.
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The Blina Shale is conformably overlain by the
Erskine Sandstone in most areas. This contact is well
exposed at Pt Alphonse (~UCAS) and to theSQuth ot Lake
Betty (MOUNT BANNERMAN). At Pt Alphonse the boundary is
mos~ly conformable though, in places, it is marked by a
thin quartz-pebble conglomerate suggesting slight erosional
break. In MOUNT BANNERMAN the boundary is sharp and locally
disconformable.

Brunnschweiler (1954, p. 43) believed that: 'The
folding in the Fitzroy Trough •••.....•... took place to
wards the end of the Permian'and during early Triassic time.
The angular unconformity between Liveringa Group (folded)
and Blina Shale (unfolded), .•..•.•••.•• proves that the
surface of the Fitzroy Sub-basin has emerged from the sea
during the tectonic activity'.

In the Gregory SUb-basin, no evidence has been
found to suggest there is an angular unconformity between
Permian and Triassic rocks. In many places the Blina Shale
,is folded (around Lake Betty, Minnie Range, Bishop Range,
etc.) and where it crops out adjacent to the Permian rocks
the. trends of both are parallel. Therefore there does not
appear to have been a major period of folding between depos
itionof the Permian and the Blina Shale in the northeastern
Canning Basin. The Gregory Sub-basin is,separated from the
Fitzro' -"rough ''j)y the Jones Rise, which may have been emer-
gent ~ the Early Triassic marine transgression into ths
Gregoi., I·-basin. The Rise, an area of elevated basement,
may hav,. l)sorbedthe early Triassic movement referred to by
Brunnschweiler (1954) thus accounting for apparent conformM
ity between the Permian and Triassic in the northeast
Canning Basin.

Fossils and Time-Stratigraphic Position Vertebrate bones, a
conchostrachan, and abundant plant remains are present in
the Blina Shale. The microflora indicates a Scythian to
Anisian age (R. Paten, pers. comm.).

Environment of Deposition The fine-grained nature of the
unit shows that it was laid down under low-energy condi
tions, and the presence of wave ripple marks implies depos- .
ition in fairly extensive shallow bodies of water.

Various lines of evidence suggest a brackish-water
mudflat environment of deposition,With both continental and
marine influence, though no clear distinctions can be·made
between the marine and contin~ntal phases. For instance
reptilian bones, mudcracks, and plant fossils are indicative
of continental influence; the conchostrachan Isaura may be



Fig. 28 Erskine
LUCAS.

Sandstone exposed at
QSWA Negative.

Point Alphonse,
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indicative of brackish-water lagoonal conditions (J.M.
Dickins, pers. comm.), and spinose acritarchs identified in
BMR Lucas No. 13 (R. Paten, pers. conun.) are thought to be
indicative of marine conditions. The plant ~ Lycopodiopsis".
pedroanus is known to have ,grown in swampy environments '
(White and Yeates, in prep.).

-Th's "topography "of "the time must have been extrem
ely low, and the sediment supply relatively uniform during
deposition. These conditions existed over a large area for
a prolonged period. Correlatives" of the Blina Shale in
other Western Australian Basins are also very similar, ,so
that this environment (i.e. extensive brackish-water mud
flat) was not confined only to the Canning Basin.

Erskine Sandstone

The Erskine Sandstone is a thin....bedded, cross
bedcJqd, plant-bearing sandstone and siltstone unit which
overlicq the Blina Shale. It was previously,photo-inter
pr~~ed b: Casey & Wells (1964) as Condren Sandstone and
Blina Shale.

Geographic Distribution and Type Locality The type section
is in the Erskine Range (DERBY) at 170 50'S, 1240 22'E (McWhae
et al., 1958, p. 83). It was first named by Brunnschweiler
(1954). The section at Point Alphonse (LUCAS) from 2 m
abov(~ the base to the top of the hill is a good reference
section (Fig. 67).

The Erskine Sandstone is confined to the southern
edge of the Betty Terrace and to the axial region of the
Gregory Sub-basin in MOUNT BANNERMAN, CORNISH, and LUCAS.
It is well exposed in the Point Alphonse area (Fig. 28).

Lithologl, At Point Alphonse(LUCAS) and.atBishops Range
(CORNISH) the Erskine Sandstone consists mainly of 'cross
bedded and parallel-bedded medium and fine-grained sand....
stone; minor siltstone beds become increasingly common
higher in the sequence. The cross-bedding, which is very
well developed at Point Alphonse is moderate to high-angled
(up to 180

) and of trough-type; cut-and-fill structur'es
with a fill of intraformational clay pellets are cqmmon.
Some clay pellet clasts are slightly curled, suggesting
their origin by dessication of mud and SUbsequent fragmen
tation~ Fore....set dip direct~ons at Point Alphonse suggest
that the currents flowed northwestwards in this area. In
the Bishops Range (CORNISH) and in MOUNT BANNERMAN,
parallel-bedded (thin-bedded to laminated) units are more
pre';Talent than cross....bedded units, which are of smaller
scale than those at Point Alphonse.
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A characteristic feature of the Erskine Sandstone
is a high percentage of silt and clay matrix in the sand
stone units. Only a few sandstone beds, mainly near the
base of the unit in MOUNT BANNERMAN, contain silica cements.
Thin lenses of quartz pebble conglomerate are also present
in these areas, especially near Lake Betty (MOUNT BANNERMAN)
at the contact with the underlying BlinacShale. In this
region, outcrops have been locally altered to both ferri
crete and silcrete.

Plant fossils, trace fossils, and flute casts are
locally present in the Erskine Sandstona.

Thickness In most parts of the area the top of,the forma
tion is eroded. The thickest measured section is 40 m at
Point Alphonse (LUCAS) (A31). Other measured sections are
illustrated in Aff2 and A33.

Rock Stratigraphic Position The Erskine Sandstone lies both
conformably and locally disconformably on the Blina Shale.
The upper boundary is usually eroded and covered b~ Caino
zoic units. Near Culvida Soak, it is conformably overlain
by the Culvida Sandstone.

Fossils and Time Stratigraphic Position A flora of equise
taleans and lycopods (White and Yeates, in prep.) was
recovered from the Erskine "Sandstone. A· few trace fossils
and burrows are also present. The plants are much the same
as those in the Blina Shale, but they differ from those in
the late Early to early Middle Triassic, and younger Culvida
Sandstone (White and Yeates, in prep.). The Erskine
Sandstone is Early Triassic (White and Yeates, in prep.).

Environment of Deposition The absence of marine fossils and
the presence of a fossil flora is consistent with non-marine'
deposition. The high-angle trough type cross-bedding at
Point Alphonse (LUCAS) and lithology suggest a fluvial
environment. The fine grainsize and thin bedding of sand
stones, their silty to clay matrix, and abundance of'inter
bedded siltstone suggest fairly low-energy conditions. The
plant Lycopodiopsis pedroanus requires an abundance of water
and is thought to have colonized swampy environments (White
and Yeates, in prep.). '

After Blina Shale deposition on an extensive mud
flat, the Erskine Sandstone probably represents progradation
of sand and silt of alluvial deposits 'across the flat.
Culvida Sandstone

The Culvida Sandstone, the youngest knownrTriassic
unit in the area, is mainly sandstone with beds of plant
bearing siltstone and a sequence containing redbeds at the
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base. This unit was named byCasey & Wells (Wells, 1962;
Casey & Well~, 1964) who also included the Millyit Sandstone
Ca lithologically similar sandstone unit beneath the.Blina
Shale) in the CulvidaSandstone. This explains why they
considered tha.t the CuIvida Sandstone appeared .. to both over..,
lie and underlie the Blina Shale (Casey & Wells, 1964). The
redbeds found only in BMR Cornish No. 2 are the first
recorded redbeds in the Triassic of the Canning Basin.

Distribution and Type Locality The type section is 1 km· '.
sogth of Culvida Soak and the type area is at Culvida Soak,
2013'S, 1260 55'E CORNISH (Casey & Wells, 1964). The
CuIvida Sandstone' is restricted to within 20 km of the type
area and occurs only in CORNISH. BMR Cornish No. 2 provides
the best reference section (Fig. B12).

Lithology The most common rock types are fine, medium, and
coarse-grained quartzose sandstone. Siltstone units are
also common, but do not crop out readily as they are soft
weathering. At the base of the Culvida Sandstone,in BMR
Cornish No. 2, is a redbed sequence consisting of earthy red
and drab green', interbedded sil tstone and minor fine-grained
quartzose sandstone. Lenses of pebbles and granules occur
~n some of the overlying coarser sandstone units together
with intraformational claystone clasts.

At Culvida Soak (CORNISH) the unit consists of a
sequence of medium to coarse-grained, poorly sorted quartz
ose sandstone with medium-scale (5 cm - 2 m), high-angle (up
to 180

), trough-type cross-bedding. This sequence also .
contains granUle and pebble conglomerate. These coarse
uni ts wedge out laterally into" a finer sandstone and silt
stone rich in plant fossils. The plant-bearing unit, which
is bioturbated in places, is also exposed to the south of
CulvidaSoak; its bedding is mainly thin, with local planar
type cross-bedding. The siltstone sequence may correlate'
with the redbed sequence in BMR Cornish No. 2 as it'is
lithologically similar.

Thickness The top of the Culvida Sandstone is eroded, so no
complete section is known,;. 26 ID of CuIvida Sandstone was
measured near Culvida Soak (A34). The thickest section
encountered so far is 207 m, of which the redbed sequence
makes up 75 ID in BMR Cornish No. 2.

Rock Stratigraphic Position The lower contact with the
Blina Shale is faulted at the surface. In BMR Cornish
No. 2, a conformable relation exists with sandstone which
may be the Erskine Sandstone. The upper boundary is eroded
and/or covered by Cainoz~ic units.
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Fossils and Time-Stratigraphic Position The tlora is diff
erent from that of the Erskine Sandstone (White and Yeates,
in prep.). The most complete flor.a from the CuIvida .
Sandstone was collected by G. Evans·· and L. Brown of Mines
and Administration Ltd; ~t was dated late Early to early
Middle Triassic (Retalla.ck, in Evans & Brown, 1974). Svores
of the zone 'R ' from BMR Cornish No. 2 confirm this age.
White (in Apperldix 6 of Veevers & Wells, 1961) assigned a
Middle Triassic age.

Environment of Deposition

The significance of redbeds in ancient rocks is a
controversial subject (see Glennie, 1970) but most authors
agree that they are usually indicative of continental dep9~

ition during a relatively warm climate.

The lithology and sedimentary structures of much
of the Culvida Sandstone are indicative of river-channel and
floodplain deposition. Th~ sandstone and pebbly units with
trough cross-bedding are channel deposits, which in places
wedge out laterally into thinly bedded fine-grained sand-

~ stone and siltstone units which are probably tloodplain
deposits; some siltstone sequences may be lake deposits
formed on the floodplains. Some cyclic bedding suggests
meandering river sedimentation, in part. The redbed
sequence, which is mainly siltstone, could be a playa lake
deposit.

This unit represents the last known interval of
sedimentation in the Triassic. It is confined to the axial
region of the Gregory Sub-basin and represents the filling
of the basin by sediment.

Jurassic
'(,

Barbwire Sandstone

The Barbwire Sandstone isa cross-bedded sandstone
sequence with siltstone and .~onglomerate lenses, cropping
out in CROSSLAND. .

Distribution and Type Locality The Barbwire Sandstone is
mainly confined to the Barbwire Range and Worral Range,
CROSSLAND where it crops out in mesas and buttes; isolated
outcrops of the unit are also present away from the range
and in adjacent NOONKANBAH. The type section (Longitude
1250 E, Latitude 190 5, NOONKANBAH) was defined by GUppy et
al. (1958).
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Lithology At the type section, the unit consists of 'fine~

grained and poorly sorted, strongly crossbedded to massive
coarse sandstone, with some conglomerate and intercalated
siltstone lenses; the siltstone is white, weathering to
red-brown' (Guppy et al., 1958).

. '

In CROSSLAND, the Barbwire Sandstone consists
predominantly of quartzose sandstone with thin interbeds,of
siltstone increasing in abundance near the top.

The sandstone ranges from fine to coarse-grained
and in places is very coarse~grained. The conglomerate
contains quartz pebbles up to 5 cm across. The pebbles and
smaller grains are sUbangular to rounded and poorly sorted.
The sandstones are generally white or brown, thickly bedded,
and prominently cross-bedded.

The siltstone is predominantly white, laminated to
thinly-bedded, and in places micaceous. ,

Petrography The sandstones of the Barbwire Sandstone con
tain over 90% quartz grains. The quartz is generally non
undulatory, with only a small proportion of strained quartz.
Porosity varies considerably. Some grains are packed tight
ly while others are much less tightly packed. Chert grains
are absent. The feldspar (2%) is generally corroded and has
been altered to clay by surface weathering.

The sand grains are fine to medium, sUbangular to
rounded, and poorly sorted. Some of the grains are coarse
to very coarse and are mostly angular.

The matrix is composed mainly of clay, probably
kaolinite; the reddish browncolouration is due to a thin
coating of hematite on the grains.

Thickness The thickest measured section (21.5 m) of Barb
wire Sandstone is in the type locality where the top is
eroded. No section was measured through this unit on
CROSSLAND, but it is estimated to be more than 30 m thick in
the Barbwire Range.

Rock-Stratigraphic Position The Barbwi5e Sandstone rests .
with an angUlar unconformity of up to 5 discordance pc-the
Light jack Formation of the Liveringa Group at Lat. 190 00'S,
Long. 1250 01'E. The top of the unit is eroded. The Barb
wire Sandstone has been faulted against the Liveringa Group
along the Fenton Fault.
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Fossils and Time-Stratigraphic Position ~oorly preserved
plant remains are present in the finer-grained sandstone and
siltstone. These included Otozomites feistmanteli and
Pagiophyllurrl ·p·ere·gr'inum which are confined to the Jurassic
or Lower Cretaceous (White and ~eates, in prep.).

Guppy et al. (1958) tentatively assigned, a·Jurass
ic age to the unit, based on lithology, stratigraphic
position, and correlation with other units thought then to
be of Jurassic age.

Environment of Deposition The lithology and absence of
marine fossils suggest a predominantly non-marine environ
ment of deposition. The abundance of high-angle cross
bedding and coarse grainsize suggest a fluvial environment.
Siltstone near the top of the sequence indicates a less
active period of sedimentation.

Jarlemai Siltstone

The Jarlemai Siltstone is a laminated siltstone
sequence cropping out in CROSSLAND.

Distributipn and Type Locality The Jarlemai Siltstone is
confined to a small outcrop in the northwest corner of
CROSSLAND.The tgpe section is at Mount Jarlemai. (Long.
1230 45 r E, Lat. 1843'S) in MOUNT ANDERSON.

Lithology In CROSSLAND, the formation consists of pink and
purple sandy siltstone which is laminated to poorly strati
fied.

Thickness No sectien was measured through the formation but
in the adjacent MOUNT ANDERSON it is estimated to be 100 m
thick.

Rock-Stratigraphic Position In MOUNT ANDERSON, the forma
tion conformably overlies the Alexander Formation which does
not crop out in CROSSLAND. In CROSSLAND, its relations are
obscured by sand and weathering.

Fossils and Time-Stratigraphic Position No fossil~ have
been found in the outcrop in CROSSLAND, but rare pelecypods
found in the type locality indicate Late Jurassic (middle
Tithonian) age (Brunnschweiler, 1954).

Environment of Deposition The lack of exposure within the
mapped area limits the possibility of determining the depos~

itional environment but evidence outside the area suggests a
marine environment.

.)



Fig. 29 Aerial photograph of part of Lake Gregory
showing strand lines, channels, mudflat,
and marginal salt crust. GSWA Negative.
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?Jurassic Undivided

Quartzose sandstone outcrops in western DU~amR and
in southern HELENA may be equivalents of other Jurassic
units such as the Callawa Formation known to occur to the
west of the area (Traves et al., 1956). The sandstone i.s
quartzose, cross~bedded, and contain thin lenses of quartz
granule and quartz pebble conglomerate.

Cainozoic

Lake Gregory Beds

The Lake Gregory Beds (Yeates et al., in press)
are a sequence of fluvial and lacustrine clay, silt, sand,
marl, and minor gravel and calcrete deposits. They are the
ancestral deposits of Lake Gregory, a large ephemeral lake
(Fig. 29).

Distribution and Type Locality The Lake Gregory Beds are
exposed in a few localities on the shores of Lake Gregory in
sections up to 2 m high (CORNISH). The type section is in
BMR Cornish N8' 3 a con~inuously cored hole at Lera yard
(CORNISH), 2011'S, 127 24 f E (Fig. B13). Apart from the few
exposures on the shores of Lake Gregory, the unit lies
beneath aeolian and alluvial sand along the terminal parts
of Sturt Creek, its floodout and floodplain in MOUNT BANNER
MA~, CORNISH6 and probably LUCAS. Exposures occur at
2015'S, 127 23'E on the eastern ~ide of Bulbi Plain and at
Gilwah Waterhole, 200 08'30"S, 127 24'25"E (CORNISH).

Lithology The sediments in BMR Cornish No. 3 consist mainly,.
of interbedded green, brown, and laminated to thin-bedded
red calcareous and non-calcareous clay and silt and thin
bedded and cross-bedded white sand. There are rare gravels;
the clasts consist of laterite pisoliths. Surface expo~ures

in CORNISH have been leached and partly replaced by
calcrete. Minor amounts of gypsum are also present in the
corehole and around the margins of Lake Gregory.

In BMR Mount Bannerman No. 1 (BB) drab green and
brownish clay, in places calcareous,' and thin beds of marl
and calcrete up to 30 cm thick are the constituent rock
types, indicating a lithofacies change from BMR Cornish
No. 3, whtch was spudded rv .~,r the axial region of the large
depression centred near Lake Gregory. In this well, sands
are abundant. In contrast, BMR Mount Bannerman No. 1 was
spudded near the margin of this depression and penetrated
finer-grained sedtments.
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Mud on the shores of Lake Gregory is dark-coloured
and is associated with gypsum and halite.

Thickness 99,7 m in BMR Cornish No. 3; 64.3 m in BMR Mount
Bannerman No. 1.

Rock Stratigraphic Position The Lake Gregory Beds lie with
low-angle uncouformity on Permian and Triassic units in the
sUbsurface to the southwest of Lake Gregory. They overlie
weathered Condren Sandstone in BMR Mount Bannerman No o 1.
The Beds interfinger with red aeolian sand at the surface.

Fossi,l~nd'Time Stra:ti£!raphic Posit~i~ Fossils recovered
from surface outcrops of the Lake qregory Beds in CORNISH
include a coquina of gastropods; fish bones were recovered
from BMR Cornish No. 3. rrhis unit cannot be precisely
dated, and is considered Cainozoicon the basis that it lies
on a weathered profile and~herefore is no older than Late
Cretaceous or Early Tertiary, and that it includes sediments
being deposited at present.

Environme'Iit of Deposition The Lake Gregory Beds fill a wide
internal drainage depression. The sediments include lake
deposits (silt and mud), river deposits (sand, gravel, and
calcrete), possible aeolian deposits (~~nd), and evaporitic
deposits (gypsum) indicating periods of drying up. Halite
was found on the surface mudflat of Lake Gregory.

Lawford Beds

The Lawford Beds (Casey & Wells, 1964) is a
sequence about 25 m thick of calcrete with minor calcareous
sandstone and calcareous conglomerate. The Beds in places
are still being deposited today by stromatolite-building
algae (Figs 30, 31, 32). The Lawford Beds crop out as
light-coloured densely vegetated low rises, capped by
rubble.

Geographic Distribution and Type Localitl In MOUNT BANNER
MAN, the Lawford Beds are restricted to the area around
Wattle Spring Creek and Salt Creek between Dean Hill (east
ern edge of CROSSLAND) and Bulka Swamp. The type section
(Casey & Wells, 1964) is in a north~flowing tributary of
Christmas Creek about 15 km northeast of Bulka Hills in
adjacent MOUNT RAMSAY to the north. The tributary is incor
rectly named Lawford Creek on the MOUNT RAMSAY 1:250 000
Geological Sheet (Roberts et al., 1968) and on the 1st
Edition of Mount Bannerman 1:250 000 Sheet area (Wells,
1960; Casey & Wells, 1964). This tributary is not named;
the correct position of Lawford Creek is shown on the Mount
Bannerman 1:250 000 topographic sheet a, -the Preliminary
to the 2nd Edition Geological Sheet.



Fig. 30 Stromatolite-building filamentous blue~green

algae colonizing areas of turbulent flow in
McDonaldson Spring, MOUNT BA1TNERMAN.
BMR Negative GB/194.



Fig. 31 Stromatolitic calcrete of the Lawford Beds,
built by algae. McDonaldson Spring, MOUNT
BANNERMAN. See also Fig. 32.
BMR Negative F/5950.



Fi~~ 32 Cross-section view of stromatolitic calcrete
of the Lawford Beds. The specimen which is
natural size is the, same as; Fig. 31,
McDonaldson Spring, MOUNT BANNERMAN. BMR
Negative F5946.

i'
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Lithology Algal and non-algal calcrete, marl, and sandy
calcrete with calcareous sandstone, calcareous breccia, and
calcareous conglomerate, especially at the base, and massive
and laminated ch.alced,ony at the top ar·e the constituent rock
types. Of these, calcrete is the most common.

The conglomerates and breccias are composed of an
imbricate framework of clasts derived both locally from
immediately underlying Permian formations and from Protero
zoic outcrops to the northeast. The pebbles and boulders
consist mainly of Precambrian quartz and quartzite; clasts
forming thebreccias are large fragments of locally derived
Permian shale and siltstone. The clasts are cemented by
calcite. Minor amounts of calcareous sandstone are inter
bedded with the conglomerates andbreccias.

Conglomerate, of which the pebbles consist of
laterite pisoliths cemented by calcite, is well developed at
Middle Spring and interbedded with calcrete.

The calcrete is composed essentially of calcite
with a little sand and clay. It is both massive (non-algal)
and laminated to thinly bedded; the laminations include
gently undulating, (algal mat) and ~urvi-Iaminar varieties
(derived from the growth of 3-cm wide pustular aggregates of
filamentous blue-green, stromatolite-building algae, Figure
30. These algae grow on waterfalls in gullies fed by
springs which have dissected parts of the Lawford Beds. By
continuous precipitation of carbonate on. the face of water
falls, small rimstone barriers are built laterally, with
high initial dip,. in the downstream direction, until such
growth causes diversion of flow and isolation of these
barriers. They form only where the water is fast-flowing.
The stromatolites are building rock types identical to those
observed in the creek beds. They are best developed at
McDonaldson Spring and also at Middle Spring and Wattle
Spring (MOUNT BANNERMAN).

Where stream energy is lower, for instance in
shallow pools, algal mats cover the floor of the pools.
Presumably the algae extract carbon dioxide from the water
resulting in precipitation of calcite and formation of
calcrete which preserves the undulating algal laminations.
In places, algal mats have trapped sand and silt patricles;
ensuing carbonate precipitation encloses the particles to
form calcareous sandstone, sandy calcrete, ~nd marl. These
rock types were also observed in the banks of the creek.

Thickness 24.4 m at type section (Casey & Wells, 1964), and
probably similar elsewhere.
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Rock Stra'tigraphie :Position The Lawford Beds lie with mark
ed angular unconformity on Proterozoic rocks and with low
angle unconformity on the Upper Carboniferous to Lower
Permian Grant Formation, the Permian Noonkanbah Formation,
Light jack Formation, and Condren Sandstone. The Lawford
Beds overlie Cainozoic laterite and in places have been
lateritized themselves. In places, thin aeolian sand over
lies the Lawford Beds.

Fossils and Time Stratigraphic Position The Lawford Beds
contain moulds of wood, roots, and leaves. They also con
tain structures (stromatolites, laminations) built by algae.
A Cainozoic ag~ is assigned to the Beds on the basis of
their relations 'with laterite and the Holocene flora they
contain. .

Environment of Deposition The curvi-linear distribution of
the Lawford Beds, the imbricate framework of the conglomer
ates, and their present~day formation in creeks indicate a .
fluvial origin.

The conglomerates containing clasts of laterite
pisoliths, and the fact that some outcrops of LawfordBeds
are lateritized suggests that the later{tization accompanied
sedimentation. The association of calcrete with laterite
and terra-rosa soils is well known (Goudie", 1973). The lime
of the calcrete was derived by leaching from the underlying
rock formations, and its redeposition in channels, during
the period of weathering in which laterite was being formed
by leaching and concentration of it in soils.

Algae which today live in the remnant· waters of
the drainage system absorb carbon dioxide from the water,
thereby ind.uci.ng c.a.r.bonate precipitation.

The chalcedony, which in places forms a prominent
cap to the Lawford Beds may be diagenetically formed, pass ....
ibly by dissolution of quartz grains and their subsequent
reprecipition in chalcedonic form. Field relations suggest
a genetic relationship between chalcedony and calcrete as the
two, where exposed, are usually found together in the area.

Calcrete and Chalcedony

Calcrete is consolidated fine ....grained carbonate
following the terminology of Goudie (1972). In the area, it
was previously known as travertine (Casey & Wells, 1964).
Chalcedony is often associated with calcrete'as a surface
capping, void filling, and as a replacement. The calcrete
deposits have not been formally named, except those within
the Lawford Beds. In the area calcrete has been formed in
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both ancient drainage channels, in soils developed on soft
weathering units and around the margins of some salt lakes,
The three types were not distinguished in the field.

Distribution Calcrete occurs throughout the area in ancient
and present-day drainage channels; it is also present on
some outcrops of the soft-weathering Blina Shale, Lake
Gregory Beds in CORNISH and the Noonkanbah Formation in
DUMMER. Throughout the area, calcrete crops out as a series
of light-coloured low mounds and shallow depressions which
form a conspicuous pattern on aerial photographs.

Lithology Massive and nodular calcrete are the most common;
other rock types mapped with calc~ete include marl, minor
chalcedony, clayey (milky) chalcedony, moss agate, chalced
onic calcrete, and rare dolomite. Collectively, these rock "
types have been assigned the same map symbol - Czk - as they
are all stratigraphically and genetically related.

: The calcrete is composed essentially of fine
grained calcite, with subordinate san4 and nodules of chal
cedony. The textures in calcrete vary; nodular, massive,
vuggy, laminate, and curvi-Iaminate types were recognized.

One specimen containing dolomite, calcite, and
quartz was found in eastern HELENA; this is the first
recorded occurrence of dolomite associated with calcrete in
the area.

Thickness The thickest section observed was 2 m in the
banks of Sturt Creek (BILLILUNA). The maximum thickness is
unknown; the large expanse of calcrete in western STANS
MORE, eastern HELENA, and eastern CORNISH suggests greater
thicknesses in xhese areas.

~ock Stratigraphic Position Calcrete deposit~ of fluvial
origin rest with low-angle unconformity on Palaeozoic and
Triassic formations. Lacustrine calcrete interdigitates
with the Lake Gregory Beds and with other unnamed lacus
trine, alluvial, evaporitic, and aeolian sand deposits.
Calcrete is interbedded with alluvial deposits in parts of
Sturt Creek (BILLILUNA).

Soil calcrete lies on th~ soft-weathering Blina
Shale and Noonkanbah Formation, now as a capping or as a
thin precipitate lining rills on the slopes of mesas.

Fossils and Time Strati-graphic Position The only fossils
recorded (gastropods) were found in calcrete by J.N. Casey
(Wells, 1962) 15 km northwest of Lake Isabella (CORNISH).
These give no clue to the age of calcrete. On the basis of
its relations with other units, a Cainozoic age is assigned.
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Environment of Deposition Calcrete in the area is formed in
present-day and ancient drainage depressions, both fluvial
and lacustrine, and also in so~ls. In each setting it has
formed by preci'pitat~on ot line leached in solution trom
underlying rocks in drainage courses and in some soils.

Evaporites

Evaporites, including crystalline gypsum, halite,
and powdery caliche occur in the salt lakes associated with
terminal drainage; some are interbedded with alluvium in
claypans.

Geographic Distribution Evaporites have been mapped in salt
lakes and claypans in LUCAS, STANSMORE, WEBB, CORNISH,
HELENA, and DUMMER.

Lithology The areas mapped as evaporites have a white salt
crust which consists of gypsum, and in places halite and
powdery caliche. Shallow auger holes through the salt crust
intersected further layers of evaporites interbedded with
pale green and pale brown clay and brine-saturated fine red
sand (A35 to A38)~ In Gwenneth Lakes, DUMMER, numerous
pisolites of goethite were encountered in a matrix of clayey
caliche (A38).

The gypsum and halite are crystalline;
ant cleavage plane in gypsum from surface samples
right angles to the salt lake surface, indicating
crystallization.

the domin
is at
in situ

Lake surfaces are fractured by dessication cracks;
surfaces are also undulatory owing to curling of the top few
centimetres of sediment.

Thickness Thicknesses of evaporite sequences intersected in
hand-auger holes are at least 60 and 125 cm in MOUNT BANNER
MAN, beneath surface alluvium; at least 253 cm in Gwenneth
Lakes, DUMMER (A38), and at least 350 cm in Lake MacKay,
WEBB (A36).

Rock Stratigraphic Position Evaporitic sequences lie uncon
formably on Palaeozoic and Triassic units; they interfinger
with calcrete and alluvium and lie adjacent to deposits of
aeolian sand.

Time Stratigraphic Position A Quaternary age is assigned on
the basis of rock relations and the fact that these deposits
are being formed at present.
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Environment of Deposition Evaporites are formed in salt
lakes coincident with topographic depressions in the termin
al parts of past and prese~t drainage systems.

Alluvium

Deposits of gravel, sand, silt, clay, and minor
evaporites in drainage depressions, outwash fans, and dry
lakes have been mapped as alluvium.

Geographic Distribution Alluvium occurs in most parts of
the area. The thickest deposits are those of Sturt Creek \
(BILLILUNA), the Lake Gregory Beds (LUCAS, MOUNT BANNERMAN,
and CORNISH), and Christmas Creek (MOUNT BANNERMAN). The
following large claypans consist of alluvium: Lake Hevern
(STANSMORE), Lakes Betty, Lanagan, McLernon, Doman, and
Jones (MOUNT BANNERMAN), Nicholson Sw~np (CROSSLAND), Lakes
Gwenneth and Prescott (DUMMER), and Thornton Flat (HELENA).
Numerous small unnamed claypans occur in all Sheet areas, in
places between longitudinal sand dunes. Claypans are well
developed in the broad depressions developed over the sub
crop of the soft-weathering Noonkanbah Formation and Blina
Shale.

We have not recognized the Wolf Gravel (Casey &
Wells, 1964) in BILLILUNA because it has no defined type
section, it cannot be distinguished from other alluvial
deposits, ;and it is susceptible to complete erosion by
floods. We prefer it to be part of the unit mapped "Qa"
(Yeates et al., in press) though we recognize it to be an
ancestral deposit of Wolf Creek (seeCasey & Wells, 1964).

Lithology In the undercut banks of Christmas Creek, Sturt
Creek, and Wolf Creek, poorly sorted cross-bedded sand and
gravel occur. The banks and floodplains have a thin cover
of silt, or a cover of aeolian sand. Thin interbeds of
calcrete are prese~t in places in the sandy units.

In contrast, alluvial deposits of claypans are
much finer. The principal sediment grades are fine sand,
silt, and clay, mainly the last two. These deposits are
thinly bedded to laminated in the sub-surface, as revealed
by shallow auger holes (A40) and are mudcracked at the
surface. Such deposits may also contain beds of gypsum a
few centimetres thick. Claypans may contain water for short
periods after ephemeral showers.

Alluvium also occurs in low topographic depress~

ions which delineate past channels. Here it consists of
poorly sorted red sand and red-brown silt.



Fig. 33 East-west trending longitudinal sand dunes
showing tuning....fork structure opening upwind
to the east, western LUCAS. BMR Negative
GB/244.



Fig. 34 Upwind view of longitudinal sand dunes showing
bifurcation, western LUCAS. The dark and light
areas between the dunes are marks made by fire
burns, usually as a result of lightning strikes!
BMR Negative GA 7730.
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Thickness Auger-hole sections (A40) through claypans in
MOUNT BANNERMAN indicate thicknesses varying trom 25 cm to
90 cm. Elsewhere, the thickness at other alluvial deposits
was not determined.

Rock e.tratigraphic Positi£E. Alluvial deposits lie with
angular unconformity on Palaeozoic and Triassic strata and
disconformably on Cainozoic laterite. Alluvium interfingers
with one or more of the following: aeolian sand, calcrete,
and evaporites.

Fossils and Time Stratigraphic Position Undiagnostic si11
cified wood fragments perhaps reworked from the Lawford Beds
and fossilized logs occur in parts of the Christmas Creek
alluvium. A Quaternary age is assigned on the basis of rock
relations and the continuation of deposition at present.

Environment of Deposition The river sands and gravels have
been deposited during floods. The surface drainage exists
only for short periods before it becomes subsurface. The
claypan deposits, in contrast, are local terminal drainage
deposits and only fine grades of sediment occur in them.
Periodic evaporation, after ephemeral showers, may cause any
dissolved salts to precipitate to form a very thin discon
tinuous salt crust. Evaporation also causes shrinkage
cracks to develop.

Aeolian Sand

A thin cover of wind blown r3d quartzose sand
constitutes the longitudinal dunes and extensive sand plain
which is part of the Great Sandy Desert.

Distribution Aeolian Sf .~ occurs throughout most of the
area.

Lithology Red quartzose sand, fine to medium-grained;
minor reddish-brown silt. The sand is well sorted, espec
ially on dunes, and grains are stained red by a thin coating
of earthy hematite. Bedding in the dunes is thin and cross
bedding occurs throughout. The cross-sets are planar and
vary from a few degrees to more than 200 in the few expos
ures of it observed. They are often wedge-shaped. Dune
surfaces have a somewhat semi-circular profile and are
usually rippled. They do not appear to have an asymmetric
profile as in the Simpscn Desert of central Australia (see
Folk, 1971).

The reddish brown silt is a minor constituent of
inter-dune areas. It gives a duller and darker colour to
the sand between the dunes compared with that on the dunes.

Figures 33 and 34 show the dune morphology.
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Thickness The thickest known section of undoubted ap,lian
sand was encountered in BMR Mount Bannerman No. 1 where 5 m
was intersected. This thickness does not include the height
of sa.nd dunes Which varies from 3 to 30 m.

Rock Stratigraphic Position Aeolian sand overlies all
Palaeozoic, Mesozoic, and some Cainozoic units. It lies
adjacent to Quaternary alluvial and evaporitic deposits
including thA uppermost part of the Lake Gregory Beds.,

Time StratigraEhic Position The sand is regarded as Quater
nary in age; it is one of the most recent features of the
area.

Environment of Depositio~ The sand sheet has developed in a
desert environment following the reworking by wind of sur
face unconsolidated alluvialsediments deposited from
erosion of pre-existing topography in the late Cainozoic.

Field Description The parallel, longitudinal sand dunes are
oriented east-west with 'tuning fork junctures' opening up
wind to the east. They are obstacles when traversing by
vehicle, but a,re a useful navigational aid when traversing
the area by helicopter with aerial photographs at a scale of
1:80 000.

Weathering Products

Chemical weathering has affected Palaeozoic,
Triassic, Jurassic, and some Cainozoic outcrops to depths up
to at least 130 m. Laterite profiles have developed and
silcrete, ferricrete, and calcrete have formed.

Deep weathering may have commenced in the Late
Cretaceous or Early Tertiary during a phase of chemical
alteration which affected a large part of the continent
(Woolnough, 1927). Weathering was probably most rapid in
periods of high rainfall, when the land surface was at a
stage of low relief and high water-tables were maintained
(Taylor, 1966). The decomposition of near-surface rock was
caused by leaching of potash, soda, lime, magnesia, and some
silica from the underlying parent rock. The residual accum
ulations of iron oxides and hydroxides formed laterita;
organic matter in the original sedimentary rocks was oxidiz
ed. Lime was re-precipitated as calcrete, silica as chal
cedony, and soda as halite.

Laterite (CzI) Laterite is the indurated plateau~forming

ferruginous concentration in the upper part of lateritic
profiles (Fig. 35); it is best developed where the under
lying parent rock is clay-rich. Typically, it is well
developed on the Noonkanbah Formation, the shale units of
the Liveringa Group, and on the Blina Shale.



Fig. 35

)

Outcrop of massive pisolitic laterite forming
thick capping in southern HELENA. BMR Negative
GB/201.
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Laterite profiles consist of an indurated capping
of pisolitic or 'honeycomb'-textured goethite-rich rock up
to 5 m thick (Fig. 35) which grades downwards through a
massive vari-coloured mottled clay rich zone to a basal
leached kaolinized zone in which primary sedimentary
features can be recognized and which lies on hardened parent
rock (A39). Complete laterite profiles are not always ex~

posed. In places there is insufficient relief to observe
the lower part of the profile or, in areas of considerable
relative relief, the profile or the hard capping and mottled
zones may have been stripped off by erosion, thus exposing
the kaolinite-rich layer.

The eroded capping may be reworked. It may accum
ulate as scree surrounding outcrops, or be washed into local
drainage depressions and deposited elsewhere. In both these
settings continuation of laterite-like processes at inter~

vals during the Catnozoic has caused consolidation of the
reworked material to indurated 'detrital laterite'. The
'detrital laterite' on account of its durability may even
tually form topographically high features as further erosion
of surrounding unconsolidated sediments takes'place. The
'secondary laterites' in places have a profile which differs
from the trizonal profile of the widespread plateau-forming
types. .

Ferruginous induration of creek alluvium in creeks
along the eastern scarp of the Stansmore Range (Fig. A41)
and the creek draining Waterlander Breakaway (STANSMORE)
produces another type of detrital laterite.

Silcrete (Czs) Small patches of silcrete are present on
some quartzose sandstone units, particularly those in the
part of the Erskine Sandstone in MOUNT BANNERMAN. Only the
larger outcrops are shown on the maps.

Silcrete consists of fine angular fr.agments of
quartz grains cemented by chalcedonic silica. It has a
characteristic exfoliation surface.

Ferricrete (Czf) Ferricrete is a mixture of fine iron
oxides and hydroxides and microcrystalline silica, from
which all clayey material has been leached. It caps sand
stone units in the Noonkanbah Formation (DUMMER) the Kirkby
Range Member, CROSSLAND (Fig. 84) and Triassic units (MOUNT
BANNERMAN, CORNISH and LUCAS); it also fills some fauJts
and joints, a result of reprecipitation of iron and si~~ca

leached during solution activity and deep weathering along
fractures. Some ferricrete fault fillings rise above the
sand plain especially in DUMMER and CORNISH and delineate
the position of faults in areas where there are no other
outcrops. Like silcrete, outcrops of ferricrete often
exhibit exfoliation surfaces (Fig. 85).
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Calcrete (Czk) Soil calcrete (already described) is a
product of weathering in places. It ~s tormed when lime was
re ....precipitated in old soils.

SUBSURFACE INVESTIGATIONS

Although oil companies have been active in the
Canning Basin since 1919, their work in the northeastern
part was restricted to surface investigations until 1962.
Company drilling and geophysical surveys had been concen
trated in the more easily accessible western and coastal
areas of the basin.

The earliest subsurface investigations of the area
were reconnaissance gravity, aeromagnetic, and seismic
surveys carried out by BMR from 1952 to 1962; the results
which are summarized below (Table 2) show where these surv
eys were located.

BMR Aeromagnetic Survey

The aeromagnetic survey was flown in 1954 (Quilty,
1960) and was essentially a reconnaissance survey with ten
widely spaced flight lines with a more detailed survey being
flown in northeast CROSSLAND.

The reconnaissance results suggested that depth to
magnetic basement in the Fitzroy Trough ranges from 6000 m
below sea level on the northern edge of CROSSLAND, north of
the Fenton Fault, to greater than 4500 m below sea level in
MOUNT BANNERMAN, south of the Pinnacle Fault. Between these
two areas, on the boundary of the two Sheet areas magnetic
basement rises to 3000 m below sea level. Basement is also
at 3000 m below sea level on the eastern and southern edges
of the area. South of the Fenton Fault in CROSSLAND magnet
ic basement rises to 1500 m below sea level.

The more detailed survey in CROSSLAND suggested
that the Fenton Fault is downthrown to the northeast and
that depth to basement on the upthrown side is 1500 m below
sea level.

BMR Gravity Surveys 1952-196Q

Gravity investigations were commenced in the
Canning Basin by BMR in 1952 and by 1960 most of the basin
had been covered (Flavelle & Goodspeed, 1962). However the
density of gravity stations varies greatly owing to the
remoteness of 'some areas. Within the area numerous gravity
features were delineated (Fig. 36).





TABlE 1. BHR GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS IN THE NORTHEAST CANNING BASIN

NAME Reference Duration Extent Sheet Areas

C;<i)SS- DUller Ht Bann- Corn'sh Helena B11H- lucas Stans- Webb
'land erlan luna Blore

;.

Cann'ng Bas'n Qunty (1960) 13/07/54 Total x x x x x x x
, to

AeromagneU c 1/09/54 Distance
"

Survey Unknown
W.A. 19~

F1tzroy and Flavelle & COIllM nat' on x x x x x x x x x
Canning Bas'n Goodspeed (1962) 1952-1960 of var'ous .# '.

~'

Reconna'ssance surveys,
Gravity, both detail
Sur'ley, and Regional
Western Australia
1952-60

Poole Range CGG, 1974 15/06/62 279.1 km x
Salsllll c Survey 2/11/62

RfJconna'ssance BHR Record 27107/68 2523 grav'ty x x x x x x
Helicopter GravHy 1974/ 25/09/68 stations
Survey, Canning
Basin, W.Ao , 1968
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The Osca~ Ridge (a sub-unit of the Lennard Shelf,
Veevers & Wells, 1961) appeared as a zone of positive,
closed, relatively high Bouguer anomalies in northern and
northeast MOUNT BANNERMAN, where it terminates against the
Mt Bannerman Gravity Trough. Depths to basement within this
region are shallow.

The 'Fitzroy Trough' is bounded to the northeast
by the Oscar Ridge and to the southwest by the lBroome
Swell', the boundari~s being steep gravity gradients repres
ented by the Pinnacle and Fenton Faults, respectively. The
Trough is characterized by a line of negative anomalies
trending southeasterly from northern and northeastern CROSS
LAND with a relative gravity high in northeastern CROSSLAND
near Jones Range. The southeastern extension of the Trough
was not clearly defined by the gravity results. It was
postulated that the extremely deep part of the Trough (6000
m +) terminates in northeast CROSSLAND. However the gravity
expression of the Fenton Fault continues in a southeasterly
direction from northwest CROSSLAND to·southeast CORNISH
passing just south of Godfreys Tank. There is a progressive
reduction in the throw on the fault to the southeast.

To the south of the 'Fitzroy Trough', the 'Broome
Swell' appears as a line of positive anomalies trending
southeasterly from northeast CROSSLAND to DummerRange where
it widens and continues to northeast HELENA. The minimum
sedimentary thickness occurs near northwestern CROSSLAND.

To the southwest and south, the Broome Swell is
bounded by five features:- The ,Lagrange Platform', an area
of alternating gravity maximum and minimum in central west
ern CROSSLAND; the 'Oasis Gravity depression', a gravity
low in southwestern CROSSLAND: the ,Johanna Spring Gravity
Spur', an area of relatively high gravity anomalies south of
the 'Oasis Gravity Depression' in northwestern DUMMER; the
'Dummer Gravity Platform', a broad area of smooth gravity
relief between the ,Johanna Spring Gravity Spur' aJ.> l the
'South Canning Basin Gravity Depression' in southern DUM~ffiR

and southwestern CORNISH; and the.'South Canning Basin
Gravity Depression', an area of extensive closed gravity
lows in the southern part of the area. These last four
graVity features are generally more negative than elsewhere
in the Canning Basin and the anomalies are smooth with no
steep gradients or sudden changes in trends. Overall they
become more negative to the southeast.

The 'Mount Bannerman Gravity Trough', a pronoun
ced, elongate belt of negative anomalies occurs in the
northeastern part of the area. It tends easterly across
central-southern MOUNT BANNERMAN then trends northeasterly
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across BILLILUNA, passing near the Wolf Creek Meteorite
Craier. It is 'possibly an extension of the ~itzroy

Trough',but the authors thought it was more likely that
this latter feature terminated in northeastern CROSSLAND.
The 'Mount Bannerman Gravity Trough' is bounded to the north
by the 'Oscar Ridge' and to the south by the 'Minnie Range
Gravity Shelf' and separated from them by a steep gravity
gx;adient.

The 'Minnie Range Gravity Shelf' is an area of
reduced gravity gradient between the 'Mount Bannerman Grav
ity Trough' and the tGregory Lake Gravity VHigh' and occurs
in far southern MOUNT BANNERMAN and the adjacent northern
CQRNISH.

The Gregory Lake Gravity 'High' centered on Lake
Gregory, northeast CORNISH, is a closed positive anomaly,
possibly indicating shallower basement. Bifurcating off the
'Mount 3annerman Gravity Trough', near Billiluna homestead,
is the 'Stansmore Gravity Trough', a pronounced, elongate
low, trending south, parallel to the basin margin through
BILLILUNA, LUCAS, STANSMORE, and WEBB. The anomaly, running
west of the Stansmore Range, is probably due to a thick
Palaeozoic sequence.

The Stansmore Fault is characterized by a steep
gradient at its southern end on the eastern margin of the
Stansmore Range Gravity Trough, west of the Stansmore
Ranges. The throw decreases towards the north and the main"
variations in basement depth probably run north from the
Stansmore Range, following the trend of the Stansmore Grav
ity Trough.

In western WEBB is part of the 'Wilson Gravity
High', a closed positive gravity anomaly centred on eastern
WILSON.

BMR - CGG Poole Range Seismic Survey

In 1962 Compagnie Generale de Geophysique (CGG),
as contractor for BMR, ran the Poole Range Seismic Survey.
The survey, a combined reflection/refraction survey was
supervised by the Institut Francais du Petrole (IFP) and
consisted of two lines run obliquely to the regional
structure in northeast CROSSLAND (CGG, 1974; Ferrand,
1963) .

Two traverses were shot and the results varied
from poor to reasonable. The northeast-trending traverse
(line C) showed a syncline 4 km southeast of Millyit Rang~

in which the depth estimate to the lowest retractor is 7050
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m. Southwest of thts, the refractors rise over a faulted
anticline centered 3 km southeast of Hall Range. The north
eastern margin of the syncline has been faulted immediately
west of Jones Range. and the fault has an estimated downthrow
to the southwest of 1200 m. Farther northeast, the refrac
tors rise, indicating another anticline east of Jones Range.

The north-northwest trending line (line A) veri
fied the anticline east of Jones Range and on this line it
extends from 2 km west of Yard Bore to 4 km south of Hicks
Range. The closure on this structure is about 1200 m. It
corresponds to the gravity high in northeast CROSSLAND
(Flavelle & Goodspeed, 1962).

Subsidized Operations

Subsurface company investigations did not get
underway within the area until after the introduction of the
second Commonwealth Petroleum Search SUbsidy Act in 1959
when sUbsidy became available for 50% of acceptable costs ,of
approved geophysical operations and stratigraphic drilling.
Before the cessation of the Commonwealth Petroleum Search
Subsidy Act 1959-1969 in June 1974, 28 subsidized geophysic
al operations were carried out and 6 wells were drilled
(Tables 3, 4). One unsubsidized seismic survey was also
done. The following is a summary of these activities in the
area.

WAPET So~th Canning Basin Aeromagnetic Survey

The first sUbsidized survey in the area was part
of the South Canning Basin Aeromagnetic Survey flown in
1962-1963 by Aero Service Limited for West Australian
Petroleum Pty Ltd (WAPET, 1966a). The survey was a regional
reconnaissance airborne magnetometer survey with a total of
29 280 line km of traverses flown at 600 m and covering all
Sheet areas except STANSMORE and WEBB. The objective of the
survey was to delineate the depth and configuration of the
South Canning Basin and to reveal other major structural
features. Data from a survey flown in 1955 were· also incor
porated in the results.

Within the area the results from the survey
indicated three separate depressions, each of which is a
major basin.

In northeast CROSSLAND basement drops to over 7500
m below sea level. This is the southern extension of a
depression observed in southeast NOONKANBAH and is apparent
ly a supsidiary feature of the Fitzroy Trough, separated
fTom it by a structural saddle.



TABLE 2, COMPANY GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS IN NORTHEAST CANNING BASIN

SHEET AREAS

NAME TYPE OPERATOR CONTRACTOR BIdR FILE DURATION TOTAl Cross- Duller Mt Bann- Cornish Hehna B1111- Lueas Stan$- Webb
NUMBER EXTENT land enaan 1una lore

(y)

South canning Basin AM West Australian vAero Service 62/1728 30/11/62- 29280 X X X X X X X X X
PetroleulI Pty ltd 4/01/63

Stansll10re Range AM Haekathorn New Adastra Hunting 63/1700 '15/05/63- 3325 ", X X X
Aeromagnetic Survey Zealand OIls Ltd GeophysIcs Ply 30/05/63

and Australian Ltd
011 CorporatIon

Balgo-Lake Betty S West Australian Geophysical Ser- 63/1533 27/07/63- 424 X X
Seismograph Survey Petroleum Pty vice International 6/11/63

Ltd

Lake Batty Reconn- G Illest Australian UnIted Geophysical 63/1909 17/09/63- 1879 X X
alssance 6ravlt~ Petroleum pty Corporatt on 29/11/63 Stattons
Survey Ltd

Stansm9re Range S&G Hackathorn New GeoselSlllic Unsubsidized 1963 Unknoln X
Seismograph Reflec- Zealand Oils (Australia)
tton and Gravity lid Pty Ltd
Survey

Stansmore Ranges G Beach Petrole:J1I Geoseislllc 64/4807 X X X X
,Grav' ty Survey N.l. (AustralIa) Ply

Ltd

St. Georges Range S Continental on Ray GeophysIcs 6V4548 11/09/64 537.4 X
Reconnaissance Company of (Australia) 8/05/65
Seismic Project Australia Ltd Ply ltd

Poola Range Detail S Conti nenta1 on Ray Geophysics 65/11001 9/05/65- 259.5 X
llVibroseisD Project Company of (Austra1ia) 9/07/65

Australia Ltd Ply ltd



TABLE 2. (Continued) ,

SHEET AREAS

NAlf TYPE OPERATOR CONTRACTOR BMR FILE DURATION TOTAL -Cross- DUlller Mt Bann- Cornish Helena Bil1l- lucas Sbns.. Webb
NUMBER EXTENT land ef'llan luna lore

(k.)

East Canning S Wes" Austra1IaD Geophysical Service 72/975 9/04/72- 900.8 X X X
Selsm'c Survey PetroI8U18 Pty International 22/08/72

Ltd

Daapler Domns (331) S IVest Austral tan Dlglcon (Australia) 72/25~5 8/06/72- 430.12 X
.. CoIl ins (336') PetroleulII pty Ltd 12/08/72
Seismic Survey ltd

Crosslands 3 (358) S ¥lest Australian Geophysical Service 73/244' 21/07/73- 110 X
Seismic Survey Petro1eUIlI pty International 3/08/73

Ltd

Jones Range (364) S West Australian Geophysical Service 73/255 23/08/73- 151.79 X
and Hall Range (370) PetroleulD Pty International 15/09/73
Seismic Project Ltd

Barbwire 2 (361) S West Australian Geophysical Service 73/263 16/09/73- 161 X X
Seismic Survey Petro1eUIII pty International ,15/10/73 approx.

Ltd

Thornton Seismic S Associated Aust- Petty-Ray 71./3362 29/07/73- 671.7 X X X X
Survey rallan Resources Geophysical 31/01/7~

N.L. Incorporated



TABLE 2. (Continued)

SHEET AREAS

NAME TYPE OPERATOR CONTRACTOR BMR FILE DURATION TOTAl Cross- DU.llIer Mt Bann- Cornish Helena UUlI- Lucas Stans- lVebb
NUMBER EXTENT lanrl erlan Iuna lore

(km)·

Stretch Range S&G Australian Ray Geophysics 70/600 1/08/70- 182 X X X
Seismic and Gravity Aquitaine Petrol- (Australia) pty 14/10/70 403 Stations
Survey eUI pty ltd lid

Helena (267) ¥lest Australian Otgtcon (Australia) 70/504 16/06/70- 402.2 X X X
Reconnaissance PetroleulD pty ltd 9/08/70
Seismic Project Ltd

lake Betty (269) S West Australian Olgtcon (Australia) 70/657 29/07/70- 174.30 X
Oetail/Raconnat- Petroleum pty Ltd 29/08/70
ssance Seismic Ltd
Survey

Crossland (266) S West Australian DIgicon (Australia) 70/687 25/08/70- 135.35 X X
Reconnaissance PetroleulD pty ltd 29/10/70
Seismic Survey ltd

Crossland Platform S West Austra1fan Geophysical Servtce 71/150 21/05/71- 572 X X X
(304) Seismic Project Petroleul pty International & 30/06/71

ltd Digicon (Australia)
Ltd

BIlliluna-Helena AM Australian Assoc- Adastra Airways 71/422 6/10/71- 12000 X X X X X X
Aeromagnetlc iated Oilfields Pty Lid 5/11/71 approx.
Survey N.t.

White Hills Area AM Australian Aquit- Adastra Airways 71/508 6/11/71- 4363.2 X X X X
High Sensitivity alne PetroleulI Pty ltd 16/11/71
Aeromagnetic pty Ltd
Survey



TABLE 2. (Continued)

SHEET AREAS

NAME TYPE OPERATOR CONTRACTOR BMR FILE DURATION TOTAL Cross- Duuer Mt Bann- Cornish Helena BUB- lueas stans- Webb
NUMBER EXTENT land eran 1una lore

(ka)

Broome Swell Area S Contl nentaIon Western Geophysical 65/11006 8/06/65- 95.2 X
Seismic Survey Company of Company of Alerl ca 7/07/65

AustraHa ltd

Crossland Area S Contl nentiAI on Ray Geophysics 65/11012 11/07/65- 370.17 X X
Seismic Survey Company o,f (Austra1fa) Pty 15/10/65

AustraHa Ltd ltd

Barbvlre Range S Continental m1 Ray Geophysics 65/11041 16/10/65- 178.24 X
Area Seismic COllpanyof (AustraHa) Pty 20/01/66
Survey AustNJHa Ltd ltd

i,

Betty Detail S West Australian Geophysical Service· 65/11055 13/06/66- 159~. 72 X
Selsalc Project PetrfJ1eum Pty Internatl ona1 20/08/66

ltd

Dakota Seismic and S&G A'"stra11an Compagnle Generale 67/11161 15/05/67- 1081 X
Gravity Survey Aquitaine Petrol. de Geophyslque 4/10/67 Stations

ieul:1 pty Ltd 512.1

Terry Range Magneto- M.T. Austrai tan Societe t~tlonale 68/3016 9/05/68- 109 X X X
Telluric Survey Aquitaine Petrol- des Petroles 12/10/68 Soundings

eum Pty Ltd d'Aqultane

Ryan Seismic and SSG Australian Compagnle General. 68/3026 15/06/68- 1029 X X
Gravity Survey Aquitaine Petrol- de Geophyslque 10/10/68 Stations

eum Pty Ltd It03

Contention Heights S Australian Compagnle Generale 69/3036 2/06/69- 342 X X
Seismic Refraction Aquitaine Petrol- de Geophysique 3/08/69
Survey eUII Pty Ltd



TABLE 1.
·.WELLS DRILLED IN NOR'mEAST CAN1'f.ING BASIN

! .

NAME OPERATOR BMR FILE SHEET AREA LATITUDE S f;.L. (1'1) DATE SPUDDED STATUS
NUMBER LONGITUDE E R.T. (M) TDREACHED

~

65/1474 21 ° 15 , 34" 2/10/65Pdint Moody No. 1 Australian Aquitaine Stansmore '" 422.8 Plugged and
Petroleum Pty Ltd. 127°48'22" 427.5 20/12/65 Abandoned

Grosslar..d No. 1 \'lest Australia 71/465 Gross land 19°43'10" 181.1 . 31/07/71 Plugged and
Petroleum Pty Ltd. 125°14'50" 183~8 17/08/71 Abandoned

Gross land No. 2 :rJf~st Australia 71/465 Dummer 20°00'45" 175.0 22/08/71 Plugged and
Petroleum Pty Ltd. 1240 59'36" 171.1 4/09/71 Abandoned

20°12'12"
c

Cross land No. 3 Hest Australian 11/465 Durnmer 230.7 24/09/71 Plugged and
Petroleum Pty Ltd. 125°45'39" 233.5 15/10/71 Abandoned

lake Betty No. 1 vlest Auotralia 71/441 Mt. Bannennan 19°34 '08" 213.1 1/10/71 Plugged and
PetroleumPty Ltd. 126°19'45" 218.3 15/12/71 Abandoned

Barbwire No. 1 Uest Australia 72/ 2001 Gross land 19°10' 38" 216.4 18/06/72 Plugged and
Petroleum Pty Ltd. 125°00'59" 21805 6/07/72 Abandoned
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A second major depression was delineated in west
ern DUMMER. It attains a depth of over 6000 m below sea
level in southeastern JOHANNA SPRING adjacent to the west,
and its configuration and shape are modified by north-south
faulting along its eastern. edge in western DUMMER.

The third major depression occurs in eastern
CORNISH and southea.stern MOUNT BANNERMAN. Al though the
depression is on the same northwesterly trend as the Fitzroy
Trough, it is orientated north-south,ahd within it the
greatest depth estimate to magnetic basement is about 9900 m
below sea level near Lake Gregory.

These latter two features were later named the
Johanna Springs Sub-basin (WAPET, 1964b) and Gregory Sub
basin (WAPET, 1964c), respectively. Later surveys doubted
the validity of the Johanna Springs Sub-basin as a separate
entity, and it is more likely to be a part of the Kidson
Willara Sub-basin (WAPET, 1972c).

A persistent, long, irregularly shaped zone of
shallow basement extending southeasterly from northwestern
CROSSLAND through central DUMMER to the survey margin in
central HELENA was also mapped during this survey. It
trends roughly parallel to the long axis of the Canning
Basin and occurs on the southern margin both of the Fitzroy
Trough and the depression delineated in eastern CORNISH.
Its depth generally ranges between 1500 and 3000 m below sea
level and rises to less than 1500 m in northwestern CROSS
LAND near Barbwire Range and in central HELENA near Helena
Spring.

This area of shallow basement seems likely to be
an extension of the BroomePlatformand is tentatively
correlated with it. However, it is considerably south of
its extrapolate4 position from its known trend and extent on
MOUNT ANDERSON. "It is suggested that the Platform may have
been affected and displaced by a strong system of north
south transverse faulting, evidence of which was found in
the survey.

The northern margin of the Canning Basin was found
to be faulted, and a group of abrupt high-frequency anomal
ies is interpreted as being an extension of the Pinnacle
Fault and the uplifted basement to the northeast of it.
Hackathorn and AOC Stansmore·Range Aeromagnetic Survey

A much smaller aeromagnetic survey was flown in
the southeastern part of the area in 1963 by Adastra Hunting
Geophysics Pty Ltd for Hackathorn New Zealand Oils Ltd and
Australian Oil Corporation (AOC) CHACKATHORN & AOC, 1963).
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It was a reconnatssance airborne magnetometer survey flown
at 7500 m and aimed to both delineate the location of the
'StansmoreRange Fault' and to investigate the thickness of
Palaeozoic sediments on either side of it.

The results were uncertain owing to the sparse
data available and it was not possible to detect magnetic~

ally the precise location of the Stansmore Range Fault,
although its postulated position appears to coincide with
the general magnetic picture. Southwest of the Stansmore
Range, crystalline basement is interpreted to be overlain by
Palaeozoic sediments and to form a gradual swell which rises
to about 15 m above sea level in southeastern HELENA, 38 km
west of the Waterlander Breakaway. Depths to magnetic base
ment north of this swell reach a maximum of 1650 m on the
central western edge of STANSMORE, and south of it, basement
decreases to 520 m in southeastern HELENA and reaches anoth
er maximum of 3150 m in central southern WILSON. The grad
ient of the basement swell to the southwest is steeper than
to the northeast.

WAPET'S Preliminary Surveys in the Lake Betty Region

In 1963 WAPET commenced a series of geophysical
surveys in the vicinity of Lake Betty on MOUNT BANNERMAN.
These were to culminate in 1971 with the drilling of WAPET
Lake Betty No. 1.

The first survey was the Balgo-Lake Betty Seismi
mograph Survey carried out in 1963 for WAPET by Geophysical
Servic8 International (WAPET, 1964c). The survey was in two
distinct areas, the Balgo area in northwestern LUCAS and the
Lake Betty area in western MOUNT BANNERMAN. About 320 km of
continuous reflection coverage and 104 km of reversed refra
ction were shot.

Surface mapping in the Balgo area had revealed a
well defined south-plunging anticline about 9.6 km long,
northeast of Dooma Dora Well in LUCAS and the seismic survey
aimed to see if it persisted at depth. Data were limited
and reflection quality was poor. The anticline has less
than 60 m of closure and the survey was abandoned after 2
lines had been shot.

In the Lake Betty area, MOUNT BANNERMAN, surface
mapping had indicated the 'Binda' and ~Betty' anticlines
separated by 'a well defined syncline. The 1962 WAPET Aero
magnetic Survey (WAPET, 1966a) had also shown a shallowing
of the Fitzroy Trough in this region over an arch which
separated it from another deep basin centred on Gregory
Salt Lake, which was named in this survey the Gregory SUb
basin. Depths to magnetic basement on this arch (later
named the 'Bulka Ridge') were calculated to be 3000 to 4500
m. In the Lake Betty region the survey objectives were to
test if the two surface anticlines represent structure at
depth.
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Results were poor, but one horizon tentatively
identified as basal Permian indicated two dome~shaped

closures surrounded by taults. Depths to the top of these
were 960 and 1050 m, respectively and closure to the north
and northeast was dubious. In the pre~~ermian the two
anticlines persist to a depth of 3600 m.

Concurrent with the above survey, United Geophys
ical Corporation carried out the Lake Betty Reconnaissance
Gravity survey for WAPET (WAPET, 1964a). Readings were
taken on a reconnaissance grid survey over most of northeast
MOUNT BANNERMAN including stations on the Lake Betty seismic
survey. The survey was tied to the Virgin Hills area to the
northwest by a traverse along the track to Christmas Creek
and the Great Northern Highway toward Virgin Hills. Gravity
readings were also taken along shot points of the 1962
BMR-IFP Poole Range Seismic Survey in CROSSLAND.

In summary the results showed that there is no
overall regional gravity gradient in the Lake Betty area and
the major gravity features are the minima attributed to the
Fitzroy Trough and the Gregory Sub-basin and the maxima to
the Bulka Ridge and Jones Arch.

The Bulka Ridge maximum corresponded to the arch
separating the minima associated with the Fitzroy Trough and
Gregory Sub-basin. The maximum was a 48 x 24 km northwest
trending gravity high of moderate relief. The Binda and
Lake Betty surface anticlines corresponded to two maxima
located on the western flank of the Bulka Ridge. Several
other anomalies are also located here.

. The Jones Arch maximum in northeast CROSSLAND
trends ~orth-northeasterly and appeared to be cutting across
the Fitzroy Trough similar to the Bulka Ridge. It corres
ponds to the gravity and seismic anomalies located in north
east CROSSLAND (Flavelle & Goodspeed, 1962; CGG, 1974;
Ferrand, 1963).

In the northern part of the survey area the
Pinnacle Fault, on the northern edge of the Fitzroy Trough,
was partly delineated but not uniquely defined. It could be
interpreted as two major down-to-the-south faults en echelon
with the main Pinnacle Fault or it may be a southeasterly
trending fault downthrown to the southwest, or a combination
of both.

Preliminary Surveys in the Stansmore Area

In the central Stansmore Range, Geoseismic
(Australia) Pty Ltd carried out the Stansmore Range Seismio
graph Reflection and Gravity Survey of Hackathorn New Zea-
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land Oils Ltd. This survey was unsubsidized and no report
was released, but according to Beach' l?etroleum NL (BEACH,
1965) the seismic survey obtained poor reflection records
and resuIts were ;i,nconclusive. The gravity' survey did not
substantiate any large vertical displacement across the
Stansmore Fault.

After this survey, Beach Petroleum NL entered
into a farm-in agreement with Hackathorn New Zealand Oils
Ltd in the Stansmore Range area. The first survey by Beach
Petroleum N.L. was the Stansmore Range Gravity Survey run in
1964 by Geoseismic (Australia) Pty Ltd (BEACH, 1965). It
was both a reconnaissance" and detailed surVey which ~imed to
select areas that may be suitable for follow-up seismic work
with the ultimate aim of selecting a drill site.

The Stansmore Range area was shown to be at the
intersection of two gravity minima trending north and north
west. The northerly trend is considered to reflect Upper
Proterozoic to Palaeozoic sedimentary development~ at depth
and the northwesterly trend is parallel to theStansmore
Fault structure and fold belt. Surface geological evidence
showed that folding and faulting are best developed in and
immediately to the west of the Stansmore Range. However,
individual fold structures developed in Permian sediments
are not reflected at depth. A more detailed gravity survey
near the 'Point Moody Anticline' showed there was no corre
lative to this surface feature in the subsurface Bouguer
anomaly. The north-northwesterly gravity gradient between
Point Moody and Thomas Peak, LUCAS was interpreted as
corresponding to the supposed subsurface Stansmore Fault.
This conflicts with the surface mapping which continued the
Stansmore Fault through the Stretch Range, LUCAS.

West of the Waterlander breakaway in southeast
HELENA a broad gravity maximum is interpreted to reflect
shallow basement and corresponds to the position of the
crystalline basement swell delineated by Stansmore Range
Aeromagnetic Survey (HACKATHORN &, A.D.C., 1963). Depth to
basement is interpreted from the gravity survey to be 285 to
345 m below the surface. Farther west of this maximum, east
of the WaterJander breakaway near Carnegie Bluff, a gravity'
minimum is bel.'ieved to represent a north-trendinggraben
fault bounded o~ both the east and west. This corresponds
to a gentle syncline developed in Permian sediments on the
surface. Sediments in this graben are believed to be 3000 m
deep.

Another mJ.nlmum immediately west of the Stansmore
Fault and east of Point Moody was taken to represent a basin
in which sediments exceed 2400 m and may be 9000 m thick.
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Continental Seismic Surveys in CROSSLAND 1964~1966

In 1963 Continental Oil Comvany of Australia Ltd
entered into a farm-in agreement with WAPET and from 1964 to
1966 carried out a series of five seismic surveys, parts of
which covered northern CROSSLAND.

The first survey was the St George Range Reconn
aissance Seismic Project (CONTINENTAL 1 1965a) the southern
half of which was located in northwest CROSSLAND near the
Worral Range and also south of the Kirkby Range. The survey
was a continuous reflection seismic survey using the Vibros
eis method and the objectives were to determine the rela
tion of the Fenton Fault to the 'Fitzroy Depression', the
thickness of the 'Fitzroy Depression' sedimentary sequence
and also that of the adjacent 'Broome Swell'.

Reflections in the 'Fitzroy Depression' were good
to poor, whereas the reflection quality on the Broome Swell
was poor, a fact attributed to the thin sedimentary section.

The results showed that tpe 'Fitzroy Depression'
is a structural graben, asymmetrical in form to the south
west with the deepest part north of and parallel to the
Fenton Fault. The basin "deep" may be in excess of 7500 m.
The 'Broome Swell' to the south of the Fenton Fault appeared
to be a broad platform having minor closures and a hinge
belt of down-to-the-north step faults. The sedimentary
section on the 'Broome Swell' was much thinner, being 1500
to 3000 m.

Two anomalies near the Larbwire Range were situated
on an anticlinal trend that strikes northwesterly parallel
to the Fenton Fault.

Near the Fenton Fault record quality was from fair
to very poor and there was no reliable correlation of refle
ction events across the fault. The 'B' horizon, tentatively

.identified as near the base of the Grant Formation, is
either too shallow to map south of the fault or does not
continue across it.

The second survey was the Poole Range Detail
Vibroseis Project (CONTINENTAL, 1965b) run by Ray Geophys
ics. The most southern part of four lines of this survey
were in northeast CROSSLAND and MOUNT BANNERMAN. The
objective was to determine if the Poole Range Anticline, a
surface feature to the north of the area, is present in the
subsurface. In the Poole Range the survey delineated 3600
to 4500 m of Permian to Carboniferous sediments, and in the
survey area revealed a rise of the sedimentary horizons into
the adjacent CROSSLAND. A few northwesterly-trendingfaults
were also delineated within the area.
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The survey proposed to exmnine the geological
section of the 'Broome Swell' and from the scattered refrac
tion probes, to gather information relating to the thickness
of the sedimentary section, the regional dip,. and the char
acter and identity of the sedimentary section.

The results showed that the 'Broome Swell' appears
to be an uplifted area containing a relatively thin sedi
mentary section and separated by abrupt and complex struc
tures from 'the Fitzroy Trough which contains at least 15 000
m of sediments. The thickness of the sedimentary section
was only mapped in Probe VIII in southwestern CROSSLAND
where basement is at depths from 600 to 1500 m.

A 'ridge' believed to occur in the centre of the
'Broome Swell' in central CROSSLAND may be an uplifted fault
block with some thickening occurring to the southwest of the
'Swell' towards the Mount Bannerman Gravity Trough (Flavelle
& Goodspeed, 1962).

Regional dip of the sedimentary section was not
clearly established. However certain evidence indicated the
dip was possibly to the northwest until near the close of
the Devonian, after which slight easterly tilt occurred.

,
The fourth survey, Crossland Area Seismic Survey

(CONTINENTAL, 1966a) was a Vibroseis reflection survey which
mainly covered the area north and east of the Millyit,
Jones,and Hicks Ranges in northeast CROSSLAND and northwest
MOUNT BANNERMAN. Some of the' lines were continuations of
the Poole Range Vibroseis Project lines.

The survey aimed at seeking a subsurface framework
for the Crossland area of the 'Fitzroy Graben' and was
regional in nature except for some detailed work near Poole
Range and Arundel Bore, CROSSLAND.

Three anomalies were detected near Arundel Bore
and are elements of a major anticlinal feature which plunges
both northwest and southeast and is elongated approximately
parallel to the Fenton Fault. It trends northwesterly for
about 70 km from just north of Jones Range through Arundel
Bore to southern NOONKANBAH. The feature is modified by two
systems of post-Lower Carboniferous faulting which formed
one fault parallel to the anticlinal axis and south of it,
and two easterly-trending faults. All three combined prod
uce three distinct areas of closure along the axis. The
anomalies were structural highs in the pre-Lower Carbonifer
ous, and the Lower Carboniferous sediments lap on to the
postulated Devonian. Complete Lower Carboniferous and
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Devonian sections are not present and the two major reflec
tors converge on this anticline. Five other anomalies
delineated in the survey were similar to the 'Arundel Anti
cline! .

Depth to basement along the crest of the 'Arundel
Anticline' is estimated to be 4800 to 5100 m whereas depths
to basement of 6000 to 10 500 m are calculated within the
greater part of the 'Fitzroy Trough'.

The final Continental Oil survey was a Vibroseis
reflection survey, the Barbwire Area Seismic Survey (CONTIN
ENTAL, 1966b) in 1965-1966. The survey proposed to confirm
a structure for drilling an area of a lead previously
determined by Bouguer gravity, by the St George Range
Reconnaissance Seismic Survey and air-borne magnetometer
data on the north flank of the 'Broome Swell' adjacent to
the Fenton Fault. The survey was located in northwest
CROSSLAND , south of the Barbwire, Worral, and Hall Ranges.

The results showed that no less than 900 m and no
more than 3000 m of prospective sediments exists in the
Barbwire Range on the 'Broome Swell'. The depositional and
structural history of these sediments is distinctly differ
ent from that of Fitzroy Trough to the north.

AQUITAINE Point Moody No. 1

Concurrent with this activity in the northwestern
part of the area, more work was carried out in the southeast
near the Stansmore Range. In 1965 Hackathorm New Zealand
Oils interests were attained by General ExpJ.'_ 'at ion of
California, and both Beach Petroleum NL and Australian
Aquitaine Petroleum had a 60% working interest, General
Exploration 40%, and AAP in return for working the permits
could attain a 55% interest. This began a period of activ
ity by AAP in the southeastern part of the area.

In October 1965, AAP commenced Point Moody No. 1,
the first deep test well in the area (AAP, 1966). The well
was sited on the crest of an easterly-trending surface
anticline developed in the central portion of the Stansmore
Gravity Trough of Flavelle & Goodspeed (1962). On the sur
face the anticline trended 19.2 km east-west by 3.2 to 4.8
km north-south and closure to the north was not well defin
ed. The well was also located in the area where a detail

_ gravity survey (BEACH, 1965) had not confirmed the persis
tence of the anticline at depth. AAP anticipated finding a
Lower Permian section including the Grant Formation resting
either unconformably on Precambrian or Palaeozoic.



Fig. 37 AQUITAINE Point Moody No.1.
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The well was spudded in the Noonkanbah Formation
and penetrated the Poole Sandstone, Grant Formation, and
bottomed in the Carboniferous ?Anderson Formation at 2441 m.
The detailed stratigraphy is summarized in Figure 37.

The thickness of the Lower Permian and Upper
Carboniferous sed~ents suggests that the well is in a deep
part of the Canning Basin, and it is probable that a thick
sequence of Lower and Middle Palaeozoic exists below 2441 m
at Point Moody.

WAPET Betty Detail Seismic Project

During 1966 WAPET continued work in the Lake Betty
area and completed the Betty Detail Seismic Project (WAPET,
1966b) in an area east of Mt Erskine, MOUNT BANNERMAN. The
survey was a 600% dinoseis - reflection survey and was
designed to verify east and northeast closure on the Lake
Betty Anticline, and to extend regional reflection lines
across the 'Bulka gravity arch' to determine whether region
al structural closure existed northeast of the 'Binda' and
'Betty' trends.

The 'Lake Betty Anticline' was found to have
closure to the northeast and east at the basal Permian level
but not below it. In the anticline the closure in the 2
Permian sediments was shown to cover an area of about 42 km.
with a possible vertical ~losure of 105 m. The crest of it
was 558 m below the surf". ··e.

The 'Binda' anomaly is better developed in pre
Permian beds. On 'Horizon B' (pre-Permi2n) 90 m of vertical
closure is contoured in an area of 78 km trending north
westerly with the crest 870 ID below sea level.

Northeast of the 'Binda 1 and 'Lake Betty' trends
the regional survey showed that no structural closure of
magnitUde exists·at·depth.

In the Lake Betty area sedimentary section of at
least 7800 m was inferred. This places the 'Lake Betty' and
'Binda' Anomalies in an area of a considerably thick sedi
mentary section and well down on the northeast flank of the
'Fitzroy Trough'.
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AAP Geophysical Surveys 1967-71

In 1967 AAP commenced a series of geophysical
surveys in the southeastern part of the area.

The first of these was the Dakota Seismic and
Gravity Survel (AAP, 1968) part of which covered southeast
HELENA. It was a seismic reflection and refraction survey
with gravity readings at each seismic shot point and also
along an access track.

The main objective was to investigate a gravity
maxima situated west of the Waterlanderbreakaway which was
located by the Stansmore Range Gravity Survey (BEACH, 1965).

The reflection results were very poor and corre
lation from one line to the other was very difficult owing
to lack of continuity. The area appears to be highly fault
ed and the sedimentary sequence is thin. The refraction
results were poor, but confirmed the shallow sequence. The
gravity results showed a broad gravity maximum also indicat
ing that basement was very shallow.

The second AAP survey was the Terry Range Reconn
aissance Magneto-Telluric Survey. run in 1968 by technicians
of the Societe Nationale des Petroles d'Aquitaine (AAP,
1969a). This method, relatively unused in Australia at that
time, is designed to delineate the gross features of sedi
mentary basins by measuring the relative amplitudes of the
telluric currents and the magnetic field inducing them with
in a large frequency range.

The survey aimed to improve the knowledge of the
shape of the basin west of the Stansmore Range. In the
area, 22 stations were set up represc;c:ing a cross section
through the basin, with a tie to the Point Moody well.

A tentative configuration of basement was present
ed in the results, and broadly there is decrease in basement
within the Fitzroy Trough and south-of this, the Helena
Pollock Hill Ridge was mapped as an extension of the 'Broome
Swell' trend. However, more detailed results did not agree
with those obtained with more conventional geophysical
surveys.

Simultaneously with the magneto-telluric survey
AAP also ran the Ryan Seismic and Gravity Survey (AAP,
1969b). The objectives within the area were to delineate
the shape of the Fitzroy Trough and its flanks, and to
determine its depth in the central zone. The depth was to
be compared with the sedimentary section encountered in
Point Moody No. 1 to determine whether there were signific
ant pre-Permian units in the area.
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The gravity results agreed with the previous
Stansmore Gravity Survey (BEACH, 1965) and with the assoc
iated seismic work. The Bouguer anomaly map showed a
minimum immediately west of the Stansmo~e Range correspond
ing to the pTobable extension of the 'Fitzroy Trough'
(Gregory Sub-oasin) and two maxima in central western
STANSMORE and eastern HELENA, confirming the presence of the
'Broome Swell'.

The seismic reflection and refraction results
showed a thick geological section thinning towards the edge
of the basin. The area had been affected by reasonably
intense structural movement with steep dips and unconform
ities or erosional surfaces occurring,

A minor part of the Contention Heights Seismic
Refraction Survey (AAP, 1969d) covers southern HELENA and
STANSMORE. In the area basement becomes sha.llower in the
north.

The fifth AAP survey in the area was the Stretch
Range Seismic and Gravity Survel, a combined reflection,
refraction, and gravity survey (AAP, 1971). The specific
purpose of the seismic survey was to trace the reflections
existing below Point Moody to higher structural positions
and to find closed structures for drilling targets. The
other objectives were to trace these horizons onto the

-southeast extension of the 'Broome Swell' and to look for
possible pinchouts within the sequence. A refraction
program was conducted across the 'Stretch Range Fault' to
determine if the thick basin sequence to the west of the
fault was present to the east.

The results of the gravity survey gave more
detailed information in the area, but in general confirmed
the main trend of the previous Stansmore Ranges Gravity
Survey (BEACH, 1965).

The refraction results were inconclusive owing to
common faulting along the whole refraction profile.

The reflection survey data ranged from good to
nil and two main features both possibly anticlines were
delineated, one north of Point Moody and the other near
WhIte Hills, STANSMOP~. Some stratigraphic pinchout was
observed towards the 'Broome Swell'.
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BMR Systematic Gravity Survey 1968

In 1968, under contract to BMR, Wongela Geophysic
al Pty Ltd carried out a systematic gravity survey over the
southern part of the area (Darby & Fraser, in press).

The 'cell' method of flying was used to establish
more detailed &.i4 avi ty stations over DUMMER, CORNISH, LUCAS,
HELENA, STANSfiORE, and WEBB. The followi,ng gravity fea'tures
were named 8i.1d some of the revision of the terminology of
Flavelle & Goodspeed (1962) was made (Fig. 38).

\
1
! The Tanami Gravity Complex (Whitworth, 1970) is

continued onto northern CORNISH and LUCAS and is character
ized by high-intensity short-wavelength Bouguer anomaly
features. To the east this province correlates broadly with
the Granites-Tanami Block and it is suggested that it
extends westward beneath the Canning Basin as basement.
This area was formerly the Minnie Range Gravity Shelf and
the Gregory Lake Gravity High (Flavelle & qoodspeed, 1962).

The Broome Gravity Ridge, a unit of the Fitzroy
Regional Gravity Complex (Darby & Vale, 1969), occurs in
northwestern DUMMER and western CORNISH. It is similar to
the Broome Swell outlined by Flavelle & Goodspeed (1962)
except that Darby ,& Fraser (in press) terminated the feature
in central CORNISH.

In northwestern DUMMERthe Johanna Gravity Ridge,
a unit of the Munro Regional Gravity Platform (Darby & Vale,
1969) is an east-west trending Bouguer anomaly high. It
almost coincides with the Johanna Spring Gravity Spur of
Flavelle & Goodspeed (1962).

The South Canning Regional Gravity Low province
(Darby & Fraser, in press) fully delineated and divided into
two u~its, the Sahara Gravity Shelf'in western DUMMER and
the Reeves Gravity Low in western HELENA. The Sahara Grav
ity shelf is an area of low Bouguer anomalies, rahging from
-30 to -40 mGal. The Reeves Gravity Low is a broad Bouguer
anomaly depression in which values vary from -40 to -70
mGal.

The Pedestal Regional Gravity Low (Whitworth,
1970) is situated in southern CORNISH and LUCAS, northern
HELENA and ,ruBB, and western STANSMORE and is subdivided
into 3 units, the Thornton Gravity Low, the Moody Gravity
Low, and the Yam Gravity Low. These latter two features
were fo~merly the Stansmore Gravity Trough (Flavelle &
Goodspeed, 1962).
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The Yam Gravity IJow is an east-trending gravity
depression in southern LUCAS, and the Moody Gravity Low is a
south-trending gravity depression bounded by steep gradients
in its southern half in southern STANSMORE and northern
WEBB. The Thronton Gravity Low is a shallow gravity depres
sion bounded by mainly northwest~trending gradients.

The Argas Regional Gravity High in western WEBB
and STANSMORE and eastern HELENA, originally called the
Wilson Gravity High (Flavelle &; Goodspeed, 1962) was made a
unit of the Barons Gravity Plateau (Lonsdale &; Flavelle,
1968). It is an elongate north-trending high of about 50
mGal amplitude which is caused by a basement high. However,
as a basement inlier in southwestern WEBB is not associated
with high Bouguer anomalies it is apparent that the dense
rocks within the jasement may also be' affecting this
feature.

WAPET's Reconnaissance Work in CROSSLAND and DUMMER

In 1970 WAPET began concentrating their work in
the area on the Crossland. Platform in CROSSLAND, DUMMER, and
CORNISH, with the aim of finding suitable structures for
drilling. The first series of surveys comprised three
reconnaissance seismic surveys run consecutively in the
northeastern part of the area.

Before the surveys began, WAPET reviewed the pre
vious geophysical surveys; a more detailed interpretation
of the 1952-1960 BMR gravity surveys (Flavelle & Goodspeed,
1962) and the 1962-63 WAPET Aeromagnetic Survey (WAPET,
1966a) suggested that within the area the 'Mid-basinPlat
form' (also known then as 'Broome Swell') may be separated
into two elements, the Crossland and the Helena Platforms.
The dividing feature is the Tina Springs Hingeline, and the
Crossland Platform to the northeast is structurally higher
than the Helena Platform to the southwest. The Tobin
Hingeline was thought to separate the Helena Platform from
the Kidson Sub-basin to the south. '

The first survey was the Helena (267) Reconnaiss
ance Seismic Project (WAPET, 1970a) and the objective was to
establish the structural attitu4e of the Crossland and Hel
ena Platforms and to determine the nature of the deformation
associated with the Fenton Fault and the Tina Springs and
Tobin Hingelines. Two southwesterly-trending reconnaissance
reflection lines were shot, commencing in northern CORNISH
and passing diagonally across DUMMER. Five northwest
trending faults were delineated and were downthrown to the
north, except the fault postulated to be the expression of
the Tina Springs Hingeline which is downthrown to the south
west. Two anticlinal features were defined, one west of
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Dummer Range, DUMMER, and the other east of Point Massie,
CORNISH, and the northwestern flanks of these anticlines
plunge steeply into the Fitzroy Trough. Northeast of Tina
Springs Fault a broad low relief anticlinal structure is
also present, and southwest of the Tina Springs Fault on the
Helena Platform the dip is ma~nly to the southwest. The
throw of the Fenton Fault decreases somewhat to the south
east near Well 48, CORNISH and is replaced by extreme north
east dips lnto the Fitzroy Trough. The Tobin Hingeline was
not detected within the area. .

As a follow up to this survey the Cross land (268)
Reconnaissance Survey (WAPET, 1971a) was run. It consisted
of one southwest-trending reflection line, parallel to, and
80 km north of, the Helena (267) lines.

A series of northwest-trending faults which were
downthrown to the northeast were mapped and three anticlines
were shown to eXi~t on a deeper horizon, horizon 'B', which
was possibly Ordovician to Devonian.

The most important of these anticlines occ~rred

4.8 km southwest of Jones Range and showed closure on
horizon 'B' as well as on ho~izon 'A', a pre-Permian UDcon
formity. The other two anticlines ~n central CROSSLAND did
not show marked closure on the horizon 'A'. One of these
anticlines was later drilled, as WAPET Crossland No.'2.
There is marked thinning of the section over the three
anticlines.

Combining the results of the Crossland (268), and
Helena (267) surveys,the Crossland Platform was shown to be
an upfaulted block with regional southwest dip and ~eparated

from a terrace to the north by the Dummer Range Fault which
had a down-to-the-north throw of 2100 ffi. The terrace,
separated from the Fitzroy Trough by the Fenton Fault,
widened in the southeast to b~come a north-dipping shelf
with consequent reduction of the down-to-the-north throw of
the Fenton Fault. The terrace is intermediate in depth
between the Crossland Platform and the Fitzroy Trough. The
data were too poor in the south to delineate the Helena
Platform as a separate structural entity.

WAPET's Final Survey ill the Lake Betty Region

Simultaneously with these two surveys on the
Crossland Platform WAPET carried out its final reflection
survey in the Lake Betty region, the Lake Betty (269)
Detail/Reconnaissance Seismic Survey (WAPET, 1970b). The
detailed part of the survey aimed to delineate a drill site
by improving data quality atpre-Permian levels so that
northeast closure could be delineated and the Lake Betty
faulting could be clarified, and the reconnaissance survey
was aimed at investigating the north flank of the Gregory
Sub-basin and the adjacent 'Betty Terrace'.
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As the detail work was to culminate in the drill
ing of Lake Betty No. 1, WAPET had reinterpreted the pre
vious geophysical work and had modified the previous inter
pretations of tectonic features in the area. The Lake Betty
area occurs on the southern edge of the eastern continuation
of the Lennard Shelf, which extends 620 km from Lake Betty
to the offshore Canning. The Lennard Shelf is separated by
the Pinnacle Fault on the south from t~e Fitzroy Trough and
the Gregory Sub-basin, and the latter two features are
separated by the northe~$~-trending Jones Arch which in
northeast Crossland changes strike through east to southeast
to merge with the Betty Terrace. The Lake Betty area lies
irr~ediately basinwards of the fault which separates the
Gregory Sub-basin from the Betty Terrace. To the north of
the area, the Pinnacle Fault has downthrown basement 1500 m
to the south to 3000 m below sea level. Basement dips
south-southwest from this to 5100 m at Lake Betty. The
Betty ~tructure itself lies on the west flank of the Betty
Terrace Gravity maximum previously a part of the Bulka Ridge
Gravity maximum (WAPET, 1964a).

The results of the detail survey showed that there
was insufficient dip on the Lake Betty structure to provide
reliable stratigraphic closure but closure is provided by
three northwesterly-trending down-to-the-southeast major
faults which traverse the structure. One area of fault
bounded closure w~s selected and was drilled as WAPET Lake
Betty No. 1 in late 1971.

The reconnaissance survey consisting of two nearly
north-trending lines in central MOUNT BANNERMAN shows a
marked thickening of the section from the Betty Terrace into
the Gregory Sub-basin near Lake Doman, south of Casey Range.
The results also indicated a possible continuation of the
regional faulting present in the Lake Betty area and an
anticlinal feature, on the Betty Terrace 4 km west of Chung
gla Well, developed on the base of the Carboniferous
'Horizon', which was relatively shallow there.

Further work by WAPET in CROSSLAND and DUMMER

In 1971 WAPET, encouraged by the two previous
seismic surveys on the Crossland Platform continued reconn
aissance work with the Crossland Platform (304) Seismic
Project (WAPET, 1971b). Six more northeasterly-trending
reflection lines ~ere shot in CROSSLAND , DUMMER, and CORNISH
with the aim of further defining the structural elements of
the Crossland Platform. In northwest CROSSLAND additional
lines were shot with the aim of defining an anticlinal
feature near the Barbwire Range (Continental, 1966b) and
defining the location of the Fenton Fault.
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The survey mapped three northwest-trending major
fault and fault systems - the Fenton Fault System, Dummer
Range Fault, and Tina Springs Fault.

The Fenton Fault System consists of a well defined
series of downthrown-to-the-northfaults. Trending to the
southeast, the throw on the fault decreases and in central
CORNISH the fault is partly replaced by steep northeast dips
into the 'Fitzroy Trough' (Gregory Sub-basin). The Dummer
Range Fault is downthrown to the northeast, with throw
decreasing to the southeast. The Tina Springs Fault trends
parallel to the Dummer Range Fault but is downt 1

: rown to the
southwest.

Several anticlines were delineated on the three
horizons mapped which were Horizon 'C' near top of Ordovic
ian, conformable beneath Horizon 'B' near top Devonian and
Horizon 'A' Pre-Permian unconformity. Horizons tended'to
thin over anticlines and thicken in associated synclines.

The results of the survey could be divided into
three stratigraphic areas.

The first area is on the southern flank of the
Fitzroy Trough bounded to the south by the Fenton Fault
Zone. Two ~"nticlinal features, one southwest of Jop-es Range
and one northeast of Kirkby Range, were clearly mapped on
all three horizons.

The second area was a terrace area pounded by the
Fenton Fault System and the Dummer Range Fault and inter
mediate in depth bet~een the Crossland Platform and the

I,

Fitzroy Trough. On the Ordovician and Pre-Permian uncon-
formity horizons two anticlinal features were mapped, the
Barbwire Structure and another feature west of Dummer Range.
These features were later drilled by WAPET Barbwire No. 1
and WAPET Crossland No. 3, respectively. The Pre-Permian
was mapped as a broad northwest-trending anticlinal feature
along this terrace. .

The third area defined was the Crossland Platform,
formerly 'Broome Swell', which lies south of the, Dwnm\?r
Range Fault and has a gentle regional dip to the southwest.
In central-western CROSSLAND, the Devonian' and Silurian are
absent and the Permianrests directly on the Ordovician.
The existence of the Helena Platform as a separate entity
was extremely doubtful.

Overall the sediments thinned over anticlinal
features and thickened in associated synclines. Regional
thickening occurs away from the Fenton Fault zone into the



Fig.39 WAPET Crossland No.1
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Fig. 40 WAPET Crossland No.2

Scale'lcm =50m.
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Fig. 41 WAPET Crassland Na.3

Scale: Icm, =50m.
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Fitzroy Trough, especially in the Devonian sequenqe and some
thickening also occurs south of the Dummer Range Fault.
Major fault movement and structural growth occurred before
and during the Devonian.

WAPET Drilling Program 1971

Following. on from this survey WAPET drilled three
stratigr~phic coreholes in the Crossland Platform area
(WAPET, 1971c). The wells were specifically sited to deter
mine the ages and lithologies below the Permian unconformity
and to obtain velocity data and Permian stratigraphic con
trol in an area devoid of any well control. To date,
identification of subsurface horizons 'had been speculative
and any velocity data had been determined from wells often
320 km away. There were no direct ties of any seismic lines
to wells~

Crassland No. 1 was drilled on an anticlinal
feature on the terrace north of the Crossland Platform. The
'terrace' was termed in this report the" Barbwire Terrace and
defined as a structurally complex area constituting the
southern flank of the Fitzroy Trough and Gregory Sub-basin
and featuring relatively intense folding. It is bounded to
the northeast by the Fenton Fault System and to the south
west by what is now termed the Dummer Range Fault System.
Crossland No. 2 was sited on the Crossland Platform south of
the Dummer Range Fault System in an area where seismic
sections have shown numerous small and poorly defined
structures. Crossland No. 3 was located on a large fault
block within the Dummer Range Fault System.

.
As previous seismic surveys had shown thinning of

the sections over anticlines all wells were located off
structure so as to obtain maximum section thickness. The
detailed stratigraphy of the wells is shown in Figure 39,
40, 41. All three wells spudded in Permian, No. 1 in Grant
Formation, the others tn Noonkanbah Formation. Below the
Permian unconformity, Crossland Nos 1 and 3 entered
?Devonian or ?Devonian-Carboniferous carbonate sequences,
and Crossland 2 entered Ordovician-?Devonian evaporitic
Carribuddy Formation.

The results were important in that they showed
that the Crossland Platform, which lies farther south than
previously interpreted, has the Ordovician-Devonian evapor
ite sequence preserved directly beneath the base of the
Grant Formation. This implies that the small, poorly
defined structures within the northern platform area are
possibly the result of salt solution within and at the top
of the evaporitic sequence. The other major result is that



Fig. 42 WAPET Lake Betfy No.1
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the Barbwire Terrace has a thick Upper Devonian carbonate
sequence preserved and that in the Dummer Range area it
forms a series of down-to-the-north, normal fault blocks.

Towards the end of 1971 WAPET drilled Lake Betty
No. 1, their first petroleum exploration well in the area
(WAPET, 1972a), aimed to test Devonian shelf carbonates.
Again WAPET reinterpreted the previous geophysics and con
cluded that the Lake Betty structure was located in a south
ward continuation of the Lennard Shelf area on a prominent
projection into the adjacent Gregory Sub-basin where the
transition from shelf to basin takes place along a zone of
faulting and down warping. Detailed stratigraphy is in
Figure 42. The well spudded in Millyit Sandstone and the
base of 'the Grant Formation unconformably overlies the Lower
Carboniferous Laurel Formation at 752.4 m. The well reached
total depth of 3096 m in Middle Devonian Poulton ForQation.
No major hydrocarbons were found and the primary target,
Upper Devonian shelf carbonates, were absent and the Upper
Devonian was represented by a clastic facies, the Luluigui
Formation. The carbonates were believed to be faulted out
at 3003 m.

AAa Billiluna-Helena Aeromagnetic Survey 1971

In 1971 a consortium of companies comprised of
Associated Australia Oilfields NL, (AAa), Australian
Aquitaine Petroleum Pty Ltd, Abrolhos Oil NL, Ashburton Oil
NL, Flinders Petroleum NL, Longreach Oil NL, and Pursuit Oil
NL took up two Exploration Permits in the eastern and
northern Canning Basin. AAa, .LS the operators in the area,
in late 1971 flew the Billiluna-Helena Aeromagnetic Survey
over most of the eastern part of the area (AAa, 1972).

The survey showed that basement was characterized
by a dominant series of faults trending northwest and a
sUbordinate, possibly older, series of faults trending
northeast. Eleven major anomalies were delineated and
broadly the results are as follows :-

On the 'Billiluna Shelf', a zone of subsidence
where basement reaches 6000 m below sea level is delineated
13 km north of Falconer Hills. This is a basin-like feature
surrounded by major faults or steeply dipping margins which
may also be fault zones. However, it acted as a shelf after
the Late Devonian.

Several fractures were delineated on the Batty
Terrace and, combined, they showed that magnetic basement
varies considerably in amplitude from 9000 to 3000 m below
sea level. The northern margin, 2 km northeast of Mt
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Bannerman, is a down-to-the-southwest fault, the Mueller
Fault, which is possibly an extension of the Pinnacle Fault.
Southwest of Mt Bannerman, in a downthrown fault wedge
basement reaches 9000 m below sea level.

The southwestern margin of the Betty Terrace is a
series of northeast-trending, down-to-basin, en echelon
faults occurring between Balgo Mission and Old Balgo Miss
ion. Across them basement drops from 3000 to 9000 m below
sea level. Some structures in the Balgo area may be the
result of post-Permian movements over these faults.

Near Chungla Well, MOUNT BANNERMAN, is an upthrown
basement block where depth to basement rises to 3000 m below
sea level. This high was also delineated by seismic surveys
(WAPET, 1970b).

The Fitzroy Trough (Gregory SUb-basin) reaches
9000 m below sea level 4 km south of Bishop Range, southeast
CORNISH. Its northern margin appears to be either a zone of
very steep dip or a series of major faults. There were no
major irregularities in basement configuration in the survey
area. Near Farewell Lakes, northeast HELENA, a fault
bounded indentation of the Fit2;roy Trough (Gregory Sub-basin)
occurs in which 7500 m of sediments are preserved; on the
adjacent platform area the sedimentary rocks were inter
preted as only 3000 m thick.

The Platform area was shown to be an area of
relatively undisturbed shallow magnetic basement, with
sedimentary thickness varying from 1500 to 3000 m below sea
level. The Tina Springs Hingeline was delineated as a down
to-the-south fault. In southwest HELENA a zone of intense
faulting may be the postulated Tobin Hingeline which is
supposedly developed between the Platform to the north and
the Kidson Sub-basin to the south (WAPET, 1970a). However,
seismic work in this area has failed to substantiate this
(WAPET, 1970a, 1971a, 1971b).

AAP Aeromagnetic Survey 1972

In the adjacent exploration permit to the east AAP
flew the White Hills area High Sensitivity Aeromagnetic
Survey (AAP, 1972). The SUrVby covered the southeast exten
sions of the 'Broome Swell' and the Fitzroy Trough as well
as an unnamed elevated area of basement to the north of the
Trough.

Within the Fitzroy Trough, southwest of Stansmore
Range, two anticlines and one syncline, all fault-bounded,
are present. Although their axes are orientated easterly,
the bounding faults mainly trend northwesterly. The great-
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est depth to magnetic basement is 12 000 m in a syncline
developed west of Point Moodg. However, because the fault
blocks were orientated at 45 to the magnetic and flight
profile lines this could yield depth-to-basement estimates
greater than expected. Northeast of this, a sequence of
parallel northwest-trending fault structures have uplifted a
section of the magnetic basement to about 300 m below sea
level. The eastern margin of the Fitzroy Trough occurs east
of the Stansmore Range where the throw of a northwesterly
trending changing to northerly-trending fault uplifts
basement from 4500 to 3000 m below sea level.

The 'Broome Swell' occurs in the southern part of
the survey area and depth to magnetic basement varies from
sea level to 6000 m below sea level. The 'Broome Swell' here
is divisible into two parts, a northern portion near the
central part of the boundary of HELENA and STANSMORE and a
southern portion to the south of this, the boundary between
the two parts of the Swell being an area of inferred fault
ing trending northwesterly. In the northern portion of the
'Broome Swell', magnetic basement is from 3750 to 6000 m below
sea level, and two prominent ridge-like features occurring
west of Point Alphonse, western LUCAS, protrude into the
Fitzroy Trough from the Swell. Depth to magnetic basement
in the southern portion of the 'Broome Swell' is much less,
varying from 1500 m below sea level to sea level in central
western HELENA.

WAPET'S Semi-Detailed Seismic Survey, 1972-3

In 1972 WAPET returned to the northwestern part of
the area to carry out the East Canning Seismic Survey
(WAPET, 1972b) which aimed at providing additional detailed
coverage on structures determined by the earlier reconnaiss
ance surveys as well as a northwesterly .~ie line across the
northeasterly-trending reconnaissance survey lines.

The survey was divided into four reflection
projects: Barbwire Terrace (332), Arundel (337), Christmas
Creek (338), and Crosslands D1 (339).

In the Arundel area the survey aimed to provide
modern coverage over the defined Arundel Structure (Contin
~ntal, 1966a). Data were of poor quality but confirmed the
previous interpretation of the structure as a northwest
trending anticline. Additional seismic work is required to
confirm mapped and implied closure.

In the northern part of the Barbwire Terrace the
survey delineated the previous feature noted southwest of
Jones Range (WAPET, 1971a, 1971b). The feature, named the
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Jones Range Structure, was mapped as a large fault-divided
anticline trending east-west. Depth to the top of the
Ordovician was 3690 m and to near top of Devonian Pillara
Formation was 2820 m. Two other anticlines were noted, one
northwest of Kirkby Range and the other 32 km southwest of
the Jones Range Structure.

The Barbwire Terrace program consisted of one
northwesterly-trending line along the extent of the Barbwire
Terrace in CROSSLAND and a detailed program near WAPET
Crossland No. 1. The Barbwire Structure was defined, as
well as an anticline located 4 km noitheast of WAPET Cross
land No. 1 on a fault block.

The Crossland Platform Program obtained fair to
good data, and the Devonian Horizon was found to be trun
cated. An anomalous feature 1.6 km northwest of Clapp Ridge
in southern CROSSLAND is believed to be caused by salt
solution in the Carribuddy Formation and the fault-bounded
anticline discovered 5 km south of Dummer Range, DUMMER will
reqUire further semi-detailed seismic coverage to confirm
closure.

Concurrent with this survey WAPET ran the Dampier
Downs (331) - Collins (336) Seismic Survey (WAPET, 1972b)
the more eastern part of which covered a small area in
northwest CROSSLAND. The objectives ~~ the survey were
mainly on the 'Broome Platform' and the 'Jugurra Terrace',
western equivalents of the Crossland Platform and the Barb
wi~e Terrace, respectively. The s'1~vey defined the Barbwire
Structure drilled by WAPET Barbwire No. 1 as an anticline
cut by a series of down-to-the-north, northwest-trending
faUlts. The survey also mapped the rise in depth of the
horizons over the Barbwire High which supposedly forms the
boundary between the Jugurra and Barbwire Terraces. About
7 km northwest of the Barbwire Range, the Fenton Fault and
the Dummer Range Fault coalesce.

WAPET Barbwire No. 1

In 1972, WAPET drilled Barbwire No. 1 as a
stratigraphic corehole with the primary aim of determining
the age and nature of the stratigraphic column to assist in
the interpretation of the regional structure and strati
graphy, and also to do a velocity survey to assist in the
interpretation of seismic surveys (WAPET, 1972b). The
detailed stratigraphy is summarized in Figure 43.

The well was located on a basement high which
separates the Barbwire Terrace to the southeast from the
Jugarra Terrace to the northwest. The Terrace is inter-



Fig. 43 WAPET Barbwire NO.I
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mediate in depth between the Fitzroy Trough and the
Crossland Platform and is separated. from these by the
Fenton Fault and the Dummer Range Fault respectively. The
well penetrated 138 m of Permian unconformably overlying
Middle to Upper Devonian carbonates and bottomed at 1054.5 m
in Ordovician carbonates (Fig. 43). Temperature gradient
studies in Barbwire No. 1 suggest that in the area basement
may be at a depth of, 1650 m. The presence of Devonian
carbonates in the well confirmed the continuity of the
Devonian carbonates along the Barbwire and Jugurra Terraces.
Previously it was thought they had been removed by erosion
over this basement high.

WAPET detailed Surveys 1973

During 1973 WAPET carried out three detail surveys
in the northwestern part of the area aimed at defining well
sites.

The first was the Crosslands 3 (358) Seismic
Survey, a semi-detailed 1igital seismic reflection survey
part of which covered th~ central western edge of CROSSLAND.
The survey aimed to map in detail a feature noted on the
western edge of McLARTY HILLS by the Crossland D-1 program
of the East Canning Seismic Survey (WAPET, 1972c). Although
several anomalies on 5 major northwest-trending anticlinal
axes were mapped, none could be recorr~ended as a well site
as the mapped closures were thought to be caused by salt
solution within the evaporite sequence. Three major
northwest-trending down-to-the-north faults were mapped and
their age is thought to be Permian. '

The second survey was the Jones Range (364) and
Hall Range (370) Seismic Projects (WAPET, 1974a) carried
out in CROSSLAND.

The Jones Range (364) Project was located on the
'Jones Arch' (Jones Rise), a northeast-plunging gravity
maximum anomaly which separates the Fitzroy Trough from the
Gregory Sub-basin. The survey, a detail reflection survey,
aimed at confirming a well site on the previously defined
Jones Range structure (WAPET, 1971a, 1971b, 1972c). The
structure was located on a large closed anticline located
within a northwest-trending fault-bounded anticline, the
Fenton Fault forming the southern boundary and a
down-to-the-southwest fault forming the northern boundary.
The anticline was also developed in the pre-Permian
unconformity horizon and was cut by the two major
northwest-trending faults between which are several faults
with no preferred orientation. Between these minor
fault-bounded blocks a well site was chosen. It was
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be~ieved that the Jones Range structure with at least 500
km of closure could be one of the best petroleum prospects
in the Fitzroy Trough provided any accumulated hydrocarbons
had not escaped along the faults. The well would have
Devonian carbonate objectives. This feature is presently
being drilled as WAPET Jones Range No. 1. .

The Hall Range (370) Project was carried out on
the Barbwire Terrace in an area bounded by the Fenton and
Dummer Range fault systems. The survey was detail follow-
up work of an anticline delineated 4 km northwest of Crossland
No. 1 by the Barbwire (331) Project of the East Canning I

Seismic Survey (WAPET, 1972d). A northwest-trending faulted,
anticline was mapped and three prospective well sites with
Ordovician objectives were delineated. There is thinning of
the sequence over the highs.

The final 1973 WAPET survey was the Barbwire 2
(361) Seismic Survey in the eal3tern portion of the Barbwire
Terrace and aimed to provide semi-detailed seismic coverage
of the features previously noted south of Dummer Range
(WAPET, 1974b). Thirteen faults,mostly trending north
westerly, were located on the near top of the Ordovician
Horizon, and it was suggested that the formation of the
faults occurred between the Ordovicia~ and the Permian,
perhaps during the Devonian. The Barbwire Terrace was
mapped as a northeast-dipping block on which three features
occurred. The first was an anticline on the western flank
.of which Wapet Crossland No. 3 was located. The other two
features were located on a northwest-trending anticlinal
axis and separated from one another by a down-to-the-north
fault running near parallel to the crest of the anticline.
The work was not detailed enough to define sufficient
c.Losure for a well site.

The pre-Permian unconformity horizon was a
featureless map showing northeast regional dip. No faults
mapped on the lower horizon were detected and in the south
ern part of the survey area, southeast of WAPET Crossland
No. 3 the pre-Permian unconformity reflector becomes too
shallow to map. Below,this, , the pre-Permian section shows
thickening over the syilclinesand thinning over the anti
clines. This is believed to be caused by erosion before the
deposition of the Permian rather than by structural growth
of these highs during the Devonian.

AAO Seismic Survey 1973-74

The last subsidized survey in the area was the
Thornton Seismic Survey carried out by Petty-Ray Geophys
ical, Incorporated for Associated Australian Re80urces NL
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(AAR, formerly A/,O) (AAR 1974) in the eastern and southeast
ern part of the-trea. The survey was an extensive regional
reflection surve 9" aimed at obtaining high-'quali ty reflection
data in a virtually unexplored part of the Canning Basin.
The survey aimed to define the boundaries -of the following
major structural elements:- The Billiluna 'Shelf', Betty
Terrace, Fitzroy Trough, Crossland Platform, and Helena
Platform. It alsl: aimed to define future drilling 10catiJns
with emphasis on rl"ef prospects. Three horizons were mapp
ed. These were basg of Grant Formation, top of Carribuddy
Formation, and BaSeIl\ent.

The base oE Grant Formation is a fairly strong,
Continuous, and easi.,'.y identi~ied reflector. In the north
of the survey area i '; rises to the surface near Balgo
Mission, LUCAS and also 4.5 km west of Mt Mueller, BILLIL
UNA. It also rises to the surface in the south, 8 km south
west and 5.5 km wesl~ of Farewell Lakes, HELENA. Structural
highs were located between Weriaddo Well and Gregory Salt
Lake, as well as 30 km west of Lake Isabella, CORNISH. One
high was located J km northwest of Farewell Lakes. On the
Billiluna 'Shelf' only minor faulting occurs suggesting that
the 'Shelf' became stable before the Upper Carboniferous
with only miner post-Permian disturbance. The regional dip
is to the so~thwest.

'fhe top of the Carribuddy Formation reflector was
reasonabl7I continuous except across the Fitzroy Trough
(Gregory Sub-basin) where it became weak. The Carribuddy
Formatior, is intensely faul ted especially on the Billiluna
'Shelf', indicating that tectonic movements occurred in the
mid-Palanozoic. The fault pattern shown was somewhat con-
jectural with north and northwest-trending faults which
appear to curve along the basin edge. Several well-defined
structural highs were delineated on top of Carribuddy Forma
tion refle\'.tor, with additional high closures existing
against the faults. On seismic sections several possible
reef structu~es were indicated. The surface topography
around Mt Mueller, BILLILUNA, coincided with an anticlinal
structure on 18th the Carribuddy and Basement horizons.

The BabcmAnt horizon was not well defined over
part of the prospect. Faults were more numerous on the
Basement level than the Carribuddy and are mostly normal
faults; a few are low-angle faults. In the Fitzroy Trough
(Gregory SUb-basin) the fault pattern appeared as a series
of large step-down block faults into the 'Trough' and a
curved pattern appears to exist around the basin edge on the
Billiluna 'Shelf' area.

In HELENA, basement is affected by a series of
complex north-south faults which on the southern margin of
the Sheet area appear to be down thrown to the west towards
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the Kidson SUb-basin. The Fitzroy Trough (Gregory Sub
basin) was well defined on the basement, with depth to the
known deepest part being about 1800 m occurring 5 km west of
Lake Isabella, CORNISH. This depth, greater than previously
estimated, could be a slight over-estimation as velocity
curves become less reliable with depth. The isochron maps
showed thickening towards the centre of the Fitzroy Trough
(Gregory Sub-basin) and the isochron map between Top of
Carribuddy and Basement Horizon showed thickening towards
the Kidson Sub-basin.

The Fenton Fault System appears 011 all three
horizons as a series of northwest-trending, down-to-the
north faults curving near French Hills, southern CORNISH. A
series of complementary faults 2 km farther east may be
associated with this system. The Stansmore Fault System
does not show on the Base of Grant Horizon.

TECTONIC ELEMENTS AND STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY

Eight tectonic units of the Canning Basin are
present in the area. They can be distinguished on the basis
of both surface and subsurface stratigraphy and on the
results of aeromagnetic, gravity, and seismic surveys.

They are

(a) Billiluna Shelf

(b) Betty Terrace

(c) Gregory Sub-basin

(cl) Jones Rise

(el Fitzroy Trough

(f) Barbwire Terrace

(g) Crossland Platform

Small parts of the Lennard Shelf and the Fitzroy
Trough are present in the northern part of the survey area.
The distribution of the tectonic units and a section across
them are shown in Figure 2. Table 5 gives the subsurface
stratigraphy of deep wells and Table 6 lists the surface
stratigraphy in the tectonic elements. Table 7 lists the
subsurface geophysical surveys carried out in the various
elements. The results of the surveys have been described
earlier.

The description, location, stratigraphy, struc
ture, and probably history of the tectonic units are des
cribed below.
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Billiluna Shelf

Description The Dilliluna Shelf occurs on
the far north-eastern margin of the Canning Basin,
and is bounded to the west, north, and east by
Prec~nbrian basement and to the south by the Betty
Terrace. Devonian and Ordovician rocks are the
main units exposed.

Derivation The term was coined by Paten et
al. (1972a) for an area which 'exhibits major
relief in aeromagnetic basement' and which
'probably became stable before the Late Carbon~

iferous'. This area was formerly part of the
'Bannerman Shelf', a term now discarded. The
Bannerman Shelf was defined on the basis of known
gravity results as a shelf area with thin sedi
mentary and little tectonic disturbance and
separated by the north-trending Lonergan Hinge
from the 'Fitzroy Trough' ~hich had thick sedi
mentary rocks and greater tectonic disturbance
(Wells, 1960; Casey & Wells, 1960; Henderson,
Condon , & Bastion, 1963). Later geophysical
surveys failed to substantiate this interpretatipn
and Casey & Wells (1964 p. 34) questioned the
existence of the Lonergan Hinge.

Structure· Geophysical work tends to suggest
that the Billiluna Shelf is not really a shelf,
but more a basin~ It, however, acted as a shelf
after the Carboniferous, and the term shelf is
retained on that basis.

Aeromagnetic data have shown that magnetic
basement on the Billiluna Shelf forms a basin
surrounded on all sides by major. faults or steeply
dipping margins which may correspond to faults
(AAO, 1972). The greatest depth to magnetic base
ment is 6000 m below sea level, occurring 13 km
north of Falconer Hills. The area also corre
sponds in part to a major gravity low termed the
Mount Bannerman Gravity Trough (Flavelle & Good
speed, 1962). Most negative Bouguer Anomaly
values correspond to greatest depths to magnetic
basement.

Seismic results indicate that basement is
extensively faulted with a system of step-down
curved faults which parallel the margin of the
Billiluna Shelf. The 'Top of Carribuddy Horizon'
was traced on to the Shelf and was also faulted.



TABLE •• SUBSURFACE STRATl(j~APHY OF EXPLORATION WELLS IN THE GREGORY SUB-BASiN AND ADJACENT AREAS

Age UnH Lake Batty Po'nt Moody Barbll're Crossland Crossland Crossland Wl1son Contention
. No. 1 No. 1 'tW.1 No. 1 No. 3 . No. 2 Cl'ffs No. 1

I

He'ghts No. 1
(a) (.) (I) (I) (Ill) (.) (I) (.)

~9ternaryITert'ary Sand dunes, alluv'ul .273.7 +422.8 x -181.1 .230.7 .174.9 MO.' 418.4
(81.3.) (12.1+) (9.1+) (6.9.) (9.1.) (12.2.) (9.1+)

Mesozo'c (1Jurass'c) Undtfferent'ated - - x - • • .427.9 409.3
(169,,2) (74.1 )

Upper to Lower Lher'nga Group .192.4 x • • -
Perll1~an (377.8)

Lover Perm'sn Noonkanbah Forlat'on -185.4 +410.7 x ) +221r.7 . .224.7 .258.7 335.2
(300.2) (335.3 ) ) (134.7) (192.0) (86.9)

)
Poole Sandstone -485.6 +75.4 le ) (96.4 ) , +31.1 +P6.7 248.3

(86.2) (311.8) ) (64.0) (205.7) (222.5)

low~r Perllan to Grant Forllat'on -571.8 -236.4 -216.4 -172.0 +128..3 . ..32.9 -139 110 .25.8
Upper Carbon' ferou s (892.5) (1313.4) (143.2.) (292,,3. ) (374.9) (451.7) (387.7) (.35.5)

Lower Carboniferous Anderson Formation -1~,9.8 • - • tJj •
(468.5.)

Laurel Format'an -1461-.3 x • • ..
(922.6)

lower Carboniferous to Unnamed carbonate x .120.3 .246.6 • •
uppermost 09von~an (Nullara UlI9stone) (611.7.) (438.0.)

Upper Dsvont an Lulu'gu' ForMat'on -2386.9 x x x
(.99.0)

Upper Devon'an to P'llara Formation - x .73.2 x x • -Upper "'ddle Often'.n (220.4)

Upper Devonlan to Mell'nger'e l'.estone x x x • -526.7 -400.7
'Uddle Davonhn (127.4 ) (17.7)





.TABLE 5. SURFACE OCCURRENCE OF STRATIGRAPHIC UNITS IN GREGORY SUB-BASIN AND ADJACENT AREAS

Age UnIt Crossland Barb.lre Gregory Jones Ftt~roy 3etty Bt11tluna lennard
PlatfoMl Terrace Sub-basIn Rhe Trough Terrace Shelf Shelf

Jurasslc Barb.lre Sandstone 1 X

Calla.a Formation X

Culvida Sandstone X

lower to Middle Ersklne Sandstone X X
Triasslc

LO\fer Trlasstc 8l1na Shale X X

MIllylt Sandstone X X X

Upper Penlan Cherrabun Member X X

Hicks Range Sandstone X X
Member

K'rkby Range Member X X X

Godfrey Beds X X

Condron Sandstone X X X X

Lower Perm'al1l L'ghtjack Format'on X X X X X X

Noonkanbah Formation X X X X X X

Poole Sandstone X X X X

Lower Permlan to Grant FormatIon X X X X X
Upper Carboniferous

Upper Devon'an Knobby Sandstone X

Lower Ordovician Carranya Beds X



TABlE 6. TECTONIC ELEMENTS COVERED BY GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS

NAME TYPE OPERATOR REFERENCE Bt! Hluna Betty fltzroy Jones Gregory Barb.lre Crossland Kidson
Shelf Terrace Trough Rhe Sub-basin Terrace Platfortl Sub-basin

Canning Basin A~ BO BMR Record X X X X X X X
Aeromagnetlc Survey 1960/11

Fltzroy and canning AG BMR BfdR Record X X X X X X X
Basin Reconnaissance
Gravity Surveys, W.A.

Poola Range Seismic AS BMR BMR Record X X X
Survey 1974/43

South canning BasIn AM lest Australian WAPET X X X X X X X X
Aeroaagnetlc Survey Petroleum Pty 1966a

ltd

Stansmore Range AM Hackathorn Ne. Hackathorn X X ? X
Aeromagnetlc Survey Zealand ons ltd and A.O.C.,

and Australian 1963
011 Corporation

Balgo-laka Betty S West AustralIan WAPET X X
SeIsmograph Survey Petroleul Pty 1964c

ltd

lake Betty S Wes·t Austra Ii an WAPET X X X X X
Reconnaissance PetroleulI Pty 1964a
Gravity Survey ltd

Stanslllore Range S&G Hackathorn Beach, X X
Seismograph Ne; Zealand 1965
Reflection and OIls Ltd
Gravity Survey



TABlE 6. (Continued)

NArdE TYPE OPERATOR REFERENCE Bt 11 iluna Betty Fitzroy .rones, Gregory Barb"re Cro~sland Kldson
Shelf Terrae'e Trough Rise Sub-basin Terrace Platform Sub-,basin

Crassland Platform S West AustraHan P/APET, X X X X
(304) Sets~'t Petroleul pty 1971b
Project Ltd

Bllliluna-Helena AM Australian A.A.O., X X X X X
Aeromagnetic ' Associated 1972 '
Survey 011fields N.t.

White "'lls Area AM Australian ' A.A.P., X X X X
Hi9h Sensitivity Aquitaine 1972
AerOf!lagnetlc Petroleum pty
Survey Ud

East Canning S Illest Australian WAPET, X X X X X
Se i smic SUlovey Petroleum pty 1972d

Ltd

Dampi'er Downs (331) s Illest Austra11 an WAPET, X X X
- Collins (336) P9troleum Pty 1972c
Seismic Survey ltd

Crosslands 3 (358) S West Australian WAPET, X
Seismic Survey PetroloulI pty 1973b

ltd

Jones Range (3~) S West Australian WAPET. X X X X
and Hall Range (370) PetroleuBI pty 1974a
Set smlc PI'ojeet ltd

Barb.lre 2 (361) s West Australian WAPET, X X X
Seismic Survey Petroleull Pty 1974b

Ltd

ThornteR Seismic S Associated A.A.R., X X X X X X
Survey Austral ian 1974

Rosources
~-



TABLE 6. (Continued)'

NAME TYPE OPERATOR REFERENCE Bt 11 iluna Betty Fitzroy Jones Gregory Barb,ire Crossland Kidson
Shelf Terrace Trough Rise Sub-basin Terrace Platforl Sub-basin,

Terry R~nge Magneto M.T. Austral ian A.A.P., X X A X
Telluric, Survey Aquitaine 1969a

Petroleum Pty
ltd

Ryan Seismic and S&G Australian A.A.P., X X X X
Gravity Survoy Aquitaine 1969b

PetroI aum pty
ltd

Contenti on Heights S Australian AeA.P., X X
Seismic Refraction Aquitaine 1969c

PetroleullI Pty
ltd

Stretch Range S&G Audral ian A.A.P., X X X X
Seismic and Gravity Aquitaine 1971
Survey PetroIeUIII Pty

Ltd

Helena (267) S West Australian WAPET, X X X
Reconnaissance PetroleulI Pty 19708
Seismic Project ltd

Lake Batty (269) S West AustraHan IAPET , X X X
Detail/Reconnaissance Petroleum Pt, 1970b
Seismic Survey ltd,

Crossland (268) S West Australia!) WAPEr, X X X
Reconnaissance PetroI eum pty 1971a
Seismic Survey ltd



TABLE 6. (Continued)

NAME TYPE OPERATOR REFERENCE Btllt Iuna Batty Fltzroy Jones Gregory Baltb,lre Crossland Kldson
Shelf Terrace Trt'ugh Rise 5ub-basln Terrace Platforll Sub-basin

Stansmore Ranges, G Beach Petroleul Beach, X X X X
Gravity Survey N.L. 1965

St Georges Range S Conti nenbI 011 Continental, X X X
Reconnaissance Colllpany of 1965a
Seismic Project Austra lIa Ltd

Poole Range Detail S Continental Oil Continental X
Vlbroseis Project Company of 1965b

Austra I la ltd

Broome Suell Area S Conti nenta I Oil Continenta1 X X X
3elsllle Survey COllpany of 1965c

Australia Ltd

Cross1and Area S Continental Ofl Continental X X
Setslllc Survey Colpany of 1966a

Australia ltd

Barblire Range Area S Conti nenta I on Continental X X
Seismic Survey COlpany of 1966b

Austra lIa Lld

Betty Detail Seismic S West Al.lstrallan \lAPEl X X
Project Petro1eUI Pty 1966b

Lld

Dakota Seismic and S&G Australian A.A.P., X X X
Gravity Survey Aquitaine 1968

Petroleul Pty
ltd
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Within this f).rea the 'Base of Grant Horizon' ;;·~.s

too shallow to map (AAR, 1974). The sedimentary
section on the Billiluna Shelf averages about 3000
m in thickness.

Stratigraphy The known stratigraphic succession on the
Billiluna Shelf consists of the Lower Ordovician Carranya
Beds (outcrop), the Silurian Carribuddy Formation (seismic
eVidence, AAR, 1974), the Upper Devonian Knobby Sandstone
(outcrop), and the Upper Carboniferous to Lower Permian
Grant Formation (outcrop).

The interval from the Lower Ordovician Carranya
Formation to the Upper Devonian has not been penetrated in
well sections and may also consist of equivalents of the
Lower to Middle Ordovician Willara Formation described by
Playford et al. (in press), the Middle Ordovician Goldwyer
Formation (Elliott, 1961), the Lower Devonian Tandalgoo
Redbeds, and the Middle Devonian Poulton Formation. There
are no known Lower Carboniferous units, and the Grant
Formation is restricted to the southern margin of the
Billiluna Sh~lf. The remaining Lower Permian units, ubi
quitous throughout the rest of the area, as well as the
Upper Permian to Triassic units present in the adjacent
Betty Terrace and Gregory SUb-basin, are absent.

(b) Betty Terrace

Description The Betty Terrace is an area of
downfaulted basement, intermediate in depth
between the Billiluna Shelf to the northeast and
the Gregory Sub-basin to the southwclst, and in
this sense it is a terrace-like feature. It is
separated from the last two features by a series
of subsurface northwest-trending faults the
Mueller Fault and the Stansmore Fault,
respectively. It is bounded to the east by
basement outcrops and the the northwest by
the Jones Rise.

The Betty Terrace is an area where basement,
consisting of a series of ?faulted structural high
and low features, varies in depth from 9000 to
3000 m below sea level. The sediments appear to
thicken into the adjacent Gregory Sub-basin and
the Lower Carboniferous Anderson Formation is
absent.

Derivati n The name was first used by WAPET in their Lake
Betty (269) Detail/Reconnaissance Seismic Survey (WAPET,
1.970b) for a terrace-like basement feature on the north
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flank of the Gregory Sub-basin near Lake Betty. The name
was later applied by Mines Administration Pty Ltd (MINAD) to
an area north of the Gregory Sub-basin and south of the
Billiluna Shelf where the aeromagnetic and gravity data
suggest a series of structural high and low features in the
basemGnt (Paten et al., 1972a).

Stratigraphy Rocks exposed at the surface consist of the
Triassic Erskine Sandstone, Blina Shale, and Millyit Sand
stone and the Permian Godfrey Beds, Condren Sandstone,
Light jack Formation, Noonkanbah Formation, Poole Sandstone,
and the Upper Carboniferollt'"' to Lower Permian Grant Forma
tion. The units tend to ~"" '..Lng in from the northern, north
eastern, and eastern margin of the Betty Terrace with the
Lower Triassic Erskine Sandstone occurring mainly adjacent
to the Stansmore Fault, in LUCAS, CORNISH, and MOUNT
BANNERMAN. After the deposition of the Upper Permian
Condren Sandstone, the Betty Terrace and most of the Gregory
Sub-basin appear to have merged to form a broa.der basin in
which both the Upper Permian to Triassic units were deposit
ed.

From subsurface drilling information in WAPET Lake
Betty No. 1, the Grant Formation is unconformable on the
Lower Carboniferous Laurel Formation, which is disconform
able on the Upper Devonian Luluigui Formation which was
faulted against the Lower to Middle Devonian Poulton
Formation. The Lower Carboniferous Anderson Formation,
present in the neighbouring Gregory Sub-basin was absent,
and the Middle to Upper Devonian Pillara Formation, the car
bonate objective of the well, was supposedly faulted out
(WAPET, 1972a). Below the Poulton Formation the sequence
could possibly consist of the Tandalgoo Redbeds, the
Carribuddy Formation, and a Lower to Middle Ordovician
sequence.

Surface Exposures The Permian sequence exposed consists of
Poole Sandstone Noonkanbah Formation, Light jack Formation,
Condren Sandstone, and Godfrey Beds. A complete Lower
Triassic sequence is also preserved.

Structure Aeromagnetic and gravity data indicate that base
ment on the Betty Terrace consists of a series of ?faulted
structural high and low features with displacement in the
order of 6000 m. Aeromagnetic data delineated several
fractures on the Betty Terrace between which basement varied
from 9000 to 3000 m. The northern margin 2 km northeast of
Mt Bannerman is the down-to-the southwest Mueller Fault,
possibly an extension of the Pinnacle Fault. The eastern
margin in the subsurface is a sel"ies of down to the south
faults which displace basement from 3000 to 9000 m below sea
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level. The southeastern margin is the Stansmore Fault,
which on the surface can be mapped from the Stansmore Range
northwest through the Stretch Range and Bishop Range to the
Culvida Soak area, northern CORNISH. The Thornton seismic
survey indicated that it extends 3 km east of Culvida Soak
(AAR, 1974) and major down-to-the southwest faults detected
by the Lake Betty (269) Detail/Reconnaissance Seismic Survey
in the Lake Betty area and the Chungla Well-Lake Doman area
in MOUNT BANNERMAN could be extensions of it. The north
western margin of the Betty Terrace is believed to merge
with the Janes Rise (WAPET, 1970b).

Seismic work (WAPET, 1970b, AAR, 1974) suggests
that the sequence thickens towards the Gregory Sub-basinw
The Carribuddy Horizon was traced onto the Terrace and
faulting extensively affects the Carribuddy Horizon but not
the overlying Permian horizons. (AAR, 1974).

(c) Gregory Sub-basin

Description The Gregory Sub-basin is an elongate
northwest-trending fault-bounded, trough-shaped feature
bounded to the northeast by the Stansmore Fault and to the
southwest by the Fenton Fault System. These features
separate it from the Betty Terrace and the Barbwire Terrace,
respectively. The Gregory Sub-basin is continuous with the
Fitzroy Trough across the northeast-trending Jones Rise.
Sediments in the Gregory Sub-basin are thicker ~nd a more
complete section is preserved than in the adjacent elements.

Derivation The feature was first revealed by the
1962 WAPET aeromagnetic survey (WAPET, 1966a) as a basin
9000 m deep centred on Lake Gregory and was named the
Gregory Sub-basin by WAPET in their 1963 Balgo-Lake Betty
Seismograph Survey (WAPET, 1964c).

The area had been regarded as being a continuation
of the Fitzroy Trough but it is regarded here as a separate
element. Originally it was defined as being separated from
the Fitzroy Trough by the Bulka Arch, a northwest-trending
gravity high in MOUNT BANNERMAN near Lake Betty (WAPET,
1964a). More detailed work (WAPET, 1970b) suggested that
the 'Jones Arch', farther to the west, is more likely to be
the boundary feature.

Stratigraphy Units exposed on the Gregory Sub
basin consist of the Upper Carboniferous to Lower Permian
Grant Formation, the Lower Permian Poole Sandstone, Noonkan
bah Formation, Light jack Formation, the Upper Permian
Condren Sandstone, Hardman Formation, and its possible
correlative the Godfrey Beds, and the Triassic Millyit
Sandstone, Blina Shale, Erskine Sandstone, and Culvida
Sandstone.

;.
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The units tend generally to young inwards from the
southwestern, southern, and southeastern margins with the
Grant Formation occurring adjacent to the Stans~ore Fault,
STANSMORE, and the French Hills and Fisher Bluff, CORNISH,
and the Triassic units cropping out along the axial region
of the SUb-basin. One exception is the Light jack Formation,
which in southern STANSMORE and northern WEBB appears to
transgress the older Permian units. The upper Permian and
Triassic units have left no record in the southeastern third
of the Gregory Sub-basin.

Subsurface drilling in AQUITAINE Point Moody No. 1
in the Gregory SUb-basin showed that the Grant Formation
overlies the Anderson Formation. In this well 468.5 m of
the latter unit was penetrated and the base was not reached.

Below the Anderson Formation the sequence is
likely to consist of the Devonian Fairfield Group or its
equivalents and the basinward equivalents of the reef com
plexes that are exposed along the Lennard Shelf (Luluigui
Formation). The equivalents disconformably overlie the
Poulton Formation and the Tandalgoo Redbeds or their equiv
alants which are also likely to be present. The Carribuddy
Formation has been shown on seismic evidence to extend
across the Gregory Sub-basin and disconformably overlie the
Ordovician sequence which possibly consists of the Nita
Formation (in the west), Goldwyer Formation, Willara Forma
tion, and the Nambeet Formation ur their equivalents.

Structure The Gregory Sub-basin is bounded by the
Stansmore Fault to the northeast and the Fenton Fault system
to the southwest; the major displacement on these faults
occurs in the subsurface in the Pre-Permian section.

The Stansmore Fault can be traced on the surface
from the Stansmore Range to the Bishop Range. Seismic work
(AAR, 1974) shows that it is continuous to the Lake Betty
region. On the surface, this fault appears mainly as a
series of lineaments north of Bishop Range. The throw
appears to decrease to the northwest.

The Fenton Fault System is likewise only mapped in
the sub-surface although lineaments may be an expression of
this fault. The throw on the Fenton Fault decreases to the
southeast, being replaced by a monoclinal flexure. With the
exception of the Stansmore Fault in the southeast, the major
movement on these faults occurred before the deposition of
the Grant Formation.



Fig. 44 Aerial view eastwards of the southern Stansmore
Range showing steep tilting of beds in the
background which are truncated sharply against
the Stansmore Fault. The area east of the
Fault is covered mainly by sand plains.
BMR Negative GB/240.
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Magnetic basement appears to be smooth with no
major abrupt irregularities as are present in the adjacent

~ .
Betty Terrace to the north, although a series of east-west
trending anticlines may be present in basement. The Gregory
Sub-basin is the deepest tectonic unit in the study area and
depths to basement estimates are 9000 m south of Lake Greg
ory (WAPET, 1966a), 12000 m east of Point Moody CAAP, 1972),
and 18000 m near Lake Isabella, CORNISH CAAR, 1974).

Recent seismic work (AAR, 1974) has enabled the
tracing of the extension of the Carribuddy Horizon into the
Gregory Sub-basin, and isopach data indicate a relatively
thicker section in the interval from Top of Carribuddy to
Base of Grant Formation than in the other tectonic elements.

Most surface faulLs in the Gregory Sub-basin trend
north-south, a feature common with the Fitzroy Trough.
However, there are no major east-west trending surface anti
clines in the Gregory Sub-basin similar to those developed
in the Fitzroy Trough and described by Guppy et al. (1958,
p. 66), except possibly for the small easterly-trending
Point Moody anticline in STANSMORE. Along the Stansmore
Fault, outcrops are steeply tilted (Fig. 44). Folding dies
out away from the Fault.

(d) Jones Rise

Description The Jones Rise is an area of elevated
basement trending east-northeast from the Fenton Fault in
northeast CROSSLAND, across northwest MOTmT BANNERMAN, then
swinging into the east-trending Proterozoic outcrops of
Bulka Hills.

Derivation The Jones Rise was first detected by
BMR gravity surveys (Flavelle & Goodspeed, 1962) ~s a
'relative gravity high' possibly forming the north-western
boundary of the 'Mt Bannerman Gravity Trough'. The elevated
area of basement was also detected by the 1962 Poole Range
Seismic Survey (CGG, 1974) and the WAPET South Canning Basin
Aeromagnetic Survey (WAPET, 1966a). The 'Jones Arch' was
named during the Lake Betty Reconnaissance Gravity Survey
(WAPET, 1964a) as an east-northeast-trending basement
feature cutting across the Fitzroy Trough. It is now
regarded as separating the Fitzroy Trough and the Gregory
Sub-basin and has been termed the Jones Rise.

Stratigraphy The stratigrap~ic section on the
Jones Rise, of Ordovician to Permian, is probably a conden
sed version of the sequence in the adjacent Fitzroy Trough
and Gregory Sub-basin to the northwest and southeast,
respectively. All sections appear conformable over the
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Arch. The Lower Permian Noonkanbah Formation and Light jack
Formation and the Upper Permian Condren Sandstone and
Hardman Formation crop out on the Jones Rise and below these
units the section is likely to consist of the Lower Permian
Poole Sandstone and Upper Carboniferous to Lower Permian
Grant Formation. The depth to the base of the Grant Forma
tion is estimated to be 300 m in northeast CROSSLAND (J.
Rasidi, BMR, pers. comm.). Upper Devonian carbonate beds
have been tentatively identified by WAPET (1971c) and the
Carribuddy Formation has also been identified. Triassic
rocks do not crop out on the Jones Rise.

Structure The Jones Rise has been detected as a
basement high by both aeromagnetic (WAPET, 1966a) and grav
ity surveys (Flavelle & Goodspeed, 1962). Seism~c sections
show the sedimentary sequence to be thinning over the Arch
and in places to be extensively faulted. Depth to magnetic
basement is at least 3000 m (Quilty, 1960).

(e) Fitzroy Trough

DescriEtion The Fitzroy Trough is fault-bounded
and trends northwest from the Jones Rise to beyond the
present coastline. The Pinnacle Fault to the northeast
separates it from the Lennard Shelf and the Fenton Fault to
the southwest separates it from the Jugurra Terrace, the
Crassland Platform, and the Barbwire Terrace (from the
northwest).

Derivation The feature was first named by Reeves
(1951) as the Fitzroy Basin. It has been v[~iously referred
to as the Fitzroy Depression, the Fitzroy Trough, and the
Fitzroy Graben. Most authors have included the Gregory Sub
basin in the Fitzroy Trough (Casey & Wells, 1964; AAP,
1969a, 1969b, 1972; AAO, 1972; AAR, 1974). The Fitzroy
Trough is the most cornmonly accepted term and here includes
only that feature northwest of the Jones Rise.

Stratigraphy The units exposed on the Fitzroy
Trough in the area are the same as those on the Jones Rise.
Apart from the Millyit Sandstone no other Triassic rocks
crop out in the area, though they occur to the northwest,
and the Hardman Formation section in Millyit flange is the
most complete section of Hardman Formation recorded so far.
The sub-surface (pre-Permian) section is presumably similar
to that of the Gregory Sub-basin.

Structure Geophysical data show within the area
that the Fitzroy Trough is both an aeromagnetic low and a
gravity low. Seismic results indicate a possible Palaeozoic
sequence of at least 7500 m (Continental, 1965a) and that

....-..
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the Fitzroy Trou.gh appears to be assymetrical, with the
deepest part adjacent to the Fenton Fault. Major sub
surface anticline3 trend northwest, in contrast to the major
surface structures (.Millyit Syncline, Kirkby Range Syncline,
and Halls Range Anticline) which trend almost east-west.
North-south faults in the Fitzroy Trough are con~on, but
appear to have only minor displacements at the surface, like
those of the Gregory Sub-basin.

( f) Barbwire Terrace

Definition The Barbwire Terrace is a narrow down
faulted block along the southwest flanks of the Fitzroy
Trough and the Gregory Sub-basin. It is bounded to the
northeast by the Fenton Fault System and to the southwest by
the Dummer Range Fault System; basement along the terrace
is intermediate in depth between the Crossland Platform to
the southwest and the Fitzroy Trough and the Gregory Sub
basin to the northeast.

The Barbwire Terrace is located almost entirely
within the area. About 7 km northwest of the Barbwire
Range, northwest CROSSLM1D, the Fenton and Dummer Range
Fault System coalesce in NOONKANBAH.

The Terrace was only a terrace sensu stricto from
the late Middle Devonian to Early Carboniferous when the
rate of subsidence in it was slower than in the adjacent
Trough and SUb-basin, when carbonates were deposited.
However, the term terrace is preferred to other i-c rni::'!lo10gy.

Derivation The Terrace was first detL ... !d by
WAPET seismic Helena (267) (WAPET, 1970a) and Cros::;:l;:l"nd
(268) (WAPET, 1971a) reconnaissance seismic surveys. it wa~

initially considered part of the Crossland Platfo~m, but
when drilling the Crossland wells, WAPET delineated the
Terrace aB a separate feature (WAPET, 1971c).

Stratigraphy There are no known outcrops of Upper
Permian or Triassic units on the Barbwire Terrace in the
area. The major units exposed are the Lower Permian Noon
kanbah Formation and Poole Sandstone with minor outcrops of
the Upper Carboniferous to Lower Permian Grant Formation and
also the Lower Permian Light jack Formation. Seismic work
has shown that below the Grant Formation the Lower Carbon
iferous Anderson and Laurel Formations are likely to occur,
and to pinch out onto the Terrace from the adjacent Trough
and SUb-basin areas to the northeast. Below these is a
seqeence of Upper Middle Devonian to Lower Carboniferous
carb)nates disconformably overlying the Tandalgoo Redbeds
and then the Carribuddy Formation. In the northwest part of
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the Barbwire Terrace the Ordovician Nita Formation is likely
to be present. Elsewhere the Ordovician sequence consists
of the Goldwyer Formation and probable correlatives of the
Willara and Nambeet Formations.

Structure Geophysical data suggest that the Barb~

wire Terrace is a down-faulted fault-bounded terrace on the
edge of the Fitzroy Trough - Gregory Sub~basin.

Temperature gradient studies in WAPET Barbwire
No. 1 suggest that basement is within 1500 m of the surface
in the northwestern part of the Terrace (WAPET, 1972b).
Depth to basement increases to the southeast and aeromagnet
ic data indicate magnetic basement to be 6000 m below sea
level west of Lake Hevern, STANSMORE.

Seismic evidence in northeast HELENA and northwest
STANSMO~E suggest that the throw on the Fenton Fault System
decreases to the southeast and the Barbwire Terrace becomes
less distinct here, where faults are replaced by steep
monoclinal flexures along the margin of the adjacent Gregory
Sub-basin. The throw on the Dummer Range Fault System,
however, appears to increase to the southeast.

Crossland Platform

Description The Crossland Platform is an area of
relatively shallow basement with respect to the other tec
tonic elements. The sediments in it show regional dip to
the southwest towards the Kidson Sub-basin. The boundary
between the Kidson SUb-basin and the Crossland Platform is
arbitrarily taken as the Tabin Hingeline, and the Platform
is separated from the Barbwire Terrace to the north by the
Dummer Range Fa~lt System. Within the known sedimentary
sequence Upper Devonian and Lower Carboniferous carbonate
and clastic sediments are absent and basal Permian units
rest directly on Middle Devonian and older rocks.

The Crossland Platform is a platform with respect
to the adjacent Barbwire Terrace. It appears to have a more
shelf-like relation to the Kidson Sub-~asin. However, the
name "platform" is used in this report. The preserved sedi
mentary sequence is much thinner than in the adjacent
tectonic elements. This is due to erosion of part of the
pre-Middle Devonian sequence during the late Middle Devonian
to latest Early Carboniferous when the area was emergent.
The Upper Carboniferous to Lower Permian sequence (Grant
Formation) is relatively thin; it thickens towards the
southwest.
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Derivation The term was introduced by WAPET
(1970a). Before the Helena (267) Reconnaissance Seismic
Project (WAPET, 1970a) the available aeromagnetic and grav
ity data were reinterpreted. Results suggested that the
'Broome Swell' (Veevers & Wells, 1961) sou~h of the Fenton
Fault could be divided into the Crossland and Helena Plat-
forms. The Crossland Platform to the north was thought to
be structural~v higher and was thought to be divided from
the Helena Platform to the south by the Tina Springs Hinge
line. The Helena Platform was thought to be separated from
the Kidson SUb-basin to the south by a down-to-the-south
flexure, the Tobin Hingeline. Seismic surveys (WAPET,
1970a; WAPET, 1971a, 1971b) did not support the existence
of the Helena PlatfoI'm as a separate entity, and the Cross
land Platform was delineated as an area of shallow basement
south of the Dummer Range Fault system having gentle region
al dip to the southwest (WAPET, 1971b). The area has pre
viously been referred to as the Broome Swell (Veevers &,
Wells, 1961) and Mid-basin Platform (company use).

Stratigraphy Surface exposures on the Crossland
Platform are sparse, but sufficient to show that the sedi
mentary sequence is younging from the Barbwire Terrace to
the Kidson Sub~basin. The Lower Permian Noonkanbah and
Light jack Formations crop out in the·Crossland Platform, an
well as limited exposures of Upper Jurassic fluviatile
sandstone.

Units in the subsurface consist of the Lower
Permian Poole Sandstone and the Upper Carboniferous to Lower
Permian Grant Formation unconformably overlying from the
northeast the ?Silurian Carribuddy Formation, the Lower
Devonian Tandalgoo Redbeds, and the Middle DevonianMellin
jerrie Limestone. Below the Carribuddy Formation, the
Ordovician sequence is apparently similar to that of the
Barbwire Terrace.

Ctructure Seismic work shows that all formations
,dip gently to the southwest, with those below the unconform
ity at the base of the Grant Formation dipping at a slightly
steeper angle than those above.

The Dummer Range Fault System which forms the
northern boundary, has been traced by WAPET seismic from
northeast CROSSLAND, to south of Dummer Range and t(, near
Well 46, CORNISH. Southeast of this there haa been insuff
icient seismic work to delineate the fault precisely but
aeromagnetic evidence (AAO, 1972; AAP, 1972) and seismic
work (AAR, 1974) have detected a major down-to-the-north
southeast-trending fault on strike with the Dummer Range
Fault system. It can be traced to 45 km northwest of the
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Waterlander breakaway (STANSMORE, WEBB). rhe basement
'Swell' detected by early gravity and aeromagnetic surveys
west of the Stansmore Range area (~EACH, 1965; HACKATHORN
& A.O.C., 1963) is a possible extension of the Crossland
Platform.

One other major fault was d~tected, the Tina
Springs Fault, which trends parallel to the Dummer Range
Fault, but south of it and is downthrown to the southwest.

I

In central-western HELENA, magnetic basement is
from sea level to 1500 m below sea level.

Explanation of Surface Structures

Stresses causing right lateral regional coupling
between major northwest-trending basement lineaments produc
ed fractures with major down-to-basin displacement at
intervals during the Palaeozoic (Rattigan, 1967). Such
movements culminated during the Late Triassic or Early
Jurassic with the generation of north-trendingen echelon
normal faults in the Fitzroy Trough, Gregory Sub-basin,
Barbwire Terrace, and Betty Terrace and with the generation
of a series of major east-trending en echelon anticlines in
the }itzroy Trough (Smith, 1968).

The Fitzroy Trough is separated from the Gregory
Sub-basin by the Jones Rise, a basement high that is contin
uous with Precambrian outcrops at Bulka Hills (MOUNT BANNER
MAN) and which continues northwards as part of the Halls
Creek Mobile Belt. The Jones Rise, which terminates abrupt
ly against the Fenton Fault, therefore trends at right
angles to the large northwest-trending faults. The Rise may
account for the absence of major east-trending surface folds
in the Gregory Sub-basin in that it may have accommodated
some of the movement necessary for generation of such
structures. A feature supporting this possibility is the
absence of small igneous intrusions in the Gregory Sub
basin. These are common in part of the Fitzroy Trough;
their intrusion there may have been initiated by stronger
deformation than in the Gregory Sub-basin. However, there
is doubt on the age of these intrusions -and therefore their
relation to the Late Triassic or Early Jurassic movements is
questionable. Also, the Triassic section in the Fitzroy
Trough to the northwest is unconformable on the Permian
Liveringa Group (Guppy et al., 1958). In the Gregory SUb
basin, the Permo-Triassic boundary is both conformable and
disconformable. Therefore, the Jones Ri~e may be respon
sible for the difference.
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GEOLOGICAL HISTORY

Sedimentation commenced in the Ordovician when the
sea flooded the Precambrian basement of the area.

In the Early Ordovician, sands (Carranya Beds)
were deposited near the northeast margin of this shallow sea
within which invertebrates flourished. Marine sedimentation
continued into mid-Ordovician time, during which time silt,
mud, and carbonates (Goldwyer, Nita Formations) accumulated,
some probably in coastal lagoons.

Evaporites, carbonate, clay, and sand (Carribuddy
Formation) accumulated in playa lakes as evaporitic condi
tions became established when the sea Tegressed in the Late
Ordovician. These conditions prevailed into the Early
Devonian when sand, silt, and clay (Tandalgoo Redbeds)
accumulated in much the same environment. During this time
the area was periodically submerged by the sea, and carbon
ates were deposited.

By mid-Devonian time, carbonates were accumulating
in the south (Mellinjerie Limestone) at about the same time
that sand silt and clay (Poulton Formation) were being
deposited in the north. During this time crustal stresses
had built up and were relieved by earthquakes which gener
ated movement along fractures now known as the Dummer Range
Fault System, the Fenton"Fault System, the Stansmore Fault,
the Mueller Fault, and other faults. Minor folding accom
panied these movement.

The Crossland Platform southwest of the Dummer
Range Fault System emerged and may have formed a land area
until the Late Carboniferous.

The area northeast of the Dummer Range Fault began
to subside at a greater rate in the Gregory Sub-basin than
in the flanking Barbwire Terrace and the Crossland Platform.
The sea was apparently clear throughout Late Devonian time
as carbonate deposition predominated except in the far
northeast (Billiluna Shelf) where rivers spread sand (Knobby
Sandstone). Fish thrived in the rivers and plants colonized
the land.

In the Early Carboniferous, sand, silt, mud, and
minor carbonate (Laurel Formation) accumulated, followed by
more sand and mud (Anderson Formation) mainly in the Gregory
Sub-basin.

By Late Carboniferous time, the depositional
surface of the entire area was close to sea level and all
areas except the Barbwire Terrace and th.e Billiluna Shelf
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began to further subside. As subsidence proceeded, large
quantities of sand and silt were deposited in the sea (Grant
Formation). The sands eventually covered the Barbwire
Terrace and also part of the Billiluna Shelf where rivers
flowed. Mixed with sand at times was debris derived bY'
glacial action; some large boulders accumulated on the
muddy and sandy sea floor after release from ice rafts.

By late Sakmarian time, shallow seas with marginal
coastal plains covered much of the area and sand (Poole
Sandstone) was deposited on beaches, coastal plains, and in
lagoons along the northeast margin. Rivers may have depos
ited sand on the Crossland Platform. Plants colonized the
swampy areas in the north. Climatic conditions became
gradually warmer than those that existed during deposition
of the Grant Formation, and invertebrates and fish flourish
ed in the warm shallow sea in which mud, silt, and lime
accumulated (Noonkanbah Formation) by late Artinskian time.
These conditions continued as terrigenous-derived sand and
silt (Light jack Forma'~ion) were deposited mostly north of.
the Dummer Range Fault System. South of the fault system,
there was no known accumulation of sediment until the
Jurassic.

The sea shallowed during deposition of the Light
jack Formation and burrowing invertebrates colonized muddy
tidal flats and lagoons while sand was deposited on some
beaches. .

The sea gradually retreated northwestwards, and by
the Late Permian sand and silt (Condren Sandstone) were
being deposited in deltas and river channels, and on flood
plains. Land plants thrived, in a climate of warm summers
and cool winters. '

In the Tartarian, the sea entered the Gregory Sub
basin and its immediate marginal areas as far south as the
Stretch Range. Mud, silt, and sand were deposited and
burrowing invertebrates flourished (Hardman Formation and
Godfrey Beds). Subsid8nce accompanied deposition in north
ern CROSSLAND at this time, and similar sediments were
deposited (Kirkby Range Member) in a very shallow sea which
then retreated from the area for a short time. Rivers
deposited sand (Hicks Range Sandstone Member) on this newly
emerged land. The northern CROSSLAND area was again sub
merged, and with continued subsidence, mud, silt, and sand
of the Cherrabun Member were deposited in the shallow sea
that blanketed the earlier land area. Invertebrates flour
ishedin these conditions. The sea regressed once again.
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With little break in sedimentation southeast of
the Jones Rise, but following minor movements in the Fitzroy
Trough, rivers deposited sand (Millyit Sandstone) probably
in the earliest Triassic. Plants colonized the land.

The sea entered the ar0a soon after; it became
confined to the Gregory Sub-basin and Betty Terrace. Mud,
silt, and sand accumulated (Blina Shale) filling the shallow
sea, which became a large brackish-water mudflat adjacent to
areas of low topography landward. Invertebrates and fiG~

thrived on mudflats. Plants colonized swamps which devel··
oped, and reptiles colonized the adjacent land.

Later in the E~ ly Triassic, rivers prograded over
the mudflat depositing sand (Erskine Sandstone) and the
swamps gradually filled. Again, plants thrived.

River deposition continued in late Early to early
rnid-Triassic time when sand and silt (Culvida Sandstone)
were deposited, at first in playa lakes and then in channels
and on floodplains. The climate was probably warm at the
time. Plants flourished.

During Late Triassic or Early Jurassic time, right
lateral movement along the major northwest-trending faults
produced a series of north-south trending fractures along
which small folds were locally generated. In the Fitzroy
Trough, long east-trending folds were generated. Small
igneous plugs were also intruded (NOONKANBAH) but their age
is not known. No such long fold axes nor intrusions devel
oped in the Gregory SUb-basin. Uplift occurred close to the
fault zones; some reverse movement may have taken place
along the Fenton Fault as is thought to have happened north
west of the area.

Since the Late Triassic or Early Jurassic, erosion
has been domin:nt except perhaps in the Late Jurassic and
Early Cretaceous when rivers deposited sand and gravel in
the extreme south of the area (Undivided Jurassic) and in
the west (possible eqUivalents of the Callawa Formation) and
in the northwest (Barbwire Sandstone), and when the sea
entered the northwest of CROSSLAND and deposited the Jarle
mai Siltstone in the Jurassic.

By the Late Cretaceous and Early Cainozoic much of
the area had been reduced to a plain. At least one period
of humid climate resulted in chemical weathering and later
ite formation. SUbsequent erosion of the laierite has
produced mesa and butte topography; alluvial derivatives of
the profile were deposited on the adjacent flats. Lateritic
p~ocesses continue today in places.
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During an arid phase which has persisted to the
present, drainage became terminal and .subterranean ; rivers
flooded out into large lakes such as Lake Gregory, into ;.;'
which fine-grained sediments were deposited (~ake Gregory
Beds). Lime leached from the underlying formations was
precipitated in drainage depressions (Lawford Beds and cal
crete), in large lakes (calcrete), and tn some soil profiles
(as calcrete) that had developed on the soft-weathering
Blina Shale, Lake Gregory Beds, and Noonkanbah Formation.

Sparseness of vegetation made alluvium susceptible
to wind erosion; fine sediment was blown away as dust and
coarse particles were left behind as sand and thin lag
gravels to be buried mainly by fine red sand which spread
over most of the area. Under the strong easterly wind,
which prevails today, a system of mainly longitudinal sand
dunes was produced.

On deflation flats developed over the soft
weathering Noonkanbah Formation and Blina Shale, and in
areas of terminating drainage, claypans developed; in some,
evaporites were deposited.

GROUNDWATER, PETROLEUM POTENTIAL AND MINERAL OCCURRENCES

Groundwater

Because of the prevailing arid climate, surface
water is rare. Rainfall is transitory and erratic; average
annual precipitation is probably less than 250 mm (Depart
ment of Minerals and Energy, 1973). There is a minimal
run-off from the isolated low ranges and small rises.
Evaporation greatly exceeds precipitation.

However, the groundwater potential of some areas
is excellent. The present distribution and depth of water
bores has by no means adequately tested the reserves. An
assessment of the potential of each rock unit is discussed
below, beginning at the base of the sedimentary sequence.

The sandstones of the Ordovician Carranya Beds
have not been tested for water. Though slightly silicified
at the surface, these sandstones show some visible porosity
and hence may form a local aquifer in the subsurface.

The limited petroleum exploration and strati
graphic wells drilled to date have indicated mainly saline
water from most pre-Permian units encountered. However the
Devonian Tandalgoo Redbeds contained fresh water in
AQUITAINE Wilson Cliffs No. 1 (AAP, 1969c) to the south.
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BMR Billiluna No. 3 (B1) encountered water in
Upper Devonian Knobby Sandstone, but the quality and quan
tity is not known. The thick sequence 'of porous clean
quartzose sandstone intersected is suitable for a freshwater
aquifer.

Outcrops of medium to coarse quartzose sandstone
units of the Grant Formation are extensive and are good
aquifers. The Grant Formation has produced water at Billil
una homestead (Casey & Wells, 1964) and in BMR Billiluna
No. 1 (Crowe, 1973; B2 this report) where the well tested
the top 50 m of the Grant Formation near Mount Mueller.
Fresh water rose to a depth of 40 m in the bore. Cores 3
and 4 gave high porosity and permeability determinations
(Crowe, 1973). BMR Mt Bannerman Nos 3 and 4 also inter
sected the Grant Formation in the Mount Bannerman area, but
instrument failure precluded an assessment of any water
encountered in th8se bores. The following petroleum explor
ation and stratigraphic wells have intersec~ed intervals in
the Grant Formation which electric logs suggest contain
fresh water: WAPET Crossland Nos 2 and 3 (WAPET, 1971c),
AQUITAINE Point Moody No. 1 (AAP, 1966), and WAPET Lake
Betty No. 1 (WAPET, 1972a). The Grant Formation is a good
prospective source of fresh groundwater.

The overlying Poole Sandstone is also an excellent
freshwater aquifer. It yielded fresh water in AQUITAINE
Poi.nt Moody No. 1, STANSMORE (AAP, 1966), and WAPET Lake
Betty ~0. 1, MOUNT BANNERMAN (WAPET, 1972a). Analyses of
water ~~om 2 bores drilled in the Poole Sandstone by Petty
Ray Geophysical Inc. during their seismic survey for
Associated Australian Resources in 1973 indicated that it as
potable in the Southesk Tablelands (CORNISH) and Thornton
Flat areas (HELENA) (AAR, 1974). The supply of fresh water
at Balgo Mission is probably from Poole Sandstone.

The shale, siltstone, and thin fine-grained lime
stone of the Noonkanbah Formation are of low porosity and
permeability, and of unsuitable lithology as aquifers. Any
occurrence of water would be volumetrically small, and
saline on account of high salt content in the formation.
However, perched water tables may produce some freshwater.
The Noonkanbah Formation provides confining beds for the
underlying aquifers of the Poole Sandstone.

The Light jack Formation throughout the area
contains a fine-grained sandstone member along its outcrop
on the southern flank of the Gregory Sub-basin and coarse
sandstone units in the southeast of the area. These sand
stone units could be considered potential reservoirs. Micha
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Bore, LUCAS may have intersected another sandstone aquifer;
the water quality from it is variable. The sandstone unit
intersected between 97.5 m and 100.0 m in BMR Mt Bannerman
No. 2 (B9) gave an electrical log response indicating
relatively fresh water. The siltstone in the remainder of
the Light jack Formation, being similar to the Noonkanbah
Formation, would be largely unprospective.

The Condren Sandstone contains a high percentage
of quartzose sandstone with varying amounts of clay. The
quality of its water is variable 0 Some of the bores near
Lake Gregory homestead (LUCAS) possibly tap this formation.
Electric log responses in BMR Mt Bannerman No. 1 (B8) and
BMR Mt Bannerman No. 2 indicate relatively saline water.
The most prospective parts of the Condren Sandstone would be
in STANSMORE and southeast COm~ISH where thick units of
clean quartzose sandstone are present.

The overlying Hardman Formation is not a prospec
tive source of fresh water. In CROSSLAND, the Hicks Range
Sandstone Member is the most suitable rock type for an
aquifer, but its known distribution in the area is above the
water table. However, it may occur in the subsurface of the
Fitzroy Trough, outside the area. The only area where its
equivalent, the Godfrey Beds, lies beneath the water table
is' in the axial region of the Gregory Sub-basin in MOUNT
BANNERMAN, LUCAS, and CORNISH, where its prospects for
groundwater are unknown.

The Triassic Millyit Sandstone and Culvida Sand
stone are prospective sources for groundwater.

The Millyit Sandstone, which crops out in LUCAS,
CORNISH, CROSSLAND, and MOUNT BANNERMAN, was penetrated in
BMR Lucas No. 13 (B11). Instrument failure precluded an
assessment of the water intersected, but the clean quartzose
sandstone appears most suitable for a freshwater aquifer.
The fresh water known in Margies Bore, MOUNT BANNER1~N, may
be tapping the Millyit Sandstone. The Millyit Sandstone in
CROSSLAND occurs above the water table. The overlying Blina
Shale provides confining beds for the aquifers of the Milly
it Sandstone.

The shale, siltstone, and fine-grained sandstone
of the Blina Shale are considered to be largely unprospec
tive. The abandoned dud bores such as Betts Bore and Bobbys
Bore (MOUNT BANNERMAN) testify to this. .

The Erskine Sandstone, being quite silty, and
mainly above the water table, is not considered to be a
prospectiye source of groundwater in this area. It does,
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however, p~ovide freshwater in the Fitzroy Trough to the
northwest of the area (Veevers & Wells, 1961).

The Culvida Sandstone is of excellent lithology
for an aquifer. Reasonably fresh watel." was intersect8d in
BMR Cornish No. 2. Potable seepage water -OCCUrs at CuIvida'
Soak from which the name Culvida Sandstone was de:rived
(Casey & Wells, 1964).

The Barbwire Sandstone (CROSSLAND) is above the
water table.

The potential of the ?Jurassic sandstone unit at
Newberry Peaks (DUMMER) is unknown. The potential of
Mesozoic sandstone and conglomerate in southern HELENA is
also unknown; these units, however, are aquifers in adjac
ent WILSON to the south (AAP, 1969c) where they are probably
much thicker.

The Cainozoic alluvial and aeolian deposits con
tain aquifers at shallow depth in some areas. In calcrete
on Billiluna, Lake Gregory, and Carranya stations, ground
water suitable for stock has been intersected at shallow
depth. Wells, 49, 47, 46, and 45 on the now abandoned
Canning Stock Route (CORNISH) produce water from calcrete at
about 7 m. The water from these wells is potable. Cal
crete, being permeable and cavernous and being restricted to
old drainage depressions probably contains considerable
quantities of water of generally good quality. Many pastor
alists in this and neighbouring areas have drilled reliable
bores for stock where bloodwood gums grow within areas of
calcrete. The Lake Gregory Beds contain water of consider
able salinity. Salinity in the Lake Gregory Beds is varia
ble and partly depends on the level of water in Lake
Gregory.

The Holocene alluvial deposits along Sturt Creek
and parts of Christmas Creek contain near-surface supplies
of water.

Any further developments in the use of groundwater
should be restricted to areas down-dip from those outcrops
of confined Permian and Triassic quartzose sandstones that
can be intersected at reasonably shallow depths below the
water table. The most prospective aquifers are in the Grant
Formation, Poole Sandstone, Millyit Sandstone, Culvida
Sandstone, and possibly the Upper Devonian Knobby Sandstone
and Lower Devonian Tandalgoo Redbeds. Further supplies of
variable quality water could be obtained from the large
areas of calcrete, and from alluvial deposits along Sturt
Creek and some parts of Christmas Creek.



TABLE 7. SUn'lARY OF' POROSITY-PERi,;EABILITY DATA FOR mnTS IN THE CROSSLAND PI1~TF10Rr,l

Age

Mesozoic

Lower
Permian

Lower
Permian

Upper
Carboniferous
to
Lower Pennian

Middle
Devonian

Lower
Devonian

Silurian
to
?Lower
Devonian

Ordovician

Stratigraphic unit

Undivided

Noonka'..bah
Fonnation

Poole
Sandstone

Grant
Fonnation

Mellinjerie
Limestone

Tandalgoo
Redbeds

Carribuddy
Fonnation

Undivided - includes
Goldwyer Formation
and informally named
units in Aquitai~e

Wilson Cliffs 1 and
ArlUi taine Contention
Heights 1

porosity

high

low

high

high

moderate

high

low to
moderate

low

Pennbability

high

low

high

high

moderate

high

moderate

low

Remarks

Unprospective; flushed
with fresh water;
deposited in oxidizing
conditions

Potential cap rock

Excellent reservoir;
flushed with fresh water

Potential reservoirs;
flushed with fresh
water; lacks generative
shale

Porosity in sandstone
reservoirs

Poten~ial reservoirs;
flushed with fresh
water; deposited mainly
in oxidizing conditions

Evaporitic; low source
potential; some
reservoir potential; if
diapiric folding exists,
it could provide suit
able structure

Reasonable source poten
tial; lalown sandstones
lack good porosity and
are water saturated;
traces of methane
recorded (AAP, 1969c ;
1974)
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Petroleum Potential

Crossland Platforn

Porosity and permeability data for the stratigra
phic units ara summarized in Table 8.

The Ordovician sequence is the most prospective as
it contains potential source rocks and cap rocks. Drilling
outside the area has shown that it lacks reservoir rocks;
if these could be found, the prospects of finding oil would
be much greater.

The overlying Silurian Carribuddy Formation, being
largely an evaporitic sequence dep0sited mainly in oxidizing
conditions has low source potential. Diapiric folding,
often typical of evaporite sequences, has yet to be demon
strated in the area; if found, it may provide suitable
structures for petroleum to migrate into. Above the Carri
buddy Formation is the Lower Devonian Tandalgoo Redbeds,
another unit deposited~llder mainly oXidizing conditions,
which is also probably unprospective. The overlying Mellin
jerie Limestone has been demonstrated to contain potential
sandstone reservoirs. However, it has low source potential
and must be regarded as having little prospect in the area.

Though both the Grant Formation and Poole Sand
stone are excellent reservoirs, they are flushed with fresh
water and lack generative source rock units; much of the
Permian, being fluvial or shallow marine, was probably
deposited in oXidizing conditions. The Noonkanbah Forma
tion, though it contains abundant carbonaceous matter, is
tight and has only cap rock potential. The Mesozoic sand
stones and conglomerates in the extreme south of the area
are weathered and may be flushed with fresh water; they are
unprospective.

The Crossland Platform is a broad regional base
ment 'high' bounded to the northeast by the Dummer Range
Fault System. On this Platform, Phanerozoic units dip at a
very low angle (the Permian units - possibly depositional
dip) to the southwest. These sedimentary rocks continue
into the Kidson Sub-basin probably outside the area where
the sedimentary sequence is thicker. No anticlinal struc
tures have been found following seismic surveys; it follows
that if oil exists in these areas, it would most likely be
confined to stratigraphic ~raps. The Ordovician probably
has the best source potential and a search for reservoirs in
this sequence is recommended.
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Much oil prospecting in the Canning Basin has been
based on the as~urnption that equivalents of the Uppe:r Devon
ian carbonates, supposedly reets, of the Lennard Shelf (to
the northwest of the area) occur in the subsurface. In the
Crossland Platform, no rocks of this age or of 'reef'
lithology are known from the area, nor are Carboniferous
rocks older than the base of the Grant ~ormation.

Gregory Sub-Basin and adjacent Betty Terrace and Barbwire
Terrace

Porosi ty and permeab~l.lity data for the stratigra
phic units are summarized in Table 9.

As in the Crossland Platform, the Ordovician has
prospects. Small shows were encountered in several shallow
drill holes in the Prices Creek Group to the north of the
area; basinal equivalents of these carbonates, if they
Occur in the subsurface of the area, would be potential
source rocks. Little is known of the Ordovician in the sub
surface of the area as it has not been drilled. The
relation of the potential reservoir sandstones of the
Carranya Beds to the subsurface units is also unknown.
Within the Gregory Sub-basin, the top of the Ordovician has
been interpreted at depths between 5000 and 6000 m which at
present are considered too deep to warrant active explora
tion.

The unprospective Carribuddy Formation has been
interpreted by the Basin Studies Group (BUR) to lie on the
Ordovician. The relations between this unit and known
younger units is uncertain. At the base of WAPET Lake Betty
No. 1, a unit called the Poulton Formation has been dated
Lower to Middle Devonian. It and the overlying non-marine
Upper Devonian Luluigui Formation (WAPET, 1972a), a possible
equivalent of the Knobby Sandstone, are both non-prospec
tive. The objective Upper Devonian carbonate sequence is
'faulted out' at this locality (WAPET, 1972a). Upper
Devonian carbonate sequences intersected in WAPET Crossland
Nos 1 and 3 on the Barbwire Terrace have encouraging reser
voir potential and could be prospective in suitable
structures. During the deposition of these carbonates, it
is likely that a shoreline existed to the south in the
approximate position of the Dummer Range Fault. Further
prospecting for carbonates similar to those on the Lennard
Shelf is recommended; the Barbwire Terrace lies in an ideal
structural position. On the other side of the Gregory Sub
basin the known Upper Devonian unit of the Billiluna Shelf
has non-marine terrigenous affinities but it may merge
laterally into more prospective marine rocks in the Gregory
Sub-basin.
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The Devonian is capped by a Carboniferous sequence
which includes both the Laurel and the Anderson Formations,
both of which contain ideal cap rock sequences. These

, !

units, or their equivalents, are not known in the Crossland
Platform. The Laurel Formation has some source rock poten
tial; its prospects would improve if reservoir ~andstones

were to be located.

The Permo-Triassic units which crop out extensive
ly at the surface are not considered very prospective in
this area. Though some units have good reservoir potential,
they were deposited under ox~dizing conditions. The Noon
kanbah Formation would, howev~r, be of cap rock potential.

Structurally, the Gregory Sub-basin is bounded on
both sides by fault-bound terraces which are structurally
higher. Regional dips are towards the axis of the Gregory
SUb-basin; this could allow any oil generated in the
Gregory Sub~basin to migrat'e into structurally higher
positions. Accordingly, the Ba~bwire Terrace and Betty
Terrace are perhaps in the most prospective structural
position; prospects would improve if Devonian carbonate
r~servoirs could be located within the p~ospective source
rock sequences, already',indicated from scanty drilling (see
WAPET, 1971c). Folding "indicated from seismic surveys in
the Gregory Sub...;basinand its marginal terraces is of suit
able amplitude and closure for anticlinal traps. ,Together
with the stratigraphic trap potential of the terraces, and
the possibility of finding Dev6nian~arbonate r~servoirs,
the margins of the Gregory Sub-basin appear the mos~ pros-
pective areas for finding petroleum in the area. '

Rocks rich in Iron, Phosphorus,' and Manganese " ,I

Impersistent bedsrof sedimentary ironstone and
phosphatic ironstone occur in the Noonkanbah and Light jack'
Formations, near Balgo Mission, but thick beds are unlikely
to be present., The iron ~s present in the oc~reo~s f~rm
goethi te;' 'anaiyses revealed values, of up to 55%' Fe' OQ I

(Table 9). Two ochreous rocks contained fruorapatitevand~
yielded 12.6 and13.7%PZOs '(Table 9). Other.s,amples~ield

ed lesser amounts or P 20fi out these '''Y'ere c9n~1.<;lerably 1n
excess of usual PO, valUes for detr1tal(sedl.mentary rocks.
Concretions ofoc~r~ous goethite containing similar percen
tages of iron ox~de to t~e beds (Table 9) ,occur at intervals
In both these formations.

, '

Another' phosphp.tic ,bE3d foun'd in the Blina Shale
(near Lake Jones (MOUNT BANNERMAN) yielded 15.6% PO. The
phosphate is present as apatite in ,'f6,ssll vertebr~t~ bones
in an intraformational conglomerate. 'The bone bed is 5 cm



TABLE 8. SUMMARY OF POROSITY-PERMEABILITY DATA FOR UNITS IN THE GREGORY SUB-BASIN AND
ITS ADJACENT TERRACES

Age

Middle
Triassio

Lower
Triassio

Lower
Triassio

Lower
Triassic

Upper
Permian

Upper
Permian

Lower to
:Upper
Permian

Lower
Permian

Stratigraphio Unit

Culvi:da
Sandstone

Erskine
Sandstone

Blina
Shale

Millyit
Sandstone

Hardman
Formation

Condren
Sandstone

Lightjaok
Formation

Noonkanbah
Formation

Porosity

high

moderate

low

h:&.gh

variable

moderate

variable

low

Permeability

high

moderate

high

variable

moderate

variable

low

Remarks

Contains redbedseque
noe deposited mainly
in OXidizing oondit
ions; reservoirs
flushed with fresh
water

Deposited main~ in
oxidizing oonditions;
expos€d and weathered
in most localities

Potential souroe rook
and oap rook sequenoe.
Exposed and weathered
in muoh of this area

Potential reservoir;
flushed with fresh
"ater

Oocurs mainly above
water table and henoe
is weatherod

Possible reservoir
potential, though
reservoirs water
saturated

Reservoirs water
saturated.:

Potential cap rook;
possible souroe rock



TABLE 8. (Continued)

Age

Lower
Devonian
to
Upper
Devonian

?Upper
Ordovician
to
?L01'Jer
Devonian

Lmver
Ordovician

L01'ler
Ordovician

Ordovician

Stratigraphic Unit

Undivided - includes
unnamed carbonate
sequences in WAPET
Crossland Nos 1 and
3 ("lAPET, 1971 )
Poulton and LUIUigui
Formations in WAPET
Lake Betty No. 1
(WAPET, 1972).

Carribuddy
Formation

Carranya 'Beds

Prices Creek
Group

Undivided

Porosity

10vT, but
moderate
in places

";"

moderate

variable

Permeability

generally
low

moderate

variable

Remarks

Potential if reef
carbonates in sequences;
Barbwire Terrace is in
most suitable structural
position; possible cap
rock sequence

Characteristics
unknovrn; interpreted
in subsurface from
seismic data

Potential reservoir,
but may be water
saturated

Has yielded several
small shows from several
wells north of the area;
equivalent units in sub
surface have good source
potential; search for
reservoirs is recommend
ed, especially in areas
marginal to Gregory Sub7

basin where depth to
Ordovician is not as
great

Characteristics' unknown;
interpreted in subsurface
from seismic data; if
time equivalents of other
Ordovician units, these
rocks may have· source
potential



TABLE 8. (Continued)

Age

Lower
Permian

Stratigraphio Unit

Poole
Sandstone

Porosity Permeability Remarks

high high Exoellent reservoi~;

flushed with fresh
water

Upper Grant variable variable Excellent reservoir
Carbon.iferous Formation sandsto~ebut flushed
to with fresh water.
Lower Permian AbUndant shale units

of possible souroe
potential; traoesof
gas assooiated with
lignite in AQUITAINE
Point Moody 1 (AAP,
1966)

Carboniferous Anderson low low Clay matrix and sili-
Formation cifioation in sand-

stones, whiCh otherwise
m~ be potential
reservoirs. (MP, 1966)

Lower Laurel low low Potential souroe rook
Carboniferous Formation unit; show of gas in

WAPET Lake Betty No. 1
(WAPET, 1972a); pros-
peots would improve if
reservoir sandstones
were located in the
unit

Upper
Devonian

Knobby
Sandstone

high high Potential reservoir,
but likely to be
flushed with fresh
water; timeequivalent
of Lennard Shelf
carbonates



'J.'ABLE 9. CHEMICAL ANALYSES O'.F'~ROCKS RICH IN IRon, PHOSPHORUS, AND HANGANESE

SAMPLE 72130081 72130082 J213OO83 72130084- 72130085 12130086 73120016 .

S102 14.2 27.5 15.7 14.0 12·9 19.8 12.87

A120
3 5.6 7.8 5.6 6.6 5.3 4.7. 4.90

Fe20
3 65 49 70 37 30 60 59.67

FeO - - - - - 0.05

CaO 0.73 0.64 0.47 1908 24.7 0.39, 0.11

MgO 0.83 0.67 0.1 0.32 1.25 0.52 1.84

Na
2
0 0.03 0.03 0.03 01)03 0..03 0.03 0.42

K20 0.25 00 36 0.21 0045 0.45 00 22 0.68

Ti02 0.28 0.52 0.30 00 28 0.20 0.25 0.25

MnO 0.71 1.02 0.50 0.37 0.22 Oet81 1.34

P20S 0.53 0.53 0053 12.6 13.7 0.42 00 13

H2Q+ - 10.74

H20 - 4.50

L.O.lo 12.0 11.7 6.1 8.7 10.9 12.4

TOTAL 100.1 9907 99.4 '100.1 99.6 99.5 97.45



TABLE 9~ (Continued)

SAMPLE 73120017 73120038' 731200176 73121067 73121515 73122021-
8i02 18.42 29.47 41 G11 55.98 54.67 20.07

A12°3 7.30 6.47 6.13 12.36 6.52 2.68

Fe20
3 2.21 50.88 28.44 22.72 27.01 28.43

FeO 0.81 0.13 0.05 0.35 0.24 0.05

CaO 35.81 0.44 0.75 0.07 1.01 21.26

MgO 1.14 0.16 0.33 0.12 0.40 OG45

Na20 0.22 0.03 0.10 0.01 0.08 0.65
'.

K20 1.14 0.36 1.39 0.36 2.06 0.67

Ti02 0.31 0.33 0.66 0.52 0.17 0.25

MnO 0.63 0.22 9.61 0.05 0.10 1.35

P205 3.14 1.87 0.39 0.05 0.33 15.56

H 0+ 2.21 8.74 5.18 5.83 5.09 4.642
H

2
O- 0.85 0.32 0.90 0.72 0.36 0.66

L.O.I. - - - -
TOTAL 74.18 99.42 95.58 99.14 98.64 99.06



TABLE 9G (Continued)

SAMPLE NUMBER

72130081

72130082

DES CRI P T 10 N

ochreous ironstone, Light jack Formation, near Micha Bore, LUCAS

ochreous ironstone v Light jack Formation, near Micha Bore, LUCAS

72130083

72130084

72130085

72130086

73120016

73120017

73120038

73120176

73121067

73121575

73122021

hematite-bearing siltstona, Light jack Formation, near Mioha Bore, LUCAS
(Ferruginization by weathering)

phosphatio ironstone, Lightjaok Formation, near Mioha Bore, IDCAS

phosphatio ironstone, Noonkanbah Formation, near Balgo Mission, LUCAS

ochreous ironstone, Light jack Formation, near Mioha Bore, IDCAS

ochreous ooncretion, Noonkanbah Formation, Salt Creek, MOONT BANNERMAN

Calcareous conoretion, Noonkanbah Formation, Salt Creek, MOUNT BANNERMAN'
,

bone bed, Blina Shale 4 lan northwest of Bobbys Bore, MOUNT BANNERMAN

manganese-rich oonoretion, Light jack Formation, Roberts Range, CORNISH

pisolitic laterite, near Christmas Creek, MOUNT BANNERMAN

oohreous concret ion, Noonkanbah Format ion, about 8 km south of Scrivener Hills, CROSSLAND

bone bed, Blina Shale, Lake J ones, MOONT BANNERMAN
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thick and appears to be restric.ted to two localities .... Lake
Jones and a mesa 4 km northwest of Bobbys Bo);'e (MOUNT
BANNERMAN) .

One concretion ~rom the Widespread regional marker
bed of fossiliferous concrettonary ironstone at the base ~f

the Light jack Formation yielded 9.6% Mn~. The concretionary
layer, which is genera.lly less than 50. cm thick, occurs
throughout the area. Near Balgo Mission (LUCAS) and east of
AQUITAINE Point Moody No. 1 (STANSMORE) the base of the
Light jack Formation is characterized by more than one con
cretionary bed.

Coal

Coal seams less than 10 cm thick are present in
the basal part of the Condren Sandstone in extreme northwest
MOUNT BANNER~AN, where they are interbedded with thinly
bedded quartzose sandstone and plant-bearing siltstone.

Seams could also be present in the Poole Sandstone
around the northern edge of its outcrop in BILLILUNA and
MOUNT BANNER11AN. Sha11ow\stratigraphic drilling in this
region to date has only intersected carbonaceous shales
from this unit. Elsewhere in the Gregory Sub-basin and
Betty Terrace the Poole Sandstone appears to have been
deposited in a marine (largely intertidal) environment and
would be unprospective for coal.

Evaporites

Evaporite deposits consisting of gypsum, halite,
and caliche are confined to some dry lakes in STANSMORE,
WEBB, HELENA, and DUMMER and also to the margins of Lake
Gregory (LUCAS and CORNISH).

In the sUbsurface, halite and gypsum occur in the
Silurian Carribuddy Formation in the Crossland Platform.
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Metres

107

100

80
....~ ....
~ ...7'-:-: .

TOp eroded
Sandstone, white, fine 10 medium':"grained, friable, ripple marks

Sandstone,wl?ite, fine to medium-grained

Sondstone, oronge, white ,-medIum -grained

Sandstone, orange, f/ne to medium-grained, si/kified in ploces,. wove rlpp/e marks

pelecypods

60
Sandstone, orange, fine to medium - grained, ripple morks

Sandstone. orange, medium -grained. ripple marks

Conglomerate, pebble

40

............
, .
.~../.'--~: ;

I

20

I
·• ... . . . . . . . . . . .

I •••••••••••••

I: ::'. ::::::: '. :
!: : : : : °0 : : : :: : :

i· - .
j•••••••••••••
I- .
i: : : : : : '. : : '. : : :I· .
j •••••••••••••

I. - ..... - .... -
a _1_.. -''-' - -

Sandstone .• white, oronge, fine-grained) ripple morks, gastropods, trilobites,lroils

Base not exposed

M(S)384

Fig.AI. Type Section of the Corranya Beds
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Metres

135

Sandstone, oranqe, fine -qrained, moderately" sorted

Sandstone ,yellow, fine-qrained, moderately sorted J interbedded with ferruginOlJs
sandstone; sllielfied

Sands,tone, oranqe ,yellow, medium -qrained , moderately sorted; minor pebble conqlomerat6

Sandstone ,yellow J fine - qrained, ripple -marks

............

: '0: : : ; ;. :0: : :

......--------;,/

120

80

100

Sandstone J fine and medium - qrained interbedded

Sandstone, oranqe J while, fine to medium -qrained, ferruqinous In places; mOderalely
sorted, friable, ripple marks

M(S)385
G.G.

Sandstone,oranqe, fine to coarse -qrained J ferruqinous in places, moderate 10 poorly
sorted, ripple marks 1 interbedded with pebble eonqlomerate

Sandstone, white, pink, fine to medium -grainedJ ripple marks; minor qranules; sll/eified in
places

. . . ... " Sandstone, white J yellow, fine to medium -qrained, interbedded with pebble sandstone and
pebble conqlomerate; ripple marks

....-"\;.."A.., . ./"--:. .

. ... . 0 ...0·

o

60

20

40

Fig.A2. Measured section of the Carranya Beds, 15km. WEst of type section.
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Metres

13l's:t~~o
I",.-:--;-_.:.~-- ;-;--;-;--:--:
! ..••..•.• ,

. ..--:-. . ;-7.
, --- --I" ••••••••••

1.:· .. ; ~.~..:_-~ ~--:. :-;--',
i' .

./...../ ..
. :'./::.::

o

TOp eroded

Granule conglomerate, cross- bedded, silielfied

Quartzose, sandstone, ft'ne -grained, and Interbedded sil/stone; thm"bedded, ripple
cross - laminated

Sandstone, medIum to coarse - grained with introformational cloy pellets

Quartz -pebble conglomerate ,containing cloy pellets

Quartzose !Jondstone, medll1m-grained, cross-bedded

Quartzose sandstone, coarse -grained, cross-bedded} and granule conglomerate

Quartzose sondstone,fine to medium -groined,cross-bedded

Quartzose sandstone, medium to coarse -grained, cross-bedded

Quartz granule to pebble conglomerate wl/h cloy pellets

Sandstane, medium 10 coarse -grained, cross- bedded; thin interbeds of granule
conglomerate

Ql1arlzo se sondstone, coarse 10 medium· grained,' high - ongle, large-scale
cross-bedding; wood fragments I

Conglomerale, quartz pebbles, clay pe/lels; fish plales

Quartzose sandslone, ft"ne to caarse - grained, sl/icified

Conglomerate, granule; fish plates

Quortzose sonds/one ,t/neto medium-grained, cross-beddedj silicified in places

Base not exposed

M(S) 383
PD.

Record
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Fig.A3. Type section of the Knobby Sandstone



Metres J L 1
14"p.1w1~ ....rl ~j.

~.:~ ~; ::o.:~;~~
::/: :/' ~ :.J: :\. .....- .-.

I': : :< :.:.,: :..~.: :· . . '.\" . "" . ~..
t..•..••••• ;

/

" .
· .
<:.- -~~.-:- : : : : :: :
:. '" G:>', e\~<!:).
; \ .. ;"...
;.•. ~. '~" ="..
i .

i:<2i)=b Asi >: :
\.. ~,.~. . /~.~.....__:<:.._: .

i.: : :.•:,~~~~:
! .. t-....._,..•.• , I,~.

Top eroded

Conglomerate, granule

Sandstone, fine to medium -grained

Sandstone, rneditlm 10 coarse-grained, large-scale cross-beds, cloy pellel bonds

10
I .. 'I"J/' "· . /.:/.. '"

"-4'/, ~./. e~ ••••

: : ....: :: ~\.: :
· .. 0'" .

:::f;:i::!~:
· ./', /, . / .
· ·'S ../< .
: :-\"\~:r:~: :

" .. '<.,. '\:"~.
1· ••••••••.•i-·_·····- .. -.. , ..... ' ......,..
~OoGor:90

': :X':":.~:

..... I . /' .. ! .
' •• 0 •• ,/' • "/' •

I:' •.. ~ • /' •• )""•••

Sandstone, medIUm to coarse - grained, large-scale cross-beds, cloy pellels

a=> Conglomerate, granule, cloypelletsi wood fragments

Sandstone, fine-groined,cross-bedded, ripple marks

Sandstone, fme -grained, thin bedded, cross-bedded

: :\< :,.~'. >< :
• ..-..,_:-~~ ...•.- '. '.._~-~_:"'-'.!. ...! - \..

5 . :,:.../2';"'9::.
[..~i;~-~~~~-. Sandstone, medIUm -grained, large-scale cross-bedS, cloypellets

:: :h:~/:;X::' and rare granules
1°~.....--_.-....._._&-!-_ .
1°'\: . '\ . ,\ .
i~ : :':--.: .~: \;.: c:'
1-------·---------
i': ~.{ :~:;l :0 a::::J Sandstone I fine - grained, cross-bedded with granUle conglomerate at base
!~:-\e\~·-:~".--:-: : ~ of each cross-set; fisll plates, wood fragments
10 :_0'::.-:"<>\:,, 0' ,0..

!:: :~~>~;/: .."
t~tj >~~f~2~:: Sandstone, coarse-(jrained, Cross-bedded

i0. ~. ~ ",0. \,~ ~ t......iJartz granule conglomerate

i . '\''' \ .." ..i::::I: /'../ :: Sandstone, medium to coarse -grained,cross-bedded
~--_._----

~:: : '" c?~_~_; .- o' Quartz granule conglomerate

o 1..:\:_ \,' \:~~: Sondstone, medium-qrained,cross-bedded
Base not exposed

M(S)382
PD.

Fig.A4. Measured section of the Knobby Sandstone at Falconer Hills,

BILLlLUNA, I: 250000 Sheet area.
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i: : '. : : :: : :: :
i: : : : : : : ....
i: : '. : '. :: : : : .
j: : : : : : : : : : :

20 -;, ..... ,.,.,
i ••••••••••
j••••••••••: .
~. . . . . . . . . .

i::~«''~'-.\:.\:.~::\\
:\... '\,' ','" "'-... ,.' " .. , •. ,>. , •
:.. . .
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I: ,>«)/):.i:
i:'< ".'';--" y'"

15 r-~-:-~'~-:'~-~->,
i· ' .
;' .,..........
r' ._-'.~., .....-,- --' ... ,0__._-

rap eroded

Quortzose sandsto"e I red, poorly sorted, coarse - qt'oined, high - f]ngled cross 
bedded wIth foresets dipping 18°, interbedded with quarll pebble conglomerate

~ Quartzose sandstone, fine - grained, with plant fossils

Ouortzose sandstone, red, coarse -grained, porOl/S, poorly sorted, high - onglo
cross - bedding

Ouortzase sandstone, fine -qralned, with Phlnl fossils

J .

i ,

c
0...
0

E
~

If... 10c:
0
~

(!)

' .
: .

~ .
,
i' .................

Ouortzose sondstone I red, coarse -groined, porous,poorly sorted, moderote
angle 15° dip on foreset beds

()uartzose sandstone, fine to medium -grained, /17In -bedded 10 lamlnoted, wllh
11 plon l fossils, rTllnor tnlerbeds of coarse-grained quortzose sandstone Wit/'II(',y

onqle cross -beddinf)

1

: .

i' ..... , , ., .

5 _::::'.:::::::
: .

i ..

i • 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 .0- . ().

I~:{/d):y:/.;
/. O. 0 .0 .0 .6 :'0

0-'- .,-.-.

QUorlzose sandslorJe, medium ond coarse' grained porous, low to moderote

angle cross-bedding and interbeds of quarl.z qronule conglomerate and

quartL pebble conglomerate

Base not exposed
M(S) 377
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Fig.AS. Measured section of part of Grant Formation adjacent to Mt

Bannerrnan J 19°27'45"S, 127°11
1
00"E, MOUNT BANNERMAN.

I: 250000 Sheet area.



Top eroded

Ouortzose sandstone) micaceous on bedding planes )fine -grained) well sorted)
lominated;ripple marks in places

Quartzose sandstone) coarse -grained) overlying kaolmitic silts/one

Ouartzose sandstone, micaceous on bedding planes)f/ne -grained/well sorted)
laminated; INn inlerbeds of S"Itslone in places

Quartzose sandslone) coarse· grained

Quartzose sandstone, fine-grained) well sorted, !o,"?7inated

No exposure,. scree - cavered

Grey mar! with ferruginous moulds ofshrinkage crocks

Quartz - granule conglomerate inlerbedded with greenish - grey slltstone

Calcareous sandstone

Granule conglomerate with calcareous matrix) interbedded with slightly calcareous
slftstone

Quartzose sandstone,fine-grained with calcareous cement) ripple marked;
siltstone in places ,.

Sandy limestone with 'fontoinbleu I texture interbedded with pale green
siltstr~q

Quartzose and micaceous sandstone)fine-groined,thin-bedded

Ferruginous shale wtfh trOllS

Ferruginous slltstone, ripple marked, thin-bedded 10 laminated

Micaceous) stlty sondstone, thin-bedded, ferrvgk/ous; concretions in places

Quartzase sandstone, coarse-groined, interbedded with ferruginous st'ltstone,ripple-
mark9d in places .-.

Ferruginous shale with concretions

Interbedded siltstone and sandstone (he and coarse-grained; ripple-marked
in places

Quartzose sondslor;e, fine -grained, micaceous

St'ltstone) ferruginous, thin-bedded)· concretions obvndant

Base fOl/lted

M(S) 396
PD.

Record
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Fig.AG. Measured section of base of Poole Sandstone and top of
Grant Formation near southern end of.. Stansmore Range~

·21°30'00"S, 128°0S'00"E, STANSMORE.I:250 000 Sheet area.



-§ cMetres
.J:J 0
c+=
o 0

~ § 100
8&z

SI/tstone, thin bedded

Micaceous sandstone, silly, thin-bedded

· ....
• ••• I

90
· " .....· .

.....
. . . . . . . . . .

80 .

:~:-:--:~:...;--:....:

Quorlzose sandstone, fine-grained, thin-bedded to laminoted,well sorted

Kaolitinic siltstone

Quortzose sandstone, fine-grained, thin-bedded to laminoted, welt slJrted,
ripple-marked in places .,

70 · .

· .· . . . . ~ .
· .

· . Micaceous sandstone, silty, fine-grained, thin-bedded
60 .· .· .

· ..
· .· ... . . . . . . . . . .

' .
0"' •••••••••.. .
· .· .· .

40 .· .
· .

· .

· .
30 :-'i':..('~--?,;?'';~-1

......

20 .

.~.--....• .v""-.:.
· .

Quortzose sandstone, fine-grained, micoceous on' bedding surfaces, thin
bedded to laminated, /ow--angle cross-bedding in places with dips on
foresets varying from 3°10 6°, well sorted .•

Micaceous sandstone, silty, thin - bedded

Quartzose sandston? ,micaceous, fine-groined, well sorted, thin-bedded
lo laminated,ripple-marked in places, low-anqle cross-bedding in
places with dip on foresets of 6 0

o Base not exposed
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Q)
co...
(J)

"0
C
o
if)
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"0
&

10
.->...,. ...-:"....--....,

· .· .

· ' .

M(S) 374 PD.

Fig.A? Measured section of upper part of Poole Sandstone, Stansmore Range,
21°13 138" S, 128°001 20"E, STANSMORE. I: 250 000 Sheet area.



Metres AA tAl .A
38 iV 1 r ,.., l 'flY r J

11 ~ L Lower port of loler/lic weathering proftle

35

------...-- ./'..-

---

Siltstone / medium to Ihin -bedded, slightly sdicifted, ripple-marked

Sillstone, thin-bedded, ripple-marked
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::::::r=
@@)--=r= _ -
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I~
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Siltstone , micaceous, thin-bedded, ripple-marked , fossiliferous (pelecypods)

SIlts/one, micaceolls, cross-laminated

Interbedded siltstone and shale

SIlts/one, cross-laminated

Interbedded micacealls siltstone and shale

Silts/one, cross-laminated, (ossiliferolls (brachiopods, gastropods, peleC)'pods)

Calcareous siltstone , micaceolls / laminated; concretions in places

Jiltstere, laminoted

CO';::/'7t1e composed of brachiopods
Siltstone overlying shale

Micaceous SIltStone , cross-laminated

Bose not exposedo

Record
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::-:-:r. : : : : :: <9 Micaceous sandstone, colcareous in places / fossiliferous; minor. siltstone

::::::~:

~ ~~ro~s~~roM,ro$mmro~

Cl Coquinite of brachiopods

Fonloinbleu limestone, SIlt admixture

M(S) 370
PD.

Fig.A8. Measured section of Noonkonbah Formation 4km. north of Narelli Rockhole,
20 0 06'30"S, 127°55110"E, LUCAS. /:250000 Sheet area.



Metres

Ouarlzose sandslone, fine and medium-grained, thin- bedded

Cl)
C

CO
Cl)
~ (f)
"0"0
CC
o 0
U(J)

300
Top eroded

Micaceous sandslone , silly, ferrugJi70us, Ihin 10 medium - bedded

250 ...........

No exposure i scree - covered

Siltstone, ferruginous and concrel/oncry

Ouarlzose and feldspathic sandstone , coarse - grained, ferruginous

Silty sandstone, line - grained interbedded with siltstone

Micaceous sandstone, silly, ferruginous, thin - bedded, concrelionary with minor
siltstone in places

· , , ... , . , . \_0 _. _._.(

150

::@:::::'.......... ,

::::::C§):
,.~.".,

:: ... :(:gfi)'
~:-:-: :-:-

200 :~..:.....:....:.-'~.:..

100

I
.:Jt:C
0.2
0...... 0

~E
Ol~
.- 0-Ju:.

_0_0_'- - --· . Silly sandstone, fine - grained, thin - bedded, micaceous; siltstone

.c
o
,QC
C 0
0+=
.%0
C Eo ~
o 0zu..

f§Cl) III
- "0Oc
o 0
Q..(J)

50

o

- - --· .

· .- --

- - --- - -<::§)-_C:::ID- - ~

- --

Shale, ferrugInous

Silly sandstone, fine - grained and siltstone

Fontainbleu limestone, sandy in places

Quartzose sandstone, fine - grained

Si/tstone , ferrugInous and concretionory

Interbedded sillslone, ferruginous, and fine· grained silty sandstone

Ouartzose sandstone 1 micaceous, thin -bedded, well sorted

Bose not exposed

M(S) 378
G.G.

Fig.A9. Measured section from top of Poole Sandstone to base of Condren Sandstone
in Stansmore Range, 28° 14

1
00" S, 128 °00'00" E , STANSMORE. /:250000

Sheet area.
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Top eroded

Sandstone, fine -grained, thin -bedded (poorly developed), c/oss-bedded,
very strongly bloturboted
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· . '/'1)/ . . :· .1/ ..... t..... ;~

40-'~"""

· .
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.............

30 -:==:;::j
~J':)'J:; JJ":l:j": .. :. .. ...

9::\\\(\\::
1$=..~.=:'=..~.~.~•.~. ~

20 - ... ' .. " ..

Sandstone} silty, micaceous, calcareous, fine-grained ,thick -bedded;
very fossiliferous , brachiopods dominant

Sandstone, micaceous, fine to medium -grained, massive, some

thin-beds, bioturbated

Sandstone, yellow, grey, kaolinitlc, micaceous, very fine to fine-grained,
thin-bedded, cross-bedded, ripple cross-laminated; plant fossils;
interbedded with siltstone ,white, laminated

Sandstone, white ,fine-grained, micaceous} variable cloy matrix, friable,

thin-bedded, cross-bedded, ripplemarks

Sandstone, quartzose ,micaceous, fine ';"grained, moderately sorted,
laminated to thin -bedded, friable, cross-bedded, minor shale,
ferruginized ,. plant remains

c:
o

+=o
E....
o

1.L

.:It:
U
o......--.c:.
0\

~

: : : : : : : : : :1
10 - ~ . : '. : : : : : .,

~._---_.-.'--.... , \· \

~/f
o

Sandstone, silty, micaceolls, grey, fine - grained, thin-bedded, ripple marks;
trace fossils; minor medillm-grained sondstone ond shale

Sandstone, fine - groined, micaceous, thin - bedded; minor shale

Shale, laminated, ferruginized
Base not exposed

M(S)371
PD.
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Fig.AIO. Measured section from top of Lightjack Formation to base of Hardman
Formation in Millyit Rang-e,19°12'IO"S, 125°2S'42"E,CROSSLAND,
I: 250 000 Sheet area.



Highly weathered, multi- coloured sllty, micaceous sandstone, fine -qrained ,
thin -bedded; minor shale throuqhout

Metres
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Q)-
'- 22
Q)-0
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- - --· .- - - -· .- - --· ., .- - --· .- - -• •• 0·' •••••- - --

· .- - --· .- - --· .- - --· .- - --
· .- - --

Pisolitic laler/te with· m/nor ferr/crete

Interbedded micaceous sandstone, ferruginous, J'.fJin - bedded; and sillstone

4 · . . . . ... . . . . .
· . . . . . .

C
I . . . .

0 3 --0
E
'- 20

lL..
.Y.
u

.2.-
~-.c @ :@. I!:Ii

C1l ~
..J 0 - - - -- Base

Ouartzose sandstone, coarse -grained, with ferruqinous bedding surface

Micaceous sandstone, silty, thin -bedded, fine-grained

Micaceous siltstone, thin - beddt'd , ripple - marked

Micaceous sandstone I fine - grained I thin -bedded I concretions, fossiliterous I

WIth pelecypods, gastropods, trace fossils ond burrows
not exposed; Noonkanbah Formation probably immediately beneath
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M(S)404
GG,

Fig.AII. Measu:'ed section of Light jack Formation at Carnegie Bluff, 21 0 48 j 30 11 S J

127°57 1 20" E STANSMORE I: 250 000 Sheet area.
This section is the type section of the discarded term 11 Balgo Member 11

of Casey 8 Wells (1964).
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Ouortzose sa.,ds/one, fine to coorse- grained, kaoll-nitic in ,. places, cross -bedded
to parallel-bedded

Ferruginous slltstone and quartzose sandstone, low-angle cross-bedding

Quartz pebble conglomera/e

Micaceous sandstane,fine -grained, ferruginous, thin -bedded

FerrugInous s///s/ane and shale

Micaceous sands/one, laminated and /ow'-angle cross-bedded

Quar!z qranule conglomera/e

Cancretionary ferruqinous sandstone

Ferruginous stltstone

Ouar/zose and feldspathic sands/one, fine to coarse -grained,rippled thrOi/q/lOutj

low -angle cross -b "rf-l i '7g in places. Minor intraformaf/onal claystone clasts

Micaceous sands/one, fine-grained, thIn -bedded, interbedded wilh laminated
siltstone

Ouartzose sandstone interbedded with micaceous sandstone

Ferruginous siltstone and shale

Ouar/zose sandstane,medium to coarse-grained with in/raformational claystone clasts
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marksj sll/s/one, thin-bedded. Mocrofoss,ls and bioturbalion 01 top

Base not exposed
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Fig.AI2.Measured section of part of Lightjack Formation and Condren
Sandstone, Stansmore Range, 21°15
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T(Jp eroded

Sandstone, white ,medium to coarse-grained,thin /0 medium-bedded, cross·· bedded

Conformable boundary

Cloystone and siltstone interbedded, white, grey, very micaceous, thin -bedded

Sandstone ,pole brown, interbedded with siltstone ; thin to medIUm - bedded

Siltstone ,pole brown, micaceous with ferruginized concret/ons

Siltstone , grey, micaceous, wl/II minor claystone

Siltstone ,grey,yellow, micaceot./s, lomirlOted

Slltstone, micoceot./s, laminated, concretions near top
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Sandstone, micaceous , fine -grained, well sorted, thin to medium -bedded

1/ 11

Concretionary ball horizon

Sandstone, red, block, fine - grained, well sorted, micaceous, medit./m - bedded
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Si/lslone ,pole brown, rnicaceous ,Iominaled, minor sandslone, medlt./m - groined

Slllsfone ,yellow with con,erel/onary layer on lop

Slltsfone, while, 'Nllh minor shale !Jlock, ferruglnlzed nodules of sondslone

PossIble fault

Silstone, grey, blown, mlcoceot./s ,tllm to medium - bedded, mosslve ,n oppearance

Sandstone, ftne -gromed, micaceous ,thm to medwm - gramed

S:ltstone mterbedded .vlth sandstoneJme -gramed

Sandstone, (me -grolf1ed, micaceous, larr1lf1oted, ripple marks

Si/Is/one, grey, micaceous, lamma/ed to /hm- bedded, mlf10r sandstone,

medium - grOlned,- concreli'ons, trace fossils

Base not exposea
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Fig.AI3. Measured section of Lightjack Formatio'n and Condren Sandstone

in the Stretch Range, LUCAS , /;250000 Sheet area.
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Top eroded

Sandstone, fine to medium - qrained, thin-bedded, inlerbt."dded wilh stltstone, laminated i
ferruqinized in places

Sandslone , brown, qrey, fine to medium ~ grained, thin to medium - qrained , interbedded with
slltstone, laminated, friable, ferruqinized in places; trace fossIls on beddinq surfaces

Sandstone, qrey, fine-qrained, thin-bee;: ,lenses of coarse-qrained sandstone, interbedded
with sIllstone , laminafed, micaceous; trcce fossils

Silts tone , grey, micaceous, laminated to thin - bedded, interbedded with sandstone,
coarse - qrained

Conqlomerate, cloy pellets, brown, sofl, weathered; very fossiliferous

Sillstone, grey, micaceous, gypsum, laminated

No outcrop

Base not exposed

M(S)393
G.G.
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Fig .AI4. Measured section of Lightjack Formation at Gumbo Point, LUCAS I

I: 250 000 Shee1 area.



Metres Top eroded

Lateritized sandstone and SIt/stone

Sandstone, fine-grained, micaceous, quartzase, thin-bedded, abundant cloy pellets

Sandstone, quarfzose, medium - {lrained, well sorted

SI/ts/one, whl/e, tNn- bedded, kaolinitic

Sands/one, quartzose ,fine-grained, thin-bedded; w.eathered with kaolin matrix

Sandstone, fine' grained, well, sorted, massive

Sandstone, fine-grained, thin-bedded, labile

Slltstone, ripple cross -lamina/ed interbedded with quartz sandstone, fine -grainedj
low-angle cross-bedding,(30max), small scale

Sandstone, quartzase, fine -grained, thin-bedded
SI/tstane, multicoloured, clayey

Sands/one,medium-grained,/lJin-bedded,some clay pelle/s~ sl/icified in places

Sands/one, quar/zose , medium -grained, medium - bedded, cross-bedded, clay pellets

Interbedded siltstone and cloys/one, multicoloured, thin- bedded

Sands/one, kaolinltic , multicoloured, fine -grained, thin -bedded

Sandstone, coarse - grained, cloy pellets

Sandstone, qlJarlzose, medium to coarse -grained, well, sorted, cross-bedded
Sandstone, quartzose , micaceous, iNn -bedded, labile

Siltstone, brown, micaceous, thin-bedded
Sandstone, quartzose, fine-grained, clay matrix, ripplemarks, low-angle cross-bedding
SI/tstone, brown, m/caceous, tNn- bedded

Sandstone, quartzose, brown, medium- grained,clay matrix, thin-bedded

Cyclic sequence of sl/tstone and claystone, micaceolls , kaolinitic, loadcasts, burrows,
parallel lom/notions
Siltstone, ripple cross-laminated, interbedded with sandstone, fine-grained/ cross-bedded
Sands/one, fine and medium - grained, thin- bedded, large-scale, low-angle cross-bedding
cloy pellets
Silts/one, white, laminoted, fipple cross -laminated, bioturbated in places

Sandstone, silty, grey to brown,mlcoceous,fine-grained, laminated to thin-bedded, cross-beo

Sandstone, quarlzose, m/coceous ~ abundant concretions with shell fragments
SIItstone, micaceous, ripple cross-laminated, concretions

Siltstone, ochreous, micaceous, lomirwted te thin-bedded

Base not exposed
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Fig.AI5. Measured section of part of the Light jack Formation and Godfrey Beds

2·5 km. east southeast of Micha Bore I LUCAS I: 250 000 Sheet area.
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Metres

25 .
· . Sandstone, silty, pink, block, fine - grained, medium -grained, bloturboted; ferruglnized

- .-· .

Sondstone, sllty, fine -grained, very thick-bedded, bloturbated
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Sandstone, pink, fine -.grained, medium - grained; minor siltstone

20

Sandstone, white, fine -grained, poorly bedded, micoceous, silty biolurbatedi
minor slltstone
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Sandstone, fine -grained, friable, thin to medium - bedded; plant fossils abundant

Si/tstone ,ye/Iow, grey, micaceous, laminated 10 thin -bedded; plant fossils

Sandstone, fine -grained,yellow, white, Ihin -bedded, inlerbedded with sills tone ,
I" ninated; ferrl/ginized in places

Conglomerate, unsorted, clasts well rounded
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Sandstone, fine-grained, well sorted, thick-bedded, bioturboled; plant fossils

Sandstone, white, fine -grained,crass-bedded; planl fossils; scree-covered
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Sandstone, wlJite, fine -grained, well-sorted, cross-bedded, ripple marks; ferruginized in
places

M(S) 395
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i
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Sandstone, quartzose , white, fine -grained, well -sorted, friab/e, cross-bedded with
/arqe-scale low-angle cross sets.

Fig.AI6. Measured section at Condren Pinnacles, LUCAS I: 250 000 Sheet area.
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Ouarl7ose sandstone, medium 10 coarse - grained,- cross-bedded, dip on foresets /8°

Koo//lin/c sillstone

Ouarlzose sands/one, cross-bedded 01 base,fining upwords
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Quartz grar)ule conglomerate and cross -bedded, quarlzose sandstone, fining upwords

OuarUose sandstone, ft'ne-grained, Ihin-bepded

Ouartzose sandstone, medium 'and coarse -grained,cross-bedded

Quartz -pebble conglomerate

No exposure; scree··covered

Ouarlzose sandstone, coarse -gra/ned, /ntraformalional cloyslone closts; cross-bedded,
dip on foresets up 1023°

Ouart,z -granule conglomerale and cross -bedded, quartzose sandslone

Kaolilinic sills/one

Ouar/.lose sandstone, coarse -grained, with intralormationol cloystone clasts

Ouortz-pebble conglomerale overlain by quorlzose sandslone, medium-grained,
fining upwards

Ouarf,/ -granule conglomerate r:'?rlain by quartzose sandslone

Kooltlin/c Slllstone

Ouart,zose sandstone ,pebbly at bose, flfllf7g upwords ; cross-bedded, dip on foresets 21°

Ouarlzose sandstone, medium -qramed, crosS -bedded firing upwards and becominq
ripPle cross- laminated

Kaolinitic sills/one

Ouarlzose sandstone, flfle-qrained,lhin/y bedded

Ouartzose sandstone, medium ond coarse - grained; cross-bedded, dip on loresets /9°

Ouortzose sandstone, coorse-gralned, fining upwards, cross -bedded, dip on foresets /6°
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Fig.AI7.

OuarUose sandstone, medium -qroined,' Ihl'rJly bedded
Kaolitinic silts/one
Ouartzose sandstone,overl/lng lerruqinous. micaceous siltstone wtlh trolls 01Lightjack Formalion

M(S)392 PO

Measured section of Condren Sandstone, 2km. north of Warri Peak, Stansmore
Range , 21°27 140"S,128°05'30"E, STANSMORE 1:250 000 Sheet area
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Loterite Lower porI of later/tic weothermq profile

50 -", , , .... , ,.... , .
Ouortzose sondstane, fine-groined, thin-bedded, !faolindlc

Ouartzose sondstone, medium to coorse -grolned, high -angle cross-b,~dding 16°

Kaolinitlc slltstone
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Ouartzose sandstone ,medium-grained,fining upwords to koollnitic quortzose
sandstone, thin-bedded

No exposure
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Ouar/:ose sandstone, coorse-groined, high-ongle cross -bedding 18°

Ouortzose sandstone, fine to medium -grained, moinly Ihin -bedded

Ouortzose sandstone, medium-grained, cross-bedded

Ouartzose sandstone, medium-grained, thin-bedded

Kaolimt/c sIlts/one

Ouartzose sandstone, fine-grained/hin -bedded, becoming kaolinilie upwards

Ouartzose sondstone, medium-grained, high-angle ero-ss.-bedding 22°

Ouartzose sandstone, fine -grained, kaolinitic, ripple cross-Iominoted

Ouartzose sandstone, medium-grained, high-angle crosS -bedding 20°
overlying fine kaolintlic sandSTone

Ouar/zose sandstone, fine-groined, '

Kaolin/fie siltstone

Kaolimtic siltstone with Glossopteris-Gongomopteris flora

Ouarlzose sandstone ,medium to coarse-groined,high-ongle cross-bedding 11°

Ouartzose sandstone, medium-grained, cross -bedded 20°

Ouartzose sonds/one, fine-grained, thin- bedded

Ouartzose sandstone ,fine -grained, thin-bedded

(}uorlZose sondstane ,fine to medium-grained, cross-bedded

Ouartzose sandstone, fine -grained, thin -bedded

Ouarlzose sandstone, medium-grained, cross-bedded
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Fig.AIS. Measured section of Cond ren Sandstone, Stansmore Range,
210151001lS,128°0\'00'IE, STANSMORE 1:250000 Sheet area
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Top eroded

Lo~erpar/ of lateritic weathering proffle with fragments of underlyim} racks
enclosed,over/yint} la/er/zed log grovel

o Kaollnitic shale, slightly si/lcif/ed,' Glossop/eris floro

Ouortzose sandstone,fine -grained, lomina/ed; cross -laminated and bioturbo/ed
In places

Cloyey sillstone, lamina/ed ond mot/led overlying fine Quar/zose sands/one

fnterbedded quartzose sands/one ond brown sills/one

· .

20 Ouortzose sandstone, fine-grained, lamina/ed!
~
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· ~ 0. .
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Ouortzose sandstone Jine-grained, bio/urboled In ploces; small concretions

Ouartzose sandstone, fine-grained,ripple cross-laminated

Koolinltic shole
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Ouartzose sands/one) fine -grained) lamf;7ated/ convolute -laminations, ripple
cross-laminated in places

Quartzose sandstone, ffne-groined, laminated,' concretiOns in ploces

Interbedded shale, lomina/ed, and siltstone with ripJJle marks

Kaol,nitlc Sf//s/one, ripple cross-Iomina/ed

Ouor/zose sands/one, fine-grainedi ripple crass- lomina/ed (amplitude of
ripples overoqes 2cm)

Quar/zase sands/one, fine -qrofned, h ,?ff/o/ed, cross-Iamlno/ed In places

Koo/mitlc Sf//stone and shole

Quortzose sonds/one,lamffla/ed
Base 170t exposed

M(S)397 PO.

Fig.AI9. Measured section of Condren Sandstone approximately 8km
south of Chudlo Bore, 19°04~OO"S, I26°09
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Sandstone, quartzose, micaceous, massive, variable cloy matrix, silicified

Sandstone, mottled, fine-grained,bedding poorly developed,ferruginized, silicified

Sandstone) grey} fine-grained} micaceous}silty} mass/'vebut laminated, fnoble;
fossiliferous. worm tubes abundant
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Sandstone,quartzose, micaceous, fine-grained} groiTls subrounded, r· t 'pie cross~/Jminated,
cross -bedded (15 Oat 260°)

~ondstone,sllty} fine-graiTled} laminated

Sandstor.e, fine-grained}silty, micaceous,thinly bedded,low-angle cross-bedding

Sandstone, fiTle -grained, micaceous} groins angular to subrounded, laminated} bedding
poorly developed, cross-bedded (20°01110°)

Shole} laminated; ferruginised
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Po.
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Fig.A20. Type section of Kirby Range Member
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27,9 -F.,=.=..=.=,=..~. Conformable boundary with Cherrabun Member ferraginous shales
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25 - fl/l!!l!! Sandstone, fine to medium-grained, micaceous, feldspath/c, cross-bedded
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.O,o~oc:'o~o~ ~. granule conglomerate

Minor worm burrows M(S)381
G.G.

o ~ --l Conformable with Klrkby Range Member
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Fig.A21. Type section of Hicks Range Sandstone Member in Millyit Range, CROSSLAND

I: 250 000 Sheet area.
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Top erodsd

High-ongltJ cross-bedding

260 @ 2800

::: : ",I::: : :
Sands/ons, fine 10 msdium-groinfJd,
micaceous, friab/s, ws/l-sorfed,
/amina/tJd, massive bsdding, join/sd

5

Moderate-angle cross-bedding

150 .@ 240 0

Conformable with Kirkby Hangs
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Fig.A22.Mecsured section of Hicks Range Sandstone Member in Millyit Range,

CROSSlAND I : 250 000 Sheet area.
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Sandstone, fine -grained, thin-bedded, clay pellets, law -angle cross-bedding, friable;
lenses of conglomerate .

Siltstone I grey, micaceous, laminated, ferruginized in parts

Shale, laminated

SandstoneI very fine -grained, silty, thin-bedded, micaceousi fossiliferous

SlItsfone, laminatedi fassi/iferoIJs

Sandstone, light brown I very fine-grained, poorly sorted, siltY! micaceous,
thin -bedded

o
, '.' , ••.'J' 'A'

VI' 'V-V'
Scole: I cm =I metre

M(S)405
PD.

Fig.A23.Type section of Cherrabun Member
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TOp eroded

Sandstone, finll -grained,' fossiliferous

Sandstone and slltstone interbedded

Sandstone, white, fine-grained, thin-bedded; minor slltstone

20
· .
......._~.- - - -· .

:-. ':"'" ••*""";' • eo:-.- - --· .

M
0-.1 ·...:..'...:.-0 °_° •

· .- - - --·. . .. . . . . . .

Sandston6 ,fine-grained and silts/one; poar expasure

Shale and silts/one interbedded; weathered

'e>" . 'c§)" •· ..... " ..
15 - : : '@j : : : : : :

: : : : : : (ii) : :

~-"""

-

'°11
· )· .
· .· . . . . . . . .· .
· .
- - - -~

-

......... ..

°

Sandstone, fine-grained, interbedded with slltstone; fosSlliferous

Shale, fissHe

Sandstone, fine -~ained,massive

Shale and slltstane interbeddf!djyellow brawn i weathered

Shale,yellaw brawn,ochreous,laminafed

Sandstone 1 fine-grained, interbedded with shale,laminated

Shale and si/tstone interbedded, ferru(Jinized; layers of hemispherical concretions

Sandstone, mottled, fine-grained, micaceous, numerous worm burraws

Shale. Conformable on Hicks Range Sandstone Member
M(S)428

RD.
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Fig.A24. Measured section of Cherrabun Member, Hicks Range,
CROSSlAND I: 250 000 Sheet area



Met r t5

Sandstone, fine to medium-graine'd, laminated, crass-beddsd, ripple marKs;
trace fossils

Sandstone,pale yellow, micaceous, fine-grained, thin beddsd, variable cloy
matrix j plant remains

Sandston~, red-brown I micaceous, fine-grained, thick-bedded, cross-bedded,
ripple cross-laminated, interbedded with siltstone

8ase of cliff

701' erod6d

80

~
..
\\~·1 \;

60 '!'///... . . . .

"\ \\\· .
.~ ~:

·Mi· 0

40
.

20 .

'., ·Mi····
Sandstone, pole yellow-brown, Quartrose, micaceous, fine to msdium-grained,
thin-bsddedj worm tubes, tracs fossils, plant fossils

· .
· ..

... ·M'···· Sandstone, Quartrose, f/ne-grained; poor outcrop

o -.L ..:. . ..:. . .:.. . .:.:.\ Base not sxposed
M(S)408

P.D.

Fig.A25.Measured section of Godfrey Beds In vicinity of Crown Head, .
CORNISH 1:250000 Sheet area
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Sands/one, coarse-grained, w~/l-sorted, massive j beds of granule conglomerate
· 0 . 0 ·0' o(). o·

~J J A .I J rap eroded
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· 0 '0' o· o· O' ... .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .
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Sandstone,brown, micaceous, fine I(J medium~grained, well sorted, thin bedded;
rare Quart~ pebble j trace fossils .
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::0::::::::
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.... \; "" """

:. 'j.j' 1·/· : :.../~ ;/./ ......
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

: : \ :\: i :\: : :
.... "\' .. \ .......
: : .J. J ./.) : :
.:/;/~/ ..
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

Sandstene, while fa brown I micaceous, fine to f1t8dium -grained, laminated, low-
ongle cross-bedding, plont fossils --',

M(S)398
P.D,

Fig.A26. Meosured section of Godfrey B~ds in vicinity of Crown Head,
CORNISH I: 250000 Sheet area
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Sondstone I highly weothered ond minor weothered siltstone

Quarl.lose sondstone coarse-gro/ned

Qtjart.lose sandstone medium to coarse-groined I poorly bedded

Ouartz - pebble conglomerote

Silts/one, thin - bedded

Siltstone, multi-coloured

Silts/one and clayey sandstone

Quartz - pebble conglomerate

Sandstone, medium - grained I ripple cross- lom/nated
Ouartz- pebble conglomerate.
Quartzose sandstone, coarse-gralned, medlum- bedded

Quor/zose sandstone, fine-grained, thin-bedded

Sills/one ,s/Iicif/ed and lateritized
._~.,:...:... ...:..,
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o
+
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o

(J)

,-t:=

Quarlzose sandstone, multi -coloured, thin to medlum- bedded

4·

· .
000 000-.......

-- --
I~~~~~~.i' . , , . , , . , . ,
i:o: ~ :0: q ~O: q p:
I'~~
i:O:t? ?:q:O: 9:0:

Quartz-pebble conglomerote

No exposure; scree - covered
Quortz-pebble conglomerote

Interbedded Quartzose sondstone, fine -groined, ond siltstone

Interbedded Quort.l- pebble conglomerate and quort.lose sandstone,
cross- bedded

10
~ Ferricrele replacing sandstone ,jo/nted; burrows and trace fossils

Ferrug/nous sandstone
.,

5

· . , , . , '1.' '~'· . .. .. . ..:} : ~ : : . : : :
.. -.--.-.- -r-r-r-

,'j' .'I' , '~ ,
I" ,.'.,.,.
.. .
.. . .
· ... . .
. , .
· .
.. . .

Quarlzose sandstone I ferruginized along joints

Quartzose sandstone, ferruginized along jolnls

o -

Quar/zose sandstone I medium-grained ,thin-bedded

Interbedded sillslone ond sandstone, medium -groined
Ouorlzose sandslone , clay malrlx, cross -bedded

~ Ouarlzose sandstone I medium -groined, cross - bedded, bioturboled

80se nol exposed

M(S)380
PD.

Fig.A27, Measured section of fop port of Godfrey Beds and base of
Mlllyit Sandstone 6km. west of Micha Bore, 20oI6130IS,127°40100"E,
LUCAS 1:250 000 Sheet area.
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Top erod~d

Sondstone, fine to medium grained,grey,poorly developed massive bedding,
crOSS-bedded, cloy pellets

Siltstone, block, laminottld

Sandstone, fin" to medium-grained,cloy matrix, micaceous ,ripple crOSS-laminated,
cross-bedded; lenses 01 conglomerate .

Siltstone, gr"y, lominoted

Sondstone, fi"tJ-groined,cross-laminofed

Primor¥ iron btld

Sandstone, medium-grained, low matrix content, subrounded groins; small lenses
of conglom~rofe .

Siltstone, laminoted

Scale; Icm=lmetre

Sondstone, fine-grained, micaceous} silly

Conglomerate, Quartr pebbles
M(S)406 RD.
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Fig.A28,Type section of Millyit Sand stone



Metres

40,25

-- --
.35 -;-__~=
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Top eroded

Siltstone , white ond purple, ml(:oceous / thin to medium - bedded, ripple - marks
iflferbedded with cloystone; biolurboled

Claystone , while, medium -bedded

Siltstone ,while,purple, massive, bioturbate.d in places
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Silly cloystone , purple, while, micaceous, poorly bedded, bio/urbated

Scree-covered, Silty claystone / bio/urbaled, ferruginized; minor sillstone ; plant fossils

Siltstone , purple/ micaceous; minor claystone with concretions

20 ,- --~-;-- , , , ,
~ Sandstone, variable clay matrix, laminated; thin claystone beds with plant fossils

15
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10c

0
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Silty sondstone, poorly bedded with siltstone lamina/ion

Sandstone/fine-grained, well sorted, well rounded groins / micaceous 1 thin to medium

-bedded,cross-bedded; thin laminations of siltstone; bioturbated in places

Thin lenses of clay pellet conglomerate

Sandstone / red- brown, medium -grained, well sorled, slightly micaceous, variable clay
matrix, trough cross-bedded(240j; thin lenses of clay pellet conglomera/e

Base not exposed M(S) 376
PO,

Fig.A29. Measured section of Millyit Sandstone and Slina Shale at Chilpada

Chara, CORNISH I: 250000 Sheet area,
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Sillstone ,purple, lammaled 10 Ihin -bedded, bioturbated,o s/~icl'lied giving blocky
appearance

Slllstone, brown, mlcaceovs, sandy In places, lammated; vertical burro...s abundant

Sands/one, very fine grained,oiolurba/ed,swell andpinching ofbedsjminor sltJmp

and flowogeiminor siltstone;morine fossils

SiltS/One and shale interbedded, purple,buff, laminoted, micaceous,fissile
b,oltJrbaled

slltstone,yellow fa bro...n,lT1lcaceovs, smoll-scale crass-bedding, bioturbated
much pinch and swell, sandy near top

Silts/one, purple, brown, micaceous, bio/vrbaled

SiltstOne, sandy, brown,pvrple-block,micoc80VS, CroG:~-bedded, biotvrboted

Shale, silly,PtJrple,mi'caceous , thin to medium -bedded

Top eroded

Base not expos8d
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M(S)394 PD.

Fig.A30. Measured section of Blina Shale about 9 km. south of Lake
Betty, MOUNT BANNERMAN 1:250 000 Sheet area
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Metres

40

Top eroded

Sillstone 1 s/~icifled

Sands/one I quartzose i fine - grainedI cross-bedded at base

Si/lslone I si/lclfled

Sands/one I quarfzose, cross-bedded and medium - grained at base I fining upwards

S/~tslone , si/lclfled.

Sandstone, quarlzose and S/~ty, cross-bedded
35 ;.;...+-. .:,-. .:,-.:,....~.!-i..;"';.H.--+.'"'"

· }..
"', w· .

Sandstone, silt}', fine - grained, thln- bedded I planl- bearing in places

30
· .

. Sandstone, silly and micaceous 1 thin-bedded to laminated
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· .
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5
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:'. '.C?'~:cQ:

:&\;##.&.
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- -- ---· .

· ,
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Sandsto/le, quartrose to silly, high - angle cross-bedding

Sandstone, quartzose 1 micaceous and sl/Iy, fine- grained 1 well sorted, Intraformalional claysfon~

clasts, high - angle cross-bedding, numerous scour· and· fill strucfur6s

Sandstone I fIne - grained I thinly bedded

Sandstone 1 micaceous, fine - grained, high - angle crass-bedding

Sandstone 1 quar/rose, fine -grained I thin - bedded

Ferruginous siltstone Interbedded wiN; fine - grained sandstone; ripple marks in places

Sandstone, micaceous, fine -grained I laminated

o~
C 0

:= .c
men o - - - - - Base not exposed

M(S) 31"9
G.G.

Fig.A31. Measured section of Erskine Sandstone at Point Alphonse. 20 0 23
1
30" S,

127 0 36 1
30" E, LUCAS 1:250 000 Sheet area.
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Micaceous safJdstone,fine -grained,cross -laminated

Interbedded micaceous silty sondstone, fine-grained and siltstone, thin-bedded
to laminated; thin shale in places

Ouortzose sandstone, fine -grained, well sorted, cross-bedded

Ouartzose sandstone ,mainly fine-grained,low· ongle,large -scale cross-bedding;
pebbly in places

Ouart?ose sandstone, moinly fine -grained, silicdled ond ferrugtnlzed in places, thin
to medium ~bedded

SIltstone ,cross-Iaminoled, ripple -marked

Slltstone,mico::eous and quortzose thin to medium-bedded,cross-bedded

TOp eroded

Interbedded sIltstone ond micoceous ~iondstoneJine -grained, scour-and- fill structure

Ouartzose sandstone, medium grained, thic/r-bedded,pebbles and cobbles in places;
trace fossils
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Interbedded stltstone and shale

15
Micaceous, sllty sondstone,Iow-angle cross-bedding in places and minor sillstone

<ll
c:
~

Vl
'-
W.O

Micaceous I stlty sandstone, and SIllstone I low amplitude asymmetric ripple marks,
cross-Iominoted

.'Vficoceous stltstone

<ll
c:
o-Vl
'0
c:
o

(f)

10

5

Micaceous sandstone ,fine -grained, low -angle cross-bedding
Base not exposed

M(S)366
PD.

Fig.A32. Measured section of Erskine Sandstone In Stretch Range
"LUCAS 1:250000 Sheet area
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Metres

Lower port of laledtie weathering profile

......
.~~-;--c~~~

20
.....~ . Quart~ose sandstone, fine to medlum- gralned,h/gh angle ,large-scale cross-bedding

~

15

10

.~.'"

~:

...~...... . . .
, .....
..~..

Ol.lartzose sandstone I fine - grained} cross -laminated

OlJartzose sandstone, f/ne to medium - grained, thin - to -medium· bedded, high-angle
cross-bedding

OlJbrtzose sandstone ,fine - grained, well sorted} thin-bedded and laminated

5 .

Cl)

c
o....
Cl)

"0
C
o

(/)

Cl)

.s
oX:
Cl)...
w o

OlJart.lose sandstone} fine to very fine - grained} well sorted} laminated

M(S)367
GG.
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Fig.A33. Measured section of Erskine Sandstone 6 km. east- southeast of

f-loint Alphonse,20025 130"S,127°40'OS"E, LUCAS 1:250000 Sheet area.



Top eroded

Si/tslone,//lIfJ -bedded, ferruginized, minor sandstone, ver.," fine - grained

Sandstone, fine - qrained, micaceous, Ihin - bedded-,. bloturbaled

20

15

--10

5

Sandstone, very fine - grained, micaceous ,thick - bedded, blolurbated; minor sillslone,
Ihin - bedded, micaceous; plant fossils

Sandstone, very fine -qralfled, ond sillstone Interbedded; thin to medium - bedded j plont fossils

Sandstone, whiie, very fine -grained, and slltstone ,purple, Ihin-bedded; plant fossils
very abundant

Sandstone, fine -qrained, inlerbedded wilh sillstone .. white, micaceous

Sands/one, coarse, poorly sorted, posses into silts/one, while, micaceous I laminated

Scree- covered Probably fine - grained so'!dstone with some very coarse sandstone

Scree covered. Sandstone, fine - grained, and very coarse - qroined

Siltstone, white, fnable, and sandstone, fine -grained, well sorled, contains lenses of
ferruginized cloy pellet conglomerate ~plant fossils

--1\
--¥

Slltstone, white, micoceous ,laminated /0 poorly bedded, friable; and cloystone

- - -- --- - --

o
8ase nOI exposed

M(S)375
GG

Fig.A34. Measured section ofCulvida Sandstone,ot 20°18
1
10

11
S, 126 0 51'45" E,

CORNISH I: 250 000 Sheet area.
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Fig. A 35 Sections encountered in hand-augered holes in salt lakes

I.Salt lake in far southwest HELENA 21°50'00"5, 126°0400"E.

2.Salt lake in southwest HELENA 21°42
1

00"5, 126°21'30"E.
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Laterile 1 pisolitic with honey-comb texture

Pisolitic la/erite

~ ¥Buckshot gravel composed of goetlJile pisoliles derived from break -up al
underlying lall:r/te .
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Fig.A39. Measured section of 0 loteritic weathering profile, Stansmore Range,

21°15 142" S, 128°01 ' 00"E, STANSMORE 1:250000 Sheet area
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Fig.A41. Measured section of alluvial deposits which have been partly lateritised

in gully adjacent to eastern scarp of Stansmore Range, 21° 15
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BMR BILLlLUNA No 3
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85 - 113 Sandstone, quartzosl, fin•••diua-gralned, grains subrounded 11th
101 sphericity; .lnor granule conglomerate I'th clay pellets; and
li nor S t1 tstone

113 - 122 Sandstone, white, ledlua to coarse-grained; and granule-conglO1er
ate lith .inor clay pellets

122 - 140 Sandstone, white, fine to lediul-grained, rare granules of quartz

140 - 161 Sandstone, white, medlul to coarse-grained; linor granule cong
la.erate lith clay pellets.........~ ~

F'q. a1 Knobby Sandstone

WA/294



BHP j]/LLILUNA No 1
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BMR MT BANN£RMAN No 4

Alluvlul, rid sandy 1011

SIltston., black, I'CIC'~JS, carboftlCloua, pyr'tlc,
la.'nahd

Slltston., ault'cQJeur.d, black, .Icacloun; weathered

Sandstone, white, qa.rtzoso, .'eeclous, Y.ry fln8
gra'ned, thla-blddld. .Inor allt,toft'

Sandaten., f' ..-gra'n.d, a'cICeODs, Intorb'ddld with
IIlt.ton. and black ,h.l.

Sand~ton., whIte, fln.-gralnod, .'CIC801I, croas-bedd.d;
.Inor s"tatont and clayst..o
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F'g. B3 Grant For.atlon. Pool. Sandstone and Noonkmnbah Forl.t'on
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BMR LUCAS No 14

30 =.-::

•
Sandstone, fine to mediul-grained, licaceousj
si Iicl fled

0-1.3

..

73.0-~.5 Siltstone, grey and black, micaceous, laminated,
low-angle cross-bedding; carbonaceous, pyritic in
parts; minor sandstone, silty
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1.3-33.5 Siltstone, brown, grey, laminated; interb.dded
lith sandstone, silty, very fine-grained;
leathered

33.5-73.0 Sandstone, silty, grey, very fine to fine-grained,
laminated
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91.5-102.1 Siltstone, black, grey, carbonaceous, interbedded
.ith sandstone, grey, fine-grained, low-angle
cross-beddl ng.

F, q. 85 LI ght Jack For.at1 on
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BMR CROSS LAND Nol

150-175 Shale, black, carbonaceous, pyritIc; Interbedded with sandstone,
clayey, tine-grained, and slltstona

Alluvlua, whIte, fIne; .Inor gravel
S'ltstone, whIte, pInk, .Icaceousi ulnor sandstone, t'ne-gralned;
weathered

Shale, black, carbonaceous, laMInated

ThIn bed of quartz-granule conglolerate

41-70 Sand~tone, grey, very fIne to flneegrained; Interbedded wIth
s1ltstone, lIght grey, calcareous and shale, black, carbonaceous,
1<i.i nated

70-103 SanlSstone, quartz, flne-gralnedi Interlal1nated with slltstone,
grey and shale, black, carbonaceous. S.all-scale, low-angle,
cross-beddIng: rlpple x-la.lnated.

103-150 Sandstone, quartz, Ilcaceous, fIne to .edlu.-gralned, la.'nated
to thln-bedded, cross-bedded; calcareous In places; Ilnor shale,
black, carbonaceous•
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175-178

178-209

209-227

227-240

240-250

250-262

Sandstone, light green, quartzose, fIne-graIned, carbonaceous;
., nor shale

Sandston!, grey, flne-gralped, .Icaceous, var'able clay .atrlx;
pyr Itl c

Sandstone, green-grey, claley and .Icaceous; IInor shale, black,
carbonaceous

Slltstone, grey, clayey, caltareous, carbonaceous; la-lnated.

Sandstone, grey, fIne-grained, varlable clay latrlx; Interbedded
with shale, blJck, carbonaceous
Shale, black, carbonaceous; and sandstone, grey, f'ne-' alned:
.Icaceous; laill nated

Fig. 86 lIght jack For.atlon, Condran Sandstone and Hard.an Forlatlon
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BMR CORNISH Nol

0-1.5 Alluviul, red, yellow

1.5 - 51 Sandstone, quartzose, lIIicaceous, fine-grained, ,
.~II-sorted, variable clay matrix, minor
calcareous ce~ent; and siltstone, grey,

, brown, carbonaceous

51 - 59 Siltstone, pale grey and shale, black,
carbonaceous, Interbedded

53 - 112 Sar.dstone, quartzose, fine-grained, lel1 sor
ted, interbedded with siltstone, grey and
shale, black, carbonaceous, laminated

59 - 53 Sandstone, quartzose, fine to mediuI-grained,
le II sorted

112 - 154 Sandstone, quartzose, blue-grey, micaceous,
fine-grained, lell sorted, laminated
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F'g. 87 light jack For.atlon and Co~dr8n Sandstone
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BMR MTBANNERMAN No·1

'-------
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Alluvium, sand, quartz, red, fine to medlum
grained

Clay, pale green, pale broln; minor aarl,
chalcedony and rare moss agate

3S - 64

4.6 - 35 Calcrete, white interbedded lith clay, green and
'broln, ca Icareous; 11 i nor sand, ca Icareous
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64 - 112 Sandstone, quartzose, clayey, Ihite, fine-grained,
interbedded .ith siltstone, lulticoloured,
laminated; minor chalcedony and clay; .eathered

112 - 152 Sandstone, quartzose, fine to very fine-grained,
lell sorted, thin-bedded, ripple cross-lalinated,
lOI-an0le cross-bedd'ng.interbedded with shale,
black, carbonaceous, laminated, and pale grey
si ltstone

152 - 168 Siltstone, grey interbedded 11th shale, black,
carbonaceous; linor sandstone

168 - 203 Sandstone, gr~y, quartzose, licaceous, fine
grained, .ell-sorted, interbedded lith siltstone,
black, carbonaceous, licaceous

F1g.!:l8 llqhtjack forlaHon, Condren Sandstolle and lake bfe90ry t1ea~
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BM R MT BANNERMAN No2

Water table
5iltstone, grey, mic aceous : inter laminated
with mUdstone, black, corbonaceous ;and
c1aystone, white

Alluvium,white, fine, mi~aceous
5i1tstone, red ~nd light grey ,micaceous;
and claystone, red ,grey, yellow, weathered

5iltstone, grey, micaceous; interlaminated
with mudstone, hlack. very carbonaceous,
slump and flowage structures

62'5 Thin beds of coal

82-98 5iltstone. white and black, micaceous,
slightly calcareous; interbedded with

, mudstone. black, carbo04ceous; thin lens
of pyrite at 90m

ge-)()7 Sandstone. grey, fine-grained, ~II sorte-d
variable amount of clay matrix, low'
angle cross-bedding

55-82 5iltstone, white, dark grey and blac k ,
micaceous; interbedded with sandstone,
fine-grained

0-'
'-6'7

37-1ciJ 5iltstone; thin beds of cool

40-46 5iltstone, grey; interlaminated with
mudstone; cClrbonaceCJus ; and c1aystone,
white

.<,6-55 S~ndstone, white, grey. very fine - ~rained,
well sorted; interbedded with siltstone,
grey, micaceous; and mudstone, black,
carbonaceous

R6-J25 Mudstone, black, very carbon aceous ; and
sandstone; thin beds

OH3! Siltstone. white, gre'y and black, sandy in
part~, carbonaceou:5, pyritic. calcareous;
interbedded \I!;~n mudston~ • black,
carbonaceous

m-n6 Sandy silts tone , black and white. micaceous,
carbonaceous specks

6'7-21

125-131 Silts tone ,grey and whit., thin
carbonaceous and calcarNUS laminae

RE StSTIVITY 21
21-37

Fig.B9 Lightjock Formafion and Condren Sandstone
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BMR CRO SSLA~~ 0 No2

met,..., cor4l',·rwcovery
a , indic.t4l'J.

0; : ': : 0-4.6. '". '" .
• '0' '.· ., ....

Sandstone. quartz, whIte to browa. fIne-graIned. well sor~ed;

gYPSUI In thl n bands; weathered

..... .'".............
: : : : '0 " : '0................ . .. ' ..
.. .... .. .. '"

20- ':: : :.: :':.. " ............ .. ' ''' .., .........
:: : : : : :
.' ,
0"" ........ '" ........ . .. ..

.. ' ..... . "........... ".
0 ..... . " .............. ....... ... .. ,.
:: :.:.:::. :.

~.6-4~ Sand~tone, quartz, grey to black, .I,aceous. fIne-graIned,
varIable clay .atrlx; so.e th'n carbonaceous bands

......... ... ..
4-0- ::: ". ':': :.:,

: : : : : : 0,:'" o.
' 0'

oo '" 'lI,~ : ;'" " '. '. '.
..... ",. 2
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: .\ ; : : : :
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.. .. .. .... .. . ..
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I •••••." .· " .· ................. . . ' ..· .... " .. , ... '" ..· .... . "'" .... . .....

80- : : '. : : ::
: : : : eo ", ~

..... '" ... , .
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" '" ........... ..· ." .. '"· ...... "

'111 " ••
11 II It

to " , •

"n • •
" M "

;, • " " Oh'

If I1 •

- - -

44-99

99-118.9

105

Sandstone, quartz. whIte, flne-graln~d; la.lnated, low-angle
festoon cross-bedd'ng; Interbedded wIth shale, black, carbonaceous

Shale, black, carbonaceous. Interbedded wIth s'ltstone. pale grly,
lallnated. and sandstone, quartz, fIne-graIned, thIn-bedded; slall
scale cross-beddlnQJ rIpple cross-la.lnated. bloturbated

ThIn bed of hard, grey, calcareous sandstone

Claystone, whIte to grey, wIth fIne sand graIns; la.lnated; .'nor
shale, carbonaceous

Record 1915177

ThIn bed of gypsu.

~andstofte, pale grey. fIne to ledlue-gralned. la.lnated low-angle
cross.bedd'ng: .lnor carbonaceous shale

r'g. Bl0 Condren Sandstone

WA/301



BMR LUCAS No 13

- -_. --- -

0.45.7 S'ltstone, sultlcoloured, .Icaceoas, la.lnated.
Interbeddad wIth IInor claystoD8; weathered

Q)

rl
tU

..c
ca

- --- -
32 Water table

40

45.7-79 S'ltstone, black. grey, .auve••Icaceous, laalnated;
thin colour bands

Q)

s::
o
.p
en
re
s::
ca

Cl)

So - --- .......- -
.,-. ~ ..

100 .

120 •......

.' . . .. 3

· .· '"· . . . ".

79-85 S'ltstone, pale grey to black••1caceous. carbonaceous,
la.lnated; .Inor sandstone, grey. tlne-qralned,
cross-bedded, graded bedding

85-97.5 Interbedded slltstone and sandstone, grey, .Icaceous,
carbonaceou s

97.5-128 Sandstone, grey, fine-grained, vell sorted, .Icaceous,
carbonaceous; .Inor slltstone

128-137 Sandstone, grey, f'ne to ledlu.-gralned, .'caceous,
ferruglnlzed; .'nor claystone

l+c

.p

.r!
~
rl
rl
.r!,,,.. tbo
~

.' .... '

.' .. ' ..· ..... ,

137-157 Sandstone, quartzose, white, led'uI to coarse-gralned,
high-angle crost-bedd'ng; few scattered quartz pebbles

157-174 Sandstone, quartzose, vhite, tIne to led'u.-gra'ned

WA!302

174-178 Sandstone, white. coarse to very coarse-gra'ned

178-189 Sllt,shne, grey and black. carbonaceous, thl n bedded;
IInor sandstone. fine-graIned

F'g. B11 Godfrey Beds, "'llylt Sandstone and Bllna Shall

., .... ,

>:. . , .. ..
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aJ 1 IBc
~ H UJ ---
H CH re - - -
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BMR CORNISH No 2

Sllt$to~e. whIte, kaollnlt'c

Sandstone, QUartzose, ledta~ to c~arse
graIned; .Inor congloaerate

S'ltstone, wh1te, lauve, kaol'"'t'c inter
bedded w,th sandstone, quartzose to clay8y,
f'ne-qralned; .'nor quartz granule
conglo.erate

Sand, brown and red, sllty; conglolerate,
granule, poorly consolIdated; .'nor calcrete
Sandstone, quartzose, t'n. to Red'DI
graIned, mlcacoous, poor to Dodorat. sort
'ng; quartz graIns coated w,th helatlte
S'ltstone, kaol'n,tlc, whIte, Dauve;
.hor sandstcmo
Sandstone, quartzose, t'no to oodlul
gralned, vell sorted; a'nor quartz
granule conglomerate

22-31

6-22

131-213 S11tstone, greea-qrey, earthy-red, black,
carbonaceogs, la.'nated, 'ntsrb.dd.d wIth
sandstons , quartr. '<J8, t, ne-gra' ned, green

~7-16

76-98

31-47

102-108 Sandstone, q~artzo$e, lod'um-gra'ned;
quartz graIns staIned by 'ron

108-127 S'ltstono, lult'colowred; kaolln'tlc,
Interbedded w,th sandstp~8, quartzo,e to
clay8y

127-131 Sandstone, qlartzose, led'ul-gra'ned

98-102
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213-227 Sandstone, bl.a-grey, very f'ne-gra'ned,
tnterbedded v,th s1ltstone, green and grer,
carbonaceous, lam'nated

Record 1975/77
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BMR

CORNISH NO.3

Metres

Gamma ray 0

Core I recovery
indicated

0-3'1 m Cloy, pole green to grey, and sand, fine to medium- grained

3·1-4·3m Sand, red, medium to coarse-grained.
4'3 - 9·4m Cloy, grey, cream, green with autlligenic gypsum, cross-laminated

79'2 m bed of latedte pisqlites

M(S)362
G.G

9·4-13·lm Sand,pale grey 10 white, fine to very flne-gralned,with some cloy matrix

29·0 m Ihln bed of laleritlc plsollles

46·3 - 61·0 m Sllty cloy, pole olive, brown ~ interbedded with sandy silt, pole green,
brown

61·0 - 63· 4 m Sand, pole brown, very fine- grained, we/I sr;rted

63'4 - 94·5 m S/~ty claystone, interbedded pole green and brown, mottled, poorly
Illhified i some clayey siltstone

53· 3 m thin bed of conglomerale, clasts of ferruginized rock

42'7m tllin bed of sandstone, White, very fine grained

94·5 - 97· 2 m Sand, light brown, very fine - grained, cloy matrix
Conglomerate, brown clasts up 10 medium pebble sIze, elasts mainly

97·2 - 99·' m later/tic plsolltes in clay molrix
99-1 m - Base SI/tstone, multicoloured I inferbedded with sandstone, very fine - grained,

l/nconformably overlying Permion Sandstone(? God/rey Beds)

18'6 - 21·3 m Mud, grey, green, red, thin beds of lateritic plsalites at lop

21·3 - 46·3 m Sandy s/~/, red to brown; interbedded with silly cloy

13,' - 14·6 m Mud, grey J green, rare groins of quarlz sand
14'6 -18'6 m Sand, red, fine to medlum- grained, conglomeratic at top4

3
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- --- - -

· .---
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Fig. 813 0 - 99·1 m Cainozoic Lake Gregory Beds.
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APPENDIX C. Palynological study of cores cut in Bl>fR stratigraphlc dril.l. holos
by R. Paten and P. Price, Mines Administration Ltd.

-------------------"-----------------------------_.....-
SAKPLE DEPTH AGE :3'filA'rI::mAPIlY

(m) 1if5ij"'fRt;rIGlw'-JifcfIi!FERRJiii)STRATIGRAPIlIC
l1tl IT LIlaT

BMfl Luc.:J.s lIo. 13 (Evons 1966)

Coro 1 48.8-5 i.8 Early 'rrio.aoic Tr2 Blina Shale Ab\.U~dallt ;;pinou" :.c d:t.are!'.:: F.".- .·cut aome rr,arino
influence in the depoaitional ~~vironment.
Faloisporites sp. and Striatiti (including
Lunatisporites sp.) relatively common. Ru.z'o
Aratrisporites sp. present

Core 2 80.1-83.8 Early Triassic Blina Shale Low proportion of spinoue a::ritarchs present
suggesting aome marine influonce

Coro 3

Core 5

121.9-125 Early Triassic Tr1b

Early '.rria.ssic Tr1b (basal)

Blina Shale

Blina Shale

Abundant spinose acritarchs BU(igest aOme marine
influence in the depcsitional environment.
Protohaploxypinus spp. ar,d Falcisporites app.
common

Abundant spinose acritarchs suggest marine
influence in the depositional environment.
Striatiti (includinr. P. reticulatuB &
"F:aravittatina" sp.), Gretaceaepollenitea
sinuosus ~~d Granulatisporites ap. common.
Very rar~ Lunatiaporitea app.

~~ Lucas No. 14

Core Early Permian lower stage 5c Liveringa Group
probably baRal

No spinose acritarchs present; probably slight
ly younger than the Micha Bore aasembla.ge

Cuttings

Core

88.4-91

102.1

Early Permian lower stage 5a

1Jrly Permian upper stage 4b

basal Liveringa
Group

basa.l Liveringa Group
or uppermost Noonkanbah
Formation

Stri~te and non striate bisaccate pollen abund~nti

Kraeuselisporites spp. and Granulatisporites spp.
common

tlo spinose acritarchs present; approximat'3ly the
same age as or slighily older than the Micha Bore
assemblage

13MR Mt Bannerman NOt 1

Core 2 113.1-115.8 Late Early to upper stage 5 Liveringa Group younger Possibly non-marine. No spinose acritarchs
Late Permian than the Mioha Bore observed

assemblage, LUCAS

Core 3 141.7 Late Early to upper stage 5 " as above
Late Permian

Core 4 162.5 I,ate Early to upper stage 5a " as above
Late Permian

Core 5 202.4-202.7 Early Permian lower stage 50 Basal Liveringa Group as above
younger than Micha Bore
assemblage, LUCAS

IMR Mt Bannarman No. 2

Core 1 ? Late Early to upper stage 5 Liveringa Group younger Possibly non-marine; no spinose acritarc~s

Late Permian than Micha Bore assem- observed
blage, LUCAS

Core 2 44.2-47.2 Late Early to upper stage 5 " as above
Late Permian

Core 3 76.2-79.2 Late Early to upper stage 5 " as above
Late Permian

Core 4 99.7-102.8 Late Early to upper stage 5 It as above
Late Permian

Core 5 138.7 Late Early upper stage 5a " as above
Permian

IDIR Mt Bannerman No. 3

Core 3 97.7 Early Permian stage 3 Poole Sandstone or upper Striate and non striate pollen, Kraeuselisporitee
(probably lower Grant Formation avail- and Miorobaculispora tentula common. No spinose
half). able, evidence perhaps acritarch observed. Ap~arently older tr~

faVOlU'6 Grant Bannerman 4 Core 2



APPENDIX C. (Continued)

SAMPLE DEPTH
(m)

AGE STRATIGHAPIIY

BIOS'l'RA'fIGRAPHIC DIF1';HRED S'rHA'I'IGRAPHIC
milT LINI'r

REMARKS

B~:n Mt Bannerman No. 4

Cuttings 20.9-)0.5 Early Permian stage ) LOlmr *of lloonkanbah Striate and non striate bi>Jaccute pollen common
Formation Poole Sandstono
or uppermost Grant
Formation

Core 1 61.5-9 Very low yield of organic detritus - no
identifiable forms

COre 2 112.5 Early Permian stage 3 Low ~. Noonkunbah
Formation, Poole
Sandstone or uppermost
Grant Formation

Diaaccatc pollen common. Probauly slightly
younger than Core 3 from /olt Eanncrman 110. 3

BIrlR Crossland lIo. 1

Core 1 9.1-11.3 Late Permian upper stage 5 Liveringa Group
probaoly towards the
top

Spinose acritarche common suggesting a marina
environment

? 21.3-24.4 Late Permian upper stage 5 " As above (Note: No well name wa~ given on this
samplej it is presumed to be from Crossland
110. 1)

Core 3 39.6 Late Permian upper stage 5 Liveringa Group
probably towards the
top

Spinose acritarchs common suggesting a marine
environment

Core 4 Late Early to upper stage 5a
Late Permian

Liveringa Group
younger than Micha
Bore assemblage, LUCAS

Possibly non-marinej no spinose aoritarchs
observed

Core 5 104.8 Late Early to upper stage 5a
Upper Permiun

L1v~ringa Grour younger
than Micha Bore assem
blage I LUCAS

P~ssibly non-marine; no spinose acritarchs
observed

Core 6 147.5 Late Early to upper stage 5a
Late Permian " as above

Core 7 Early Permian lower stage 5e Basal Liveringa Group
younger than Micha Bore
assemblage, LUCAS

as above

Core 8 259.4 Late Early lower stage 5e
Permlan

As above Rare spinose acritarchs present suggest some
marine influence at the time of deposition

mm Crossland 1:0. 2

Early Permian lower stage 50

Early Permian lower stage 5e

Early Permian lower stage 50

(Price 1913)

Possibly non-rr~inej no spinose acritarchs
observed

as above

as above

as above

as above

Striate and non striate bisaccate pollen common

as above

as above

"

"

"

"

Liveringa Group younger
than Micha Bore assem
blage, LUCAS

Top of the lower half
of the Liveringa Group

as above

as above

upper stage 5Late Early to
Late Permian

Late Early to upper stage 5
Late Permian

Late Early to upper stage 5
Late Permian

Late Early to upper stage 5a
Late Permi6J1

:L.a.te Early to upper stage 5
Late Permian

Core 1 10.1

Core 2 46.6

Core 3 100.3

Core 4 136.9

Core 4 138.4

BMR Cornish No.

Core 1 49

Core 49.4

Core 2 86.5



APPENDIX C. (Continued)

SAMPLE DEPTH
(m)

AGE STRATIORAPHY

BIOSTRATIGRAPHIC Th'I"EnRED STHATIGRAPH!C
UNIT LIMIT

BMa Cornish No. 1 (Continued) (Price 1973)

Core 2 87.3

Core 3 145.5

Core 3 147.4

Core 4" 162.2

Core 4 164.0

BMR Cornish llo. 2

Core 1 133

~ore 1

Early Permian lower atage 5c

Early Permian lower stage 50

Early Permian lower atage 5c

Early Permian lower stage 5c

Early Permian lower stage 5c

Late Early to Tr3
early Middle
Trio,sBic

Late Early to Tr3
early Middle
Tr1asBio

Top of the lower half
of the Liveringa Gro1lp

as above

aB above

as above

as above

(Evans 1966)

Culvida Sandstone
equivalent

Culvida Sandstone
equivalents

Striate and non striate bisacoate pollen common

0.0 a.bove

as above

as above

as a.bove

Aratrioporites Bpp. and Oamundaoidites spp.
abundant. Falcisporites spp. extremely rare
which iB most unusual for the inferred bio
stratigraphic posit ion. '4egaspores common.
No spinose acritarchs observed

as above

Core 3 222.5-225.5 Early Triassic Tr2 ?Erskine Sandstone Densoisporites spp. and Kraeu~elisporites spp.
abundant. Very few Aratrisporites spp. and
bisaccate pollen prescnt. 1:0 spinooe acritarchs
observed otherwisc the assemblaae is similar to
those recovered from coreo 1 & 2 in Lucao 13
(soe above). An assienment to Tr2 should not be
taken to imply that the sampled hOrizon io a non
marine equivalent of part of the Blina Shale as
the boundary between the Blina Shale and the
Erskine Sandstone has not been defincd precisely
in terms of the Microfloral succession

BMa Cornish No • .3

Core 114.3 Late Permian TrIo. (Evans
1966)

Uppermost Liveringa
Group or Blina Shale

The relation of this biostratigraphic unit to
the Blina Shale/Live~ingaPormation boundary is
not known. Previously this biostratigraphic
unit was believed to be absent frOm the Canning
Basin sequence (see Balme & Helby, 1974).
The only other asse~bl~}e of more or less com
parable age rp-corded from samples submit'ted
from the Canning Basin is that recovered from
core 5/189 m in BMR Lucaa 13. The microflora
from that sample was not as diverse but may be
marginally younger. Spinose acritarchs present
suggesting some marine infl~ence



AE'k'rJrIDIX D. Palynolo/p.cal study of aelocted surface aamples by
U. Paton and 1'. Prico. l:inca Adminiatration Ltd.

STRA'L'lGRA PHY

SAr-!PLE DEPTH AGE BIOSTRATIGRAPHIC IUF::ltRJ::D ST;tA'I'IGHA?HIC LIMIT
UNIT

OUTCROP SAMPIJS

M.16 Outcrop

M.68 Shot hole Early
cuttings Permian

M.2014 " Early
Triassic

M.2057 " F.arly
Triassic

CR1703B Outcrop Permian or
basal
Triassio

upper stage 4a

No older than
stage 5

Upper third of Noonkanbah
Formation

BUns Shale

BUns 3hale

? Liveringa Formation or
Blina Shale

No palynomorphs recovered; very low
yield of opaque detritus only

No spinose acritarchs observed

Some marine influence - spinose
acritarch present

As above

The sparse assemblage racovered was
hil'hly corroded vi th only 10ng-rangi!1G'
forms being recognizable. Consequent
ly no precise age can be indicated on
palynological eVilence. The poor
state of preservation is probably a
result of near-eurface oxidation

Early Lower stage 4 Middle-third of Noonkanbah
Permian Formation

Early Upper stage 4a Upper-third of Noonkanbah
Permian Formation

Early Permian stage 3 Uppermost Grant Formation
Poole Sandstone or basal
Noonkanbah Formation.

Early Upper stage 4a Uppa.~third of Noonkanbah
Permian Formation

Earl,. Upper stage 4b Uppermost Noonkanbah Formation
Perm1e or basal Liveringa Formation

CR1735 Spoil

CR1736 Spoil

CR1737 Spoil

D1222 Outcrop

D1229 "

D1230 "
D12;7 n

D12;8 n

D1264 "
Co 12;2 ..

Co 1234 "

Co 1235 n

Co 1268 n

Early
Permian

Late Early
Permian

Late Early
Permian

Upper stage 4a

Lower otage 5c

LOller stage 5c

Upper one-third of the
Noonkanbah Formation

Lower-half of the Liveringa
Formation excluding the basal
part

As above

Rare spinose acritnrchs preoent
suggest some marine influence at the
time of deposition

As above

As above

No organic residue recovered

AB above

As above

AB above

No spinose acritarch observed

No organic residue recovered

No spinose Bcritarch observed

Rare spinose acritarchs; probably
some marine influence in depositionsl
environment

AB llbove

AB above; slightly older than ~icha

Bore assemblage



APPENDIX Ti' rmCISTBRED nOCK SAT>TPLE3 FRDr·1 CROSS1A!m SREJ~T AllEA.J..J.

REGISTERED Ii'ORJ....IAT ION llOCK TYPE LOCATION r·IEnIOD
iTO • . OF

ANALYSIS

73121182 Y.i1'kby Range Hember Sandstone 19 09 42, 125 34 54 T.S.

73121504 Condren Sandstone Pyritic Nodule 343600 A

73121521 Light jack Formation Claystone 19 10 15, 125 26 12 T.S.

73121525 Kirkby rrrmge Hember Sandstone 19 11 06, 125 27 43 T.S.
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SUMMARY

The Permian strata of the Noonkanbah 1:250 000 Sheet
area are described and their origins interpreted.

The Grant Formation was laid down under glacio-Iacus
trine and marine conditions. Uplift and erosion preceded a
further marine transgression which deposited a thin clastic
sequence (Nura Nura Member) in the western part of the area.
Slow uneven subsidence continued, and the Poole Sandstone was
laid down under shallow-water (possibly lagoonal) conditions.
After an episode of fluviatile, deposition in the east, the
sea transgressed the entire area, depositing the Noonkanbah
Formation. During the remainder of' the Permial., the environ
ment was marine to deltaic (Liveringa Group).

It is concluded that the only substantiated period
of uplift that occurred during the Permian in the area was
between deposition of the Grant Formation and that of the

'Poole Sandstone. All other Permian stratigraphic relation
ships can be explained by inferring gradual subsidence of the
area.
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INTRODUCTION

, The purpose of this report is to make available
rapidly the large amount of detailed stratigraphic information
that was collected in 1974 during the Second Edition mapping
of the Noonkanbah 1:250 000 Sheet area*. A full stratigraphic
table, a bibliography, and sections on such topics as physio
graphy and structure will be included in the Second Edition
of the NOONKANBAH Explanatory Notes (Crowe & Towner, in prep.).

The re-mapping of NOONKANBAH has enabled a more
detailed study to be made of the Poole Sandstone and Grant
Formation which crop out extensively on this Sheet area and
until now have received rel~tively little attention. The
main method of study used was the measuring of detailed
sections in the St George a~d PooleRanges, from which ~n

assessment of;the environments of deposition of these units
was mad'e.

The logs of numerous bores put down for coal explor
ation in the ,area have been examined and correlated with the
stratigraphy as established on the surface. This study has
also made possible an interpretation of the environment of
deposition of th~! Liveringa Group. The results of, these studies
form the basis of this report.

In many cases there is insufficient evidence to .
determine a particular depositional environment, but a
suggestion is put forward and it is made clear that further
work is needed before the suggestion can be accepted.

The rocks are described according to the classific
ation of Gilbert (in Willi ams et al., 1958). Grainsize is
classified on the Wentworth scale and the terms used for
bedding thickness are those of Ingram(1954). The classific
ation of cross-bedding follows McKee & Weir (1953) and that
of flaser and lenticular bedding follows Reineck & Wunderlich
(1968). Other terms used are referenced in the text.

The subdivisions of the Grant Formation and Poole
Sandstone have been defined elsewhere (Crowe & Towner, 1976)
and the relationships of these units are shown in Figure 1.
Yeates et al. (1975a) have defined and revised the nomenclature
of other Permian units (relationships shown as Fig. 9).

Although due regard has been paid to all palynol
ogical determinations that have been made, in many cases,
all that is presently available is a palynological zone number
which has not yet been defined in any publication. In such
cases it has been decided not to mention these determinations.

* 1:250 000 Sheet area names are typed in capitals, (i.e. MOUNT
RAMSAY) to distinguish them from place names.
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The Liveringa Group is known to contain coal (V' 'odward,
1915; Guppy et al., 1958), and exploration has been carried out
in the area by Premier Mining Co. Pty Ltd (1965-66; Baarda,
1967), Australian Inland Exploration (1970-72)~ Esso Exploration
and Production Australia Inc. (1973-74; Galloway & Howell,
1975), Dampier Mining Co. Ltd (1973-75).

The positions of exploration holes drilled by these"
companies will be published on the forthcoming geological
map (Crowe & Towner, in prep.) and available relevant infor
mation is includ~d in this Record. Reports by Australian "
Inland' Exploration and Dampier Mining Co. are nqt yet available
to the public and have therefore not been referred to,
although A.I.E. have granted permission for some of their
information to be incorporated in this Record.

''GRANT 'FORMAT'! ON

, On NOONKANBAH, from subsurface infdrmation, three
subdivisions of the Grant Formation (Guppy et al., 1952) have
been recognized. WAPET (1973) recognize a basal sandstone
unit, a middle ,shale unit and a top sandstone unit in Mount
Hardman No. 1 well and a similar sequence was encountered in
St :George Range No. 1 (Continental Oil Company of Australia
Ltd, 1966). These three units have also been recognized in
many other petroleum exploration wells in the'basin but they
have not yet been formally named. The lower two units have
been correlated with Permian units that crop out in the
southern part of the basin (Koop, 1966) but because these
correlations are in doubt (Playford et al., 1975) the names
are not used here. Instead, the three subdivisions are
referred to as the 'Lower Sandstone Unit', the 'Middle Shale
Unit' and the 'Upper Sandstone Unit'. As far as is known,
only the 'Upper Sandstone Unit' is exposed on NOONKANBAH.

As a result of the 1974 mappj.ng, Crowe & Tower (1976) have
defined part of the exposed section of the Upper Sandstone
Unit as the Wye Worry Member and the Millajiddee Member of the
Grant Formation. It is hoped that eventually the units re
cognized in the subsurface can be formally 'defined as formations
and that the Grant Formation can then be upgraded to group
status.

LOWER SANDSTONE' UNIT

Dis'tribut ion

The unit occurs only in the subsurface and was iden
tified in Mount Hardman No. 1 well (WAPET, 1973). Esso No. 27
bore bottomed in it (Galloway & Howell, 1975) and St George
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Range No. 1 penetrated it (Continental Oil Company of Australia
Ltd, 1966). Other wells on NOOffiCANBAH may have penetrated this
unit but positive identification is not possible. The unit has
been recognized in many wells throughout the Canning Basin.

Re'la'tio'nships

The unit rests unconformably on Carboniferous rocks
and probably on Devonian rocks and is overlain, apparently
conformably, by the 'Middle Shale Unit'.

Lithology

The unit is composed mainly of fine to coarse-grained
sandstone. and minor silt and clay. Poorly sorted lithicwacke
conglomerate and scattered lithic fragments near the base were
penetrated in Mount Hardman:No. 1. In St George Range No. 1
the lower half is calcareous~ The unit contains carbonaceous
siltstone and rare coal.

, 'Thi'ckness

The unit is 381 m thick in Mount Hardman No. 1 and
652 m in St George Range No. 1. These figures indicate thicken
ing of the unit into the centre of the Fitzroy Trough. To the
southeast, in the Gregory Sub-basin, the unit is 406 m thick
in Lake Betty No. 1 (WAPET, 1972a). Only 10 m of the unit is
present in Barbwire No. 1, but it thickens again farther to
the south (WAPET, 1972b).

, Age

Probably Late Carboniferous, based on palynological
evidence from Mount Hardman No. 1. well (Dolby, in WAPET, 1973).

En'v'i'r'o'ninent'of deposition

Microfossils from Mount Hardman No. 1 and Lake Betty
No. 1 indicate 'no evidence of a marine environment' (Dolby,
in WAPET, 1973). The carbonaceous siltstone and coal recorded
in St George Range No. 1 well suggest a continental or trans
itional environment. The lithic conglomerate in Mount Hardman
No. 1 was interpreted by WAPET (1973) as tillite, but we regard
the interpretation as tentative. Consequently a possibly cold,
continental environment of deposition is indicated.

MIDDLE SHALE UNIT
, Di'st'r'ibu'tion

The unit occurs only in the subsurface and was
identified in Mount Hardman No. 1, Esso No. 27 bore and St
George Range No. 1. Other wells on NOONKAN~AH may have
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intersected this unit, but positive identification is not
possible. The unit has been identified in many wells else

. where in the Canning Basin.

ReTat'ion'ships

The Middle Shale Unit appears to overlie the Lower
Sandstone Unit conformably.

The upper boundary is gradational.

LithoTo'gy
"

In St George Range No. 1 the unit consists of calcar
eous and carbonaceous siltstone and shale, and minor sandst0ne.
The siltstone and shale contain minor pyrite. In Mount Hardrnan
No. 1 and Esso No. 27 bore the unit consists of non-calcareous
argillaceous sandstone, and minor siltstone and shale.

The unit is 57 m thick in Mount Hardman No. 1 well,
40 m in Esso No. 27 bore, and 225 m in St George Range No. 1.

These figures show that this unit thickens towards
the middle of the Fitzroy Trough. In Barbwire No. 1 the
unit is thinner again (64 m), and 'like' the Lower Sandstone
Unit it thickens southwards into the Kidson SUb-basin (WAPET,
1972b) .

Sakmarian (sensu lato) , based on palynological
evidence. The lower part may range into the Late Carboniferous
(DolbY "in WAPET, 1973).

Environment of deposition

Microfossils indicate 'no strong evidence of a
I

marine influence' (Dolby, in WAPET, 1973). The substantial
thickness of shale in St George Range No. 1 indicates quiet
water deposition, so that, if the microfossil evidence is
correct, the unit may have been deposited under freshwater
conditions. The coarser nature of the sediment in Mount
Hardman No. 1 may reflect proximity to a source area.

UPPER SANDSTONE UNIT

Crowe & Towner (1976) have defined parts of the ,
exposed section of the Upper Sandstone Unit as the Millajiddee
Member and the underlying Wye Worry Member. Rocks below the
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Wye Worry Member have been mapped as undivided Grant Formation
(Crowe & Towner, in prep.).

As far as is known, all the exposed rocks of the
Grant Formation belong to the Upper Sandstone Unit.

Dist'ributTon

The major part of this unit is not exposed. North
of the Fitzroy River and east of Christmas Creek the unit is
exposed in scattered hills and ridges. Identification of
members in these exposures is more tentative than to the south
of the Fitzroy River and west of Christmas Creek, where the
unit is well exposed in the St George and Poole Ranges. The
lower part of the unit is known from bores in the Poo1e Range
and near Prices Creek. St George Range No. 1 spuddedin the
unit just below the Wye Worry Member and Mount Hardman No. 1
and Esso No. 27 also penetrated the unit.

Just east of the Sheet area the unit is well exposed
and one locality on. Mount Ramsay is described in this report,
as it has a bearing on the geology 01 NOONKANBAH.

Each subdivision of the unj.t is now dealt with in
turn.

Sandstone below the Wye Worry Member
(including unexposed part)

ReTat'ionships

A sandstone sub-unit below the Wye Worry Member,
lies, apparently conformably, on the 'Middle Shale Unit', but
as overlying beds overlap onto Carboniferous and Devonian
units this part of the formation may do so also. The sandstone
sub-unit is overlain, apparently conformably, by the Wye Worry
Member.

"' 'LithoTogy

In the subsurface" the sub-unit is composed of inter
bedded clean and argi11aceous, fine to coarse-grained sandstone
and minor si1tstone. The sorting varies from pUQr to excellent.
It is calcareous in parts, and conglomerate occurs throughout.
Many of the well-rounded grains are frosted. On the surface
the sub-unit is composed of medium to coarse-grained quartz
wacke, feldspathic wacke and minor quartz arenite. It is
moderately sorted, and forms cliffs because of its poorly-
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bedded nature (Plate 1). Many of the exposures are weathered
in a polygonal pattern which apparently bears no relation to
tectonic or sedimentary structures (Plate 2). The upper part
of tbe sub-unit is better bedded, fine-grained, well-sorted,
and bioturbated (see Section No. 12). In the Poole Range the
sub-unit contains fossil wood fragments and trace fossi13.

At the western end of the St George Range, near
Mount Tuckfield, the sub-unit forms rugged hills (Plate 3)
and is composed of a series of fining-up cross-bedded cycles
which are interpreted as point-bar deposits (Section 13a).
Normally, the bedding is too indistinct and obscured by
weathering to enable the sedimentary structures to be
identified.

" Tlfickness

St George Range No. 1 well wasspudded just below
the base of the Wye Worry Member and intersected 652 m of the
Upper Sandstone Unit. The Upper Sandstone Unit as a whole
thins northwards towards 'the basin margin, as only 217 m w~s

intersected in Mount Hardman No. 1 (WAPET, 1973). The Upper
Sandstone Unit most probably also thins to the south onto the
Barbwire Terrace, because farther south it wedges out completely.
To the northwest and southeast of the area it is present in
the Fitzroy Trough and Gregory Sub-basin respectively.

Sakmarian (sensu lato), based on palynology (Dolby,
" in WAPET, 1973).

Envir"o"nment" of deposition

Palynological results indicate 'no evidence of a
marine influence' (Dolby, in WAPET, 1973); however the homo
geneity of the sub-unit is-not typical of a continental
sequence. On the other hand the interpretation of point-bar
deposits near Mount Tuckfield suggests a fluviatile or deltaic
environment. Reports of well-rounded frosted quartz grains
from the sub-surface (WAPET, 1973) suggest that parts of the
sequence may have been derived from an aeolian source (see
Pettijohn, 1957, p. 70).

Present knowledge does not allow interpretation of
any specific environment.

Re1"at ionships

The base of the Wye Worry Member (Crowe & Towner,
1976) is exposed in the centre and western end of the St
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George Range (Sections 12 and 17) and in the centre of the Poole
Ranga. It is marked by a change from non-calcareous well
sorted sandstone to calcareous, poorly sorted sandstone
containing dropstones. Exposures are not good enough to enable
one to tell whether the relationship is conformable or dis
conformable.

The member is overlain by the Millajiddee Member.
In the Poola Range arid St:· George Range the upper contact is
conformab~e, but on MOUNT RAMSAY and in the Lauris Range it
is a discbnformity.

, 'LithoTogy

The Wye Worry Member varies both laterally and
vertically (Enclosure 1). In the eastern St George Range
it is repetitively exposed in a series of north-trending
fault blocks. Section 9 (Location sketch, Enclosure 1) has
been designated the type section by Crowe & Towner (1976).
The base of the member is not exposed in Section 9; the lowest
part of the sequence consists of calcareous and silicified,
grey, laminated and thinly bedded very fine-grained quartz
wacke, siltstone and claystone. The individual laminae 'average
5 mm thick and the silt a~d clay in each lamina are sharply
separated into layers (Fig. 2 and Plate 4). The beds are
laterally continuous, and contain minor, small-scale, slump
and-flowage structures, together with some burrows and a few
dropstones of igneous and metamorphic rocks. In places about
50 percent of these dropstones have well faceted and striated
faces (Plates 5 & 6). Many of the boulders and cobbles are
well rounded also. Some of the dropstones are of boulder
size (Plate 7) but the majority are cobbles or smaller. The
large variety of lithologies present, the faceted and striated
faces of the boulders, and the fact that they occur in very
fine-grained sediment indicate that these dropstones wer~

released by floating ice, so that the deposits may be classed
as tillite.

The graded silt and clay laminae are interpreted as
glacial varves. According to the classification in Duff e~

al. p. 51 (1967) most ,of these varvesare diatactic, that is,
the silt and clay are separated. Some of the varves are also
composite, that is, there are several silt-clay alternations
within a particular varve (Fig. 2).

Above the graded laminae sequence the Wye Worry
Member consists of unsorted silty claystone and clayey silt
stone containing an increasing abundance of dropstones'~ Con
glomerate lenses occur, consisting in places of faceted and
striated clasts in a granule and pebble matrix. Farther up
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the sequence the silt and clay become incre'asingly calcareous,
and calcareous concretions are common (Plate 8). Scattered
well-rounded quartz grains are present throughout the sequence
and have frosted surfaces. Towards the top of the member,
plant fr:agments occur in siltstoneand very fine-grained sand
stone. However, in places there is some graded bedding assoc
iated with small slump-and-flowage structures. Because of
these features, the beds could be .interpreted as turbidites.
However, typical sequence of turbidite ,internal structures
(Bouma, 1962, p. 49) could not be found.

To the west of the type section, in the central
St George Rang~, the Wye Worry Member becomes thinner and
more difficult to recognize. The lithology is similar.
However, the graded laminae are not present and, instead, the
base of the unit consists of v-e.ry poorly sorted conglomerate,
which is d~udely bedded and cross-bedded. The middle part
of the member is generally more sandy than at the eastern end
of the St George Range (Section 12).

In the west'ern St George Range the member is more
sandy than in the centre (Section 17), and contains a well
defined wedge-shaped sandstone sub-unit in the middle. This
sandstone is mainly medium-grained and cross-bedded, but it
becomes finer grained where it lenses out towards the east
(Plate 9).

In the eastern part of the area, in the Poole Range,
the Wye Worry Member is coarser grained than in the eastern
St George Range. However, in the Poole Range rheotropic .
structures (both hydroplastic and quasi-solid; Conybeare &
Crook, 1968 pp. 36-43) make recognition of the members very·
difficult. In some parts of this area (e.g. Mount Thorlan,
Section 3) the lithology is very similar to that in the St
George Range, however elsewhere the lithologies are difficult
to map as a result of slumping. It has not been possible to
differentiate the two members everywhere in the Poole Range
area at 1:250 000 scale on the geological map (Crowe & Towner,
in prep.).

The general lithology of the member in the Poole
Range is sandy siltstone and silty sandstone. In cliff
exposures the member is non-calcareous, but in exposures near
plain level the rock is co~only grey and calcareous, suggest
ing that the higher exposu~es were calcareous before being
de-calcified by weathering. On the south side of the Poole
Range a relatively undeformed section was measured in detail
(Section 4a); and shows regular alternations of sandstone and
siltstone, which are possibly symmict varves (i.e. no separ
ation of silt and clay). However, the absence of well-defined
grading makes this identification tentative.
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Plate 4 Wye Worry Member, Grant Formation. Laminated graded
siltstone and claystone interpreted as varves. The
claystone is darker than the siltstone. Lat. 18°46'30"3,
long 1250 18'50"E
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Plate 5 Faceted dropstone, striated in two directions. Wye Worry
Member, Grant Formation. Lat. 18°46'30"8, long. 125
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The ~ye Worry Member also cOops out' on MOUNT 'RAM8AY
at latitude 18 50'30"S, longitude 126 07'OO"E, where it is very
similar to exposures in the east St George Range. At this
locality, in a very weathered outcrop, the siltstone is cut
by several clastic dykes which contain pebbles; some of the
pebbles are faceted and striated. The dykes widen upwards
their relationships are shown in Figure 3. These dykes are
interpreted as fossil ice wedges, as they are similar to
Pleistocene ice-wedge casts described by Dionne (1975) (see
Millajiddee Member, environmental interpretation).

To the north of the Fitzroy River, in the Lauris
Range, the Wye Worry Member is similar to sections of the
member in the east St George Range. As in the Poole Range,
there is much rheotropic deformation. In the Lauris Range
area the surfaces of the dropstones bear crescentic impact
marks (Plate 11), as well as later facets and striations.
Similar boulders occur in exposures of the Grant Formation
around Fitzroy Crossing, and on this basis such exposures are
identified as Wye Worry Member.

Thickn'ess

Poole Range

East St George Range

Mid St George Range (variable)

West St George Range

I

45 m + (Section 3)
95 m + ( estimated)
25 m (Section 12)
65 m (Section 17)

In ~ost areas the member is probably about 50 m thick; it is
thinnest (25 m) in the central St George Range and thickest
in the east St George Range (95 m +). The Member is tentat
ively identified in Esso No. 27 bore where it appears to be
about 30 m thick.

Tse following marine mac50fossils were found at
latitude 18 39'36"S, longitude 124 58'36"E;

Pelecypods:
'Eurydesma? sp. ind

Del'topecten lyonsensis Dickins 1957
Etheripecten cf. tenuicollis (Dana) 1847
Streblopteria sp.

Gastropods:

Keenia? sp. ind.
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The ~ye Worry Member also cOops out' on MOUNT 'RAM8AY
at latitude 18 50'30"S, longitude 126 07'OO"E, where it is very
similar to exposures in the east St George Range. At this
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Brachiopods:

Unidentifiable dielasmatids and spiriferids

Bryozoans:

Fen'estella sp.

Crinoids:
, 'CaTce'ol'ispo'ngidae sp. nov.

According to Dickins et al. (in press) these species indicate
a Late Sakmarian age. Accurate vertical positioning of
these fos'sils was not possible, but they were found in the
middle part ef the member. Indeterminate wood fragments
and plant stem fossils were also found, but are not age
diagnostic.

, 'EnVir'o'nrrien't 'of 'deposition

The base of the ' member, where exposed, consists of
lenses of cross-bedded conglomerate containing faceted,and
striated clasts interpreted as glacial in origin. ,The cross
bedding indicates these deposits were laid down by currents.
Similar lenses occur in the lower part of the type section
in the eastern St George Range.

In the type section of :the member interpreted dia
tactic varves occur near the base of the unit. Kuenen (1951
pp. 75) has reviewed the literature which shows that separation
between silt and clay is not possible in waters whose salinity
is more than 1/50th of that of normal sea water. When the
salinity rises above that value, the silt and clay settle
simultaneously. Thus the water in which the varves were de
posited was probably fresh, and had little or no connection to
the open sea. Moreover, the laterally persistent bedding
and grading, which are characteristic of varves, indicates
that the mudstones were deposited in a quiet, standing body
of water. The presence of glacial dropstones throughout
the sequence indicates that icebergs or ice sheets periodically
floated over the area.

Above the varved part of the sequence there is no
grading of silt and clay, which would indicate that the salinity
of the waterbody was high enough to cause simultaneous
settling. The presence of marine fossils in this part of the
sequence supports this hypothesis. Dropstones are also present
in this part of the sequence, so that the area was still under
the influence of a glacial climate; moreover, the fossils
are thick-shelled varieties and are indica~ive of a cold-water
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environment (Dickins et al., in press). Where drops tones are
concentrated in lenses in a conglomerate matrix the lens is
interpreted as the load of a single iceberg, dropped when
the iceberg melted.

Frosted, well-rounded sand grains are distributed
throughout the freshwater and marine parts of the sequence.
Frosting of the surface of sand grains is normally indicative
of an aeolian environment so that these grains are interpreted
as having been transported into the environment by wind.

In the western St George Range there is no separa
tion of silt and clay within the Wye Worry Member, and the
sequence is generally more sandy. This may mean that the
water body was always too saline or that conditions were not
quiet enough for the suspended load to settle out.

In the Poole Range area also, the member is more
sana; than in the eastern St George Range. At one locality
symmict varves have been tentatively interpreted (Section 4a),
so that deposition from a standing body of water is suggested.
However, the presence of laterally persistent conglomerate
indicates that parts of the sequence were also deposited by
currents.

Farther east, on MOUNT RAMSAY, the member is similar
to sections in the east St George Range. In the Lauris Range
the section is also similar and contains dropstones that are
well rounded and have crescentic impact marks, as well as
facets and striations. According to Conybeare & Crook (1968,
p. ~8) such impact marks indicate high-velocity water flow.
So the clasts were originally derived from a high-energy
fluviatile environment in an area of Precambrian outcrop.
They were then transported by glaciers to a large standing
body of water where icebergs were formed, and which later
melted and dropped their loads.

Millajiddee Member

RelationshiQs

The Millajiddee Member (Crowe & Towner, 1976) over
lies the Wye Worry Member everywhere except at Mt Thorlan and
in the southwest of the st George Range, where it is cut by
the unconformity at the base of the Nura Nura Member of the
Poole Sandstone (Fig. 1). The lower contact is conformable
in the St George Range, and probably also in the Poole Range.
On MOUNT RAMSAY and in the Lauris Range it is a disconformity.
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Subdivision

The member isa sandstone unit which gene!ally has
three recognizable subdivisions; a lower fine-grained part
(' lower' Mi.llajiddee Member), a middle medium and coarse
grained part ('middle' Millajiddee Member), and a fine
grained upper part ('upper' Millajiddee Member), which is
characteristically slumped, and commonly cut out by the uncon
formity at the base of the Nura Nura Member ..

Complete sections of the Millajiddee Member were
only seen in the southeastern and west central parts of the
St George Range. TheSt George Range section (No. 15) has
been designated the type section by Crowe & Towner (1976).

Lithology

'Lower" Mi11ajiddee Member: The 'lower' Millajiddee Member
is well exposed in the western St George Range (Section 15).
It consists of thinly bedded siltstone and fine-grained quartz
wacke and contains climbing ripples, wavy bedding, assymmetrical
ripple marks, and minor trough cross-bedding. In section 15
this part of the member is disconformably overlain by the
'middle' Millajiddee Member.

In the central St George Range (Section 10) the
'lower' Millajiddee Member is coarser grained, consisting of
medium-grained quartz arenite which grades upwards into fine
grained quartz arenite and quartz wacke. It contains abundant
ripple cross-stratification and interference ripple marks;
it also contains abundant load casts and is extensively bio
turbated near the base (Plates 11 & 12). Fossils found
include wood fragments and plant impressions.

In the eastern St George Range the lithology is
oimilar, consisting of medium and fine-grained, massive,
poorly-bedded, quartz arenite and quartz wacke. The unit
crops out as straight-sided cliffs in many of the hills in
this area and lacks any well-defined internal structure.

In the Paole Range the lithology is similar but
the unit occurs as slide and slump blocks within the under
lying Wye Worry Member, so that on the geological map
(Crowe & Towner, in prep.) the two units are locally undivided.

On MOUNT RAMSAY and in the Lauris Range the 'lower'
Millajiddee Member is missing. However, on MOUNT RAMSAY, this
part of the member is represented by the material filling
clastic dykes in the Wye Worry Member (Fig. 3). Overlying
this material is a thin siltstane unit with erosional-upper
and lower cOntacts. A similar siltstone is present at the
same level in the Lauris Range.
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"'Middle' Millajiddee Member: In the western point of the St
George Range (Section 15) the 'middle'Millajiddee Member
unconformably overlies the finer-grained 'lower' Millajiddee
Member, and consists of medium to fine-grained quartz wacke
with minor quartzarenite at the base. It contains pebble
conglomerate, many erosional contacts, and trough cross-bedded
fining-upwards and coarsening-upwards sequences. The fining
upwards sequences are topped by thin-bedded units containing
asymmetrical ripple marks and are interpreted as point-bar
deposits. 'Elsewhere in the western St George Range, planar
cross-bedding is abundant (Plate 13).

In the centre of the St George Range (Section 10)
the 'middle' Millajiddee Member consists of medium and fine
grained quartz wacke with minor lithic wacke. It contains
both pl~nar and trough large-scale cross-bedding and has some
fining-upwards sequences characterized by basal quartzite-
pebble and clay-pellet channel lag deposits. '

Towards the southeastern part of the range the
'middle' Millajiddee Member thickens '(Section 8)an.d consists
of moderately to poorly sorted feldspathic wacke'3.nd quartz
wacke. Much of the cross-bedding around Section 8 is of the
festoon type (planar) and in places well-developed point-bar

, I

sequences occur (Fig. 4).

In the Lauris Range this part of the member is only
a few metres thick and is lithologically similar to the
sections in the St George Range; on MOUNT RAMSAY, however, the,
unit contains dropstones at the base. (Fig. 3).

'Upp'er' Millaj iddee Member: The 'upper' Mi llaj iddee Member
is everywhere characterized by more or less extensive large
scale slump structures, which commonly obscure the smaller
sedimentary structures.

In the western part of the St George Range this part
of the member consists of very fine-grained quartz wackeinter
bedded with siltstone. Planar cross-bedding was recognized,
but slump structures predominate. At the top of the unit
climbing ripples-in-drift ( McKee, 1965) were identified.

In the central St George Range the 'upper',
Millajiddee Member is absent and is thought to have been
eroded before deposition of the ~ura Nura Member, but in the
east,ern part of the range the lithqlogy is similar to that,
in the west except that parts of the unit are coarse-grained.

The 'upper' Millajiddee Member was identified at
Mount Amy and Mount Rutton (Section 5), where large-scale
slump structures are well exposed (Plate 14). The beds involved
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in the slumped masses ShO-lN a post-deformational horizontal
lamination which indic~tes that further compact ion of the
sediment took place after the slumping (Plate 15).

In the Poole Range many of the slump and slide blocks
of sandstone in the .. Wye Worry Member appear to have beenderived

I,

from this part of the member, but as already stated it was not
possible to map the members in this area.

In the Lauris Range (Section 18) the sediments are
locally undeformed and consist of thin planar-bedded siltstone
and very fine-grained quartz wacke and quartz arenite. Large
scale planar cross-sets occur in the upper part of 'the section
and contain intraformational breccia blocks up to a metre in
diameter. Above this the rock is interpreted as a mudflow
deposit; it is a mass of slumped and brecciated blocks with
intervening beds of siltstone and intraformational conglomerate •

. "Age

The Wye Worry Member is dated as Late Sakmarian
(Dickins et al., in press). The overlying Nura Nura Member
has been dated as Sakmarian (Glenister & Furnish, 1961);·
therefore, by inference, the MillajiddeeMember is of Late
Sakmarian age.

.'Tower ' MiTlajiddee' Member

Western St George Range

Central St George Range
Southeast St George Range
Poole Range

15 m

25 m
20 m

(Section 15)

(Section 10)
(Section 8)

probably present

'middle' Millajiddee' Member

Western St George Range 30 m (Section 15)
Central St George Range 40 m (Section 10)
East St George Range 30 m (Section 7)
Southeast St George Range 60 m + (Section 8)
Poole Range probably present
Lauris Range 5 m (Section 18),

.. , upper' Millaj iddee Member

Western St George Range 25 ID (Section 15)
Eastern St George Range 25 ID (Section 7)
Mt Rutton 15 ID + (Section 5)
Poole Range probably present
Lauris Range 25 ID + (Section 18)
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Plate 14 Grant Formation (Pg), Nura Nura Member (Ppn) and 'middle'
Poole Sandstone (Pp), at base of Mount Amy. A large slump
structure in the Grant Formation is outlined. Plate 17 is
a close-"up of the middle, light-coloured part of this slump.
Inked-in Figure at base of cliff indicates scale.

Plate 15 Close-up of slump structure in Plate 16, showing over
turned beds. The horizontal foliation was caused by
compaction of the sediment after it had slumped.
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The 'lower' Millajiddee Member is not present in the
Lauris Range, nor on MOUNTRAMSAY. The middle part is very
thin in the Lauris Range; it is of a fairly uniform thickness
over the rest of the area, but thickens to the south in the
eastern St George Range to at least 60 m and probably to
about 100 m. The Millajiddee Member is also tentatively
identified in Esso No. 27 bore where it is possibly 15 m thick.

If the Millajiddee Member is considered together
with the underlying Wye Worry Member (the boundary is gradat
ional) it can be seen that the lithology passes from siltstone
and shale (Wye Worry Member) through interbedded siltstone
and sandstone (lower part of Millajiddee Member) into cross
bedded sandstone (middle part of the Millajiddee Member). The
sequence shows an overall upward increase in grainsize and
sorting, which suggests that it represents a regression
(Visher, 1965). To determine whether the regressive shore-
line represented by the sequence was linear or deltaic, it
is necessary to examine the crossbedded sandstone in more
detail. According to Selley (1970, p. 107), the main difference
between the two types of regressive sequence is that the
lower contact of the cross-bedded sandstone unit is an abrupt
erosional one in deltaic sequences and in linear shoreline
sequences it is more or less gradational. Moreover in deltaic
sequences the cross bedded unit contains fining-upwards point
bar deposits.

Thus in the western St George Range (Section 15) a
del taic inte'rpretation is most appropriate. Similarily in
the southeastern part of the range (Section 8) the point-bar
deposits could belong in the upper part of a deltaic sequence.
On the other hand, in the eastern St George Range (Section 7),
a linear shoreline sequence is indicated by the gradational
change and the absence of any channel deposits.

Detailed observations help to bear out the inter
pretation of a regression. The interbedded siltstone and
sandstone of the 'lower' Millajiddee Member corresponds well
with descriptions of prodelta deposits (Selley, 1970, p.8l).
For instance, extensively bioturbated zones (Plate 12) are
common in this part of the sequence and the presence of
glauconite (noted in thin section) indicates that this part
is marine in origin.

In the eastern .part of the St George Range (Sections
7 and 9), the sequence is somewhat different. The upper part
of the Wye Worry Member is similar and agrees well with a
prodelta or shelf interpretation. This sequence passes grad
ationally up into ripple-marked, bioturbated, 'lowe~'
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Millajiddee Member and then, also gradationally, into planar
cross-bedded, fine and medium-grained quartz wacke and quartz
arenite of the 'middle' Millajiddee Member. The gradational
nature of the boundaries, the better sorting and the absence
of point-bar deposits indi.cate a linear-shoreline (barrier
beach) sequence (Selley, 1970, p. 107).

On MOUNT RAMSAY the 'lower' Millajiddee Member is
represented by the clastic dykes, which are interpreted as
infilled ice wedges,and the overlying siltstone unit. The
ice-wedge interpretation implies that, while pro-delta deposits
were being laid down in the west, the extreme easterri-part of
the area (MOUNT RAMSAY) was above sea level and was being
subjected to a periglacial climate.

The 'upper' Millajiddee Member also fits the inter
pretation of a regression. The topmost part of a deltaic or
shoreline sequence normally consists of lagoonal and delta
plain subaerial deposits (Selley, 1970, p. 108). Such deposits
are characterized by their fine, grainsize, among other features.
On NOONKANBAH the environment of the 'upper' Millajiddee
Member is hard to i.nterpret, due to hydroplastic deformation
but the fine grainsize throughout suggests that low-energy
conditions prevailed. Consequently the delta-plain environ
ment seems a possible interpretation.

Esso hole No. 27 intersected small coal seams which
are further evidence for a delta-plain origin.

SUMMARY OF DEPOSITIONAL HISTORY

The rocks below the Wye Worry Member were probably
deposited in both marine and non-marine environments but there
is insufficient evidence ~ollected to differentiate them.

The Wye Worry Member was laid down in a glacial
environment. Where it is thickest, its basal part Shows
evidence of deposltion in a freshwater lake but elsewhere
basal freshwater indicators are lacking. The lake then became
connected with the sea and the rest of the Wye Worry Member
was deposited under marine conditions. In Millajiddee Member
times, the eastern and northern parts of the area became
emergent and permafrost conditions prevailed, while in the
south and west the coastline regressed farther, leaving
deltaic and shoreline deposits of the 'lower' and 'middle'
Millajiddee Member. The area by now had become entirely non
marine, and possible low-energy fluviatile delta-plain deposits
were laid down in the south and west.
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EVIDENCE OF UPLIFT AND EROSION BETWEEN DEPOSITION
, 'OF 'GRANT'FORMATION AND poOLE SANDSTONE

Guppy et al. (1958) described the 'distinct uncon
formity' between the Grant Formation and the Poole Sandstone,
but later Veevers & Wells (1961) claimed the boundary was,
at best, a disconformity and that Guppy et al. may have been
misled by slumping at the top of the Grant Formation. The
slumped beds at the top of the Grant Formation are clearly
unconformably overlain by what we now identify as the Nura Nura
Member of the Poole Sandstone. Thus it would seem that, at
least on NOONKANBAH, Guppy et al. were correct.

From measuring detailed sections, particularly in
the St George Range, we are now able to demonstrate that
this contact is regionally an angular unconformity and that
in at least two places (Sections 3 and 16) the whole of the
Millajiddee Member is cut out (Fig. 1; Encl. No. 1), indicating
that uplift and erosion occurred prior to deposition of the
Nura Nura Member.

In the western St George Range there is an un-named
unit which lies unconformably on the Millajiddee Member and
unconformably below the Nura Nura Member. This unit is ten
tatively interpreted as the remnant of an alluvial-fan deposit,
which would indicate a period of erosion between the over
lying and underlying members, thus supporting the suggestion
of an erosional break at the end of Grant Formation deposition.

The unnamed unit consists ofa lens (lat. 180 44'20"8,
long. 1240 55'52"EE) about 20 m long and 1 metre thick contain
ing crudely crossbedded breccia interbedded with sandstone (Plate
16). The breccia blocks consist of angular intraformational
clasts and reworkedtillitic boulders. The tillitic beds (Wye
Worry Member) occur about 100 m below (in the f;,E~e section), so
that the reworked boulders must have been derived from areas
where the overlying Millajiddee Member had been stripped off
(e.g. near Millajiddee homestead, about 35 km to the east).
Moreover the marked angularity of the intraformational blocks
indicates very little transportation. The interl~yering of
such beds with relatively well-sorted current deposits is a
characteristic of alluvial fans (Blissenbach, 1954). This
deposit may correlate with similar deposits identified in the
Lauris Range, although the beds in the Lauris Range have been
included in the Millajiddee Member because there is no break
in the sequence in that area .

."

The uplift needed to expose the underlying tillitic
beds and to form these deposits could well also have been
responsible for the large amount of rheotropic deformation
that took place prior to deposition of the Poole Sandstone.
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POOLE SANDSTONE

Guppy et al. (1958) 'described a basal marine member
in the Poole Sandstone (Guppy et al., 1952) in the south
western St George Range. They correlated this member with
the Nura Nura Member, which occurs on adjoining MOUNT ANDERSON.'
We have carried the correlation further and have everywhere
identified a basal memt~r of the Poole Sandstone which we have
called the Nura Nura Member.

The main part of the Poole Sandstone, herein
referred to as the 'middle' Poole Sandstone, has not been
subdivided.

The top part of the Poole Sandstone, which crops out
best in the Poole Range, was previously described as part of
the Noonkanbah Formation, (Guppy et al., 1958), but Crowe, &
Towner (1976) have named it the Christmas Creek Member; as
it has an interfingering boundary with the underlying 'middle'
PooIe Sandstone and appears to have a planar contact with
the overlying Noonkanbah Formation.

NURA NURA MEMBER
00,

Section 14 (lat. 18 47'45"S, long. 124 57' 33"E.)
is proposed as a reference section ,for the Nura Nura Member
(Guppy et al., 1952). However, the lithology of the member
varies markedly from place to place, and the other measured
sections of the unit should also be taken into account (see
particularly Sections 7 and 5, and Figures 5 and 6).

Distribution

The member occurs throughout the St George and
Poole Ranges and between these areas it is poorly exposed on
the plains. Some outcrops north of the Fitzroy River have
been tentatively assigned to this unit. The member has been
recognized in the subsurface in Mount Hardman No. 1 well
(WAPET, 1973) and in Esso No. 27 bore, where it is fossili
ferous.

'Relationships

The lower boundary with the Grant Formation is an
angular unconformity, although the angular relationship is not
always apparent. The upper boundary with the 'middle' PooIe
Sandstone is conformable 'in the western part of the area and
disconformable in the east. In the eastern part of the St
George Range the member interfings with the 'middle' Poole _,'-
Sandstone. //

./
./
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Plate 16 View of un-named unit between Grant Formation (Pg) and
Poole Sandstone (Pp). The unit consists of a breccia
overlain by sandstone. Western part of St George Range,
late 180 44'20"S, long. 1240 55'52''E

Plate 16 View of un-named unit between Grant Formation (Pg) and
Poole Sandstone (Pp). The unit consists of a breccia
overlain by sandstone. Western part of St George Range,
late 180 44'20"S, long. 1240 55'52''E
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Plate ~7 Part of reference section of Nura Nura Member showing wavy
bedding withflasers. The photograph covers apgroximately
5 m of the section. Lat. 180 47'45"8, long. 124 57'33"E.
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Plate ~7 Part of reference section of Nura Nura Member showing wavy
bedding withflasers. The photograph covers apgroximately
5 m of the section. Lat. 180 47'45"8, long. 124 57'33"E.
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L'ithoTogy

In the west of the St George Range the NuraNura
Mp,mber consists mainly of fine-grained quartz wacke and
siltstone. Parts of the sequence are calcareous and contain
marine fossils. The base of the member is generally marked
by a fossiliferous:'conglomerate which contains boulders of
granite, quartzite, etc. derived from the Wye Worry Member
of the underlying Grant Formation. Further up the sequence
the member contains' abundant ripple cross-laminations, wavy
bedding, flaser bedding, pond minor lenticular bedding (Plate
17). Erosional contacts are common, together with scour
and-fill structures which in places have shell debris constit
uting the fill. Graded bedding was also noted (Section 14),
and bioturhation and vertical burrows are 'common throughout.
In places large-scale cross-bedding is developed, and at one
locality near Mount Tuckfie]d climbing ripples occur near
the base. The top 10·m of , the member in the reference
section consists of massive fine and very fine-grained, well
sorted quartz wacke which contains some faint large-scale
festoon cross-bedding.

In the central St George Range the Nura Nura Member
is not easily distinguished from the rest of the Poole Sand
stone. It appears on the aerial photographs as a darker band
overlying the Grant Formation, and this reflects the ferru
ginization that is present ,in outcrop. The basal part consists
of cross-bedded conglomerate which fines upward into poorly
bedded silty sandstone and sandy siltstone. Fossils were found
in the member near Tullock Peak on the south side of the range
but none were found farther to the north or east. From
studies of the aerial photographs in conjunction with the
contoured topographic maps (1: 100 000 scale) it is evident
that the member thickens abruptly in certain p'arts of the
range. For instance, at a'cliff 2.5 km east of Dukes Dome
the member thickens from 10 m'to 40 m within a distance of
about 1 km.

In the eastern part of the St George Range the
member is coarser grained than in ~he west of t,he range, and
consists of a basal sequence of fine to medium-grained quartz
wacke which contains numerous vertical burrows, similar to
those seen in the member in the western end of the range.
This lower part contains small-scale cross-bedding with flasers
and lenses of intraformational conglomerate. This passes up
into medium-bedded, medium-grained, well-sorted, quartz wacke
in which the grains are well-rounded. Above this there is a
sequence of fining-upwards 6ycles consisting of trough cross
bedded coarse to medium-grained quartz wacke and quartz arenite;
channel-lag conglomerate occurs at the base of each cycle.
The, cycles are topped by asymmetrical ripple marks, on some of
whi.ch trace fossils are preserved. Wood fragments are common
in the cross-bedded parts of the sequence.

'''---
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The Nura Nura Member is well exposed at Mount Hutton,
between the St George Range and the Poole Range. At this
locality it consists mainly of a fossil root bed which.uncon
formably overlies the slumped Grant Formation (Fig. 5; Plate
15). In detail the Nura Nura Member sequence consists of
cross-bedded, fine-grained, quartz-wacke containing some root
impressions. This is overlain by a poorly sorted, medium
grained, massive bed, containing very abundant fossil roots,
which interfingers laterally with shaly mudstone containing
fossil leaf fragments and scatter~d coarse~grains of sand.
This' bed ;_s commonly about 2 m thick but it is laterally discon
tinuous; it is overlain by a completely silicified white
quartzarenite bed. Above thesilicified white quartz arenite
bed. Above the silicified bed are rocks of·the 'middle'
Poole Sandstone which also contain root impressions. The
relationships of thes~ beds are shown in Figure 5.

Farther east, in the Poole Range, the NuraNura Member
con~ists of various lithologies. Atone locality (lat. 18 .;
47'30"S, long. 125

0
47'30"E) overturned foresets wene observed.

At anothee; locality near Poole Range Bore (lat. 18 52' 33"8, .
long. 125 47~53"E) there is a fining-upwards sequence of
cross-bedded quartz wacke (Fig. 6). At Mount Thorlan, just
to the north of the Poole Range, the Nura Nura Member consists
of root beds, silicified quartz'arenite and minor conglomerate
(Section 5).

The lithology of the Nura Nura Member to the north
of the Fitzroy River and the east of Christmas Creek is not
known in any detail, as exposures are poor and identification
of the member in these areas is either not possible or, at
best, tentative. However Mount Hardman No. 1 well intersected
the member and showed that it consists mainly of siltstone in
that area (WAPET, 1973).

Thickness

Western 8t George Range
Middle St George Range

Eastern St George Range
Mt Rutton
Poole Range

Esso No~ 27 bore

30 m
?12-40

27 m
0-12 m
5-15 m

15 m

(Section 14)
m(Section 10 and

estimation)
(Section 7)
(Section 5.) .
(Section 3 and
'others)

An overall thickening to the west is indicated
but local variations occur in the middle ,of the St George
Range area.
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Fig. 5. Diagrammatic field sketch showing relationships, lithology and environmental interpretation
of Nura Nura Member at Mount Hutton
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Guppy et al. (1958) provide faunal lists for the
Nura Nura Member and give the age as Early Artinskian.
However, this has been amended to Late Sakmarian (sensu lato)
by Glenister & Furnish (1961). J.M. Dickins has assigned a
Late Sakmarian (sensu lato) age to fossils he collected from
near Section 14.

Environrnen't of depos it ion

In the west of the St George Range the fossils in the
member indicate a marine enYironment of deposition. The basal,
fossiliferous conglomerate containing clasts derived from
underlying'units indicates reworking by marine processes as
the sea transgressed the area. Further up the sequence the
abundant flaser and lenticular bedding is characteristic of
shallow-water deposition and the abundance of vertical burrows
tends to confirm this interpretation. The beds containing scour
and-fill structures, large-scale cross-bedding and climbing
ripples are interpreted as tidal channel deposits. The presence
of graded bedding (Section 14) is difficult to explain in
shallow-water marine sediments but may be due to deposited
suspension loads of either density currents or storm-disturbed
water. The relatively clean, 'fine-grained, well sorted and
poorly bedded nature of the massive sandstone at the top of the
Nura Nura Member',n Section 14 indicates conditions in which
the sediment was highly winnowed. Such winnowing is normally
attributed to wave action in shallow-marine sediments, and
consequently this deposit is interpreted as a beach or sand-
bar deposit. The position of this deposit in the vertical
sequence (see Visher, 1965) suggests that it may have been a
barrier bar.

In the central St George Range little detail is
available. The sediments may have been laid down in lagoons,
as they are similar to the overlying 'middle' Poole Sandstone.

At the eastern end of the St George Range the overall
coarsening-upwards of the sequence indicates regressive marine
conditions. The lower part of this section is similar to the
sequence at the western end of the range and the abundant
burrows and lenticular thin bedding indicate a shallow-marine
environment. This part of the section is overlain, with an
erosional contact by fining-up cycles interpreted as point-bar
deposits. According to SeIley (1970, p. 77) such a section
is typical of a regressive deltaic sequence and this is the
interpretation placed on the member in the eastern St George
Range.

At Mount Rutton, the lower part of the sequence is
composed of fine-grained cross-bedded sandstone containing
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root impressions. The fossil roots indicate a continental
environment and the cross-bedding suggests fluviatle deposition.
Above these deposits is a root-filled bed which is interpreted
as a fossil soil horizon. Figure 5 shows how the fossil soil
interfingers laterally with undisturbed shaly mudstone.
Because this mudstone interfingers with the soil, it must have
been deposited at the srone time as the soil was supporting
vegetation. The absence of current structures in the mudstone
indicates that it was deposited from suspension in a standing
body of water. The coarse grains of sand distributed through
out the mudstone were probably carried into the water body by
wind or on vegetation rafts. Because this mudstone deposit
is of limited lateral extent (less than 10 m) it is inter
preted as a channel-fill (ox-box lake) deposit similar to those
described by Reineck & 8ingh (1973, p. 245). Thus the Nura
Nura Member at Mount Hutton is interpreted as representing
meandering river deposition in a vegetated area. Further
work in the area may show that other types of meandering river
deposit are also present at this level.

In the poole Range area several environments may
be represented. For instance, the essentially plane-bedded
part of the sequence at Mount Thorlan consists of graded sand
stone and siltstone containing fossil root beds (Section 3).
Such deposits were probably deposited on a flood plain, although
the high degree of disruption of bedding due to root growth
makes this identification tentative. Elsewhere in the Poole
Range the available evidence suggests deposition by currents.
The overturned foresets indicate high-energy currents and the
fining upwards sequence near Poole Range Bore suggests a
fluviatile environment. This sequence (see Fig. 6) bears a
close resemblance to the typical braided-river sequence shown
by Reineck & Singh (1973, p. 241). Features to note in this
sequence are the wide range of grain size, the unidirectional
current readings and the inclined conglomeratic foresets. Thus
in the Poole Range area the environment of deposition is inter
preted as a fast-flowing braided river together with its flood
plain. '

It can be seen, then, that the Nura Nura Member
represents a transition from high-energy fluvial conditions
in the east through to a shallow-water marine environment in
the west (Fig. 7), and therefore that the palaeogradient
probably sloped towards the west. Nothing, however, is known
about the Nura Nura Member to the north or south of the belt
of outcrop, so the environmental interpretation is tentative .

. "MIDDLE" POOLE' SANDSTONE

Dis'tr'ibu·tTon

The 'middle' Poole Sandstone forms rounded hills
which flank the St George Range, and comprises the upper part
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of the sequence at Mount Amy, Mount Hutton and in the Poole
Range. Smaller exposures are found in other parts of NOONKANBAH
and the unit crops out in gravel plains between such exposures.

Relationship~

The 'middle' Poole Sandstone lies conformably or, in
places, slightly disconformably on the Nura Nura Member. In
the northern part of NOONKANBAH this boundary was not seen,
although it was intersected in Mount Hardman No. 1 well (WAPET,
1973) .

The upper boundary with the Christmas Creek Member,
in the eastern part of the Sheet area, is an interfingering
relationship (Encl. 2) which appears erosional ip places
(Sections 2 and 3). To the west the Christmas Creek Member
pinches out and the overlying Noonkanbah Formation rests
directly on the 'middle' Poole Sandstone.

Lithology

Unlike the previously described unit, this part of
the sequence does not vary much laterally.

The 'middle' Poole Sandstone consists mainly of very
fine and fine-grained, quartz wacke and quartz arenite with a
varied mica content. It is almost always thin-bedded and
fissile. Large scale cross-bedding is rare, but as exposures
are commonly covered by scree the sedimentary structures are
often obscured. Large-scale planar.cross-bedding was noted
in the Poole Range in fine-grained, well-sorted, quartz
arenite.

The most common sedimentary structure, which occurs
throughout the sequence, is small scale cross-bedding, which
can generally be found to be cross-sections of symmetrical
ripple marks (Plate 18). As other sedimentary structures are
rare in the unit some time was spent in studying symmetrical
ripple marks. Measurements of their width, wavelength and
amplitude were made and the ripple index and ripple symmetry
index computed. The resulting figures were then plotted
graphically following the method of Tanner (1967). According
to Tanner it should be possible to differentiate between
ripple marks of different origins on such a graph. All the
ripple mark plots obtained fall within t~B wave-formed bracket
(Fig. 8) and although there are insufficient readings to
enable positive identification, this strongly suggests that
the majority of the ripple marks in the 'middle' Poole
Sandstone were formed by waves.

Marine fossils have not been found in this part of
the Poole Sandstone, but plant fragments are common. The
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majority of these are pieces of transported fossil wood, but
in the eastern part of the area root beds occur throughout the
sequence (Plate 20); fossil leaves commonly occur in adjacent
beds. In the western part of the area bedding - surface trace
fossils and bioturbated beds appear to be more common than in
the east (Section 13). Lenticular intraformational conglomerate
is also more common in the west and may indicate stronger
cu~rents in that area.

Thickness

Mount Tuckfield, Western St George Range
Central St George Range
Eastern St George Range
Mount Hutton
Mount Thorlan
Northern Poole Range

*interfingering upper boundary

Centre Poole Range
Southern Poole Range

245 m +
140 m
105 m +

70 m .;
20 m
45 m

65 In
25 m

(Section 13)
(estimated)
(Section 6)
(Section 5)
(Section 3)*
(Section 2)*

(Section 1)
(Section 4)

Two trends are obvious from these figures (Encl. No. 2): there
is an overall thickening from about 35 m in the east to about
250 m or more in the west (Mount Tuckfield, Plate 20); and in
the Poole Range the unit is thicker in the centre of the anti
cline than on its northern and southern flanks. This latter
trend probably continues to the west in the at George Range
anticline as the two structures are continuous.

Microfossils from the Poole Sandstone, elsewhere in
the basin, indicate an early to late Artinskian age (Yeates
et al., 1975b). Plant fossils in the unit in the eastern part
of the Sheet area are not age-diagnostic. No marine fossils
were found.

Environment of deposition

The thin, laterally continuous bedding containing
abundant wave-formed ripple marks indicates a shallow-water
environment. The fine grainsize and good sorting throughout
the unit are consistent with this interpretation, as wave
action causes much winnowing and reworking in such an environ
ment. The frequent presence of root horizons in the eastern
part of the area suggests periodic emergence.

The absence of marine fossils in the unit is
peCUliar, as shallow-wa~er marine sediments normally contain
a rich fauna. This suggests that the water may have been either
too fresh or too saline: to support a normal marine fauna.
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The interpretation of a b8.rrier-bar or beach deposit at the
" top of the Nura Nura Member (see above) supports this hypothesis,

as this bar may have restricted circulation wi'th the open
sea. More detailed work is needed in the eastern St George
Range to map the boundaries of the possible barrier-bar
deposit; however, if the above theory is correct that the
'middle' Poole Sandstone may have been laid down in a lagoonal
envi ronmen t .

The uniformity of the 'middle' Poole Sandstone from
bottom to top indicates that subsidence of the area was occur
ring contemporaneously with sedimentation, allowing thesedi
ments to be preserved. In the Po6le Range (and probably along
the axis of the St George Range Anticline) the greater thickness
of the unit along the axis of the anticline compared with the
flanks, indicates that subsidence was greater in the area now,
occupied by the axis. Moreover, the overall thickening to the
west suggests a greater amount of subsidence in that direction.

'CHRISTMAS 'CREEK MEMBER

Distribution

The Christmas Creek Member (Crowe & Towner, 1976)
is well exposed in the Poole Range and along the northern
flank of the St George Range. Smaller exposures occur Qn the'

rp' . ""

plains to the east of theSt George Range and to the northeast
and west of Mount Rutton. The member is not present in the
western and southern St George Range.

Relationships

The member rests on the underlying 'middle' Poole
Sandstone and the contact is interfingering, although in places
it is erosional. The Christmas Creek Member is overlain by
the Noonkanbah Formation and although the contact is poorly
exposed it appears planar and is evidently either conformable
or disconformable. .

Lith'ology

The member consists of "large-scale trough cross
bedded, poorly sorted, granule c6nglome~~te and fine to
coarse-grained, lithic wacke arid quartz w'acke. The textural
maturity is low, as the grains are mostly angular (Plate 21).
The bedding is medium to thin" and in places it is graded."
Fining-upward cycles capped by asymmetrical ripple marks
occur (Section 1) and are interpreted as point-bar deposits.
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Thickness

No complete sections df the member were measured.
The greatest thickness encountered in the Poole Range was 15 ID

and from photo-interpretation the actual thickness is not
thought to exceed 25 m anywhere. However the member varies
greatly in thickness and is only a few metres thick to the
west of Mount Rutton. ,. .

::

Early Artinskian, because the overlying and under
lying units are so dated.

Environment 'of deposition

The probable point-bar sequences, together with the
immaturity of the rock, suggest a fluviatile origin.

SUMMARY OF DEPOSITIONAL HISTORY

After the continental deposits of the Millajiddee
Member were laid down the area was uplifted. Some areas appear
to have been raised higher than others and in these places
the Millajiddee Member was eroded allowing the tillite in
the Wye Worry Member to be reworked in a high-energy continental
environment. This uplift was probably also responsible for
much of the rheotropic deformation of the sediments in the
Millajiddee Member.

A shallow sea then transgressed over the area now
occupied by the St George Range. Farther to the east a river
system existed which appears 'to have flowed from the east and
to have discharged into the sea in the eastern St George
Range area, where it formed a delta (Nura Nura Member).

The whole area apparently then became part of a
shallow-water (possibly lagoonal) environment, where deposition
kept pace with the subsidence. Certain parts subsided at a
greater rate than others. The eastern part of the area
supported vegetation and :waseventually covered by coarser
grained fluviatile material. The sea then transgressed the
entire area, and the Noonkanbah Formation was laid down.

\
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Plate 21 Close-up of coarse sandstone of the Christmas Creek
tlember showing textural immaturi ty.
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NOONKANBAH FORMATION

Dfst r'ibut ion

The Noonkanbah Formation (Guppy et al., 1952) is not
well exposed; it underlies many of the blacksoil plains around
the St George and Poole Ranges and Cherrabun and Noonkanbah
Homesteads. Limestone and sandstone beds within the unit crop
out in ledges on these plains and other exposures are present
in the creeks and gullies around Noonkanbah Homestead and on
the northern side of the St George Range.

The 'formation has been intersected in a number of
bores within the Sheet area including Mount Hardman No. 1,
Paradise No. 6, and many Esso boreholes north and south of
the Fitzroy River.

Relationships

No clear exposure of the lower contact was seen.
From bore information in the western and northern parts of the
Sheet area, laminated siltstone of the Noonkanbah Formation
overlies well-sorted, fine-grained quartz wacke of the Poole
Sandstone (e.g. Mount Hardman No. 1, WAPET, 1973). In the
southeas~ern part of the area the change is more pronounced
with the Noonkanbah Formation siltstone overlying coarse
grained cross-bedded sandstone of the Christmas Creek MeInber.
As there is a marked change in lithology across this boundary
it may be a disconformity.

The contact with the overlying Light jack Formation
is conformable and gradational; the boundary is placed at the
top of the uppermost bed of limestone in the sequence.

Lithology

In the subsurface, the formation consists of thinly
interbedded shale, siltstone, sandstone and minor limestone.
The shale and siltstone are black to dark grey, micaceous,
and slightly calcareous. The sandstone is usually light grey
to white, very fine-grained, silty, micaceous and calcareous.
The thin ,beds of limestone are grey and finely crystalline.
Fossil fragments are abundant in places in the sandstone and
limestone beds, but are less common in the siltstone and shale.

Sedimentary structures seen in cores include small
scale cross-bedding and slumps; graded bedding is present
locally, and burrowed intervals are common.
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Similar lithologies appear on the surface, although
the siltstone and shale intervals are rarely preserved. Where
preserved from erosion the siltstone is seen to be grey,
micaceous, slightly calcareous, laminated to thin-bedded, and
contains small-scale ripple cross-lamination. In very weathered
exposures the siltstone is commonly ferruginized in a boxwork
pattern (Plate 22).

Sandstones and limestones are better exposed,
although ~nly minor constituents of the formation. The
sandstone is composed of very fine to medium-grained quartz
wacke containing scattered coarse grains and granules of
quartz, which are subrounded to rounded. It is light grey or
brown, moderately to poorly sorted, thin-bedded and has a
calcareous matrix. Lenses of very coarse-grained sandstone
and granule conglomerate are commonly present in these beds~

and contain dispersed shell fragments. Some low-angle ripple
cross-lamination is also present.

The limestones are commonly argillaceous or arenaceous,
thin to medium-bedded, and micaceous. They generally contain
concentrations of well preserved marine macrofossils.

Intraformational small-pebble conglomerate forms
lenses in some areas; e.g. on the plains to the north of
Cherrabun Homestead. The clasts are subrounded, up to 3 cm
in diameter, and consist of mudstone and very fine-grained
sandstone, commonly red or purple. Other constituents are
quartz granules and shell fragments.

Guppy et al. (1958, p. 100) give a descriptign of
the formation at Brutens Yard (lat. 1844'S, long. 125 38'E).
This is one of the best sections of the unit in the Sheet area,
but the amount of effective exposure depends on the vegetation
cover, which during 1974 was quite dense.

Lateral variations of lithology in the Noonkanbah
Formation are not obvious from a study of outcrops. Similarly,
drilling by Esso (Galloway & Howell, 1975) indicates that
there is little variation in the subsurface to the north of
the Fitzroy River. However, in exposures adjacent to.the
Fenton Fault, just to the east of Mount Fenton, there isa
higher percentage of sandstone in the upper part of the
formation than was seen elsewhere. Sandstone is also common
in the lowest part of the formation where it is exposed on
the northwest flank of the St George Range. This lower
sandstone part may not continue to the northern edge of the
Sheet area as it does not appear in the logs of Mount Hardman
No. 1. (WAPET, 1973).
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Plate 22 Boxwork pattern ~n the Noonkanbah Formation caused by
intense ferruginization.
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Thickness

Surface:

Subsurface:

Bruten Yard Section

Mount Hardman No. 1

Paradise No. 6

405.7 m

311 m

243.8 m (incomplete)

The formation contains a rich faunal assemblage
which is listed by Guppy et al. (1958). They consider the
age to be Artinskian.

Fu~ther collections of fossils were made during this
survey by J.~. Dickins but identifications are not yet
available.

Environment of deposition

Marine fossils occur throughout the formation. The
lenses of intraformational granule conglomerate and ripple
cross bedding indicate that parts of the sequence were
deposited from bedload by currents. However most of the
formation consists of thinly bedded and laminated mudstone
which was deposited from suspension. The inter-laminated silt
and shale of the middle parts of the unit suggest deposition
below wave base or very quiet conditions in shallow water.
The unit contains mainly a 'brachiopodal' assemblage which
indicates a water depth of 33-55 m (Thomas, 1958).

The presence of sandstone with some cross-bedding
near the base of the unit indicates that this part was de
posited in shallower water.

LIVERINGA GROUP

The Liveringa Group (Guppy et al., 1952 & 1958),
as redefined by Yeates et al. (1975a), consist~ of three
formations: the Light jack Formation at the bas~~, the Condren
Sandstone and the Hardman Formation. The Hardnan Formation
is subdivided into three members. All these units were recog
nized on NOONKANBAH but the Condren Sandstone is not present
in the northwestern part of the area. The relationships of
the units that comprise the group are shown in Figure 9.

LIGHTJACK FORMAT. )N

Distribution

On NOONKANBAH the Light jack Formation (Guppy et al.,
1958; Yeates et al., 1975a) is exposed over a greater area
than the other formations of the Liveringa Group. Where the
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tops of the hills are composed of sandstone the unit forms
ranges (e.g. the Shore Range). Elsewhere the formation is
exposed in buttes such as Light jack Hill and ..Bucknalls
Pinnacle and low rounded hills and ridges (e.g. McLarty
Syncline area).

In the subsurface the formation has been intersected
in Mount Hardman No. 1, and Paradise Nos. 1 and 2 wells on
NOONKANBAH, and Myroodah No. 1 just to the west of the Sheet
area. Many of the Esso boreholes (Galloway &Howell, 1975)
penetrated the Light jack Formation although the Esso geologists
did not use the name. Esso's Unit Al and the lower half of
Unit A2 are equivalent to the Light jack Formation.

Relationships

The Light jack Formation conformably overlies the
Noonkanbah Formation with a gradational contact. In the
Balgo area to the southeast (LUCAS) this contact is marked
by a ferruginized clay-pellet conglomerate (Yeates et al.,
1975b), but as this conglomerate is not well developed on
NOONKANBAH the boundary is placed above the uppermost lime
stone bed in the sequence.

The contact between the Lightjack Formation and
the overlying Condren Sandstone was not observed. South of
the area, in the Millyit Range (CROSSLAND), this contact is
conformable and it is probably similar in the McLarty Syncline
area. However, farther north the Condren Sandstone wedges
out (Galloway & Howell, 1975) and the Light jack Formation is
overlain by the Hardman Formation.

Lithology

In the subsurface, the Light jack Formation in Mount
Hardman No. 1 consists of yellow-brown, very fine-grained,
silty sandstone which is slightly calcareous and contains a
few mediwn-sized grains of quartz. In the Paradise and Esso
boreholes, the formation consists of interbedded siltstone
and fine·-graiiled sandstone containing common fining-upwards,
cycles each of which has current-rippled sandstone at the
base; bidirectional flaser bedding is present; bioturbation
is common throughout and shelly fossils occur locally. The
wireline logs show an overall gradation in grainsize from
siltstone at the base to medium-grained sandstone at the top
of the middle sandstone unit (see below).

On the surface the formation is seen to consist of
a distinctive sequence of (from bottom to top) fossiferous
shale and siltstone, followed by fine-grained, cross-bedded
quartz arenite and quartz wacke, overlain by siltstone again.
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In the Shore Range and at Light jack Hill (Sections
21 and 22) the base of the formation consists of alternating
calcareous sandy siltstone and silty claystone together with
fossiliferous grey and brown, very fine-grained quartz wacke
and minor limestone. These beds are overlain by micaceous,
grey, laminated to thinly bedded lithic-wacke and siltstone
together with lenses of richly fossiliferous intraformational
pebble conglomerate containing some angular granules of
quartz. Near the base of the Light jack Formation, in the
Christmas Creek area, a thin bed of fine to medium-grained i

sandstone containing ooliths is present. The ooliths are
composed of 50% Fe

2
0

3
(see Edwards, 1953).

The fine-grained basal part of the formation is
conformably overlain by a middle sandstone unit (Section 22)
which ranges up to 25 m thick and commonly forms a prominent
bench. It is composed of yellow-brown, slightly micaceous,
fine-grained quartz arenite and quartz wacke which is well
sorted, laminated to thin-bedded, and in which the clasts are
sub-rounded to rounded. The unit contains abundant large
scale, low-angle planar cross-bedding ( type of AlIen, 1963)
and ripple cross-lamination. Exposures of this part of the
formation on the southwestern flank of the St George Range
contain abundant fossil root horizons together with some
highly silicified beds. These beds are probably the weathered
equivalents of coal seams which were intersected down-dip in
Esso No. 41 bore (Galloway & Howell, 1975). The coal-bearing
beds reach a thickness of 2.5 m. The coal is of poor quality
and has not so far been found to be economic.

Overlying the middle sandstone unit is a sequence of
interbedded siltstone and fine-grained quartz wacke which
ranges up to 45 m thick. The sequence is laminated to thin
bedded, micaceous, ferruginized and contains abundant inter
ference wave-ripple marks, trace fossils and concretions.
Thin lenses of medium to coarse, well-sorted, quartz arenite
with rounded clasts are present within this part of the
section.

In low rounded hills and on the plains the original
lithology is commonly masked due to intense ferruginization.
However some sedimentary structures, such as ripple marks,
are often well preserved, as are fossiliferous clay-pellet
conglomerate beds.

Thickness

On the surface the Light jack Formation is 97 m +
thick at Light jack Hill (Section 22) and 120 m + in the
Shore Range (Section 21). Both these sections are almost
complete. In the subsurface, we have interpreted it to be
80 m thick in A.I.E. Paradise Nos 1 and 2, and 135 m in the
Esso holes in the McLarty Syncline.
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The formation thins to the north. This is confirmed
by the fact that according to the logs of the Esso boreholes
the siltstone at the top is missing to the north of the Fitzroy
River.

Guppy et al. (1958) list the rich fauna. The
assemblage is predominantly a molluscan assemblage in the
Light jack Hill area and a brachiopodal assemblage in parts
of the Shore Range (Thomas, 1958 ),. The fossils are found
below the middle sandstone unit. The formation is considered
to be late Artinskian to Kungurian in age (J.M. Dickins,
pers. comm.).

Environment'of deposition

The increase in grain size and sorting from poorly
sorted sandy siltstone at the base to well-sorted, medium
grained quartz arenite at the top of the middle sandstone
unit (Sections 21 ~nd 22) indicates a regressive marine
sequence (Visher, 1965). The fossiliferous intraformational
conglomerate lenses below the base of the middle sandstone
unit are identified as channel deposits, possibly of tidal
origin. The contact between the middle sandstone unit and
the underlying siltstone-sandstone sequence is gradational in
the Shore Range and at Light jack Hill, and the sequence is
therefore interpreted as a linear shoreline regressive
sequence (Selley, 1970, p. 95) in which the middle sandstone
unit represents barrier-bar or beach deposits.

In the west, near Millajiddee Homestead, the sand
stone unit contains root horizons which are interpreted as
fossil soils; in the subsurface, the root horizons contain
interbeds of coal.

The siltstone and sandstone sequence above the
middle sandstone member is interpreted as lagoonal because
of the abundance of wave-formed ripple marks and its strati
graphic position above the interpreted barrier bar deposits
(see Visher, 1965). The lenses of coarse-grained sediment
in this part of the sequence are interpreted as channel
deposits.

According to Thomas (1958) the predominantly
molluscan assemblage of the Light jack Hill area suggests a
shallow-water environment in which the water depth was
between 18 and 33 m (above wave base), whereas the brachiopodal
assemblage of parts of the sequence in the Shore Range
indicates water between 33 and 55 m deep. However this infor
mation is of limited use, as the precise stratigraphical
positions ef these fossil assemblages are not known.
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The contact between the Light jack Formation and the
Hardman Formation to the north of the FitzroyRiver was not
seen in outcrop. However, where the contact was seen in the
subsurface (Esso bore logs) the upper part of the Light jack
Formation is missing. It is not known if this is due to
erosion or non-deposition.

In conclusion, the Light jack Formation is inter
preted ~s represen~ing a change from open-marine conditions
(Noonkanbah and lower Light jack Form,ations) to a lagoonal
environment (upper Light jack Formation) •. It is thought that
this change was caused by a prograding beach or barrier-bar.
As the sequence is regressive it must also be d~achronous.

CONDREN SANDSTONE

Distribution

The Condren Sandstone (Casey & Wells, 1964; Yeates
et al., 1975a) is represented in only one outcrqp in the
Sheet area, situated ,on the northern flank of the McLarty
Syncline at late 180 49'00"S, long. 1240 48'15"E. The formation
probably also occurs in the Talbot Syncline on NOONKANBAH, as
it crops out in this syncline on MOUNT RAMSAY. The unit
occurs to the south on CROSS LAND and to the southeast on
MOUNT BANNERMAN (Yeates et al., 1975b).

In the subsurface, the formation was intersected
in Esso boreholes in the McLarty Syncline, a~d north of the
Fitzroy River in the Quanbun Homestead area. It wedges out
towards the northwest, and is absent in the Paradise boreholes,
an.d in many of the Esso boreholes north of the Fitzroy River.

Relationships

The Condren Sandstone conformably overlies the
Light jack Formation on CROSSLAND (Yeates et al., 1975b) and.
a similar relationship probably exists on NOONKANBAH, although
the boundary was not observed. The boundary with the over";·
lyipgKirkby Range Member of the Hardman Formation is described
as conformable and gradational on CROSSLAND (Yeates et al.,
1975b). On NOONKANBAH, however,logs of the Esso boreholes
(Encl. 3) indicate an abrupt change from coarse sandstone
upwards into interbedded sandstone and siltstone (Galloway &
Howell, 1975). On this evidence and the environmental
interpretations it is suggest~d that the boundary on NOONKANBAH
is disconformable.

Lithology

The exposure at late 180 49'00"S, long. 1240 48'15"E
represents the basal part of the formation and consists of

,.
',.
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coarse to medium-grained quartz arenite and quartz wacke which
are crows-bedded and moderately to poorly sorted; the grains
are angular and the strata contain possible fossil roots.
Pebbles of quartzite on the surrounding plain indicate that
the formation is partlY,conglomeratic.

In the subsurface the unit is described as mainly
coarse-grained with little vertical variation (Gailoway' &
Howell, 1975). In BMR Mount Bannerman No. 2 bore 'coal was
recorded in the formation (Yeates et al., 1975b).

Thickness

According to our interpretation of the Esso bore
data the formation is about 50 m thick in the McLarty Syncline
and Quanbun Homestead areas. However, the unit thins to
extinction in the direction of the Paradise bores (Galloway &
Howell, 1975) and thickens to the south and southeast on
CROSSLAND and MOUNT BANNERMAN (see Yeates et ,al., 1975b).

Age

No fossils were found in the formation on NOONKANBAH
but it contains a rich fossil flora in exposures elsewhere
(White, in Veevers & Wells, 1961; White & Yeates, in prep.).
The age of this flora is Penni an.

Environment'of depos"ition

The relative textural immaturity of the sediment and
its cros~-bedded, conglomeratic nature indicate deposition
by currents, possibly under fluviatile conditions. The tentative
identification of fossil roots would, if con~irmed, support
a continental interpretation, especially in view of the rich
flora found in neighbouring areas. When considered in
relation to the sequence as a whole," the fluviatile interpre
tation fits in well, as the Condren Sandstone conformably
overlies the regressive sequence of the Light jack Formation.

HARDMAN FORMATION

The Hardman Formation (Guppy et al., 1958) as
redefined by Yeates et al. (1975a) consists of three members;
the Kirkby Range Member at the base, the Hicks Range Sandstone
Member and the Cherrabun Member at the top. All three units
are recognized on NOONKAl'IBAH.'

Kirkby Range Member

Distribution

The Kirkby Range Member (Yeates et al., 1975a) crops
out poorly in the Sheet area, where it forms low discontinuous
strike ridges composed of the more resistant parts of the
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sequence. The exposures are confined to the southern side
of the McLarty Syncline and to the area between the Fitzroy
River and Shedforth Bore. An exposure on the southern flank

,of Warrimbah Hill is also tentatively assigned to this member.

of,the
River.
Nos. 1

In the subsurface the unit was intersected in many
Essoboreholes,both north and south of the Fitzroy

The m~mber was,also intersected,in Paradise coreholes
2 and 3.

Relationships

The contacts of the member were not seen. It is
thought that the lower boundary is a disconformi ty. T:he upper
boundary is conformable to thesDuth on CROSSLAND (Yea.tes et
al., 1975b) and logs of the Esso bores (Encl. 3) indicate a
gradational change in lithology.

Lithology

From subsurface informat ion the member is seen to
consist predominantly of interbedded siltstone and/fine-grained
sandstone, the sandstone predominating towards th~ top. The
sequence is red bioturbated throughout, andfossfl shells are
common in the upper part. Wavy and lenticular bedding are
abundant, and mud cracks are present in the basal part of the
sequence. The sandstone beds near the top contain both large
and small-scale cross-bedding.

Exposures are preferentially weathered, so that the
unit appears coarser grained than in the subsurface. The
exposed rocks consist of calcareous fine-grained sandstone,
limestone (biosparudite), and micaceollssiltstone. Ferruginous
concretions are common in extensively weathered exposures.
The bedding is thin or laminat'ed; other sedimentary structures
are rarely seen.

Thickness

No surface sections were measured, but Esso drilling
results (Galloway & Howell, 1975) show that in the area north
of the Fitzroy Piver the member thickens southwards from about
75 m along the northern margin of the Sheet area to over 300 m
to the south of Mount Hardman. In the McLarty Syncline the
member thickens southeast from about 190 m near the western
edge of the Sheet area to 250 m just south of Millajiddee
Homestead. '

The rich marine fauna has not yet been fully studied,
but it indicates a Late Permian age (J.M. Dickins, pers. comm.).
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Environm'ent of deposition

The unit is marine, and the' presence of cross-bedded
sandstohe, particularly near the top, suggests deposition by

. currents. Mudcracks occur near the base and suggest inter
mittent intertidal conditions fo~ that part of the unit. The
gradation to sandstone in the upper part of the sequence may
indicate the start of a regression (see below).

Hicks Range Sandstone Member

The Hicks Range Sandstone Member (Yeates et al.,
1975a) crops out in the western portion of the Sheet area in the
vicinity of Mount Hardman and in the McLarty Syncline. Out
crops are li.mited and occur as low strike ridges (e. g . at
Mount Abbot), isolated hills (e.g. Mount Noreen) or as low,
undUlating, rubble-covered hills.

ReIat ionships

The lower contact was .not seen on the surface, but
electric logs of the Esso di-.:i 11 holes (see Encl 3) indicate
the boundary is gradational. Likewise, the upper contact is
not exposed; from subsurface data it :ils thought to be a dis
conformity (see below).

Lithology

The following account of the vertical sequence is
taken mainly from borehole descriptions (Galloway & Howell,
1975). The lower three-quarters of the member is composed
mainly of interbedded shale and siltstone, and sporadic beds
of sandstone. This part of the sequence contains <flaser
bedding and wavy bedding, thin coal loads and mudcracks.
Surface observation shows that these beds are generally thin-.
bedded, and contain wave-formed ripple marks and some
large-scale planar cross-bedding. Bioturbation and trace
fossils are abundant.

The upper quarter of the member is mainly quartz
wacke and quartz arenite, with minor interbeds of siltstone.
Subsurface data show that fining-upwards cycles are common
in this part, although many of the cycles are truncated. The
sandstone is moderately to well sorted, and contains scattered
lithic pebbles.
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Thfckne'ss

An incomplete section of the member at Mount Noreen
is about 30 m thick. Esso bore logs show that the unit
thickens from about 100 m near the northern boundary of the
Sheet area to over 325 m near Warrimbah and Millajiddee
Homesteads.

I

No macrofossils have been found in this unit. The
faunas in the Kirkby Range Member and the Cherrabun Member
indicate that the Hicks Range Sandstone Member is Late
Permian in age, possibly lower-most Tatarian.

Environment of deposition

Galloway ~ Howell (1975) interpret the overall
upward increase in grainsize within this member as a regressive
marine sequence from shallow-water marine sediments at the
base up to deltaic or tidal channel deposits at the top. In
our opinion however, the sequence is better interpreted as
the top part of a regressive sequence (Visher, 1965) which
starts in the underlying Kirkby Range Member. Thus we
interpret the basal Hicks Range Sandstone Member as being
deposited in lagoonal conditions and the top part in a
fluvial (flood plain) environment. The basis for our inter
pretation is that the lower boundary of the member is appar
ently conformable and the basal part of the unit contains
mudcracks, wave ripple marks and thin coal horizons. Although
marine·macrofossils are apparently absent, yet spinose
acritarchs are recorded, suggesting some connection with the
sea. Such features are more typical of lagoona1 conditions
than an open-marine environment. The upper part of the
member also fits this interpretation, as the repeated .fining
upwards cycles within it are best interpreted as channel
point-bar deposits (Galloway & Howell, 1975).

Thus the Kirkby Range Member and Hicks Range Sand
stone Member together are interpreted as representing the
typical regressive sequence described by Visher (1965).

Cherrabun Member

Distribution

The Cherrabun Member (Yeates et al., 1975a) is better
exposed on NOONKANBAH than the other members of the Hardman
Formation. South of the Fitzroy River it crops out around
Davies Bore, between Rodneys and Andys Bore and in small
scattered outcrops 15 km south of Gum Hole Billabong. It is
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Cherrabun Member

Distribution

The Cherrabun Member (Yeates et al., 1975a) is better
exposed on NOONKANBAH than the other members of the Hardman
Formation. South of the Fitzroy River it crops out around
Davies Bore, between Rodneys and Andys Bore and in small
scattered outcrops 15 km south of Gum Hole Billabong. It is
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also exposed as low strike ridges along the edge of the
Sheet area to the southwest of Kalyeeda Hills. North of the
Fitzroy River the unit crops out at and around Mount Hardman,
at a small hill near Mount Cedric, at Howes Hill and as long
strike ridges around Sears Bore.

The member was intersected in many of the Esso bore
holes and was penetrated in AlE Paradise No. 4.

RelationShips

The lower contact was not observed on the surface.
In the subsurface it is distinguished by a sudden reduction
in grainsize which stands out well on the electric logs
(Encl. 3); the contact is therefore thought to be a discon
formity.

In the McLarty Syncline on the western edge of the
Sheet area the Cherrabun Member is overlain by pebble con
glomerate, thin-bedded, ripple-marked, fine-grained ~uartz

wacke and siltstone with some trace fossils (Section 19),
although exposure is incomplete. The contact is interpreted
as an angular unconformity since there is an obvious· divergence
of the strike ridges on the aerial photographs. The con
glomerate, quartz wacke, and siltstone are tentatively cor
related with the Triassic Millyit Sandstone which overlies
the Cherrabun Member in the Millyit Syncline on CROSSLAND
(Yeates et al., 1975b).

North of the Fitzroy River the Cherrabun Member is
to be overlain by the Blina Shale (Esso boreholes). Again
the contact is not exposed at the surface. However, palynological
information from the Esso boreholes suggests that there is a
time gap between the two units (Galloway & Howell, 1975),
and as the basal Triassic Millyit Sandstone is missing, it is
thought that the contact is a disconformity which may be
slightly discordant in places.

In conclusion, the Liveringa Group on NOONKANBAH is
overlain by the Triassic Millyit Sandstone and Blina Shale.
Previously there had been some doubt about the nature of the
Permian-Triassic boundary in the Fitzroy Trough (see Veevers
& Wells, 1961, p. 109). It has now been established that the
contact is, in at least one place, an angular unconformity but
in other areas may be merely disconformable.

Lithology

Subsurface information shows that the member grades
from mudstone in the lower part, to sandstone at the top, and
that thin coal horizons occur in the upper part of the unit
(Galloway & Howell, 1975).
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On the surface the best exposure of the member is
the type section of the Hardman Fo~mation at Mount Hardman
(Section 20). The Esso drilling results indicate that this
section represents only the top part of the member. In this
section the lower part of the member is sandy mudstone with
thin beds of bioclastic limestone. The sequence is shaly
in parts and contains some thin beds of bioturbated fine
grained feldspathic wacke. This passes gradationally up into
interbedded andbioturbated siltstone and fine-grained quartz
wacke which is well sorted and contains well-rounded grains.
Some arenites containing symmetrical ripple marks occur in
this part of the sequence. The upper part of the member is a
fining-upwards sequence of coarse to fine-grained quartz wacke
which contains asymmetrical ripple marks at the top, and this
is overlain, with a sharp contact, by fine and medium-grained,
well-sorted quartz wacke which contains intra-formational con
glomerate and large-scale planar cross-bedding. To the north
of Mount Hardman, near Sears Bore, plant fossils and wood
fragments were found in the uppermost part of the member.

From scattered outcrop data in the area south of the
Pitzroy River, the lower and middle parts of the sequence are
known to be mainly mudstone but they also contain poorly
sorted sandstone beds and minor granule conglomerate. Marine
fossils are abundant in these outcrops.

Thickness

The section at Mount Hardman (Section 20) is 50 m
thick, but it is incomplete. In AlE Paradise No. 4 the
member is approximately 100 m thick, but it appears thicker
to the south in the McLarty Syncline (field evidence and
Galloway'& Howell, 1975).

The Cherrabun Member contains a rich fauna which
is listed by Guppy et al. (1958). Another extensive collection
was made by J.M. Dickins during 1974 and is currently being
studied. The fauna is of Late Permian (possibly Tatarian)
age (Thomas, 1954; Coleman, 1957; Dickins, 1963).

The plant fossil Glossopteris occurs in the upper
most part of the unit.

Env"ir"o"nine"nt" of deposit ion

Most of the Cherrabun Member is composed of fossilif
erous mudstone with thin sandy interbeds which indicate marine
probably shallow-water, conditions. The gradation upwards into
ripple-marked intl:bedded sandstone and siltstone is inter-

----- - -- - --- -- -- -- - -----~~~~-
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.preted as being due to a shallowing of water, and the fining
upwards sequence near the top of the member at Mount Hardman
is interpreted as a tidal channel-fill deposit. This part of
the sequence passes up into planar cross-bedded, well-sorted
sandstone which is t enta.tively identified as a beach deposit
because of its position in the vertical sequence and its well
sorted nature.

Thus the Cherrabun Member is interpreted as another
regressive cycle. This interpretation is supported by the
overall upward increase in grainsize and degree of sorting
(Visher, 1965), and the change from a marine fauna in the
middle and lower parts of the unit to a flora with minor coal
near the top of the sequence.

'SUMMARY OF DEPOSITIONAL HISTORY

Taken as a Whole, the depositional history of the
Liveringa Group is interpreted as a series of three regressions
separated by two transgressions. This may have been due to
cyclic tectonic or eustatic changes. Alternatively, the cyclicity
can be explained by a process of imbricate deltaic deposition
into a continually subsiding area similar to the process
described by Scruton (1960) to explain the Mississippi delta
deposits. The theory explains how a delta lobe builds out into
the sea and deposits a regressive sequence until it is
abandoned due to lateral migration of the river. When this
happens, a new delta lobe is.built elsewhere; the old one
becomes compacted and may be partly reworked and/or buried,
before another change in river course deposits a further
regressive sequence above the first one. In this way a
cyclic vertical sequence is built up.

In our opinion this latter theory is the simplest
explanation of the cyclicity in the Liveringa Group and there
is no need to invoke tectonic or eustatic changes. Thus the
deposits of the Liveringa Group are interpreted as deposits
of a large delta system.

CONCLUSIONS

Although only minor changes have been made in the
outcrop and structure patterns of the formations for the new
NOONKANBAH map, most of the formations have now been subdivided.
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In subdividing the units on NOONKANBAH we have
purposely not named every facies within formations and members
as this is impractical at 1:250 000 scale mapping and we
believe it is often more confusing than useful to name every
facies variation. By collating these detailed facies variations
in the measured sections it has been possible to arrive at a
better understanding of the environments of deposition of
the succession (although, because of the reconnaissance nature
of the mapping, many of these interpretations are tentative).
Fig. 10 shows the history of sedimentation schematically,
but it should be realized that the sea in which the Noonkanbah
Formation was deposited probably remained either in the area
or just outside it until the end of the Permian. The regre
ssions and transgressions of the Liveringa Group were probably
the result of changes of the shoreline due to the influx of
sediment (in a deltaic environment) rather than changes in
sea level and/or land level. Thus the history of subsidence
in the area is probably simpler than was indicated by previous
reports, but the history of regression and transgression is
more complicated (cf. Veevers & Wells, 1961, p. 104). The
only substantiated period of uplift that occurred during the
Permian on NOONKANBAH was between deposition of the Grant
Formation and that of the Poole Sandstone. All other Permian
relationships can be explained by inferring gradual subsidence
of the area.

The most significant contributions made to geological
knowledge of the area during the 1974 field season were the
following:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Discovery of marine macrofossils in the Grant
Formation in the Fitzroy Trough.

Interpretation of the uppermost part of the Grant
Formation as a regressive sequence which contains
evidence suggesting permafrost conditions prevailed.

Mapping of an eastward extension of the Nura Nura
Member of the Poole Sandstone.

Identification and mapping of the Christmas Creek
Member at the top of the Poole Sandstone.

Mapping of the subdivisions of tne Liveringa Group
and correlation of these divisions with subsurface
sections.

Interpretation of the Liveringa Group as a series
of regressive cycles probably laid down in a deltaic
environment.
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. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK
-------,.•'~--~;.;;;;;,...;..-..;.;....;;.=

1.

2.

3.

4.

To study in detail the marked facies variations
that occur wi,thin the Wye Worry and the Millajiddee
Members of the Grant Formation particularly between
the northern and southern flanks of the St George
Range.

To further determine the environment of deposition
of the Poole Sandstone with particular study of its
contact with tho Grant Formation.

To gather more information on the environments
of deposition of the Liveringa Group and the relation
ships between the units within it, paying particular
attention to diachronous relationships.

To study the relationship between tectonsim and
sedimentation with particular reference to changing
rates of subsidence in certain areas (i.e. Poole
Sandstone in Poole Range Anticline and Grant Formation
in St George Range Anticline).

Any work in the St George Range will be hampered by
poor access. The only practicable method of mapping in the
range is by traversing on foot, as the area is a maze of canyons
which are mostly inaccessible to vehicles. At least the range
is no longer as difficult as it used to be when, in the words
of Woolnough (1933): "it had been less fully explored than
have most of the other mountains. This is due partly to its
comparative inaccessibility and partly to the fact that it has
long been the refuge of the more truculent and treacherous of
the aboriginals remaining in the district".

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

It is a pleasure to acknowledge the many helpful
field discussions that took place with geologists from Esso
Exploration and Production Aust. Inc., without which many
of the correlations between surface and subsurface sections
would not have been possible. We would like to thank
Australian Inland Exploration for permission to incorporate
information from exploration that they undertook in the area.
Last but not least we thank the many station managers
throughout the area who gave valuable guidance on the positions
and condition of the tracks and bores on their properties.
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APPENDIX - MEASURED SECTIONS

Figure 11 shows the locations of the sections.
The sections are shown as either 'measured' or 'estimated'.
'Measurad' means that they were accurately measured on the
ground using either the 'height to eyes' technique 'for pre
dominantly vertical sections or the tape and compass method
for horizontal ones. 'Estimated' means that the sections
were compiled using a combination of outcrop information,
1:100 000 topographic maps for contour data, and aerial
photographs for horizontal control. In most cases the
'estimated' sections were compiled to bring out a particular
point that would not otherwise be obvious. Most of the
sections are shown at the same scale to make correlation Elasier,
although some additional more detailed sections are included.

LIST OF SECTIONS

Reference Location
No.

Status

4 Southern Poole Range

4a Southern Poole Range (large Scale)

1 Mount Piper - Poole Range

2 Poole Range

3 Mount Thorlan (part is large scale)

5

6
'7,

8

9

10

11

1.2

• i

14

Mount Hutton

Eastern St George Range

Eastern St George Range

Southea.stern St George Ranlge

Easte?n St George Range (type section,
Wye Worry Member)

Central St George Range

Tullock Peak

Central St George Range

Mount Tuckfield

Carolyn Valley (large scale)

Millajiddee - Southwestern St George
Range (reference section, Nura Nura)

\

Measured

Measured

Estimated
& Measured

. Estimated

Measured

Measured

Measured

Measured

Estimated

Measured

Measured

Estimated

Estimated
& measured

Measured

Measured

Measured
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Reference Location
No.

15 Western St George Range (type section;
Millajiddee Memher)

16 Northwestern St George Range

17 Western St George Range

18 Lauris Range

19 McLarty Syncline

20 Mount Hardman

21 Shore Range

22 Light jack Hill
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SUMMARY

The bemi-desert area within the WILSON, URAL, TABLETOP,

SAHARA, PERCIVAL, RUNTON, MORRIS and RYAN 1:250 000 Sheet areas in

the south Canning Basin were geologically mapped by the Bureau of

Mineral Resources (BMR) and the Geological Survey of Western

Australia (GSWA) in 1975. Large tracts of Cainozoic red aeolian

.sand, laterite, and evaporitic lacustrine sediments separate sparse

outcrops of pre-Cainozoic rocks that form scattered low hills,

ridges, mesas, buttes and undulating terrain. The latter

consist of units of the Canning and Officer Basins, and, in the

east, representatives of the basement Arunta Block and the Amadeus

Basin.

In the south the Permian rocks that are exposed include

glacio-lacustrine, fluvio-glacial and marine sediments (the

Paterson and Grant Formations); these are overlain by mainly marine

sediments in the north (Poole Sandstone, Noonkanbah Formation and

Triwhite Sandstone). Thin Mesozoic sediments underlie virtually

the entire area and include the fluvial Callawa Formation and

Cronin Sandstone, the brackish-water Anketell Sandstone and its

time-equivalent the marine Samuel Formation, and the marine Bejah

Claystone. Continental deposition in the Late Cretaceous to

Early Tertiary is represented by the fluvial Lampe Beds and the

pedogenic Lake George Beds. Stratigraphic units recognized for

the first time are described in detail, but subsurface units are

only briefly described. Macrofossils collected during the surveys

are described by J.M. Dickins and S.K. Skwarko.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The information in this report derives from part of a
program of regional reconnaissance geological mapping at a scale

of 1:250 000 being carried out jointly by the Bureau of Mineral

Resources and the Geological Survey of Western Australia, that is

designed to map all the Phanerozoic rocks of the Canning Basin.

The program began in 1972 and the following sheet areas have been

mapped and reports written: Bil'liluna, Stansmore, Lucas, Webb,

Mount Bannerman, Cornish, Helena, Crassland, Dummer (Yeates etal.,

1975) and Noonkanbah (Crowe & Towner, 1976).

This report describes the Phanerozoic rocks mapped in

1975 in the Wilson, Ryan, Percival, Ural, Morris, Sahara, Tabletop,

Runton and Rudall Sheet areas (designated in capital lettering.

throughout the text) and the Precambrian in the Wilson and Ryan

Sheet areas. The adjoining rocks of the Pilbara Block were mapped

by the Geological Survey of Western 'Australia (Williams et al.,

1976). Explanatory Notes which briefly describe the geology of

each 1:250 000 Sheet area are being pUblished.

The mapping was carried out by A.N. Yeates, R.R. Towner

(BMR) and R.W.A. Crowe (GSWA). M.J. Jackson (BMR) joined the

party for three weeks as he had previously mapped adjacent areas

to the south, and J.M. Dickins (BMR) spent two weeks collecting

Permian faunas.

The exposed Phanerozoic rocks are described according

to the classification of Gilbert (1958), and the outcropping

Precambrian rock units are described as either sandstone or silt

stone and are qualified by the usage of the terms quartzose,

feldspathic and so on according to the classification of Pett~john

(1957). Grainsize is classified on the Wentworth scale, and the

terms used for bedding thickness are those of Ingram (1954). The

subsurface units are described according to the terms used in

exploration company reports.
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Location and access

The area lies in Western Australia between ~atitudes

21
0

and 24 0 S and longitudes 1210 30' and 1270 30' (Fig. 1).

Geologically the area is bounded in the west by the

Precambrian sedimentary, metamorphic and igneous rocks of the

BangemallBasin and Paterson Province (Williams et al., 1976;

oPlayford et al., 1975). To the east lie Archaean metamorphic and

volcanic rock~ of the Arunta Block (Blake, in press) and the

Proterozoic-Phanerozoic sedimentary rocks of the Amadeus Basin

(Wells et al., 1970).

Within the survey area, sedimentary rocks of both the

Canning Basin (Forman et al., 1973) and Officer Basin (Lowry et

al., 1972; Jackson & van de Graaff, in prep.) occur. An area of

elevated basement, corresponding to the Warri Gravity Ridge, has

been chosen as a convenient boundary between· the two basins (Lowry

et al., 1972; Playford et al., 1975). Consequently, most of

RUNTON and the southwest portion of MORRIS lie· within the Officer

Basin, and the rest of the area in the Canning Basin.

Access to the area from the northwest is by a gravel road

which branches southeast from the Great Northern Highway 230 km

north of Port Hedland. This road runs southeast for 738 km across

SAHARA, and TABLETOP to the ~ite of WAPET Kidson No. 1 petroleum

exploratory well (now abandoned) on URAL. Access from the south

can be gained via the "Gary Highway" which branches off the

"Gunbarrel Highway" about 9 km west of Mount Everard and joins

the northwestern track near WAPET Kidson No. 1 well site. A poorly

defined track branches off the "Gary Highway" on MORRIS and

leads west to the Lake Disappointment area and onto the Great

Northern Highway. Another track runs east from near WAPET

Kidson No. 1 across URAL and WILSON to Papunya Native Settlement

in the Northern Territory, where it joins a maintained gravel

road which connects to Alice Springs. The now abandoned Canning
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Stock Route, which joins Wiluna to Halls Creek, crosses the area

from northeast to southwest. The tracks are unmaintained, ;and

are suitable only for 4-wheel-drive vehicles.

Some access to other parts of the area away from these

tracks is facilitated by graded seismic lines which have become

overgrown through disuse. To supply seismic and drilling parties

within the area, several airstrips were made during 1964-66.

Although these are also unmaintained, the airstrip 8 km southeast

of WAPET Kidson No. 1 was still in fairly good order in 1975 and

was used to position fuel and supplies for the mapping party.

There are no permanent settlements in the area and the

nearest supply points are Giles Meteorological Station and

Warburton Mission (about 450 km to the southeast), Alice Springs

(over 950 km to the east), Balgo Mission, (about 350 km to the

northeast), and Port Hedland (750 km to the west).

Development

The land is undeveloped except for a few water beres

which have provided water for drilling companies that have

operated in the area. In 1975 most of the water bores were

caved-in except for one drilled by Geophysical Services Inter

national in 1973, 16 km north of WAPET Sahara No. 1 well. The

water was potable and was used by the field party throughout

the season. Several water w&lls along the Canning Stock

Route were visited, but most were either caved in or polluted by

dead animals.

Climate

The area has a desert climate with an annual rainfall of

200-300 mrn, most of which falls from December to March with

sporadic falls during the winter months. The average annual

evaporation is 2750-3000 mm. The days are hot and the nights

cool. In January, the ·average daily minimum and maximum temper

atures are about 220 e and 380 e respectively; and in July, 5 0 e
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and 220 C respectively (Austra~ia, Bureau of Census and Statistics,

1970). The average frost-free period for the area is 300 days.

Flora

Most of the area is covered by hummock grassland in which

the grass plants are organized into dense rounded clumps of the

genera Triodia and Plectrachne, with irregularly scattered eucalypt

trees and Acacia shrubs. Communities of small-stemmed succulent.

shrubs (samphire) or leaf-succulents (salt-bushes) are associated

with lake beds and depressions. Groves of desert oaks (Casuari~a

decaisneana) are present in the Jupiter Well area (WILSON) and

on western RYAN.

The area lies within the Eremaean Province and Desert

Formation as defined by Gardener (1942) a~d shown on his Vegetation

Formation Maps of Western Australia. Mor~ recently, Beard (1969)

in a synoptic treatment of the desert areas of Western Australia

has suggested a revision of the botanical districts of the Eremaea.

Within the Eremaean Province, he recognized four botanical

dist~icts: the Carnegie and Canning Botanical Districts which

occupy most of the area, and minor portions of the Mueller

Botanical District (on WILSON) and Keartland Botanical District

(in the southwest) (Beard & Webb, 1974).

Survey methods

The area was mapped using a helicopter, as ground access

is impractical due to numerous longitudinal sand dunes. The base

camp was established near WAPET Kidson No. 1 airstrip, as fuel for

the helicopter, fixed-wing aircraft and motor vehicles was delivered

by air.

Field work was planned using vertical airphotos to assist

in the location of, and navigation between, the sparse outcrops.

All airphotos used were at a scale of 1:80 000 (taken in 1973)

except those of SAHARA and PERCIVAL which were at a scale of

1:50 000 (taken in 1953).
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"

The 1:250 000 topographical maps of the Sheet ar~as,

which. show nearly all of the sand dunes ard most other topo

graphical features, were used for general navigation.

Observation sites were recorded on the airphotos their

density is shown in Figure 2. Geological data were plotted on

either the photo~raphs or transparent overlays, and were liter
- ,

transposed to planimetric sheets reduced from 1:50 000 scale.

The compilation sheets were photographically reduced to 1:250 000

scale and redrawn by a draftsman. Preliminary editions of these

geological sheets will be available :from the Burean of Mineral

Resources (Canberra) and the Geological Survey of Western

Australia (Perth).

Marine macrofossils collected during the survey were

studied by Di ckins (Appendix C) and Skwarko (Appendix D).

During the survey, new units were r~co~nized in the

area for the first time, and the distribution of most of the

others ,was considerably modified . A solid geology map of the area

(Fig. 3) shows the distribution of the various units. Tqis map,
diff~rs substantially from the map of Veevers & Wells (1961).

2. PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS

Geolugical

Although many members of exploration and prospectin.2,"

expeditions have described outcrops within the area, until 1954

no systematic attempt had been made to map the units and determine

their succession.

Colonel Warburton (1875) was first to cross the desert,

to which he gave the name Great Sandy Desert., to the north of

the area. The first crossing from south to north was by L.A.
Wells (1902) who travelled from Wiluna to the Fitzroy River,
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passing by Separation Well (RUNTON) and Joanna Spring in 1896. In

the following year Rudall journeyed near the salt lakes.on

TABLETOP and over .a large part of SAHARA, while trying to locate'

the lost members of the Wells expedition (Foeken, et al., 1970).

The first crossing in the western part of the area was

by Carnegie (1898) who crossed MO~RIS and WILSON naming various

rock holes and wells on his journey from Kalgoorlie via Godfrey

Tank to Halls Creek in 1897.

In 1906-07, in order to help in the movement of cattle

from the Kimberleys to Wiluna j Canning surveyed the stock route

which now bears his name. Water wells along this stock route were

made mainly by the deepening of native wells during Canning's well

siAking trip begun in 1908. A geologist, H.W.B. Talbot, who

accompanied Canning for much of the latter journey, published an

account of his geological observations and made an excellent

assessment of the groundwater resources along. the route (Talbot,

191rr)~ Drovers began moving cattle along the Stock Route in 1911.

Kidson (1921) recorded magnetic observations along the Stock Route

in 1914.

L.J. Jones investigated the geology and water resources

of the area. He made the first assessment of the petroleum poten

tial of the area for Locke Oil Development Syndicate and Kimberley

Petroleum Company. He also discovered Permian fossils northeast

of Well 27 onTABLETOP (Jones, 1922).

The western margin of the Canning Ba~in~n the area
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Development" Pty Ltd; he established that the Devonian limestone
J

in the northern part of the basin does not crop out in the ·

south. He photographed the Percival Lakes, and noted low

rises of "sandstone and shale" in PERCIVAL and SAHARA. (Bremner,

1940, i 1942).

Using aerial and ground surveys and a reassessment of

previous surveys, F. Reeves described the geology and petroleum

potential of the Canning Basin (Reeves, 1949). He found

Permian fossils at Lake Blanche and ,near Well 26 on TABLETOP.

Using airphotos flown in 1953, Traves, Casey & Wells (1956)

mapped the outcrops and erected a stratigraphy for the area along

the southwestern margin of, the Canning Basin. In 1957, J. J.

Veevers (BMR) during a regional helicopter survey in the central
part of the Canning Basin made geological observations and took

gravity readings on WILSON, RYAN, URAL and TABLETOP (Veevers, 1957).

In 1956, Stinear, Wells (geologists) and Waterlander

(geophysicist) of BMR mapped the southern part of the Canning·

Basin adjoining the Officer Basi~ and collected fossils from

several localities (Veevers & Wells, 1961). From the results of

this and other BMR 'surveys such as those of Guppy et al. (1952,

1958) and Casey & Wells (1964) outside the area, Veevers & Wells

(1961) published an account on the geology of the entire Canning

Basin with an accompanying geological map at a scale of 1 inch to

20 miles.

Other reports which refer to the area (McWhae et al.,

1958;Playford et al., 1975) are based on compilations of

previous work.

Geological reconnaissances were made by companies

including West Australian Petroleum Pty Ltd (WAPET), Australian

Aquitaine Petroleum Pty Ltd (Aquitaine), Alliance Petroleum

(Alliance), and Union Oil Development Corporation (Union Oil);

most of their information is unpublished. Parts of the area
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(RUNTON and RYAN) were examined during geological survey of the·

Gibson Desert by Leslie (1961) for Frome Broken Hill Company

Pty Ltd.

A.T. Wells (1963) visited localities in southern RYAN

during his E~pping of the Gibson Desert.

In 1965, during reconnaissance geological survey by

Union O:LI to evaluate the petroleum potential of the Gibson

Desert, geological observations were carried out on RUNTONand

RYAN (Mack & Herrmann, 1965).

The cunfiguration of the laterite surface in the eastern

.part of the area was contoured photogrammetrically at 25-foot

vertical intervals by Aquitaine. The results of this method of

mapping, described by Creevey (1971), show that most of the geo

morphological surface "anomalies" can be correlated with

seismically defined subsurface structures.

The petrology of the halite-bearing Palaeozoic Carri

buddy Formation wai described by Glover (1973) who indicated a

diagenetic origin for its red pigment.

Evans & Brown (1974) visited localities in northern

WILSON and URAL including Redknap Mound and Kidson Bluff.

During the 1970s adjacent areas have been mapped by

geological parties from BMR and GSWA; to the south the Officer

Basin (Lowry et al., 1972; Jackson & van de Graaff, in prep.);

in the northeast Canning Basin (Yeates et al., 1975); to the east

the Webb Sheet area (Blake & Towner, 1974). During the 1975

survey, a crater thought to be of meteoritic or~gin, was located

for the first time (Yeates et al., 1976).

Geophysical

The earliest geophysical investigations of the area were
reconnaissance aeromagnetic and gravity surveys carried out by

BMR.
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In 1954, BMR flew an essentially reconnaissance aero

magnetic survey with ten widely spaced flight-lines over the
"

northern part of the Canning Basin. Only two of these flight-

lines reached into the area of this report - one onto WILSON,

the other onto PERCIVAL (Quilty, 1960).

Gravity investiga.tions were commenced in the Canning

Basin by BMR in 1952, and by 1960 most of the basin had be~n

covered (Flavelle & Goodspeed, 1962). However, the density of

the gravity stations varies greatly owing to the remoteness of

some areas; the stations were in general located near rock

outcrops. Numerous gravity features were delineated, including

an extensive gravity low called the "South Canning Regional

Gravity Low" (Fig. 4).

In 1962, during a reconnaissance gravity survey by

BMR, a single gravity traverse - flight B - was flown in a

northeasterly direction across MORRIS and RYAN and thence

eastwards across south WILSON to investigate the gravity low

found by Flavelle & Goodspeed (1962). The results of this

traverse suggested that the gravity low is divided by an east

trending gravity ridge in northern RYAN; the gravity low to the

north was named the South Canning Regional Gravity Low and that

to the south the Cobb Regional Gravity Low (Lonsdale & Flavelle,

1968) .

Subsurface company investigations did not commence in

the area until after the introduction of the Con~onwealth Petro

leum Search Subsidy Act in 1959 when sUbsidy became available for

50% of acceptable costs of approved geophysical operations and

stratigraphic drilling. Before the cessation of the Commonwealth

Petroleum Search Subsidy Act 1959-1969, in June 1974, - fifteen

subsidized geophysical operations were carried out and four

subsidized wells were drilled.

The first subsidized survey in the area was part of the

South Canning Basin Aeromagnetic Survey and was f~own in 1962-63

by Aero Services Limited for West Australian Petroleum Pty Ltd

__, 4LM.1ttWZiIM.'W •.,hl,S d"S,. >.",[L"., ....NZliblJ1lJ§18M&aiAU .H!R\\Ii7..i±.L,}k.,.'!!!'J
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(WAPET, 1966a). The survey was a regional reconnaissance

airborne magnetometer survey covering all Sheet areas except

RYAN. The objective of the survey was to delineate the depth

and configuration of the South Canning Basin and to reveal other

major structural features. The existence of the Kidson SUb-basin,

a northwest-trending basin with a maximum thickness of between

9000 m and 10 500 m of sedimentary rocks, was confirmed by the

survey.

WAPET drilled three shallow stratigraphic holes in

the northwest of the area to examine the near-surface stratigraphy

arid to establish a water supply (WAPET, 1964) and then carried out

a number of gravity and seismic surveys during 1963-64:

1. WAPET Sahara Reconnaissance Gravity Survey was carried

out by helicopter in 1963 with the object of providing regional

structural information to help in the geological interpretation

of the area and to guide the planning of more detailed geophysical

work. The results of the survey showed a gravity minimum trending

northwest through the middle part of SAHARA (Fig. 4). The gravity

values along this minimum have been interpreted as representing

basement depths of approximately 4500 m below sea level in the

northwest and more than 7500 m in the southeast. Many local

residual gravity maxima were mapped, some of which ma.y represent

sedimentary structures at depth (WAPET, 1963a)~

2. The Sahara Seismic Reconnaissance Survey was conducted

to investigate the configuration and structure of the north

western part of the Kidson Sub-basin and to locate a favourable

well site. Three subsurface horizons were mapped and. several

broad anticlinal features were located (WAPET, 1963b). This

survey led to the drilling of WAPET Sahara No. 1 (WAPET, 1966b).

3. The Joanna Springs Gravity Survey was carried out in an

area interpreted from aeromagnetic data as the "Joanna Springs

Sub-basin" located on SAHARA and JOANNA SPRINGS. The survey was

the northern continuation of the Sahara Gravity Survey, and its

objective was to extend the regional gravity coverage over the
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Joanna Springs Sub-basin in the hope of finding gravity anomalies

attributable to sedimentary structures. The dominant features

observed in the results were: a large east-west positive gravity

trend across northern JOANNA SPRINGS attributed to chRnges within

the basement rocks; a broad gentle northwest negative trend which

marks the axis of the Kidson Sub-basin, diagonally across the

centre of SAHARA; and an east-west gravity positive at the

junction of SAHARA and JOANNA SPRINGS which correlates. roughly

with some magnetic features as well as having expression in the

sedimentary section (WAPET, 1963c).

In 1965, Aero Services Ltd conducted an aeromagnetic

survey in the western part of the area for Aquitaine, involving

parts of RYAN and WILSON. The purpose was to map the magnetic

basement and to indicate the volume of potentially productive

sediments in the area (AAP, 1965). Interpretation of the results

indicate a deep trough in central WILSON and northern RYAN (the

Kidson Sub-basin).

During mid-1965, Wongela Geophysical Pty Ltd con

ducted an aerial reconnaissance gravity for WAPET involving URAL,

MORRIS and WILSON. The survey was carried out to determine the

regional structure of the area and in particular to investigate

structure in relation to a large gravity high feature with

flanking gravity lows suggested as a result of a few gravity

readings in the area by previous surveys (Flavelle & Goodspeed,

1962; Lonsdale & Flavelle, 1968). The results delineated an

elongate sedimentary trough trending northwest and deepening to

the east, which contains up to 4000 ID of sediments. Southwest of

this feature the sedimentary section thins towards a northwest

trending basement ridge. Numerous local gravity features were

recognized but due to the lack of subsurface structural infor

mation the significance of these features was difficult to

assess (WAPET, 1965a).
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In the same year, the Southeast Kidson Seismogr~ph

Survey was carried out by WAPET in URAL. Data was generally good

to fair, serving to define the possible axes of the Kidson Sub-basin

and the structural and tectonic alignment which appears to be

northwest. Several small anticlinal features were also delin-

eated (WAPET, 1965b).

In 1967, a reconnaissance reflection/refraction seismic

survey was carried out by Ray Geophysics Pty Ltd for French

Petroleum (Australia) Pty Ltd with the purpose of establishing

drill sites to help in the initial evaluation of the prospect

(French Petroleum, 1967)0 Only a very minor portion of the

survey occurred within the area of this report in far north

SAHARA; most of it occurred in JOANNA SPRINGS and MCLARTY HILLS

to the north, where two favourable geological structures were '

located.

In 1967, Compagnie Generale de Geophysique carried

out a series of geophysical surveys on behalf of Aquitaine

involving both WILSON and RYAN. 'rhe first of these, the Dakota

Seismic and Gravity Survey (AAP, 1968) employed both reflection

and refraction methods. The broad features of the Kidson Sub~

basin in the area were delineated. Depth to basement was shown

to decrease gent~y to the east, and the eastern limit of the basin

was postulated to be palaeogeographic rather than tectonic.

The second Aquitaine survey, the Ryan Seismic and

Gravity Survey (AAP, 1969a) was aimed to establish the shape and

depth of the eastern end of the Kidson Sub-basin. The reflection

and refraction results showed a thick geological section thinning

towards the eastern edge of the basin, and in general confirmed

and better defined the results obtained in the first survey.
;

Simultaneously with this survey, Aquitaine carried out the first

subsidized magnetotelluric survey in Australia - the Terry Range

Magnetotelluric Survey (AAP, 1969b). The method professes to

show sedimentary layers of different conductivity or resistivity

properties, and the instruments measure the relative amplitude
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of the telluric current and the magnetic fields inducing them

within a broad frequency' range. The results of this survey

confirmed in general terms the shape of the eastern part of the

Kidson Sub-basin.

The third Aquitaine survey, the Contention Heights Seismic

Refraction and Gravity Survey, was carried out in 1969 with the

objective of mapping the eastern edge of southeast Kidson Sub-basin

and the delineation of any structures. The results were generally

good with four reflection markers being recorded, one in Upper

Proterozoic 'basement', one in the Ordovician, and two within the

Devonian (top of the Carribuddy Formation, and top of the Mellin~

jerie Limestone). The 'Ordovician' marker pinches out eastwards

against the basement and is overlapped by the 'Carribuddy' marker

( AAP, 1969d ) •

To the south of this survey, the fourth Aquitaine survey

was carried out - the Baron Range Seismic and Gravity Survey (AAP,

196ge). Its objectives were to map the eastern border of the

southeastern Kidson SUb-basin, to correlate refractors with those
I

in Aquitaine's Wilson Cliffs No. 1 well (WILSON), to delineate the

geographic extent of Palaeozoic sediments, and to investigate the

possibilities of pinch out. The seismic quality was good enough

to show that basement rises to the east, that the Ordovician

thins eastwards, and that the Carribuddy Formation totally covers

the Ordovician and overlaps the limit of the pinch-out.

In 1968, under contract to BMR, Wongela Geophysical

Pty Ltd completed a systematic helicopter gravity reconnaissance

survey covering the southeastern part of the Canning Basin, thus

permitting full delineation to be made of gravity features which

were only partly defined from previous work. The results of

this survey are given in Darby & Fraser' (1969) and the gravity

features delineated are shown in Figure 4.

During 1970, the Tabletop Seismic Survey involving

TABLETOP, SAHARA and URAL investigated the structure of the
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southern flank of the Kidson Sub-basin and the adjoining 'Tabletop

Shelf' (WAPET, 1970a). Four horizons were mapped, within or near

the top 'of the following, formations : the Grant Formation, Tand:-
. ~........

algoo Red Beds, Carribuddy Formation and Thangoo Limestone. ,Str-

uctures were defined in the vicinity of both WAPET Sahara No. 1

and WAPET Kidson No. 1 wells.

~.

During 1971, three seismic surveys were carried out in

and near the area. The first, the Lake Auld Seismic Survey, inves

tigated the southern flank of the Kidson Sub-basin and the adj~

oining 'Tabletop Shelf'. Three horizons were mapped: the Tand~lgoo

Red Beds, the Carribuddy Formation, and the top of the Thangoo

Limestone. The survey provided definitionof t,he southwest flank

of the Kidson Sub-basin and confirmed faulting indicated by gravity

and aeromagnetic data (WAPET, 1971a).

The other two surveys, the Helena Seismic Survey (WAPET,

1970b) and the Crossland Platform Seismic Survey (WAPET, 1971b),
,

were carried out mainly in the Sheet areas north of the area but

involved parts of PERCIV1P and WILSON. The former survey produced

generally poor-quality data with only two horizons mapped. The

results of the latter survey allowed better definitions of the

Crassland Platform. Three horizons were mapped.

In 1972, the Hickey Hills Seismic Survey (AAP, 19~2)was

carried out in,the eastern ,part of the area. Data quality was fair.
and two traverses, one trending north and one northwest, demon~

strated the northerly thickening of sediments into the Kidson Sub

basin by a beries of terraces which are bounded by northwest

trending faults. Three unidentified horizons were mapped. Addit

ional seismic work and some stratigraphic drilling were recommended.

In 1974, a report'on the study of all the available

gravity information in the Canning Basin, relating it to known geo

logy including published information from surface surveys and bore

holes logging up to the e,d of 1962, was released (Flavelle, 1974).
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The results obtained from a comprehensive reconnaissance

and detailed surface geological mapping program as well as reflec

tion seismic survey utilizing the 'Vibroseis' t~chnique carried,

out mainly to the northeast of the area are presented in a paper

by Drew & Evans (1975).

Drillinp- "

To help in the determination of the age and nature of

the stratigraphic column and to evaluate the hydrocarbon potential

of Permian and, other sediments within the Kidson Sub-basin, four

petroleum "exploration wells were drilled, two by WAPET and two by

Aquitaine. . ~

WAPET Sahara No. 1 (Lat 21°04'40"8, Long 123
0
13'30"E) was

designed to test the unknown stratigraphy of the western Kidson

SUb-basin. The well penetrated Mesozoic, Permian and Devonian

sediments before being abandoned at 2120.2 m in undated evaporites

(WAPET, 1966b). The pre-Permian sequence had not"been encountered

elsewhere and three new formations were defined by Koop (i966a).

A summary of the stratigraphy is given in Appendix B1.

WAPET Kidson No. 1 (Lat 22°37'00"8, Long 1250 00'22"E)

was programmed as"a stratigraphic test of a structural terrace in
,

the southern Kidson Sub-basin. The well penetrated to a total

depth of 4431.5 m" in a Early.Ordovician sequence (WAPET, 1966c).
I ,

A summary of the stratigraphy is given in Appendix B2.

Aquitaine Wilson Cliffs No. 1 was drilled in 1968 on an

anticlinal feature in the eastern part of the basin (Lat 220 16'39 f1 S,

Long 1260 46'55 f1 E). Total depth was reached at 3722 m in Proter

ozoic sediments (AAP, 1969c). Appendix B3 gives a summary of the

stratigraphy of the well.

Aquitaine Contention Heights No. 1 (Lat 220 25'36"S, Long

1270 13'31''E) was drilled in 1973 near the southeastern margin of

the basin to investigate the reservoir potential of the Ordovician
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sequence. The well· penetrated a Palaeozoic sequence similar to

that encountered in Wilson Cliffs No. 1, and terminated at a depth

of 1709.7 metres (AAP; 1974). Appendix B4 gives a summary of the

stratigraphy of the well.

No significant hydrocarbon shows were recorded in any of

the wells. The significance of the well information and the
I

possible prospects and techniques for further exploration within
.. ':

the Kidson Sub-basin have been summarized at various stages by

Koop (1966b) and 'Creevey (1971).

3. STRATIGRAPHY

Introduction

Major difficulties in elucidating the geology of ,the

southern Canning Basin are the occurrence of extensive Cainozoic

superficial deposits betweep widely scat~ered outcrops, the fadt

that most of the rocks exposed are quartz sandstones and are

difficult to tell apart, and a paucity of useful marker beds. Deep

and intensive weathering involving ferruginization~ later~tization

andsilicification has affected most rocks in the region. The

region has been sUbjected to subaerial denudation since the begin-
. .

ning of the Tertiary (or earlier), and the rocks most susceptible

to weathering tend to form topographic depressions and to be con

cealed beneath superficial deposits.

Thestratigraphy of the area is summariz(~d in Table 1.
;~ I

The oldest rocks in the area are the Archaean and Early Proter-

ozoic sediments intruded by granites which form the basement i

Arunta Block. Adelaidean sedimentary rocks of the Amadeus Basin

sequence lie unconformably on basement. These rocks form the

eastern margin of the Canning Basin. Basement to the western

margin of the basin is made up of gneiss, schist and igneous rocks

.of the Rudall Metamorphic Complex, which is overlain by a moder

atelyto strongly folded and faulted, mixed sedimentary succession
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(the Yeena Group) of Early or Middle Proterozoic age, and are

described in detail elsewhere (Williams 0t al., 1976).

The Precambrian units are overlain by marine and/or

fluvial sediments of the Canning and Officer Basin sequences. Thin

terrestrial and marine Mesozoic and Cainozoic sequences complete

the stratigraphy.

, i,.

Units older than the outcropping Permian Paterson For~

ation occur only in the subsurface, and the information on them
, ;

is ba~ed mainly on data obtained from the wells drilled in !the

area: WAPET Sahara No. 1, WAPET Kidson No. 1, Aquitaine Wilson
,

Clif~~ No. 1, and Aquitaine Content~on Heights No. 1. Interpre-

tations of the environments of deposition of the subsurface units

have not been attempted in this report.

PRECAMBRIAN

Pollock Hills Formation

The Pollock Hills Formation crops out as strike ridges,

hills and undulating terrain in southeastern WILSON, and it

extends eastwards onto WEB~. The type sectton is across part

of the Pollock Hills from late 220 50'8, long. 1270 40'E to

late 220 49'8, long. 1270 38'E (WEBB).

Lithology

The unit consists mainly of quartz and feldspathic

sandstone; acid lava is also exposed in low hills. The latter is

porphyritic, hard, dense and jointed. A detailed description is

given by Blake & Towner (1974). The sandstone is fine to medium

grained, medium to thin-bedded; lithic fragments 'are common.

On WEBB, the formation contains andesitic lava, tuffaceous

siltstone and sandstone, conglomerate, lapilli tuff and agglomerate

(Blake & Towner, 1974).

I

.1

I
I
I
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TABLE 1•. STRATIGRAPHY OF AREA

Age

Quaternary

Rock Unit and
Map Symbol

Qz

Qs

Qa

QI

Czk

Czs

Approximate
Maximum

Thickness
(m)

5

IO?

lO?

lOO?

50?

1-2

Lithology

Red quartz sand, fine
to medium-grained

Quartz sand, silt, minor
gypsum

Silt, clay, sand, minor
gravel

Clay, silt and brine
saturated red sand;
gypsum

Calcrete, chalcedony

Sand, silt, ferruginous
pisoliths, minor gravel,
clay

·Stratigraphic
Relations

Superficial deposit

Superficial deposit

Superficial deposit

Superficial deposit

Superficial deposit

Superficial deposit

Remarks

Aeolian; thickness does
not include-he~tof
dunes

Alluvial and aeolian;

in depressions

Alluvial outwash adjacent
to some mesas

Evaporitic and fluvio
lacustrine

Alluvial and eyaporitic
in lines of ancient
d~ainage; pedogenic; tn
Jt~ftces; aqui:ter

Later1tic soil capping
or flanking laterite
plateaux
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TABLE 1 (Contd)

Age

Cretaceous

to

Tertiary

Rock Unit and
Map Symbol

CzI

Czf

Czt

Lampe Beds
KTl

Lake George Beds
KTg

Undivided
M

Appro~imate

Maximulp
Thickness

(m)

5

1

2

5+

10+

Lithology

Laterite, pisolitic or
massive

Ferricrete

Silcrete

Sandstone, fine to
coarse; poorly sorted;

pebble conglomerate;
intensely silicified

Sandstone, fine to very
coarse; poorly sorted;
granule conglomerate;

massive; locally
silicified, ferruginous

Sandstone, siltstone,
conglomerate

Stratigraphic
Relations

Superficial deposit

Superficial deposit

Superficial veneer

Unconformable on
Paterson and Samuel

Formations', Heavi tree
Quartzite; top
eroded

Unconformable but
locally gradational

on Anketell Sandstone

and Callawa Formation;
capped by laterite

Uncertain

Remarks

Pedogenic; upper part o~

lateritic weathering
profile; plateau-forming

Weathering product

Weathered profile
developed on highly
quartzose rocks

F.luv.ia t i le

Contains possible root
moulds; interpreted as

fluviat'ile and partly
pedogenic

Possibly, equivalent to

Callaw~!Formation. Crops
out at Dowling Hills
( RYAN)
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TABLE 1 (Contd)

Age

Early

Cretaceous

Ro~k Unit and
Map Symbol

BeJah Claystone
Ke

Samuel Formation
Kls

Approximate
Maximum .

.Thickness
(m)

10

30

Lithology

Claystone, minor
siltstone, thin laminae

of very fine sandstone;
massive to poorly
bedded; porcellanite

Sandstone, very fine to
fine laminated to thin
bedded; siltstone;
coarse sandstone lenses
bioturbated

Stratigraphic
Relations

Conformable on Samuel
Formation; unconfor

mable beneath Lampe
Beds

Grades laterally into
and lies on Anketell
Sandstone; disconform
able on Cronin Sand
stone; Conformable
beneath Bejah Clay
stone, unconformable
beneath Lampe Beds

Remarks

Fossiliferous; shallow
marine

Fossiliferous; shallow
marine. Kaolinized at
surface

Anketell Sandstone
Ka

100 Sandstone, fine and
siltstone interbedded
with lenticular coarse
sandstone, granule and
pebble conglomerate;
laminated to thin

bedded; cross-bedded;
minor intraformational
clayst~ne conglomerate;
some bioturbation

Conformable on Callawa Rhizocorallium burrows;,
Formation and Cronin wood fragments; paralic'
Sandstone; unconformable
on Permian and Precam-
brian rocks; laterally

equivalent to Samuel

Formation
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Formation; unconfor

mable beneath Lampe
Beds

Grades laterally into
and lies on Anketell
Sandstone; disconform
able on Cronin Sand
stone; Conformable
beneath Bejah Clay
stone, unconformable
beneath Lampe Beds

Remarks

Fossiliferous; shallow
marine

Fossiliferous; shallow
marine. Kaolinized at
surface

Anketell Sandstone
Ka

100 Sandstone, fine and
siltstone interbedded
with lenticular coarse
sandstone, granule and
pebble conglomerate;
laminated to thin

bedded; cross-bedded;
minor intraformational
clayst~ne conglomerate;
some bioturbation

Conformable on Callawa Rhizocorallium burrows;,
Formation and Cronin wood fragments; paralic'
Sandstone; unconformable
on Permian and Precam-
brian rocks; laterally

equivalent to Samuel

Formation



TABLE, 1 (Contd)
J

Age

Late
Triassic«T)

to

Early
Cretaceous

Rock Unit and
Map Symbol

Cronin Sandstone
Mr

Callawa Formation
JKc

Undivided
pz

Approximat e
Max'imum

~

Thickness
(m)

100

100

30+

Lithology

Sandstone, fine to
coarse, minor mudstonu;
~ebble conglomerate;

crossbedded; poorly

sorted; bioturbated

Sandstone, coarse to'
very-coarse; conglomerate;
crossbedded; minor
siltstone, fine sand- .
stone; intensely ferrug
inized

MAJOR UNCONFORMITY

Silty sandstone, fine to
coarse, thin-bedded;
crossbedded; micaceous
siltstone, laminated

Stratigraphic
Relations

Unconformable on
Paterson Formation;
conformable beneath

Anketell Sandstone;

disconformable
beneath Samuel
Formation

Unconformable on
Noonkanbah Formation
and Triwhite Sandstone
conformable beneath
Anketell Sandstone

Unconformably overlain
by Anketell Sandstone

Remarks

Plant fossils at ~onin

Hills (RUNTON)i flUvial:
confined to Officer Basin

only

Distinctive dark photo
pattern; fluvial

Confined to southeast
Ryan Sheet"area
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TABLE 1 (Contd)

Age
Rock Unit and

Map Symbol

Triwhite Sandstone
Pt

Approximate
Maximum

Thickness,
(m)

77+

Lithology

Sandstone, fine to
medium, silty,
micaceous, interbedded
with siltstone, shale;

laminated to medium
bedded; cross-bedded

minor intraformational

clayst6ne conglomerate

Stratigraphic'
Relations

Conformable on
Noonkanbah Formation;
unconformable beneath
Callawa Fo~mation,

Anketell Savdstone and

Lake George Beds

Remarks

Fossiliferous; trace
fossils: shall~~m~1ne

Early -----------------------------_._----------,-_--.:_------

Fossiliferous; shallow
marine

Permian

Noonkanbah
Formation

Pn

Poo,le Sandstone

310+

206

Mudstone, poorly bedded
and laminated; siltstone;
shale, carbonaceous;
sandstone; fine, silty,
micaceous, feldspathic;'

laminated to thin-bedded

Sandstone, fine to
medium, well sorted,
thin-bedded, interbedded
siltstone; minor intra
formational conglomerate,
coarse sandstone; cross
bedded

~onfo.L"'lIl:lble between
PooIe Sandstone and

Triwhite Sandstone;
unconformable beneath
Callawa Formation and
AnketeIl Sandstone

Disconformable on Grant
Formation; conformable
beneath Noonkanbah
Formation; unconformable
beneath Anketell
Sandstone

Fragmental plant rE:n;ains,

foraminifera, marine

macrofossils; shallow
marine

Grant Formation 855 Sandstone, fine to medium,
pebbly; laminated silt

stone and claystone,
slightly calcareous,

micaceous, carbonaceous,
rare drops tones

Disconformable beneath Shallow-water glacial
Poole Sandstone; uncon- environment, Borne marine

formable on Mellinjerie influence. Intersected in
Limestone Aquitaine Wil30n Cliffs

No. 1, in WAllET Kidson Nol
and Sahara No. 1
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TABLE 1 (Contd)
. L ..

Age

Middle
Devonian

Early

Devonian

Rock Unit and
Map Symbol

Paterson
Formation

Pa

Mellinjer:j..e
Limestone

,Dm

Tandalgoo
Red Beds

Dt

Approximate
Maximum

Thickness
(m)

100+

266

1400

Li'thology

Sandstone, ,fine to very .

coarse; conglomerate,
poorly sorted; graded
siltstone and claystone,

lamin~ted, with pebble
and boulders; cross
bedded

UNCONFORMl:TY

Dolomitic shale, dolomite,
limestone. Minor fine to'

medium sandstone; minor
anhydrite

Red-brown fine sandstone,
with minor 'interbeds of

siltstone, shale~ lime
stone

Stratigraphic
Relations

Unconformable on
Precambrian, undivided
Palaeozoic, and
Mellinjerie Limestone;

Unconformable beneath
Cronin Sandstone,
Callawa Formation,
Anketell Sandstone and
Lampe Beds; laterally
equi~alent to parts of

Grant Formation.

Unconformable beneath
Grant Formation; uncon
formable on Tandalgoo

Red Beds

Conformable between

Mellinjerie Limestone
and Carribuddy
Formation

Remarks

Rare plants; glacial
continental, including
fluvial and lacustrine

deposits

Subsurface only;

intersected in Aquitaine
Wilson·CliffsNo. 1,
qontention Heights No. 1,

and WAPET K~dsonNo. 1,
Sahara No. 1

Subsurface only; inter

sected .in Aquitaine Wilson
Cl iff,s No. 1, Content ion

Heights No. 1 and WAPEr
Kidson No. 1

sumLaiUa"RlUUI.'ln••.,"'&il£tM1&itWlt&lI!lti4!1IiMIAUiI!£W4&aitLiUtiUWCML2&
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TABJ.;.:Jj: 1 (Contd)

SUbsurface only; inter
sected in Aquitaine Wilson

Cliffs No. 1. May be
·equivalent to Amadeus Basin

units to the east

Age

Late
Ordovician

to
Early

Devonian

Ordovician

( ?t~Late
~p~p.,t~ir.ozoic

ox··, .. J

(?)C~~ian

Rock Unit and
Map Symbol

Carribuddy·
Formation

Sc

o

Undivided
B-g

Maurice
Formation

Buu

Approximate
Maximum

Thickness
(m)

2000

1500

220+

900

Lithology

Dolomite, dolomitic
siltstone, shale,
halite, anhydrite; minor
sandstone

Sandstone, fine-grained;
siltstone, shale,

dolomite, limestone,
minor evaporite

MAJOR UNCONFORMITY

Ferruginous shale,
micaceous siltstone;

black, carbonaceous shale;
minor sandstone, limestone

Very fine to medium
quartzose sandstone,
cross-bedded; minor silt

stone, micaceous,
la;minated

Stratigraphic
Relations

Conformable beneath
Tandalgoo Red Beds
and disconformable on
Goldwyer Formation

Conformable beneath
Goldwyer Formation and

unconformable on

Precambrian sediments

Unconformable on
Archaean and Proter-.

ozoicrocks; overlain
unconformably by Ord
oVician; relation with
other Proterozoic units
unknown

Conformable on Ellis
Sandstone to east of
Sheet area; top eroded,

probably overlain by

Paterson Formation
unconformably

. _ .. _J3.emarks

Subsurface only; inter-
"0 sected in AquitaineWilson
Cliffs No. 1, Contention
Heights No. 1, WAPET
Kidson No. 1 and
Sahara No. 1

Subsurface only; inter
sected in Aquitaine Wilson

Cliffs No. 1, Contention

Heights No. 1 and WAPET

Kidson No. 1

Topmost Proterozoic
unit of the Amadeus.Basin
sequence.Occurs.ttghtly

folded in Baron(:RYlnge

(RYAN)
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TABLE 1 (Contd)

r,

Age

Adelaidean

RQck Unit and
Map Symbol

Ellis Sandstone
But

Approximate. Lithology
Maximum

Thicknees
(m)

500+ Fine to medium, feld
spathic, quartzose

sandstone, thin to
medium-bedded, cross
b~dded; minor siltstone

St rat igraphic
Relations

Conformable beneath
Maurice Formation.

Unconformable on
Bitter Springs
Formation to the east

Remarks

Probably correlated with
Erica Sandstone in. the

Granites-Tanami area

414 »

Bitter Springs
Formation

Bub

Heavitree
Quartzite

Buh

100+

200+

Fine sandstone,
micaceous siltstone,

dolomite, thin-bedded;

minor limestone

Fine to medium quartz

and feldspathic sand
stone,1 thin-bedded,

cross-bedded; minor
siltstone, pebble
conglomerate

Conformable on Heavi~

tree Quartzite; top

eroded

Conformable beneath
Bitter Springs

Formation; base not
exposed

Basal formatio'n of Amadeus
Basin sequence. Forms bold

strike ridges

Carpentarian

Mount Webb
Adamellite

Bgm

Pollock Hills
Formation

Bps; Bpsa.

25+

Hornblende-biotite
adamellite

Feldspathic sandstone,
fine to medium; silt

stone, minor conglomerate.

Porphyritic acid l~fa.

Intrudes Pollock Hills Photo-interpreted only

Formation

Probably unconformable Part of the Arunta Block
on Archaean and sequence

Proterozoic rocks;
unconformnbly overlain

by Heavitrc~ Quartzite
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/
Stratigraphic relations

The relation of the

underlying and overlying unit

exposed in the area.

Pollock Hills Formation to any

is not known as no contacts are

On WEBB the formation is intruded by the Mount Webb
Adamellite, which may be comagmatic with the acid lava of the form

ation" and it is overlain unconformably by the Heavitree Quartzite.

It is inferred to overlie Archaean met8..dorphic rocks (Blake &

Towner, 1974).

The age of the formation has been determined isotopic
'ally by the Rb-Sr method as 1526 + 25 m.y. (Page et al., 1976).

Thickness

The maximum thickness of the formation is uncertain, as

the base is not exposed: over 600 m was measured in the type

section but it may be as thick as 1500 m.

Mount Webb Adamellite

During the 1975 field season, no outcrops of the Mount

Webb Adamellite were visited in the field by members of the BMRJ

GSWA party, but photointerpretation and mapping by Blake (Blake &
Towner, 1974) in 1973 has shown a small area of granitic rocks in

southeast WILSON, where the adamellite apparently occurs as

scattered groups of spherical boulders and tors surrounded by sand.

The Mount Webb Adamellite intrudes metamorphic rocks and

the Pollock Hills Formation, and is cut by later basic dykes. It

is overlain unconformably by Heavitree Quartzite (Blake & Towner,

1974) .
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The adamellite has been dated isotopically by the Rb-Br

method at 1526 + 25 m.y., indicating that it may be comagmatic with

the acid lava of the Pollock Hills Formation (Page et "al., 1976).

Heavitree Quartzite

The Heavitree Quartzite was named and defined by Joklik

(1955), Heavitree Gap at Alice Springs being the inferred type

locality (Wells et al., 1970). It is the basal formation of the

Amadeus Basin sequence and crops out in southeast WILSON and

northeast RYAN, where it forms a series of strike ridges, low

cuestas and hills.

Lithology

The main rocks are quartz sandstone, feldspathic sand

store and subordinate siltstone and conglomerate. Bedding is

generally laminated to medium. Small-scale, low-angle, planar

cross-bedding is present. The quartz sandstone is medium-grained

and well sorted; it consists mainly of rounded grains and contains

fine laminae of coarse to very coarse grains. Near Corroboree

Valley (RYAN), the fine-grained, poorly-sorted quartz-feldspathic

sandstone at the base of the section contains pebbles and cobbles

of quartz.

Between the strike ridges of quartz sandstone are small

exposures composed mainly of very thin-bedded to laminated, friable,

fine-grained sandstone and si~tstone.

Most of the quartz sandstone has a siliceous cement, and

surface silicification is common.

At late 220 48'48"S, long. 1270 30'06"E, a 20 m cliff

exposure consists of coarse to very coarse-grained poorly-sorted
•

sandstone, and beds of boulder and pebble conglomerate. The

sequence is cross-bedded wi th sets of 5 m or more. This passes up

into better-sorted, coarse to very coarse-grained lithic sandstone

with cross-bedding sets 1 m thick, containing small-scale cross-

.J~m~!!Jlt~Q:tl§, .
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Stratigraphic relations

On WEBB, the Heavitree Quartzite unconformably overlies

Archaean metamorphics, Pollock Hills Formation~ and Mount Webb

Adamellite (Blake & Towner, 1974). The basa~ contact of the.

Heavitree Quartzite is not exposed in the area, but a conformable

contact with the overlying Bitter Springs Formation is assumed

because of the presence of a conformable contact on WEBB. In

south WILSON, the contact between the Heavitree Quartzite and

Bitter Springs Formation is faulted. The formation is unconfor

mably overlain by the Cretaceous-Tertiary Lampe Beds.

Thickness

No section of the Heavitree Quartzite was measured, but
it is considered to be at least 200 m thick. In the Pollock Hills

area on WEBB, over 500 m of Heavitree Quartzite is exposed.

The Heavitree Quartzite is known .~o be younger than

1076 + 50 m.y. (Marjoribanks & Black, 1974).

Environment of deposition

Wells et al. (1970, p.21) considered that 'The wide

spread distribution of the Heavitree Quartzite suggests deposit

ion in a shallow marine epicontinental sea under relatively stable

conditions', and that the coarse basal beds may indicate a

littoral environment.

Bitter Springs Formation

The Bitter Springs Formation was originally named the

Bitter Springs Limestone by Joklik (1955) and revised to Bitter

Springs Formation by Wells et al. (1967). It crops out iu far

southeast WILSON and northeast RYAN as low mounds and hills.
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1076 + 50 m.y. (Marjoribanks & Black, 1974).

Environment of deposition

Wells et al. (1970, p.21) considered that 'The wide

spread distribution of the Heavitree Quartzite suggests deposit

ion in a shallow marine epicontinental sea under relatively stable

conditions', and that the coarse basal beds may indicate a

littoral environment.

Bitter Springs Formation

The Bitter Springs Formation was originally named the

Bitter Springs Limestone by Joklik (1955) and revised to Bitter

Springs Formation by Wells et al. (1967). It crops out iu far

southeast WILSON and northeast RYAN as low mounds and hills.
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Lithology

The rock, types exposed are quartz sandstone, micaceous

siltstone, dolomite and minor limestone. The quartz sandstone is

fine to medium-grain~d, laminated to thin-bedded, moderately sorted

and in places calcareous. The dolomite andl~mestone are generally

capped with Cainozoic calcrete. The dolomite which is yellowish

grey contains coarse rounded quartz grains.

On WEBB, limestone and dolomite are the predominant

rock types and locally they appear to be stromatolitic; thin

lenses and laminae of dark grey chert are associated with the

carbonate rocks. Farther east, evaporitic minerals are present

in the formation (Wells et al., 1970).

Stratigraphic relations

The contact of the Bitter Springs Formation with the

overlying and underlying units is concealed by superficial deposits.

The formation is conformable on the Heavitree Quartzite in the

Pollock Hills area (WEBB). It is probably unconformably overlain

by the possible Proterozoic-Cambrian sediments intersected in

Aquitaine Wilson Cliffs No. 1 or by other Phanerozoic sediments

of the Canning Basin.

Thickness

Although no sections were measured, the Bitter Springs

Formation is considered to be 100 m or more thick. In the Western

Australia side of the Amadcus Basin, the formation has a thickness

of about 366 m (Playford et al., 1975).

The Bitter Springs Formation is probably Adelaidean (Wells

et al., 1970).
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Environment of deposition

Wells et al. (1970) suggest that the formation was pro

bably deposited in a relatively stable, highly saline, shallow

marine environment.

Ellis Sandstone

The name Ellis Sandstone was introduced by Wells et al.

(1964) and the name has tentatively been assigned to outcrops which

occur to the north of the Baron Range in central east RYAN. The

outcrops form low hills and pinnacles.

Lithology

The predominant rock is a white, fine to medium-grained,

quartz sandstone, laminated to thin-bedded, cross-laminated and

cross-bedded. The sandstone contains mainly moderate to well

rounded grains but also some very w~ll rounded to spherical grains

of quartz and minor heavy minerals. A few beds of well-rounded

coarse to very coarse-grained sandstone occur in several places.

Cross-bedding, common throughout the sequence, is

mainly of the planar type with asymptotic bases and eroded tops.

The sets range from small scale (3-5 cm) to large scale (3 m).

Opposing dips of the foreset beds are present in adjacent sets

of cross-bedding, giving rise to herringbone cross-bedding.

At one locality (lat. 230 10'00"S, long. 1270 11'21'.'E) in

a joint block 4 m high, the interbedding of planar stratified and

cross-stratified sandstone is repeated 20 times.

Current wave ripple marks, and possible current linea

tions are present.

-'-- ~~
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Stratigraphic relations

The contact between the Ellis Sandstone and other units,

is not exposed as it is covered by Cainozoic deposits. To the

east, in the Amadeus Basin, the Ellis Sandstone probably lies un

conformably above the Carnegie Formation or Board Formation, inter

fingers with the Sir Frederick Conglomerate, and is conformably

'overlain by the Maurice Formation (Wells et al., 1970). The Ellis

Sandstone may be correlated with the Erica Sandstone of the

Redcliff Pound Group in the Granites-Tanami area (Blake et al.,

1973) •

Thickness

No sections were measured, but the formation is estim

ated to be at least 50 m thick on RYAN.

In 1964, Wells et al. assigned a Late Proterozoic or

Early Palaeozoic age to the formation. However, later work

showed that the Ellis Sandstone interfingerswith Sir Frederick

Conglomerate and is equivalent in part to the Late Proterozoic

Winnall Beds (Wells et al., 1970). The Ellis Sandstone is con

sidered to be Late Proterozoic (Adelaidean) in age.

Environment of deposition

Wells et al. (1970, P 41) consider that " •.• the complex

interfingering of the Sir Frederick Conglomerate with the Ellis

Sandstone suggests deposition close to the provenance area in

alternating continental and ~ransitional environments. The con

glomerates were probably mainly fluvial and the interfingering

sand mainly littoral".
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Maurice Formation

Wells et al. (1964) introduced the name Maurice Form

ation for the sequence of sandstone and siltstone which confor

mably overlies the Ellis Sandstone in the western part of the

Amadeus Basin. The formation crops out in the Baron Range and

hills nearby in the central ea~t part of RYAN.

Lithology

At the base of the Baron Range, fine to medium-grained,

thin to medium-bedded, grey-green quartz sandstone, which occurs

as strike ridges, is interbedded with laminated, fissile, micac

eous, very fine-grained sandstone and siltstone. This is over

lain. by cream to pale grey, highly silicified fine to very fine

grained sandstone containing 5% clay pellets (weathered feldspar).

This sequence is distinctly thin bedded to very thick bedded with

no visible internal lamination. This highly silicified sequence

is interbedded in places with pale brown, coarse-grained sand

stone and siltstone. Bedding dips range from 350 to vertical.

Stratigraphic relations

Thickness

No sections were measured, but the formation is estim

ated from dip reading and airphoto to be at least 900 m thick.

It is estimated to be at least 1800 m thick in the Maurice Hills

(Wells et al., 1970, p. 39).

Wells et al. (1964) tentatively assigned a Late Pro

terozoic or Early Palaeozoic age to the Maurice Formation. However,
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later work has shown that this formation is equivalent in part

to the Late Proterozoic Winnall Beds (Wells et al., 1970), and is

therefore considered to be Late Proterozoic and the topmost Pro

terozoic unit of the Amadeus Basin.

Environment of deQosition

Wells et al. (1970, p. 41) suggest that the Maurice

Formation was prob.ably depusi ted in alternating fluvial and'

shallow-marine environments.

LATE PROTEROZOIC? OR CAMBRIAN?

Sedimentary rocks of possible late Proterozoic or early

Palaeozoic age were intersected at the base of Aquitaine Wilson

Cliffs No. 1 (AAP, 1969c). The sequence intersected has been

informally named by the company as the 'Carbonaceous Shale Beds'

and 'Ferruginous Shale Beds'.

The "Carbonaceous Shale Beds" are almost entirely black,

silty, non-calcareous, carbonaceous, micaceous, pyritic and partly

silicified shale. Interbedded with the shale are grey to white

siltstone, and minor carbonates occur near the base of the beds.

Bedding ranges from laminated to massive. The beds are strongly

jointed, the fractures being filled with pyrite, quartz and

calcite. The dipmeter log indicates that these beds dip at 220

WSW.

The thickness of the beds penetrated in the well is

143.9 m. No age can be determined but the beds are possibly Late

Proterozoic.

The 'Ferruginous Shale Beds' consist of interbedded,

multicoloured silty shale and siltsto?e; they are ferruginous,

micaceous, and slightly calcareous, and contain minor pyrite.

The siltstone"grades in part to fine-grained sandston~. The

sediments are well laminated and contain small faults with micro-
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displacements; the faults .are filled with quartz and carbonate.

Dipmeter readings in the well show that. the beds dip at 6°.NW.

The total thickness of section penetrated in the well is 75 m.

The age of these beds is unknown; the overlying form

ation contains maririe macrofossils and microfossils of Early to

Middle Ordovician age.

The dipmeter readings in the well indicate a strong

angular unconformity at the boundary between the 'Carbonaceous

Shale Beds' and the overlying 'Ferruginous Shale Beds'.

UNDIVIDED PALAEOZOIC

Outcrops of cross-stratified sandstone and minor

siltstone occur at a prominent mesa/breakaway 30 m high in south

east· RYAN at lat 23°55' 1R"S, long 127
0

20' 42"E. Th:e base of the

sequence is not exposed and the top of the sequence is uncon-

formably 'overlain by the Cretaceous Anketell Sandstone. Since

this sequence is not as friable and soft as the Mesozoic s~diments

observ~d elsewhere in the southern Canning Basin, the exposure'

has been mapped as Undivided Palaeozoic.

Lithology

Near the base of the hill are outcrops of fine to

coarse,: friable, micaceous sandstone; moderately sorted and cross

bedded throughout. The cros~-sets are less than 10 cm thick and are

mostly planar, with'a maximum dip of 150 on foresets. Overlying

this is a sequence of interbedded cross-bedded and non-cross-

bedded sandstone. The non-crossbedded sandstone ranges in thick-
i

ness up to 5 cm and contains large siltstone clasts up to 20 cm

long. In the cross-bedded sequence, opposing dip directions on

the foresets occurs. This sequence is capped by 30 cm of, deeply

weathered micaceous siltstone.,
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The-top 5 m of the section contains fine to coarse

grained, thin to medium, parallel-bedded sandstone which grades

upwards into laminated siltstone and fine-grained sandston~ at

the top. Cross-bedding is poorly developed and some beds wedge

out along strike.

Thickness

At least 30 m is exposed.

Environment of deposition

\

ORDOVICIAN

Ordovician\sediments have been intersected in three of

the four wells drilled in the area: WAPET Kidson No. 1, Aqu~t~ine

Contention Heights No. 1 and Aquitaine Wilson Cliffs No. 1; the

last well has the most complete section.

The Ordovician sequence has been divided i~to three units;

the basal and middle units have been informally named the 'Lower

Formation' and 'Middle For~ation' respectively in company reports

(AAP, 1969c; 1974) and the upper unit is placed in the Goldwyer

Formation.

'Lower Formation'

The 'Lower Formation' is almost entirely quartz sand

stone with minor shale and shaley siltstone. The sandstone is

white to grey, is fine-grained, and contains angular to sub

rounded grains. The siltstone and shale are grey to black and
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form scattered interbeds throughout. The'formation has a maximum

thickness of 540.1 m in AquitaineWilson'Cliffs No. 1 well and is
. /' ,

at least 45.7 m thick in Aquitaine Contention Heights No. 1 Well.

Marine fossils including graptolites, brachiopods, and

molluscs, indicate a Middle Ordovician age (Arenigian to Ltandeil

ian-Llanvirnian age). The 'Lower Formation' has been tentatively

correlated with the 'Nambeet Formation' (Playford et al., 1975).

'Middle Formation'

The 'Middle Formation' consists of predominantlY·"

white, fine-grained, slightly calcareous sandstone with minor

glauconite and pyrite, and, towards the base, grey argillaceous

limestone and dolomite. Grey to black shale forms rare interbe4s.

In Aquitaine Contention Heights No. 1 well the formation contains

mainly medium to coarse-grained, poorly sorted sandstone with

interbeds of siltstone and very little carbonate cement (AAP, 1974).

Marine fossils including echinoderms, pelecypods,

brachiopods, and trilobites are present, particularly in the

carbonate beds. Microfossils from the ,cores indicate a Middle

Ordovician age (Llandeilian~Llanvirnian)for the formation.
I

The 'Middle Formation' may correlate with the WillaraFormation

(Playford et al., 1975).

Goldwyer Formation

The Goldwy~r Forma~ion (Elliott, 1961) is a sequence

of shale, limestone, dolomite and siltstone which overlies the

Willara Formation and is conformably overlain by the'Nita Form

ation. It is named after Goldwyer No. 1 well and the type'section

is in Thangoo No. lA well between 848 m and 1060 m. Both these

wells are located outside the area, to the northwest. The form

ation has a wide distribution in the subsurface of the southern

Canning Basin being intersected in WAPET Kidson No. 1 well and

both of the Aquitaine wells, Wilson Cliffs No. 1 and Contention

Heights No. 1.
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Lithology

The formation consists of interbedded grey, calcareous

siltstone and shale with thin beds and lenses of limestone. The

limestone is finely crystalline and slightly dolomitic, and

contains rare crystals of pyrite and gypsum. In Aquitaine,

Contention Heights No. 1 well, a fine to medium-grained grey

sandstone occurs in the middl~ of the formation.

Fossils include brachiopods, trilobites and graptolites

which date the Goldwyer Formation as Mid-Ordovician (Llanvirnian,

possibly Llandeilian).

Thickness

Sections of Goldwyer Formation penetrated in th~wells

include at least 133.5 m in WAPET Kidson No. 1; 314.6 m in

Aqui taine Wilson C.liffs No. 1 and 237.7 m in Aquitaine Contention

Heights No. 1.

?LATE ORDOVICIAN TO EARLY DEVONIAN

Carribuddy Formation

The Carribuddy Formation (Koop, 1966a) is named after

Carribuddy Springs, 16 km northeast of WAPET Sahara No. 1 well,

in which the type section is located between 1727 m and 2120 m

'( total depth 'of well). The formation is widespread over the south

Canning Basin and has been intersected in Aquitaine Contention

Heights No. 1, Aquitaine Wilson Cliffs No. 1, and WAPET Kidson

No. 1.

Lithology

The formation was first informally sUbdivided into two

units A and B in WAPET Sahara No. 1 (Koop, 1966a), and later into
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five units A, B, C, D, and E in WAPET Kidson No. 1 (WAPET, 1966c),

Unit A being the top and Unit E the bottom of the sequence:

Unit A:

Unit B:

Unit C:

Unit D:

Unit E:

mainly dolomite with minor interbedded siltstone and

shale with rare sandstone beds.

predominantly halite with minor siltstone.

mainly grey, calcareous claystone with a little silt

stone. Minor interbeds of halite near the top and

bottom.

red-brown claystone with quartz and dolomite with

halite interbeds.

mainly interbedded and gradational red-brown claystone

and argillaceous dolomite with thin beds of halite

and anhydrite. In Aquitaine Contention Heights No. 1,

this unit contains medium-grained sandstone at the

top with interbedded sandy shale and siltstone with

fine sandstone at the base.

Unit B, the evaporitic unit,is absent in both the

Aquitaine wells. The sandstone unit in Contention Heights No. 1

is tentatively correlated with the evaporitic unit D in the Wilson

Cliffs No. 1 well.

Thickness

The thicknesses of Carribuddy Formation encountered in

the various wells include:

WAPET Sahara No. 1

WAPET Kidson No. 1

Aquitaine Wilson Cliffs No. 1

Aquitaine Contention Heights No. 1

-393.5+ m

1709.3 m

754.4 m

431.6 m

The formation therefore appears to thicken towards the

centre of the Kidson Sub-basin.
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Stratigraphic relations

The contact of the Carribuddy Formation with the Goldwyer

Forma~ion is a disconformity. The contact with the overl~ing

Tandalgoo Red Beds is sharply defined on electrical and gamma-ray

logs. It is an abrupt, but apparently conformable, change .from

sandstone to dolomite.

The dating of the Carribuddy Formation remains imprecise.

In Aquitaine Contention Heights No. 1 well, rare spores with

Devonian affinities and acritarchs are present, but the types and

specimens are too unrelated to give any definite stratigraphic

posi tion (AAP, ·1974). Fossils are absent in the other wells in

the area. The formation disconformably overlies the Mid-Ordovician

Goldwyer Formation and is overlain by the Early Devonian Tandalgoo

Red Beds and is therefore inferred to be Late Ordovician to Early

Devonian in age.

DEVONIAN

Tandalgoo Red Beds

The Tandalgoo Red Beds (Koop, 1966~) are a sequence of

red and brown sandstone with minor siltstone and limestone over

lying the Carribuddy Formation. The name of the formation is

derived from Tandalgoo Rock Hole, 8 k~ north-northeast of WAPET

Sahara No. 1 well (SAHARA) in which the type section is located

between 1128 m and 1727 m. The formation has been intersected in
'.\ "

all the wells drilled in the area.

Lithology

The Tandalgoo Red Beds are composed almost wholly of

sandstone with interbeds of siltstone, shale and limestone. The

red-brown sandstone ranges from very fine to coarse-grained and
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has clean, well-rounded, moderately to well-sorted quartz grains.

Some of the quartz grains are frosted. The sandstone is massive

to well bedded and cross-bedded with foresets dip of up to 150
•

The siltstone and shale interbeds are red-brown~ argillaceous,

and slightly calcareous. Rare limestone beds occur near the

base of the sequence in WAPET Sahara No. 1 well.

Thickness

Sections penetrated in .the wells:

WAPET Sahara No. 1 . 599 m.

WAPET Kidson No. 1 133 m

Aquitaine Wilson Cliffs No. 1 684.4 m

Aquitaine Contention Heights No. 1 60 m

This indicates that the formation thickens rapidly

westwards from Contention Heights No. 1 well to Wilson Cliffs

No. 1 well and then gradually into the centre of the Kidson

Sub-basin .'

Stratigraphic relations

The boundary between the overlying Mellinjerie Limestone

and the TandalgooRedBeds is sharply defined by a change in

lithology from interbedded dolomite and si~tstone to red-brown
( .,

sandstone. In WAPET Sahara No. 1 well, the sandstone of the

Tandalgoo Red Beds is separated from the carponates of the Mellin

jerie Limestone by a transitional unit of siltstone, limestone and

shale. This contact is regarded as either transitional or slightly

disconformable.

The contact between the Carribuddy Formation and the

Tandalgoo Red Beds is an abrupt but apparently conformable one•.
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The Tandalgoo Red Beds do not contain any fossils in

either Aquitaine Con~ention Heights No. 1 or WAPET Kidson No. 1

wells. However, fish scales (Turinia australiensis) collected in

a core about 425 m above the base of the formation in Aquitaine

Wilson Cliffs No. 1 well date the Tandalgoo Red Beds as Early

Devonian (Dittonian) (Gross, 1971).

Mellinjerie Limestone

The Mellinjerie Limestone is a sequence of limestone and

dolomite with minor shale interbeds which overlies the Tandalgoo

Red Beds. The name is derived from the Mellinjerie Rock Hole,

7 km northwest of WAPET Sahara No. 1 well. The type section of

the formation is in WAPET Sahara No. 1 well from 931 m to 1,128 m.

The formation is also recognized in the other petroleum exploration,
wells drilled in the area.

Lithology

In WAPET Kidson No. 1 and Aquitaine Wilson Cliffs No •. 1

wells, the formation is largely a' carbonate sequence of anhydrite

bearing dolomite, in parts silty, grading to dolomitic siltstone

with minor interbeds of shale. The sequence is red and ripple

marked; small scour-and-fill structures occur.

In Aquitaine Contention Heights No. 1 well, the dominant

lithology is soft, red to brown, ferruginous dolomitic s.hale with

fine quartz grains interhedded wi th argi.llaceons dolomitic s ilt

stone. Anhydrite is absent.

In WAPET Sahara No. 1 well, the formation contain~ very

fine-grained limestone and dolomitic limestone and minor silty

dolomite. Argillaceous siltstone beds occur near the top and

bottom of the formation.
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Thickness

WAPET Sahara No. 1

WAPET Kidson No. 1

Aquitaine Contention Heights No. 1

Aquitaine Wilson Cliffs No. 1

197 m

266 m

17.7 m

127.4 m

The formation thickens rapidly towards the centre of the

Kidson SUb-basin.

Stratigraphic relations

The Mellinjerie Limestone rests on the un~erlying

Tandalgoo Red Beds with probable disconformity whic~ is well marked

by an abrupt lithological change from clastics to carbonates.

In all the wells, the Mellinjerie Limestone is overlain uncon

formably by the Permian Grant Formation. The contact between the

two is a good seismic reflector.

No macrofossils have been collected from the Mellinjerie

Limestone, but the microflora indicate a Middle Devonian age for ,

the'formation (WAPET, 196Gb). To the north of the area in Total

Kempfield No. 1 well, a conodont fauna indicates a Frasnian (Late

Devonian) to possibly Givetian (Middle Devonian) age for the

Mellinjerie Limestone (Total, 1969).

PERMIAN

Paterson Formation

The Paterson Formation is identified as a conglomerate

bearing facies, partly laterally equivalent to the Grant Form

ation. It consists of unsorted conglomerate, sandstone and

k ,l.",;; 4;$$ iN" -"'!I4QM"'utiMW"QU;Z:. a.WAL _. CJtAi;C;&4FM.f.J, A.snih.a;;;:aI£lbUM:;:U&W,iM'J.4,.MI.tMJI,...".)'k,,..~
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graded siltstone and claystone, interpreted as glacial in origin.

It occurs along the southern margin of the Canning Basin and'is

also wide,spread in the Officer Basin :to the south.

Distribution and type locality

The type section of the Paterson Formation (Talbot, 1920;

Traves et al., 1956) is outside the area, in the Paterson Range

(210 45'00"8, 1220 10'00"E, PATERSON RANGE). In the area the

formation occurs as scattered outliers resting on Precambrian

rocks on RUDALL and RUN~ON and is identified at the base of the

Permian section near No. 26 Well on TABLETOP. It also occurs

as scattered outcrops around the northwestern and northeastern

margins of the Officer Basin on RUNTON and ~.iAN respectively,

and has been tentatively identified in the Ryan Buttes (RYAN).

WAPET Sahara No. 1 ~nd Kidson No. 1 wells intersected

a basal conglomerate in the Grant Formation (WAPET, 1966b,c) and

this is tentatively identified as Paterson Formation (termed

Braeside Tilli te by WAPET). In Aquitaine Wilson Cliffs No. 1

and Aquitaine Contention Heights No. 1 wells in the eastern part

of the area, the Paterson Formation cannot be confidently iden

tified, but to the northeast, in Aquitaine Point Moody No. 1

well (STAN8MORE), the basal 1091 m of Permian is identified as

Paterson Formation because of the occurrence of probably tillite

in the section (AAP, 1966).

Lithology

On RUDALL the sequence .normally consist of a basal,

unsorted conglomerate contairiing some faceted and striated

boulders set in a sandstone matrix unconformably overlying Pre

cambrian rocks. This passes gradationally up into massive and

laminated mudstone with a few dropstones, graded bedding (Plate 1)

slump structures and lenses of cross-bedded sandstone and con

glomerate. In southeastern RUDALL the sequence is discon

formably overlain by unbedded, poorly sorted, silicified quartz
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wacke which contains lenses of pebbles and boulders. The

Paterson Formation on RUDALL commonly overlies a striated

pavement which defines the shape of the Permian landsu~face

(Plate 2). ' The straight-sided northwest-trending valleys on

RUDALL appear to be exhumed parts of this landsurface and in

the Coolbro Creek area, a roche moutonnee structure was ten

tatively identified.

On RUNTON the Paterson Formation is subdivided into

a glacial-lacustrine facies and a fluvio-glacial facies. The

glacial-Iacustrine facies consists of massive, very poorly sorted

mudstone containing abundant dropstones ranging up to boulder size

(Section Al, A2, A10, A12). The dropstones (Plate 3), some of

which are faceted and striated (Plate 4), are composed of a wide

variety of Precambrian rock types, granitoid rocks being most

abundant. The fluvio-glacial facies is characterized by the pre

sence of cross-bedded sandstone and mudstone which contains con

glomerate clasts of a similar lithological range to the drop- .

stones found in the glacial-Iacustrine facies (Plate 5). Syn

sedimentary brecciation and slumping occur locally.

On RYAN the Paterson Formation overlies Precambrian

rocks in the e~stern part of the Sheet area and consists of both

fluvio-glacial and glacial-Iacustrine facies similar to the

exposures on RUNTON. In the north-central part of the Officer

Basin (MORRIS) the formation i~' not exposed, but a complete

section does occur just south of the area in the Woolnough Hills

Diapir on WARRI (see Jackson & van de Graaff, in prep.).

In the Ryan Buttes area (RYAN) the exposed rocks are

tentatively assigned to the Paterson Formation following the

practise of Jackson & van de Graaff (in prep.). There is no posi

tive evidence of a glacial origin or a Permian age but the sequence

does contain rock types similar to th~se found in the Paterson

Formation elsewhere. The section (Section A3) consists mainly

of fine to coarse-grained conglomeratic quartz arenite and quartz

wacke. The lower part contains both small and large-scale
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Plate 1: Graded sand and
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silt containing dropstones, interpreted
depressed and penetrated laminae beneath
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Plate 2: Striated pavement, RUDALL. GSWA Negative
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trough and planar cross-bedding with scour-and-f~ll structures
,.:

and fini.ng-up cyeles about 5 m thick, the upper part comprises

fine-grained quartz wacke with minor interbeds of granule

conglomerate-and abundant ripple cross-bedding and bioturbated·

beds. There is an overall upward decrease in grainsize and an

incr~ase in sorting.

In the Canning Ba~in, the tentatively identified

Paterson Formation intersected i1- netroleum exploration wells

consist of coarse to very coarse-~~ained sandstone and con

glomerate with abundant granitic material. Smaller amounts of very

fine-grained sandstone and mudstone also occur.

Thickness

The thickness of the Paterson Formation varies con

siderably as the ~nit occurs mainly as an infill of the valleys

ih the pre-existing landsurface. Sections on RUDALL are up

to 75 m thick and in the Officer Basin the formation is 450 m

thick just south of the area in Woolnough Hills Diapir. In the

south Canning Basin the tentatively identified Paterson
•

Formation in WAPET Kidson No. 1 well is 93 m thick between
,

1478 and 1571 m.

Stratigraphic relations

The Paterson Formation is a facies equivalent to parts

of th~ Grant Formation (see Fig. 5). In the Canning Basin

exposures it rests unconformably on Precambrian rocks and in

the subsurface on Devonian and possibly other Early Palaeozoic
,

sediments. The upper boundary with the Grant Formation is

gradational and probably interfingering (see Fig .. 5), and in the

Officer Basin and on the southern margin of the Canning Basin

the unit is unconformably overlain by Mesozoic rocks.
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Fossils and age

No age-diagnostic fossils are known from the Paterson

Formation in the study area. To the south, in the Officer Basin,
I

the unit is palynologically. dated as Early Sakmarian (sensu

stricto) by Kemp (1976). In the Canning Basin the formation

has bSen intersected in coal-exploration bores in the Oakover

/ River Valley (YARRIE & NULLAGINE) to the west of the are~. In

these bores it has been dated as Late Sakmarian (sensu lata)

by J. Backhouse (writ. comm.) , but the interval interpreted as

Paterson Formation tn WAPET Sahara No. 1 and WAPET Kidson No. 1

wells is probably of Early Sakmarian age (WAPET, 1966b, c) and

this supports the diachronous relationship shown in Figure 5.

Environment of deposition

The Paterson Formation is interpreted as glacial in

origin. It contains abundant dropstones, in some of which

faceting and striation indicate their transport by ice. In

places the sediment overlies a striated pavement which exhibits

glacial geomorphic features.

In most exposures the dropstones are set in a massive

mudstone matrix which indicates deposition from suspension in

a standing body of water. Microfossil assemblages from the

Officer Basin do not contain marine indicators so it is likely

that the water-body was fresh. The interpretation of varves

in the sequence (Jackson & van de Graaff, in prep.) supports

thi~ suggestion (see Kuenen, 1951), although time-equivalents

of the formation in the Canning Basin are partly marine in origin.

In other outcrops; the formation is cross-bedded, and

poorly sorted sandstone predominatesov~rmassive mudstone. In

such exposures the depositional environment is interpreted as

fluviatile.
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In summary, the environment of deposition of the

Paterson Formation is interpreted as continental, with deposition

taking place in rivers and lakes under the influence of glacial

climate.

Grant Formation

The, Grant Formation consists of a sequence of sandstone

with a middle mudstone part. It is not present in the Officer

Bas~n, ,and in the Canning Basin only one area of exposure has

been identified.

Distribution and type locality

Crowe & Towner (1976) have described how the Grant

Formation can be divided into an 'upper sandstone unit', a 'middle

shale unit' and a 'lower sandstone unit' in the northern part of

the-basin. These units are identified in all of the petroleum

exploration wells drilled in the area (Appendix B).

A sequence that underlies the Poole Sandstone in the

Well 26-27 area (TABLETOP) is identified as Grant Formation

and is correlated with the 'upper sandstone unit' and the

'mijdle shale unit' in WAPET Sahara No. 1 and WAPET Kidson No. 1

wells (WAPET, 1966b, c).

The type section of the Grant Formation was defined

by Guppy et al. (1952) in the Grant Range (lat. 18°02'8, long.

1240 05'E, MOUNT ANDERSON).

Lithology

The 'middle shale unit' of the Grant Formation as

exposed in the Lake George area consists of laminated siltstone

and claystone with minor very fine-grained sandstone. Many of

the laminae are well graded and they are interpreted as glac

ially formed varves (Plate 6). This interpretation is supported

by the rare presence of dropstones (boulder size) in the
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sequence. Near the top of this sequence sandstone becomes dominant

and this upper part is tentatively correlated with 'the 'upper

sandstone unit' of the northern part of the basin (Crowe &
Towner, 1976).

The lithology and correlation of the sections between

Well 26 and Well 27 is shown in Figure 6. This figure may be

compared with Figure 46 of Veevers & Wells (1961) who did not

differentiate the Cretaceous and Permian sediments in the Well

26-27 area.

The subsurface 'lower sandstone unit' consists mainly

of fine to medium-grained sandstone with subsidiary interbeds

of coarse-grained sandstone, mudstone and conglomerate. The

conglomerate clasts include a wide variety of Precambrian rock

types and may be glacially derived. The unit is calcareou~

and rarely pyritic, and in Aquitaine Wilson Cliffs No. 1 well

it contains rare marine fossils (AAP, 1969c).

In the sUbsurface, the 'middle shale unit' consists

mainly of sandy mudstone with minor argillaceous sandstone. It

is commonly calcareous, micaceous and pyritic and the lower part

is carbonaceous and contains coal. The unit contains rare pebbles

and marine macrofossils in WAPET Sahara No. 1 well (WAPET, 1966b).

In ~he.subsurface, the 'upper sandstone unit' is dominantly fine

to medium-grained sandstone with minor traces of mudstone and

limestone. Pebbles are rare.

Thickness

The Grant Formation is 855 m thick in WAPET Kidson

No. 1 well but thins towards the basin margin as it is 388 m

thick in Aquitaine Wilson Cliffs No. 1 well and is probably

I less than 100 m thick between Wells 26 and 27.

Both 'lower sandstone unit' and the 'middle shale

unit' are thickest in the Kidson Sub-basin, where they are 511 m

and 264 m thick respectively in WAPET Kidson No. 1 well (WAPET,
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Plate 6: Exposures of fine-grained sandstone and siltstone (varves) of the
Grant Formation near Well 26 on the Canning Stock Route, TABLETOP.
GSWA Negative.
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Plate 6: Exposures of fine-grained sandstone and siltstone (varves) of the
Grant Formation near Well 26 on the Canning Stock Route, TABLETOP.
GSWA Negative.
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1966c). The 'upper sandstone unit' is thickest in the western

part of the area, where it is '82 m thick in WAPET Sahara No. 1

well (WAPET, 1966b).

Stratigraphic relations

,
The Grant Formation is interpreted as conformably

overlying and interfingering with the Paterson Formation, which in

turn unconformably overlies older rocks. Figure 5 shows these
I

relations. In places where the Paterson Formation is missing

the Grant Formation lies unconformably on the Devonian Mellin

jerie Limestone (eg. Aquitaine Wilson Cliffs No. 1; AAP, 1969c)

and probably on other Early Palaeozoic rocks ~nd on Precambrian

basement.

In outcrop, the upper boundary of the Grant Formation

is an erosional contact, and as no angular relationship could

be seen, it is probably a disconformity. The Early Cretaceous

Anketell Sandstone also overlies the Grant Formation unconfor

mably.

WAPET (1966b, c) termed the 'lower sandstone unit'

and the 'middle shale unit' the Cuncudgerie Sandstone and the

Dora Shale respectively; however, as defined by Traves et al.

(1956), the terms refer to younger units, which in this

report are identified as the Poole Sandstone and Noonkanbah

Formation respectively.

Fossils and age

No age-diagnostic fossils have been found in the Grant

Formation in the area, but palynological determinations elsewhere

indicate a Sakmarian age (WAPET, 1966b, c). Farther north and

west of the area, the Grant Formation extends into the Late

Carboniferous, but available evidence suggests it is entirely

Permian in the study area. A specimen of Glossopteris found

in the Well'26-27 area is consistent with this age.
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Environment of deposition

Glacial varves are interpreted in the exposed Grant

Formation ('middle shale unit') and they imply deposition from

suspension in a quiet standing body of fresh water which was

covered in part by ice. However, subsurface information

indicates that parts of the sequence are of marine origin so the

water~body was at times connected to the sea. CoaL in the

unit elsewhere suggests the presence of vegetation, which was

rapidly covered by sediments. The topmost part of the exposed

sequence ('upper sandstone unit') contains large-scale cross

bedding and is coarser-grained, indicating some bed-load de

position by currents.

The subsurface 'lower sandstone unit' is commonly

slightly calcareous and contains marine fossils in Aquitaine

Wilson Cliffs No. 1 Well (AAP,,1969c) which indicate that at least

part of it was laid down in a marine environment. Theinterbeds

of immature coarse-grained sediments suggest shallow-water

deposition. The variety of Precambrian rock types in conglom

erate intersected in the wells suggest a glacial origin as a

similar variety is present in the underlying Paterson Formation.

In summary, the Grant Form8,tion was probably initially

laid do\vn in a shallow-water glacial environment wi th some

marine influence. Later, deposition took place in deeper, quiet

water which was partly covered in ice and periodically con

nected to the sea.

Nomenclature

As mapping of the Canning Basin progresses, partic

ularly in the northern part, it is proposed to formally define

the subdivisions of the Grant Formation (Crowe & Towner, 1976).

These units, the 'lower sandstone unit', the 'middle shale

unit' and the 'upper sandstone unit', will be given formation

status and the Grant Formation will be upgraded to group

status.
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Poole Sandstone

The Pwole Sandstone is confined to the Canning Basin.

It overli'es the Grant Formation disconformably and is overlain

conformably by the Noonkanbah Formation.

Distribution and type locality

The Poole Sandstone (Wade; 1936; Guppy et al., 1952)

was ,identified on the surface in only two parts of the area.

The best exposures are at, and to the south of, Helen Hill

(TABLETOP; Figure 6 and Section A4) but poor exposures also

occur to the south of Scott Bluff (TABLETOP). The unit has been

identified in all the petroleum exploration wells in the area
but it is not present in the Officer Basin.

The type section of the Poole Sandstone is defined

by Guppy et al. (1958) in the Grant Range (MOUNT ANDERSON,

late 17
0
46'S, long. 125

0
S1'E).

Lithology

In outcrop, the Poole Sandstone consists of fine to

medium-grained feldspathic quartz and lithic wacke with intra

formational clay-pellet conglomerate. The lower part of the unit'

is massive, but the upper part is thinly bedded and contains

large and small-scale planar cross-bedding and scour-and-fill

structures. Marine fossils occur in ferruginized siltstone

concretions and in the intraformational conglomerate,.

In the sUbsurface, the Poole Sandstone consists mainly
I '

of fine and very fine-grained sandstone which is interbedded with

siltstQ~e. It is partly calcareous and pyritic and the lower

half contains lignite and coal seams in 'Aquitaine Wilson Cliffs

No. 1 and WAPET Kidson No. 1 wells (AAP, 1969c; WAPET, 1966c). 

The basal part of the unit is also coarse to very coarse-grained

in these wells.

- - - -- ----------------------------
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Thickness

The Poole Sandstone thickens eastwards from 51 m in

WAPET Sahara No. 1 to 116 m in WAPET Kidson No. 1 to 206 m in

Aquitaine Wilson Cliffs No. 1. Near Helen Hill, it is estimated

to be about 75 m thick.

Stratigraphic relations

The exposures of the Poole Sandstone in the area

correlate with the Cuncudgerie Sandstone, which was defined by

Traves et al. (1956) on PATERSON RANGE. However, the outcrops

can also be correlated with the Poole Sandstone intersected

in the petroleum exploration wells in the area, and since the

term,Poole Sandstone has precedence, the name Cuncudgerie
Sandstone is dropped.

The lower boundary of the Poole Sandstone with the

Grant Format~on is exposed to the south of Helen Hill (see

Figure 6) and is an erosional disconformity. The upper

boundary with the Noonkanbah Formation is planar and confor

mable.

Fossils and age

Pelecypods and brachiopods present in the Poole

Sandstone in the area are listed in Appendix C.

The fossils are similar to those found in the Nura

Nura Member of the Poole Sandstone which occurs in the northern

part of the Canning Basin. An Artinskian age is indicated by

these species and this agrees with the palynological date ob

tained from the unit in WAPET Kidson No. 1 well (WAPET, 1966c).

Environment of deposition

The fossils found in the Poole Sandstone indicate that

it is marine. The massive, well-sorted nature of the sandstone
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The lower boundary of the Poole Sandstone with the

Grant Format~on is exposed to the south of Helen Hill (see

Figure 6) and is an erosional disconformity. The upper

boundary with the Noonkanbah Formation is planar and confor

mable.

Fossils and age
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Sandstone in the area are listed in Appendix C.
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part of the Canning Basin. An Artinskian age is indicated by

these species and this agrees with the palynological date ob

tained from the unit in WAPET Kidson No. 1 well (WAPET, 1966c).

Environment of deposition

The fossils found in the Poole Sandstone indicate that

it is marine. The massive, well-sorted nature of the sandstone
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that occurs at the base of the unit is typical of sediments

laid down in a near-shore environment where wave action causes

a high degree of winnowing. The presence of coal in the

lower part of the unit also suggests near-shore conditions.

In the upper part of the unit there are intraformational

conglomerate lenses at the base of sets of cross-strata. These

sequences are interpreted as current deposits possibly laid

down in channels. Such deposits are commonly found in deeper

water of the tidal and subtidal zones.

We, therefore, tentatively interpret the Poole Sand

stone as a transgrassive sequence laid down in the area as

the sea covered the post-Grant Formation landsurface.

Noonkanbah Formation

The Noonkanbah Formation consists of poorly bedded

mudstone and laminated to thin-bedded quartz wacke. It is

marine in origin and does not extend into the Officer Basin.

Distribution and type locality

The type section of the Noonkanbah Formation (Wade,

1936; Guppy et al~, 1952) is defined by GUppy et al. (1958)

near Bruten Hill (lat. 180 41'8, long. 1250 38'E, NOONKANBAH)

in the northern part of the basin.

In the study area the Noonkanbah Formation is iden

tified in all the petroleum exploration wells, and it crops out

at Helen Hill and Scott Bluff (TABLETOP) and low ridges and

mounds east of Wilson Cliffs (WILSON). It is also exposed in

small cliffs on the eastern margin of Lake Dora (PATERSON

RANGE), just outside the area.
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Lithology

The best exposure of the Noonkanbah Formation is at

Helen Hill. This section is believed to be almost complete

(Section A4) and consists of poorly bedded and laminated

brown mudstone (white where leached) which contains poorly

preserved fragmental plant remai;·s. At Scott Bluff, the

Noonkanbah Formation is carbonaceous near the lake level and

passes gradationally up into Triwhite Sandstone. In east

WILSON, the formation consists of deeply weathered laminated

to thin-bedded micaceous lithic and quartz wacke.

In the sUbsurface, the Noonkanbah Formation is

mainly siltstone with minor sandstone interbeds. In the east

lignite is common (AAP, 1969c) and elsewhere it is carbonaceolls

and partly calcareous, pyritized and glauconitic. In WAPET

Kidson No. 1 well mipor dolomite is also recorded (WAPET, 1966c).

Thickness

The thickest recorded section of Noonkanbah Formation

in the area is in WAPET Kidson No. 1, where it is 310 m thick o

The unit thins to the east and is 192 m in Aquitaine Wilson

Cliffs No. 1; it also thins southward towards the basin margin as

the almost-complete section at Helen Hill is only 30 m thick.

In WAPET Sahara No. 1, the formation is 228 m thick, but the

section is not complete.

Stratigraphic relations

Exposures of the Noonkanbah Forma.tion in the area
,

were previous ly defined as Dora Shale (Traves et a 1":. 1956).

However, the outcrops can be correlated with the Noonkanbah

Formation intersected in the petroleum exploration wells and

so the name Dora Shale is dropped. The sections encountered

in the wells are identified on the basis of their lithology,

electric-log character, stratigraphic relations, and age.
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The boundary of the Noonkanbah Formation with the

underlyIng Poole Sandstone is a sharp, planar conformable

contact. It is well exposed at the base of Helen Hill (Section

A4). The upper contact with the overlying Triwhite Sandstone

is gradational and is placed where sandstone predominates

over mudstone. This latter boundary is exposed at Scott Bluff

and about half way up the section exposed on the eastern side

of Lake Dora (Section A5), just outside the area (PATERSON

RANGE) ..

Fossils and age

Crespin (in Traves et al., 1956) assigned a Permian

age to the species of foraminifera collected from the Noonkanbah

Formation at the northern end of Lake Dora (PATERSON RANGE).

In WAPET Kidson No. 1 well, the Noonkanbah Formation

has been dated by palynology as Artinskian (WAPET, 1966c). In

Aquitaine Wilson Cliffs No. 1 well, marine macrofossils are

common in the unit.

Koop (1966a) recorded marine macrofos~ils fro~ the

Dora Shale (Noonkanbah Formation) at Scott B Ri, but the

species identified indicated a correlation w~.. the Nura Nura

Member of the Poole Sandstone. At that time (1966) the Poole

Sandstone was not known to occur in the Scott Bluff area and

it is likely that Koop's locality was to the sO'uth of Scott

Bluff in the area where the Poole Sandstone is now mapped.

Environment of deposition

The presence of marine fossils in the Noonkanbah

Formation indicates that it is narine in origin. The absence

of sandstone over most of the area and well-defined bedding

!lanes in the sequence suggest continuous deposition in a quiet

anding body of water. This is supported by the association

of pyrite and carbonaceous matter in the sequence which indicate

_ 'm
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reducing, anaerobic conditions. Such conditions can only be

maintained in 'the absence of turbulence pr current activity,

a low rate of deposition, and almost no reworking of sediment

(Reineck & Singh, 1973). The abundance of sandstone in the

formation in the far eastern part of the area may be due to

near-shore conditions.

The environment of deposition is thus envisaged as

an extensive shallow sea whe.re deposi tion took place, belo,'T

wave base, under mainly reducing conditions, and where there

was little influx of terrigeneous material except in the east.

Triwhite Sandstone

The Triwhite Sandstone consists mainly of thin to

medium-bedded quartz wacke interbedded with thin-bedded silt

s~one and shale. It is Early Permian in age and is marine in

):rigin.

Distribution and type locality

Outcrops of the Triwhi te Sandstone (Traves et aT.,

1956) are known only on TABLETOP, SAHARA andPERCIVAL, but it

is probably present in the subsurface to the south and east of

here. The type section is 1.6 km east of Dunn Soak (north

west TABLETOP). The unit appears to be restricted to the

Kidson Sub-basin (see ~ig. 9).

The best exposures are at Scott Bluff, Triwhite Hills

and other unnamed mesas east of Lake Dora (TABLETOP). Good ex

posures are also present along parts of Percival Lakes (PERCIVAL)

where an ancient drainage system has incised below the base of

the overlying Mesozoic rocks.

Lithology

The Triwhite Sandstone is dominantly fine to medium

grained quartz wacke and quartz arenite interbedded with silt-
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stone, shale and intraformational claystone conglomerate

(Sections A6, A7, AB, A9). The sandstone is moderately to well

sorted and laminated to medium-bedded. Planar cross-bedding

co~nonly with horizontally stratified top-sets occurs, and

thinner-bedded parts contain lenticular and wavy bedding. Ripple

cross-lamination is present (Plate 7).

The siltstone and shale'is laminated to thin-bedded

with wavy laminations in places, but the shales are mainly

planar laminated.

A minor, but characteristic, lithology of the Triwhite

Sandstone is intraformational claystone conglomerate which

occurs in beds up to 5 cm thick. These are commonly fossili

ferous and contain ferruginous concretions; the claystone

fragments, being platy and poorly rounded, def5,ne imbrication

and indicate current deposition.

Thickness

No complete section of the Triwhite Sandotone is

exposed (Sections A6, A7). In WAPET Kidson No. 1 well, it is

77.2 m thick (WAPET, 1966c) which is probably close to its

maximum thickness. The unit probably thins towards the southern

margin of the Canning Basin.

Stratigraphic relations

The Triwhlte Sandstone is conformable on the Noonkanbah

Formation and is unconformably overlain by the Lake George Beds,

Callawa Formatiori and Anketell Sandstone. Its base is grad

ational in northwest TABLETOP; the actual contact is chosen

where sandstone predominates over mudstone and siltstone of the

Noonkanbah Formation (Section A5).

I
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Lithologically, the Triwhite Sandstone is similar to

the Light jack Formation exposed in the F{tzroy Trough in the

northern part of the basin, but since continuity between these

two units has not been proved the name Triwhite Sandstone is

retained.

Fossils and age

A fauna including pelecypods, brachiopods, gastropods,

shark teeth and trace fossils (Plate 8, 9) was found at several

localities in TABLETOP and at Shoesmith Cliffs, PERCIVAL (Appendix

C). Rare wood fragments are also present. The fossils indicate

an Early Permian age and suggest that the Triwhite Sandstone is

a t ime-equivalent (Jf the Lightj ack or Noonkanbah Formatibns

exposed in the Fitzroy Trough to the north.

Environment of deposition

The gradual upward increase in grainsize from

mudstone of the Noonkanbah Formation to sandstone of the Triwhite

Sandstone suggests regressive conditions. In the Triwhite

Sandstone, shallow-water conditions are indicated by channel

deposits (cross-bedding, intraformational conglofuerate) inter

bedded with suspension deposits (shale and mudstonc units).

Wavy and lenticular bedding is also characteristic of shallow

water marine conditions.

LATE TRIASSIC? TO EARLY CRETACEOUS

Most of the study area is underlain by Late Triassic

to Early Cretaceous rocks, and there has been confusion about

the nomenclature of this sequence (cf. Traves et al., 1956;
.:

Veevers & Wells, 1961; Playford et al., 1975). We believe ~he

reason for this confusion is that the described units define

diachronous facies~ Figure 7 shows our interpretation of.~he

stratigraphic relations of the units involved.
,:-",.".'
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Plate 7:
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Ripple cross-laminated fine-grained quartz sandstone
and micaceous siltstone of the Triwhite Sandstone near
Scott Bluff, TABLETOP. BMR Negative GB/lOSO

Plate 7:
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Ripple cross-laminated fine-grained quartz sandstone
and micaceous siltstone of the Triwhite Sandstone near
Scott Bluff, TABLETOP. BMR Negative GB/lOSO
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Plate 8:

Plate 9:

Trace fossils on ripple marked surfaces of the Triwhite
Sandstone, Shoesmith Cliffs on edge of Percival Lakes,
PERCI1AL. GSWA Negative

Trace fossils (?Zoophyeus) from the Triwhite Sandstone,
TABLETOP. GSWA Negative.
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Trace fossils on ripple marked surfaces of the Triwhite
Sandstone, Shoesmith Cliffs on edge of Percival Lakes,
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Trace fossils (?Zoophyeus) from the Triwhite Sandstone,
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Following the suggestion of Playford et al. (1975),

the term Anketell Sandstone is retained as originally defined

by Traves et al. (1956). The term Kidson Beds (Veevers &
I i' ','!

Wells, 1961) is not used, and all the areas shown as KidsoriBeds

on Veevers & Well's map are assigned to the Anketell Sandstone.

On TABLETOP and PERCIVAL the exposures shown as Mesozoic un-,

differentiated by Veevers & Wells are now assigned to the
r

Callawa Formation (Traves et al., 1956), and the Cronin Sandstone

(Veevers & Wells, 1961) is extended throughout RUNTON in the

northern Officer Basin. The marine Samuel Formation and

Bejah Claystone (Lowry et al., 1972) are both recognized in the

southern part of the study area.

Callawa Formation

The Callawa Formation is the lowermost Mesozoic unit

in the Canning Basin part of the area. In consists of cross

bedded conglomerate, sandstone and mudstone, and is inter

preted as fluviatile in origin.

Distribution and type locality

The Callawa Formation was defined by Traves et a~. (1956)

and the type section is in the C~llawa Hills (lat. 200 23'S,

long. 1200 36'E), outside the area mapped. The formation is

identified in· the Canning Basin part of the area on TABLETOP,

SAHARA, PERCIVAL, and WILSON. The unit has not been differen

tiated from the overlying Anketell Sandstone in the petroleum

exploration wells in the area.

Lithology

The Callawa Formation is lithologically heterogeneous

and consists mainly of conglomeratic, coarse to very coarse

grained quartz wacke interbedded with fine-grained feldspathic

and quartz wacke and mudstone. It is extensively cross-bedded

with individual large-scale trough-shaped sets mostly less

than 50 c~·thick. Cosets are 3 to 5 m thick and have conglom-
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eratic erosional bases and pass gradationally up into small

scale cross-bedded (Kappa type of AlIen, 1963) sandstone which

in turn passes gradationally into laminated mudstone. These

sequences are repeated vertically.

Exposures of the formation are ferruginized and'this

gives them a dark tone on the airphotos. The formation is

best exposed along the flanks of the north-trending depression

which contains Lake AUld, particularly at its northern end. It

is also well exposed at King Hill Rnd Thring Rock.

Thickness

No complete section of the Callawa Formation is

exposed and it has not been recognized in the sUbsurface. We

estimate an approximate thickness of 100 m for the unit, based

on topographic evidence. In the northern part of the area (SAHARA)

it may be thicker.

Strati~aphic relations

The lower boundary of the Callawa Formation with

Permian rocks is an unconformity and is exposed at late 220 23'S,
olong. 123 44'E (TABLETOP). The upper boundary of the coarser-

grained Callawa Formation with the overlying finer-grained

Anketell Sandstone is gradational and is exposed beside the

road 19 km west of the type section of the Anketell Sandstone

(TABLETOP). This upper gradational boundary between the

formations is probably diachronous and the units may inter

finger in places (e.g. southern PERCIVAL).

The Callawa Formation is probably, at least in part,

equivalent to the Cronin Sandstone that occurs in the northern

Officer Basin. However, available evidence indicates that the

two units may be of slightly different ages and it cannot be

shown that they were ever continuous. Consequently it ispre

ferred,. at this stage, to retain the two separate units.
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Fossils and age

No age-diagnostic fossils were collected from the

Callawa Formation in the study area. However, outside the

area, the unit has yielded plant fossils which Brunnschweiler

(in Traves et al., 1956) regarded as Early Jurassic or Late

Triassic in age. White (in Veevers & Wells, 1961) re-examined

the collections and believes the forms are Late Jurassic or

Early Cretaceous.

Environment of deposition

The fining-up cyclic nature of the Callawa Formation

and the associated cross-bedding types indicate meandering

channel deposition. The poorly sorted? heterogenous nature of
the unit suggests continental deposition and the presence of

well-preserved plant fossils in the unit supports this suggestion.

The formation is therefore thought to be fluviatile in origin.

Cronin Sandstone

The Cronin Sandstone is similar to, and may be laterally

equivalent to, parts of the Anketell Sandstone. It is the oldest

Mesozoic unit in the Officer Basin part of the area and may

correlate with the Callawa Formation in the Canning Basin.

Distribution and type locality

The Cronin Sandstone (Veevers & Wells, 1961) was pre~

viously only identified around the Cronin Hills (RLNTON) but is

now traced over most of RUNTON. The type section is at the

eastern end of the Cronin Hills (lat. 230 18'S, long. 1230 21'E).

Lithology

At its type section (Section AID), the Cronin Sand

stone consists of a lower part of bioturbated fine and very
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fine-grained quartz wacke with minor mudstone and pebble con

glomerate, and an upper part of medium to coarse-grained quartz

wacke which is cross-bedded and moderately sorted. The lower

part contains mainly small-scale ripple cross-bedding with

some large-scale planar cross-bedding, whereas the upper part

contains large-scale trough cross-bedding.. This ,sequence is

similar to exposures of Anketell Sandstone on northern RUNTON,

and the position of the boundary between the two units is

therefore tentative (Fig. 3).

Two small hills to the west of Bejah Hill (south

east RUNTON) are also identified as Cronin Sandstone on litho

logical grounds. In these exposures the bedding is partly

destroyed by bioturbation but is probably also cross-bedded

(S'ection All).

Thickness

Only 24 m of Cronin Sandstone is preserved above the

Paterson Formation at Cronin Hills (Section Ala). The unit may

thicken southeast of there but probably does not exceed 100 m.

In southeast RUNTON the formation gradually thins to the south

and it is not present at Woolnough Diapir on adjoining WARRI

(van de Graaff, 1975).

Stratigraphic relations

The Cronin Sandstone lies unconformably on the

Paterson Formation at Cronin Hills and at other exposures to .

the south and southeast. i The unconformity surface appears

fairly flat, but absence of bedding in the Paterson Formation

makes it difficult to detect any angular relationship. The

upper boundary of the Cronin Sandstone is more problematical.

The lithological. similarity of the unit to the Anketell Sand

stone suggests a gradational boundary which mayor may not

be diachronous. Available age data on the two formations

suggests they are chronologi~ally distinct, and it is on this

basis that the Anketell Sandstone is thought to overlie the

Cronin Sand&tone~

.... -" -'- ._--- -~---------------------------"'"
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In southeast RUNTON the Cronin Sandstone is overlain

by the Samuel Formation (Fig. 7) but the contact, near Bejah

Hill, is not exposed.

The Cronin Sandstone is probably partly equivalent to

the Callawa Formation of the Canning Basin, but as explained

above we prefer to retain the two as separate formations.

Fossils and age

The Cronin Sandstone contains well-preserved fossil

leaves including Taeniopteris, Elatocladus, and Ptilophyllum

which White (in Veevers & Wells, 1961) regards as Late Triassic

or Jurassic in age. Thus, according to White, the Cronin

Sandstone could be oldr~ than Callawa Formation (L~te Jurassic

or Early Cretaceous). Therefore, a re-examination of the

collection from Cronin Hills is desirable in order to clarify

the above problem.

Environment of deposition

The cross-bedded, poorly sorted nature of the sediment

and the presence of well-preserved plant fossils in the Cronin

Sandstone suggest that it was laid down in a continental

environment, possibly fluvial.

CRETACEOUS

Anketell Sandstone

The Anketell Sandstone (Traves et al., 1956) is a

sequence of alternating fj~p and coarse-grained quartz wack~

interbedded with mudsto onglomerate. It now includes

the Kidson Beds of Vee~ ~~lls (1961), so this latter name is

dropped, in accordance with the Australian Code of Strati

graphic Nomenclature.
I

_____________~ .......In.
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Distributiqn and type locality

The Anketell Sandstone (Traves et al., 1956) is present

throughout the area. The best exposures of it are in mesas

along the edge of an eroded plateau in northwest URAL, south

east SAHARA, southwest and southeast PERCIVAL and eastern

TABLETOP. The best section is at Kidson Bluff, URAL (Section A13),

and we propose that this be a reference section for the Anketell

Sandstone. The type section is at a hill 25.7 km east of Lake
00·

Auld at lat. 22 08', long. 124 20'E (northeast TABLETOP). The

Anketell Sandstone has not been differentiated from other

Mesozoic units in the subsurface.

Lithology

The Anketell Sandstone consists of siltstone and fine

grained quartz wacke interbedded with coarse-grained quartz wacke

and granule and pebble conglomerate. The Anketell Sandstone is

thinner-bedded, finer-grained and less cross-bedded than the

Callawa Formation (Sections A13, A14, A15).

The formation is laminated to thin-bedded with inter

bedded lenticular units of poorly sorted, coarse-grained quartz

wacke and granule and pebble conglomerate. Intraformational

claystone clasts also occur. Within these beds, high-angle

planar cross-bedding is present, grading upwards into ripple

cross-bedding. The contacts between the coarse and fine

grained parts ~f the sequence are sharp.

The fine-grained units, in contrast, are mainly

parallel laminated. Some have wavy lamination. Scour-and-fill

contacts are present where these beds are overlain by coarse units

with intraformational claystone conglomerate present at the

base of the coarse units.

The Anketell Sandstone is bioturbated in places, and"

contains some small-scale slump structures.

.. ~,
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Thickness

No complete sections are known. The thickest measured

section is 30 m at Kidson Bluff (Section A13, URAL). The unit

is probably no thicker than 100 ffi.

Stratigraphic ~elations

The Anketell Sandstone lies conformably on the Callawa

Formation, and in many places the contact is gradational. The

Anketell Sandstone is interpreted as being laterally equivalent

to the Samuel Formation in the southern part of the area where

both units are horizontally bedded and occur at the same topo

graphic level, and where one appears to grade into the othe~.

The Anketell Sandstone in places overlaps the Callawa

Formation and lies unconformably on Permian and Precambrian

rocks. The unit is also unconformably overlain by the Lake

George Beds, and is capped by Cainozoic laterite.

Fossils and age

The only known fossils in the unit are foraminifera

(Traves et al., 1956), rare wood fragments, and trace fossils

which include the burrow Rhizocorallium. Bioturbation is also

abundant. The Anketell Sandstone was thought to be Early Cre·

taceous on the basis of Rhizocorallium (Traves et al., 1956;

Veevers, 1962), but this fossil is no longer considered a Early

Cretaceous index fossil (Hantzschel, 1962). However, foramini

fera collected from the units in ANKETELL indicate an Early

Cretaceous age (Crespin in Traves et al., 1956) which is

consistent with the interpretation that the Anketell Sandstone

is laterally equivalent to the Samuel Formation, also of Early

Cretaceous (Aptian) age (Appendix D).
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Environment of deposition

The Anketell Sandstone appears to be transitional

between the Callawa Formation to the north and the Samuel

Formation to the south. The Callawa Formation is interpreted

as a fluviatile deposit and the Samuel Formation is marine.
. ~

Foraminifera found in the Anketell Sandstone indicate marine
•

or brackish-water conditions (Crespin, in Traves et al., 1956).

Rhizocorallium is also commonly associated with brackish

environments.

The occurrence of trough and planar cross-bedded,
" '

fining-upwards cycles in the formation indicates deposition in

channels, particularly near the base of the unit (Sections A2,

A13 , A15). Abundant flaser-bedded sandstone units (Section A2,

A13) are commonly formed in a tidal environment where alter

nating periods of strong current activity and. slack water allow

preservation of flasers. The extensive bioturbation in the form

ation (Sections A2, A13) probably reflects a slow rate of

deposition.

In summary, the sedimentologicaJ and palaeontological

evidence suggests that the Anketell Sandstone was deposited

under brackish-wateT conditions, probably in~ nearshore environ

ment.

Samuel Formation

The fossiliferous, marine Samuel Formation consists
(11

of fine-grained sandstone and mudstone, with minor glauconite.

It is of Aptian age.

Distribution and type locality

The Samuel Formation (Lowry et al., 1972) occurs in

southeastern RUNTON , western RYAN and most of MORRLS. The

'.
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type section is at Mount Charles (lat. 250 45'S, long. 1260 11'E,

BENTLEY) to the south of the area where the unit is widespread

(Jackson & vah de Graaff, in prep.). The best exposures of

the formation in the area are in the breakaways on eastern

MORRIS and on southeastern RUNTON;and at Traeger Hills arid

other more isola~ed hills on MORRIS.

Lithology

Typically the Samuel Formation consists of thin

bedded, fine and very fine-grained quartz and feldspathic wacke

interbedded with mudstone. Ripple cross-bedding and bio

lturbation are common, and the unit characteristically weathers

yellow or brown. A few lenses of coarse-grained quartz wa~ke

occur, and the unit contains glauconite.

Thickness

The thickest measured section of the Samuel Formation

is 14.5 m (Section A16) but is incomplete. The formation is

thought to be 30 m thick at Rejah Hill but it may be thicker to

the east.

Stratigraphic relations

o \ 0At late 23 54'15"S, long. 125 52'35"E about 10 m of

fine-grained quartz wacke and mudstone, identified as Samuel

Formation, overlies very coarse-grained, moderately to poorly

sorted quartz wacke with angular grains which is assigned to

the Anketell Sandstone (see also Veevers & Wells, 1961). The

contact between these two units is gradational. The Samuel

Formation is also interpreted as being laterally facies equiv

alent to the Anketell Sandstone in northern MORRIS and these

relationships are shown in Figure 7.
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The upper boundary of the Samuel Formation with the

Bejah Claystone is essentially conformable, but it is locally

erosional (Section ~16) and is probably diachronous. The Lampe

Beds unconformably overlie the Samuel Formation, and the form

ation has a well developed laterite profile in most areas.

Fossils and age

Fossils in the Samuel Formation include pelecypods and

gastropods (Appendix D). They indicate an Early Cretaceous (Aptian)

age which agrees with palynological evidence to the south of the

area (Kemp, 1976).

The Samuel Formation is probably a time-equivalent of
"

the Anketell Sandstone and may be partly equivalent to the

Callawa Formation and the Cronin Sandstone.

Environment of deposition

Marine fossils and glauconite indicate deposition in

a marine environment. The interbedding of sandstone and mudstone

and the presence of ripple marks suggest that deposition took

place in a shallow sea, but the absence of large-scale cross

bedding probably indicates that deposition was sUbtidal. The

Anketell Sapdstone is interpreted as a nearshore facies of

the sea that deposited the Samuel F0rmation (and the Bejah

Claystone). The Early Cretaceous sea in which these sediments

were laid down, was connected to the oceans along the south

coast of the Australian continent (Jackson & van de Graaff,

in prep.), and there is no evidence to suggest that it was

connected to the Indian Ocean via the Canning Basin. However,

the sea did extend into the southern Canning Basin, indicating

that the Warri Gravity Ridge area (the boundary between the

two basins) was not a raised topographic high during the

Early Cretaceous.
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Bejah Claystone

The marine Bejah Claystone consists almost entirely

of claystone, with only minor siltstone and sandstone. It is

of Aptian-Albian age.

Distribution and type locality

The Bejah Claystone (Veevers & Wells, 1961; Lowry et al.,

1972) occurs in southeast RUNTON and MORRIS and at the Traeger

Hills. It is widespread in the Officer Basin,south of the area

(Jackson et al~, 1975). The type section is at Bejah Hill
00. . . '

(lat. 2346'S, long. 124 08'E, RUNTON) but we believe that the

lower part of the Bejah Hill section is Samuel Formation and

only the upper 3-4 m can be confidently assigned to the Bejah

Claystone.

Lithology

The Bejah Claystone is almost entirely composed of

claystohe, with only minor amounts of siltstone and rare thin

laminae of very fine-grained sandstone. At Bejah Hill, there

is an apparently coarse-grained bed, but examination with a hand

lens shows that the 'grains' are in fact mostly weathered-out

radiolaria with a siliceous cement.

The formation is normally massive to poorly bedded and

no sedimentary structures were discernible; however, in places

mottled weathering patterns may indicate bioturbation.

At Section A16 the base of/the Bejah Claystone is marked

by a porcellanized clay pellet conglomerate, but elsewhere it

appears gradational (Jackson et al., 1975).

Thickness

The Bejah Claystone is not more than 4 m thick at its

type section but it may be as much as 10 m thick at the Traeger

-Hil s. MORRIs..
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Stratigraphic relations

The Bejah Claystone lies essentially conformably on

the Samuel Formation although the boundary is locally erosional.

The formation is unconformably overlain by the Lampe Beds and

it is lateritized.

Fossils and age

The radiolaria Lithoc¥clia exilis and Cenosphaera sp.

have been found in the Bejah Claystone in the area and they

indicate an Albian age (Crespin in Veevers & Wells, 1961).

Outside the area the unit contains pelecypods which Skwarko

(1967) believes indicate an Aptian ·age.

The lower boundary of the Bejah Claystonewiththe

Samuel Formation is probably diachronous, so the two units are

probably partly time-equivalents.

Environment of deposition

The Bejah Claystone contains a marine fauna which

andicates that it is ,a marine deposit. The fine grain size of

the sediment and the absence of sedimentary s ~.ructures indicate

extremely quiet deposition with little influx of terrigenous

material by currents. Such deposits appear to have been laid

down over large parts of Australia during the Early Cretaceous

(Brunnschweiler, 1958) and they indicate that the. particular

conditions responsible were not restricted to the Officer and

southern Canning Basins.

UNDIVIDED MESOZOIC

About 10 m of fine to medium-grained, moderately to

poorly sorted sandstone with clay pellets together with granule

conglomerate and laminae of mudstone, is exposed (Section A17)

at Dowling Hills, a group of small, low hills in southwest RYAN

- - -- ~ - -~ -------------_._--------_.
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00·
(lat. 2345'S, long. 126 12'E). The sequence is undated but

may be equivalent to the Callawa Formation. Since the Dowling

Hills area is transitional betw~en· the Canning and Officer

Basins, the sandstone exposed there could also be correlated with

the Cronin Sandstone. As there is no evidence to indicate which

of these correlations is correct, the sequence is mapped as

Mesozoic undivided. Palynological data would probably be needed

to solve the problem.

CRETACEOUS TO TERTIARY

Lake George Beds (new name not yet approved)

The Lake George Beds consist of massive sandstone

and granule conglomerate which are interpreted as overbank
deposits and partly pedogenic. The Beds unconformably overlie

the Callawa Formation and the Anketell Sandstone.

Distribution and type locality

The Lake George Beds occur in SAHARA, PERCIVAL,

TABLETOP, RUNTON and URAL. The best exposure is at the type

section, 8 km southeast of Helen Hill, on TABLETOP. Good

exposures also occur in southern PERCIVAL, southeast SAHARA

and at Winnecke Rock, RUNTON. Photo-interpretation suggests

the unit is widespread in northwest SAHARA..

The Lake George Beds are composed of poorly sorted,

fine to very coarse-grained quartz wacke and granule conglomerate.

The massive appearance of the Lake George Beds distinguishes

them from the underlying rocks. Interstices contain limonite,

chalcedonic silica and clay.

Silicified pipe-like structures, possibly caused by

solution, are present within the Beds. Moulds interpreted as root

casts also occur.
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Thickness

At the type section the Lake George Beds are 5 m

thick,but ,they may be thicker elsewhere.

,

Stratigraphi6 relations

The

Formation and

gradational.

Lake George Beds unconformaQly overlie the Callawa

the Anketell Sandstone. Ldcally the contacts are

The Beds are capped by laterite.

Fossils and age

No age-diagnostic fossils are known from the unit.

A Cretaceous to Tertiary age is assigned to the Lake George

Beds because they occupy a similar stratigraphic and topographic

position to the Lampe Beds.

Environment of deposition

The Lake George Beds are interpreted as overbank

deposits which have been deeply weathered. The absence of bedding

and sorting, the gradational lower contact of the beds with the

underlying units, and the presence of moulds interpreted as

root casts suggests that the unit may be pedogenic ·in part. It

is envisaged that the Lake George Beds formed contemporaneously

with the Lampe Beds, which are interpreted as fluviatile

deposits.

Lampe Beds

The Lampe Beds (Lowry et al., 1972) consist of silcret

ized sandstone and conglomerate which overlie Cretaceous and

Permian rocks in the Gibson and Great Victoria Deserts. ,They are

interpreted as fluviatile in origin and are assigned a Cre

taceous-Tertiary age.
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Distribution and type locality

The Lampe Beds were recognized in the south Canning

Basin for the first time during field mapping in 1975, where

they occur as cappings on mesas and small rises on RYAN, MORRIS

and RUNTON. The type section is located at Mount Johnson

(lat. 250 24'S, long. 1240 25'E) on HERBERT in the Officer Basin.

Lithology

Silicified quartz pebble and granule conglomerate

together with coarse to very coarse-grained poorly-sorted

quartz wacke are the dominant lithologies of the Lampe Beds.

The constituent grains are subrounded to subangular. Many of

the exposures lack distinct bedding, but where present the
bedding is thick and is locally cross-bedded. The Beds are

commonly altered to silcrete.

Stratigraphic relations

The Lampe Beds unconformably overlie Proterozoic

sediments, the Paterson and Samuel Formations, and the Bejah

Claystone. The upper contact of the Lampe Beds is commonly an

erosional surface, but at Cromer Cone (RUNTON) laterite over

lies the Lampe Beds. However, at the Traeger Hills (MORRIS)

laterite is also overlain by the Lampe Beds.

Fossils and age

The age of the Lampe Beds is uncertain as no fossils

have been found in them. The beds are younger than the Early

Cretaceous Bejah Claystone and are considered to be older than

the main laterite horizons, which may be early Tertiary in age

(see under Palaeodrainages).
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Thickness

No sections were measured but the It1aximum thickness

observed in the field is approximately 2 m.

Environment of deposition

The coarse nature and poor sorting of the Lampe Beds

indicate that they are fluviatile (Jackson & van de Graaff,

in prep.; van de Graaff, et al., in prep.).

CAINOZOIC

Calcrete z chalcedony (Czk)

Calcrete and chalcedony occur mainly in pa~aeo

drainage depressions and were probably mostly deposited as the

drainages were drying up in the early Tertiary. However, some

calcrete bodies may be younger than early Tertiary so the unit

is mapped as a Cainozoic deposit.

The calcrete consists of impure argillaceous and

arenaceous limestone with secondary chalcedony locally

abundant. In many places most of the carbonate is weathered

out, and all,that is present on the surface are slightly cal

careous deposits. In the Well 30 area, the calcrete is

cavernous; the collapse of some caves has caused a 'hummocky'

(karst) topography (TABLETOP).

Calcrete bodies are important aquifers in the region

and most wells on the Canning Stock Route are sited in them.

Laterite (Czl)

Laterite is ubiquitous in the area and ·where it is

not mapped on the surface it is probably present under the

blanket of aeolian sand. On finer-grained rocks (Samuel

Formation and Bejah Claystone) in the southern part of the
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area the massive or pisolitic laterite capping (Plate 10) may

be up to 10 m thick. On the coarser-grained sediments of

the northern part of the area it is not as thick and is assoc

iated with other weathering products such as ferricrete and

silcrete.

In the Gibson Desert, the laterite preserves the

palaeodrainages, and the present lateritic surfaces represent

a mor~ subdued replica of the landscape under which it was

formed. The laterite was probably formed as the palaeodrainages

began to dry up in the Early Tertiary (van de Graaff et al.,

in prep.) but as younger laterites are known in Western
,

Australia we prefer to map the unit as Cainozoic in age.

All the pre-Early Cretaceous Phanerozoic rock units
are lateritized to a greater or lesser extent, and the Cre-

taceous to Tertiary Lampe Beds are both overlain and underlain

by the laterite. The Lake George Beds - the probably equiv

alent of the Lampe Beds - are also lateritized.

Lake deposits (QI)

Lake deposits occur in the palaeodrainage depressions

in which they were deposited. Most of the playas are still

active sites of sedimentation as clay, silt and minor sand are

washed into them during heavy rain. Consequently the surface

deposits are marked as Quaternary in age; however, many of the

larger lakes contain thick sequences (probably up to 100 m),

of sediments and such deposits probably date back to the

Tertiary.

The playas containing these deposits probably formed

as the palaeodrainages became dammed with sediments due to

insufficient run-off. This is thought to have occurred in the

Early Tertiary (van de Graaff et al., in prep.).
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Authigenic gypsum is common in the lake deposits and

also near Scott Bluff (TABLETOP), where layers of authigenic

gypsum crystals (up to 10 cm thick) occur in deeply weathered

exposures of Paterson Formation around the shores of Lake

Blanche.

Alluvium (Qa)

Surface deposits of alluvium are rare in the area

as there are few modern drainages. Some deposits occur beside

the Rudall River (RUDALL) and other creeks that drain the

Precambrian highland areas. A few smaller deposits also occur

as washout fans, where small creeks drain breakaways. Most

alluvium in tpe area is mixed with aeolian sand and is mapped

as 'mixed aeolian and alluvial deposits'. This unit occurs

mainly ih the palaeodrainage depressions where surface run-off

(mainly sheet wash) has deposited finer-grained sediment

(silt, clay and minor sand) in the depressions and this has later

become mixed with aeolian sands during dry periods.

Aeolian Sand (Qz)
I

Aeolian sand is abundant and occurs in the northern,

eastern and western parts of the area. It mainly occurs as

longitudinal (seif) dunes but some small sand plains without

dunes also occur (eg. east RUNTON). The sand dunes are mainly

fixed by vegetation, and significant sand movement occurs only

after the vegetation has been burned off. In such places the

dunes appear to have been eroded rather than ·maintained or

rebuilt (Plate 11).

Crowe (1975) has described the formation, evolution

and distribution of the sand dunes ini this part of the desert

and he has shown that denser dune patterns correspond with de

pressions. All of Crowe's (1975) three types of sand dunes

occur: simple longitudinal, chain longitudinal (Plate 12), and

net-like dunes. The sand dunes in the area were formed by

easterly winds, which still prevail.
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The sand that comprises the sand dunes was probably

derived from:

(a) erosion of Precambri.an rocks to the east of

the area

(b) erosion and retreat of breakaways in the area

(c) redistribution of soil that must have existed

over the laterite when it formed.

The third source is probably the most important as

evidenced by the abundance of sand dunes over the more weathered

sandy bedrock and their absence over the more resistant clayey·

bedrock.

4. PALAEODRAINAGES

Palaeodrainages are conspicuous and important features

of the landscape over much of the area. Many of the ancient

valleys show up clearly on the airphotos and many are re-

flected in the mapped distribution of Cainozoic units (e.g. MORRIS).

Bunting et al~ (1974) have shown that, to the south of the

study area, contour maps can be used to elucidate the ancient

drainage patterns, even in areas that are obscured by ~he thin

cover (less than 5 m) of aeolian sand. The map (Figure 8) and

the following summary is based mainly on a paper by van de Graaff

et al. (in prep.).

Palaeodrainage patterns and age

Fine-textured palaeodrainage patterns, such as occur

on MORRI~, are characteristic of fine-grained impermeable

clayey bedrock, whereas coarser-textured patterns, such as

occur On URAL, are typical of areas with sandy bedrock (Bunting

et al., 1974) (Plate 13). Another example of bedrock control

on the ancient drainage pattern is seen where the chain of

playas that includes Lakes Dora and Blanche has a northwesterly

trend parallel to the regional strike of the bedrock.
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Most palaeodrainages in the area drained towards Lake

Dora (see Fig~ 8) and from there into the Indian Ocean via th~

present-day location of the De Grey River; however, in the

eastern part of the area there is an enclosed depression centred

about playas on RYAN. Van de Graaff et al. (in prep.) believe

that the drainages in this depression originally flowed south

to the Great Australian Bight via Lake Newell (COBB) but

that epeirogeny along the site of the Warri Gravity High

(probably during the Early Tertiary) resulted iti diversion' of

the drainages and the formation of an area of internal drainage.

They also believe that the'S' bend in which Lake Auld is

situated was caused by diversion of the Percival Lakes drainage

system southwards into the system that contains Lakes Blanche

and Dora (Plate 14).

The maximum possible age of the palaeodrainages in

most of the area is early Late Cretaceous, as the ancient valleys

are incised into the marine Bejah Claystone of'Aptian-Albian

age. Van de Graaff et al. (in prep.) believe that the Lampe

Beds represent early deposits of the ancient drainages. However,

at present, the Lampe Beds have not been dated accurately. On

the edges of the Precambrian shield (on RUDALL) some palaeo

drainages follow exhumed Early Permian valleys; however, none

of these palaeodrainages are demonstratably as old as that, and

they are more likely to be superimposed features. Evidence for

the minimum age of the palaeodrainage is not present in the

area, but Bunting et al. (1974) have shown that, about 600 km

to the south of the area, on the edge of the Nullarbor Plain,

significant water-flow had ceased in the ancient valleys before

the Middle Miocene, as marine sediments of that age, in the

Eucla Basin, abut the old valleys.

ImEli~ations of the palaeodrainages

The presence of such a well-developed Late Cretaceous

to Early Tertiary drainage system in the area indicates that

the climate of that period was more humid than at present. This

is supported by the presence of laterite, which requires a higher
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Plate 13: Lines of dense vegetation mark the trunk valleys of the
fossil drainage channels, with laterite flanking these
valleys in the middle background, URAL. GSWA Negative.

Plate 14: View looking southwest
Lakes, PERCIVAL. These
palaeodrainages in the
adjacent to the lakes.

of western end of the Percival
lakes mark one of the prominent
area. Note the dense dunes

GSWA Negative.
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rainfall than occurs in the area today. The laterite has

preserved the ancient drainage system from erosion, but the

main reason that the valleys are still so well preserved i~ that

the area has experienced remarkable tectonic stability and an

arid climate,- resulting in little erosion and only minor burial.

5 .- STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY

Parts of the four tectonic units that occur within

the area are described below. They are the Phanerozoic

Canning Basin, the Proterozoic-Phanerozoic Officer and Amadeus

Basins, and the Precambrian Arunta Block. These are depicted

in Figure 9.

Rocks of the Arunta Block crop out in a small area

in southeast WILSON, where they consist of folded sedimentary

rocks intruded by adamellite. Immediately to the east, on WEBB,

the Arunta Block is composed of tightly folded Archaean meta

morphic rocks which trend parallel to the foliation trends of

the Mount Webb Adamellite and to the closely-spaced jointing

within the acid lavas of the Pollock Hills Formation (Blake &
Towner, 1974).

The western fringe of the Amadeus Basin occurs in the

east of WILSON and RYAN. The Amadeus Basin is a complex intra

cratonic depression elongated east-west in central Australia and

contain~ng Late Adelaidean and Early Palaeozoic sediments which

have been folded and faulted several times. Evidence for two

of these events is present on RYAN. The Areyonga Movement

produced the unconformity between the Bitter Springs Formation

and the Ellis Sandstone, and the Petermann Range Orogeny (Late

Proterozoic or Early Cambrian) was responsible for tight folding

of the Ellis San~stone and Maurice Formation (Wells et al.,

1964; 1970).
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A small part of the Officer Basin occurs within the

area in southern RUNTON and southwest MORRIS. The Officer

Basin contains a Proterozoic and Phanerozoic sequence which may

be up to 12 000 m thick in places (Jackson, 1966; Lowry et al.,

1972; M.J. Jackson, pers. comm.).The boundary between the

Officer and Canning Basins remains uncertain. however, a gravity

high, the Warri Gravity Ridge, part of the Anketell Regional

Gravity Ridge, is interpreted as representing an area of very

shallow basement, and other geophysical evidence indicates

that the thickness of sedimentary rocks on either side becomes

greater away from -the feature (Darby & Fraser, 1969). Thus, the

boundary between the two basins is tentatively placed along

the axial region of Bouguer anomaly contours (Fig. 4). Surface

information does not alluw any more precise definition of this

boundary although there are stratigraphic differences between

the two basins.

Further seismic information across the Warri Gravity

Ridge is needed to delin~ate the nature of the boundary more

accurately.

Most of the area described in this report belongs

to the Canning Basin, of which the Kidson Sub-basin (WAPET,

1966a) forms a major subdivision. A small portion of the

Crossland Platform is present along with the 'Tabletop Shelf'

(Koop', 1966a) and the 'Ryan Shelf' (Fig. 9; Basin Studies Group,

pers. comm.).

The Cross land Platform ~s present in the northeast

on PERCIVAL and WILSON. Though it is a platform with respect

to the tectonic elements in the northern part of the Canning

Basin, it slopes gradually southward into the Kidson Sub-basin,

'and the boundary as shown in Fieure 9 is arbitrarily taken at

the 3000 m depth-to-basement isopach (Basin Studies Group, pers.

comm.). The BMR Basin Studies G~oup is currently reviewing the

structural nomenclature of the Canning Basin, and the results

will be published shortly.
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The Kidson Sub-basin succession has a gentle regional

dip towards its axial region, which trends northwest across the

area. The regional dip is up to 2 0 below the base of Grant

Formation and up to 10 above it. A few low-amplitude flexures.

are suggested by gravity results in northwest SAHARA (WAPET,

1963b) . A seismic survey conOducted over these areas confirmed

the presence of broad anticlines with gentle relief.

There are apparently no major faults cutting the Kidson

SUb-basin sequence. Along the southwest margin in TABLETOP,

seismic surveys have revealed subsurface faults with up to 200 m

of near-vertical displacements cutting the pre-Middle Devonian

section. A few similar subsurface faults are present near the

edge of the Kidson Sub-basin in RYAN and WILSON. A northwest

trending zone of en echelon north-trending faults is present

centred on Scott Bluff, TABLETOP. However, it is unlikely that

these faults have vertical displacements of more than 20 m.

At latitude 22058'18", longitude 1230 35'48" is a

small reverse fault zone which is younger than the Anketell

Sandstone in age. The movement along the fault has caused the

coarse-grained, bioturbated quartz .wacke of the Anketell Sand

stone to crop out beside the graded siltstone and fine quartz

wacke of the Grant Formation. Aerial reconnaissance in

northern WILSON in 1973 and 1975 by the authors over a zone of

major earthquake epicentres (Denham et al., 1974) did not

reveal any surface evidence of fractures.

The Veevers Crater found during the survey is thought

to be of meteoritic origin (Yeates et al., 1976) but it is

structurally insignificant within the Kidson Sub-basin sequence.

6. GEOLOGICAL HISTORY

In at least the eastern part of the area, Archaean

sand, silt and mud were metamorphosed during Proterozoic times

to form the Arunta Complex. In the mid-Carpentarian, following

a period of uplift and erosion, acid volcanics and sedimentary
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rocks (Pollock Hills Formation) accumulated during a marine

transgression, and simultaneously or shortly afterwards, acid

magma (Mount Webb Adamellite) intruded the sequence. A long

period of erosion ensued until in the Adelaidean, when sand,

silt and gravel (Heavitree Quartzite) were deposited in a

widespread shallow sea which flooded the bevelled crystalline

Sand, mud and lime, and possibly evaporites, then accumulated

in barred lagoons (Bitter Springs Formation). The final

phase of Amadeus Basin $edimentation was the deposition of

sand and silt (Ellis Sandstone and Maurice For~ation) probably
I

in alternating fluvial and near-shore marine environments.

Near the end of the Adelaidean or early in the

Cambrian, possibly during the Petermann Ranges Orogeny (Wells

et al., 1970), the Adelaidean sediments were strongly folded

and faulted, and the area was uplifted to form a landmass,

part of which may sUbsequently have been the provenance for

early Palaeozoic sedimentation in the Canning Basin.

In the very late Adelaidean, or in the earliest

Cambrian, mud accumulated along the extreme western edge of

the Amadeus Basin and in the Canning Basin.

basement.

Following a period of erosion during which the land-
,

scape became relatively flat, silt, sand and lime were de-

posited when the sea flooded a large area in northwestern

Australia. These sediments represent earliest deposition in an

area that was to become the Canning Basin during Early to

Middle Ordovician time (Goldwyer Formation). No sedimentation

occurred in the southern part of RUNTON and MORRIS. In the

Late Ordovician, the sea became shallower, and it partly re

treated from the area, allowing evaporitic conditions to

prevail. Salt deposition was more extensive in the centre of

the Kidson Sub-basin, as peripheral areas became slightly

emergent during Late Ordovician to Early Devonian times. Silt

and clay of probable continental origin were laid down during

salt deposition (Carribuddy Formation).
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In the Early Devonian, red sand and silt was de

posited by winds and rivers in a dominantly continental en

vironment (Tandalgoo Red Beds).

Postdating the deposition of the Tandalgoo Red Beds,

mobilization of the salt units within the Carribuddy Formation

may have occurred producing structural features referred to as

'salt wells' recognized in the northern Canning Basin

(Willmott, 1962).

The sea returned during the Middle Devonian and

covered a large part of the area. Lime and sand accumulated

(Mellinjerie Limestone), the thickest deposit occurring in

the centl~ of the Kidson Sub-basin.

Throughout Ordovician to Middle Devonian time, the

area was slowly sinking by tilting and sUbsidence, the sub

sidence occurring at a slightly faster rate in what is now the

axial region of the KidsQn Sub-basin. The area south of latitude

23
0

S and west of longitude 1260 E (that is, RUNTON and south-

west MORRIS) was probably emergent and formed a landmass.

From late Middle Devonian to early Late Carboniferous

time, sand, mud and lime may have accumulated periodically

within the area as it did in the Fitzroy Trough and Gregory

Sub-basin to the north.' However, post-Middle Devonian to pre

Permian uplift and subsequent erosion has stripped most of the

inferred Devonian-Carboniferous sediments from the area.

In the earliest Permian, adjacent areas were under

going glaciation as indicated by striated pavements. Within

the exhumed valleys in the Precambrian landmass and probably

on various parts of the pre-Permian floor of the Canning and

Officer Basins, deposition of silt and sand with striated

pebbles was taking place in rivers and lakes under the in

fluence of a glacial climate (Paterson Formation). Following

this the whole of the area was blanketed by silt, sand and minor

gravel laid down in shallow water with some marine influence

(Grant Formation).. ,
• sa,s.. ShL CL&b &
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As the climate became warmer, by late Sakmarian to

early Artinskian times, sand, silt and minor gravel (Poole

Sandstone) were laid down in a sea to ~he north of the site of the

Warri Gravity Ridge. Rivers in the east probably contributed

some detrital material.

In late Artinskian times, this shallow sea deposited

mud, lime and some sand (Noonkanbah Formation), mainly under

reducing conditions. Terrigenous material was deposited mainly

in the eastern part of the area. Then the sea probably regre

ssed from the area, the water shallowed, and the influx of

terrigenous material increased as sand and silt (Triwhite

Sandstone) were laid down.

A period of non-deposition and some erosion followed
,

until the Late Jurassic to Early Cretaceous, when meandering

rivers deposited sand and gravel in the Kidson Sub-basin (Callawa

Formation) and in the Officer Basin (Cronin Sandstone). In the

Early Cretaceous (Aptian), shallow seas extended from the Officer

Basin area northwards as far as southern RUNTON, western RYAN and

most of MORRIS, depositing sand and mud in a possible subtidal

environment in which invertebrates flourished (Samuel Formation).

Simultaneously, near-shore conditions prevailed to the north

of this sea and the Anketell Sandstone was deposited in brackish

water.

In Albian times, clays were deposited under extremely

quiet conditions in a marine environment with little influx of

material from outside the area (Bejah Claystone).

Following"the final retreat of the sea in the Late

Cretaceous, deep chemical weathering affected the basin area

which was mainly of low relief with the exception of Baron Range

(RYAN). Soils formed on the alluvial plains of the Anketell and

Callawa Formations (Lake George Beds), and a large drainage

system formed over most of the area; sand and gravel of the

Lampe Beds represent early deposi ts of thes"e rivers. "As the
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climate became hotter and hwnid, extensive laterite profiles

developed. Lateritic processes may also have continued at

intervals throughout the Cainozoic until the climate eventually

became arid.

With the onset of arid conditions, dessication of the

laterite surface and the formation of mesas and buttes occurred.

Drainages became dammed with alluvium and lakes developed.

Calcrete and minor evaporites formed in these lakes and in the

drainage channels, and may still be forming at present. Sub

aerial erosion of the laterite surfaces produced sand dunes.

7. ECONOMIC GEOLOGY

Petroleum

Estimates of source-rock and res~rvoi~~rockpotential

for the Kidson Sub-basin sequence is summarized in Table 2.

The Ordovician sequence, known from Aquitaine Wilson

Cliffs No. 1 (AAP, 1969c) and Contention Heights No. 1 (AAP, 1974)

has source-rock potential, and as it contains sandy facies it

may also have reservoir potential. However, in both these deep

drill holes, the sandstone was found to have low porosity.

The Carribuddy Formation and the overlying Tandalgoo

Red Beds, being deposited mainly under oxidizing conditions, have

low source potential. However, evaporites within the Carribuddy

Formation may be potential cap rocks because of the·~imper

meability associated with evaporites. Diapiric folding, a

feature of evaporitic sequences, occurs within the for~ation in

the north of the Canning Basin. If present in the south

Canning Basin, it could provide suitable structural traps for

petroleum.

The. Mellinjerie Limestone may also be prospective. It

has some potential as a source rock and it contains sandy facies

which have a moderate porosity.
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Drew & Evans (1975) have interpreted possible reef

structures in the Ordovician-Devonian sequence on the Crossland

Platform to the north of the area on HELENA. Since the Phaner

ozoic sequence dips generally towards the axial region of the

Kidson Sub-basin, any petroleum generated within the sediments

would most likely migrate up-dip towards the margins of the

sub-basin and towards the Crossland Platform.

The Permian sequence, apart from the Noonkanbah

Formation, appears to lack generative source rocks and,in all

parts of the area, it is too close to the surface to have

undergone sufficient thermal diagenesis to generate petroleum.

The sequence does, however, contain potential reservoirs such

as the 'Gr~nt Formation and Poole Sandstone. The Noonkanbah

Formation is a prospective cap rock.

The Mesozoic rocks have no petroleum potential.

Groundwater

The area is prospective for groundwater. Th. present

distribution of wells in the area has not completely tested the

resources. All water wells drilled and utilized by petroleum

exploration companies in the area were found to be dry or

collapsed when examined during 1975. The condition of water

wells on the Canning Stock Route in the area is summarized in

Table 3. Their positions are accurately located on the res

pective 1:250 000 preliminary geological maps.

The water-table is generally within 10 m of the surface

in the larger ancient drainages, and deeper elsewhere.

The few petroleum exploration and stratigraphic wells

have indicated mainly saline water for most pre-Permian units

encountered. However, the Early Devonian Tandalgoo Red Beds

contained fresh water in Aquitaine Wilson Cliffs No. 1 (AAP,
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.Table 2. Summary of petroleum potential for pre-Permian units

i· .

Age

Middle Devonian-

Early Devonian

LateOrdovician

to Early Devonian

Ordovician

Stratigrapbic
Unit

Mellinjerie
Limestone

Tandalgoo Red

Beds

Carribuddy

Formation

Undivided

includes
Goldwyer
Formation and
informally named
units in
Aquitaine Wilson
Cliffs No. 1 and

Contention

Heights No. 1

Porosity

geqerally
low

variable; ;

low to

good

low to
moderate

low

Permeability

low

variable low

to high

low

low

Remarks

Porosity in sandstone
units

Potential reservoirs;

flushed with freshwater

deposited mainly in

oxidizing conditions

Evaporitic; low source
potential; some reser
~oir potential; if

~iapiric folding exists
it could provide

suitable structure.

Reasonable source
potential; known
sandsto~es lack good
porosity and are water
saturated; traces of
metha~3 recorded

(AAP, 1969c; 1974).
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1969c) and in WAPET Kidson No. 1 (WAPET, 1966c). Good porosity

and fair permeability have been indicated in some intervals of

the unit (WAPET, 1966c). The Tandalgoo Red Beds are therefore

a prospective aquifer, but they occur at a much greater de~th

than more prospective units above them.

Parts of the Grant Formation and overlying Poole

Sandstone are excellent aquifers in other parts of the Canning

Basin (Veevers & Wells, 1961; Yeates et al., 1975) and they may

yield good water in this area. Much of this sequence is com-

posed of porous, clean quartzose sandstone_units w~th porosities

of up to 20% in WAPET Kidson No. 1 (WAPET, 1966c):--The~verlying

shales and siltstones of the Noonkanbah· Formation provid~····2·on.~ining
beds for these aquifers. The Triwhite Sandstone would most '.

probably yield small supplies of saline water.

The Callawa Formation and sandy facies ~ithin the

Anketell Sandstone have yielded water in bores sunk and utilized

during petroleum exploration surveys. The quartzose sandstone

and conglomerate, being porous and widespread, make the units

prospective for groundwater where they can be intersected beneath

the water-table.. However, much of their known distribution

(especially around the edges of the basin) would be above the

water-table.

Deposits of the ancient drainage system are excellent

aquifiers. Many of the wells along the Canning Stock Route are

located in such settings, ~rincipally within calcrete. The

ancient drainage system, in many places, has dissected the base

of the Mesozoic rocks, so that the Cainozoic deposits lie on

the relatively impervious rocks of the Triwhite Sandstone and

the Noonkanbah Formation. The water salinity within these

aquifers is variable; it becomes more saline towards the large

salt lakes of the area, where the salt water is less than 1 m

below the lake surface.
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Table 3. Condition of water wells along Canning Stock Route, July 1975

Well

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

Condition

Unknown; not visited

Unknown; not visited

Unknown; not visited

Timber of well in reasonable condition, but loose at surface;

water is weed-filled, uncovered
·l·o

Dry; caved-in and silted-up to within 2 m of surface

Dry; caved-in and silted-up; very insecure timbering; uncovered

Timber secure; uncovered; water polluted with dead birds

Timber secure; partly covered; water polluted with dead birds

and dingo

Timber secure; uncovered; water green with algae

Dry; caved-in

Timber insecure; uncovered; water polluted with dead animals

Timber insecure; uncovered; water filled with algae and weeds

Dry rockhole; numerous small rockholes nearby contained

a total of about 70 litres of water collectivelY,July 1975

Timber secure; uncovered; water putrid with dead animals

and algae

Timber secure; uncovered; water contained dead birds and

green algae

Timber insecure; uncovered; water contained dead birds

Secure open cut well; water full of green algae

Timber secure; half-covered; water putrid from dead dingo.
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Coal

\

Thin coal seams have been intersected in the Grant

Formation, Poole Sandstone and Noonkanbah Formation. However,

as the coal occurs in predominantly marine units, the pro

spects of finding large deposits are slight.

Evaporites

Thick sequences of evaporites (chiefly halite and

gypsum) are present at depth in theCarribuddy Formation

(Glover, 1973). Evaporites (chiefly gypsum) up to 1 cm thick

cover the surface of the large salt lakes, and further thin

layers are present within the lake sediments.

Uranium

No uranium has been found in the area, but there is

a possibility of secondary concentrations occurring within

deposits of the ancient drainage systems.

Constructional materials

Goethite pisolites within laterite and reworked

laterite are present within the area in large quantities and

are suitable for constructing roads.

8. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

It is a pleasure to acknowledge the assistance of

Glen Roberts while he was under contract to the BMR to deliver

fuel from Port Hedland to Lake Auld (TABLE~OP). He provided

very useful information on the condition of tracks and water

bores in the area.

The Basin Study Group of BMR gave assistance with

the compilation of subsurface data.
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APPENDIX C

PERMIAN FOSSILS FROM THE TABLETOP 1:250 000

SHEET AREA, WESTERN AUSTRALIA

by J.M. Dickin$

ABSTRACT

Identifications of Permian marine invertebrate fossils

are listed from the Cuncudgerie Sandstone now replaced by Poole

Sandstone, the Triwhite Sandstone and possibly the DoraShale

now replaced by the Noonkanbah Formation from the Tabletop

1:250 000 Sheet area in the southwestern part of the Canning

Basin, Western Australia. The fauna from the Cuncudgc::rie

Sandstone is regarded as the time equivalent of the Nura Nura

Member of the Poole Sandstone in the Fitzroy Trough and the

Triwhite Sandstone as the equivalent of the upper part of the

Noonkanbah Formation or the Light jack Formation., The age of

the intervening Dore Shale is unclear. The fauna of the

Cuncudgerie Sandstone lived in part in a sublittoral environ

ment and in part probably in slightly deeper water, and the

fauna of the Triwhite Sandstone was probably sublittoral with,

in places, a hard substrate.

INTRODUCTION

Permian fossilsfrom'thfs area are first referred to

in an unpublished report by W.S. Dun (Jones, 1922). Dun's

identifications were published by Glauert ,(1925) in a paper

listing Western Australia fossils. Reeves (1949) also referred

to fossils in an unpublished report.
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Published identifications are given by Crespin and

Dickins & Thomas in Traves, Casey & Wells (1956) and by Dickins

in Veevers & Wells (1961). Further unpublished identifications

have be~n given by Dickins and Thomas. All these identifications,

except the early ones of bun and Reeves, are consolidated in the

present report together with those from the present (1975) survey.

IDENTIFICATIONS

CUNCUDGERIE SANDSTONE

T 16, Lat. 220 45' Long. 1230 25,1. - Helen Hill, Canning Stock

Route, 2! miles (4 km) north-northwest of Well 27 (Veevers &
Wells, 1961, pp. 287, 288).

Pelecypods

Myonia? sp. nov. 2 .

Brachiopods (identified by G.A. Thomas)

Linoproductus sp. nov.

P$eudosyrinx sp. novo

TK5A, Scott Bluff, east side of Lake Blanche, collected

W.J. Koop of West Australian Petroleum Pty Ltd, 1~63 .

.Pelecypods

Myonia subarbitrata Dickins 19633 .
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Brachiopods

"Chonetes" Sp.

Aulosteges or Taeniothaerus sp. indet.

Strophalosia cf. irwinensis Coleman 1957

Permorthetetes lindneri Thomas 1958

Pseudosyrinx sp. aff. nagmargensis (Bion)

Phricodothyris sp. novo

T81, Helen Hill; 220 46'21"8; 1230 39'18"E

Pelecypods

Identified by

G.A.Thomas

Oriocrassatella sp. (as in Callytharra Formation and

Nura Nura Member of Poole Sandstone)

8tutchburia cf. variabilis Dickins 1957

Megadesmus sp. (as in Lyons Group)

Conulariid (unidentified)

T127, 8cott Bluff, Lake Blanche;

Pelecypods

8tutchburia cf. variabilis Dickins 1957

Etheripecten cf. tenuicollis (Dana) 1847
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Gastropods

Mourlonia (Pseudobaylea) cf. freneyensis Dickins 1963

Brachiopods

Cancrinella sp.

Aulosteges and Taeniothaerus

Neospiriferid

Orthotetid

Fenestellids

DORA SHALE

Northern end of Lake Dora - 2 inches ( 5 cm) below the base of

the salt crust (Registered No. MF 948). Crespin in Traves,

Casey & Wells, 1956, pp. 54, 55.

Foraminifers

Ammodiscus nitidus Parr

Ammobaculite~ cf. woolnoughi Crespin & Parr

Hyperamminoides acicula Parr

Hyperamminoides cf. expansus Plummer

TRIWHITE SANDSTONE

Tl, 4 miles (6.4 km) east of the central portion 01 Lake Dora,

1 mile (1.6 km) east-southeast of Dunn Soak (Traves, Casey &
Wells, 1956, p. 51).
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Pelecypods

Astartila blatchfordi (Hosking) 1931

Gastropods

Warthia cf. micromphala (Morris) 1845

Ptychomphalina maitlandi Etheridge Jnr 1903

00'
T1141, 7 km southeast of 8cott Bluff; 22 29'12"8; 123 16'19"E.

Pelecypods

Atomodesma ~ytiloides Beyrich 1865

Modiolus sp.

Etheripecten sp. (as in Balgo Hills)

Brachiopods

Indet. productid

Notospirifer? sp. nov. (surface pits and adminicula not

characteristic of Notospirifer)

Wood and Bony plate.

T1148, 7.5 km NNW of 8cott Bluff; 220 23'48"8; 1230 11'06"E.

Pelecypods

Merismopteria sp.

8chizodus kennedyensis? Dickins 1956
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Gastropods

Stachella Spa

Mourlonia (Mourlonia) Spa

Tl153, 2.5km southeast of Dunn Soak; 220 04'05"S; 1230 10'12"E.

Pelecypodf.j

Astartila cf. blatchfordi (Hosking) 1931

T1155, 20 km SSE of Triwhite Hills; 220 16'00"S; 1230 17'42"E

Pelecypods

Astartila cf. blatchfordi (Hosking) 1931

Atomodesma mytiloides Beyrich 1865

CORRELATION OF FAUNAS

Cuncudgerie Sandstone

Evidence for correlation of the fauna of the Cuncud

gerie Sandstone with that of the Nura Nura Member of the Poole

Sandstone of the Canning Basin, the Callytharra Formation of

the Carnarvon Basin and the Fossil Cliff Formation of the Perth

Basin is substantial. Myonia subarbitrata, Permorthotetes

lindneri, Oriocrassatella Spa and Mourlonia (Pseudobaylea)

freneyensis occur also in the Nura Nura Member. M. (Pseudobaylea)

freneyensis, Stroph?losia irwinensis and Myonia subarbitrata occur

in the Fossil Cliff Formation and Oriocrassatella Spa in the

Callytharra Formation. Pseudosyrinx Spa aff. nagmargensis occurs

also in the Lyons Group and Callytharra Formation of the

Carnarvon Basin. The remaining elements of the fauna are
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consistent with this correlation, and the part of the Cuncud

gerie Sandstone bearing the marine fauna can be regarded as the

time equivalent of the Nura Nura Member.

Dora Shale

Although the foraminifera recorded by Crespin were

regarded as coming from the Dora Shale their source is not clear.

The foraminifera might have been derived from the Triwhite

Sandstone or even from the Cuncudgerie Sandstone, so the

identifications give no certain indication of the correlatio·

of the Dora Shale.

Triwhite Sandstone

Time equivalence with the upper part of the Noonkanbah

Formation or the Light jack Formation of the Liveringa Group

is indicated by Astartila blatchfordi, Ptychomphalina maitlandi

and Etheripecten sp. A. blatchfordi and P. maitlandi are

characteristic of the Upper Noonkanbah rather than the Light jack

which perhaps indicates that the Triwhite Sandstone is equivalent

to the Upper Noonkanbah rather that. the younger Light jack Formation.

PALAEOECOLOGY

Cuncudgerie Sandstone

Two somewhat different environments appear to be

represented at Helen Hill (T16; TB1) and Scott Bluff (TK5A,

T127). At Helen Hill pelecypods predominate greatly in numbers 

hundreds of individuals compared with a few specimens of each

brachiopod species. The pelecypods Oriocrassatella, Stutchburia

and Megadesmus are commonly associ- . j with sand and are

adapted ,to living in littoral or s~0littoral turbulent con-

dit~ ~ns (see Dickins, 1963, p. 25).
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At Scott Bluff, on the other hand, brachiopods pre

dominate, and apparently this fauna lived in a less turbulent

environment, possibly in s~ightly deeper water.

Triwhite Sandstone

The assemblages of the Triwhite localities are fairly

similar to each other, suggesting a similar life environment/

Pelecypods of the sublittoral suite (Astartila, Schizodus) occur

together with byssally attached forms such as Atomodesma, Modiolus

and Merismopteria and the gastropods Stachella, Mourlonia and

Ptychomphalina. A sandy, relatively shallow bottom with some

hard substrate is suggested.
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APPENDIX D

EARLY CRETACEOUS BIVALVES FROM MORRIS AND RUNTON 1:250 000

SHEETS, SOUTHERN CANNING BASIN, WESTERN AUSTRALIA

by S.K. SKWARKO

Four collections of impressions after bivalves from

the southern Canning Basin, Western Australia, are of Aptian

(Early Cretaceous) age. The assemblage is limited in genera

and species and its preservation is indifferent, so definite

identifications could not be made in every case. A fifth

collection (M1072: 230 54'00"S; 125
0

52'24"E) has a problematicum,

possibly a worm burrow, which cannot be dated but which some

what resembles another problematicum from the Gibson Desert to
the south, which may be of Permian age.

The lithology at all the sampled outcrops consists of

silty quartz sandstone, massive or finely laminated, strongly

leached, ironstained, and in places impregnated with silica.

Locality M21: 65 km north of

1240 43'18''E; Morris 1:250 000

and R.W.A. Crowe. Formation:

Traegar Hills; 230 15'26" S,

Sheet. Collected by M.J. Jackson

Samuel Formation.

This locality yielded the richest assemblage, con

sisting of ?Palaeomoera? mariaeburiensis (Etheridge Snr, 1872),

Tancretella plana (Moore, 1870), Tatella maranoana (Etheridge Jnr,

1892) and also some bivalves which could not be identified.

? mariaeburiensis is known from the Aptian strata at Maryborough,

eastern QueenSland. Because of unsatisfactory preservation it

is not possible to positively compare our specimens with

those at Maryborough, but they are certainly identical to those

from the Aptian strata of the Gibson Desert to the south. T.

plana has a wide distribution in Australia as it is known from

Aptian strata in central Queensland, the Lake Eyre area of

South Australia, and northwestern New South Wales, as well as
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in the Bentley and Runton 1:250 000 Sheet areas in the Gibson

Desert. T. maranoana is known from Aptian beds at Maryborough,

central Queensland, Lake Eyre area, and at Rumbalara in the

Northern Territory.

Locality M22: 48 km north-northeast of Traegar Hills;

230 27'42"8, 1240 49'26''E; Morris 1:250 000 Sheet area. Collected

by M.J. Jackson and R.W.A. Crowe.

Formation: Samuel Formation.

This locality yielded only some small specimens of

?P. mariaeburiensis.

Locality RN2006: 25 km east-southeast of Bejah Hills;

230 52'12"8, 1240 22'12"E; Runton 1:250 000 Sheet area. Collected

by A.N. Yeates and M.J. Jackson.

Formation: Samuel Formation

Locality RN2008: 40 km south-southeast of Bejah Hills;

230 57'00"S, 124
0
29'42"E; Runton'1:250 000 Sheet area. Collected

by A.N. Yeates and M.J. Jackson.

Formation: Samuel Formation

These two localities yielded dnly shells which

probably belong to Pseudavicula anomala (Moore, 1870) - one

of the key Aptian fossils in Australia - previously identified

from assemblages in Maryborough, central Queensland, Lake Eyre

area, Rumbalara, northwest New South Wales and the Gibson

Desert.

All the above bivalves further attest to the partic

ularly uniform sedimentary and climatic conditions in the

shallow seas covering much of the Australian continent in Early

Cretaceous times, which allowed the individual species wide

geographical distribution.
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SUMMARY

The Permian and Mesozoic geology of Derby and Mount Anderson

Sheet areas is characterised by four major sedimentary cycles, each

representing a marine transgression and regression with only minor continental

deposition. The first cycle was deposited in the Late Carboniferous to

Early Permian and was probably dominantly a glacial. A brief period of

compressional tectonism preceded the second cycle, which occurred in a

warmer climate during the rest of the Permian. Local tectonism then took

place adjacent to the margins of the Fitzroy Trough and the third, Triassic

cycle occurred, probably only to the north of the Fenton Fault. This was
I

followed by a major period of compressional tectonism, probably during

the, Early or Middle Jurassic, which resulted in reverse movement along'

the margins of the Fitzroy Trough and"folding within it. The fourth

cycle of sedimentation started in the Middle Jurassic and continued

until the Early Cretaceous. This was followed by minor faulting and

gentle upwarping, probably during the Tertiary.
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this report is to make available, a. quickly as

possible, stratigraphic information, field interpretations, and hypotheses

that result from the second-edition mapping of the Derby and Mount Anderson

Sheet areas* in 1976. The report only covers the Permian and Mesozoic

geology of the area, and the rest of the stratigraphy will be des

in the Explanatory Notes t}lat accompany the maps (Towner'& Gfbson, in

prep.; Gibson &Crowe, in prep.).

In many respects the work is a continuation of that carried out
in adjoining NOONKANBAH in 1974 (Crowe &Towner, 1976c). Although time

limitations did not allow the same amount of detailed work as that done in

NOONKANBAH, many of the interpretations and hypotheses are the same. Most

of the stratigraphic units recognized in NOONKANBAH were traced into the

area though they were not recognizable everywhere. The Jurassic section

only just extends into NOONKANBAH and was therefore not covered by Crowe &

Towner (1976c). However, in the present study area it is well exposed.

A problem with the Jurassic section is that the exposures are widely sep
(

separated and correlation is therefore difficult. In previous mapping

(Brunnschweiler, 1957; Guppy and others, 1958; Veevers & Wells, 1961) this'

resulted in the definition of a large number of units with indefinite or

unknown relations. However, since that time there has been a large increase

in the amount of subsurface data available and this has enabled useto

simplify the earlier interpretation of the stratigraphy. In making these

simplifications, some nomenclature changes have been necessary and in some

cases CLangey Shale, Jurgurra Sandstone, Mudja1la Sandstone) these changes

have not yet been formally defined.

*Hereafter 1:250 000 Sheet area names are shown in capitals
(NOONKANBAH) to distin~uish them from place names.
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The report is organized differently from previous reports (Yeates

and otl.ers, 1975b; Crowe &Towner, 1976c; Towner and others, 1976) as much'

of the information is given in tabular form. Part I of the text concentTates
on the interpretation of the depositional environment and unusual or important

features of each lithostratigraphic unit and the relevant information is

summarized in tables. Part 11 is an account of the Permian and Mesozoic

geological history of the area. Environmental models are used to explain

the facies distributions and although there is only slight evidence for

some of these models, it is felt that such suggestions are worth recording

as they should form a basis for future work in the area.

The rocks are described according to the classification of

Gilbert (in Williams and others, 1958). Grainsize is classified on the

Wentworth scale, and terms used for bedding thickness are those of

1ngram (1954). The classification of cross-bedding follows Potter &P

Pettijohn (1963) and Reineck &Singh (1973), and that of flaser and

lenticular bedding follows Reineck &Wunderlich (1968)·. Other terms

used are referenced in the text.

All place names referred to are shown on the 1:250 000 geological

maps (Enclosure 4). Most can be found on the eXisting 1:250 000 topographic

maps, although for the latest topographic information the 1:100 000 maps

should be used (topographic maps are available from the Division of

National Mapping, Canberra or from the Department of Lands ~nd Surveys,

Perth). The more important place names are shown in Figure 1 together with

the names of the structural subdivisions that are used in the text.
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PART I

STRATIGRAPHY AND DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONMENTS OF UNITS

LATE CARBONIFEROUS TO EARLY PERMIAN

GRANT GROUP

The Grant Group (Crowe &Towner, in press) consists of three
formations" the lower Betty Formation, the middle Winifred Formation, and
the upper carolyn Formation. The upper part of the Carolyn Formation also

contains two subdivisions, the Wye Worry Member and the uppermost Millajiddee

Member (Crowe &Towner~ 1976a). All these units are recognized in the area,

although the two Carolyn Formation members are not everywhere recognizable

(Tables 4 &5). The Betty and Winifred Formations are not though~ to crop

out in the area but are recognized in bores (Appendix 11).

BETTY FORMATION (Table 1)
I

Ihe Betty Formation unconformably overlies Early Carboniferous,

Early Palaeozoic, and Devonian rocks in the area. It progressively

overlies younger rocks from the centre of the Fitzroy Trough outwards~

and the basal boundary is a seismic reflecting horizon which has been mapped

in many areas of the basin.
Little is known about the depositional environment of the Betty

Formation. The one record of marine fossils in the southeastern part of

the basin implies that it is at least partly marine. If the environment

is marine, then such large thicknesses of sandstone are, in the absence of

turbidite indicators, difficult to explain except in a shallow-water environ

ment. The possible presence of dropstones within the sequence suggests

a glacial climate. This is supported by the fact that the formation is thought

to interfinger with parts of the glacial Paterson Formation in the southern

part of the basin (Crowe &Towner, in press).
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Unit Betty Forrr18:tion Symbol Pb Defined by Crowe & To~mer (in press)

Dist~ibution In sUbsurface the unit occurs throughout the area except in DERBY.

It is not thought to crop out.

LitholoR~ ~ominantly white to light grey sandstone, very fine to coarse-&~ained;

minor cong'lomerate. Unit contains some calcareous and :pyritic zones and some

shale intervals. Fragments of various Precambrian rock types are reported from

many wells (and rnay represent glacial dropstones).

Facies variations Facies appea~s to vary laterally and vertically although the facies

have not been separately mapped.

Thickness Maximum thickness recorded ~pe section locality Between 1058 and 1657 m

in basin is 1714 m in).fAPET in HAPET Lake Betty No.1 (NOUNT B.AN1ilI~HNAN:

Grant Range No.1 (APpFmdix 11) Lat.19°34'10"S, Long.126°19'52 um).

A/re and criteria Late Carboniferous to Sakmarian based on palynological evidence

(Gorter, in prep.). On Broome Platform and Jurgurra Terra.ce the unit is

probably mostly Permian.

lo'ossils The only macrofossils are unspecified marine fossils in Aquitaine \'1ilson

Cliffs No.1 (Aquitaine, 1969) (Wilson).

I.

Relations Unconformably overlies pre-Permian rocks and is conformably overlain by

the Winifred Formation.

Subdivisions None defined although Nature of exposure None.

there are fine-grained parts

of the sequence that may be

mappable in the Subsl~face.

11emarkS A prospect~ve reservo~r !'or petroleum.
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from some wells, and Towner and
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or quieter water than the Betty
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The formation contains a basal Late Carboniferous section which

appears to be largely confined to the Fitzroy Trough (except in western

parts of the area). This implies that deposition started in the Fitzroy

Trough before spreading throughout the area in the Early Permian.

WINIFRED FORMATION (fable 2)

Little is known about the depositional environment of the Winifred

Formation. The unit contains marine fossils in the southern part of the

marine. It may have been laid down in a

of Precambrian rock types are reported

others (1976) believe parts of the unit'

of the unit suggests deposition 1n deeper

and Carolyn Formations.

CAROLYN FORMATION (Table 3)

The Carolyn Formation occurs throughout the Canning Basin except

where it is cut out by the Jurassic unconformity. From work in adjoining

NOONKANBAH, Crowe &Towner (1976c) were able to show that the formation

is, at least locally, unconformably overlain by the Poole Sandstone. In

one area this unconformity cuts out the upp~rmost Millajiddee Member

(Crowe &Towner, 1976c) and a similar situation exists in DERBY and MOUNT

ANDERSON.

Grant Range area

The best exposures of the Carolyn Formation in the area occur

in the Grant Range (Section 1) and at nearby Mount Anderson and Mount

Wynne (northern MOUNT ANDERSON). The formation is exposed in cliffs

which are paTtly obscured by scree. Examination of the sedimentary

structures is made difficult by the presence of a siliceous weathering

skin on the rock surface and the structures can normally only be seen in

caves and overhangs wheTe the skin is eroded (Fig. 2).
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Unit '..linifred F'O'rffiation I 3,ymbol Pw I
'1'able 2

Defined by Cro\o,e & 'Eo\,mer (inpr-e-s-s-)"-"

Distribution Not exposed. Intersected in the sUbsurface throughout the area except

in NE DERBY and near Matches Springs where it is cut out by the Jurassic

unconformity.

Li thology: Predominantly {;rey shale, carbonaccous , pyritic; grading to siltstone,

v,i th thin interbeds of very fine-grained sandstone. Unit is coarser-grained

towards base •

..------ ------------------------------------_._....,
Facies variatJo~ The unit is difficult to recognize in some bores within the Fitzroy

Trough, indicating that it may contain lithological variations.

Thickness 1'1ax. intersection is

278 m in AFO Sisters No. 1

(Appendix II).

'.£;¥:pe section locality Lat.220 52'40 IlS, Long.

123°36'20"E (TAELE'roP)

Age and criteria Sakmarian (sensu lato) based on palynological determinations

(Gorter, in prep.).

Fossils Some unidentified crinoid, bryozoan, and echinoid fragments are recorded

from the unit from WAPET Sahara No. 1 (SAIL~) to the south of the area

(\{APET, 1966b).

]elations Interpreted to be conformably overlain by Carolyn ?ormation in bore

sections. However Carolyn .b'orrna-tion overlaps the ':Jinifred Formation in the

northern part of the area. The lo~er boundary with ths underlying Betty

Formc~tion is also interpreted to ,be conforma.ble.

Subdivisions None. Nature of exposure None.

Remarks Not easily recognized in bores within

the Pi tzroy Trough in this area. :Hay

be a cap rock for petroleum.
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Unit Ca.rolyn Formation :.:>rmbol Pc.......

Ta.ble 3

Defined by Crowe & Towner (in press)

Distribution rrhroughout area; exposed in NE DERBY, in Grant Range and at JI'Io'unt

i'lrthur (HODN'T' AHDEllSCN). Unit is cut out by unconformities in Edgar Range area.

Lithology li'ineto coa::'se-grained quartz ~.,acke and quartz arenite; minor feldspathic

and lithic wacke, bedding pooI'ly preserved,' mainly planar-bedded, some large

scalo -trough cro2z-hedding, rippl~ marks, and scour-and-fill structures.

Contains large-scale slu~p structures at Hawkstone Peak and in east Grant Range.

Contains grey calcareous mudstone sequences ascribed to ~ye \iforry Member. See

text for description of individual areas.

f------~----._-----------.:-...-.-------------------__t
Facies variations Towards the top of the formation marked lateral facies variations

are common and ai'e difficult to map> There appears to be some lateral (as well

as vertical) changes behleen 'dye i,vorry and l'1illajiddee Member in central

Grant Range. Sections at Haunt· pxthur and I1?l.Vlkstone Peak are different again '

(see text).

1--------------------....- .-.--------- -1

Thickness 366 m in A]'O Sisters No ~ 1

(Appendix 11)

Age and :Jriteria
I

Lat~ Sakmarian (sens~

others, in press). Palynological de~r;r.inal,ions

lato) age ('.IAPET, 1973).

".

Fossi12 Eurydesma? sp. ind., ~ltopecte~ lyonensis, Etheripecten cf. tenuicollis,

StrebloEteria sp., Keenia? sp. ind. in v~e Worry Member outside area.

RelationshiDs Lower boundary with Winifred Formation is believ~d to be conformable

in ,vell sections in area. Unconformably overlain by Poole Sandstone in Grant

Range; unconformity not seen elsewhere in area but may be present. Unit is

cut out by unconformities in Edgar Range area.

Subdivisions

Millajiddee Member

':lye 'tiorry Hember

Undivided lower part

Nature of exposure High straight-sided cliffs

or smooth scree slopes; appears rugged on

aerial photographs.

Remarks Identification of members within

Carolyn E'ormationcould only pe made. in .nor.th-.....

central and south-central Grant Range.
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In mapping the Carolyn Formation in adjoining NOONKANBAH

(Crowe &Towner, 1976c; in prep.) the fine-grained shaly Wye Worry

Member (Table 4) was found to be a useful marker. Typically the

member crops out as smooth scree slopes due to its fine-grained shaly

nature and this gives the unit a characteristic tone on the aerial

photographs.

The photo-pattern was found to be a reliable identifying criteria in

NOONKANBAH and it was consequently also used in the Grant Range a.rea.

In fact, identification of the Wye Worry Member by air-photo int·arpretation
-I

was commonly found to be more reliable than ground identifications. The

reason is that, on the .ground, complex structures, and the presence of

scree and unusual weathering patterns. tend to complicate the overall picture

(Fig. 2). However, mapping of the Carolyn Formation members ..was only possible

in the central and western parts of Grant Range and at Mount ~derson. In.

the eastern part of ,G~ant Range, the structures are so comp+ex that

identification and mapping of the Wye Worry Member marker (at air-photo

scale; 1:80 000) was not possible (see section below).

Another complication of the Grant Range sequence is. the presence

of vertical repetition of the Wye Worry and Millajiddee Members. In

NOON~NBAH, Crowe &Towner (1976c) interpreted the Wye Worry and Millajiddee

Member sequence s a single regressive cycle of deposition. In Grant.. . .
Range, however, the sequence is repeated several'times (at least three

cycles were recognized) and the value of theWye Worry Member as a marker

is largely lost. Moreover, the Wye Worry and Millajiddee Members lens in

and out over distances of a kilometre or so. As the whole sequence is

complexly faulted, identification of the Carolyn Formation members is

rather te~tative in the Grant Range area. On the geological map (Gibson

&Crowe, in prep.) only the uppermost members are shown for simplicity and

the tongues of Millajiddee Member within the Wye Worry Member are not'

differentiated.

In the Mount W~lne area, shaly Wye Worry Member is exposed

underneath laterite but other expos~res of mainly sandstone could not be

assigned to any of the members of the Carolyn Formation.
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Mount Arthur area

In the Mo~nt Arthur area (west central MOUNT ANDERSON) the

Grant Group sequence consists of fine to medium and minor coarse-grained

quartz wacke. There are large-scale trough cross-bedded parts which pass

up-into planar-bedded sections with current lineation. These; in turn,
" I

pass up into r~pple cross-laminated beds and then the whole seqJence is'

repeated. The cycles are about 10 ID thick and some contain intra

formationa1 conglomerate beds at their bases, with abundant fossil

wood fragments.

Thisfacies could be correlated with either the Millajiddee

Member or parts of the Caro1yn Formation below the Wye Worry Member.

However, the absence of the Wye Worry Member in such a thick section'

(probably several hundred metres) suggests that the latter corre1atj .~

is more likely. It is nevertheless possible that the Wye Worry Memb~~

has been faulted out by strike faults which are known to exist in the

area. More detailed mapping in the vicinity of Mount Arthur would

probably solve this problem.

Hawkstone Peak area

In the Hawkstone Peak area (northeast DERBY) the exposures

consist mainly of fine to medium-grained, well-rounded, moderately to well

sorted quartz arenite and minor quartz-pebble conglomerate. The conglomerate

occurs as crudely graded lenses at the base of trough cross sets which are

mostly 0.5 m thick although some are thicker. Within this sequence there

are steep-sided channels containing intraformationa1 breccias (Plate 1)

set in a poorly sorted 1ithic-wacke nlatrix. Some blocks are up to 3 m

across. In places the larger blocks protrude into the underlying sediment

and can be seen to have deformed it. Parts of the sequence are contorted

by rheotropic deformation of the order of 10m thickness.

This lithology is believed to be part ,of the Mi11ajiddee Member.

Although the sequence is not very similar to exposures of the Mi11ajiddee

Member in Grant Range, it does correlate with the upper part, of the

Mi1lajiddee Member section exposed in the Lauris Range in NOONKANBAH

(Section 18 of Crowe &Towner, 1976c).
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Plate 1. P~rt of an intraform~tional breccia in an exposure of the Millajidee
Member near Ha~.,kstone Peak at Lat. 17°14' 30" S, Long. 12~o09'00" E.

G. S • \./ •A• F. 18 • No. 15

Plate 2. Intraformational unconformity in Carolyn Formation in east Grant Range
(rat. 18°02' 00" S, I,ong. 124°09'00" E). The underlying dipping beds are
interpreted to be part of a large slump which has been planed off lJeforedeposition
of the overlying horizontal sequence.
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It seems as if the Hawkstone Peak and Lauris Range sections of

the Millajiddee Member represent a facies variation of the Millajiddee

Member that is not generally seen in the Fitzroy Trough. This is probably

the reason why early workers in the area separated the Grant Group

exposures on the Lennard Shelf from those in the Fitzroy Trough (Kraus,

1941; Findlay, 1942; see Guppy and others, 1958 for discussion). An

explanation of this facies variation is given in the section on depositional

environment and geological history.

Structures in eastern Grant Range

The structures in eastern Grant Range (referred to above) are

of two types: tectonic post-depositional structures, and syn-depositional

sedimentary structures.

As stated above, the detailed stratigraphy of eastern Grant Range

could not be mapped at air-photo scale. However, at certain localities

(e.g. Fig. 3) the Wye Worry Member marker was identified and this enabled

some of the detailed stratigraphy to be mapped. Attempts to trace these

stratigraphic levels around the range to the west failed because of structural

complexities. In particular, very large-scale ($everal tens of metres) slump

structures occur and have been planed off before deposition of the overlying

beds (Plate 2). Such intraformational unconformities are thought to be

partly responsible for the lateral discontinuities which make it difficult

to trace the units.

Mapping in eastern Grant Range suggests that some faults have

much greater throws than previously imagined (Guppy and others, 1958).

The mapping suggests that some of the north-trending faults may have

throws of at least 500 m. However, where these faults are traced southwards

into exposures of the Poole Sandstone there is no displacement. Even

allowing for differences in displacement across the crest of the Grant

Range Structure (anticlinal) this anomaly cannot be explained unless'

. faulting between deposition of the Carolyn Formation and Poole Sandstone

is inferred. This inference could not be established on the more major

faults but at Lat. 180 04'00", Long. 1240 08'05"E there is firm evidence

of such faUlting (see following section) ..
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Most of the faults within the Fitzroy Trough have previously been

described as normal. This is compatible with the tectonic model proposed

by Rattigan (1967) and Smith (1968) where the faults within the trough

are tensional and part of·an en echelon fold pattern related to Middle

Triassic/Early Jurassic right lateral wrench movement on the major

faults that bound the trough (Fenton Fault and Pinnacle Fault; see F~g. 6).

However, the rare occurrence of reverse faults was noted by Crowe &Towner

(in prep.) in NOONKANBAH and further examples of reverse movement were

discovered during this survey in the Grant Range (Figs. 3 &4). The

occurrence of these reverse faults in a tensional regime may therefore

indicate that there was a separate period of compressional tectonism'

within the Fitzroy Trough. The mapping suggests that this compressional

movement occurred between deposition of the Carolyn Formation and the

Poole Sandstone (see Figs. 3 &4) as none of the reverse faults, so far

identified, appear to displace the Poole Sandstone.

Another complication of the geology in the eastern Grant Range,
is the occurrence of wrench faulting. Horizontal slickensides occur in a

o 0'·
fault zone at Lat. 18 01'30"S, Long. 124 08'20"E but the amount of movement

could not be determined.

Depositional environment

Grant Range area: In the Grant Range area there is little

evidence to indicate the depositional environment of the Carolyn Formation

below the Wye Worry Member. Where the siliceous weathering skin is

absent, sections are seen to be composed of thin-bedded, bioturbated, fine

to medium-grained quartz wacke, quartz arenite, and minor feldspathic

wacke (possibly theuupper part of the sequence). The lateral continuity

of bedding in these sections suggests deposition in a large ,body of water.

Scour-and-fill structures, flaser bedding, and mega-ripple cross-bedding

are also present suggesting fairly shallow water (?above wave base)

deposition from bedload. However, the bulk of the sequence below the Wye

Worry Member in the Grant Range is composed of structureless, massive

poorly sorted coarse-grained quartz wacke, the origin of which is proble

matical. A shallow-water marine environment appears to be the most likely

environmffilt capable of depositing such a thick homogenous sequence.
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The Wye Worry Member in the Grant Range area consists of mainly

fine-grained, grey, partly calcareous lithic wacke, mudstone, and quartz

wacke. The sections are mainly thin-bedded or laminated with vertical

burrows, bioturbated zones, and bedding-surface trace fossils. This

lithology is very similar to the marine part of the Wye Worry Member

in NOONKANBAH (Crowe &Towner, 1976c) and a similar depositional

environment is inferred. The general absence of ripple marks, channel

structures, and the poor sorting suggest deposition below wave base.

The basal varved sequence that occurs in the Wye Worry Member in NOONKANBAH

does not appear to be present in the area although faceted and striated

dropstones occur sporadically throughout the sequence. The dropstones'

are interpreted as glacial in or1g1n.

The MillajiddeeMember in the Grant Range is similar to the

'Lower' Millajiddee Member sequence in NOONKANBAH (Crowe &Towner, 1976c).

It is composed of well-sorted quartz arenite with minor quartz wacke and

contains scour-and-fill structures, ripple cross-lamination, flaser

bedding, and minor large-scale trough and planar cross-bedding. The

boundary between the Wye Worry Member and Millajiddee Member is

gradational and represents an upwards increase in grainsize and sorting,

indicating a shallowing of water depth. The structures within the

Millajiddee Member are typical of sediment laid down above wave base,

suggesting near-shore conditions.

The Wye Worry Member-Millajiddee Member sequence is repeated

several times in the Grant Range area (Section 1) and one explanation

for this is that there was an oscillating shoreline in the area. Arl

alternative explanation is, that the intervals of Millajiddee Member

represent ~ffshore sand bars and that the final regression is not preserved.

The lenticularity of some of these intervals suggests this is the most

likely alternative.

In the Mount Arthur area, sections of the Carolyn Formation

are different from those in the Grant Range. The upward progression

from trough cross-bedding to planar bedding to ripple cross-bedding is

typical of channel point-bar deposits. These sequences are repeated

several times and this supports the interpretation. Such sequences are

often interpreted as fluviatile but they may also represent tidal or
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Unit Wye Worry Member SYffibol Pcw

Table 4
I Refined by Crowe 0: Towner (1976a)

Distribution Only recognized at Mount Anderson and in the central Grant Range.

Possibly cut out by Poole Sandstone!Gr~nt Group unconformi ty in Hount A:.:thur

area and is probably overlal~ed by Millajiddee Member at Hawkstone Peak. Not

recognizable in subsurface sections.

Lithology Fine to medium-grained quartz and lithic wacke and mudstone, grey,

calcareous; contains rare faceted and striated dropstones. Sedimentary

structures are not well preserved· because unit is normally covered by scree.

\~~ere unit passes up into I~llajiddee Member it contains conglomerate lenses,

small scour-and-fill structures, and some ripple marks and flaser and

lenticular bedding. See Section 1 (Appendix I).

Facies variations Appears to alternate with Nillajiddee Nember in cyclical fashion.

Also appears to pass laterally into }Iillajiddee Member or Carolyn Formation.

Thickness At least 110 m in Grant Range. Type section locality 12t.1 8046'30''S,

Long.125°18' 50"E (NOONICAlmAH).

Age and criteria Late Sakrnarian (sensu ;lato) based on marine macrofossils (Dickins

and others, in press).
:

Fossils See under Carolyn Formation.

Relations The lower contact with the underlying part of the Carolyn Formation was

not definitely identified. The upper boundary I"ith the j:'Iillajiddee Member is
I

conformable. The sequence of Jye \>lorry Hember going up to Hillajiddee Nember

appears to be repeated several times owing to interfi~ering in the central

:::;rant Range.

Subdivisions Nature of exposure Rather poor, due to

cover of scree over most exposures.

Remarks Difficult to recognize.
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Unit r1illajiddee l'Jember I Symbol Pcm

frable 5

Defined by Crowe & To~mer (1916a)

Distribution Only recognized at Hount Anderson, in central Grant Range, and tenta

tively at HaYlkstone Peak (lm DERBY). Not recognized in subsurface sections.

Lithology Mainly medium-grained, moderately sorted, quartz wacke; also fine and

coarse-grained and mudstone parts; contains ripple marks and large-scale

(mainly planar) cross-bedding; scour-and-fill structures and minor flaser

bedding; forms resistant cliffs, and bedding is commonly masked by a thin

siliceous skin produced by weathering. See Section 1 (Appendix I).

}'acies variations :l::xtensive pinching out of Hillajiddee r1ember indicates inter

fingering with Wye Worry Member. Section at Hawkstone Peak contains intraform

CJ.tional breccia and large-scale slump structures which do not correlate

directly with Grant Rang'e exposures.

Thickness Probably at least 75 m in

Grant Range.

Type section locality Lat.1So45'OO ltS,

Long.124°55 '25"E (NOONKAl-IDAH)

Age and criteria Late SaY~rian (sensu lato) based on the late Sakmarian age of the

underlying Wye "'orry I'1ember and the age of the overlying Nura Nura Nember whioh

appears to be late Salanarian to early Artinskim1 (Thomas & Dickins, 1954;

Glenister & Furnish, 1961).

Fossils Contains indeterminate wood fragments and trace fossils.

Relations 'Ehe lowe~ boundary with the underlying 1~e Worry Member is conformable

although the Wye Worry Member interfingers with the Millajiddee Member in the

central Grant Ranee. The Millajiddee Member is overlain unconformably by the

Poole Sandstone.

Subdivisions The threefold subdivision of the

unit that was possible in NOONK.t'l,JlIDAH

could not be made in the exposures in

DERBY and NOlJ1'JT jJ\mE...~SON.

Nature of exposure Forms rounded

cliffs often covered by a siliceous

skin or polygonal i'/eathering pattern.

Remarks The unit is an excellent

aquifer. Owing to the structural and

stratig-raphic complexities in the

eastern Grant Range the unit cannot

be confidently identified. The

I';ilL,.. jiddee is difficult to recognize

where the underlying ~Vye 1tlorry J'iember

is absent.
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delta channel deposits in a near-shore environment. As correlation of

this sequence with other parts of the Carolyn Formation is not possible

at present, the exact nature of 'L.11e meandering channels in the Mount

ArthDr area has not been established.

The exposures in the Hawkstone Peak area are assigned to the

upper part of the Millajiddee Member. The sequence mainly consists

of large-scale trough cross-bedded sandstone with pebble conglomerate

at the base of the cross-sets. The conglomerates are interpreted as

channel lags and the cross-sets are also believed to be channel deposits of

possible fluvial orlgln. Intraformational breccias occur in steep-sided

channels cut into this general lithology and their association with

soft-sediment deformation structures suggests that they were deposited

as mudflows. The association between mudflows and fluviatile deposits

is characteristic of an alluvial fan environment.

The unconformity in the Grant Range area between the Carolyn

Formation and the Poole Sandstone indicates that after deposition of the

Carolyn Formation, the Grant Range area was uplifted, folded and faulted

before deposition of the Poole Sandstone (see following section). The

upper and middle parts of the Millajiddee Member that are believed to

represent a regression in NOONKANBAH (Crowe &Towner, 1976c) do not appear

to be present in the Grant Range and are probably cut out by this

unconformity.
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Unit Poole Sandstone- 9YJI!bol Pp

Table 6

Defined by: Guppy and others (1952)

Distribution Exposed on the flanks of the Grant Hange, in the IIIount Wynne/Hura Nura

Ridge area, and in the Hount Arthur area. Subsurface information indicates the

forlflc:tion is present in all but th'2 northeastern part of the area and where it

has been cut out by the Jurassic unconformity.

Lithology ~;ainly fine-grained quartz and lithic wacke, thin-bedded, laminated;

abundant ripple cross-bedding and trace fossils. Contains some medium to coarse

grained quartz wacke and arenite in the lower part. Flaser and lenticular

bedding, wavy bedding and some large-scale, mainly planar, cross-bedding is

present. Lenses of ferruginized clay pellet conglomerate, with abundant fossil

wood fragments occur throughout. See Section 2 (Appendix I).
j

~ies variations See under Nura Nura Eember and Tuckfield Member.

Thickness At least 250 m exposed in Grant

Range. Eaximum is 350 m in liFO

l1errirna No.1(Appendix 11).

!ype section locality

Range (HOUNT ANDERSON:

Long.1 24°08'30"E).

Southeast Grant

Lat.180 04'30"S,

Age and criteria Late Sakmarian (sensu lato) to ?early A.rtinskian. The oldest limit

is based on rnacrofossils from the Nura Nura I"lember (Glenister (.: Furnish, 1961;

Dickins .ill Crowe &: Towner, 1976c) and th\~ younger limit is b'ased on microfossils

(Paten in Yeates and others, 1975b) and the age of the overlying Noonkanbah

Formation.

}'ossils l'·Iacrofossils from the Nura Nura Hember are listed by Guppy and others (1958).

Wood fra(~ents and plant fossils are listed by Guppy and others (1958).

Relations Unconformably overlies the Grant Group. Upper boundary is not exposed

but in subsurface sections it is sharp and is therefore thought to be a

disconformity.

SubdiVisions Christmas Creek

Kember (does not occur in

area)

rruckfield Member

Nura Nura Hember

Natuw of e:'posure Forms smooth, scree

covered hills and strike ridges.

Remarks Unit is a moderately good aquifer

if sandstone sections a!.'e intersected.
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TECTONISM BETWEEN DEPOSITION OF GRANT GROUr AND POOLE SANDSTONE

Guppy and others (1958) were the first to recognize an angular

unconformity between the Grant Group and the Poole Sandstone. Later

workers (e.g. Veevers &Wells, 1961) believed the b~undary was only

disconformable, but Crowe &Towner (1976b, 1976c) showed that in
•

NOONKANBAH there was corroborating evidence of uplift, erosion and

tilting between deposition of the two units, in addition to planed off

slump structures which mark the unconformity.

The evidence given by Crowe &Towner was of two tyPes. Firstly,

from measured sections, they were able to show that in certain areas the

upper pa!t of the Carolyn Formation (their 'Upper Sandstone Unit') was

missing,.suggesting an unconformity • Secondly, a small lensoid

between the two units was interpreted as a mudflow deposit and so was

compatible'.. with an environment where uplift was producing steep topog~aphy.

In MOUNT ANDERSON there is also good evidence of an unconformable

relation between the Grant Group and the Poole Sandstone. In several

places in Gi~nt Range, beds of the Carolyn Formation are cut out by the

unconformity:at the base of the Poole Sandstone. In one area (Fig. 4)

a fault exhibits significant (probably reverse) displacement in the Carolyn

Formation but ~does not displace the overlying Poole Sandstone. Apparently

this is the fi~st recording of faulting between these two units and it

supports Crowe &Towner's evidence of tectonism at this time in NOON~ANBAH

(Crowe & Towner;.. 1976c).

Crowe &Towner (1976c) suggested that in NOONKANBAH, the areas

that are now anticlines acted as both positive and negative features

at various times during Permian deposition and it could be that the Grant

Group/Poole Sandstone unconformity is restricted to these major anticline'.;.

"
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EARLY TO LATE PERMIAN

POOLE SANDSTONE

The Poole Sandstone was defined by Guppy and others (1952). The

type area was designated in the Poole Range (NOONKANBAH) but later GUppy

and others (1958) defined a type section in the Grant Range (Section 2).

The basal Nura Nura Member was also defined by Guppy and others (1952) but

their definition was inadequate and has therefore been expanded here.

Crowe &Towner (in press) have named the widespread middle section of the

formation the Tuckfield Member. The uppermost Christmas Creek Member

(Crowe &Towner, 1976a) that occurs in NOONKANBAH does not occur in the area.

In some parts of the area (e.g. Mount Arthur) the members could

not be reliably recognized and the exposures were therefore mapped as

Poole Sandstone undivided.

NURA NUM MEMBER (Table 7)

The Nura Nura Member was defined by GUppy and others (1952) a.s

consisting of 'calcareous sandstone~ sandy limestone, and limestone~

with bands of unsorted, coarser sediments' at Nura Nura Ridge (northeast

MOUNT ANDERSON). In NOONKANBAH, Crowe &Towner (1976b; in prep.) extended

this unit to include a wider variety of facies. Further.more detailed

work should allow these facies to be subdivided but at 1:250 000 scale mp
,

mapping the member was taken to include the rocks between the distinctive

boundaries of the post-Grant Group unconformity and the conformable, often

sharp upper boundary with the Tuckfield Member ('middle Poole Sandstone'

of Crowe &Towner, 1976b). In western NOONKANBAH~ the upper part of the

Nura Nura Member consists of a poorly bedded, well-sorted quartz arenite

unit interpreted as a barrier bar deposit. A similar sa~dstone unit forms

a distinctive marker (forming rugged terrain) along the northern and

southern flanks of the Grant Range and although it occurs much higher in the

section, it is correlated with the NOON~~BAl{ sandstone unit and is

taken as the ~opmost part of the Nura Nura Member in the Grant Range area.
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'Uni t Nura Nura Nember 1 Symbol Ppn

Table 7

Defined by Guppy and others (1958)
----

Distribution Exposed at Nura Nura Ridge~Mount 1vynne area and on the northern and

southern flanks of Grant Range. Possibly exposed in Mount Arthur area. In the

subsurface the unit occurs throughout the area exoept in northeast and where out
1out by Jurassic unconformity.

Litholoe~ In the Grant Range area the basal 10 ID consists of fine-bTained poorly lam

inated quartz arenite with abundant trough cross-bedding ~ith some bioturbation and

macro-fossils. Middle part consists of thin-bedded ferruginized, fine-grained quartz

l.vaoke and mudstone with lenses of clay-pellet 'oonglomerate, ripple marks, wavy and
/ .....

flaser bedding. Top 25 m consists of nloder~tely to well-sorted q~artz wacke and·

quartz arenite with abundant trough and p}anar cross-bedding and rippled cross-
,

lamination. Sorting and gTainsize increase towards top. Intense ferruginization of

some parts suggests they may have be~n calcareous before weathering. See Section 2.

Facies variations Unit is thinner and calcareous in Nura Nura Ridge area. Exposures

in northern Grant Range appear to contain more abundant poorly bedded quartz arenite

sections than in southern flank of range. Guppy and others (1958) point out that the

unit exhibits marked changes in thickness over short distances. l

Thickness 110 m in Grant Range •. JYpe section localit¥ Nura Nura Ridge~10UNT

. AlmERSON: Lat.180 02 f S, Long.124°28 f :m).

ARe and criteria Late Sakmarian baseQ on macrofossils (Glenister & l~nish, 1961;

Dickins'~ Crowe & TOINner, 1976c).

Fossils }m.crofossils from the unit are listed by Guppy and other (1958) and include

brachiopods (Thomas, 1954; Coleman, 1957), 13ryozoa (Crockford, 1957)~ foraminifera,

ammonoids, molluscs (Thomas & Dickins, 1954), conodont fragments, crinoid ossioles,

and ostracods.

1--------------------------------------------;. '

Relations Lies unconformably on Carolyn Formation (Plate 3) and is conformably overlain

by the rruckfield Member.

Subdivisions Some characteristic sub-

divisions can be recognized in Grant Range;

25 m-thick cross-bedded, poorly lam~nated,

~inB to medium-grained quartz wacke and

quartz arenite.

Thin-bedded, ripple-marked, p,oorly sorted

quartz wacke and mudstone with lenses of

clay pellet conglomerate.

Local, 10 m thick, cliff-forming well-sorted
cross-bedded quartz arenite.

Nature of exposure \{ell exposed as small

cliffs and scree-covered slopes in Grant

Range. Poorly exposed at Nura Hura Ridge.

Remarks Basal pad of member is easily

confused I'lith top of Carolyn Formation as

\ve2..thering pattern is similar.
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G.S.'.J.A. F. 17 No. 13

Plate 3. Thin - bedded (scrtle-forming) Nura Nura Member of the Poole Sandstone
showing the massive bench at the base of the unit. The contact with the under~

lying Carloyn Formation is exgosed in the scree at the base of the hill. South
flank of Grant Range (Lat. 18 02' 50" S, Long. 124°09' 00" E) •.
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flank of Grant Range (Lat. 18 02' 50" S, Long. 124°09' 00" E) •.
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In the Nura Nura Ridge area some of the original exposures
described by Guppy'and others (1952; 1958) are now covered by the waters

of Lake Josceline. The parts that are still expo'sed consistoof basal

calcareous sandstone and fossiliferous limestone overlain by ferruginized

sandstone which forms a small ridge near the lake. The ferruginization

suggests that this sandstone was originally calcareous (this is a common

weathering effect in the area) and the ridge is tentatively correlated with

the sandstone marker that occurs at the top of the Nura Nura Member

on the flanks of the Grant Range. Because there is a differenge between '

the sections of the Nura Nura Member at Nura Nura Ridge and in the Grant

Range it is herein proposed that the Grant Range section (Section 2) be

taken as a reference section.

In the Mount Arthur area, the exposed section is not thick

enough to confidently identify th~ Nura Nura Member. However, the

ridges of Poole Sandstone at the western end of the Mount Arthur group,
of hills are lithologically similar to the Nura Nura Member in the Grant

Range. The section at Mount Arthur itself is more like the Tuckfield

Member. Complex strike faulting makes it difficult to establish the

vertical sequence in the Mount Arthur area.

Depositfonal environment

The basal quartz arenite part of the Nura Nura Member that is

seen in the Grant Range is interpreted as a transgressive sand body deposited

as the sea moved over the pre-existing land surface. The clean, very well

sorted (with rounded grains) nature of the sedimentsis characteristic of

intense re-working by wave action which would be expected in such an

environment.

Such sand bodies can be deposited either as beaches or as off

shore sand bars. The abundance of large-scale trough cross-bedding in

the unit suggests sand bars because trough cross-bedding is not common

in beach deposits. As Visher (1965) has pointed out, rather special

conditions are necessary for transgressive sand bodies to be preserved

because as the transgression continues the sea tends to rework its own

deposits. This would explain why the unit is only locally developed.
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The middle part of the Nura Nura Member in the Grant Range contains
ripple-marked, poorly-sorted interbedded sandstone and mudstone interpreted

to have been deposited in a shallow sea (above wave base). The inter

bedding of sand and silt in such an environment is common because of the

alternations between fast-moving and slack water due to tidal action.'

Small scour-and-fill and bioturbation structures are also common and are

compatible with the interpretation. Larger sccurs containing clay-

pellet, intraformational conglomerate are associated with large-scale

planar cross-sets and these are interpreted as channel deposits of tidal

origin.

Towards the upper part of the Nura Nura Member in the Grant

Range" there is an overall upward increase in grainsize and sorting to

coarse-grained well-sorted quartz arenite at the top. Thi~ indicates

that shallower-water conditions returned to the area. The abundance

of large-scale planar and trough cross-bedding in this part of the

sequence indicates deposition in channels and as mega-ripples. This,

and the fact that the sequence passes upwards into further shallow-water

deposits (of the Tuckfield Member) suggests that the upper part of the

Nura Nura ~1ember represents an offshore sand-bar deposit possibly of

the barrier-bar type. This fits in with the interpretation placed on

the similar sandstone unit which occurs at the top of the member in

western NOONKANBN1 (see above).

Visher (1965) states that a con~on physical characteristic of

a transgressive sequence is that, above the basal beds, the sequence

commonly passes sharply up into carbonates. This could be the situation

in the Nura Nura Ridge area where the member contains limestone and

calcareous sandstone near its base.

TUCKFIELD MEMBER (Table 8)

Exposures of the Tuckfield Member (Section 2) are lithologically

similar to the expcsuTes of the member in adjoining NOONKANBAH. However,

in the Grant Range there appear to be more clay-pellet conglomerate lenses

L' the sequence.
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1!nit rpuckfield Member Symbol Ppt

Table 8

Defined by C:rows I~('. rPO\mer (inYlJ'ps8)

Distribution Exposed in the Gra.nt Range and J\1ount li1ynne areas~ rosf-~jbly present at

T'10lmt Arthur. In the subsu.rf8.ce it occurs throughout the area except in the north-
I

east and. vlhere i. t is cut out by the Ju.rassic unconformity.

Iitholop,y Consists mainly of fine-grained quart~ \'lacke, lithic wacke, and mudstone,

'dell ann poorly-sorted, thin-bedded, laminated; minor fla.se:r bedding, abundant

v18:vy bedding; some large-scale planar cross-bedding and abundant ripple cross

beGcUng. RippJ.e marks are mainly stra.ight-crested and. both symmetricaJ ano a.sym

metrical. Lenses of clay pellet conglomerate up to O.5m thick and lOm long occur

thr01Jg'hout the sequence and contain abundant fossil wood fragments. Parts of

sequence consist of lami.nated, fj ne-grained, vlell-sorted quartz areni te 'd.i th curren t

lineation and large-scale, low-angle planar cross-bedding. See Section 2.

Facies variations The unit is laterally and vertica11y homogeneous 8.1 though the

middle part appears to contain a greater proportion of mudstone than the rect.

Thickness l\t least 140 m nresent in Grant Tyne section locali ty lvlount Tl1ckf:Leld

Range. f':a:dmum subsl1rf2.ce intersection (NOOJ'IKANBAH: lat. 18
0

~21 15"8,T,ong. 1240 53'

is 271 rE in FPO Nerrirna No. 1 35 I1E).

( t. " TT)J' ppena lX _ •

•4(1'6 and cri teria Probably Artinskian as it is overlain by the Artinskj_an Noonkanbah----
Form.3ti an (Gu.ppy 2.nd others, 1958) p.nd it overlies lates t Sakm8.ri~m [-.lura Pur8
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Depositional environment

Crowe &Towner (1976b, c) suggested that the Tuckfield Member was

deposited in a lagoonal environment on the basis of the abundance of shallow

water indicators (wave-formed ripple marks, etc.), the presence of plant

material, and the lack of open-marine indicators. They suggested that the

sandstone unit at the top of the Nura Nura Member in the west St George Range

was a barrier-bar deposit and the this may have acted as the barrier

responsible for restricting open-marine circulation during deposition of the

Tuckfield Member.

This suggestion is extended here (Fig. 12) and the Tuckfield

Member in DERBY AND MOUNT M~DERSON is similarly interpreted as a

possible lagoonal deposit.

The member contains similar shallow-water indicators (e.g. Plate 4)

as it does farther east with the exception of root-bearing beds which occur

in NOONKANBNI. The greater abundance of clay-pellet conglomerate lenses is

thought to be due to greater channel activity within the postulated lagoon.

The conglomerate contains abundant fossil wood fragments, presumably derived

from the vegetation that is indicated by the root horizons in NOONKANBAH.

Another difference betwe,~n the NOONKANBAH and Grant Range

sequences is that the exposures in G=ant Range contain intervals of

very well-sorted, laminated, fine and very fine-grained quartz arenite

with current lineation on the bedding surfaces and which is arranged in

low-angle planar cross-sets (Plate 5). These intervals are interpreted

as beach deposits, suggesting that there may have been local emergence.

NOONKANBAH FORMATION (Table 9)

In MOUNT ANDERSON several exposures south of the Fitzroy Trough

have been assigned to the Noonkanbah Formation by previous workers

(Guppy and others, 1958). These exposures areedifferent to outcrops of

the unit in the Fitzroy Trough.
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Unit Noonkcmbah FormaU on Symbol Pn

'lIable 9

Dp'fjnecl~ Wo.de (193£1) Gu.ppy and otners(1952\

nistri~ltion Underlies much of th n black-soil plains north of the Meda River and

occurs as floaters. Occurs in gulLies south of Jjmbulara Ri.dCe, rmd south and north

of Grant Range. Identi.fied in float southeast of S~ndfly yard Rnd RTound Nount

P.rthur and Nerrima Ridge .•

1itholocy Mainly mud stone , black, mica-ceol.tS, p8rtly pyri tic, caIcareol1s; interbedded

\·.ri th 1 imestcme, fossi Iiferous, (srey, thin-bedned, finely cryste.lline, arf:i Ilaceous

in parts; and quartz wacke, very fine to medjurn-gTained, scattered coarse grains

and era-nuIes, moderate to poorly-sorted, thin-bedded, and calcareous mCltrix, con.,.,

tains lenses of very coarse-grained shelly sandstone.

Limestone interbeds occur thrOllehout uni t but sandstrme c'"TJpe(1TS more common

tOVlards base.

Facies variations In Nerrima Ridge area a well-defined marker hed is nresent; the

Strophalosia kimberIeyen~is.marker bed (Guppy and others, 1950). Joc8ted 23 m reI 0'::

tep of forme.tion, it occurs as 8. line of boulc3ers and rubb1e on north and S011th

flanks of Nerrima Dome. Facies ch8.nr.:es are rare in the Noonk8l:bah For:r:ation thow:::r

01Jtcr(Yps south of the Penten F'2ul t appenT coarser-grained and contain a 18Tge amount

of ter:ri,r;'en01J8 rne.teri 21.

Thick'l0SS Aver8.8e in area is about 300 m; Tyre section Iocc>lity Near 'Pr-uten Fill

r::ayimurr is 1110 rr in k':i'(1 Sisters Fo. 1 (NOONYJ.PT'J..F: Lat. 1e
C1

44' 35"8, Lonta;.12S0 37'

(Annendix TT). 30"S)

At;e ?.Ylc1 criteria. Hacrofoss iIs ind ic~!te the unit is Artinskian (Guppy 8n(~ othrrs, 1958 1

Palynornorph assewhIaees confirm ttis date (EaImp, 1967).

Fossil s Very rich fruJn3 consistjn~ of brachiopods, hryoZOr:JnS, COT8]S, • • 1cr] nOH, s,

forc.miniferp, nol1uscs, ostr-Ctcods. BaJ me (19(7), from eX8r.'ination of sr!Pl!iIeS fron:

;/.'a.pet T'lackstone po. J, believes the forrr.etion contains the Vittatina I, IT, and 11.

palynoT'Iornh zonp:c-.

Relations to\·rer cont;lct Hi th roole Sa.ndstonp no'!: 0:'~posed but th01J{'"!"t to be conform

able j n borr.:: ~;ecti ons. 'F'8rther e2f"'t CrO'..,re (,; rj'owner (19(,7c) pOsbl]e.tea 8 r: iscon-

formahle reletion.

Upper contect Hi th ttt';rtj8cY: FOT/T!Rtion is conformahlo. 8nil 1C!'Y8c1aticmal as ObS0rvo.O

a.t 1o'der Liveringa RinGe (~.ection 3).

Subdivisions None. !\iatlJre of exposure Very poor; OC~l1""'S;'!S ~oi J

ReITarks Unit has A cn~r2cteriptic ~jr-nhnt~

~att.ern of lir''ht-c0101Jrpd

bedd~nc'~' trends vi;:-ihJ." 8.S O1:t-CYN,C' or vPitation

lines. 1\ pl)or a01..lif"T 2J Lhow"h it, 11']:':' cont,"',in or
con"; ne p..rtesi;:m 2rpl ift:>T'S :!YT~ iclllR.rly in f2111tcrJ R'":""'8 S.
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Exposures south of the Fenton Fault on Nerrima station contain

a typical Noonkanoah Formation fauna but the lithology is different in

that it contains lenses (up to a metre thick) composed of intraformational

conglomerate with a few quartzite and hematitic extraclasts. The

conglomerate lenses also contain abundant abraded fossil fragments.

Another atypical exposure of Noonkanbah Formation occurs in

GeegullY Creek at Lat. 18
0
19'00"8, Long. 123

0
43'35"E. It consists of

mega-ripples of coarse-grained quartz wacke and granule conglomerate

set in more typical grey calcareous mudstone (Plate 6). Although no

fossils were found in this exposure it is assigned to the Noonkanbah

Formation on the basis that nearby BMR Jurgurra Creek No.l bore spudded

in that unit.

Depositional environment

The Noonkanbah Formation contains a rich marine fauna which

indicates an unrestricted marine depositional environment. The lithology

of the unit in the Fitzroy Trough and Lennard Shelf is mainly laminated

calcareous mudstone, suggesting deposition from suspension. The presence

of pyritic zones indicate that quiet reducing conditions periodically

prevailed. Cross-bedded sandstone beds near the base of the unit suggest

shallow-water or near-shore conditions but the lack of current structures

in the rest of the unit suggests that it was deposited below wave base

(?30 m). Palaeontological evidence supports this interpretation as the

mainly 'bra.chiopodal' assemblage was thought by Thomas (1958a) to indicate.

a water depth of 30-55 m.

The lenses of intraformational conglomerate that occur south

of the Fenton Fault were probably deposited in channels which suggest

shallower-water conditions in this area. The large amount of terri

genous material in mega-ripples in the Geegully Creek exposure also

indicates shallow-water conditions with strong currents.
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Plate 6. J'.ega ripples in an exposure in G"-'e{{Ully Creek (Lat. 18
0

19'00 11 S, Long.
123 0 43' 35" E), '."hich is assiGned to the lJoonl:anbarl Formation. Th~:re is eood
separation bet1/een the finer-grained lithi~ wacke on the ripple surfaces and the
coarse-grained quartz wacke that forms the for3sets.
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LIVERINGA GROUP

The term 'Liveringa Group' was first used by GUppy and others,

(1952) who later formally defined the sequence as the Liveringa Formation

with three member subdivisions (GuPPY and others, 1958). The sequence

was then redefined as the Liveringa Group by Yeates and others (1975a) and

they named the previous members as formations; the basal Light jack

Formation, the middle Condren Sandstone, and the .upper Hardman Formation.

The Hardman Formation was further subdivided into the lower, Kirkby Range

Member; the middle, Hicks Range Sandstone Member; and the upper, Cherrabun

Membe~ (Yeates and others, 1975a).

The Condren Sandstone wedges out in NOONKANBAH (Crowe &Towner,

1976c) and is not thought to be present within DERBY and MOUNT ANDERSON

However, the other subdivisions of the Liveringa Group have been mapped

in the area. Each of the units within the Liveringa Group is

characteristically a coarsening upwards cycle. The present mapping has

suggested that further cycles may be developed in the area, but poor

exposure, lack of distinctive markers, and' little reliable subsurface

control did not allow these cycles to be separated.

In DERBY and MOUNT ANDERSON there are no detailed and

representative bore sections through the Liveringa Group and consequently

a section from the northwestern corner of NOONKANBAH has been enclosed

(Enclosure 1). The section is a composite of six continuous coreholes

that were drilled by Australian Inland Exploration in 1971 in the

Paradise station area. The section is herein proposed as a reference section

for the Liveringa Group. It has been compiled from various sources which

are acknowledged in the enclosure.

Enclosure 2 shows a correlation of bores drilled in DERBY by

Conzinc Riotinto of Australia in 1973, for coal. The identifications

of the units and the correlations are mainly ours.
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LIGHTJACK FORMATION (Table 10)

Intersection in Derby Town Bore

The interval between 536.4 and 722.4 m in Derby Town Bore (Lat.

17
0

19'00"8, Long. 123
0

38'30"E) consists of silty, fine-grained, micaceous

sandstone containing brachiopods, overlying sandy, micaceous, laminated

to unbedded siltstone with thin beds of oOlitic chamositic ironstone

(Playford, 1957). Thomas (in Playford, 1957) identified the
. -

brachiopods, though not specifically and suggested that they might belong

to the Hardman Formation. However, as he pointed out, the two forms also

range down into the Noonkanbah Formation.

The oolitic ironstone from the bore is similar to oolite found

in exposures of Light jack Formation although the surface samples are

replaced by limonite. It is therefore suggested that the Liveringa

Group rocks in the Derby Town Bore belong .~o the Light jack Formation.

Depositional environment

The upward overall increase in grainsize and sorting to the

top of the middle sandstone unit indicates a regressive sequence.

In the lower part of the unit, large-scale cross-sets occur in

association with scour-and-fill structures and fossiliferous clay-pellet

conglomerates at the bases of the scours. These deposits are interpreted

as channel deposits. At Mount Marmion (DERBY), wave-formed ripple marks

occur in the deposits, indicating shallow-water deposition (above wave

base) and it· is therefore thought that the sequence is tidal. The

presence of burrows and bioturbated zones within this part. of the

sequence is compatible with such an interpretation.

The middle sandstone unit (referred to as the 'middle plant

bearing member' by Guppy and others, 1958) consists mainly of laminated

medium-grained quartz wacke which because of its position in the vertical

sequence is interpreted as a barrier bar or beach deposit (see also

Crowe &Towner (1976c).

The upper part of the formation, although not recognized on the

surface, is inferred to be present in the southern part of the Fitzroy

Trough. Crowe &Towner (1976c) suggested that this part was deposited

in a lagoonal environment.
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LIGHTJACK FORMATION (Table 10)

Intersection in Derby Town Bore
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0
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0
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. -
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Unit Light jack Formation Symbol Pj

Table 10
Defined bl Guppy and others (1958);

Yea.tes a.nd others( 1975a)

Distribution In DERBY crops out as long strike ridges at Jimbulara, Willumbah, and

Lower Liv~ringa Ridges and at Mount Marmion. In MO~r ANDERSON, exposed at

Liveringa Ridge, southeast of Mount Wynne and at Nerrima Ridge. Penetrated in

eight wells in area.

Lithology Brown, fine to very fine-grained quartz wacke and mUdstone, interbedded;

with small lenses of coarse-grained quartz wacke commonly containing fossils;

laminated to thin-bedded with wavy bedding and ripple marks. This passes up into

middle part of medium-grained quartz wacke and quartz arenite, moderate to well-,
sorted, laminated to thin-bedded; trough cross-bedding and ripple cross-laimin-

ation'" I contains abundant plant fossils and thin sandy coa.l seams in subsurface.

Top pert of unit consists of interbedded mudstone and fine-grained quartz wacke '

with abundant ripple marks. However, this upper part is probably only present in

southern part of area. See Section 3.

,j

Facies variations Appears to contain mOJ:e coarse-grained quartz wac~e and granule

conglomerate in areas adjacent to F'enton Fault.

Thickness Thickest section is 167 m at

Liveringa Ridge.

!lEe section localit,y Lightjack Hill

(NOONKANBAH: Lat.180 59'S, Long.125°50'E)

Age and criteria Lower part is dated as late Artinskian to Kungurian based on m~cro

and microfossils. Upper part is imprecisely dated as Permian b~ plant macrofossils

and Late Permian by palynomorphs (WAPET, 1967b).

Fossils Contains a rick fauns including pelecypods, gastropods, brachiopods,

bryzoans, foraminifera and rare ammonoids (Guppy and others, 1958; Thomas, 1954)

from lower part of unit. Middle sandstone part of unit contains rich floras of

GlossoEteris and Gangamoptoris. Basal part of unit is assigned to the Vittatina III

Assemblage of B~lme (1967) and rest of unit is part of his Dulhuntyspora Assemblage.

Relations Conformably overlies Noonkanbah Formation. Probably disconformably over

lain by Hardman Formation (Section 3). To southeast, overlain conformably by

Condren Sandstone but this unit is missing in the area. Subsurface inforlnation

(Galloway & Howell, 1975) suggests top part of Lightjack Formation is also missing

in most of area.

,.

•

Subdivi~ions Crowe & Towner (1976c)

identified upper, micile, and lower

parts of the formation to the east of

the/area. These subdivisions can be

recognized in DERBY and r.rOUNT

ANnERSON although subsurface infor

mation (Galloway & Howell, 197?)

suggest~ that the upper part is absent
l.n north •

Nature of exposure Poor, but is generally

better exposed than other parts of

Liveringa Group. Trend lines visible

through soil cover in many areas.
1------------------,------.
Remar~ Contains coli tic ironstone (Edwards,

1953) in MOUNT ANDERSON and in Derby Town

Bore (Playford, 1957). Middle sandstone

unit is probably a good aquifer.
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J .M. Dickins (pers. comm.) has suggested that the fauna from

exposures of Light jack Formation in the western Fitzroy Trough may be

slighr1y younger than the fauna from the same stratigraphic level in'

the Gregory Sub-basin. If cor~ect, this evidence of diachronism

supports the interpretation of the Light jack Formation as a regressive

s·equence.·

Subsurface information from the Kimberley Downs~area (see

Enclosure 2) shows that the Light jack. Formation may contain two

coarsening-upward cycles. Without more detailed information it is

difficult to interpret these cycles but it is suggested that the

lower sandstone unit may represent another sand-bar deposit. The

identifications of the boundaries of the Light jack Formation in

these bores is based on the electric-log characteristics.

HARDMAN FORMATION (Table 11)

The members of the Hardman Formation are poorly exposed

and difficult to map in the area. With t~e mapping on NOONKANBAH,

Crowe &Towner (1976c) were able to reliably establish the bio-.and

litho- stratigraphy of the Hardman Formation. This has enabled

identification of the Hardman Formation members by their photo

patterns and faunas, and by using the aerial photographs it has

been possible on MOUNT ANDERSON to trace the units away from the

identified localities. In this way, most of the Hardman Formation

members beneath the gravel plains south of the Fitzroy River and

within the Fitzroy Trough have been mapped.

Kirkby Range Member (Table 12)

Fossils in the Kirkby Range Member indicate marine deposition.

The basal part of the unit consists of coarse-grained, medium-grained,

and fine-grained sandstone beds interbedded with mudstone. The

separation between the different grainsizes is good and indicates

alternating current conditions so that the lower part of the unit was

probably laid down in a tidal environment.

, .
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Table 11

Unit Hardman Formation Symbol Ph Defined b Guppy and others (1958);
~~~~~yYeates and others (1975a)

,I

.-

See Section 3.

Distribution Extensively exposed south of Fitzroy River but crops out less north of

the river where it is largely covered by Triassic rocks. In· the subsurfac6 the
I

unit is confined to th~;!itzroy Trough and southwestern 1ennard Shelf/except where
C'" .... • ,,-"

"-
cut out by Jurassic unconf6rmity.--.',..,

,~ /0

1ithology· Interbedded sandstone and''IIlUdstone, ripple marks, scour-and-fill
,_ " I

structures; lenses of coarse-grainedsavdston~/~ndgranule conglomerate;
. , I

intervals of sandstone with large-scale cross-bedding. Unless fossils are found

or a thick vertical sequence is exposed,the members of the Hardman Formation are

difficult to recognize; in many areas the exposures can be traced several

kilometres along strike because the trend lines show up as vegetation patternse
! •• ~:;

- I , --

Facias variations
,/

See under yarious members.

Thickness See under members. Type section.locali~y Mount Hardman

(NOONicAN:BAH~1at.18018'45ItS, Long.124°38'52"E)
t---------------:-:----.&-.----....;...--:--=-----..;;.--------------I,,-

Age and criteria See under members.

Fossils See under members.

t,
Relations Unit is believed to disconformably overlie the Condren Sandstone (which

.,

is probably not present in this area) and the 1ightjack Formation. The formation

is largely conformably (but locally unconformably) overlain by Triassic rocks.

Subdivisions

Three Members;

Cherrabun Member

Hicks Range Sandstone Member

Kirkby Range Member

Nature of exposure Exposed beneath gravel
I

~lain~ and as low strike ridges.

Remarks
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is largely conformably (but locally unconformably) overlain by Triassic rocks.

Subdivisions

Three Members;
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Nature of exposure Exposed beneath gravel
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~lain~ and as low strike ridges.
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Unit Kirkby Range Member Symbol Phk

Table 12

Defined by Yeates and others (1975a

I-----------~---..I--------J--------------------_t
Distribution Very poor exposure in area but can be identified as a lighter photo

pattern stratigraphically beneath the Hicks Range Sandstone Member and above the
'.

relatively prominent ridges of Ligq~jack Formation. Occurs throughout Fitzroy

Trough and southwest Lennard Shelf except where cut out by Jurassic unconformity.

Lithology Basal parts consist of fine-grained quartz wacke and mUdstone; slightly

calcareous; laminated to thin-bedded, ripple-marked; lenses of granule conglom

erate. Middle part is not exposed and probablyconsis.ts mainly of mudstone. Upper

part consists of fine-grained, laminated to thin-bedded quartz wacke with

occasional pebb~'~s; u-shaped burrows and concretions common; low-angle large and
'.

small-scale cross-bedding present. See Section 3.

Facies,variation~ The unit is probably finer-grained (more mUdstone) than in

NOONKANBAH. It could not be separated from the overlying Hicks Range Sandstone

Member in j~cre aections on the Lennard Shelf (see Enclosure 2), suggesting that

there is a different facies present in that area.

Thicknes~ 230 m at Liveringa Ridge

appears to be maximum thickness in

area.

TYpe section locality Millyit

(CROSSLAND: Lat.19°09'39 11S,

34' 24 liE).

Range

Long.. 1250

Age and criteria The fauna collected from the unit in NOONKANBAH has not been fully

studied but it indicates a Late Permian age (Dickins in Crowe & Towner, 1976c).

Fossils A poorly preserved marine fauna was collected from the unit but has not yet

been studied.

Relations At Liveringa Ridge, the lower bou...'"1da.ry of the Kirkby Range Member with the

Lightjack Formation is marked by a conglomerate bed suggesting a disconformable

relation. This agree's with the regional relations as the Condren Sandstone and

upper part of the Light jack Formation are absent in this area. The upper boundary

with the Hicks Range Sandstone Member was not seen but from subsurface data is

believed to be conformable.

Subdivisions The unit becomes coarser

grained towards the top so that the

upper part consists mainly of sand

stone whereas the lower part is

predominantly rnudstone.

Nature of exposure Extremely poor in area.

Occurs as scattered lines of calcareous

float in soil. Some exposure at

Liveringa Ridge.

Remarks Mainly a poor aquifer although

upper sandstone part has moderate

potential.
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The upper part of the unJt is composed of relatively better;

sorted sandstone with n~'mudstone it:lterheds. The sandstone'contains

large and small-scale cross-bedding and 'small scour structures suggesting

deposition in small channels. There is a general upward increase in

sorting and grainsize which indicates a regressive sequence and

following Crowe & Towner (l976c) ,the upper sandstone part of the

member is interpreted as an offshore sand bar of the barrier type.

Hicks Range Sandstone (Table 13)

The lower and middle parts of the Hicks Range Sandstone

Member consist of interbedded sandstone and minor mudstone which are

thinly bedded and contain abundant wave-formed ripple marks. This

indicates shallow-water deposition in a wave-dominated environment.

The vertical position of this ,-sequence above the interpreted

barrier-bar deposits (of the K~rkby Range Member) caused Crowe &
Towner (1976c) to interpret a lagoonal environment of deposition

and this interpretation is extended into the present survey area.

The lack of marine macrofossils and the presence of plant fossils

in the unit is compatible with this interpretation.

At Liveringa Ridge (Section 3) the uppermost part of the

Hicks Range Sandstone ~ember that is preserved (the top of the

section is eroded) consists of mega-ripples of coarse-grained

quartz wacke and granule conglomerate interbedded with fine-grained quartz

wacke and rnudstone (Plate 7). Trough cross-bedding and ripple marks

are also present, and some ripples conta~n opposing foresets (Plate 7)

which suggests deposition in tidal channels. These deposits probably

correlate with the channel depos~ts that Crowe &Towner (1976c)

recognized at the top of the member in NOONKANBAH. They believed that

these channel deposits represented the uppermost part of the

regression that started during the deposition of the underlying

Kirkby Range Member.
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Unit Hicks Range Sandstone
-Member

Symbol Phh

Table 13

Defined by Yeates and others
(1975a)

Distribution Exposed over large areas south of the Fitzroy River in the Fitzroy

Trough but only one exposure in DERBY (northeast flank of Grant Range structure) is

assigned to the unit. In the subsurface the unit probably occurs throughout the

Fitzroy Trough and southwestern Lennard Shelf except where it is cut out by the

Jurassic unconformity.

Lithology Lower part (30 m) consists mainly of fine-grained quartz wacke, moderately

to well-sorted, laminated to thin-bedded, contains wa7e-formed ripple marks and

bioturbation structures. This passes gradationally up into interbedded mudstone

and fine-grained quartz wacke ',hich becomes coarser-grained towards the top.

Planar and trough cross-bedding is present, both large and small scale; wavy

bedding, bioturbation and trace fossils also present. Top part consists of 10 m

thick, medium-grained quartz arenite and quartz wacke (exposed in Dry Corner Syn

cline); contains fossil roots, trough cross-bedding, current lineation and cobbles

of quartz and quartzite. See Section 3.

Facies variations The unit appears to be generally coarser-grained than in NOONKANBAHc

Poor expos~re makes facies variations difficult to recognize though subsurface in

formation indicates that variations are present (see also under 'Facies variations'

for Kirkby Range Member).

Thickness Incomplete section at

Liveringa Ridge is 80 ill thick. Unit

reaches a thickness of as much as 325 m

in NOOl\1KANJ3AH.

TYpe section locality Hicks Range

(CROSSLAND: Lat. 190 13'48"S, Long.

53' 42"E).

A~e and criteria Late Permian based on the ages of the underlying and overlying units.

Fossils No macrofossils have been found in the unit. Plant fossils and trace

fossils occur but are not age-diagnostic.

Relations Subsurface information shows that the lower boundary of the unit with the

underlying Kirkby Range Member is gradational and that the upper boundary with the

overlying Cherrabun Member is a disconformity.

Subdivisions The uppermost sandstone.
part of the unit forms a strike ridge

around the Dry Corner Syncline and

forms a useful marker.

Nature of exposure Exposed as dark-coloured

gravel plains and low strike ridges.

Relatively well exposed at Liveringa

Ridge.

Remarks The upper part of the unit is

expected to be moderately good aquifer.
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53' 42"E).

A~e and criteria Late Permian based on the ages of the underlying and overlying units.

Fossils No macrofossils have been found in the unit. Plant fossils and trace

fossils occur but are not age-diagnostic.

Relations Subsurface information shows that the lower boundary of the unit with the

underlying Kirkby Range Member is gradational and that the upper boundary with the

overlying Cherrabun Member is a disconformity.

Subdivisions The uppermost sandstone.
part of the unit forms a strike ridge

around the Dry Corner Syncline and

forms a useful marker.

Nature of exposure Exposed as dark-coloured

gravel plains and low strike ridges.

Relatively well exposed at Liveringa

Ridge.

Remarks The upper part of the unit is

expected to be moderately good aquifer.
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Cherrabun Member (Table 14)

Crowe &Towner (1976c) interpreted the Cherrabun Member

as a regressive sequence disconformably overlying the Hicks Range

Sandstone Member. Lack of exposure in the present survey area

does not allow this interpretation to be expanded but there appears

to be an overall upwards increase in grainsize which supports this

interpretation.

In exposures adjacent to the Fenton Fault there is;,

some evidence to suggest that the unit contains several coarsening

upwards cycles. It is suggested that this is due to additional

fluctuation in the relative sea level (i.e. shoreline) in this area.

TECTONISM BETWEEN DEPOSITIG.. OF PERMIAN AND TRIASSIC

The Millyit Sandstone overlies the Permian Hardman Formation

with a slight angular'unconformity (see under Millyit Sandstone) in

the McLarty Syncline, adjacent to the Fenton Fault. On the Lennard

Shelf, mapping suggests that the Triassic sequence also unconformably

overlies the Permian in the Sisters Plateau/Warrawadda Structure

area, adjacent to the Pinnacle Fault. However in the middle of the

Fitzroy Trough (e.g. Myroodah Syncline) and on the northern part of

the Lennard Shelf the Triassic rocks appear to conformably overlie

the Permian.' This indicates that there was local tectonism between

deposition of the two sequences. The association of these local

unconformities and the faults bounding the Fitzroy Trough suggests

that the unconformities were caused by movement of these faults. The

surrounding areas probably remained relatively stable.

TRIASSIC

MILLYIT SANDSTONE Crable 15)

The only exposure of Millyit Sandstone in the area occurs

in the middle of the McLarty Syncline and consists of a low, scree

covered strike ridge. In adjoining NOONKANBAH this strike ridge

diverges from the trend lines of the underlying Hardman Formation,
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Unit Cherrabun Member- Symbol Phc

Table 14

Defined by Yeates and others (1975a)

Distribution The unit crops out widely on the gravel plains south of the Fitzroy

River but only one exposure is identified in DERBY (between Cockatoo Creek and

Minnie River). In the subsurface, the unit occurs in the Fitzroy Trough and

southwestern part of the Lennard Shelf except where it is cut out in the west by

the Jurassic unconformity.

Lithology Poor exposure makes description difficult. In NOONKANBAH the sections

show that the unit contains a lower, commonly calcareous, mudstone part which

contains a rich marine fauna. This passes up into an upper sandstone part which

is cross-bedded (see Section 20 of Crowe & Towner, 1976c).

In this area the lithologies are consistent with the section described in

NOONKANBAH.

Facies variations The exposure is too poor to enable recognition of lateral facies

variations. However, exposures near to the Fenton Fault whibh are assigned to the

unit on palaeontological grounds may contain additional coarsening-upwards cycles.

Poor exposure, lack of distinct markers, and little subsurface control make

mapping in this area difficult.

Thickness No surface sections measured. Type section locality Spring Creek

In AlE Paradise No. 4 (NOONKANBAH) (CROSSLAND: Lat.190 11'OOnS,

unit is 100 m thick (enclosure 1). Long.125°33'06 I1E)o

Age and criteria Late Permian (possibly Tartarian) based on the fauna (Thomas 1954;

Coleman, 1957; Dickins, 1963).

Fossils The Hardman Formation fauna listed by Guppy and others (1958, called

Hardrnan Member by them) comes from the Cherrabun Member. Additional collections

made in 1974 and 1976 have not yet been studied.

Relations The lower boundary with the Hicks Range Sandstone Member is thought to be

disconformable. The unit is unconformably overlain by the Millyit Sandstone and

the 'Mudjalla Sandstone Member'. The Blina Shale also overlies the unit and

although the contact is not exposed there does not appear to be any angular

relation.

Subdivisions The upper sandstone part

of the unit could probably be

separated from the lower mudstone part

in bore sections.

Nature of exposure Crops out as gravel

plains and low strike ridges. No good

section exposed in the area.

Remarks The top sands tone part of thE!

unit may be a good aquifer where

present.
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Table 15

Unit Millyit Sandstone Symbol "Rm Defined by Elliot (in McWhae and others
1958); Yeates and
others 1975a) -

Distribution Tentatively identified in one area (the middle of the McLarty

Syncline). The unjt occurs more extensively to the southeast of the area (Yeates

and others 1975a).

Lithology Consists of fine-grained, micaceous, quartz wacke and minor mudstone,

thinly bedded, minor low-angle cross-bedding, ripple marks; bioturbation is

common; base is marked by a quartz-pebble conglomerate.

Facies variations To the southeast of the area the unit is lithologically more

variable and contains a higher proportion of large-scale cross-bedding.

Thickness 10 ID exposed in McLarty

Syncline but may be 25 m present.

Type section localitl Millyit Range

(CROSSLAND: Lat. 19°12'00"8,

Long.125°33'30 IlE).

Age and criteria Earliest Triassic based on microflora. The unit contains a micro

flora belonging to Stage~lb of Evans (1966) (Paten & Price, in Yeates and others,

1975b). Plant macrofossils indicate a Permian or Triassic age. '

Fossils Contains plant macrofossils (\¥hite & Yeates, 1976), wood fragments, and a

microflora described by Paten &Price (in Yeates and others, 1975b).

Relations Overlies the Hardman Formation with slight angular unconformity (based on

air-photo eVidence) in McLarty Syncline. Outside area the unit is overlain

disconformably by the Blina Shale.

Subdivisions None. Nature of exposure Poor, low strike,

ridges.

Remarks Identified in area by lithology

and stratigraphic position.
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indicating a slight angular unconformity. This was the basis on

which the exposure was considered to be Millyit Sandstone by Crowe

& Towner (in prep.) as the Millyi t Sandstone has the same reI ations

in CROSS LAND .

Depositional environment

The poor exposure of Millyit Sandstone in the area does

not allow the depositional environment to be interpreted. The

position of the unit at the base of'the marine Triassic sequence may

indicate it is a transgressive sand body. However, farther southeast,

Yeates and others (1975b) believed the unit had been deposited in

channels and was possibly fluviatile.

BLINA SHALE (Table 16)

Depositional environment

Sedimentological evidence. The laterally continuous thin

bedding 'in the' Blina Shale suggests deposition in a large body of water.

TIle fine grainsize (mudstone and sandy mudstone) indicates deposition

from suspension, suggesting quiet conditions. In the upper part of

the unit in Section 4 there are small vertical fissures filled with

fine-grained quartz wacke. These are similar to structures described

by Coneybeare &Crook (1968, plate 69b &c) and are interpreted as

infilled fossil mudcracks. Similar structures are illustrated by

Yeates and others (1975b, fig. 25) and they suggest periodic subaerial

exposure. Also in Section 4, the Blina Shale becomes coarser-grained

towards the top and contains small scour-and-fill structures and

current ripple marks, suggesting some deposition by currents.

~ineralogical evidenc~. The presence of disseminated pyrite

in subsurface sections of the unit indicates anaerobic, stagnant,

reducing conditions. Organic matter is also well preserved in sub

~urface samples and this suggests poorly oxygenated bottom conditions.

Glauconite is reported from the section in WAPET Meda No. 1 (WAPET,

1962a) and according to Porrenga (1967) this probably indicates slow

sedimentation.
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Qn!i Blina Shale Symbol ltb

Table 16

. Reeves (1951);
Def~ned by Brunnschweiler (1954)

Distribution Occurs in low-lying synclinal areas such as the Dry

Synclines. Also occurs in Erskine Range/Sisters Plateau area.

bores in the Fitzroy Trough and Lennard Shelf.

Corner and Myroodah

1nter~ected in many

Lithology Consists mainly of buff-coloured, sandy mudstone and very fine quartz wacke,

laminated to thinly bedded. Contains ripple marks and small scour-and-fill structures

neaI' the top. Characteristic closely-spaced vertical burrows occur throughout(Plate 8).

Subsurface information shows that sandstone becomes predominant towards the base

(WAPET 1967a, 1965). Several phosphatic bone beds occur, particularly near the base.

Pyrite, glauconite, and organic matter reported from subsurface sections. See Section 4.

Facies variations Characteristically the unit contains remarkably little lateral

variation.

Thickness Thickest section is 311 m in

WAPET Blackstone No.1; (Appendix 11)

Erskine Range Section (No.4) is 32 m

thick.

!YEe section locality Erskine Range (DERBY:

Lat.17°51 1 S, Long.124°22 1E).

Age and criteria Early Triassic (Scythian) based on palynological evidence (Balme,

1963, 1964, 1969) and on vertebrate evidence (Cosgriff, 1965, 1974).

Fossils Amphibians including Deltasaurus pllstulatus and Blinasaurus lenwoodi

(Cosgriff, 1965, 1969), the conchostracan Isaura (which occurs in thin coquinas), the

brachiopod LintIUla, bivalves (including cf. Pseudomonontis), fish (including Ceratodus

and Saurichthys) and other vertebrate remains. Plant fossils also quite common.

Contains rich microfloral assemblage (Taeniaesporites Assemblage of Balme, 1964).

ffielations On field evidence Crowe & Towner (1976c) believe the Blina Shale overlies the

Millyit Sandstone conformably and overlies the Permian either disconformably or with

slight angular ~~conformity. The Blina Shale is overlain by the Erskine Sandstone.

The contact is erosional and probably represents a slight time break.

Subdivisions None. Nature of exposur~ Very poor, except in

Erskine Range.Overlain by black-soil plains.

Remarks Can often be identified by light

(clayey) colour on aerial photogra:p'hs.T:rend

lines are visible as a streaky pattern on

photos.

L- --L----------~
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Fossil evidence. The presence of marine acritarchs in the micro

fossil assemblages and marine pelecypods indicates a marine influence

in the environment. However, forms such as the conchostracan Isaura

and the brachiopod Lingula are more suggestive of brackish-water

conditions. McKenzie (1961) suggests that the amphibian remains and

Dipnoan teeth recovered from the unit may represent death assembla.ges

flushed into the environment by freshwater. According to Balme (1969),

the unusually high proportion of vascular-plant spores within the

formation suggests that they were derived from coastal marsh plants

'occupying a similar ecological niche to modern mangroves'.

Summary. The Blina Shale appears to have been deposited in

a shallow, low-energy, near-shore environment of deposition with

intermittent subaerial exposure. The unit probably represents deposition

in a mud flat.

We agree with McKenzie (1961) who did not accept the lagoonal

interpretation of Brunnschweiler (1954). However the paucity of open':

marine indicators and the presence of brackish-water indicators in the

fauna suggest that the area over which the Blina Shale was deposited

was not directly connected to the ocean.

ERSKINE SANDSTONE (Table 17)

Depositional environment

In the underlying Blina Shale there is some evidence of an

increase in sandstone content towards th~ top of the unit. This suggests

that, if the Blina Shale and Erskine Sandstone are considered together,

they may represent a regressive sequence. As the contact between the

two units is erosional it is suggested that the regression may have

been of the deltaic type (Selley, 1970).

The abundance of large-scale trough cross-bedding in association

with intraformational conglomerate and ripple cross-lamination indicates

deposition by currents in channels possibly of the distributary type.

Current readings obtained by McKenzie (1961; see Fig. 5) suggest that

the channels flowed towards the north or northwest. The upper part of

the Erskine Sandstone contains intervals of planar-bedded mudstone and

very fine-grained sandstone which are interpreted as overbank deposits

laid down on the hypothetical delta plain.
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Unit Erskine Sandstone S.YI!!b0 I '"Re

Table 17

Defined bl Brunnsohweiler (1954)

!Ype section localit~ Erskine Range (DERBY:

Lat.17°50'S, Long.124°22 l E)

Distribution Occurs in MOUNT ANDERSON in Myroodah Syncline. Covers a wide area on the

Lennard Shelf and Fitzroy Trough in DERBY. Best exposed in the ~rskine Range and

Sisters Plateau.

Lithology Consists mainly of fine and very fine-grained quartz wacke and quartz arenite,

laminated to thin-bedded; contains large-scale trough a.nd planar cross-bedding, clay

pellet conglomerate and current ripple marks with some climbing-ripple cross-bedding.

The upper part of the unit contains some parallel-laminated, very fine-grained quartz

wacke and mudstone, interbedded. See Section 4.

Facies variations On a small scale, local facies variations are abundant bu~ on a

regional scale the unit is homogeneous although it may be slightly finer-grained at

Derby than in the Erskine Range area.

+----------------------,....--------------------------1
Thickness 30 m exposed in Erskine Range

Maximum recorded thickness is 269 m in

Myalls bore south of Derby, (Appendix 11).

Age and criteria Early to early Middle Triassic (Smithian to early Anisian) on the basis

of microfossils (see Balme, 1969; Dolby & Balme, 1976). Macroflora agrees with this

date (see Brunnschweiler, 1954; Helby, ':'373).

i---------------------------------------------."...
Fossils Brunnschweiler (1954) lists the macroflora from the unit which includes

Thinnfeldia (Dicroidium), and Gleichenites. Fossil wood is common in the unit and

burrows are reoorded from the upper part of the unit in Derby Town Bore (Playford,1957).

No marine acritarchs are recorded from the microfossil assemblages. I
Relations Dverlies the Blina Shale disconformably and overlaps it and rests uncOnfOrmabl~

on Permian rocks on the Lennard Shelf. Erskine Sandstone is disconformably overlain

by the Meda Formation although the upper surface is usually an erosion surface.

Subdivision~ None. Nature of exposure Forms low scarps in

Sisters Plateau and more isolated mesas

elsewhere.

Remarks Despite the fine gra~nsize of parts

of the unit, the Erskine Sandstone is a

remarkably good aqUifer (P. Whincup,

GSi-IA, pers. conun.).

Unit Erskine Sandstone S.YI!!b0 I '"Re
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Fossil evidenee supports this interpretation. P1euromeia occurs

in the flora (Brunnschweiler, 1954) and is· thought by Balme &Helby, (1973).

to be a plant group which rapidly cqlonized new areas formed by r~trea:t.,

f h Jio t e sea.
~(#',

In conclusion, we a,gree with McKenzie who believed that the

~r~kin~ Sandstone was deposited by a delta which debouched into the

sea that deposited the Blina Shale.,. ..
. l

" .
TECTONISM BETWEEN DEPOSITION OF' TRIASSIC AND JURASSIC

'.

The main structural features exposed lnthe areasare t~e

result of tectonism that occurred between deposition of the Triassic
..

, .
that this tectonism producec\, can be dated as post-Middle T~ia?sic ~~ :pre-'?

. ,
Middle Jurassic; however, the precise age limits of·the formations ttr~t

overlie and u~derlie the unconformity are not known. For simp.1icity the

hiatus is referred to as the Jurassic unconformity in this report. It is
-

possible that intrusion o,f the. ?Jurass,ic Fitzroy Lamproite Was related to

this period of tectonism.

Rattigan (196·7) and Smith (1968) have, described the· structura.1,
pattern in the Fit~roy Trough. The main features are that after the·

"l." ....
period of mainly tensional tectonics that produced growth movement along

. , .

the major faults during the Palaeozoic and Triassic, the area underwent

a major period of compressional tectonism. The mainly westerly-trending

folds in the Fitzroy trough are believed by Rattigan (1967)" to be the

result of compression between the northerly Kimberley Block and the

southern part of the Canning Basin (including the Broome Platform).
I

This compression resulted in right-lateral regional coupling which
I -_"

produced Teverse movement along the previously normal f~~lts and,

this in turn generated the en echelon pattern of major folds (Fig.

6). The predominantly north-trending faults that cut these folds

fit in with the en echelon pattern and are believed to be tensional

release features produced by the folding •
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JURASSIC TO CRETACEOUS

WALLAL SANDSTONE Crable 18)

The term Wallal Sandstone was introduced by McVfuae (in

Johnstone, 1961), for the basal Jurassic sandstone unit that had

been intersected in petroleum exploration wells in the western part

of the basin. The formation was thought to correlate with the Jurgurra

Sandstone Crable 19) which occurs in the area. More recent sursurface

data have since confirmed this correlation and also shown that the unit'

can be correlated with another unit, the Mudjalla Sandstone (Table 20J.

The present mapping has shown that both the Jurgurra and Mudjalla

Sandstones probably only represent local facies and it is therefore

proposed that they be considered membe.rs of the Wallal Sandstone.

Because this nomenclature change has not been formally defined the

Jurgurra Sandstone and the Mudjalla Sandstone are herein referred

to as the Jurgurra Sandstone 'Member' and the Mudjalla Sandstone 'Member'.

McWhae (in Johnstone, 1961) believed that the Wallal

Sandstone was deposited in a paralic, largely shallow-water, marine

environment although parts of the unit may also be continental in

origin. Because the formation is a subsurface unit, a detailed inter

pretation of its depositional environment is not attempted.

JURGURRA SANDSTONE 'MEMBER' (Table 19)

The present survey has shown that the Jurgurra Sandstone is

probably at least partly of 2 aeolian orlgln (see below). It is likely

that this facies is fairly restricted both laterally and vertically

and it is therefore desirable at this stage to assign all subsurface

intersections to the Wallal Sandstone, unless the 2 aeolian facies

can be confidently recognized.
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Unit Wallal Sandstone ~ymbol Jl

Table 18

Defined by McWhae (!£ Johnstone,
1961.

Distribution Occurs south of the Fenton Fault and in western DERBY and MOUNT ANDERSON.

1------------------.----- --------'--------------....,
Lithology Sandstone,'with subordinate siltstone, conglomerate, and lignitic beds.

Facies variations In this report the Jurgurra and Mudjalla Saridstone 'Members' are

considered facies of the Wallal Sandstone.

Thickness Maximum recorded thickness in IType section locality Between 279 and 587 n

area is 168 m in WAPET Dampier Downs No.1 i in BMR Stra.tigraphic Well No.4A (Wallal)

probably thicker in WAPET Fraser RiverN.01 (MANDORA: Lat.19°44'12 I1S, Long. 120044'
25"E)

Age and criteria Microfossil evidence suggests a Toarcian' to OXfordian age (Passmore,

in prep.). However Playford and others (1975) believe that a Bathonian to Oxfordian

age seems most likely on stratigraphic grounds.

1-------------------------------------~---_:----
Fossils Microflora and microplankton are described by Balme (1961).

Relations Unconformably overlies various Palaeozoic units. Apparently conformably

overlain by Alexander Formation.

Subdivisions Jurgurra and Mudjalla

Sandstone 'Members' are considered

local facies of the Wallal

Sandstone.

Nature of exposure Not exposed except as

separately-named 'members'.
f----.-'---------------_--;

Remarks The unit is an important artesian

aquifer in southern part of basin and can

be expected to be a good aquifer in this

area.
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Unit Jurgurra Sandstone 'Member' Symbol Jlj

Table 19

Defined by Brunnschweiler (1954)

Distribution Exposed in southern part of J'urgurra Creek and in scattered localities

in the north-central part of the Edgar Range (MOUNT ANDFRSON).

Lithology ~!ainly quartz arenite and wacke, medium to coarse-grained, in places

poorly sorted and micaceous; contains aburldant large-scale trough cross-bedding

and small-scale anastomosing ripple cross-lamination; contains minor mudstone

beds and clay-pellet conglomerate at the bases of troughs. Unit contains abundant

concretions in some areas (Plate 10). See Section 5.

Facies variations As defined, the Jurgurra Sandstone 'Member' refers to one

characteristic facies association so any marked variations should be termed Wallal

Sandstone. Burne & Crowe (1977) re,~ognize two major facies within the unit, a

cross-bedded quartz arenite and a planar-bedded quartz wacke.

Thickness 20 m exposed in Section 5. Type section locality In Geegully Creek

near Mount Alexander (Section 5,

Lat.1So41'00ltS, Long.1230 39'20ItE, MOUNT

ANDERSO~l) 0

:I--------------------..,L------------------------l
Age and criteri& Bathonian to Oxfordian based on the age of the overlying unit and

the age of the Wallal Sandstone.

Fossils Brunnschweiler (1954) reported rare indeterminate marine pelecypods and

Guppy and others (1958) recorded poorly preserved plant fossils. Root moulds and

fragmentary plant fossils were found during the present survey.

Relations The lower boundary of the unit with either part of the Wallal Sandstone

or Palaeo'zoic rocks is not exposed. The upper boundary with the Alexander

Formation was believed to be slightly disconformable by Br'1r~~chweiler (1954),

although our mapping shows that the two units may locally interfinger.

Subdivisions Burne & Crowe (1977)

recognize two main facies (see

above).

Nature of exposure Exposed in gullies and

at the bases of some small hills.

Remarks Can be expected to be an

excellent aquifer.
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Dgpositional environment

Burne &Crowe (1977) have described an exposure of the

Jurgurra Sandstone (at Lat. 180 32'30ttS, Long. 123?40'55"E) in detail

and conclude that it was deposited in an aeolian environment.' Their

interpretation is based on the fact that the original shape of the

fossil dunes is preserved beneath an interdune (planar-beddedl facies

(Plate 9) containing root moulds and some lenses of water-laid deposits.

The dune facies consists of large-scale trough cross-bedded quartz

arenite with fairly high foreset angles (up to 310 ) and with some

convex-upward foresets, a good indicator of an aeolian origin. This

dune facies is very similar to the Jurgurra Sandstone at its type

section and it is on this basis that it is considered wise to restrict

the unit to deposits of probable aeolian origin.

The upper part of the Jurgurra Sandstone in Section 5

contains abundant sand-filled anastomizing holes which are interpreted

as weathered-out fossil roots. Th~y suggest that the dunes may have

become stabilized by vegetation before being buried and transgressed

by the sea which deposl.ted the overlying Alexander.Formation.

MUDJALLA SANDSTONE 'MEMBER' (Table 20)

Depositional environment

Abundant broad and shallow trough cross-bedding with basal

conglomerate lenses and associated lenses of ripple-marked and planar

bedded mudstone suggest that the lower part of the unit was laid down

in a fluviatile environment. The cross-bedded parts were deposited in

channels and the fine-grained lenses probably represent overbank

deposits. Figure 7 shows that the rivers that deposited the unit

flowed westward.

The upper part of the unit consists of lower-energy deposits.
It lacks any marine indicators and the ripple marks in it are all of

the current type. The mainly conformable nature of the boundary with

the underlying facies suggests that the planar-bedded facies may

have been deposited in a floodplain or delta plain. There is an

overall upward decrease in grainsize and sorting throughout the whole

unit and this also suggests a floodplain interpretation.

•
-~---------- I
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ALEXANDER FORMATION (Table 211

The mapped distribution of the Alexander Formation differs

considerably from that shown on the first edition maps (Guppy and

others, 1958). One of the most important changes is that rocks

that underlie the Barbwire Sandstone (previously James Sandstone

in the area) in the Mount James area are now assigned to the the

Alexander Formation. The presence of Alexander Formation in this

general area was demonstrated by Crowe &Towner (in prep.) when

they discovered Jurassic fossils in a deeply weathered exposure

near Mount Fenton (NOONY~BAH). Williams &McKellar (1958) had

previously mapped, on lithological grounds, some Alexander

Formation underlying the Barbwire Sandstone at hills 5 km south

of Mount James. However, they showed the gravel plains in that

area as Liveringa Group. Our mapping suggests th~~ there is no

Liveringa Group exposed south of the Fenton Fault but that Williams

and McKellar were correct in showing Barbwire Sandstone overlying

Alexander Formation. The boundary is erosional and marked by a

basal conglomerate in the Barbwire Sandstone. The exposures

assigned to the Alexander Formation consist of interbedded mudstone

and fine-grained quartz wacke containing wave-formed ripple marks

and lenticular bedding.

Another change to the original mapp~ng is that small,
exposures in the west bank of the Fitzroy River at Langey Crossing,

which were originally considered Mudjalla Sandstone, are now assigned

to the Alexander Formation.

These outcrops consist of interbedded laminated mudstone and

fine-grained quartz arenite. Large, shallow scour-and-fill structures with

foreset slip planes are present together with lenticular bedding containing

wave-formed ripple marks. Bio- turbation is common and in some gravel pits

adjacent to the river there are ?lenses of very coarse-grained quartz wacke

which contains possible mega-ripple cross-bedding and indeterminate shelly

fossils. The interpretation of the depositional environment (below) also

suggests that this sequence is part of the Alexander Formation and not the

Mudjalla Sandstone'Member'.
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fine-grained quartz arenite. Large, shallow scour-and-fill structures with

foreset slip planes are present together with lenticular bedding containing

wave-formed ripple marks. Bio- turbation is common and in some gravel pits

adjacent to the river there are ?lenses of very coarse-grained quartz wacke

which contains possible mega-ripple cross-bedding and indeterminate shelly

fossils. The interpretation of the depositional environment (below) also

suggests that this sequence is part of the Alexander Formation and not the

Mudjalla Sandstone'Member'.
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Table 21

Defined by Brunnschweiler, 1954

Distribution Exposed mainly in Edgar Ranges, at Matches Springs and scattered exposures

south of the Fenton Fault. An exposure along the west bank of Fitzroy River at

Langey Crossing is also assigned to the unit. In the subs~rface the unit occurs in

western DERBY and MOUNT ANDERSON and south of the Fenton Fault in central and eastern

NOUNT ANDERSON.

Lithology Consists mainly of fine to medium-grained quartz arenite and wacke;

interbedded with mudstone and minor granule conglomerate, thin-bedded, wave and

current ripples, flaser and lenticular bedding, wavy bedding, megaripples (Plate 12)

and some large-scale trough cross-bedding. Some cross-bedded fining-upwards sequences

with ripple-marked tops identified near top of unit. Bioturbation is common and

fossils occur in lenses. Root moulds occur at one level in'the southeastern Edgar

Ranges. See Section 5.

Facies variations There are many local lateral and vertical changes in facies but the

overall lithology is fairly uniform.

Thickness rvIaximum knOim thickness is 72 m

in the Edgar Ranges. The unit thins to

thl" north.

TYpe section locality Mount Alexander

(Section 5; MOUNT ANDERSON:Lat.180 41'OO ltS,

Long.123°39'20"E)

Age and criteria Late Oxfordian to early Kimmeridgian in the area on the basis of the

macrofauna (Brunnschweiler, 1960) and microfossils (B Ingram, GSWA, pers. comm.).

Fossils Ammonoids, bivalves, brachiopods, ophiuroids (Brunnschweiler, 1954).

Microfossils are known from petroleum and phosphate exploration wells (e.g. WAPET,

1962b). Trace fossils are also abundant in the unit.

Relations The unit is beliffVed to conformably overlie the Nallal Sandstone in bore

sections and to locally interfinger with the Jurgurra and possibly the Mudjalla

Sandstone 'Members'. It is conformably overlain by the Jarlemai Siltstone (Plate 13).

The formation is partly overlain by and is probably partly equivalent to the Barbwire

Sandstone, south of Mount James.

Subdivisions None. Nature of exposure Forms mesas and buttes

with smooth, scree-covered slopes.

Remarks

I
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These outcrops consist of interbedded laminated mudstone and fine
grained quartz arenite. Large, shallow scour-and-fill structures with foreset

slip planes are present together with lenticular bedding containing wave-formed

ripple marks. Bio-turbation is common and in some gravel pits adjacent to the

river there are ?lenses of very coarse-grained quartz wacke which contains

possible mega-ripple cross-bedding and indeterminate shelly fossils. The

interpretation of the depositional environment (below) also suggests that this

sequence is part of the Alexander Formation and not the Mudjalla Sandstone

'Member'.

Depositional environment

The presence of marine fossils in the Alexander Formation

shows that it was deposited under marine conditions. Theabundance

of wave-formed ripples (e.g. see Plate 11) indicates it was deposited

mainly above wave base. The presence of flaser, lenticular and wavy

bedding suggests deposition during periods of slack and fast-moving

water such as occurs in the tidal zone. Cross-bedded, fining-upwards

sequences are interpreted as channel deposits of tidal origin. The

interpre~ed root moulds in the southeastern Edgar Ranges indicate

temporary emergence in that area.

The formation exposed near Langey Crossing is similarly

believed to have been deposited in a tidal environnlent. The scours

are interpreted as tidal channels and the wave-formed ripple marks

suggest deposition in water probably not more than 30 m deep. The

occurrence of quartz arenite in the sequence is also typical of

near-shore deposition where wave action is responsible for a high

degree of sorting.

BARBWIRE SANDSTONE (Table 22)

The Barbwire Sandstone was previously mapped as James

Sandstone in the area. However, Crowe &Towner (in pressl have

extended the term Barbwire Sandstone to include the James Sandstone

as the two units are similar.
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Unit Barbwire Sandstone Symbol Jb

Table 22

Defined by Guppy and others (1958)

Distribution Occurs in isolated exposures along Fenton Fault. Exposures south of

Mount James and at Camelgooda Hill are also assigned to the unit.

Lithology Fine to coarse-grained quartz wacke and conglomerate, poorly sorted; contains

large-scale planar and trough cross-bedding. Conglomerate contains intra-formational

clasts in places, but characteristically consists of quartz and quartzite pebbles.

contains minor beds of mudstone and is normally intensely ferruginized, in places

converted to ferricrete.

Facies variations Exposure at Camelgooda Hill are tentatively assigned to the unit and if

the correlation is correct then the Camelgooda Hill sequence could be considered a

fine-grained facies of the Barbwire Sandstone.

Thickness 33 m thick at Mount James. Type section locality Barbwire Range

(NOONKANBAH: Lat.18058 1 S, Long. 125001 lE).

Age and criteria Plant fossils indicate a Jurassic or Early Cretaceous age (White

& Yeates, 1976).

Fossils Only some trace fossils recorded from area. Yeates and others (1975b) record

plant fossils from the unit.

Relations Unconformably overlies Permian rocks. Appears to overlie, and is possibly

partly laterally equivalent to the Alexander Formation. Top of unit is everywhere

eroded. Y~y correlate with the Mowla Sandstone, Meda Formation and/or the Wallal

Sandstone (see Fig. 15).
1---·,-------------------,.-----------------------1
Subdivisions Na~ure of exposure Occurs as very ferrugin!"'"

ized cappings to hills along Fenton.Fault.

Remarks Includes James Sandstone (Crowe &

Towner, in press) •

..._--------_._-_---1
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The Barbwire Sandstone may be correlated with the Meda
Formation which only crops out in DERBY. The correlation is based

on the fact that the two units contain similar pebbles of-q~artzite
i -~_

that are not commonly found in units older than Jurassic. On the'

gravel plains south of the Fitzroy River, many patches of gravel

contain similar quartz and quartzite pepbles. Such pebbles are not'

common in the underlying Permian rocks .and so it is thought that

they represent deflation material from a thin veneer of Jurassic

sediment "that has been eroded-away•. This interpretation is
supporte~ ~n NOONKANBAH where Crowe& Towner (in prep.) mapped several
exposures in this veneer. The inference of this interpretation is

that the extensive gravel plains represent sediments that may have

been continuous between the Barbwire Sandstone and Meda,Pormation.
( ~

Camelgooda Hill

The section exposed at Camelgooda Hill does not correlate

well with any of the defined units.

The sequence consists of fine-grained quartz wacke and

quartz areni te with minor mudstone. Large troughs (.2 m wide and

1 m deep) occur within the unit and contain poorly ~.aminated foresets

which pass upwards into climbing ripple cross-lamination. Minor

intraformational conglomerate occurs at the bases of the troughs

together with a few~'lant and wood fragments. Other parts of the'

~equence are'mainly planar-bedded but they contain abundant current

ripple marks.'

On lithologicaLgrounds the unit could correlate with any
"

of the non-marine Jurassic units (except the Jurgurra Sandstone

'Member'). Figure 8 shows two alternative correlations of the
~ ,

Camelgooda Hill sequence. We prefer alternativeB because it appears

. to be,tter explain the environmental interpretations for the units and
. .

it is on this basis that the Camelgooda Hill sequence 'is tentatively

assigned to the Barbwire Sandstone. More subsurface information

is needed before OUT correlations can be verified.. .
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Depositional environment

Exposures of the Barbwire Sandstone at Mount James (and at hills

5 km south of there) are considered fluviatile. This interpretation is

based on the abundance of trough cross-bedded units which commonly fine

upwards. Current ripple marks also occur in the finer-grained parts

of the: sequence and are interpreted as overbank deposits. There is an

overall upward reduction in grainsize in the unit in exposures farther

east and this supports the fluviatile interpretation. The presence

of conglomerate in the sequence suggests moderate to high-energy

deposition.

Sections of the Barbwire Sandstone to the northwest,

along the Fenton Fault, are too poorly exposed to allow inter

pretation of theiroorigin but the sections visited are lithologically

similar to the section at Mount James.

The section at Camelgooda Hill is also interpreted as a

fluviatile (or possibly delta-plain) deposit. The large scours are

typical of channel deposits. Abundantly ripple-marked planar beds in

the sequence are interpreted as overbank or levee deposits laid down

on a flood or delta plain. The fine grainsize and the predominance

of planar-bedded units in the sequence suggests lower-energy deposition

than occurred in the Barbwire Sandstone,. If the correlation shown in

Figure 8B is correct then the facies at Camelgooda Hill can be considered

transitional between the Mowla Sandstone and Barbwire Sandstone at
Mount James.

MEDA FORff~TION (Table 23)

The Meda Formation only occurs in DERBY and as stated above

(under Mudjalla Sandstone 'Member' and Barbwire Sandstone) the unit

could be correlated with either the Mudjalla Sandstone 'Member' or the

Barbwire Sandstone. Such correlations are based on the fact that the

Jurassic continental facies (excluding the Jurgurra Sandstone 'Member')

contain similar pebbles of quartz and quartzite. This is an admittedly

slender line of evidence but it is on this basis that we consider

the unit is probably Jurassic. The possibility that the unit is

younger cannot, however, be ruled out.
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Unit Meda Formation Symbol Jd

Table 23

Defined by Guppy and others (1958)

Distribution Only occurs in DERBY at Erskine Range and in isolated exposures on Meda

and Kimberley Downs stations and to the south of Derby.

Lithology Consists mainly of fine to coarse-grained quartz wacke and gxanule and pebble

conglomerate; contains large-scale trough cross-bedding and some current ripple marks.

Conglomerate clasts include rock types from the underlying Erskine Sandstone but mainly

consist of white quartz and quartzite. Overall the unit is poorly sorted although

individual beds are graded and some are well sorted. Most exposures are ,very

ferruginized. See Section 4.

Facias variations None.

Thickness A maximum thickness of about

7 m is exposed in the Erskine Range.

!YEe section locality Erskine Range (DERBY~
00)Lat.17 51'S, Long.124 22'E •

Age and criteria Believed to be Jurassic as it contains a similar range of extraclasts

to other Jurassic units (e.g. Barbwire Sandstone and Mudjalla Sandstone 'Member'). If

this correlation is correct then the Meda Formation is probably Late Jurassic.

Fossils Wood fragments are the only fossils recorded from the unit.

Relations Disconformably overlies the Erskine Sandstone ardthe top is eroded. The

lower boundary is strongly erosional and if it is an angular relation then this was

not recognized in the small areas of exposure.

Subdivisions None. Nature of exposure Good at tops of hills.

Remarks

Unit Meda Formation Symbol Jd

Table 23
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Depositional environment

The generally poorly-sorted nature of the sediment and the

presence of abundant large-scale trough cross-bedding with associated

current ripple marks suggest deposition in channels. The strongly

erosional base of the unit and the occurrence of wood fragments is

compatible with this interpretation. It is thought that the unit is

probably fluviatile.

JARLEMAI SILTSTONE (Table 24)

Since the area was originally mapped by Guppy and others,

(1958) and Brunnschweiler (1957) there has been a substantial increase

in the knowledge of the subsurface Jurassic geology. This has enabled

correlations to be made so that some surface-defined units can now

be discarded.

The Langey Shale (Guppy and others, 1952; Playford and
others, 1975) was originally defined from gravel pits near the now-

abandoned Langey Crossing at the mouth of the Fitzroy River. The

gravel pits are nOl" filled in and the only unit exposed is the

Alexander Formation. As the Langey Shale can now be shown to be

equivalent to the Jarlemai Siltstone (Enclosure 3) it is proposed

to discard the term Langey Shale. Drilling in the area has shown

that the base of the Jarlemai Siltstone contains a glauconitic,

phosphatic bed (Russell, 1966a, b, reported in Playford and others,

1975) and if this should prove to be a useful marker it would be

possible to restrict the term Langey Shale to this unit. As the

glauconitic bed no longer appears to crop out this has not been

attempted here.

Another unit that is now assigned to the Jarlemai Siltstone

is the Fraser River Limestone (Guppy and others" 1952). Although

this unit was never defined, it was mapped as a separate unit and

correlated with the Langey Shale (Brunnschweiler, 1957). Our

mapping showed this unit to be mainly shale containing marine fossils

with only minor 'limestone' (calcareous mudstone) intervals.

Although Brunnschweiler (1957) probably visited different exposures

to ours we have little hestiation in equating the unit with the
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Unit Jarlemai Siltstone- Symbol Jr

Table 24

Defined by Brunnschweiler (1954)

Distribution Occurs in southern MOUNT ANDERSON in Edgar Ranges and isolated exposures.

Exposures of shale in Fraser River area (DERBY) are also assigned to unit.

Lithology Consists mainly of white, red, yellow, and purple mudstone which is commonly

sandy. Contains scattered coarse grains of sand and granules. Bedding is very poor

so the unit appears massive. Upper 30 to 50 m in eastern Edgar Ranges consists

predominantly of quartz wacke. yfuole of unit appears bioturbated and this may ex

plain the lack of bedding. In subsurface the unit is glauconitic and phosphatic.

Selenite and pyrite are common accessory minerals. The unit contains rare pebbles.

See Sections 6 & 7 (Appendix I).

Facies variations The upper part of the unit in the eastern Edgar Ranges is mainly

sandstone and considered a local facies.

Thickness About 90 m thick in Edgar Ranges

and possibly more than 160 m thick in

Fraser River area.

TYpe s§ction locality Mount Jarlemai

(MOUNT ANDERSON: Lat.180 42'55"S,Long.123
c

48'40"E).

Age and criteria Middle Oxfordian to early Tithonian on palynological grounds (Balme

in Cranwell, 1964). However basal part of unit in Langey Crossing area is only

Kimmeridgian (B Ingram, pers. comm.).

Wossils Includes pelecypods, belemnites, ammonites, and brachiopods (Brunnschweiler,

1954, 1957; includes 'Langey Crossing Marl' fauna). Palynomorphs are described by

Balme (in Cranwell, 1964).

Relations Overlies Alexander Formation conformably (Plate 13). Is overlain ?conform

ably by the Jowlaenga Formation and possibly disconformably by the Melligo Sandstone.

Mowla Sandstone interfingers with upper part of unit and overlies with local dis

conformity.

Subdivisions In eastern Edgar Ranges the

unit contains a fine-grained (mudstone)

lower part and a coarser-grained

(sandstone) upper part. The upper

sandstone part appears to wedge out

to west.

Nature of exposure Forms mesas and buttes

with sheer sides and scree slopes.

Remarks Mowla Bluff is proposed as a ref

erence section. It covers the upper

part of the formation which is not ex

posed in the type section. streaky air

photo patterns in southwest DERBY are

believed to indicate Jarlemai

Formation subcrop.
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Jarlemai Siltstone. The correlation is also supported by the

identification of Jarlemai Siltstone at the top of the section

in WAFET Fraser River No. 1 (BMR Basin Studies Group, pers. comm.).

Depositional environment

The Jarlemai Siltstone was deposited in a marine environment

as indicated by the marine fossils. The fossils are haphazardly

arranged in the unit, indicating that they do not represent a death

assemblage tt~t has been washed into the unit. The whole unit is

characteristically very poorly bedded or massive and this may be

due to the loss of bedding structures by intense bioturbation. Such

bioturbation has certainly occurred because the rock (particularly at

Mowla Bluff) is filled with clay-marked burrows and trails.

The unit lies above the transgressive tidal deposits

of the Alexander Formation (Plate 13) and beneath the regressive

sequences of the Mowla Sandstone (in the Mowla Bluff area) and the

Jowlaenga Formation and Melligo Sandstone (in the western DERBY

area). This suggests that the Jarlemai Siltstone was deposited

at the peak of the Jurassic transgression probably in a fairly

shallow shelf sea. The lack of any well-defined current structures

suggests deposition below wave-base with little influx of terrigenou

material.

Palynological datings from bores in the Langey Crossing area

indicate that the palynological time zones are compressed (B. Ingrarn,

pers. comm.). This may be explained by the presence of intraformational

unconformities or by slow deposition. As no major disconformities appear

to be present in the area, we prefer the latter explanation.

In conclusion, most of the evidence indicates that the

Jarlemai Siltstone was laid down in a stable shelf sea and that a

slow rate of deposition may be responsible for intense organic reworking

resulting in the destruction of bedding structures.

MOWLA SANDSTONE (Table 25)

Brunnschweiler (1954) believed the boundary between the Mowla

Sandstone and the underlying Jarlemai Siltstone was disconformable in

places and transitional in others and on this basis he assigned the unit

to the Jurassic. McWhae and others (1958) disregarded Brunnschweiler's

field evidence of local transitions and, seeing only the disconformity,

argued that an Early Cretaceous age was more likely.
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Unit Mowla Sandstone- Symbol Jo

Table 25

Defined b Brunnschweiler (1954) and
~~~~Y Guppy and others (1958)

Distribution Occurs in small areas in centres of synclines in area at Matches Springs,

Mowla Bluff, and to the east of Mounts Jarlemai and Troy.

Lithology Basal part consists of poorly-sorted pebble conglomerate which fills channels

cut into the underlying Jarlemai Siltstone (Plate 14). The conglomerate passes into

fine to coarse-grained, medium to thin-bedded, trough cross-bedded quartz arenite with

occasional pebbles. This in turn passes up into partly bioturbated,

arenite and wacl,:p,~,ith some clay pellet conglomerate. At the top, the unit contains

ripple-marked, f:'~e-grained micaceous quartz wacke and mudstone with some plant

fragments and climbing ripples. See Section 7.

Facies variations None observed.

Thickness Maximum recorded thickness is 15 ID

near Matches Springs (Smith & Williams,

1955).

TYpe section locality Mowla Bluff

Section 7; MOUNT ANDERSON: Lat.180 49'

20"8, Long. 123°38'50"E).

Age and criteria Probably Tithonian on the basis that it interfingers with the middle

OXfordian to early Tithonian Jarlemai Siltstone.

Fossils Fragmentary indeterminate plant fossils found in upper part of unit.

Relations Erosional and interfingering lower boundary with the Jarlemai 'siltstone. Top

of unit is everywhere eroded.

Subdivisions Bottom of unit is

conglomeratic.

Nature of exposure Good; forms small hills

with scrne slopes.

Remarks
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Plate 13. stereopair showin~ contact between Alexander Formation and Jarlemaio ' 0
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Our mapping shows that Brunnschweiler (1954) was correct and

werrecognize the boundary as an interfingering relation with small

channels of Mowla Sandstone facies becoming increasingly abundant

towards the top of the Jarlemai Siltstone (see Section 7 and Plate 14).

Consequently the Mowla Sandstone is again considered Jurassic.

Possible Mowla Sandstone in the western Edgar Ranges

At Lat. 180 50'00llS, Long. 1230 17'00"E in the western Edgar

Ranges there is a thin unit of clean, well-sorted medium-grained quartz

arenite. The unit occurs as boulders overlying the Jarlemai Siltstone

and so it may correlate, on stratigraphic grounds, with either the

Mowla Sandstone or the Jowlaenga Formation/Melligo Sandstone sequence.

The boulders contain large-scale planar cross-bedding with

some interlarninated coarse-grained quartz arenite and a few pebbles.

The lithology best resembles the Mowla Sandstone and so the unit is

tentatively assigned to this formation.

Depositional environment

The lower part of the Mowla Sandstone contains abundant large

scours with conglomeratic bases associated with trough cross-bedding.

These sequences are interpreted as channel deposits (Plate 14) and they

pass upwards into finer-grained sediment which is predominantly planar

bedded and which contains abundant current ripple marks. interpreted

as overbank or levee deposits.

The upper part of the Jarlemai Siltstone in the eastern Edgar

Ranges becomes increasingly coarser-grained towards the top. This

suggests that it marks the start of the Late Jurassic marine regression

from the area. The Mowla Sandstone is believed to represent the top

part of this regressive sequence and the nature of the erosional contacts

between the two units and the presence of channel deposits suggest

that the regression was of the deltaic type in this area. Consequently

the lower part of the Mowla Sandstone is interpreted as predominantly

a distributary deposit and the upper parts as delta-plain or inter

distributary deposits.
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Plate 14. Stereopair showing local disconformity between sandy mudstone of the Jarlemai
Siltstone (at base) and channel - fill conglomerate of the Kowla Formation at Lat. 180 47'
45 11 S, Long. 123
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44'20" "8, near Nowla Bluff. Brn Hegativp. JJos GB!1519.
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This interpretation allows the Mowla Sandstone to be

tentatively correlated with the section exposed at Camelgooda Hill

(sce under Barbwire Sandstone). As the Mowla Sandstone is regarded as

representing the retreat of the Jurassic ::~ea from the area, it can also

be correlated with the Jowlaenga Formation/Melligo Sandstone sequ~nce

exposed in DERBY. Hm'lever there is good evidence to suggest that the

regression from DERBY occurred much later than it lS thought to have

occurred in MOUNT ANDERSON. Further palaeontological work is needed

on this part of the sequence before the diachronous nature of the Jurassic

rocks can be fully understood.

JOWLAENGA FORMATION (Table 26)

Previous reports show that there has been some doubt about

whether the Jowlaenga Formation is Late Jurassic or Early Cretaceous.

Brunnsch\'Ieiler (in GViJPY and others, 1952; and Brunnschweiler 1954;

1957; 1960) believed the unit to be Neocomian on palaeontological grounds.

Later reports by St~vens (1965) and Skwarko (1970) suggest a Tithonian

age. In particular, Skwarko (1970) believed that the fossils collected

from the Jowlaenga Formation at Mount Clarkson by Brunnschwciler in

fact came from the ~Ielligo Sandstone (termed "Melligo Quartzite" by him).

Our field studies indicate that there is no Melligo Sandstone (as defined)

exposed at Mount Clarkson and it seems that Skwarko has only recognized

its presence because he found Aptian fossils there. To us this suggests

that the Jowlaenga Formation may be as young as Aptian.

Some of the confusion may have been based on the fact that the

boundary between the Jowlaenga Formation and the Melligo Sandstone was

previously identified as a disconformity (Brunnschweiler, 1957) and that,

therefore, a time break between the two units was explicable. However, the

present survey has shown that the boundary is inter-fingering (Section 8)

so that a time break is not necessary. We believe that the boundaries

between the Jarlemai Siltstone, Jowlaenga Formation, and the Melligo

Sandstone are essentially conformable and do not represent major time

breaks. With the present dates assigned to the units (see Playford and

others, 1975) this is difficult to explain because of the time range

involved. Further palaeontological work is probably necessary to resolve

this problem.
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.IJ:n.;l..i Jowlaenga 'Formation Symbol Jw Defined Q.y

Table 26

Brun..;schweiler ( 1957); .
Guppy and others (1958);
Mc¥fu~e and other~(1958).

~ -.L --L. • _

Distribution Only recognized on surface in western DERBY but may be present in parts of

western MOUNT ANDERSON as it is recognized (BMR Basin Studies Group, pera. comm.) in

bores just west of the Sheet area boundary.

Lithology Consists of interbedded mudstone and fine to medium-grained quartz wacke with

quartz arenite near the top. Both large and small-scale cross-bedding are present and

lenses of intraformational conglomerate containi~g fossils also occur. Towards top unit

consists of laminated, well-sorted sediment with scour-and-fill structures and

bioturbated zones.

Facies varia~ions None observed.

'fhickness Generally less than 40 ID thick

in petroleum-exploration wells west of

the area.

~Xpe section locality Mount Jowlaenga

(BROOT1E: Lat.17°23'S~ Long.1220 57'E)

There is some doubt about the age of the unit (see text).~ and criteriaL ,.~~ _
Fossils Bivalves and belemnites which have been described by Teichert (1950),

Brunnschweiler (1951, 19~4. 1957, 1960). Plant fossils are des~ribed by Hhite (in

Veevers & 1/1'ells, 1961).

'----_._-------,-----. ---------------------------
Rel~tions Lower boundary witn the ,J~~lemai Siltstone is gradational. Upper boundary has

previously been described ~a discGnFormable but our evidence shows that it inter

fingers with ths Melligo S~~dstone•

.-.-----~-----------r_---------------------_t
Subdivisions None. Nature of exposure Exposed in scree slopes

and as small benches.

Remarks The unit may be a correlative of

upper sandstone part of the Jarlemai

Formation that occurs in the eastern

Edgar Ranges.
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Depositional environment

The lithology of the Jowlaenga Formation 1S transitional

between that of ' the underlying Jarlemai Formation and that of the

overlying Melligo Sandstone. The lower boundary i.s probably gradational/

(Rattigan & Elliott, 1954) and there is an increase in sandstone toward~/

the top of the unit. This, together with the presence of marine fossils,

indicates that the unit was laid down as the sea that deposited the

Jarlemai Formation became shallower. The unit contains .small scour-and

fill structures, bioturbated zones, c:.:.1d ; orne large and small-scale cross

bedding; all features of shallow-water se Hrr.ents deposited in the tidal

zone. The presence of interpreted sand-volcano.,structures at the contact

with the overlying Melligo Sandstone (which is interpreted as a beach

deposit) is compatible with this interpretation (see under Melligo

Sandstone).

MELLIGO SANDSTONE (Table 27)

Depositional environment

The Melligo Sandstone consists of very well-sorted mainly fine

grained quartz wacke commonly cemented by opaline silica. The unit is

inte~preted as a beach deposit on the basis of its high textural maturity,

the presence of parallel lamin~tion, primary current lineation, and the

unit's position above the shallow-water marine deposits of the Jowlaenga

Formation. The small fossils which occur at the base of the unit are

also compatible with the beach environment.

At Dampier Hill there are two cycles of Jowlaenga Formation/

Melligo Sandstone deposition (Section 8) and this suggests that the

shoreline Jscillated as it retreated from the area.

At the contact between the Melligo Sandstone and the

Jowlaenga Formation there is an unusual lenticularity. Figure 9 shows

the nature of these lenses of Melligo Sandstune which occur at the

boundary. The presence of small centrally located protrusions at

the tops of some of the 'r..enses and the occurrence of convex-upwards

foresets within them suggest that the lenses may represent sand

volcano deposits (R.V. Burne, pers. comm.). Such structures are
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Table 27
t_-------------....--------r---.- ----------------,

Unit Melligo Sandstone Symbol Km Defined by Brunnschweiler (1957);
McWhae and others (1958).

Distribution Occurs in a strike ridge and line of mesas in western DERBY.
l

Tentatively identified exposures occur in Fraser River area. The unit also occurs

on Valentine Island in King Sound (Brunnschweiler, 1957).

Lithology At Dam?ier Hill, the unit consists of fine to medium-grained quartz wacke

which is very well sorted. The grains are spherical to well rounded and the unit

is laminated. The laminations are mai.nly planar and current lineation is common.

Brunnschweiler (1957) stated that the unit <;tlso contains coarse-grained sandstone

and minor conglomerate•.The unit is characteristically white but contains

abundant liesegang bands~ The matrix is commonly opaline silicaG See Section 8 •..
Facies variations None recognized.

t-----------------------,---------------- -_..... ----I
Thickness Brunnschweiler (1957) believed

the unit reached a thickness of 21 m but

Rattigan & Elliott (1954) show a maximum

of 43 m.

Type section locality No.'e de .'...ned.

Age and criteria Dated as Aptian on p0.laeontological evidence (Brunnschweiler, 1957
and Skwarko, 1970). The unit contains Fissilunula cl~rkei, a key Aptian fossil.

Fossils Bivalves and belemnites described by Brunnschweiler (1957) and Skwarko

(1970) •

Relations The base of the unit appears to be erosional (Brunnschweiler, 1957) but

at Dampier Hill it is interfingering. The top is either covered by Cainozoic

deposits or eroded.

Subdiv~sions None. Nature of exposure Well exposed in quarries

at Dampier Hill and adjacent to Great

Northern Highway.

Remarks Known locally as 'Kimb ley

Colourstone' due to the purple ~d red

liesegang banding. Used as building stone.
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common in the near-shore environment (Coneybeare &Crook, 1968) andy
they form by dewatering of underlying saturated sediment as it becomes

overloaded.

In conclusion, the Melligo Sandstone represents the beach

deposits of the Jurassic marine regression·which in the western DERBY

area is interpreted as a linear shoreline regression.

FITZROY LAMPROITE

The Fitzroy Lmnproite (Casey, 1958; Thomas, 1958b; Veevers,

1958) only occurs at one locality in this area: Rice Hill, its type

section (Lat. 170 57'S, Long. 1240 19'E; Playford and others, 1975). At

this locality the unit forms either a flow or a sill according a

Prider (1960) and consists of alkaline leucite lamproite.

The unit has been dated as Jurassic by the Rb-Sr method

(Prider, 1960; Kaplan and others) 1967) but Tertiary dates have been

obtained by the K-Ar method (Kaplan and others, 1967; Wellman, 1973).

Kaplan and others favoured the Rb-Sr Jurassic age and attributed the

Tertiary re-setting of the K-Ar date to later movement along

the margins of the lamproite bodies. On the other hand, Wellmar.

stated that there was no evidence of post-emplacement Tertiary

tectonism and consequently preferred the younger age. Since, contrary

to Wellman's statement, there is evidence of minor Tertiary movement

involving tilting and faulting in the area (Brunnschweiler, 1957; Wright

1964) we believe that the age of the lamproites is still in doubt.

STRUCTUR~L PATTERNS IN THE EDGAR RANGES-MATCHES SPRINGS AREA

Smith &Williams (1955) carried out detailed mapping in the
eastern Edgar Ranges and in Matches Springs, and showed that the area
is characterized by apparently random folding and associated faulting

of the Jurassic Alexander Formation, Jarlemai Siltstone, and Mowla

Sandstone. Their mapping showed that displacements on the faults are

generally small (less than 30 m) and that the faults dip towards the

centre of synclines. The fold structures mapped by Smith &Williams

were considered by them to be drape folds caused largely by differential

compaction of beds over an irregular pre-Jurassic topography. The
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random orientation of all the Mesozoic fold axes appears to form a

dendritic pattern (Fig. 10) and they interpreted the small-scale strike

faults as probably associated with the compaction of the draped sediments.

Subsequently, Total Mowla No 1 (Total, 1969) was drilled in 1969 close to

the axis of Smith and Williams' Alexander Syncline. Total (l969) showed

that the well spudded directly into Permian rocks. However, recent micro

palaeontological work by J. Backhouse and E.M. Kemp (written communications)

indicates that Jurassic rocks are present in the top 274 m of the well

(Fig. 21, Appendix 11). The base of the Wallal Sandstone is deeper in

this well than elsewhere in the area, indicating a syncline, but the

Wallal Sandstone and Alexander Formation are interpreted to be no thicker

than in other wells or outcrop in the area; thus Smith &Williams'

interpretation is not supported by the res~lts of this well.

The dendri.tic pattern mapped by Smith &Williams (fig. 10)

suggests that the pre-Wallal Sandstone drainage flowed northwestwards,

and if their theory is correct, it implies that this part of the Broome

Platform was a positive feature in pre-Jurassic times.'

POST-EARLY CRETACEOUS TECTONISM

The Late Jurassic and Early Cretaceous rocks in the area

presently occur topographically above the main level of the land

underlain by the Fitzroy Trough. In partiCUlar, the Edgar Ranges

occur some 100 m above that level. Wright (1964) believes this

topographical difference was caused by Miocene tilting ahout

a coastal hinge line and this agrees with Brunnschweilei's (1957)

theory that the Dampier Peninsula was upwarped and the King Sound

area downwarped. This doming of the Dampier Peninsula (forming

the Fraser River Structure, DERBY) is inferred by Brunnschweiler

to have been responsible for diverting the Fitzroy River from its

original course towards Roebuck Bay (to the west of the area)

towards its present course where it flows into King Sound.

Jurassic rocks adjacent to the Fenton Fault also show
evidence of being faulted. However, as Williams &McKellar (1958}

point out, the amount of throw on these faults is probably very
small. The sense 'of movement is normal and the faulting was

probably related to the uplift of the Edgar Ranges area on the

Broome Platform.
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PART 11

GEOLOGICAL HISTORY

LATE CARBONIFEROUS TO EARLY PERMIAN

After deposition of the Early Carboniferous rocks, the area
underwent an extensive period of uplift and erosion before sediment

of the Grant Group was deposited in the Late Carboniferous. The lower

part of the Betty Formation (Carboniferous part) is mainly confined to

the Fitzroy Trough and so it is probable that this was an area of

faster subsidence than the rest of the Canning Basin, as it was through

out most of the Palaeozoic. It is not certain whether the Betty Formation

is a continental or marine deposit but it contains tentatively identified

glacial erratics suggesting the presence of ice. Outside the area the unit
contains some marine fossils so possibly it was laid down in a sea with

floating ice. This phase of deposition continued into the Early Permian

(Sakmarian) when the inferred sea spread over the whole area. It is thought

that the next unit, the Winifred Formation, may indicate a relative rise in

the water level as it consists of finer-grained sediments.

Deposition of the Carolyn Formation is thought to have occurred
in a shallow sea, probably still under the influence of a cold climate

(Fig. lIB). This sea is then believed to have retreated from the area

south of the Fenton Fault. Exposures of Carolyn Formation in the Mount

Arthur area represent near-shore conditions at that time (Fig. lIC). The

presence of varves at the base of the Wye Worry Member to the east of the

area led ~rowe &Towner (1976c) to postulate deposition in a qUiet-standing

body of relatively f-esh water which contained floating ice (Fig. IIC).

This water body may have been a restricted arm of the sea that deposited

the Wye Worry Member in the study area because later the same body of

water became connected to the sea as indicated by the lack of varves and

the presence of marine fauna (Crowe &Towner, 1976c). The barrier responsible

for the marine restriction could have been sand bars that are interpreted

. to have been present in the Grant Range area during this time (Fig. IIC &
D). Sand bar development probably continued in the Grant Range area

throughout the rest of Wye Worry Member deposition.
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The sea then started to retreat from the area lea~ing the regressive
deposits of the Millajiddee Member behind. As the regression continued alluvial

plains formed over the area. Crowe &Towner (1976c) describe fossil ice wedges

at this level and these indicate that the climate was still cold and that

permafrost conditions probably prevailed on the newly formed alluvial plains

(Fig. lIE). To the east of the area (and probably also within the area) the

upper part of the Millajiddee Member is extensively slumped. This is

tentatively interpreted to be due to 'ice tectonics' where the slumping is

produced by melting and/or moving ice. HoweV9r slumping associated with steep

sided scours and intraformational breccias such as occur at Hawkstone Peak are

interpreted as due to deposition by mudflows on alluvial fans which were pro

bably shed from the upstanding Kimberley Block (Fig. IIF). The presence of

melting ice on the Kimberley Block would explain the rapid sedimentation which

produced such alluvial fans.

After deposition of the Grant Group the area was folded and

faUlted. At least some of the faults are of the reverse type (if not

all of them) and it is consequently inferred that this period of tectonism

was compressional. The area was then eroded and although no sediments of

this erosion cycle were found in the area, some were discovered by Crowe

&Towner (1976c) to the east.

EARLY TO LATE PERMIAN

The area was probably eroded to a fairly flat plain before the

next marine transgression occurred in the Early Permian and deposits of

the Nura Nura Hember of the Poole Sandstone ''lere laid down. This sea

probably covered all of the area (except perhaps the extreme northwest)

and its diverse fauna indicates that the climate was relatively warm in

comparison to the cold climate of Grant Group depusition. This sea is

interpreted to have become progressively shallower as an extensive

barrier-bar system migrated westwards across the area (Fig. 12).

During this time a westward-flowing river system was debouching

via a delta into the sea to the east of the area (Fig. 12; Cro''le & Towner,

1976b). Between this delta and the barrier bar system a lagoon is believed

to have eXisted. The lagoon is interpreted to have gradually covered the

whole of the area (at least within the Fitzroy Trough} and the Tuckfield
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Member was laid down in it. Channels within this interpreted lagoon may

have been tidal in origin. However therabsence of a marine fauna in the
,

unit suggest.s that there was no open connection with the sea that deposited'

most of the Nura Nura ~,1ember. As deposition of the Tuckfield'Member continued,

differential subsidence of the Fitzroy Trough was taking place. The homogeneity

of the Tuckfield Member facies shows th~t subsidence was roughly keeping pace

with deposition. However, the fact that the TuckfieldiMember is thicker in

anticlinal areas (Crowe& Towner, 1976c) indicates that these areas were

subsiding at a slightly faster rate than surrounding areas.

After deposition of the Poole Sandstone, open marine conditions

returned to the area. This may have been due to a rise in relative sea

level or it could have been due to sediment starvation of the complex.
, '

The former alternative is preferred because the boundary between the Poole

Sandstone and the Noonkanbah Formation is abrupt (it may bedisconformable)

and appears to represent a sudden change to deposition below wave base.

Moderate-depth marine deposition continuedthroughbut the Artinskian and

into the Kungurian as the Noonk~nbah Formation was laid down. 'However,
, I

the presence of some shallow-water indicators in the formation on the

Jurgurra Terrace suggests that this area may have bee!1 positive with'

respect to the Fitzroy'Trough. The exposures of the formation on the

Jurgurra Terrace also contain substantial coarse-grained material, which

poses a problem because there is no known nearby source for this materiaL

It is possible, therefore that parts of the Broome Platform may have

formed islands at this time, as was prpbably the case during the Mesozoic.

During the Kungurian, barrier sand bars spread across the area

as the sea retreated. The middle part of the Light jack Formation is

believed to have1been deposited as such sand bars (Fig. 13) and it marks

the beginning of a paralic phase of deposition which occurred in the

Late 'Permian. The area may have been subjected to' stibaerial deposition

after the Light jack Formation was laid down but if so, then the deposits

(Condren Sandstone) were removed before the next marine incursion

(represented by the Kirkby Range Member) too~ place. After this 1atter

incursion, the sea again regressed from the area (Hicks Range Sandstone

Member) before a final transgression and regression occurred (Cherrabun

Member). Figure 13 shows the relation of these three depositional

regressive cycles and it can be seen that in the study area additional
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cycles may be present. It is difficult to believe th~t this cyclic,
deposition (represented 'by ~he Liveringa Group) was brought about

entirely by changes in relative sea level caused by tectonism. No angular

relations are known in the sequence and it is therefore more likely that

the cycles were caused by other means. Crowe &'towner C.1976c) believed

that the deltaic model described by Scruton (1960) offers a better
I

explanation~ !

Scruton (1960), in describing th~ Mississippi delta deposits,

explained how a delta lobe builds into the sea and deposits a typical

regressive seqJence until that lobe is abandoned owing to lateral
\

migration of the debouching river. When this happens ~ new delta lobe

is built elsewhere and with continuing: subsidence of the basin (due in

part to the increased load of sediment) the first lobe may be buried

and preserved. Should the river change its course again a further lobe

may be built out over the first and in this way a vertical sequence of

regressive cycles can be built up. As Crowe &Towner (1976c) point out,

this is the simplest explanation of the complex facies within the

. Liveringa Group and it is consequently thought that the group represents

the deposits of a large imbricate delta that built outi into, ·and

gradually filled in, the Late Permian sea in the area.

No deposits of the Liveringa Group are known south of the

Fenton Fault in the area and although some parts of the group may have

been deposited and subsequently eroded, it is more probable that the

Broome Platform and the Barbwire 'and Jurgurra Terraces were positive

features during the Late Per~ian and that the sea had largely regressed.

from them by that time.

After the final regression of the sea from the area in the .. '

Late Permian, there was probably minor movement along the faults

which bound the Fitzroy Trough. This movement is inferred to have
(

been the cause of minor folding which occurred in these areas before

the Triassic cycle of deposition began.
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TRIASSIC

Not much is known about the earliest Triassic deposition in

the area. Farther to the southeast, it is thought that deposition

started in a continental environment (Yeates and others, !~75b), but

the deposits of the Millyit Sandstone in the study area may represent the

start of the transgression which occurred in the Early Tri~ssic. This

transgression deposited muds of the Blina Shale and it is thought that

deposition occurred mainly in very shallow water. The evidence suggests
that the area experienced ;~termittent subaerial exposure and we believe

that the Blina Shale represents deposition in a mudflat. It is also'

thought that the sea that deposited this sequence may not have been

directly connected to the oceans. The distribution of the Blina Shale

shows that the sea covered the Fitzroy Trough and Lennard Shelf but that

it may not have extended south of the Fenton Fault. Evidence from the

overlying Erskine Sandstone-suggests that the Broome Platform may have been

upstanding at this time (see also Fig. 14).'

The Erskine Sandstone is interpreted to have been deposited by a

delta and it marks the retreat of the Triassic sea from the area. Current

directions in the,Erskine Sandstone indicate that the channels probably

flowed towards the north and this suggests that the source area may have been

the area south of the Fenton Fault. The indication of pre-Jurassic valleys

in the Edgar Ranges/Matches Springs area (s'ee under 'Structural patterns

in the Edgar Ranges/Matches Springs area') suggests that hills existed

in this area. The interpreted drainage pattern (Fig. 10) also shows a
flow off the Broome Platform j so that the combined evidence for the Broome

Platform being a Triassic positive feature is fairly strong.

The Erskine Sandstone is the last record of Triassic sedimentation

in the area, but in WAPET Fraser :lUver No. 1 dolerite-gabbro intrusions

were intersected in Carboniferous rocks (WAPET, 1956b) and these are believed

to be Triassic (Playford and others, 1975). The source or style of the

intrusions is not known.
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JURASSIC TO CRETACEOUS

After deposition in the Early and Middle Triassic, the area is

thought to have remained stable until the Early or Middle Jurassic when

a phase of tectonism began. This tectonism was caused by compressional

movement of the northern Kimberley Block against the southern Canning

Basin (Fig. 6). The result of the right-lateral wrench movement together

with complementary lateral movement (Rattigan, 1967; Smith, 1968) in the

area was that the previously normal movement of the Fenton Fault was

reversed, and the sediments in the Fitzroy Trough were folded into large

anticlines and synclines. The tensional stresses caused by the folding

formed a large number of mainly north-trending normal faults, particularly

in the axial areas of the folds~ The sediments in areas adjacent to

the Fitzroy Trough were only slightly' tilted. Intrusion of the Fitzroy

Lamproite may have occurred during the Juras~ic and it is inferred to

have been related to the Jurassic phase of tectonism.

The result of this tectonism was that the areas north of the

Fenton Fault in eastern MOUNT ANDERSON and the eastern half of DERBY

were uplifted relative to the remaining areas. The Fenton Fault, in

eastern MOUNT ANDERSON, is thought to have formed a south-facing

scarp or slope which acted as a barrier to the transgressing Jurassic

sea (Fig. 14B). ,Farther westwards, in western MOUNT ANDERSON, there

appears to have been little reverse movement on the fault and the

Jurassic sea transgressed it.

Only two local facies of the oldest Jurassic Formation crop out.

They indicate that deposition probably started in a continental environment

with rivers flowing westwards (Mudjalla Sandstone 'Member') and possibly

southwards (Barbwire Sandstone) from the uplifted structures in the

Fitzroy Trough. On the plain that is thought to have existed, south of the

Fenton Fault, sand dunes formed (Jurgurra Sandstone 'Member') and these

may be of the coastal type as there are reports of rare marine fossils in

the unit (Brunnschweiler, 1954).
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The Jurassic sea then transgressed these deposits and laid down
tidal-deposits in (ill open shallow-water marine environment (Alexander

Formation). As the transgression continued the water depth is thought

to have increased and suspension deposits of the Jarlemai Siltstone

were laid down. At the same time, the channels that were depositing

the Barbwire Sandstone along the Fenton Fault are inferred to have

debouched into the sea and formed possible deltas (.Camelgooda Hill

sequence; Fig. 15). Farther south, on the Broome Platform, there

is evidence to suggest that the Jurassic sea was lapping onto old

valleys in the Edgar Ranges/Matches Springs area.

While the sea was depositing sediment in the southern and

western parts of the area, the remaining parts of the Pitzroy Trough

and Lennard Shelf were experiencing continental conditions. The Meda

Formation which is interpreted to be fluviatile is thought to have been

laid down on this landsurface although its exact age and correlations

are unknown.

Deposition in the Jurassic sea may have been slow. This is

suggested by the apparent compression of palynological zones in the

Jarlemai Siltstone and it would explain the general absence of

bedding structures, thought to be due to intense organic reworking.

Towards the end of deposition of the Jarlemai Siltstone, the water

is thought to have become shallower in southeastern MOUNT ANDERSON.

This is inferred to have marked the beginning of the regression

which probably occurred in the southern part of the area in the Late

Jurassic. However, it appears that the same regression did not occur

until later in the northern part of the area.

As the sea regressed from the southern part, deltas are

thought to have built out into it, at least in the eastern Edgar

Ranges area. These deltaic deposits may have been continuous

wi th deposits that were laid down earlier adjac{'nt to the Fenton

Fault (Fig. 15) but erosion has since separated the sequences.

In the northwe~tern part of the area the start of the

Jurassic regression is represented by the Jowlae~ga Formation wr~ch

1S interpreted as a tidal deposit. The final phase of this regression
is marked by the occurrence of the beach facies of the Melligo Sandstone

"
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at the top of the sequence along the western margin of the area (Fig. 15).

The interfingering relation between the Jowlaenga Formation and the

Melligo Sandstone at Dampier Hill implies that the shoreline oscillated

as it moved westwards.

The Late Cretaceous history of the area is unknown as there

are no deposits of this age preserved. It can be assumed, however, that

the area experienced a continental environment and it may be that the

present major drainage lines started developing in the Late Cretaceous
. .

(see van de Graaff and others, 1977). Minor post-Mesozoic tectonism

(Early Tertiary) is then thought to have been responsible for modifying

the drainage patterns and producing the landscape that is largely

present today.
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APPENDIX 1 - NffiASURED SECTIONS

Figure 16 shows the locations of the measured sections. The sections

were measured using the 'height-to-eyes' technique for predominantly

vertical sections and the tape-and-compass method for mainly horizontal

ones. The sections are all shown at the same scale for comparative

purpo~es.

Table 28 - Measured sections

--------------------------------------
Section

number

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Name of section

Central Grant Range

Southeast Grant Range

Liveringa Ridge

Erskine Range

Mount Alexander

Mount Jarlemai

Mowla Bluff

Dampier Hill

Stratigraphic units

Carolyn Formation

Poole Sandstone

Noonkanbah, Lightjack, and Hard

man Formations

Blina Shale and Erskine Sand

stone

Jurgurra Sandstone and Alexander

Formation

Alexander Formation and Jarlemai

Siltstone

Jarlemai Siltstone and Mowla

Sandstone

Jowlaenga Formation and Melligo

Sandstone
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APPENDIX 11 - WELL SECTIONS

The positions of the wells are shown in Figure 17.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.
15.

16.

17.

18.
19.

20.
21.

22 •
.

23.

24.

25.

26.

Babrongan No.1

Blackstone No.1

Dampier Downs No.1

Derby Town Bor\;)

Doran No. 1

Edgar Range No.1

Fraser River No.l

Frome Rocks No.1
Frome Rocks No.2

Grant Range No.l

Hawkstone Peak No.l

Jurgurra Creek No.1

Langoora No.l

Logue No.1
Matches Springs No.l

May River No.1

Meda No.1

Meda No.2
Mount Wynne No.3

Mowla No.1
Myalls Bore

Myr~odah No.1

Napier No.2

Napier No.5

Nerrima No.1 (AFO)

5isters No.l

Latitudes

18°23'23"5

17°35'14"5

18°18'00"5

17°19'00"5

18°10'56"5

18°45'26"5

17°25'04"5

18°11'48"5
18°15'15"5

18°01'00"5

17°14'45"5

18°19'49"5

17°18'07"5

18°07'33"5

18°41'28"5

17°14'50"5

17°240,00"

17°24'36"5
18

0
b6'00"5

18°43'50"5

17°21'00"5

18°16'15"5

18°26'55"5

17°43'31"5

Longitude

123°35.' 37"E

1240 21'01"E

1230 06'00"E

1230 38'30"E

123°29' 06"E

1230 35'33"E

123°09' 39','E

1230 38'42"E
1230 39'35"E

124~00'02"5

1240 24'26"E

1230 42'45"E

1240 06'48"E

1230 23'24"E

1240 03'11"E

1240 05'01"E

1240 11'30"E

124
0
11'23"E

1240 il'GOi'E

1230 42'35"E

1230 40'00HE
1240 11'27"E

1240 22'17"E

,: 24°25' 09"E

Principal

Reference

WA.FET (1966a)

WAPET (1967b)

WAFET (1957)

PLAYFORD (1957)

WAPET (1968a)

Total (1968)
\

WAPET (1956b)

WAPET (1962b)
WAPET (1962b)

WAPET (1956a)

WAPET (1966a)

Henderson and

Others (1963)

WAPET (1966a)

WAPET (1968b)

Total (1970)

WAPET (1967a)

WAPET (1962a)

Blatchford

(1927)

Total (1969)

Playford (1957)
APO (1956)

Lennard Oil
(1970)

Lennard Oil
(1971)

APO (1955)

AFO (1957)

I
~
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c Q.~DnA4:e'"6J pyritic. .
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ABSTRACT

"The exposed succession is dominated by Mesozoic sedimentary marine and

fluviatile rocks with some marine Pe~mian rocks exposed along the southwest

basin margin. Large expanses of Cainob0ic ae~lian sand and laterite separate

sparse outcrops in most of the area, while the coastal intertidal, supratidal,

and beach deposits confine older rock exposurGs to small headlands and capes

along the northern part of the coastline. •
Permian sedimentation commenced with lacustrine, fluvial, and marine

deposits that were laid down mainly under glacial conditions (Paterson

Formation, Grant Group); this was followed by mainly marine sediments (Poole

Sandstone, Noonkanbah Formation, Liveringa Group, and Chirup Formation).

Shallow-marine conditions continued to prevail in the Early Triassic (Blina

Shale) although confined to the Fitzroy Graben and the Wallal Embayment. A

period of tectonism, probably in the Early Jurassic, was followed by a regional

marine transgression from the northwest. In the north, a single phase of this

transgression is recognised, but in the southwest two phases are identified;

this probably resulted from local variation in the up and downwarping which

probably was associated with the breaking away of the Australian continent from

a landmass to the northwest.

A minor transgression northwards from the Officer Basin, probably in

response to a rise in sea level during the Early Cretaceous, initiated the final

phase of deposition in this area.

In the Cainozoic, deep chemical weathering and lateritisation occurred

and extensive river systems developed. Eventually, as conditions became arid,

sand plains and dunes were formed. Along the coastline, nearshore marine and

continental deposits were laid down, probably in response to fluctuating sea

levels.

The area is considered to have low potential for oil accumulations but

is prospective for groundwater, especially in the southwest. Heavy-mineral

sands are present along the far north coastline, and Tertiary iron ore is

present in the far southwest.
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INTRODUCTION

The information in this report is derived from part of a program of
,

regional reconnaissance m~pping at a scale of 1:250 000 which was designed to

map the Phanerozoic rocks that make up the Canning Basin. It was carried out

jointly by the Bureau of Mineral Resources (BMR) and the Geological Survey of

Western Australia (GSWA). The program began in 1972, and up to the end of 1976,

20 of the 31 sheet areas to be covered by the program had been mapped and

corresponding reports written (Yeates & others, 1975b; Crowe & Towner 1976a;

Tower & others, 1976; Crowe & others, 1978).

This report described the Phanerozoic rocks of the final eleven Sheet

areas mapped in 1977, namely Pender, Broome, La Grange, Mandora, Port Hedland,

Yarrie, Anketell, Munro, McLarty Hills, Joanna Spring, and Paterson Range Sheet

areas (hereafter designated in capital lettering throughout the text). Several

exposures in the Yampi Sheet area (Gellatly & Sofoulis, 1973) were also

examined. The adjoining rocks of the Pilbara Block (exposed in PATERSON RANGE,

YARRIE, and PORT HEDLAND) were mapped by the Geological Survey of Western

Australia (Williams & others, 1976; Hickman & Chin, 1976; Hickman, 1977).

Explanatory Notes which briefly describe the geology of each 1:250 000 Sheet

area are being published.

The mapping was carried out by R.R. Towner and D.L. Gibson (BMR) , and

R. W.A. Crowe (GSWA).

The exposed Phanerozoic rocks are described according to the classific

ation of Gilbert (in Williams & others, 1958). Grainsize is classified on the

Wentworth scale and the terms used for bedding thickness are those of Ingram

(1954). The classlfication of cross-bedding follows McKee & Weir (1953), and

that of flaser and lenticular bedding follows Reineck & Wunderlich (1968). The

subsurface units are described according to the terms used in the petroleum

exploration company reports.

Location and access

Geographically, the areas lie in Western Australia between latitudes
o 0 0 0

16 and 22 Sand longitudes 118 30' and 124 30'. It extends for approx-

imately 530 km along the coast, and inland for approximately 480 km in the south

and less than 40 km in the north. It is bounded on the west by the Indian Ocean

(Figure 1).

Geologically, the area is bounded in the northeast by the Precambrian

rocks of the Halls Creek Province (Gellatly & others, 1968), and in the south

west by the Precambrian rocks of the Pilbara Block (Williams & others, 1976;

Playford & others, 1975).
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Access to the area is by the gravel-surfaced Great Northern Highway

which runs roughly parallel to the coastline. Various segments of the highway

were being sealed during 1977. In the Dampier Peninsula, a beef road connects

Broome with the outlying aboriginal settlements of Beagle Bay, Lombadina, and

One Arm Point, and with a lighthouse at Cape Leveque.

A disused gravel road branches southeast from the Great Northern

Highway 230 km northeast of Port Hedland. This road runs southeast across

MANDORA, YARRIE, ANKETELL, southwest JOANNA SPRING, and eventual]y to the site

of WAPET Kidson No. 1 petroleum exploration well (now abandoned) on URAL (immed

iately southeast of SAHARA). A branch of this road on western ANKETELL runs

northeast, weaving its way through and across the dune fields to the site of

Total Kemp Field No. 1 well (now abandoned) on JOANNA SPRING. Numerous

maintained dirt roads connect the Great Northern Highway with the various home

steads in the area. Station tracks, running between the station bores are

abundant west of the highway. Some access to other parts of the area away from

these tracks is facilitated by graded seismic lines which, however, qUickly

become overgrown through disuse.

A formed gravel road which connects Shay Gap township (YARRIE) with the

Great Northern Highway, gives access to the basin margin in that area. A main

track giving access to the southeastern part of YARRIE and to PATERSON RANGE

turns off the Port Hedland to Woodie Woodie Road near Ragged Hills on NULLAGINE

and heads east-southeasterly to Telfer. Tracks in the vicinity of this township

provide some reasonable access to outcrop location, but elsewhere vehicular

travel is slow and uncomfortable in the sand dune and spinifex country.

Development

Broome and Port Hedland are the main towns in the area. Port Hedland

h~a a population of about 10 000. It is chiefly an outlet for iron ore from

Mount NewIUan, Mount Goldsworthy and Shay Gap, and for salt from Port Hedland

itself. By tonnage handled, Port Hedland is the largest port in Australia.

Broome (population about 400) is one of the main tourist centres of the north,

and is well known for its beef export facilities and now declining pearling

industry.

Both towns are served by an airline which operates services to Perth

and Darwin daily. The Royal Flying Doctor Service uses Port Hedland as its base

to service the Pilbara area and stations in the southern part of the area

mapped.
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The coastal strip between Port Hedland and Broome is occupied by the

cattle stations de Grey, Pardoo, Wallal Downs, Mandora, Anna Plains, Nita Downs,

Frazier Downs, Thangoo, and Roebuck Plains; Frazier Down~ ~lso carries sheep.

The grazing area extends only 8 to 16 km inland. There are three grazing

stations north of Broome (Country Downs, Kilto, and Waterbank). Cultured pearls

are farmed at localities near Port Smith (LA GRANGE) and Cygnet Bay (PENDER,

YAMPI). Fishing takes place off the various capes and points scattered along

the coast, especially north of Cape Frezier.

Four aboriginal settlements are located within the area - La Grange

along the central coast, and Beagle Bay, Lombadina, and One Arm Point in the

northern part of Dampier Peninsula.

Climate

The climate of the area varies from semi-arid in the north to arid in

the southern and western parts of the area. The average annual rainfall is

about 750 mm in PENDER, 300 mm in PORT HEDLAND, and 200-250 mm in JOANNA SPRING.

The rainfall is unreliable. The heaviest falls occur between November and

March, and are associated with cyclones and thunderstorms; sporadic falls occur

during the winter months. The days are hot and the nights are cool. In
o

January, the average daily minimum and maximum temperature are about 22 C and
o 0 0

40 respectively; and in July 5 C and 25 C. In the south of the area

annual evaporation exceeds 4000 mm (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1978,

p. 46).

Flora

The area falls within two qUite distinct regions, each having a

characteristic landscape and associated vegetation. The Northern Botanical

Province occupies the coastal strip from Port Hedland to Dampier Peninsula; and

the rest occurs within the Eremaea Botanical Province (Gardener, 1942; Beard

1969). The latter author, in a synoptic treatment of the desert areas of

Western Australia, has suggested a subdivision of the botanical districts of the

Eremaea Province into four botanical districts one of which, the Canning

Botanical District, covers all of the report area except the coastal strip

(Beard & Webb, 1974).

In the Canning Botanical district, sand dunes are the most conspicuous

feature, and their vegetation is the principal feature of the plant cover. Dune

vegetation is simple in species and structure, is extremely consistent through

out the area, and differs from the vegetation of the interdune flats. The
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flanks of the dunes are normally thickly vegetated with spinifex hummock grass,

and scattered shrubs, but the crests are often somewhat bare and exposed to the

wind. Dense rounded clumps of the genus Plectrachne is the universal species of

spinifex hummock grass, while Grevillea and Acacia are the dominant shrubs.

Irregularly scattered to thick pockets of eucalypts may be present on the sides

of the dunes. The vegetation of the interdune areas is primarily influenced by

the amount of sand present and is commonly composed of a mixture of shrubs with

no trees. On deep sand, the genus Plectrachne is the dominant grass but on

shallow sand or bare laterite gravel, the spinifex genus Trioda is common.

Species of Acacia, Grevillea, and Hakea are the dominant shrubs.

The vegetation of Dampier Peninsula, and down the coast to Anna'Plains

homestead, is chara~terised by Pindan. Pindan is essentially a grasslanu wooded

by a sparse upper layer of trees and a dense thicket-forming middle layer of

phyllodal acacias (Beard, 1967). This latter layer is frequently destroyed by

fire, but reg~nerates from seed. Hence the appearance of the Pindan varies

according to t~e length of time since the last fire.

A thi~ strip of grass savanna is present along the coastal plain,

occurring on mainly silty and clay soil lying between the coastal dunes and the

Pindan-covered higher ground. The grasses are pere~nial but strongly seasonal

in their growth, flowering during the rainy season but becoming dry during the

dry season. When in full growth the grasses provide a continuous ground cover,

though actually growing in scattered clumps (Beard &Webb, 1974). Small

prostrate succulent plants or 'samphires' are generally present also. A

detailed study of the vegetation of the coastal fringe, particularly in the

section along Eighty mile Beach, has been made by Burbidge (1944).

Survey methods

Mapping was begun using four-wheel-drive vehicles in the more

accessible areas. These included the area in the vicinity of Paterson Range,

Barnicarndy Hills, and Cuncudgerie Hill (PATERSON RANGE), around the hills north

of Callawa Station, and Shay Gap Mine (YARRIE), and the narrow area between the

Great Northern Highway and the coast on PORT HEDLAND, MANDORA, and LA GRANGE.

On BROOME and PENDER, outcrops at the various points and capes were also visited

by vehicle, including James Price Point, Coulomb Point, Cape Borda and Cape

Leveque.

In the more inaccessible areas access was by helicopter. Two base

camps were established to carry out this work, one at Broome which covered

PENDER, BROOME, LA GRANGE, and northern MUNRO, the other in the central part of

ANKETELL, to cover the rest of the area.
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Field work was planned using vertical airvhotos to assist in the

location of, and navigation between, the sparse outcrops. All airphotos used

were at a scale of 1:80 000 (taken in 1973) except those of JOANNA SPRING and

PATERSON RANGE which were a~ a scale of 1:50 000 (taken in 1953). All the air

photos are available from the Division of National Mapping, Department of

National Development & Energy, Canberra, or the Lands & Survey Department,'

Perth, W.A.

1:250 000 topographical maps of the Sheet areas show nearly all of the

sand dunes and most of the other topographical features and were used for

general navigation, particularly in the desert. The topographic base maps

prepared in 1961 by the Royal Australian Survey Corps and contoured 1 :100 000

maps prepared in 1970 are also available from the same sources.

Observation sites were recorded on the airphotos; their density is

shown in Figure 2. Geological data vTere plotted on either the photographs or

transparent overlays, and were later transposed to planimetric sheets at

1 :100 000 scaJ~. These compilation sheets were photographically reduced to
...,

1 :250 000 scale and in some cases redrawn by a draftsman. Preliminary editions

of these geological sheets are available from BMR and GSWA.
\

During the survey, the mapped distribution of some of the rock units

was changed considerably from that shown on the map of Veevers & Wells (1961).

The validity of a number of others was questioned, such that some names have

been dropped. A preliminary solid geology map of the area (Fig. 3) shows the

distribution of the various rock units.

PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS

Geological

F.T. Gregory was the first explorer to work in the area c.overed by this

Record, surveying the Nullagine-Oakover Rivers area in 1861 (Feeken & others,
;

1970). Colonel P.E. Warburton was the first to cross the area from east to

west, in 1873-74. He traversed from Alice Springs to the Oakover River, via

Joanna Spring, which he discovered and named (Warburton, 1875).

In 1879, Alexander Forrest traversed from the de Grey River to Darwin,

travelling along the coast to Beagle Bay, then eastwards to the east coast of

the Dampier Peninsula (Feeken & others, 1970). A geologist, Fenton Hill, was a

member of this party.

L.A. Wells was the first to qross the area inland from south to north,

in 1896-97 (Wells, 1902).W. F. Rudall covered an area in th,e sOLlth of. the study

area searching for lost members of Wells' party.
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R.N. Smith (1898) traversed the Oakover-Nullagine Rivers area to see if

artesian water could be dis~overed. The next geologist to work in the study

area was FaG. Clapp, who traversed by tractor from Broome to the McLarty Hills,

and also from Wallal Downs Station to Mount Phire (Clapp, 1925).

C. St J. Bremner (1942) made flights over the southern margin of the

Canning Basin to delineate' the edge of the basin and determine if Devonian

limestone was present. F. Reeves (1949) made the first extensive survey of the

Canning Basin in 1948, for the Vacuum Oil Company, traversing by vehicle and

pack-horse. In the same year, BMR started geological surveys in the area, with

field work in the Dampier Peninsula (Guppy & Lindner, 1949). In 1950,

Brunnschweiler (Brunnschweiler, 1957) accompanied Mr Hampton Smith (consulting

geologist for Ampol) on a more detailed survey of 'the Peninsula.

In 1954, BMR geologists mapped YARRIE,ANKETELL, and PATERSON RANGE

(Traves, Casey & Wells, 1956) as part of a project to map the southwest Canning

Basin, and subsequently, explanatory notes were produced for these sheets

(respectively: Wells, 1959a; Casey, 1957; Wells, 1959b). Also in 1954, WAPET

geologists traversed from Anna Plains Station to the McLarty Hills,and carried

out a geological survey in the Dampier Peninsula (Rattigan & Elliott, 1954).

In 1957, BMR geologists made a heiicopter survey of some of the eastern

part of the area covered in this Record (Veevers & Wells, 1961), and published a

20 miles to the inch geological map of the Canning Basin.

Geophysical

The 'earliest geophysical investigations (Table 1) of the area were
~ t

reconnaissance aeromagnetic and gravity surveys carried out by BMR.

Following the introduction of the Commonwealth Petroleum Search Subsidy

Act in 1959, when subsidy became available for 50 percent of the acceptable

costs of approved geophysical operations and stratigraphic drilling; company

investigations began in earnest. Before the Act expired'in June 1974, twenty

nine subsidised geophysical operations had been carried out onshore and close
L

offshore from the study area.

Magnetics (Figure 4).

During 1954, BMR flew an essentially reconnaissance aeromagnetic survey

consisting mainly of widely-spaced flight lines over the northern and western

parts of the Canning Basin, and six closely spaced parallel lines along the

coastal strip (Quilty, 1960). The magnetic profiles recorded over Dampier

Peninsula on three of the lines indicated a considerable thickness of sediments

overlying basement rocks. In the coastal strip, the aeromagnetic results
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TABLE 1. BMR AND SUBSIDISED GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS IN WEST CANNING BASIN

Survey Name/Area Type Organizaion BMR File Reference

Onslow-Derby Regional Gravity BMR Doo ley, J. C• , 1963
Canning Basin Regional Aeromagnetic BMR Quilty, J. H. , 1960
Broome Seismic BMR Vale, K.R., &

Williams, L.W., 1955
Derby-Broome- Regional Gravity BMR BMR Grav.
Anna Plains File 5505
La Grange Seismic BMR Smith, E.R., 1960
Broome Seismic BMR Smith, E.R., 1961
Anna Plains Regional Gravity BMR BMR Grav.

File 5605
Barlee Gravity WAPET 62/1903 WAPET (1964b)
South Canning Aeromagnetic WAPET 62/1728 WAPET ~1963a~
Sahara Seismic WAPET 63/1539 WAPET 1963c
Joanna Springs Gravity WAPET 63/1908 WAPET (1964c~
Parda Seismic WAPET 64/4524 WAPET (1964a
Dampierland Semi-detailed Gravity WAPET 65/4816 WAPET (1965c~
King Sound Aeromagnetic WAPET 66/4623 WAPET 1966b
Roebuck Seismic WAPET 66/ 1 1115 WAPET (1 967c)
Lower Fitzroy Seismic/Magnetic Gewerkschaft 66/11111 Gewerkschaft

Elwerath Elwerath (1966)
Willara Hills Seismic WAPET 66/11081 WAPET (1966a)
Dampierland Seismic WAPET 66/11099 WAPET (1966e)
Nita-Willara Seismic WAPET 66/11131 WAPET (1966c)
Munro-Arch Gravity WAPET 67/4829 WAPET (1967a)
Jamura Gravi ty< French 67/4832 FRENCH PETROLEUM (1967a)

Petroleum
McLarty Gravity & Seismic French 67/11145 FRENCH PETROLEUM (1967b)

Petroleum
Wallal Marine Seismic WAPET 67/11208 WAPET (1967b)
Baskerville Seismic WAPET 68/3023 WAPET ( 1968C~
Wallal Aeromagnetic WAPET 69/3037 WAPET ( 1969a
Munro Arch Seismic WAPET 69/3042 WAPET ( 1969b~
Munro R-1 Seismic WAPET 69/3081 WAPET ( 1969c
Pender Seismic WAPET 70/817 WAPET ( 1970a~
King Sound Marine Seismic WAPET 70/2,18 WAPET (1970b
Broome-Samphire Seismi,c WAPET 70/857 WAPET ~1971a~
Anketell Seismic WAPET 70/896 WAPET 1971 b
Munro detail Detailed Seismic WAPET 70/1000 WAPET t1971 c ~
Munro D-2 Seismic WAPET 71/478 WAPET 1971d
North Broome Seismic WAPET 71 /252 WAPET ~ 1971 e ~
North Broome D-2 Seismic WAPET 72/961 WAPET 1972a
Sahara II Seismic WAPET 73/234 WAPET (1973b)
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TABLE 2: WELLS DRILLED IN THE WEST CANNING BASIN (FIGURE 1)

Name of Well Year

Drilled

Latitude Longitude Total

Depth (m)

Hydrocarbon shows Reference

Roebuck Bay 1 1956 18°09'30"8 122°27'30"E 121 9.2 Nil WAPET 1956b

Wallal Core Hole 1957 19°51 '46"8 120 0 37'OO"E 309 Nil WAPET 1957

8amphire Marsh 1 1958 19°31 '0811 8 121°10'51"E 2031.2 Nil WAPET 1961a

Wallal 4 1958 19 °44 ' 12"8 120 0 44'25"E 430 Nil Henderson &others, 1963

Wallal 4A 1958 19°44'12"8 120 0 44'25"E 234 Nil Henderson & others, 1963

Goldwyer 1 1958 18°22'47"8 122°22'58"E 1438.7 Traces of oil WAPET 1959a

'rhangoo 1 1959 18°22'06"8 122°53'22"E 1059.2 Traces of oil WAPET 1961 b

Thangoo 1A 1959-60 18°21 '52"8 122°53'09"E 1655.4 Nil WAPET 1961b

Barlee 1 1960 17 °48 ' 25" 8 122°42'40"E 2469.1 Methane gas, bitumen "VIA PET 1961 c

Parda 1 1965 18°56'08"8 122°00'34"E 1907 Slight traces of oil WAPET 1965a

Willara 1965 19°10'48"8 122 °04 ' 14" E 3903.3 Methane, ethane gas show WAPET 1965b

Yulleroo 1 1967 17°51 '16"S 122°54'25"E 4572 Gas Gewerkschaft Elwerath 1967

McLarty 1 1968 19 °23 ' 45" 8 123°39'30"E 2590.8 Bituminous TOTAL 1968a

Kemp Field 1 1968 20 °19 ' 10 "S 123°k7'58"E 1181 • 1 Nil TOr:i:AL 1968b

Willara Hill 1968 19°03'31"S 121°52'45"E 858 Nil HAPET 1968a

Chirup 1 1968 19°50'54"8 120 0 25'57"E 762.6 Nil WAPET 1968b

Tappers Inlet 1971 16°51 '38"8 122°35'22"E 2856.2 8mall traces of oil WAPET 1971f

Munda 1 1971 19°28'27"8 122°17'32"E 1066.8 Nil WAPET 1971g

Pender 1 1972 16°40' 48"8 122 °50 ' 06"E . 911.7 Nil WAPET 1972b

Munro 1 1972 19°51 '47"8 122°28'28"E 2116 Nil WAPET 1972c

Thangoo 2 1973 18 °26 ' 32" 8 122°54'33"E 1472 Nil WAPET 1973a
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indicated depth-to-basement of less than 3000 m beneath the whole area

traversed. Depth estimates of between 300 m and 900 m near Wallal Downs

homestead were confirmed by the BMR WALLAL boreholes (Henderson & others,

1963).

The first subsidised survey to involve the area was part of the South

Canning Basin Aeromagnetic Survey, flown in 1962-63 by Aero Services Limited for

West Australian Petroleum Pty Ltd (WAPET, 1963a). This regional reconnaissance

airborne magnetometer survey covered the eastern portion of the ar.ea, namely

McLARTY HILLS, JOANNA SPRING, eastern PATERSON RANGE, eastern ANKETELL, and

southeast corner of MUNRO as well as DERBY, MOUNT ANDERSON, and SAHARA (outside

the study area). Its objective was to delineate the depth and configuration of

the Canning Basin and to reveal, if possible, other structural features in the

area. A major basin-like depression ('Joanna Spring Sub-basin') with a maximum

depth of over 6000 m below sea level, and an east-west orientation, was inter

preted. A basement ridge trending southeast across McLARTY HILLS (Broome Arch)

was confirmed by this survey.

A rnagnetometer survey was carried out in 1966 in conjunction with

seismic work in the Lower Fitzroy area (BROOME and LA GRANGE) by Gewerkschaft

Elwerath (1966). This showed that magnetic intensity increases to the south in

the area.

The detailed 'King Sound Aeromagnetic Survey', comprising 2665 line

miles (3624 line-km) over King Sound, was flown in mid-1966 for WAPET by Adastra

Hunting Geophysics Pty Ltd. Its purpose was to find the depth, and indicate the

form of, the magnetic basement, and to define any basement highs that might be

associated with Devonian reef structures. Depth to magnetic basement increases

from the surface outcrops in the north (YAMPI) to about 7000 m below sea level

in the south. The dominant structure is the 'Oscar Ridge' which can be traced

from the southeast through Point Torment (DERBY) to the western side of King

Sound. The survey failed to resolve conclusively whether the structure of the

'Oscar Ridge' is faulted or monoclinal on its southern flanks (WAPET, 1966b).

WAPET conducted the Wallal Aeromagnetic Survey of 1410 line-miles (2270
2

line-km) covering about 14 800 km in 1968 in YARRIE and MANDORA. Its main

aim was to delineate the offshore extension of the 'Wallal Platform' and the

'Wallal Embayment' and the faults separating these features, and to define the

depth to basement and the basement configuration. The survey indicated the

existence of four main zones and faults associated with them. Two of the zones

were considered the extensions of the 'Wallal Ernbayment' and 'Wallal Platform'

(WAPET, 1969a).
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Gravity (Figure 5). BMR began gravity investigations in the Canning Basin in

1952, and by 1960 most of the basin had been covered (Flavelle &Goouspeed,

1962). However, the density of the gravity stations varies greatly owing to the

remoteness of some areas. Numerous gravity features were delineated, including

'Broome Gravity Depression', 'La Grange Platform', 'Anketell Gravity Ridge',

'Wallal Platform' and 'Wallal Gravity Depression'.

In 1953, gravity-meter and barometer readings were taken at intervals

of about 35 km along the old Great Northern Highway from Onslow to Derby. The

brief survey conclusions were tentative in the absence of definite information
",

on rock densities in much of the area (Dooley, 1963).

In 1959, a detailed gravity survey about a proposed drillhole location

situated on the complex, faulted anticlinal Barlee Structure was carried out to

evaluate the possibility that a salt intrusion could be associated with this

structure. It also involved the integregation of all available geophysical data

to determine the most reasonable interpretation of this complicated structure.

The conclusion obtained from the survey was that no appreciable mass of

intrusive salt underlies the area, although a uniform thickness of bedded salt

may be present at depth under the structure (WAPET, 1964b).

In 1963-64, WAPET carried out the Joanna Spring GraVity Survey, over

JOANNA SPRING and portions of McLARTY HILLS and MUNRO (WAPET, 1964c). The
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and had the objective of exte~ding the r~g~unal gravity coverage over the

'Joanna Spririg Suh-tasin' portion of the Canning Basin, in the hope of finding

graVity anomalies attributable to sedimentary structures. The dominant features

observed in the results were: a large east-west graVity positive trend across

northern JOANNA SPRING attributed to changes within the basement rocks; a broad

gentle northwest negative trend which marks the axis of the Kidson Sub-basin,

diagonally across the eastern portion of JOANNA SPRING; and east-west graVity

positive, the 'Mellinjerie Swell', at the junction of SAHARA and JOANNA SPRING,

which correlates roughly with some magnetic features as well has having

expression in the sedimentary section; and a discontinuous northwest positive

trend, the 'Kemp-Percival' trend, diagonally across both JOANNA SPRING and

SAHARA.

In 1965 Wongela Geophysical Pty Ltd conducted the Dampierland semi

detailed graVity survey for WAPET, covering PENDER and western YAMPI, with the

object of supplementing information obtained from the previous aeromagnetic

survey (Quilty, 1960) and helping to delineate structural units within the area.

The results interpreted in conjunction with the aeromagnetic results suggested

that the mapped Bouguer anomalies largely reflect density changes within the
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basement. Three areas of possible local sedimentary thickening were also

indicated (WAPET, 1965c).

During 1966, French Petroleum Co. (Australia) Pty Ltd conducted the

Jamura Helicopter and Land Gravity Survey, involving LA GRANGE, MOUNT ANDERSON,

McLARTY HILLS, and MUNRO. Its aim was to extend the gravity coverage nor ;-hwards

of the area previously covered ~y WAPET's Joanna Spring Gravity Survey. The

regional results were domin~ted by two features: one was a large northwest

trending gravity low on the southern edge of the survey area, and the other was

a gravity high located along the western central portion of the survey with high

trends extending to the southeast and east. The size and magnitude of these two

features indicate that they could be of regional origin, caused by good density

contrasts between basement and the overlying sediments (Darby &Fraser, 1969).

A number of loca~ anomal~es of possible oil-bearing interest Were also detected

in the survey area (French Petroleum, 1967a). This was followed in 1967 by

further gravity work in the area, combined with the McLarty Seismic Survey

(French Petroleum, 1967b).

In 1967, Wongela Geophysical Pty Ltd conducted the Munro Arch Gravity

Survey for WAPET in MUNRO. Its objectives were to evaluate the stratigraphy and

structure of the Munro Arch area which separated the 'Joanna Spring Sub-basins'

and the 'Parda Sub-basin' (see Seismic below). Data from this survey, together

with other available geological and geophysical information from adjacent areas

enabled certain sedimentary depressions, faults, and basement high areas to be

interpreted and named. Seismic work and follow-up drilling were recommended to

enable more information to be obaine~ from these gravity data for a better

quantitative appraisal (WAPET, 1967a).

The gravity contours that will be printed on the First Edition maps for

this area are based on survey data by Wongela in 1968, processed by Darby &
Fraser (1969), and by Wongela in 1969, processed by Fraser (1974), together with

revision of the earlier work of Flavelle & Goodspeed (1962) and by Darby & Vale

(1969). These gravity contours outline parts of four gravity provinces: the

Anketell Regional Gravity High, the Munro Regional Gravity Platform, the South

Canning Regional Gravity Low, and the Fitzroy Regional Gravity Complex.

Seismic (Figure 6). A seismic reflection and survey was conducted by BMR during

1955 in the La Grange area, with the aim of investigating the sedimentary

development of the basin south of the Fenton Fault, where very little geological

information was available. A sedimentary section of at least 1350 m, and

possibly as much as 2100 m to 2400 m was indicated.
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A very limited survey was conducted in 1954 by a BMR seismic party in

the vicinity of Broome, while waiting for the flooded Fitzroy River to recede.

It indicated a considerable thickness of probably folded sediments (Vale &

Williams, 1955). In the following year, another seismic reflection survey of

that same area ~jas conducted. This work indicated a sedimentary thickness of at

least 1800 m, and possibly as mur.h as 3000 ffi. The subsurface formations showed

some structural relief which could not be observed from visible features at the

surface (Smith, 1961).

WAPET began seismic operations in the area with several surveys in

BROOME and LA GRANGE (WAPET 1956a, 1959b, 1960). These surveys located several

anticlinal structures, and WAPET Roebuck Bay 1, and WAPET Thangoo 1 and 1A wells

were subsequently drilled on two of these structures.

The Parda Seismic Reconnaissance Survey (WAPET, 1964a), the first

subsidised survey in the area, was located east of Frazier Downs and Nita Downs

homesteads on southern LA GRANGE and northern MUNRO. Its objectives were to

investigate a possible sedimentary basin ('Parda Sub-basin') as interpreted from

aeromagnetic data, to determine the significance of the 'Gourdon Bay' and

'Admiral Bay' Bouguer Gravity maximum trends, and finally to indicate a drilling

location to test the pre-Permian stratigraphy. The seismic data were considered

generally reliable, and the results showed the existence of a basin (Parda Sub

basin) with at least 3000 m of sediments.

The Dampierland seismic survey of 1966 (WAPET, 1966e) gave some useful

structural information in the Dampier Peninsula, but failed to indicate allY

closed structures.

The Lower Fitzroy seismic survey (Gewerkschaft Elwerath, 1966) deline

ated several closed structures in southeastern BROOME and northeastern LA

GRANGE.

The reflection seismic survey of the Willara Hill Project was conducted

in March-April 1966 near the coast on southern LA GRANGE and northern MUNRO. Its

purpose was to ascertain the regional dip of the northwestern half of the

Admiral Bay Fault, to investigate anomalies, and to locate a drill site on the

Willara Hill Structure in the Admiral Bay Fault. Two horizons were mapped in

the Ordovician units, while two anticlinal noses in Permian rocks plunge to the

southeast. These structures were located parallel to, but on opposite sides·,of,

the Admiral Bay Fault, but further seismic work is required to define them

accurately (WAPET, 1966a).

The objective of the Nita-Willara Seismic Survey (WAPET, 1966c) was to

locate a shallow drilling target; such a target, in the Permian Grant Group, was

proposed on a structure near Nita Downs homestead. A possible drilling site was

defined and two new structures were suggeste~ for further seismic investigation.
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In late 1966-early 1967, two reflection seismograph survey parties

carried out, the Roebuck Seismic Survey in north-central LA GRANGE. The

principal objective was to provide regional coverage of a portion of the Broome

Arch between Goldwyer 1 and Roebuck Bay 1 well sites, with the secondary

objective of investigating anomalies thought to represent carbonate b~ild-ups

within the Ordovician Goldwyer Formation. Data produced by the survey were of

poor quality in some areas, particularly in the tidal flats. Several feacures

considered favourable to the accumulation of hydrocarbons were mapped (WAPET,

1967c).

The McLarty Seismic and Gravity reconnaissance survey was conducted by

Ray Geophysics (Australia) Pty Ltd for French Petroleum (Australia) Pty Ltd,

over an area covering McLART1 HILLS, JOANNA SPRING, and western MUNRO. Its main

purpose was to locate prospective drill sites in the central part of the Canning

Basin. Two seismic markers in pre-Devonian rocks were mapped. Two geological

structures were established, both of which were confirmed by se~smic and gravity

techniques (French Petroleum, 1967b).

During 1968, WAPET conducted a short reconnaissance survey, the Wallal

Marine Seismic Survey, to determine whether a structural embayment occurs

southwest of the Wallal Platform. The survey results confirmed that a small

structural embayment does occur (referred to by WAPET as 'Wallal Embayment', see

Fig. 17) and that it is bounded in the northeast by a fault and in the southwest

by thinning of the section adjacent to an upthrown fault block. The thickest

sedimentary section is on the downthrown (northeast) side of the major fault.

Three structural traps with fault closures were indicated (WAPET, 1967b).

WAPET also carried out the Baskerville Seismic Survey (WAPET, 1968c) in

northern BROOME, to check a major structural high origi:~lly suggested by aero

magnetic and gravity work in the northwestern part of the Fitzroy Trough, and

also to connect the Dampierland Seismic Survey in the north with a previous

survey, by Gewerkschaft-Elwerath (the lower Fitzroy Survey), to the south. The

survey resultR outlined two major anticlines, but reflection quality was poor,

and hence further detailed work is required to properly delineate them.

The Munro Arch seismic survey (WAPET, 1969b), located on MUNRO and

northern ANKETELL, was conducted by Geophysical Service International in 1969

for WAPET. There were two objectives. The first was to confirm that a struct

urally high area, the 'Munro Arch', existed between the Willara (Parda) and

Kidson Sub-basins as suggested by gravity and aeromagnetic data. The second was

tG define the trend of the faulted hinge line (Admiral Bay Fault) that forms the

boundary between the Willara Sub-basin and the Broome Platform. Seven lines

were shot, five east-west and two north-south. Three horizons were mapped:

Horizon A -
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within the Permian upper Grant Group, Horizon B - within theOrdovician Goldwyer

Formation, and Horizon C - within the Ordovician Thangoo Limestone. A

structu~ally high area trending north-south was mapped to the west of the

predicted position of the 'Munro Arch'. Since this high area is of lesser

magnitude than that indicated by aeromagnetics, it was therefore considered that,

the survey failed to confirm the existence of the 'Munro Arch' (but s.ee below).

The results also indicated that the Admiral Bay Fault is more likely to continue

across the area in an easterly direction rather than swing to the south as

suggested by earlier aeromagnetic and gravity interpretation. 'A drill site was

recommended 6 km north of Willara 1 well.

The primary objective of the Munro R-1 seismic survey (WAPET 1969c)

10cated in MUNRO and northern,ANKETELL was to more clearly outline the

configuration of the Willara Sub-basin. The secondary objective was to invest

igate the manner in which the sedimentary section overlaps the Anketell Regional.
Gravity High. Two lines were shot, three horizons being identified: Horizon A -

within the Permian Grant Group, Horizon E - within Ordovician Goldwyer

Formation, and Horizon C - within the Ordovician Thangoo Limestone. An isopach

map of the interval between horizons A and B was prepared. Four lines from the

Munro Arch seismic survey were incorporated in the mapping. The results

confirmed a basement ridge corresponding to. the Anketell Regional Gravity High

but added little to the knowledge of the configuration of the Willara Sub

basin.

In April, 1969, WAPET conducted the Bedout Marine Seismic Survey

(WAPET, 1969d) in the Point Samson-Cape Leveque area. The objectives were to

determine structure and thickness of sirata, to map the offshore extension of

the Fitzroy Trough and the Baske~Tille Anticline, and to obtain information on

the thickening of Jurassic-Cretaceous sediments in the southern part of the

offshore Canning Basin. The results were generally good. Although the northern

limit of the Fitzroy Trough offshore could not be defined, the southern limit

(Dampier Fault) was shown to extend offshore and it was demonstrated that the

Baskerville Anticline plunges northwest through the area surveyed. The

Jurassic-Cretaceous sediments seemed to be an offshore extension of the Willara

Sub-basin. Nineteen structural anomalies were mapped and there were numerous
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other stratigraphic anomalies (pinch-outs, truncations etc.).

The Pender Seismic survey (WAPET, 1970a) was located on the Dampier

Peninsula, in PENDER and DERBY. Its objectives were to provide reconnaisance

seismic coverage in this part of the Canning Basin, and to define the westerly

extension of the Lennard Shelf and its southern margin in this area. The

survey consisted of three widely spaced (35-km) parallel southwest-trending
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lines. Three horizons were mapped: Horizon A - near the base of the lower·

Triassic Blina Shale, Horizon B - near the top of the Grant Group, and Horizon

C - near the base of the Laurel Formation. The westerly extension of the

Lennard Shelf was confirmed, with a southward thickening of the sediments on it.

No prospective hydrocarbons traps were discovered, but these could still occur

between the widely spaced traverses.

The WAPET King Sound seismic reconnaissance survey was designed to

elucidate the structure between an area of Precambr~an strata cropping out to

the north and an area of sediments cropping out on the southern margin of the

Lennard Shelf. The results confirmed the presence of a comparatively thin

undisturbed sequence thickening southwards and cut by major faults; indications

of structural growth were confined to the Carboniferous and older sediment8

(WAPET, 197Gb).

The Broome-Samphire Seismic Survey (WAPET, 1971a) p~ovided regional

reconnaissance control over an area extending from the Wallal Platform in the

south to the northern part of the Broome Platform in LA GRANGE, MANDORA,

northern ANKETELL, and YARRIE. Two seismic horizons were mapped in the northern

portion and four in the south. The results of the survey provided reliable data

which could be carried across the Broome Platform and the Willara Sub-basin to,

the Anketell Ridge (Anketell Shelf) where the stratigraphic section thinned

markedly. In the northern part of the project area a broad anticlinal ridge was

mapped trending northwest to west.

A reflection seismic survey - the Anketell Seismic Survey (WAPET,

1971b) - was conducted for WAPET in late 1970-early 1971 in the northwestern

portion of the Kidson Sub-basin, on ANKETELL. Its aim was to investigate the. ,

structure and stratigraphy of this portion of the sub-basin as well as the

tectonic elements which border it. Three seismic horizons were mapped: base of

the Grant Group, top of the Gcldwyer Formation, and the top of the Thangoo Lime

stone. The results confirmed the northeast regional dip from the Mlketell Ridge

into the Kidson Sub-basin and revealed a series of northwest-trending faults

between the Anketell Ridge and the Munro Arch. A broad anticlinal trend - the

Chirit anticlinal trend - with features favourable to the accumulation of

hydrocarbons was mapped.

The Munro detailed seismic survey (WAPET, 1971c) was carried out in

early 1971 in th, southeastern section of the Willara Sub-basin (central MUNRO).

The objectives were to delineate the Munro Structural Trend (Munro Arch), and

the Munro Fault, and to site a well location. The three horizons mapped were

identified as near the top of the Cuncudgerie Sandstone (now the Grant Group),

the Goldwyer Formation (Ordovician), and the Thangoo Limestone (Ordovician).
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The best-quality data were obtained from the Goldwyer Formation. The data from

this survey were integrated with approximately 480 line-km of data from earlier

surveys in the area. The two structures under investigation were identified on

the Ordovician horizons. The Munro Fault was defined as a northwest-trending

normal fault, downthrown to the southwest, and diminishing in magnitude to the

northwest. Sediments younger than the Goldwyer Formation do not appear to be

affected by the faulting which was apparently active throughout Ordovician

times. The Munro Arch was defined as an elongated northwest-trending anticline

with a number of postulated separate culminations on the upthrown side of the

fault. The configuration on the 'Cuncudgerie Sandstone' horizon suggested

possible development of shallow salt solution structures. Further seismic work

was recommended before a well could be sited.

The Munro D-2 survey (WAPET, 1971d) was conducted in 1971 to confirm

the closure on the Munro Arch, and to investigate a strong gravity maxima trend

situated to the east of it. pata quality of the three horizons mapped was

generally fair on all of them. The survey confirmed an elongated northwest

trending anticlincal structure along which four separate culminations were

defined, two of which were recommended as well locations. The structure as a

whole is closed to the northeast by the regional dip and to the southwest by the

Munro Fault. It has minimum vertical closure of approximately 150 milliseconds
2

and an areal extent of about 260 km at the level of the Thangoo Limestone

horizon. Line B of the survey revealed that the gravity maximum was not

associated with any significant structural relief. WAPET Munda 1 well was sited

on one of the culminations on the Munro Arc}],

In mid-1971, a detailed seismic survey - the North Broome Seismic - was

conducted for WAPET in the northwestern portion of the BroomePlatform, with the

aim of detailing major structural leads resulting from previous seismic surveys

in order to locate a well site. Included in the interpretation were data from

original and reprocessed sections from approximately 368 line-km of previous

surveys. Two horizons were mapped: the unconformity surface at the base of the

Permian, and on horizon near the top of the Thangoo Limestone (Ordovician). A

large, faulted and eroded Ordovician anticlinal structure was detailed. The

faul tir~g, which is of small magni tude, has mainly affected the northern flanks

of the structure. Near the crest of this structure, two prospective features,

located 6 1/2 km so~th and 13 km southwest respectively of Thangoo 1 and 1A

wells, were delineated (WAPET, 1971e).

In 1972, the North Broome D-2 seismic survey located between latitude
o 0 0 0

18 10' and 18 40' and longitude 122 35' and 123 05', was conducted by

Digicon (Australia) Limited for WAPET. Its objectives were to detail the most
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promising local structural closures and to locate a well site on the most

attractive of these closures in order to test the hydrocarbon potential of the

Ordovician Willara and Goldwyer Formations. Two seismic horizons - one near to

Willara Formation, and the unconformity at the base of the Permian - were

mapped. Five structural features were defined but only one in sufficient detail

for a well to be sited. The survey also demonstrated that Thangoo I, which has

oil shows, and Thangoo 1A, with no indication of hydrocarbons, were sited on

separate fault blocks (WAPET, 1972a).

The Sahara 11 seismic survey (WAPET, 1973b) was located in thecentral~

southern part of the Canning Basin over the southwestern part of the Kidson Sub

basin (JOANNA SPRING). It consisted of a single seismic line 64 km long,

extending from WAPET Sahara 1 well in a northwesterly direction along the trend

of the 'Chirit Anticline'. The aim of the survey was to provide seismic control

along the strike of the 'Chirit' structural trend and locate any possible

closures. The quality of the data obtained was generally good, especially near

WAPET Sahara well, but deteriorated towards the northwest because of the

surface sand dunes. T~ese data were incorporated with data from previous

surveys to produce contour maps on three horizons: horizon A - near base of

Grant Group (pre-Permian unconformity); horizon B - near base of Tandalgoo Beds

(Devonian); and horizon C - near top of Willara Formation. Horizon A and B were

tied to WAPET Sahara 1, while horizon C, which was not penetrated in that well,

was identified on reflection character and velocity data derived from WAPET

Munro 1 well. The 'Chirit' anticlinal trend was revealed as trending northwest

with a plunge to the soutpeast at Ordovician depths. Closure was established in
;

several places along the axis.

Drilling (Figure 1). To aid in the determination of the age and the nature of

the regional stratigraphy and to evaluate the hydrocarbon potential of the

Ordovician limestones as well as other rocks within the area, 21 petroleum

exploration wells have been drilled, 16 by WAPET, 2 by Total Exploration

Australia Oil Company, two by BMR and one by Gewerkschaft Elwerath (Table 2).

WAPET Roebuck Bay 1 (WAPET,: 1956b), the first well to be drilled in the

area, tested the Broome Arch. It was completed without any hydrocarbon shows at

a depth of 1222.2 rn, and Devonian limestones, or so it was thought, were inter

sected. The limestones are now interpreted to be of Ordovician age. A summary

of'the stratigraphy is given in Appendix 2, A1.

In 1957, a stra tigraphic hole, WAPET \/fallal Core Hole 1 (WAPET, 195T),

was spudded in along the coastal part of the South Canning Basin to check a zero

basement contour on maps prepared from an aeromagnetic survey flown in 1955.
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The well, which produced good quality artesian water, was completed as a water

well for Wallal Downs Station after reaching a depth of 309.1 rn. The strati

graphy is summarised in Appendix 2, A2.

In the same year, the first Petroleum Search SUbsidy Act was brought

in, to encourage the search for petroleum in Australia. From 1958, most

petroleum wells drilled in the Canning Basin were Government subsidised. In

1958, WAPET drilled Samphire Marsh 1 (WAPET, 1961a), the first of the wells in

the Canning Basin to be subsidised under this new scheme. It penetrated

Precambrian gneissic granite at 2014.7 m. No part of the sequence (Appendix 2,

A4) was considered likely to be a source for hydrocarbon accumulations and there

were no hydrocarbons in the well. In the same year, two stratigraphic holes,

BMR Wallal Nos. 4 and 4A (Hender80n & others, 1963), were drilled. Water inflow

forced the abandonment of No. 4 well; No. 4A well reached basement of granitic

gneiss at 677.9 m. Data from these wells (Appendix 2,A3), when added to that

obtained from Samphire Marsh 1 and from seismic surveys, established a possible

structural framework for this area of the basin.

The Broome Arch was further tested by WAPET in 1958 with the drilling

of Goldwyer 1 well (WAPET, 1959a). This well reached granitic basement at

1432.6 m1 and was plugged and abandoned (Appendix 2,A5). The drilling of this

well showed that the Ordovician formations in the Canning Basin contain

potential oil source rocks, and may also retain sufficient porosity to provide

reservoirs suitable for hydrocarbon accumulations.

In November 1959, WAPET spudded in Thangoo 1 well (WAPET, 1961b). The

well was located on a seismic culmination situated between WAPET Dampier Downs

and Goldwyer 1 wells and its objective was the porous Ordovician limestones

intersected in the neighbouring wells. Collapse of this hole led to its

abandonment at 1059.2 m in the Grant Group (Appendix 2,A6). WAPET Thangoo 1A

(WAPET, 1961b), located nearby, drilled through the Ordovician limestone which

was the target, into the Precambrian basement (Appendix 2,A7). Although traces

of oil were encountered throughout the Ordovician section, as well as in the

Grant Group, the results in general from Thangoo 1A were held to downgrade the

potential of the Ordovician rocks in that part of the basin.

A structure detected by BMR seismic and WAPET aeromagnetic,surveys in

the Barlee area was the site for WAPET Barlee 1 well (WAPET, 1961c) with target

set as the Upper Devonian limestones. The well was drilled in 1960 to a depth

of 2469.2 m (Appendix 2,A8), where it was abandoned in a dolerite intrusive in

the Anderson Formation; slight gas traces were detected in this formation. The

unexpectedly thick Carboniferous sequence showed that the well was not located

on the Jurgurra Terrace as had been expected, but in the Fitzroy Trough, which

was found to extend south to the Dampier Fault, ~md that the structure drilled
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may have been formed by an igneous intrusion.

In 1965, there was a resurgence of drilling activity in the Canning

Basin. WAPET Parda 1 (WAPET,'~ 1965a) was drilled on the southern margin of the

Broome Arch, in a regionally favou~able position between the shaley source rocks

of the Willara Sub-basin to the south and Ordovician limestones encountered in

wells on the Broome Arch. The primary objectives of the well were to test the

hydrocarbon potential of Ordovician limestones, and the to~ of the Permian Grant

Group. The well provided valuable information on a stratigraphically untested

part of the Canning Basin (Appendix 2,A9). Also, in the same year, WAPET

Willara 1 (WAPET, 1965b) was drilled in the Willara Sub-basin, about 24 km south

of Parda 1. Its aim was to explore and to evaluate the hydrocarbon potential of

the 'Willara Structure', a seismically defined north-south elongated domal

structure which is bounded to the north by a major down-to-the-south-fault, and

which is within the Willara Sub-basin. The well encountered a 620-m-thick

evaporite-redbed-carbonate sequence overlying the marine Ordovician and under

lying the Permian. A thick section of predominantly shaly beds in the Ordov

ician (Appendix 2,A10), compared with the limestone of the Parda 1 sequence

and other areas on the Broome Arch, suggests that the Willara Sub-basin existed

as a sedimentary basin during Ordovician time.

In 1967, Gewerkschaft-Elwerath of Germany, in a farm out agreement with

WAPET, spudded in Yulleroo 1 (Gewerkschaft-Elwerath, 1967) on the southeastern

flank of the seismica11y defined Yulleroo structure in Palaeozoic rocks under

flat lying Mesozoic sediments. The main objectives of the well were to examine

the stratigraphy and facies of the pre-Late Carboniferous sequence in the

western Fitzroy"Trough and to evaluate the hydrocarbon potential of the Early

Palaeozoic. The 'well was plugged and abandoned at 4574.7 m (Appendix 2,~11) the

deepest well in the Canning Basin, after having passed through an unexpectedly

thick Carboniferous sequence with only a few insignificant -shows of gas.

In 1968, a drilling program of five wells was started by Total

Exploration Australia Pty'Ltd (Total), the name by which French Petroleum

Company was called after May of that year. These holes were the outcome of the

intensive survey work carried out by the Company in the west-central part of the

Canning Basin, and all of the wells were located on seismically determined

structures on or near the Broome Arch. Two of these wells occur within the area

of this report. ,The first of these, McLarty 1 well (Total, 1968a), was drilled

in order to provide stratigraphic information in a poorly known area and to test

the pre-Permian Palaeozoic sequences. It was located on the eastern flank of a
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Willara 1 (WAPET, 1965b) was drilled in the Willara Sub-basin, about 24 km south

of Parda 1. Its aim was to explore and to evaluate the hydrocarbon potential of

the 'Willara Structure', a seismically defined north-south elongated domal
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deepest well in the Canning Basin, after having passed through an unexpectedly
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In 1968, a drilling program of five wells was started by Total

Exploration Australia Pty'Ltd (Total), the name by which French Petroleum

Company was called after May of that year. These holes were the outcome of the

intensive survey work carried out by the Company in the west-central part of the

Canning Basin, and all of the wells were located on seismically determined

structures on or near the Broome Arch. Two of these wells occur within the area

of this report. ,The first of these, McLarty 1 well (Total, 1968a), was drilled

in order to provide stratigraphic information in a poorly known area and to test

the pre-Permian Palaeozoic sequences. It was located on the eastern flank of a
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closed structure with a minimum closure of 30 m and a closed surface area of

424 sq. km. The well was plugged and abandoned at a depth of 2590.8 m (Appendix

2, A12) after confirming that the Permian sequence was eroded down to the Grant

Group, and that the Goldwyer Formation was an excellent source rock; however, no

reservoir rocks were developed in the area.

The Kemp Field 1 well (the third in the series of five wells by Total)

was designed to test all reservoirs above the Carribuddy Formation, and in

particularly to test the possible development of reefal facies in the

Mellinjerie Limestone in a zone of poor seismic reflection at the deeper

horizons (Total, 1968b). It was also programmed to provide data for correlation

between WAPET Sahara 1 to the south and Total McLarty 1 to the north. The

drilling of the well indicated that the Tandalgoo Red Beds are an excellent

reservoir but that they pinch out below the Permian unconformity north of the

well. It confirmed the Mellinjerie Limestone to be of Devonian age, that no

reservoirs are developed in it, and 1. reef facies occurs within it at this

locality (Appendix 2, A13).

Also in 1968, WAPET drilled two wells in the region, Willara Hill 1

(WAPET, 1968a) and Chirup 1 (WAPET, 1968b). The first well, located on the

northern margin of the Willara Sub-basin, was drilled on a Permian high on the

Admiral Bay Fault in anticipation that hydrocarbons encountered in the Grant

Group in WAPET Willara 1, south of the hinge, may have accummulated up-dip in

this structural high. The target point proved to be deeper than anticipated and

there was a lack of fine-grained sediments to provide cap rocks for hydrocarbon

accumulations. Hence the well was plugged 'and abandoned at 858 m (Appendix 2,

A14). The second well, Chirup 1, located in the Wallal Embayment, was the only

unsubsidised WAPET well in the area. The well was drilled to a depth of 762.6 m

(Appendix 2, A15) and proved that a definite sub-basin exists south of the

Wallal Platform, extending offshore, and that it contains a favourable Permian

section.

No wells were drilled in the area during 1969 and 1970.

WAPET resumed its drilling program in 1971 with the spudding of

Tappers Inlet 1 (WAPET, 1971f). This well was proposed as a test well on the

westerly extension of the Lennard Shelf to extend the sub-surface stratigraphic

control of one of the major hydrocarbon objectives of the Canning Basin, the

Devonian carbonates, and to test the hydrocarbon potential of possible

Ordovician sediments on a closed anticlinal structure. The well encountered

minor hydrocarbon shows in the Devonian sequence. It was plugged and abandoned

at 2856.2 m (Appendix 2, A16). Information from the well did suggest that the

southern boundary of the Lennard Shelf was far more complex than the simple

fault line structure previously proposed.
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WAPET Munda 1 well (WAPET, 1971g), was the last well of WAPET's 1971

corehole programme in the Canning Basin. Its aim was to investigate the nature

of the salt solution structures, and to explore the Permian stratigraphy as a

hydrocarbon objective, within the Willara Sub-basin. The well reached total

depth of 1066.8 m in an evaporite sequence (Appendix 2, A17). There were no

indications of hydrocarbons.

In 1972, WAPET drilled Pender 1 corehole to a total depth of 911.7 m on

a small seismically defined anticline at a location on the western end of the

Lennard Shelf (WAPET, 1972b). The primary objective of the well was to

establish the presence or absence of Ordovician or Devonian carbonates in the

area. There were no indications of significant hydrocarbon accumulations. All

the porous strata above basement were water-saturated and hence flushed of any

original hydrocarbon accumulations (Appendix 2, A18). The prospects in the area

were downgraded as no pre-Grant rocks were encountered.

Also, in that year, WAPET Munro 1 well (WAPET, 1972c) was drilled in

the southern part of the area on a basement-controlled high separating the

Kidson and the Willara Sub-basins; it was thought that carbonate rocks of the

Ol'dovician formations may contain traps in drapes over the high. The well was

dr~lled to basement at a depth of 2105.9 m and plugged and abandoned (Appendix

2, A19). No significant hydrocarbons were found.

WAPET Thangoo 2 (WAPET, 1973a), drilled in 1973, was designed to test

the hydrocarbon potential of the Ordovician Willara Formation on a faulted, low

relief anticlinal feature near the crest of the Broome Arch. This was

considered a favourable site for hydrocarbon accumulation. The only indication

of hydrocarbons was a minor oil shale in a sandstone of the Grant Group.

Drilling confirmed the source rock potential of the Goldwyer Formation as good,

and also confirmed the presence of significant porosity in the Willara Formation

(Appendix 2, A20).

STRATIGRAPHY AND DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONMENTS OF UNITS

Fig. 35

LATE CARBONIFEROUS TO EARLY PERMIAN

GRANT GROUP

The Grant Group (Guppy & others, 1952; Crowe & Towner, 1976b) consists

of a sequence of sandstones with a well-defined middle mudstone section. The

Grant Group is made up of three formations, the lower Betty Formation, the
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middle Winifred Formation, and the upper Carolyn Form tion (Crowe & Towner,

1976b). With the exception of an exposure in the northwest of PATERSON RANGE

which has been tentatively assigned to the Winifred Formation, the formations

are only known in a number of petroleum exploration wells in the area (Appendix

2).

Betty Formation (Table 3)

TJ1e Betty Formation unconformably overlies Early Ordovician (WAPET

Roebuck Bay 'i, ~APET Samphire Marsh 1), Middle Ordovician (WAPET Thangoo 1A),

Late Ordovician to Early Devonian (WAPET Parda 1, WAPET Willara 1), Middle

Devonian (Total Kemp Field 1), Late Devonian (WAPET Tappers Inlet 1) and Early

Carboniferous rocks (Gewerkschaft Elwerath Yulleroo 1). The basal unoonformity

boundary is a seismic re~:ecting horizon which has been mapped over much of the

area. Crowe & Turner (1976b) believe that the formation laterally interfingers

with and conformably overlies the Paterson Formation (Table 6), along the

southern margin of the basin (Towner & others, 1976). The formation is absent

in WAPET Barlee 1, probably having been removed by pre-Jurassic erosion.

The great variety of shapes and sizes of clasts in the basal part of

the Betty Formation that are evidently derived from Precambrian igneous terrain

implies that the clasts could be dropstones, suggesting a glacial environment.

As the nearest Precambrian source for these igneous clasts is up to 100 km away,

the most likely means of transport was by floating ice. The glauconitic

sediments in WAPET Parda 1 indicate marine deposition. However, the scarcity of

glauconite, which is formed in times of slow sediment influx (Cloud, 1955), may

indicate rapid sediments supply.

The extensive distribution of this formation, its thickness, and the

presence of allochthonous clasts, suggest glaciomarine environment.

Winifred Formation (Table 4)
o 0

At latitude 2103'S and longitude 121 48'E, on PATERSON RANGE, a

20-m cliff exposure, fringed by a long scree slope, rises above the sand plain.

The cliff is composed predominantly of sandy mudstone with minor fine-grained

quartz wacke. The sequence has a massive appearance, although bedding becomes

more definite nearer the top where it is medium-bedded. The sediments are

bioturbated, and a few vertical burrows have been preserved.

The nature of the cliff outcrops, and the fine-grained lithology, are

closely similar to the exposures of the Jarlemai Siltstone in the Edgar Range

(MOUNT ANDERSON). However, in considering tha whole stratigraphy of the area

(mainly the nearby exposures of the PooIe Sandstone and the Paterson Formation),
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Unit

Betty Formation

1?istribution

rJia:e Symbol

Pb

Defined by

Table 3.

Crowe & Towner (1976b)

In subsurface, the unit occurs throughout the area except in WAPET
Barlee 1 on BROOME. It is thought not to crop out.

Lithology
Consists predominantly of white to light grey sandstone, fine to

coarse-grained; minor conglomerate and siltstone. Contains some calcareous and
pyritic zones; beds of limestones are rare but occur in WAPET Goldwyer 1; In
McLarty 1 well, a basal polymict conglomerate with clasts (1 mm to 10 cm
diameter) of igneous, metamorphic and sedimentary origins set in a fine
sandstone matrix is present. In Thangoo 1 well, the matrix is a mudstone.
Glauconite occurs in WAPET Parda 1.

Facies Variation
No facies have been mapped.

1657 m in WAPET
BANNERMAN: Lat •
126°19'52"E).

Thickness
Maximum thickness recorded

in the area is 555.6 m in WAPET Willara
1 (Appendix 2,A10)

Type Section Locality
Between 1058 and

Lake Betty 1 (MOUNT
190 34' 10" S, Long.

Age and Criteria
Late Carbonif~rous to Sakmarian based on palynological evidence.

On the Broome Arch, Willara Sub-hasin and Anketell Shelf, the unit is Sakmarian.
The Late Carboniferous age for the· it is confined to the Fitzroy Trough.

Fossils
Marine fossils were recovered from some wells, but only the

microfossils were identifiable:- including acritarchs (Parda 1); fish remains,
gastropods, pelecypods, and foraminifera (Yulleroo 1); brachiopods and
acritarchs from Willara 1.

Relationships
Unconformably overlies the pre-Permian rocks and is conformably

overlain by the Winifred Formation.

Subdivisions
None defined although

there are fine-grained parts of the
sequence that may be mappable in the
subsurface.

Nature of Exposure
None.

Remarks
None.

----------- ----------
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Winifred Formation

Distribution

Map Symbol

Table 4.

Defined by
Pw Crowe & Towner (1976b)

Exposed only in northwest PATERSON RANGE (see main text). Inter
sected in the subsurface except in southwestBROOME where it is cut out by the
Jurassic unconformity.

Litholog:y
Predominantly grey, sandy siltstone with thin interbeds of fine

grained, micaceous sandstone. Unit is calcareous in parts. Grey, pyritic shale
is dominant in WAPET Willara Hill 1.

Facies Variation
None observed.

Thickness
Maximum intersection is 288 m

in WAPET Samphire Marsh 1 (Appendix 2,A4)0

Type Section Locality
Near Well 26 (TABLETOP:

Lat: 22°52'40"S, Long 123°36'20"E).

Age and Criteria
Sakmarian (sensu lata) based on palynological determinations (WAPET

Munda 1; WAPET Pender 1).

Only macrofossils recorded are unidentified fragments of crinoids
and bryozoans which occur in thin limestone beds in this unit in WAPET Sahara 1
(SAHARA) to the south of the area (WAPET, 1966d).

Relationships
Interpreted to be conformable between the Carolyn and the Betty

Formations. In WAPET Chirup 1, the Winifred Formation is disconformably
overlain by the/Poole Sandstone (WAPET, 1968b). In some wells (e.g. WAPET Munda
1, Total McLarty 1), the unit is unconformably overlain by the Jurassic Wallal
Sandstone (WAPET, 1971g; Total 1968a).

Subdivisions
None

Nature of Expo~

Remarks

See text.
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this outcrop is tentatively assigned to the Winifred Formation, which is

otherwise known only from petroleum exploration wells.

The solid geology compilation of the area (Fig. 3) suggests that the

Winifred Formation overlies the Paterson Formation. Crowe & Towner (1976b)

proposed that the Paterson Formation in the Oakovel' River valley area may be

partly equivalent laterally to the Winifred Formation and that these two

formations probably interfinger with each other along the southern margin of the

Canning Basin.

Compared with the Betty Formation, the finer overall grainsize of the

Winifred Formation indicates deposition in deeper or quieter water. Towner &
others (1976) interpreted that part of the Winifred Formation which is exposed

elsewhere in the south Canning Basin as being varved, thus supporting deposition

in deeper or quieter water and also that the glacial climate still prevailed.

However, the fossils and bryozoans in the Winifred Formation indicate that the

environment was at least partly marine and that the climate may not have been as

cold as during deposition of the Betty Formation.

Carolyn Formation (Table 5)

This formation is confined to the subsurface and has been identified in

only half of the petroleum exploration wells drilled in the area. Its thickness

varies quite extensively over the whole survey area.

Very little can be ~tated about the environment of deposition. Crowe &

others (1978) postulated that, for the bulk of the sequence below the Wye Worry

Member of the Formation in the Fitzroy Trough, a shallow sea was the most likely

environment. They also considered that tpe Wye Worry Member, and Millajiddee

Member above it, immediately to the north and east of the area, may represent

near-shore conditions, with either an oscillating shoreline or one in which

offshore sand bars develo~ed during a retreat of the sea. A cold water fauna

(Dickins & others, 1978) and the presence of tillites with striated and facetted

pebbles and boulders (Crowe & others, 1978) attest to a glacially influenced

climate over the region.

EARLY TO LATE PERMIAN

Paterson Formation (Table 6)

The Paterson Formation is mainly restricted to the southern part of the

Ca. _ug Basin; it is extensive in the Officer Basin (Jackson & van de Graaff, in

press).
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Ca. _ug Basin; it is extensive in the Officer Basin (Jackson & van de Graaff, in

press).
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Its outcrop extent in the area is shown in Figure 3. Outliers are

widely 2cattered in PATERSON RANGE and NULLAGINE, indicating that the formation

may at one st~ge have extended over wide arRas of Precambrian terrain that

adjoin the Canning Basin.

The basal unit of the Paterson Formation is a poorly sorted
"

unstratified conglomerate and tillite with a clayey to sandy matrix. The clasts

range from small pebbles to boulders 2 m in diameter of quartzite and granitic

rocks, with rare chert and gabbro. Most of the clasts are rounded or spherical,

but some are facetted and striated. Some 01 these clasts are derived locally,

others have been transported at least 75 km from the closest known source.

Glaci9. ted pavements are ol'served on NULLAG"l' .~E and RUDALL (immediately south of

PATERSON RANGE).
o

ApprOXimately 6 km northwest of Cabbage Tree Well (YARRIE: 2036'S,
o

120 24'E),varved shale with dropstones and graded sandy units overlie the

conglomera te sequence (Hickman & Cr,in, 1977).

The Paterson Formation also includes the sediments of the 'Braeside

Tillite' - a unit of unsorted bOUlders, cobbles, and pebbles set in a mudstone

matrix that occurs in the Oakover River valley in YARRIE and NULLAGINE. Since

these outcrops are not significantly different lithologically from the Paterson

Formation, the term 'Braeside Tillite' was discarded by Crowe & Towner (1976b).
t

A sequence of cross-bedded sandstone and conglomerate overlies the

tillitic unit. The sandstone is medium to ~oarse-grained, poorly sorted, and

c0r""'losed dominantly of quartz. The matrix is clc:y. Concentrations of well

rounded quartz and quartzite clasts commonly forms lenses and beds.

In the northern portion of PATERSON RANGE, the sandstone is folded into

zones of disharmonic, tight, concentric folds which are commonly cut by faults.

The thickness of the Paterson Formation ranges up to 250 m in the

Canning Basin, a figure recorded in the drillhole 16 km east of Warrawagine

homestead (drilled by Sentinel Mining Company); the formation lenses out

completely at the margins of the Oakover Valley and the Canning Basin.

The lack of sorting in the lower facies~ the mud matrix, the presence

of facetted and striated clasts, and the great variety of rock types present as

clasts (some of which have been transported many kilometres from their source)

indicate that this facies is a tillite. In the adjacent NULLAGINE and RUDALL

areas, glaciated pavements underlie similar rocks. Many of the clasts are

rounded, probably owing to transport in rivers with subsequent re-incorporation

of the clasts by ice, and then final deposition as ~illi~e.

......
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Unit
Carolyn Formation

Di::::tribution

Map Symbol
Pc

Defined by

Table 5.

Crowe & Towner (1976b)

Not exposed in the area. In the subsurface, the unit is present in
the deeper parts of the area (e.g. Fitzroy Trough, Willara Sub-basin) but has
been removed by post-Permian erosion in the shallower areas except in the
vicinity of WAPET Roebuck Bay 1 and the WAPET Thangoo wells.

Lithology
Medium to coarse-grained, moderate to well sorted sandstone; minor

fine-grained sandstone, siltstone and conglomerate; siliceous, kaolinitic in
places.

Facies Variation

None observed in subsurface.

Thickness
Maximum thickness in the

area - 219.5 m in WAPET Tappers Inlet
1 (Appendix 2,A16).

Type Section Locality
Composite section

(NOONKANBAH: Lat. 18°44'20"S, Long.
124°54°30"E and Lat. 18°41 '53'S,
Long. 124°54'30"E).

Age and Criteria
Palynological deter~inations indicate a Sakmarian (sensu lato) age

(WAPET, 197"lb). Marine macrofossils collected from unit in NOONKANBAH give a
Late Sakmarian (sensu lato) age (Dickins & others, 1978).

Foseils
Eurydesma? sp. ind., Deltopecten lyonensis, Etheripecten cf.

tenuicollis, Streblopteria sp., Keenia? sp. ind., rare plant-fossils of
Glossopteris outside the ~rea.

Relationships
Lower bounda~y with Winifred Formation is believed to be

conformable in well sections in the area. The contact with the Poole Sandstone
is considered to be disconformable except possibly in the Fitzroy Trough where
Poole Sandstone unconformably overlies the Carolyn Formation (Crowe & others,
1978). Unit is cut out by the Jurassic unconformities on the Broome Arch.
Probably interfingers with the Paterson Formation on the southern margin.

Subdivisions
In the Fitzroy Trough

on DERBY and MOUNT ANDERSON, the units
is divided into:-

Millajiddee Member
Wye Worry Member"
Undivided lower part.

Nature of Exposure

Remarks

None

Unit
Carolyn Formation

Di::::tribution

Map Symbol
Pc

Defined by

Table 5.

Crowe & Towner (1976b)

Not exposed in the area. In the subsurface, the unit is present in
the deeper parts of the area (e.g. Fitzroy Trough, Willara Sub-basin) but has
been removed by post-Permian erosion in the shallower areas except in the
vicinity of WAPET Roebuck Bay 1 and the WAPET Thangoo wells.

Lithology
Medium to coarse-grained, moderate to well sorted sandstone; minor

fine-grained sandstone, siltstone and conglomerate; siliceous, kaolinitic in
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Facies Variation
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Thickness
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1 (Appendix 2,A16).
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(NOONKANBAH: Lat. 18°44'20"S, Long.
124°54°30"E and Lat. 18°41 '53'S,
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Late Sakmarian (sensu lato) age (Dickins & others, 1978).
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Poole Sandstone unconformably overlies the Carolyn Formation (Crowe & others,
1978). Unit is cut out by the Jurassic unconformities on the Broome Arch.
Probably interfingers with the Paterson Formation on the southern margin.

Subdivisions
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on DERBY and MOUNT ANDERSON, the units
is divided into:-
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Wye Worry Member"
Undivided lower part.

Nature of Exposure

Remarks
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Unit
Paterson Formation

Distribution

Map Symbol
Pa

Defined by

Table 6.

Talbot, 1920
Traves & others (1956)

Lithology

Occurs as scattered outliers resting on Precambrian rocks in YARRIE
and PATERSON.RANGE. Also occurs as outcrops along the southern margins of the
Canning Basin, especially southeastern YARRIE and PATERSON RANGE, and northern
PATERSON RANGE.

Mudstone, massive to poorly bedded, very poorly sorted containing
abundant dropstones ranging up to boulder size; minor fine-grained, quartz
wacke, thin-bedded. Overlain in many places by a sequence of cross-bedded
quartz wacke and mud stone which contains lenses of pebbles and boulders of
Precambrian rocks. Cross-bedding is planar, some ripple cross-bedding and
scour-and-fill structures present. Some beds are bioturbated.

Facies Variation
Only a lower, fine-grained, massive facies and an upper coarse

grained cross-bedded facies are known.

Thickness
At type section, the unit is

33 m thick (Appendix 3, No.4). Ranges up
to 250 m in Canning Basin.

Type Section Locality
In Paterson Range

(PATERSON RANGE: Lat 21°45'OO"S,
Long, 122 0 10' 00 "E) •

Age and Criteria
Late Sakmarian on palynological grounds from exploration bores 'in

the Oakover River Valley (YARRIE & NULLAGINE: J. Backhouse (writ. comm.)).
However, in the Officer Basin and to the east of area in WAPET Sahara 1 it is (f
Early Sakmarian age (Kemp, 1976; WAPET, 1966d).

Fossils
Microfossils described by J. Backhouse (writ. comm.) and Kemp

(1976). e.g. Punctatisporites gretensis, Microbaculispora tentula, Monocoipate
pollen, Lophotriletes.

and in the subsurface of
Disconformably overlain by
unconformably overlain by

Subdivisions
Upper: coarse-grained,

cross-bedded conglomeratic quartz wacke.

Lower: massive, mudstone
with dropstones.

Nature of Exposure
Very poor; the

mud stone is characteristically
leached yellow and white.

Remarks
Includes ~Braeside

Tillite' (see Crowe & Towner,
1976b) •

Unit
Paterson Formation

Distribution

Map Symbol
Pa

Defined by

Table 6.
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PATERSON RANGE.

Mudstone, massive to poorly bedded, very poorly sorted containing
abundant dropstones ranging up to boulder size; minor fine-grained, quartz
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quartz wacke and mud stone which contains lenses of pebbles and boulders of
Precambrian rocks. Cross-bedding is planar, some ripple cross-bedding and
scour-and-fill structures present. Some beds are bioturbated.
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grained cross-bedded facies are known.

Thickness
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However, in the Officer Basin and to the east of area in WAPET Sahara 1 it is (f
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The evenly and continuously bedded, graded, siltstone facies with

dropstones (mostly recognised outside the area: Towner & others, 1976) is

interpreted as a varved 'deposit, which is indicative of freshwater (lacustrine)

environments.

The coarse-grained to conglomeratic sandstone facies is interpreted as

a fluviatile deposit on the basis of the moderate to poor sorting, and cross

bedding. The lack of facies such as fining up sequences indicates that the

streams depositing the sandstone and conglomerate had a low sinuosity (Allen,

1965) and were most likely braided. The predominance of quartzose material in

the fluviatile facies demonstrates either a very significant abrasion of the

mechanically less resistant material or chemically weathering of this material.

The folding and slumping in the formation in the Paterson Range area is

attributed to slumping of sediments made unstable by the melting of ice which

either supported or bound the sediments.

The palynomorph assemblages described by Kemp (1976) indicate the

possibility of some marine influence on the deposition of the formation.

II:' conclusion, it appears that the Paterson Formation was initially

deposited in lakes during an early stage of glaciation. These lakes were

probably connected with a sea into which the rivers flowed, still under the

influence of a glacial climate.

The Paterson Formation is not recognised in many wells in the Canning

Basin, but is probably a correlative of parts of the Grant Group. WAPET have

tentatively identified a basal conglomerate in the G~ant Group as the Braeside

Tillite in WAPET Kidson 1 and SAHARA 1 wells (outside the area).

Poole Sandstone (Table 7)

Exposures of the ~Gole Sandstone are mainly confined to PATERSON RANGE.

The formation has been identified in petroleum exploration wells drilled on the

northern side of the Broome Arch and in the Fitzroy Trough. It is interpreted

to be present in southeast PATERSON RANGE, based on information from TABLETOP

(immediately south of SAHARA) (Yeates & Chin, 1979~.

The Poole Sandstone has been subdivided by Crowe & Towner (1976a,b)

into three members, based on work in the Fitzroy Trough. The basal unit~ the

Nura Nura Member, originally defined by Guppy & others (1958) but extended by

Crowe & Towner (1976a), has limited distribution in the area, having been

recognised only in WAPET Tappers Inlet 1 and in WAPET Roebuck Bay 1. In these

two wells, the member is composed of calcareous sandstone and limestone. The

widespread middle portion of the Poole Sandstone is the Tuckfield Member.

However, this term will not be used in this report even though the member can

readily be recognised in the few wells which penetrated the Poole Sandstone.
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The uppermost unit, the Christmas Creek Member, has not been recognised in the

area.

Noonkanbah Formation (Table 8)

The Noonkanbah Formation is very poorly exposed within the area, where

it is confined mainly to the Kidson Sub-basin and the Fitzroy Trough. Post

Perrnian erosion has removed it from areas of the Broome Arch and the Willara

Sub-basin.

The presence of a very rich marine fauna in outcrops outside the area

indicates an unrestricted marine environment. The abundance of fine calcareous

mudstone in the sequence suggests continuous deposition in a quiet standing body

of water. The pyritic zones indicate some reducing anaerobic conditions.
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Unit M~p- Symbol
Poole Sandstone

Distribution

Pp
Defined by

Table 7

Wade, 1936
Guppy & others, 1952)

Occurs at Cuncudgerie Hill, Barnicardy Hills, in a plateau-like
outcrop 16 km east southeast of Cuncudgerie Hill and in the area north of Lake
Waukarlycarly (PATERSON RANGE).

In subsurface, the formation is confined to the Fitzroy Trough and
extreme northern part-of BROOME ARCH.

Lithology
Predominantly of fine-grained quartz wacke with interr'ds of

mudstone. It is thin to medium-bedded, lenticular and flaser bedded; small and
large scale trough and planar cross-bedding have maximum set size of 50 cm. The
unit is extensivelybioturbated with large burrows (2 cm diameter). Clay pellet
conglomerate occurs at base of beds; mud stringers within beds common.

In the subsurface, the unit consists mainly of fine to very fine
sandstone interbedded with siltstone; partly calcareous, pyritic, massive
limestone occurs at base of sequence.

Facies Variation

Thickness
26 m measured near type section

(Appendix 3, No.2); 33 m exposed at type
section (Traves & others, 1956). In WAPET
Roebuck 1, 71 m intersected (Appendix 2,A1).

Type Section Locality
Southeast Grant Range

(MOUNT ANDERSON:Lat. 18°04'30"S
Long. 124 °08' 30"E) •

Age and Criteria
Microfossils from type section (Dickins & Thomas in Traves &

others, 1956) occur in Faunal Stage B of Dickins (1970), and indicate a Late
Sakmarian age. Microflora from the well sections of the unit indicate Stage 3
(Evans, 1969) and denote an Artinskian age.

Fossils
The fauna is varied, with bivalves (including Nucula, Astartila and

Streblochondria), gastropods, brachiopods (including Spiriferellina and
Neospirifer), and Conularia. (Dickins & Thomas, 1955; Dickins in Towner &
others, 1976).

Relationships
Poole Sandstone is unconformable on the Grant Group and where

present has a gradational contact with the overlying Noonkanbah Formation.
Where the basal Nura Nura Member is absent, the Grant and Poole appear
gradational, but the similarity of lithology obscures the contacts. However,
the time break between the units suggests at least a disconformable relation
ship. The Poole Sandstone disconformably (?) overlies the Paterson Formation.

Subdivisions
Outside the area

Christmas Creek Member
Tuckfield Member
NUl'a Nura Member

Nature of Exposure
Well exposed in the

section 16 km ESE of Cuncudgerie
Hill. Elsewhere exposures are
scree covered.

Remarks

Unit M~p- Symbol
Poole Sandstone

Distribution

Pp
Defined by

Table 7

Wade, 1936
Guppy & others, 1952)

Occurs at Cuncudgerie Hill, Barnicardy Hills, in a plateau-like
outcrop 16 km east southeast of Cuncudgerie Hill and in the area north of Lake
Waukarlycarly (PATERSON RANGE).

In subsurface, the formation is confined to the Fitzroy Trough and
extreme northern part-of BROOME ARCH.

Lithology
Predominantly of fine-grained quartz wacke with interr'ds of

mudstone. It is thin to medium-bedded, lenticular and flaser bedded; small and
large scale trough and planar cross-bedding have maximum set size of 50 cm. The
unit is extensivelybioturbated with large burrows (2 cm diameter). Clay pellet
conglomerate occurs at base of beds; mud stringers within beds common.

In the subsurface, the unit consists mainly of fine to very fine
sandstone interbedded with siltstone; partly calcareous, pyritic, massive
limestone occurs at base of sequence.

Facies Variation

Thickness
26 m measured near type section

(Appendix 3, No.2); 33 m exposed at type
section (Traves & others, 1956). In WAPET
Roebuck 1, 71 m intersected (Appendix 2,A1).

Type Section Locality
Southeast Grant Range

(MOUNT ANDERSON:Lat. 18°04'30"S
Long. 124 °08' 30"E) •

Age and Criteria
Microfossils from type section (Dickins & Thomas in Traves &

others, 1956) occur in Faunal Stage B of Dickins (1970), and indicate a Late
Sakmarian age. Microflora from the well sections of the unit indicate Stage 3
(Evans, 1969) and denote an Artinskian age.

Fossils
The fauna is varied, with bivalves (including Nucula, Astartila and

Streblochondria), gastropods, brachiopods (including Spiriferellina and
Neospirifer), and Conularia. (Dickins & Thomas, 1955; Dickins in Towner &
others, 1976).

Relationships
Poole Sandstone is unconformable on the Grant Group and where

present has a gradational contact with the overlying Noonkanbah Formation.
Where the basal Nura Nura Member is absent, the Grant and Poole appear
gradational, but the similarity of lithology obscures the contacts. However,
the time break between the units suggests at least a disconformable relation
ship. The Poole Sandstone disconformably (?) overlies the Paterson Formation.

Subdivisions
Outside the area

Christmas Creek Member
Tuckfield Member
NUl'a Nura Member

Nature of Exposure
Well exposed in the

section 16 km ESE of Cuncudgerie
Hill. Elsewhere exposures are
scree covered.

Remarks



Unit
Noonkanbah Formation

Distribution

Map Symbol
Pn

Table 8

Defined by:
Wade (1938);
Guppy & others (1952)

Only recognised in the vicinity of Lake Dora in southeastern
PATERSON RANGE. The unit is present in three wells drilled in the area: WAPET
Tappers Inlet 1, Roebuck 1, Total Kemp Field 1.

Lithology
In outcrop, consists of poorly bedded and laminated mudstone. In

the subsurface mainly grey, micaceous, partly pyritic siltstcne interbedded with
silty sandstone and fine to medium-grained sandstone, calcareous matrix, thin
bedded. Minor aphanitic to finely crystalline, grey, fossiliferous limestone
interbeds occur throughout the unit. Glauconite is reported in some wells (e.g.
WAPET Sahara 1).

Facies Variation
None observed.

Thickness
6 m exposed; ~6.6 m in

Tappers Inlet 1 (Appendix ~,A16) and
54.6 Kemp Field (Appendix 2,A13).

Type Section Locality
Near Bruten Hill

(NOONKANBAH: Lat 18°44'35"S, Long.
125°30'E).

Age and Criteria
Macrofossils indicate the unit is Artinskian (Guppy & others,

1958); contains the D1 fauna of Dickins (1963). Palynomorph assemblage confirms
this date (Balme, 1967) and falls within Stage 4 micro flora of Evans (1969).
Crespin (in Traves & others, 1956) assigned a Permian age to a foraminifera
species collected from unit at northern end of Lake Dora.

Fossils
Outside the area, the Unit contains a very rich fauna of

brachiopods, bryozoans, corals, crinoids, foraminifera, molluscs, ostracods.

Relationships
The unit grades down into the Poole Sandstone, and is overlain

conformably by the Triwhite Sandstone on PATERSON RANGE, but elsewhere it is
overlain unconformably by Jurassic Wallal Sandstone.

Subdivisions
None.

Nature of Exposure
Very poor;

OCJurs as low mounds and small
cliffs near edge of claypans.

Remarks

Unit
Noonkanbah Formation

Distribution

Map Symbol
Pn

Table 8

Defined by:
Wade (1938);
Guppy & others (1952)

Only recognised in the vicinity of Lake Dora in southeastern
PATERSON RANGE. The unit is present in three wells drilled in the area: WAPET
Tappers Inlet 1, Roebuck 1, Total Kemp Field 1.

Lithology
In outcrop, consists of poorly bedded and laminated mudstone. In

the subsurface mainly grey, micaceous, partly pyritic siltstcne interbedded with
silty sandstone and fine to medium-grained sandstone, calcareous matrix, thin
bedded. Minor aphanitic to finely crystalline, grey, fossiliferous limestone
interbeds occur throughout the unit. Glauconite is reported in some wells (e.g.
WAPET Sahara 1).

Facies Variation
None observed.

Thickness
6 m exposed; ~6.6 m in

Tappers Inlet 1 (Appendix ~,A16) and
54.6 Kemp Field (Appendix 2,A13).

Type Section Locality
Near Bruten Hill

(NOONKANBAH: Lat 18°44'35"S, Long.
125°30'E).

Age and Criteria
Macrofossils indicate the unit is Artinskian (Guppy & others,

1958); contains the D1 fauna of Dickins (1963). Palynomorph assemblage confirms
this date (Balme, 1967) and falls within Stage 4 micro flora of Evans (1969).
Crespin (in Traves & others, 1956) assigned a Permian age to a foraminifera
species collected from unit at northern end of Lake Dora.

Fossils
Outside the area, the Unit contains a very rich fauna of

brachiopods, bryozoans, corals, crinoids, foraminifera, molluscs, ostracods.

Relationships
The unit grades down into the Poole Sandstone, and is overlain

conformably by the Triwhite Sandstone on PATERSON RANGE, but elsewhere it is
overlain unconformably by Jurassic Wallal Sandstone.

Subdivisions
None.

Nature of Exposure
Very poor;

OCJurs as low mounds and small
cliffs near edge of claypans.

Remarks
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According to Reineck & Singh (1973) such conditions can only be maintained 'in

the absence of turbulence or current activity, with a low rate of deposition,

and almost no reworking of sediment'.

The~efore, the Noonkanbah Formation was probably deposited in an

extensive shallow sea below wave base, under mainly reducing conditions.

Triwhite Sandstone (Table 9)

The Triwhite Sandstone is confined mainly to the Kidson Sub-basin and

the southern Anketell Shelf. It crops out predominantly along the margin of the

basin.

Litholigically, the Triwhite Sandstone is similar to the Light jack

Formation in the Fitzroy Trough (Yeates ~ others, 1975b), but since continuity

between these two formations has not been established, the name Triwhite

Sandstone has been retained (Towner & others, 1976).

Owing to the poor preservation of the exposures of the Triwhite

Sandstone, a detailed interpretation of its depositional environment cannot be

attempted. However, on TABLETOP, to the southeast, Towner & others (1976) have

postulated that the gradual upward increase in grainsize from mudstone of the

Noonkanbah Formation to sandstone of the Triwhite Sandstone indicates a shallow

water regressive marine environment for the fOI~ation.

Chirup Formation (Table 10)

This formation occurs entirely in the subsurface and is restricted to

the Wallal and Sarnphire Embayrnents. Palynological evidence seems to indicate

that the formation may be equated with the upper part of the Hardman Formation

in the Fitzroy Trough.

The Chirup Formation contains well preserved plant fragments, spores,

and pollens which are considered to be from plants inhabiting coastal marshes

(3. Garter, BMR, pers. comm. 1979). There are no marine fossils. The fine

grained carbonaceous sediments may represent a swamp or marsh deposit, located

landward of a coastline which was somewhere off the present day shoreline (3.
Gorter, BMR, .pers. comm., 1979). The Chirup Formation probably represents part

of a transgressive cycle which occurred in the Late Kazanian or Early Tatarian

in a small area in the southern coastal region similar to the one represented by

the Hardman Formation (Crowe & others, 1978).

1iveringa Group (Table 11)

The three formation which comprise the Liveringa Group do not crop out

in this area, nor have they been intersected in any of the petroleum exploration

wells drilled in thi~ ~rea. However, evidence for the presence of the Liveringa
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Group has been obtained from seismic work in BROOME and PENDER.

TRIASSIC

Blina Shale (Table 12)

The portion of the Blina Shale which has been intersected in BMR Wallal

4A has been equated with the basal facies of the Blina Shale present in WAPET

Blackstone 1, WAPET Meda 1, WAPET Langoora 1 (Gorter, 1978). This facies is

characterised by a general fining-upward sequence, the presence of glauconite,

and marine fossils (acritarchs and lingulids).

The f?rffi of the acritarchs in this sequence indicates shallow-marine,

nearshore environments (Sarjeant, 1974). The great abundance of these

acritarchs is interpreted by Dolby & Balme (1976) to indicate immature eco

systems which are to be expected in a transgressive situation. Gorter (1978)

believes that the Blina Shale in the Samphire Embayment area represents an early

Triassic transgression over a peneplained surface. The broad tidal flats that

were present were colonised by halophytic lycopods and coastal gymnosperm groups

of plants. The predominantly shallow-marine conditions which characterised much

of the Blina Shale in the northeast Canning Basin appear to be absent in this

area (Gorter, 1978).

JURASSIC TO CRETACEOUS

We consider the Jurassic to Cretaceous sequence of the Canning Basin in

the study area, apart from the Aptian(?) Anketell Sandstone, to be the result of

deposition prior to, during, and after a regional marine transgression from the

northwest, with little or no depositional hiatus between the different rock

units. In the north, a single phase of transgression and regression is recog

nised, but in the southwest of the area two phases are recognised. It is

possible that the first regression, and second transgression and regression in

the southwest occurred while a more simple regression occurred in the north.

This could be a result of local variations in up- and downwarping.

The climax of the first transgression in the Jurassic-Cretaceous of the

Canning Basin occurred in late Jurassic (Kimmeridgian to Tithonian) times, which

is earlier than the regional transgression in the Great Australian Basin in

Aptian-Albian times (generally accredited to a eustatic rise in sea level).

Hence we attribute this phase of deposition to downwarping of the northwestern

Canning Basin, which may have resulted from the breakup of the Australian cont

inent from another landmass to the northwest (see Powell, 1976).
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Triwhite Sandstone

Distribution

Map Symbol
Pt

Defined by

Table 9

Traves & others (1956)

Only occurs in PATERSON RANGE, as isolated mounds, hills and small
mesas in the southeastern corner t Rnd along the margin of Lake Dora. The unit
was not intersected in any of the petroleum-exploration wells.

Lithology
Consists of fine to medium-grained quartz wacke; interbedded with

mudstone and minor intraformational claystone conglomerate; laminated to thin
bedded; wave and interference ripples, flaser and lenticular bedding, wavy
bedding. Low angle planar cross-bedding is common.

Facies Variation
None observed.

Thickness
No section measured; no

more than 8 m exposed in the area. In
WAPET Kidson 1 well, it is 77.2 m
thick (URAL) (WAPET, 1966f).

Type Section Locality
1.6 km east of Dunn

Soak (TABLETOP: Lat. 22°04'00"S,
Long • 123 °10 ' 00" E) •

Age and Criteria
Early Permian based on macrofossils collected outside the area

(Dickins in Towner & others, 1976; Dickins & Thomas, 1955; Dickins, 1963).

Fossils
Astartila blatchfordi, Atomedesma mytiloides, Warthia cf

micromphala, Ptychomphaline maitlandi, Mourlonia sp. collected from outside the
area.

Relationships
Overlies conformably the Noonkanbah Formation and is overlain

unconformably by Callawa Formation.

Subdivisions
None proposed.

Nature of Exposur~

Crops out as low mounds
and isolated hills. No good
section exposed in the area.

Remarks
Fossils are similar to

those from the upper Noonkanbah
Formation or lower Light jack
Formation (Dickins, 1963).
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Unit
Chirup Formation

(new name)

Distribution

Map Symbol
Pi

Defined ~

Table 10

Gorter & others (1979)

Lithology

Occurs in BMR Wallal 4A and WAPET Chirup 1 in the Wallal and
Samphire Embayments (MANDORA, YARRIE). Probably originally present in western
Willara sub-basin and probably present beneath Triassic rocks offshore in Bedout
Sub-basin.

Interbedded shale, lignite and sandstone. Shale, light to dark
brown, bl~ck, sandy, non to very carbonaceous; lignite is brown-black, partly
pyritic, .with woody fossils; sandstone, light to medium grey, fine to
conglomeratic, grains mainly subrounded, frosted; abundant chert layers.

Facies Variation
None observed.

Thickness
38 m thick in WAPET Chirup

(APPENDIX 2,A15) and 31 m in BMR Wallal
4A (Appendix 2,A3).

Type Section Locality
Between 449 m and

537 m in WAPET Chirup 1 (MANDORA
Lat. 19 0 51 IS, Long. 120 0 26 ' E) •

Age and Criteria
Late Permian based on palynological evidence (Balme, in Henderson &

others, 1963; in WAPET, 1968b).

Fossils
Microfossils, includin~ Indospora clara and Microreticulatisporites

bitriangulatus (Stage 5, microflora), are abundant.

Relationships
Overlies Grant Group unconformably in WAPET Chirup 1 and BMR Wallal

4A, and is unconformably overlain by Jurassic Wallal Sandstone and conformably
by Triassic Blina Shale?

Subdivisions Nature of Exposure
Not exposed.

Remarks
Possible that the upper

Hardman Formation in the Fitzroy
Trough can be correlated with
the Chirup Formation.
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Liveringa Group

Distribution

Map Symbol
PI

Defined by

Table 11

Guppy & others (1958)
Yeates & others (1975b)

•••• r-,

In the ~ubsurface, the unit is confined to the Fitzroy Trough on
BROOME and PENDER.

Lithology
A se~uence of interbedded siltstone, sandstone and minor

conglomerate occurs in outcrops to the east (Crowe & others, 1978).

Facies Variation
None observed in the area; outside the area a number of coarsening

upward cycles can be mapped.

Thickness
Approximate 500 m thick

in northern BROOME (according to
seismic data).

Type Section Locality
Liveringa Ridge

(MOUNT ANDERSON: Lat. 18°08'S,
Long. 124 °E) •

Age and Criteria
Late Artinskian in the Light jack Formation to late Tatarian in the

Hardman Formation, based on macro- and micro fossils (Guppy & others, 1958;
Thomas, 1954; Coleman, 1957; Dickins, 1963; Balme, 1967).

Fossils
Fossils have been collected from all the formations of the

Liveringa Group, and include brachiopods, pelecypods, gastropods, scaphopods,
trace fossils, and plants.

Relationshi£s
ConformablY overlies Noonkanbah Formation, and is unconformably

overlain by the Jurassic Wallal Sandstone.

Subdivisi~

Three formations
Hardman Formation
Condren Sandstone
Light jack Formation

Nature of Exposure
None.

Remarks
In accordance with the

suggestion by Crowe & Towner
(1976b) and Crowe & others
(1978), the Condren Sandstone is
probably absent in the area.
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Unit
Blina Shale

Distribution

Map Symbol
Rb

Defined by

Table 12

Reeves (1951)
Brunnschweiler (1954)

Lithology

The Blina Shale is confined to the subsurface in the Samphire
Embayment adjacent to the Anketell Shelf (MANDORA), in the southwest of the
area. It has been intersected in BMR Wallal 4A.

Carbonaceous, shaley, micaceous siltstone with streaks of very
fine-grained sandstone.

Facies Variation
None.

Thickness
25 m in BMR Wallal 4A.

(Appendix 2,A3).

Type Section Locality
Erskine Range

(DERBY: Lat. 17°51'25"8, Long.
124 °21'40"E).

Age and Criteria
Ea~ly Triassic age based on microfossils (Balme in Henderson &

others, 1963).

Fossils
Microplankton abundant. A list of spores and pollen grains is

given by Balme in Henderson & others (1963).

Relationships
Conformably overlies the Chirup Formation and is unconformably

overlain by the Jurassic Wallal Sandstone.

Subdivisions
No subdivisions proposed.

Nature of Exposure
None.

Remarks

I
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We consider that the Anketell Sandstone was deposited in the Canning

Basin as a response to rising sea level in the Early Cretaceous. There is

evidence (Jackson & van de Graaff, in press) that this third transgression came

into the area from the south via the Officer Basin; regional upwarping in the

northwestern Canning Basin may have prevented the sea from entering the area

from the northwest.

We consider the sequence, apart from the Anketell Sandstone, to be

essentially continuous, though we cannot deny the possibility of several

depositional hiatuses, as have been found in the sequence offshore (see Powsll,

1976). Firm evidence of depositional hiatus onshore is limited to the Langey

Crossing area (DERBY), where palynological examination of three borehole samples

from 7 m of section has given ages ranging from Kimmeridgian-Oxfordian to Middle

(?) Tithonian (B. Ingram, GSWA, pers. comm., 1978). This interval is character

ised by phosphatic sediments, which also suggest slow deposition.

Wallal Sandstone (Table 13)

The Wallal Sandstone is the name applied to a sequence of continental

to shallow-water marine sandstone, with minor conglomerate, siltstone, claystone

and lignite, at the base of the Canning Basin Jurassic-Cretaceous sequence; in

the study area it is known only from wells. It is conformably or disconformably

overlain by the Alexander Formation, ~nd where this is not recognised, the

Jarlemai Siltstone. Along the southwest margin of the basin, it is probably

overlain disconformably or unconformably by the continental Callawa Formation.

As the lithologies of the two units are similar, this contact has not been

recognised in drillholes or outcrop. Further away from the basin margin they

are separated by the Jarlemai Siltstone. For mapping purposes, it has been

assumed that the Wallal Sandstone is overlapped by the Callawa Formation, and

that there is no outcrop of the Wallal Sandstone along the basin margin.

The only known outcrops of Wallal Sandstone in the Canning Basin are

outside this study area in DERBY and MOUNT ANDERSON. Here, two members have

been mapped (Gibson & Crowe, in prep.), but these are recognised only in out

crop, not in the subsurface.

GSWA groundwater bore 9D (Leech, 1979) (PORT HEDLAND) bottomed in 5 m

of hard, non-marine claystone which has been dated as late Early(?) to Middle

Jurassic (J. Backhouse, GSWA, written communication, 1978). As all other palae

ontological determinations of the Wallal Sandstone in the immediate area

indicate a Late Jurassic (Oxfordi~n) age (J. Backhouse, written communications,

1974-76), it is possible that there is a hiatus betw~en this claystone and the

Wallal Sandstone. However, as little is known about the distribution and age of
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the claystone, it has been tentatively placed within the Wallal Sandstone.

Alexander Formation (rrable 14)

The Alexander Formation is a shallow-marine sandstone, with interbedded

siltstone and mudstone. The only known outcrops in the study area are in

McLARTY HILLS where it consists of ferruginised sandstone with abundant shelly

fossil casts in places. In petroleum exploration and stratigraphic wells, a

sequence of interbedded sandstone and mudstone with marine rnicrofauna, which

lies between the fine-grained Jarlemai Siltstone and the Callawa Formation, is

identified as Alexander Formation. This sequence, however, is not present in

some wells near the basin margin, or in GSWA groundwater bores (Leech, 1979) in

PORT HEDLAND and YARRIE. In these wells are bores, the Alexander Formation is

thought to be absent.

The Alex'.mder Formation is conformably overlain by the Jarlemai

Siltstone in MOUNT ANDERSON (Crowe & others, 1978), and micropalaeontological

determinations from petroleum exploration wells in the study area suggest this

relationship applies throughout the study area.

Jarlemai Siltstone (Table 15)

The Jarlemai Siltstone is a fine-grained deposit which was laid down at

the height of the Jurassic-Cretaceous transgression in the Canning Basin. It

crops out only in McLARTY HIL:yS in the study area, where it consists of

interh~daed very fine to fine-grained sandstone and mudstone, with ripple marks

and cross-bedding. This is in contrast to the type section on MOUNT ANDERSON,

which consists of massive (probably completely bioturbated) sandy mudstone with

rare beds of coarse sandstone (Crowe & others, 1978). However, ~e overall

variation and average grainsize of the formation in McLARTY HILLS is similar to

that at the type section, and it is possible that the type section would be

similar to the outcrops on McLARTY HILLS if it had not been bioturbated. The

outcrops in McLARTY HILLS have a similar white photo-pattern to the type

section.

The Jarlemai Siltstone has been recognised in most of the petroleum

exploration and stratigraphic drillholes in the study area. In these, it

consists of sandy mudstone~ mudstone, and fine to very fine silty saDdstone.

GSWA groundwater drilling in PORT HEDLAND and YARRIE (Leech, 1979) shows that

the Jarlemai Siltstone pinches out near the southwestern margin of the basin,

between the Callawa Fonnation and Wallal Sandstone. This may be due to depos

itional thinning, or it is possible that the Jarlemai Siltstone was eroded

before the continental Callawa Formation was deposited. The latter possibility

has been shown on the Port Hedland and Y~rrie Preliminary Edition sheets.
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Unit
Wallal Sandstone

Distribution

Map Symbol
Jl

Defined by

Table 13

McWhae in WAPET (1961a)

Present in the subsurface over almost all the Canning Basin in the
study area; generally absent near basin margins.

Lithology
Quartzose sandstone, with minor siltstone, conglomerate, claystone,

and lignite. Accessory pyrite, mica.

Facies Variation
None known in the area.

Thickness
Maximum known 402 m in WAPET

Munro 1 (Appendix 2,A19). 308 ill in 'type
section' (Appendix 2,A3).

~pe Section Localitf
BMR 4A WALLAL)

Stratigraphic Well, 279-587 m.
(MANDORA) •

Age and Criteria
Early ? to Late Jurassic (Oxfordian), based on pa.lynological

determinations from petroleum exploration, stratigraphic and groundwater wells.

Fossils
Palynomorphs, microfauna, fossil wood.

Relationships
Unconformably overlies Triassic and older rocks. Conformably or

disconformably overlain by Alexander Fomation "and Jarlemai Sil tstone. . Probably
unconfomably or disconformably overlain by Callawa Formation near the south-

;

west margin of the Canning Basin.

Subdivisions
None in study area.

Nature of Exposure
None in study area.

Remarks
5 m of late Early? to

Middle Jurassic hard non-marine
claystone at the base of GSWA
groundwater bore 9D; tentative
ly placed within Callawa
Formation. Generally an
excellent aquifer.
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Unit Map Symbol
Alexander Formation Ja

Distribution

Defined by

Table 14

Brunnschweiler, 1954

Present in the subsurface over much of the Cenning Basin in the
area; crops out in central McLARTY HILLS.

Lithology
Quartzose sandstone, interbedded siltstone and mudstone.

pyrite, glauconite, pebbles.
Accessory

Facies Variation
- Siltstone and mudstone sometimes absent. Contains pebbles of
ferruginous limestone in WAPET Thangoo 1.

Thickness
Ranges from 20 - 92 m.

Type Section Locality
At Mount Alexander

(MOUNT ANDERSON: Lat. 18°41 IS,
Long. 123 0 39' E) •

Age and Criteria
Late Oxfordian to Early Kimneridgian, based on macro- and micro

fossils from petroleum exploration wells and outcrop.

Fossils
Microflora, microfauna, belemnites, pelecypods, ostracods;

ammonites, brachiopods and ophiuroids found outside area.

Relationships
Conformably or disconformably overlies Wallal Sandstone conformably

overlain by Jarlemai Siltstone.

Subdivisions
None.

Nature of Exposure
Low hills and breakaways

in McLARTY HILLS. No other out
crops known in study area.

Unit Map Symbol
Alexander Formation Ja

Distribution

Defined by

Table 14

Brunnschweiler, 1954

Present in the subsurface over much of the Cenning Basin in the
area; crops out in central McLARTY HILLS.

Lithology
Quartzose sandstone, interbedded siltstone and mudstone.

pyrite, glauconite, pebbles.
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Thickness
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Subdivisions
None.

Nature of Exposure
Low hills and breakaways

in McLARTY HILLS. No other out
crops known in study area.



Unit
Jarlemai Siltstone

Distribution

Map Symbol Defined by

Table 15

Brunnschweiler (1954)

Crops out in eastern McLARTY HILLS; elsewhere it is present in the
subsurface over most of the Canning Basin in the study area.

Lithology
Very fine to fine sandstone with interbedded mudstone, ripple

marked and cross-bedded in outcrop in northeast McLARTY HILLS. Elsewhere,
glauconitic mudstone, sandy in places, minor sandstone.

Facies Variation
See above

Thickness
259 m thick in WAPET

Barlee 1. (Appendix 2,A8)

Type Section Locality
At Mt Jarlemai

(MOUNT ANDERSON: Lat. 18°43'S,
Long. 123 0 49 'E) •

Age and Criteria
Late Oxfordian to lowermost Cretaceous (?) - based on numerous

micropalaeontological determinations from petroleum exploration, stratigraphic
and groundwater wells, and macrofossils outside the area.

Fossils
Microfossils, pelecypods, belemnites, ammonites, brachiopods.

Relationships,
Conformably overlies Alexander Formation. Conformably overlain by

Broome Sandstone, Mowla Sandstone. Probably unconformably or disconformably
overlain by Callawa Formation.

Subdivisions
None.

Nature of Exposure
Mesas

in McLARTY HILLS.
exposures known in

Remarks

and breakaways
No other
study area.

Recognised in petroleum
exploration wells and water bores
over most of study area. Thins
towards depositional limits, and
pinches or is eroded out alon~

southwest margin of basin.
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Unit Map Symbol
Callawa Formation

Distribution

JKc

Table 16

Defined by
Reeves (1951); amended

by Traves & others (1956).

Occurs within 150 km of southwest margin of the Canning Basin on
PORT HEDLAND, YARRIE, ANKETELL and MANDORA.

Lithology
Very fine to coarse sandstone, conglomerate; cross-bedded; minor

siltstone.

Facies Variation
Conglomerate is commonest near the margin of the basin in YARRIE.

Thickness
At type.section, 52 m is

exposed; elsewhere 80 m +

Type Section Locality
At Callawa Hills

(YARRIE: Lat. 20 0 32'S, Long.
120 0 21 'E) •

Age and Criteria
Late Jurassic to Early Cretaceous. It overlies Jarlemai Siltstone

dated as Oxfordian to Kimmeridgian,and is laterally equivalent to the Broome
Sandstone, Parda Formation, and Frezier Sandstone, which may be as young as
Aptian. Plant fossils are Late Jurassic or Early Cretaceous (White in Veevers &
Wells, 1961).

Fossils
Plant Fossils.

Relationships
Unconformably overlies Paterson Formation and Precambrian basement;

Disconformably or unconformably overlies Wallal Sandstone and Jarlemai
Siltstone. Disconformably overlain by, and may be partly equivalent to Parda
Formation~ Partly equivalent to Broome Sandstone and Frezier Sandstone.

Subdivisions
None.

Nature of Exposure
Good exposure in

hills near southwest margin of
basin.

Remarks
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Elsewhere, the Jarlemai Siltstone (as used in this record) is overlain

by the Broome Sandstone and by Mowla Sandstone in McLARTY HILLS. We do not

recognise the Jowlaenga Formation (Brunnschweiler, 1957) as a valid unit - this

unit was originally defined to lie between the Broome Sandstone and Ja~lemai

Siltstone. This is discussed in Appendix r.
The contact between Broome Sandstone and Jarlemai Siltstone has not

been seen in outcrop. We consider that the Broome Sandstone is a shallow-water'

marine deposit, laid down as the sea which deposited the Jarlemai Siltstone

regressed. A conformable relationship is suggested.

Most fossil determinations (from outcrop and drilling) from the

Jarlemai Siltstone indicate a late Oxfordian to Kim~eridgian age, but the Broome

Sandstone has been tentatively dated as Neocomian (Playford & others, 1975).

However, as we now identify most outcrops of the 'Jowlaenga F9rmation' with the

Broome Sandstone, the Broome Sandstone may extend down into the Late Jurassic

(Skwarko, 1970, dated the 'Jowlaenga Formation' as latest Jurassic). In the

same general area, there is good evidence that the Jar~emai Siltstone eAtends up

into the Tithonian (Langey Crossing area on DERBY - Barry Ingram, GSWA, written

communication, 1978 - see also Crowe & others, 1978), and a date of uppermost

Jurassic or basal Cretaceous has been determined for the Jcrlemai Siltstone in

WAPET Parda 1 (WAPET, 1965a). Hence the possibility of conformity with the

Broome Sandstone is not ruled out by dating.

It is probable that the Jarlemai SiltstonejBroome Sandstone boundary is

time transgressive. It seems that the area of the Fitzroy Trough (see

Structural G901ogy) was a negative feature in the study area at this time, and

deposition of Jarlemai Siltstone may have continued in this area after the sea

had shallowed sufficiently to deposit Broome Sandstone in areas further to the

south.

Callawa Formation (Table 16)

The Callawa Formation crops out along the southwestern margin of the

Canning Basin. It is characterised by poorly sorted sandstone, with

conglomerate beds (Fig. 7), and is strongly cross-bedded (Fig. 8). Cross-beds

sets are usually trough-shaped and have been laid down by unidirectional

currents. Fine sandstone and siltstone suspension deposits are present in

places, and are in places bioturbateu. Large trace fossils up to 40 cm high and

10 cm wide are in places associated with the suspension deposits. The conglom

erate content of the formation generally decreases away from the edge of the

basin. Traves & others (1956) suggest that pebbles were eroded from what is now

the Paterson Formation, and reueposited nearby as Callawa Formation. Our field

work shows that conglomerate is most common in YARRIE, where Paterson
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Formation has been eroded, and we see no evidence to disprove Traves & others'

suggestion.

We consider the Callawa Formation to be a continental deposit, fluvial

near the basin margin, and possibly deltaic further to the northeast where it

passes. late~ally into the Broome Sandstone, though we have seen no evidence in

outcrop for deltaic deposits.

The Callawa Formation probably disconformably or unconformably overlies

the Jarlemai Siltstone, and is disconformably overlain by the Parda Formation.

It also appears to pass laterally into the Broome Sandstone and Frezier

Sandstone, which underlie and overlie the Parda Formation. These paradoxical

relationships can be explained if the Callawa Formation is regarded as a

marginal continental deposit of the Canning Basin, with deposition more or less

continuous from Broome Sandstone to Frezier Sandstone times. This explanation

requires the disconformity between the Parda Formation and Callawa Formation to

represent only a very short time gap during which the very top of the Callawa

Formation at that time was reworked by the transgressing Parda Formation sea.

Mowla Sandston~ (Table 17)

We have recognisl~d several outcrops of the Mowla Sandstone in McLARTY

HILLS. It conformably overlies the Jarlemai Siltstone, and consists of

scattered hill-cappings of ferruginised, medium to very coarse, poorly sorted

sandstone, with pebbles, granules, and clay-pellet conglomerate. Bedding is

partly obscured by the ferruginisation, but large-scale cross-bedding and ripple

marks are common. It is interpreted as a deltaic to fluvial deposit,

representing a regressional sequence after deposition of the fine-grained marine

Jarlemai Siltstone. Further west from McLARTY HILLS, the Jarlemai Siltstone is

overlain by the marine Broome Sandstone, and we conclude that the Mowla

Sandstone may be a continental equivalent to the Broome Sandstone in the area.

We also consider that the Mowla Sandstone may be equivalent to, or possibly even

once continuous with, the Frezier Sandstone which occurs to the south, as each

unit represents the final nhase of deposition after the Jurassic-Cretaceous

transgression.

Broome Sandstone (Table 18)

The Broome Sandstone is considered to be a shallow-marine sequence

deposited as the Jurassic-Cretaceous sea regressed from the Canning Basin. It

consists of fine to medium sandstone, with interbedded mudstone, and minor

conglomerate; most outcrops (on BROOME, PENDER and LA GRANGE) show strong cross

bedding, scour and fill structures (Fig. 9), ripple marks and bioturbation,
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Fig. 7. Conglomerate bed in Callawa Formation.

Shay Gap mine road, YARRIE. (BMR M/2185-9).

Fig. 8. Cross-bedded coarse sandstone and conglomerate in the

Callawa Formation, eastern PORT HEDLAIID. (BMR M/2185-6).

Fig. 7. Conglomerate bed in Callawa Formation.

Shay Gap mine road, YARRIE. (BMR M/2185-9).

Fig. 8. Cross-bedded coarse sandstone and conglomerate in the

Callawa Formation, eastern PORT HEDLAIID. (BMR M/2185-6).



Table 17

Unit
Mowla Sandstone

Distribution

Map Symbol
JKo

Defined by
Brunnschweiler
Guppy & others

(1954) and
(1958) •

Scattered outcrops confined to northeastern McLARTY HILLS; not
recognised in the subsurface.

Lithology
Coarse to very coarse sandstone; pebbly in places, granule and clay

pellet conglomerate; cross-bedded, ripple marked.

Facies Variation
None observed

Thickness
No section measured, but no

more than 10 m exposed in the area.

Age and Criteria
Tithonian to Aptian on the basis

with the Jarlemai Siltstone in MOUNT ANDERSON
is probably Tithonian in this area), and that
Aptian Frezier Sandstone.

Fossils
Plant fossils in MOUNT ANDERSON.

Type Section Locality
Near Mowla Bluff

(MOUNT ANDERSON: Lat. 18°49'20"S,
Long. 123 °38' 50" E) •

that it overlies and interfingers
(the top of the Jarlemai Siltstone
it appears to be equivalent to the

Relationships
Overlies and interfingers with Jarlemai Siltstone in

ANDERSON. Contact with Jarlemai Siltstone not seen in the area.
alent to Frezier Sandstone.

MOUNT
May be equiv-

Subdivisions Nature of Exposure
Ferruginised capp

ings on hills of Jarlemai
Sil tstone.

Remarks

Table 17

Unit
Mowla Sandstone

Distribution

Map Symbol
JKo

Defined by
Brunnschweiler
Guppy & others

(1954) and
(1958) •
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recognised in the subsurface.
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pellet conglomerate; cross-bedded, ripple marked.

Facies Variation
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Thickness
No section measured, but no
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is probably Tithonian in this area), and that
Aptian Frezier Sandstone.

Fossils
Plant fossils in MOUNT ANDERSON.
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Long. 123 °38' 50" E) •

that it overlies and interfingers
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MOUNT
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Unit
Broome Sandstone

Distribution

Map Symbol
Kb

Defined by

Table 18

REEVES (1951)

Crops out from Cape Leveque to MANDORA, and eastwards to the
western part of McLARTY HILLS; identified in most of the petroleum exploration
wells in the area.

Lithology
Sandstone, fine to medium; mudstone; minor conglomerate. Strongly

cross-bedded and ripple marked; bioturbated in places.

Facies Variation
- Massive lIludstone and sandy mud stone at Cape Barda considered to be

part 0f the Broome Sandstone.

Thickness
Ranges in thickness from

56 m in WAPET Thangoo 1 (Appendix 2,A6)
to 274 m in WAPET Tappers Inlet
(Appendix 2,A16) 1; 12 m exposed at
type section. Pinches out within
5 km outside northeast corner of study
area.

Type Section Locality
Gantheaume Point

(LA GRANGE: Lat. 17°58'30"S,
Long. 122°10'30"E).

Age and Criteria
Latest Jurassic to Aptian. It contains a Neocomian microflora and

Early Cretaceous plant and shelly fossils, and interfingers with or disconform
ably overlain by the overlying Aptian Melligo Sandstone.

Fossils
Microflora, plant f03sils, bivalves, dinosaur footprints.

Relationships
Conformably overlies the Jarlemai Siltstone, interfingers with the

overlying Melligo Sandstone, disconformably overlain by the Parda Formation and
Frezier Sandstone, grades laterally into the Callawa Formation.

Subdivisions Nature of Exposure
Good exposure in

coastal cliffs. Rare inland
exposures in small hills and
washaways.

Remarks
Includes the Leveque

Sandstone of Brunnschweiler
(1957), and part of Jowlaenga
Formation of Brunnschweiler
(1957).
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Kb
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Good exposure in
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Scour and fill structures in the Broome Sandstone

near Broome town jetty, LA GRANGE (Br1R 11/2185-19).
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Bioturbated poorly sorted medium sandstone of the Broome

Sandstone disconformably overlain by flat bedded and low angle

cross-bedded fine sandstone and granule conglomerate of the

Melligo Sandstone, Perpendicular Head area, PENDER (B~ffi 2220)
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Fig. 11. Silicified flat-bedded sandstone of the Melligo

Sandstone, Nellie Point, YAMPI (BMa M/2185-20).

Fig. 11. Silicified flat-bedded sandstone of the Melligo

Sandstone, Nellie Point, YAMPI (BMa M/2185-20).
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consistent with deposition by alternating direction (tidal) currents, and

p8riods of slack water. Outcrops along the west coast of the Dampier Peninsula

(originally assigned to the 'Jowlaenga Formation' by Brunnschweiler, 1957) are

strongly bioturbated. Fossils in the Brooma Sandstone, including those of

plants, and dinosaur footprints (at Gantheaume Point on BROOME), indicate

nearshore deposition; the sedimentary structures in the unit show that it is not

a continental deposit.

The Broome Sandstone passes gradationally up illto and interfil rs

with, and is in places disconformably overlain (Fig. 10) by, the Melligv

Sandstone, and probably passes laterally into the continental Callawa Formation

in the MUNRO-MANDORA area; there are no outcrops in this area of these units, so

the nature of the transition is not known.

We consider that the coarse sand8tone of the 'Leveque Sandstone' of

Brunnschweiler (1957) is part of the Broome Sandstone, as it has lithologies and

sedimentary structures similar to other outcrops of Broome Sandstone, and it is

not mappable as a unit away from its type section, which is only 9 m thick.

Melligo Sandstone (Table 19)

The Melligo Sandstone was originally defined and mapped in the Dampier

Peninsula, where the formation is a distinctive flat-bedded to low-angle cross

bedded, thin-bedded, well-sorted sandstone which shows parting lineation and is

usually silicified (Fig. 11). Heavy-mineral-rich laminae are present in places.

It overlies what was originally mapped as 'Jowlaenga Formation'. Our mapping

shows that it overlies the Broome Sandstone, and that the boundary is

conformable (interfingering and gradational) and, in places, disconformable

(Fig. 10). Brunnschweiler (1957) states that it is completely silicified, but

our mapping shows that this is not always true.

As well as recogllising the Melligo Sandstone where mapped by

Brunnschweiler in FENDER and YAMPI, we have recognised it in LA GRANGE (Cape

Gourdon area) and PENDER (Perpendicular Head area). At these localities, the

unit is not silicified, and it conformably and disconformably overlies the

Broome Sandstone; it has the same sedimentary structures as outcrops in the type

area and is also well sorted. It is thin (only a few metres) at these local

ities, but is still recognisable as a separate sedimentary unit.

We interpret the Melligo Sandstone to be a beach deposit bordering the

regressing sea in which the Broome Sandstone was deposited.

It contains the key Aptian fossil Fissilunula clarkei in the Dampier

Peninsula, but no fossils were found in the unit in LA GRANGE. We consider that

it may be a time-transgressive unit.
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Parda Formation (Table 20)

The Pards Formation has its type section at Parda Hill in LA GRANGE.

This was visited in 1977, but no outcrop attributable to the Parda Formation was

found. Most of the hill is covered with scree of fragments of silicified, fine

to medium, poorly sorted sandstone, which crops out at the very top of the hill,

and rare fragments of very thin-bedded, fissile, way bedded, very fine sandstone

and silty mudstone. However, at Stoney Hill, 2 km to the northeast, an outcrop

of Parda Formation was found about 4 m below the crest of the hill, which is

again capped by silicified sandstone (identified as Frezier Sandstone - see

below). The outcrop consists of thin-bedded, interbedded, very fine sandstone

and silty mudstone, similar to the rare fragments of fine-grained scree at Parda

Hill.

Although this lithology is very similar to that of the Jarlemai Silt

stone in McLARTY HILLS, WAPET Parda (WAPET, 1965a), 2 km east of Parda Hill,

confirmed that the Jarlemai Siltstone is at depth at this locality, and is

separated from the Parda Fonnation by the Broome Sandstone. The sandstone

overlying the Parda Formation as hill cappings in this area is identified as

Frezier Sandstone.

The sequence consisting of mudstone overlain by sandstone (as seen at

Stoney Hill), which is stratigraphically well above the Jarlemai Siltstone, can

be correlated in outcrop south into northwest ANKETELL, where the mudstone over

lies sandstone interpreted either as Callawa Formation or its equivalent, the

Broome Sandstone; the sequence of mudstone overlying Callawa Formation can be

correlated from ANKETELL across YARRIE into the very east of PORT HEDLAND. GSWA

groundwater drilling in PORT HEDLAND and YARRIE shows that the mudstone outcrops

in that area are separated from the Jar:.emai Sil tstone by the Callawa Formation:

hence we have no doubts in identifying the mudstone as Parda Formation.

Outcrops of mudstone in the Cape Gourdon area on LA GRANGE ~an also be

identified as Parda Formation. Here, the mudstone is overlain by Frezier

Sandstone (contact not seen) and disconformably overlies a sequence interpreted

to be Broome Sandstone overlain by Melligo Sandstone. An outcrop at Cape

Gourdon (Figs. 12 & 13) shows suspension deposits of the Parda Formation filling

a channel about 10-15 m wide and 5 m deep cut into the Melligo Sandstone. 1~e

long axis of the channel is orientated slightly west of north, and the floor

dips to the north. Hence, the Parda Formation disconformably overlies the

Melligo Sandstone at this locality. Two kilometres northeast of this outcrop,

the Melligo Sandstone is overlain by the Frezier Sandstone; the Parda Formation

is absent - either not deposited here, or eroded before the Frezier Sandstone

was deposited.
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Parda Formation (Table 20)
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lies sandstone interpreted either as Callawa Formation or its equivalent, the
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correlated from ANKETELL across YARRIE into the very east of PORT HEDLAND. GSWA

groundwater drilling in PORT HEDLAND and YARRIE shows that the mudstone outcrops

in that area are separated from the Jar:.emai Sil tstone by the Callawa Formation:

hence we have no doubts in identifying the mudstone as Parda Formation.

Outcrops of mudstone in the Cape Gourdon area on LA GRANGE ~an also be

identified as Parda Formation. Here, the mudstone is overlain by Frezier

Sandstone (contact not seen) and disconformably overlies a sequence interpreted

to be Broome Sandstone overlain by Melligo Sandstone. An outcrop at Cape

Gourdon (Figs. 12 & 13) shows suspension deposits of the Parda Formation filling

a channel about 10-15 m wide and 5 m deep cut into the Melligo Sandstone. 1~e
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Melligo Sandstone at this locality. Two kilometres northeast of this outcrop,

the Melligo Sandstone is overlain by the Frezier Sandstone; the Parda Formation

is absent - either not deposited here, or eroded before the Frezier Sandstone
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Melligo Sandstone
Map Symbol

Km
Defined by

Table 19

Brunnschweiler (1957)
McWhae & others (1958).

Distribution
Northern part of Dampier Peninsula (PENDER,

along coast as far south as Gourdon Bay (LA GRANGE).
recognised in any petroleum exploration wells.

YAMPI); present in places
The unit has not been

Litholog;y
Fine to medium well-sorted quartz sandstone; commonly silicified; rich

in heavy minerals in places; rare pebbles. Planar bedded to very low angle
cross-bedded.

Facies Variation
None observed.

Thickness
No section measured; ranges

from 2 to 20 m.

Type Section Localit;y
1ype area at Melligo

Creek (PENDER: Lat. 16°34'S,
Le-ng.122°56'E)

Age and Criteria
Aptian; contains key Aptian fossil Fissilunula clarkei.

Fossils
Bivalves and belemnites described by Brunnschweiler (1957) and Skwarko

(1970) • •

Relationships
Brunnschweiler (1957) reports the basal contact to be erosional but at

Dampier Hill on DERBY, and One Arm Point (YAMPI), the Melligo Sandstone inter
fingers with the underlying Broome Sandstone. The Parda Formation disconform
ably overlies the Melligo Sandstone, apparently with little time break.

Subdivisions Nature of Exposure
Silicified hill

cappings inland.

Remarks
Identification based

on good ~orting and planar
bedding.
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Unit
Parda Formation

Distribution

Map Symbol
Kp

Defined by

Table 20

Lindner & Drew in McWhae
& others (1958)-

Crops out along the coast near Gourdon Bay (LA GRANGE), and as small
hills in southern LA GRANGE, western MUNRO, western ANKETELL and northern ~ARRIE

Lithology
Mudstone, fine sandstone, thin bedded, wavy bedding.

Facies Variation
None observed.

Thickness /
No section measured; ranges in

thickness from 1 to 30 m.

Type Section Locality
Parda Hill (LA

GRANGE: Lat. 18°56'10"S, Long
121 °59 '20"E).

Age and Criteria
Aptian (?) as it underlies the Aptian (?). Frezier Sandstone, and

overlies the Aptian Melligo Sandstone and Neocomian to Aptian Broome Sandstone.

Fossils
Rare indeterminate bivalves fo.und a6 Mt Phire.

Relationships
Disconformably (?) overlain by the Frezier Sar~dstone; disconformably

overlies the Mellig? Sandstone, Broome Sandstone, and Callawa Formation.

Subdivisions Nature of Exposure
Well exposed in

small hills and mesas.

Remarks
Exposures often

capped by pisolitic laterite
formed in situ from the Parda
Fo rmation •
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F'igo 12. Interbedded rnudstone and rippled very fine sandstone of the
Broome Sandstone, gradationally overlain by flat-bedded fine
sandstone of the ]V[elligo Sandstone, disconforrnably overlain
by suspension deposits of the Parda Formation, occupying a
5 ID deep channel cut into Melligo Sandstone. Cape Gourdon ,
LA GRANGE (m,m ~V2184-12).

Closer view of channel infill of Farda Formation shown in
Plate 6. (moJ( 1-[/2184-11) 0
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Fig. 14. Joints in Parda Formation in MUNRO. Hill is capped

with Frezier Sandstone. (BMa M/2184-25).

Fig. 15. Closeup of joint

shown in Fig. 14 (above),

showing joint infilling of

fine sandstone (core), and

ferruginous mudstone.

(BflIR N/2184-23).
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ferruginous mudstone.

(BflIR N/2184-23).
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In YARRIE, the Parda Formation disconformably overlies the Callawa

Formation.

About 20 km south of WAPET Willara 1, prominent joints occur in the

Parda Formation (Fig. 14). These joints have a core of fine sandstone,

sandwiched between hard ferruginous mudstone (Fig. 15).

The Parda Fonaation is a suspension deposit, laid down in quiet 'water

conditions. The regressive sequence, from Jarlemai Siltstone (in the sub

surface) through the shallow-marine Broome Sandstone and the beach deposits of

the Melligo Sandstone on LA GRANGE, indicates that the Parda Formation could be

a lagoonal deposit, laid down behind (and hence over) beach deposits of the

Melligo Sandstone. However, in YARRIE and PORT HEDLAND, it overlies the

continental Callawa Formation. The ertent and uniformity of the Parda Formation

suggest it is a marine or lagoonal deposit, although only rare fossils have been

found in it (at Mount Phire on MUNRO - unidentifiable bivalves).

We conclude that the Parda Formation represents a marine transgression

which occurred only in the southwestern Canning Basin; this transgression took

place, possibly owing to local downwarpin~ of the southwestern Canning Basin,

probably at a time when the sea was regressing, from the area further to the

north.

The age of the Parda Formation is probably Aptian, as it underlies the

Frezier Sandstone which has tentatively been dated as Aptian, and overlies the

Melligo Sandstone which in the Dampier Peninsula is definitely Aptian. However,

the Melligo Sandstone could be older in the -LA GRANGE area, and hence the Parda

Formation could also be older.

Frezier Sandstone (Table 21)

The exposures of Frezier Sandstone, as mapped by Veevers & Wells

(1961), are confined mainly to the coastline between Cape Villaret and Cape

Frezier (LA GRANGE). It was also identified by those authors in the interval

40.8 to 182.6 m (134 to 599 ft) in WAPET Samphire Marsh 1 and 30.5 to 105.5 m

(100-346 ft) in BMR Wallal 4 & 4A. These intervals have now been reassigned

to the Broome Sandstone (Gorter & others, 1979).

Mapping during the 1977 field season has extended the term Frezier

Sandstone to cover numerous outcrops on MUNRO, ANKETELL, and JOANNA SPRING where

it has been identified in outcrop and by its black tone on the aerial

photographs. In places, outcrops of Frezier Sandstone form anastomosing low

ridges (Fig. 16). The Emeriau Sandstone (Brunnschweiler, 1957) defined from

Pender Bay, occupies the same stratigraphic position as, and is lithologically

similar to, the Frezier Sandstone.
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The poorly sorted nature of the rock Rnd the presence of abundant

large-scale trough cross-bedding with basal conglomeratp. lenses and associated

current ripple marks suggest deposition in a fluviatile environment, probably in

channels.

The overall coarsening upwards of the sequence in the southern part of

the area suggests a deltaic environment. This is supported by the repetition of

the cycles at Karrobridal Hill. The textural and compositional immaturity of

the rock indicates that it was originally laid down by currents, but the lack of

current-generated structures in the rock and presence of bioturbation suggest

that it has been reworked. Where vertical burrows only are present the

reworking may be due to pedogenic processes. This unit is probably considered

to be a basinward equivalent facies of the Callawa Formation, which has had its

original st~uctures destroyed by pedogenic processes.

In summary, we believe that the Frezier Sandstone in the southern part

of the area was deposited by a delta which debouched into the shallow sea or

lagoon in which the Parda Formation was formerly deposited.

Emeriau Sandstone (Table 22)

Exposures of this sandstone unit are confined to BROOME and PENDER.

The Emeriau Sandstone defined from Pender Bay occupies the same stratigraphic

position as, and is litho logically similar to, the Frezier Sandstone. The large

distance between the exposures of Frezier Sandstone and the Emeriau Sandstone is

probably due to erosion in the Roebuck Bay area rather than non-deposition in

that area.

Brunnschweiler (1957) dated the Emeriau Sandstone as Tertiary from

general considerations, and equated it with the Pender Bay .Conglomerate.

However, in our opinion the Fender Bay Conglomerate cannot be equated with the

Emeriau Sandstone because the latter is a lithified rock unit, whereas the

Pender Bay Conglomerate is not only an unconsolidated regolith but also contains

reworked boulders of Emeriau Sandstnne. Therefore, we consider it to be of

Cretaceous age.

The poor sorting and the cross-bedding of the rock indicate that the

Emeriau Sandstone was probably laid down in a fluvial environment.

Anketell Sandstone (Table 23)

The common occurrence of the trace fossil Rhizocorallium is consistent

with a shallow-marine to intertidal environment (Veevers, 1962). The small

scour-and-fill structures and the bioturbated zones are features of shallow

water sediments deposited in a tidal zone.

The thin sequence of mudstone and fine sandstone suggests a calm sea

possibly a relatively low-lying landmass which contributed fine clastic detritus

during this phase of deposition. The coarse clastic phase may represent

deposition in channels.
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Unit
Frezier Sandstone

Map Symbol
Kf

Defined by

Table 21

Lindner & Drew (in McWhae
& others, 1958, p: 108).

Distribution
The unit crops out widely as isolated hills in southern LA GRANGE,

MUNRO, ANKETELL, western JOANNA SPRING, and southwest McLARTY HILLS.

Lithology
Consists of poorly sorted medium-fine grained quartz wacke ranging up

CO very coarse and granular quartz wacke with angular grains; granular and
pebble conglomerate; very poorly bedded and very ferruginized; large scale
trough and planar crossbedding with sets containing granular conglomerate bases;
minor bioturbated mudstone beds. At Karrobridal Hill (MUNRO), below this cross
bedded unit, is a poorly to moderately sorted fine to medium-grained quartz
wacke-quartz arenite, intensively bioturbated. In areas where no bioturbation
is present, this sequence is yellow-brown, laminated to thin-bedded with some
ripple-marks, and numerous vertical burrows (1 cm x 6 cm). In some outcrops,
the unit is a feldspathic wacke. On ANKETELL and southern MUNRO, this non
ferruginized finer grained facies in interbedded with the mudstone sequence of
Parda Formation.

Facies Variation
A lower, fine-grained, burrowed facies and an upper coarse-grained

crossbedded facies are known. The fine-grained facies is more common in the
southern part of the area, and is not recognised in coastal outcrops.

Thickness
About 15 m is exposed.

Type Section Locality
Cape Frezier (LA

GRANGE: Lat. 18 0 52' 09" S, Long.
121 036 '18"E) •

Age and Criteria
Early Cretaceous (possibly Aptian) based on rare fossils (Dickins in

Veevers & Wells, 1961), and on the age of the underlying Broome Sandstone.

Fossils
Rare bivalve Pseudavicula papyracea collected by Veevers & Wells (1961)

near the La Grange Telegraph Station. Additional fossils found in 1977 on
MUNRO and JOANNA SPRING but no identification of them was possible.

Relationships
The lower boundary with the Parda Formation is thought to be iscon

formable. It also rests disconformably on the Melligo Sandstone near Cspe
Gourdon (LA GRANGE). On southern ANKET~LL, it grades vertically and laterally
into the Callawa Formation. The unit is disconformably overlain by Anketell
Sandstone on ANKETELL and JOA~~A SPRING~ In the north, it is overlain by
Quaternary deposits.

Subdivisions
Upper coarse-grained, cross

bedded and conglomeratic quartz wacke
and arenite.

Lower fine to medium grained
planar-bedded, burrowed quartz waeke
with minor feldspathic war-ke.

Nature of Exposure
Forms small, black

hills with scree slopes.

Remarks
See text regarding

nomenclature.

Unit
Frezier Sandstone

Map Symbol
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Defined by

Table 21
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Unit
Emeriau Sandstone

Map Symbol
Ke

Defined by

Table 22

Brunnschweiler (1957)

Distribution
The unit is confined to hills in northern BROOME at Carnot Peak, and

Kings Peak, and on the coast at Emeriau Point on PENDER.

Lithology
Consists of poorly sorted, medium-grained quartz sandstone and minor

conglomerate with matrix of iron oxides; cross-bedded.

Facies Variation

Type Section Locality
Emeriau Point

(PE~PER: Lat. 16°46'S, Long.
122°34 'E).

Age and Criteria
Cretaceous; overlies Early Cretaceous Broome Sandstone and litholog

ically similar to Frezier Sandstone.

Fossils
None.

Relationships .
It rests disconformably on Broome Sandstone at Emeriau Point; its top

is eroded.

Subdivisions
None.

Nature of Exposure
Forms conical hills

which are black on the aerial
photos.

Remarks
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Fig. 16. Anastomosing ridges (of uncertain origin) of Frezier

Sandstone, disconformably (?) overlain by

Anketell Sandstone low hills, (right centre),

northeastern ANKETELL. (BMR M/2184-31).

Fig. 16. Anastomosing ridges (of uncertain origin) of Frezier

Sandstone, disconformably (?) overlain by

Anketell Sandstone low hills, (right centre),

northeastern ANKETELL. (BMR M/2184-31).



Unit
Anketell Sandstone

Map Symbol
Ka

Defined by

Table 23

Traves & others (1956)

Distribution
Occurs on the surface in central ANKETELL, in southern and eastern

JOANNA SPRING~ and northern PATERSON RANGE.

Lithology
Fine sandstone and mudstone interbedded with coarse-grained quartz

wacke and minor granule conglomerate. The coarser grained units form large
lenticular units or beds which are poorly sorted and thin-bedded. The finer
sediments are laminated to thin-bedded. The contacts between the coarse and
fine parts are sharp, although some scour-and-fill structures are present.
Bioturbation is common in places.

Facies Variation
None observed.

Thickness
No complete section

~easured; probably no thicker
than 50 m.

Type Section Locality
A hill 25.7 km east

of Lake Auld. (TABLETOP: Lat.
22°08'S, Long. 120 0 20'E)

Age and Criteria
Foraminifera indicate an Early Cretaceous age (Traves & others, 1956).

In the west, it is younger than Fre7.ier Sandstone (which, by superposition, is
Aptian), but to the east it may be as young as the Bejah Claystone, but no older
than the Samuel Formation (Towner & others, 1976).

Fossils
Rare indeterminate brachiopod ? found during present survey. Trace

fossil, Rhizocorallium, abundant in the unit. Wood fragments are also common.
Arenaceous foraminifera occur (Crespin in Traves & others, 1956).

Relationships
Disconformable on Frezier Sandstone and Callawa Formation; unconform

able on Paterson Fonnation. Top is eroded.

Subdivisions Nature of Exposure
Exposed in mesas

along edge of Rn eroded plateau,
and as isolated hills.

Remarks
The exposures on

MUNRO identified by Veevers &
Wells (1961) are now mapped as
Parda Formation.

Unit
Anketell Sandstone

Map Symbol
Ka

Defined by

Table 23

Traves & others (1956)

Distribution
Occurs on the surface in central ANKETELL, in southern and eastern

JOANNA SPRING~ and northern PATERSON RANGE.

Lithology
Fine sandstone and mudstone interbedded with coarse-grained quartz

wacke and minor granule conglomerate. The coarser grained units form large
lenticular units or beds which are poorly sorted and thin-bedded. The finer
sediments are laminated to thin-bedded. The contacts between the coarse and
fine parts are sharp, although some scour-and-fill structures are present.
Bioturbation is common in places.

Facies Variation
None observed.

Thickness
No complete section

~easured; probably no thicker
than 50 m.

Type Section Locality
A hill 25.7 km east

of Lake Auld. (TABLETOP: Lat.
22°08'S, Long. 120 0 20'E)

Age and Criteria
Foraminifera indicate an Early Cretaceous age (Traves & others, 1956).

In the west, it is younger than Fre7.ier Sandstone (which, by superposition, is
Aptian), but to the east it may be as young as the Bejah Claystone, but no older
than the Samuel Formation (Towner & others, 1976).

Fossils
Rare indeterminate brachiopod ? found during present survey. Trace

fossil, Rhizocorallium, abundant in the unit. Wood fragments are also common.
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Relationships
Disconformable on Frezier Sandstone and Callawa Formation; unconform

able on Paterson Fonnation. Top is eroded.

Subdivisions Nature of Exposure
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along edge of Rn eroded plateau,
and as isolated hills.

Remarks
The exposures on

MUNRO identified by Veevers &
Wells (1961) are now mapped as
Parda Formation.



Unit Map Symbol
Lake George Beds KTg

Defined by

Table 24

Crowe & Towner (1976b)

Distribution
Occur in two small areas in western JOANNA SPRING.

Lithology
Composed of fine to

conglomerate, poorly sorted.
structures developed. It is

Facies Variation
None observed.

coarse grained quartz wacke and granule
Strongly silicified 7 hexagonal pipe-like

massive and unbedded.

Thickness
About 2 m thick in western

JOANNA SPRING.

Type Section Locality
8 km southeast of

Helen Hill (TABLETOP: Lat.
22°50'00"S, Long. 123°42'55"E).

Age and Criteria
Probably Cretaceous to Early Tertiary on the basis that it overlies

Early Cretaceous rocks.

Fossils
No age-diagnostic fossils are known.

Relationships
Overlles Anketell Sandstone unconformably? To the south of area, the

contacts are locally gradational (Towner & others, 1976). Is capped by
laterite.

Subdivisions
None.

Nature of Exposure
Forms low isolated,

silicified rises.

Remarks
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In summary, the Anketell Sandstone was probably deposited in a

nearshore environment.

CRETACEOUS TO TERTIARY

Lake George Beds (Table 24)

The poor exposure of the Lake George Beds in the area does not allow an

interpretation of the depositional environment to be made. However, Towner &
others (1976) believe that, farther to the south, the unit may have been

dep0sited as an alluvial overbank deposit which subsequently has been deeply

weathered and which may have been partially reworked in a soil profile.

TERTIARY(?)

Borda Sandstone (Table 25)

The Borda Sandstone is only known to crop out at Cape Borda, on PENDER.

Brunnschweiler (1957) states that it overlies the 'Pender Bay Conglomerate', but

our observations show that at Cape Borda a sequence of poorly sorted consoli

dated sandstone and minor mudstone, passing down into a basal pebble conglom

erate (ferruginous sandstone clasts), disconformably overlies massive mudstone

and sandy mudstone. The upper unit is the Borda Sandstone, and the lower is

tentatively identified as part of the Broome Sandstone.

We consider the disconformity to represent a major time break, as the

Emeriau Sandstone is missing, and the pebbles in the basal conglomerate of the

Borda Sandstone are identified as being derived from the Emeriau Sandstone.

Hence we have given the Borda Sandstone a Tertiary(?) age.

Little can be said on the origin of the Borda Sandstone. It may be a

local continental deposit, laid down in a valley in the Cape Borda area.

CAINOZOIC

Oakover Beds (Table 26)

The Oakover Beds were originally defined by Maitland (1904) and

referred to as 'Beds' by Traves & others (1956), McWhae & others (1958), and

Playford & others (1975). Noldart & Wyatt (1962) use 'Formation' but no grounds

for upgrading the unit were given. Hence, the name Oakover Beds is used in this

Record.

Outcrops of the unit cover a large part of the floor of the Oakover and

Nullagine River Valleys (YARRIE and NULLAGINE).
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On NULLAGINE, Noldart & Wyatt (1962) have stated that 'a thin bed of

ferruginous pisolite ironstone gravel often containing limonitic concretions

occurs at the base of the beds in several localities and may represent the basal

member of the formation. The gravel is similar in all re3pects to the ferrug

inous pisolitic ironstone deposits forming higher level capping in other local

ities, and is probably related to the deposition of those beds.'

The Oakover Beds were probably deposited in a lacustrine environment,

the lake being formed by post-Cretaceous blockage of the Oakover River. The

fine-grained sediments deposited were rich in calcium and magnesium. The

climatic conditions that were prevalent at that time were such that evaporation

greatly exceeded precipitation and this resulted in a thin zone of caliche

forming at the top of the sequence due to calcification of the carbonate-rich

sediments. Deep weathering has resulted in the upper part of the profile

becoming chalcedonic.

In summary, the Oakover Beds were laid down in a lacustrine environment

under continental conditions.

Poondano Formation (Table 27)

The Poondano Formation consists of pisolitic limonite and goethite

deposits preserved as hill-cappings overlying Callawa Formation and older rocks

along what are thought to be remnants of Tertiary drainage channels. Fragments

of wood are locally abundant in the formation. De la Hunty (1962) showed that

these deposits are sufficie~tly rich in iron to be considered as a source of

iron ore.

Harms & Morgan (1964) consider the Poondano Formation to be equivalent
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channels.

Veevers & Wells (1961) favoured a Mesozoic age for the Poondano
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\ .

while Playford & others (1975) believe it to be Cainozoic, perhaps late Tertiary

or Pleistocene. Overall, its position in the landscape and its stratigrHphic

position point to a Tertiary age.
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Unit
Borda Sandstone

Map Symbol
Tb

Defined by

Table 25

Brunnschweiler (1957)

Distribution
Cape Borda (PENDER) only.

Lithology
Poorly sorted, poorly consolidated sandstone, minor mudstone, basal

conglomerate.

Facias Variation
None observed.

Thickness
5m

Tj{pe Section Locality
Cape Borda

(FENDER: Lat. 16°41 '06'S, Long.
122°44 '42"E).

Age and Criteria
Tertiary (?), as it contains clasts of the Cretaceous Emeriau

Sandstone.

Fossils--- None.

Relationships
Disconformably overlies Broome Sandstone (major time break). Top

eroded 0

Subdivisions
None.

Nature of Exposure
Good exposure at

Cape Bord,q.

Remarks
Local continental

(valley fill?) deposit.
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Unit
Oakover Beds

Map Symbol
'ro

Defined by

'rabie 26

Maitland (1904)
Noldart & Wyatt (1962)

Distribution
Outcrops along the centre of the Oakover River Valley (YARRIE and

NULLAGINE). Large expanses of calcrete which are possibly part of the Oakover
Beds crop out at the same level as the sand plain east of Isabella Range
(YARRIE), which is at the same level as the mesa tops in the Oakover Valley.

Lithology
Calcareous sandstone containing limestone breccia and silica nodules,

with ferruginous concretions and pisolitic ironstone (Traves & others 1956);
capped by white to brown, vuggy, horizontally banded, silicified limestone,
chalcedony and common opal.

Facies Variation
None observed.

Thickness
No section measured; ranges

from 5 to 30 m thick (McWhae & other~
1958; Playfo rd & 0 thers, 1975).

Type Section Locality
None defined -

type area is Oakover River Valley
YARRIE.

Age and Criteria
Probably Late Tertiary - the presence of reworked pisolitic ironstone

indic~tes a post-laterite formation age (the lateritic deposits of Western
Austr~lia are generally considered to be of Oligocene-Miocene age).

Fossils
Undiagncstic ustracods are recorded from the formation (Lloyd, 1963).

Relationships
Overlies unconformably the Protero zoic Cara wine "Do +oq ':1..'1d the

Permian Paterson Formation. The top of Oakcver Beds is erou._

Subdivisions
None attempted.

Nature of Expo~~re

F'Orl'lS flat -topped
ridges. The u~p~r silic5fied
part is well exposed, bllt the
underlying sediments arn ve ....y
soft and weather 8a8iiy.

Remarks
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Unit Map Symbol
Poondano Formation

Distribution
Western PORT HEDLAND

Tp

Table 27

Defined by
Lindner & Drew in
McWhae & others-r19~:"8)

Lithology
Pisolitic limonite and goethite.

Facies Variation
None observed.

Th-- ck,less
8 m

Type Section Locality
No type section.

"Type locality" is Poondano Well
area, PORT HEDLAND.

~:md Criteria
Tertiary - unconformably overlies Callawa Formation, but is strongly

eroded.

Fossils
Petrified wood.

Relationships
Unconformably overlies Callctwa Formation and Precambrian rocks.

Subdivisions
None

Nature of Exposure
Ridge cappings.

Remarks
Probably a chemical

sedimentary deposit.
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Unit Nap Symbo1
Bossut Formation Qcb

Table 28

Defined by
Lindner in WAPET (1961a)

Distribution
The unit r-r:-ops out discontinuously along all the coastline in the study

area. In the subsurface it occurs in WAPET Samphire Marsh 1, BMR Wallal 4,
WAPET Chirup 1. The unit may extend seawards.

Lithology
Composed of fine to coarse-grained quart z calcaren:'. te, ooli te, and

calcilutite. Large scale trough crossbedding and minor planar crossbedding is
common.

Facies Variation
Includes aeolian dune, beach ridge, and marginal marine deposits.

Thickness
Maximum measured thickness

is 33m in WAPET Samphire Marsh 1
(Appendix 2, A4) •

~e Section Locality
Coastal area near

Wallal Station (Traves & others,
1956, p.33).

Age and Criteria
No age determinations have been made of fauna within the unit. As the

formation overlies lateritized Aptian sediments and is itself unlateritized, the
age is probably Quaternary, as it is still being deposited in places.

Fossils
The formation contains a varied fauna of fragmented and complete

forams, and molluscs which ill places are so plentiful as to form coquini te
(Veevers & Wells, 1961; Henderson & others, 1963).

Relationships
In WAPET Samphire

overlies Broome Sandstone;
surficial deposits.

Subdivisions
None attempted.

Marsh 1, Chir~p 1, & BMR Wallal 4, the formation
the unit is overlain by Quaternary sands and

Nature of Exposure
Well cemented rocks

form coastal cliffs and reefs.

Remarks
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37.

The Poondano Formation was originally defined to include 'unsorted

silty kaolinitic quartz sandstone' which underlies the limonite in some

deposits. However, this sandstone was identified as Callawa Formation during

the 1977 field mapping program. Hence it is proposed that the term Poondano

Formation be used only for the pisolitic limonite deposits.

Bossut Formation (Table 28)

The name Bossut Formation was first used by Traves & others (1956,

p. 33) for sand that has been 'washed into low irregular coastal dunes that have

been cemented with lime to form a 'Coastal Limestone' composed of quartz and

fragmentary marine shells.' It was formally defined by Lindner in WAPET

( 1961 a) •

According to Lindner, the formation is a shore-line deposit and

includes lithified dunes and beach and offshore bar deposits. It underlies

Holocene silt and sand of the tidal flats, and fills in valleys and irregular-:

ities eroded in the pre-Pleistocene topography. It is believed to underlie the

samphire-covered sal t marsh. J

The use of the term Bossut Formation has been expanded in this report

to cover the units 'Chimney Rock Oolite' and 'North Head Limestone' (nomenclat

ure of Brunnschweiler, 1957). These latter units are considered to be local

facies of the Bossut Formation.

Extensive beach ridges occur along the coast line from just north of

Broome (BROOME) to Cape Keraudren (PORT HEDLAND). They are patchily developed

on PENDER. From the aerial photograp~s, these ridges can be divided into a well

defined group near the coast and more subdued ridges inland. These beach ridges

have also been included in the Bossut Formation.

The older group are low, rounded ridges partly covered by shrubs and

vegetation. The younger group, best (~eveloped along Eighty Mile Beach, have

well-defined ridge crests, and have a cover of small shrubs and grass and lack

deflation features. Some appear to be still forming. The beach ridges range in

height from 2 to 5 m above sea level. The intervening swales are covered with

grass and some contain small claypans. The ridges are composed of quartzose

sand, calcarenite, or oolite and in places have an abundance of shells. Large

scale crossbedding is present.,

The Bossut Formation is considered to be a local equivalent of the

Tamala Limestone (formerly Coastal Limestone) of the Perth and Carnarvon

Basins~

From the lithological descl'.ption and the abundant presence of marine

sl1ells, the Bossut Formation is considered to have been deposited in and

adjacent to a shallow sea which covered a narrow strip along the present

coastline.
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Alluvium (Qa)

Surface deposits of alluvium composed of sand, silt, and gravel occupy

a small area as there are only a few creeks and streams present. In the central

part of the area, namely MUNRO, McLARTY HILLS, JOANNA SPRING, and ANKETELL,
i

alluvium is confined mainly to small washout fans where small creeks drain

breakways, and to small claypans.

On PORT HEDLAND, this unit forms the extensive plains of the De Grey

River, and fills creek channels on the eastern side of Throssell Range (PATERSON

RANGE) •

In the north of the area, narrow strips of alluvium occur along the

small creeks which drain into Cygnet, Pender, and Beagle Bays (PENDER); a broad

area of alluvium occurs in the vicinity of Beagle Bay Mission; narrow areas

occur along Deep Creek, Fraser River, and Baske~ville Creek and its tributaries

(BROOME) •

On LA GRANGE, small patches of alluvium are present near La Grange

Aboriginal Mission, near Thangoo Homestead, and near the northern boundary of

that Sheet area. An extensive area of alluvium occurs surrounding a large

claypan in southern central MANDORA; areas too small to map at the 1:250 000

scale are present in the extensive supratidal flats.

A Quaternary age is assigned to these deposits on the basis of super-,

position because they are still being formed at present.

Alluvial black soil suspension deposits (Qb) of clay and silt occur

near intermittent watercourses. These deposits often have heave (gilgai)

structures.

Calcrete (Czk)

The use of the term calcrete for the accumulations of carbonate in

soils and near-surface roc~s follows the terminology of Goudie (1972) who

defined it as follows: 'calcrete is a term for terrestrial materials composed

dominantly but not exclusively of calcium carbonate which occurs in states

ranging from powdery and nodular to highly indurated, and involves the cement

ation of, ~~01lmulation in, and/or replacement of, greater o~ lesser quantities

of soil, rock or weathered material primarily within the vadose zone.'

Calcrete crops out at the level of the plain over about 15 percent of

PATERSON RANGE and there are minor exposures on YARRIE, PORT HEDLAND, MANDORA,

ANKETELL, and JOANNA SPRING. Its distribution on PATERSON RANGE follows the

low-lying country around Lake Waukarlycarly and Lake Dora, a palaeodrainage that

connects the two lakes, and another drainage between Thr0~sell and Paterson

Ranges.
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The calcrete consists of homogenous and earthy, or rubbly, nodular,

massive, friable to highly indurated limestone, partly replaced by veins of

chalcedony. Brecciation, probably caused by solution and/or dessication, is a
..

common feature. Clastic material occurs both scattered and in some places

concentrated in beds and lenses. Cavities are common in the valley calcrete,

and the hummocky' surfaces of the calcrete outcrops in places show karst features

such as sink holes. In thin section, calcrete is seen to consist of angular

fragments of calcareous mudstone and interstitial quartz grains cemented by

calcite (Chin & Hickman, 1977).

The thickness of the unit is difficult to estimate because its base is

rarely exposed, but in many places, particularly in valleys, it may exceed 5 m.

Calcrete deposits of fluvial origin lie unconformably on Palaeozoic and

Precambrian rock units.

Calcrete can fGrm under semi-arid to arid conditions, and some is

pedogenic, particularly where overlying Ca-rich bedrock. The calcrete in the

trunk valleys of relict drainage systems however, such as in the western Canning

Basin, probably derived its carbonate from run-off and groundwater and

ultimately from Ca-bearing bedrock and rainwater. Sanders & Hartley (1971)

concluded that most of the valley calcrete formed by precipitation of CaCO
3

from carbonate-saturated groundwater. The CaCO cements, partly or wholly
3

replaces, and also pushes apart the colluvial/alluvial sediments in which it is...

precipi ta ted.

Lake deposits (Ql)

Most of the lake deposits occur in the southern and the central part of

the area. They form the surface of Lake Waukarlycarly, Lake Dora, and other

small saline pans in the vicinity of these two lakes on PATERSON RANGE, the

numerous small claypans on southwest McLARTY HILLS, in central MUNRO around

Munda Claypan and Cudalgarra Claypan, and a large claypan north of Radi Hills on

MANDORA.

The deposits are clay and silt, with lesser amounts of sand and gravel

made up of laterite and bedrock fragments. Sorting is mostly poor. The

surfaces of the claypans exhibit dessication cracks. The salt lakes are mostly

covered with a thin salt crust. Authigenic gypsum is present in the salt

lakes.

The lake deposits disconformably to unconformably overlie duricrust and

bedrock. Laterally, the deposits grade into alluvial valley-fill sediments.

Gypsiferous dune deposits, derived from surficial lake sediments, fringe some of

the salt lakes.

The thickness of these deposits cannot be accurately estimated but they

may be in the order of several tens of metres.
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A Quaternary age is assigned to the~e. deposits on the basis of super

position and because they are still being formed at present.

Supratidal deposits (Qcs)

The supratidal zone is defined by Lucia (1972, p. 160) as ' ••••• that

area of tidal flat sedimentation out of reach of the daily tide. Its elevation

could be higher or lower than the mean-high tide mark. This environment is

covered only by spring or storm tides, and lies exposed subaerially for long

periods of time.'

Supratidal flats are extensive in the western part of MANDORA sdjacent

to the prominent line of coastal dunes, in the Admiral Bay and La Grange Bay

regions (LA GRANGE), and at Carnot Bay (BROOME). They also comprise the

Roebuck Plains area in northern LA GRANGE and southern BROOME.

The flats may merge landward with sediments of Qz, or are fringed by

low 'cliffs' of aeolian sands. The supratidal flats are bounded seawards by

zones of mangroves, partiQularly around Roebuck Bay. Along Eighty Mile Beach,

mangroves are absent, and the flats are bounded by the coastal dunes of the

Bossut Formation.

Spring tides flood the flats around Carnot Bay and Roebuck Bay. Along

Eighty Mile Beach, tidal flooding is infrequent because of the high and exten

sive coastal dunes. After heavy rains during the wet season the supratidal

flats are often covered by standing water. The flats are covered by grasses and

samphire, and small patches of woodland.

The supratidal s8diment is characteristically grey mud, which is darker

in colour where wood 1 roots of dead grass, and other plant litter have been

incorporated, particularly at the landward edge of the zone. The mud is

commonly laminated, although in places the laminations have been by the activity

of animals particularly crabs and gastropods. Minor amounts of coarse particles

may be present, especially near the landward side, where quartz sand grains,

pebbles, and laterite nodules are washed onto the flats during the wet season.

During strong winds, a blanket of blown sand or small sand drifts may accum

ulate. Wind ripples commonly form, but are easily destroyed again. After

flooding, salt crusts develop on the surface, from evaporation.

Intertidal deposits (Qci)

Mangrove Swamps. A band of mangroves up to 0.5 km wide lines the

eastern shore of Roebuck Bay. It lies seawards of the supratidal flats and

landward of the intertidal mud flats. Mangroves are also present around Carnot

Bay and along the coast on PENDER and occur in small patches in some smali
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estuaries.

Landward growth of mangroves is limited by the dryness and high salt

content of the supratidal environment (Coleman & others, 1966).

Mud is the characteristic deposit of this environment although some

sand may be present. Crabs and other burrowers are very active. The mangrove

roots are an effective sediment trap.

Intertidal mud flats. These vary in width, depending on the tidal

range, which can vary from 2-3 m to 10-15 mj e.g. in Roebuck Bay the tidal range

is 10 m, and the intertidal zone up to 1.5 km wide. The intertidal flats

contain numerous erosion gullies which branch repeatedly towards their landward

ends.

Laterite (Czl)

Nearly all the outcropping Mesozoic and older rocks in the Canning

Basin have been deeply lateritised and are now capped by a duricrust of later

ite. The upper part of the laterite profile consists of a thin, loose to

poorly-consolidated sandy layer containing ironstone pisoliths (Czs). This is

underlain by the 'laterite' - a hard, strongly cemented ironstone generally

exhibiting a combination of pisolitic, nodular, and vesicular textures and, up

to 3 m thick. Below this is a soft mottled zone, commonly several metres thick.

This grades downwards into the 'pallid' zone which consists of soft decomposed

kaolinitic material. Beneath the mottled zone is a basal leached kaolinized

zone in which some primary sedime~tary features can be recognised.

Some samples of the hard ironstone layer were collected for palaeo

magnetic data, but the results were not available at the time of writing.

Although the laterite is best developed on the clayey Cretaceous

Anketell Sandstone, it is present throughout the area. The thickest laterite is

estimated to exceed 10 m, though no sections were measured; the total weathered

profile·may exceed 30 m as indicated by seismic results.

The youngest unit deeply lateritised is the Cretaceous to Tertiary Lake

George Beds.

The lateritic duricrust in the Great Sandy Desert and the Gibson Desert

pr~bably formed at the same time as the relict palaeodrainages which are consid

ered to be late Tertiary (mid-Miocene?) (Van de Graaff & others, 1977).,
However, as younger laterites are known in Western Australia, we prefer to map

the unit as Cainozoic in age.
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Aeolian sand (Qz)

Aeolian sand is abundant and occurs predominantly in the central and

eastern parts of the area. It is virtually absent on PENDER Rnd BROOME.

The sand occurs mainly as longitudinal west to west-northwest trending

seif dunes, but there are some small sand plains that lack dunes. The sand is

quartzose, fine to medium-grained, and red-brown to yellow, and contains minor

reddish brown silt. The red colour is due to a thin coating of earthy hematite

(Folk, 1976). The sand is well-sorted, the bedding is thin, and planar cross

bedding occurs throughout.

The height of sand dunes varies from 3 to 20 m, whereas in the small

plains the sand may attain a thickness of 5 m. The sand dunes are mainly fixed

by vegetation, and significant sand movement occurs only after the vegetation

has been burnt off.

The interdune sand deposits contain more carbonaceous material and are

usually darker.

Crowe (1975)"has described the formation and distribution of the sand

dunes in the southern part of the Great Sandy Desert, and has shown that dense

sand dune patte~ns correspond with depressions. All of Cro"i're 's (1975) three

types of sand dunes occur: simple longitudinal, chain longitudinal, and net-like

dunes.

The sand overlies Palaeozoic, Mesozoic, and some Cainozoic units.

Th ": is no direct evidence for the age of the aeolian sand except that

it post-dates the formation of the duricrust (pre mid-Miocene?). The formation

of an extensive sand blanket would have coincided with a change to a more arid

climate, from the humid condition prevailing during the formation of the relict

drainage system and the duricrust. Bowler (1976) records a number of well

documented periods characterised by marked reductions in precipitation which

could have initiated phases of dune bUilding.

The numerous parallel longitudinal dunes were probably caused by uni

directional wind systems which induce helicoidal flow at the ground surface,

thus heaping the dunes into elongated ridges (Bagnold, 1941; Wilson, 1973; Folk,

1971a, b). Today's prevailing wind direction corresponds with the general

direction of the longitudinal dunes, thus suggesting no change in the wind

regime since the dunes were formed.

Most of the sand in the Canning Basin has probably been derived

virtually in situ from erosion and retreat of ferruginous sandstone breakaways,

and from the redistribution of soil that was originally present at the top of

the laterite profile.
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STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY

The broad structure of the CaDning-Basin in and adjacent to the study

area is shown in Figure 17. Depth to basement contours are approximate only and

mainly based on geophysical measurements (pers. comm., BMR Basin Study Group).

Almost all structures in the basin in the study area are concealed

beneath the almost undeformed Mesozoic rocks, and have to be deduced from

geophysics, and from the stratigraphy in petroleum exploration wells. The

magnetic and gravity surveys have delineated the gross structure of the basin,

and the seismic work has provided more detailed information (generally of poor

quality) on local structures.

Before the Devonian, the Canning Basin was essentially a shallow

regional downwarp with little local basement relief (see Webby, 1978). In the

Devonian, major faulting and downwarping created areas with different basement

morphologi80 and depths. These basement features are preserved today and form

the basis of tl:8 structural elements of the Canning Basin described below.

Seismic ~'0rk (see Previous Investigations) shows that the Ordovician to

Carboniferous rocks ~ere in places faulted and folded, with considerable

structural relief, in De;~nian and Carboniferous times. Further deformation in

Early Jurassic? times folded and faulted Permian rocks. Most local structures

as mapped out by seismic methods are quite dissimilar at different horizons., or

may only exist at one particular horizon. No attempt has been made to show such

details in Figure 17.

Fitzroy Trougil and margins

In the north of the study area is the Lennard Shelf, a shallow basement

feature overlain by a basin sequence generally less than 1000 m thick. This

grades into the Pender Terrace, also a shallow basement feature where, in the

study area, the basement slopes more steeply to the south-southwest than beneath

the shelf. The southern margin of the Pender Terrace is marked b~ the Pinnacle

Fault System, a major growth fault system. Throw is down to the south, and

movement probably started in Devonian times. Movement since the Jurassic has

probably been negligible.

South of the Pinnacle Fault System is the Fitzroy Trough, a term

applied both to the basement feature and the contained rocks. There are no

seismic data on basement depths in the area of the present study, but poor

quality seismic information in DERBY suggests a maximum depth to basement of

about 10 km.

The trough probably originated in the Middle Devonian, with maximum

subsidence in the late Devonian and Carboniferous. Gewerkschaft Elwerath
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Yulleroo 1 penetrated 3714· m of Carboniferous and Late Devonian rocks before

bottoming in Late Devonian rocks. Rocks of this age are generally thin or

absent outside the trough.

Several west-trending folds in Permian rocks are exposed to ihe east,

outside the study area, but any structures in the study area are masked b~

younger, flat-lying rocks; limited seismic data, however, suggest that there are

several \1est-northwest-trending folds in Permian and older rocks. Foldf' in

Pennian rocks in the trough were probably formed in the Early Jurassic.

Rattigan (1967) and Smith (1968) proposed that compression between the Kimberley

Block to the north and the Canning Basin caused right-lateral wrench movement in

the Fitzroy Trough at that time. The strata were deformed into an en-echelon

series of folds.

The Late Jurassic to Early Cretaceous Jarlemai Siltstone is thicker in

the Fitzroy Trough than in the areas to the north and south (259 m in WAPET

Barlee 1 in the trough, 89 m in WAPET Roebuck Bay 1 to the south, 74 m in WAPET

Tappers Inlet 1 to the north), and a similar but not so marked thickening is

present in the Jurassic Wallal Sandstone. This indicates that this part of the

trough may still have been downwarping at this time. Further to the southeast,

in MOUNT ANDERSON and DERBY, the Fitzroy Trough remained a land area during the

Jurassic and Early Cretaceous (Crowe & others, 1978).

The southern boundary of the Fitzroy Trough is marked by the Fenton

Fault System, which became active in Devonian times. It has a throw of at least

4000 ID down to the north. The last major movement on the fault was probably in

the Early Jurassic.

The Jurgurra Terrace is a basement feature of intermediate depth lying

tc the southwest of the trough between the Fenton Fault System and the Dampier

Fault System farther southwest. Depths to basement range from about 2500 m to

4500 m.

The Dampier Fault System is interpreted from geophysical evidence - it

lacks surface expression. Faulting is probably normal with a displacement of up

to 3000 m, mainly pre-Permian.

Broome Arch

Southwest of the terrace and the trough is another basement feature,

the Broome Arch ('Broome Swell' of Veevers & Wells, 1961; 'Broome Platform' of

Koop, 1966a), where the basin sequence is 1500 m to 3000 m thick.
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Willara and Kidson Sub-basins, Wallal and Samphire Embayments, Anketell Shelf

Lying to the southwest of the Broome Arch are two contiguous deep

depressions, the Kidson Sub-basin and the Willara Sub-basin. 'rhe Kidson Sub

basin (Koop, 1966b), which occurs in JOANNA SPRING and parts of ANKETELL and

McLARTY HILLS, has been interpreted from aeromagnetic data (WAPET, 1963a; Darby

& Fraser, 1979). Information from boreholes in it indicates a thickening of the

pre-Mesozoic sedimentary rocks to the south and southeast and this is confirmed

by seismic evidence (French Petroleum, 1967). The maximum estimated depth for

this portion of the Kidson Sub-basin may be as much as 10 000 m in southeast

JOANNA SPRING.

The Willara Sub-basin is separated from the Broome Arch lJy the Admiral

Bay Fault, which is a combined fault-hinge line with a throw of less than 2000m.

The maximum estimated depth of the Willara Sub-basin is in the order of 4500 m.

The Willara and Kidson Sub-basins are bounded to the southwest by the

Anketell Shelf, an area of shallow basement.

The Samphire Embayment (formerly Samphire Depression, Ve€vers & Wells,

1961) is a basement depression that lies between BMR 4A Wallal and WAPET

Samphire Marsh No. 1 bores. Both these wells are located near aeromagnetic

anomalies that indicated relatively shallow basement, and consequently the int

ervening Samphire Embayment may encompass deeper basement. The embayment is

bounded on its southwestern margin by a northwest-trending fault which affected

the pre-Permian rocks. The embayment underlies and contains nearly 2000 m of

Mesozoic, Permian and Ordovician rocks.

The Wallal Embayment (WAPET, 1967b) is a small structural feature

occurring to the southwest of the Samphire Embayment. It is controlled on its

northeast flank by a small fault and on its southwest flank by definite section

thinning towards the southwest. The embayment contains at least 760 m of

Mesozoic and upper Palaeozoic sediments which were intersected in WAPET Chirup

No. 1 (WAPET, 1968b).

GEOLOGICAL HISTORY

The geological history of the study area is summarised in Table 29 and

Figures 18-34.

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY

PETROLEUM

Since drilling for petroleum exploration began in 1919, 96 wells have

been drilled in the Canning basin, 20 of which occur in the area of this report.

Only one well, Gewerkschaft Elwerath Yulleroo 1 has recovered hydrocarbons on

test. A number of other wells have recorded minor oil and gas shows (Table 2).
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GEOLOGICAL HISTORY

The geological history of the study area is summarised in Table 29 and

Figures 18-34.

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY

PETROLEUM

Since drilling for petroleum exploration began in 1919, 96 wells have

been drilled in the Canning basin, 20 of which occur in the area of this report.

Only one well, Gewerkschaft Elwerath Yulleroo 1 has recovered hydrocarbons on

test. A number of other wells have recorded minor oil and gas shows (Table 2).



As large regions in the central and southern parts of this report area

are still relatively unexplored, Smi+h (1977) suggests that high-quality seismic

coverage is required, followed by several stratigraphic wells to improve know

ledge of the area's geological history and its hydrocarbon potential. However,

Burne & Kanstler (1977) are of the opinion that the petroleum potential is low

because many of the promising structures or areas have already been tested.

The lack of commercial success, although partly attributable to

unsuitable reservoir and entrapment situations, is also thought to be related to

the nature of potential source rocks and their level of maturation (Burne &

others, 1979).

Burne &Kanstler (1977) concluded that sediments which now lie at depth
o 0

where present temppratures are between 50 and 70 G are the most likely to

have generated hydrocarbons. They also showed that much of the area has a geo-
o 0

thermal gradient ranging between 20 and 30 Cjkm, similar to the normal
o 0

worldwide gradient range of 18 29 Cjkm (Klemme, 1975). There are,
o

however, two areas with gradients of 40-46 C/km. One of these areas is

related to elevated basement (Broome Arch) where the higher gradient appears to

result from the relatively shallow depth to basement. The other high,

associated with the Willara Sub-basin, according to Burne &Kantsler •••••••

'partly reflects the thick Ordovician sequences of marine sediments which are

assumed to have only low to moderate thermal conductivities ••• and ••• (is

affected by) the proximity of the fault systems along the southern flank of the

Broome Arch by a build up of shear stresses or by convection of hot brines along

the faults. I

Within the area of this report, the strata which are at a level

suitable for the generation and preservation of liquid hydrocarbons include the

Ordovician rocks of the Lennard Shelf (PENDER) and the Broome Arch, Early

Devonian rocks in the Willara Sub-basin and Kidson Sub-basin, and Upper

Carboniferous and Permian sediments in the Fitzroy Trough. Away from the

Fitzroy Trough, Permian rocks are considered not to have reached the oil

generative stage. The onshore Jurassic-Cretaceous sequence appears not to have

attained optimum temperature for oil generation, except possibly in the Barlee

Anticline region (BROOME).

Later, Burne & others (1979) attempted to explain the poor exploration

record of the area and assess its hydrocarbon potential by examining the source

rock potential; to do this they analysed the total organic carbon and determined

the amount of and nature of the extractable organic matter present in some of

the Palaeozoic lithologies.

Their results reiuforced the conclusions of Burne & Kanstler. They

concluded tbat

(i) good source ::j~nol~~i~E exist at suitable levels of organic metamor

phism, but are not at optimum positions in the sequence to enable

migration into best known reservoir lithologies;
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AGE

Ordov ie Ian to
Early Carbon'iferous

Late Carboniferous
to

Early Permlan

Early Permian

TABLE 29 - GEOLOGICAL HISTORY

EVENTS IN SEQUENCE

, , Eros ion of Precambr i an roc ks
and deposition of Ordovician
to Earl y Carbon i ferous .~
sedlmenfs in the Canning
Basin

Faulting )
Upl ift )

Glaciation of adjacent
Precambrian highlands.

M~rine deposition of sand in
the north; lacustrlne then
fluvial deposition of silt
and. sand In the south.

Marine deposition of mud and
fine sand over the whole area
during a period of higher
sea level.

~~ar Ine depos It ion qf sand and
mud with striated pebbles

Regression; folding~ faulting
and erosion; probably
'penecontemporaneously.

Marine transgressio~;

deposition of lime and silt.

REMARKS

'Formation ,of Fltzroy Trough, Br-oome Arch,
. Wlllara and Kldson Sub-basins (Fig. 18).

Formati on of va I Ieys and str Iai-ad pavements
in Precambrian rocks.

, .

'Depos It ion of Betty Format Ion in the north,
and Paterson Formation In the south;
unconformabl e on earlier sed Iments; under
a cold climate (Fig. 19).

Deposition of Winlfred Formation~ Warmer
climate Indicated by shelly fossils,
bryozoans, and forams (Fig. 20).

I

Deposition of Carolyn Formation Initially
u'nder ,co Id c I Imate wh Ich . Iater became
warmer (Fig. 21). '

Faulting and folding In Fltzroy Trough;
developmen·~ of ,unconformlty between Poole
Sandstone and Caro/yn Formation.

.,Nura Nura Member with fossil s Ind Icatlng
warm cl Ima1;e.
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TABLE 29 (cont'd)

AGE

Earl y Perm Ian
(contd)

Ear IY to Late
Perm lan

Late Perm lan

Early Trlasslc

Early Trlasslc
to Early
Jurasslc

EVENTS IN SEQUENCE

Deposition of fIne sand In
sha I1 ow water except In
extrElr.'1e north and south of
area.

Sea level rise; deposition
of mud

Regression; deposition of
fine sand and same mud In
shal low marine water except
on the Broame Arch. Will ara
Sub-bas In.

Marine transgression in the
Fltzroy Trough and Wall al and
Sam ph Ire Em ba ym ants; depos It Ion
of sand and mud.

(

Regression, erosion.

MCirlne transgression into
Fltzroy Trough and Samphlre
Emba't'llent; deposition of
mud In broad tidal flat
env i romnent

Regression
Tectonl sm

Erosion and weathering

REMARKS

Poole Sandstone. may be under Iagoonal
conditions (Fig. 22).

Noonkanbah Formation; open marine conditions
Indicated by fossils (Fig. 23).

Trlwhlte Sandstone In the south; basal
L1veri.nga Group In the north (Fig. 24).

Chirup Formation In swamp or marshy
environment on MANDORA; upper Llverlnga

Group In the north In open marine to
lagoonal conditions (Fig. 25).

Unconformity between Llverlnga Group and
BI ina Shale.

811na Shale (Fig. 26)

Movement along bound Ing faults of Fltz~oy

Trough producing E-W anticlines and faults.

Bllna Shale and older rocks eroded.
Development of unconformlty beneath Wallal
Sandstone.
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TABLE 29 (contd)

AGE EVENTS IN SEQUENCE REMARKS

Late Jurass Ic
er Ithon Ian) to
Early Cretaceous
(Aptl an)
(contd. )

Regresslvn - continental
deposition of sand and
gravel

Marine 'transgression from
SE (Officer Basin) 
deposition of si It and
sand under nearshore mar i ne
conditions

Regression - continental
deposition of sand and
gravel

Frezler Sandstone In south and central areas,
Emerlau Sandstone In north (Fig. 33).

An kete I I Sand stone (FI g. 34) depos Ited
unconformably over Frezler Sandstone

Late cretaceous
to

Mlocene (1)

Miocene (1)

P Ilocene

Plelstocene

Late Pie Is tocene
to

Holocene

Regress Ion; deep chem lea I

weathering and eros!on.

Development of drainage systems

Change fram humid to semi arid
climate

Erosion and deposition

Lacustrlne (1) carbonate deposition

Weathering and erosion; deposition
of aeollan sands

I

Transgression; deposit of
calcarenlte and calcllutlte

Mi nor regress Idn

Soil s formed on An kete I I Sandstone (Lake
George Beds). Ferruglnlsatlon and lat
erltlsatlon probably under high ralnfal I and
sUbtropical temperatures.

Borda Sandstone probably deposits of one
of these rivers; alluvia laid down.

'Fossilisation' of the early Tertiary land

scape; Induratlon of alluvium.

Detritus eroded fram higher areas; choked
rivers forming salt lakes, claypans; alluvial
deposition continued.

Depos It Ion of Ca kover Beds In the Oa kover
Valley

Arid conditions prevailed; orientation of
tuning fork Junctions of self dunes Ind Icate
preva II I ng easter Iy",l"d direct Ion.

Bossut Formation: Inundation of coastal strip
only; probably due to deglaclatlon

Beach ridges (part of Bossut Formation) and
supratldal environment developed.
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TABLE 29 (contd)

AGE

I ate Ear I y (1)

- Late Jurasslc

Late Jurasslc
(Oxford Ian 
Ki mmer Idg lan)

EVENTS IN SEQUENCE

Continental and shallow
marine deposition of sand
and gravel.

Marine transgression from NW;
deposition of sand and mud
In shallow water

Continued transgression;
mud deposition In deeper
water

REMARKS

Wallal Sandstone (Fig. 27)

Alexander Formation (Fig. 28)

Jarlemal Slltstone (Fig. 29)

Late Jurasslc
<Tlthon Ian) to
Early Cretaceous
(Aptlan)

( ~

SOUTHWEST AND CENTRAL AREAS

Possible uplift and erosion
of SW basin margin

Alluvial deposition of sand,
gravel and silt near SW basin
marg In; sha Ilow mar Ine
deposition of sand and mud
baslnward; continental to
deltaic deposition of sand
and gravel In east

Regression - deposition of
beach sands In NW

Transgression - deposition
of fine sand and mud In
sha (Iow mar Ine env Ironment

NORTHERN AREA

Sha I low marl ne'depos Itl on
'of sand and mud

Regression - deposition
of beach sand s

Possible erosion of Jarlemal Slltstone and
Wa I Ia I Sandstone near bas In marg In.

Callawa Formation (Fig. 30) deposited
unconformably (1) over Jarlemai Slltstone and
Wallal Sandstone along SW basin margin;
Broome Sandstone (Fig. 30) conformably
deposited over Jarlemal Slltstone baslnward
of Cal lawa Formation and In north; Mbwla
Sandstone (Fig. 30) deposited over Jarlemai
Slltstone In east landward of Broome Sand
stone.

Melllgo Sandstone (Fig. 31) deposited over
Broome Sandstone.

Parda Formation (Fig. 32) dlsconformably
deposl"ted over Broome and Mall Igo Sandstones
and Callawa Formation.
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the slow rate of burial of the sediments means that by the time

maturation has occurred primary porosity has been lost in many pot

ential reservoirs;

extensive periods of uplift, erosion, and groundwater flushing have

also adversely affected prospectivity.

In the Kidson Sub-basin, the best potential reservoir lithology occurs

in the Devonian Tandalgoo Red Beds, where porosities of up 'co 30 percent and

permeabilities commonly up to several darcies have been determined (WAPET,

1966f). However, the formation has no source potential. The Ordovician

succession in the Willara Sub-basin has a low organic carbon content and lacks

suitable reservoir lithologies. Maturation and organic-content determinations

indicate that the Ordovician shales on the Broome Arch have source potential,

but they are a very tight sequence and lack a suitable seal in the overlying

Permian formations. The Upper Devonian and Carboniferous sequences contains

good source lithologies, but prospectivity is limited by poor porosity and the

small thickness of potential reservoirs in the Fairfield Group, together with

the lack of a seal above much of the overlying Anderson Formation.

Of the Permian units within the area, the Noonkanbah Formation is of

particular interest, having a high organic content; it could act both as a

source and as a seal for oil, but the best potential Permian reservoir occurs

stratigraphically below this formation. The prospects of the Mesozoic rocks

onshore is poor because of their thinness and shallow depth.

The sequence on the Anketell Shelf has no hydrocarbon potentialA

Surface water

Apart from several springs in PORT HEDLAND, no permanent surface water

exists in the area; rivers flow only in the wet season. The larger rivers such

as the De Grey, Oakover, and Nullagine all have large semi-permanent pools

during the dry season. Large pools not associated with any major stream include

Christmas Pool which is situated in a gUlly at the base of the Paterson Range.

It is a permanent rockhole filled by natural catchment from within the range, as

well as by a soak fed by the percolation of waters through the glacial deposits

of the Paterson Formation.

In the desert areas in the southern and central portions of the region

small rockholes are located on mesas/buttes composed of Mesozoic rocks. These

occr~ mainly in the lateritised Anketell Sandstone and are about 1 m deep and

0.5 m wide. All of those found during this survey were dry; followi.ng a period

of heavy rainfall each could possibly contain a small supply of water, perhaps
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up to 60 litres.

In southwest McLARTY HILLS, there is a small freshwater soak situated

among bullrushes and acacias.

The large claypans on MANDORA, McLARTY.HILLS, and PATERSON RANGE,

including Lake Waukarlycarly, retain some water after heavy rain, but the water

soon evaporates.

Traves & others (1956, p.42) mention that r~inwater catchment tanks
. -,' \

were placed along the Telegraph line between Callawa Homestead and La Grange

Aboriginal Mission. These tanks have a 10~m-square galvanised iron catchment

roof. They were in a state of disrepair when visited 'during the 1977 survey.

Groundwater

The area is p~~~pective for groundwater. Stratigraphic and petroleum

exploration wells, together with the asso~iated s.eismic camp water bores, have

produced potable water. However, the present distribution of wells in the area

is not adequate for testing the potential resources. The coastal strip between

Broome and Port Hedland, northwestern YARRIE, and the vicinity of Telfer

township (PATERSON RANGE) are the only areas so far in which sub-artedian and

artesian aqUifers have been penetrated.

The only region where the groundwater has been adequately and system

atically tested is in northeastern PORT HEDLAND and northwestern YARRIE. Here,

the GSWA has investigated the groundwater potential available to meet the needs

of future development of the Pilbara's natural resources. Drilling and pump

tests at 25 boresites indicated the presence of two aquifer systems (Leech,

1974, 1979). An unconfined aqUifer within the Callawa Formation and the

Quaternary-Tertiary sequence has a variable salinity and supply, and can only be

used for wat~ring stock. A confined aquifer in the Wallal Sandstone has salini

ties ranging frc/In 240 to 13 000 mg/l. It contains large volumes of domestic and

industrial-qua).i ty grnundwater. Shay Gap \township obtainsgood-quality water

(320 mg/l) from a borefiel~ in this 8.~uifer a few kilometres north of the town.

Conpany bores near the Telfer goLl mine yield moderate to poor quality

potable wa'cer (1500 mg/l), but better wah)r has been obtained from test bores

into qua:ctzite in the Wilki Range (Chin & Hickman, 1977).

Reliable sources of water of variable quality and quantity can be
, ,

expected at shallow depths in th6 calcrete bodies located in ancient drainage

valleys and partly covered b;y aeolian. san0.:o Small supplies of good quality are

found in coastal dunes, but are only sufficient to supply stationiiells.

Table 10 in Veevers and Wells (1961,p.247) gives an indicatio~ of

water supply from some bores in the west Canning Basin.,
'I. I
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Heavy-mineral sand~ ,r ' ,

Heavy-mineral concentrations occur in recent beach sands between Broome

alld Cape Leveque. These haver b!3en reported by Simpson (1951), Brunnschweiler

(1952, 19571, Stillwell (1953), Wilson (1953), Wilkins (1953), and Farrand

(1965). The results of these reports iave been incorporated in Baxter (1977)

and Gardiner (1977).

The heavy minerals present are opaques (mainly magnetite and magnetite

ilmenite compounds) with'zircon, and some rutile, tourmaline, andalusite,

kyanite, and staurolite. '

Seven samples. of beach sands containing heavy minerals were collected

from the area betwe.en James Price Point and Coulomb Point (BROOME) during the

1977 field mapping. These samples were microscopically examined by J. Colwell

(BMR), and the results are given'in Table 29, along with three other analyses of

heavy-mineral sands from the area that have been made available to the authors.'

Greatest concentrations are in the James Price Point-Coulomb Point

area. Between these points is a beach about 14 km long and 18-36 m wide, over

lying a platform cut into Broome Sandstone, at the foot of a cliff 6-12 m high

truncating Broome Sandstone and red soil. Drilling carried out by Enterpri8d

Exploration in their lease area (Wilson, 1953; reported in Baxter, 1977)

indicated 42 600 tonnes of mi;eral sands containing apprOXimately 21 000 tonnes

of heavy minerals. The principal concentrations, between 20% and 80%, occurred

in sands generally thinner than 1.5 m.

Brunnschweiler (1952) suggested that the source of the heavy minerals

could be either Mesozoic sandstones exposed in the Dampier Peninsula, or the

Precambrian Pilbara Block, 400-600 km southwest. He remarked that the sand

stones of the Dampier Peninsula were composed almost entirely of quartz in thin

section, implying that they were unlikely to be the source. However, our 1977

mapping showed that the top of the Broome Sandstone at One Arm Point (YAMPI) and

Perpendicular Point (PENDER) contains heavy-mineral grains, and that the M~lligo

Sandstone at Mount Jo:wlaenga contains up to an estimated 20% of opaque heavy

mineral grains. In addition, J. Colwell stresses that the grains in the heavy-
I

mineral samples he examined are well to very well-ro~nded, and are most probably

multicyclic (pers. comm., 1979). Hence it is quite possible that the h~avy

mineral grains were derived from the top of the Broome Sandstone and the Melligo

Sandstone, which were deposited in nearshore and beach environments conducive to

the concentration of heavy minerals.

Iron Ore

At Poondano (PORT HEDLAND) Tertiary pisolitic goethite and limonite is

present as mesa cappings of Poondano Formation (Tp). Composition ranges from
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52.2 to 59.4% Fe (de la Hunty, 1962) with an estimated reserve of 2 347 000

tonnes. Phosphorus contents are low (0.02-0.05% p) and the ore can be upgraded

by about 6.7% Fe on ignition. Similar deposits occur in three mesas west and

southwest of t~e Ord Range (PORT HE1~AND) wi~h reserves of 1 184 000 tonnes at

an average of about 57% Fe (de la Hunty, 1962).

Phosphate

~reas & Zimmerman (1965) report phosphatic sideritic ironstone in the

Jarlemai Siltstone, Alexander Formation, and Wallal Sandstone in petroleum

exploration wells in the area. A 122-m interval (depth not specified by Freas &
( ,

Zimmerman) of the Jarlem&i Siltstone in WAPET Barlee1 (WAPET, 1961c) contained

an average of more than 1% PO; within this the interval 158-168 m averag-ed
'25

5.7% P 0 and 23.4% Fe O. The Jarlemai Siltstone in WAPET Thangoo 1
2 5 2 3

(WAPET, 1961b) bet~·leen137 and 152 m averaged 4.3% P 0 and 45.8% Fe 0 ,
, , 2 5 2 3

and in WAPET Samphire Marsh 1 (WAPET, 1961a) between 186 and 189 m assayed at

7.4% P 0 and 32.2% Fe 0 ~ They considered that the Jurassic sequence
~ 5 2 3

is not favourable for economic phosphate occurrences, as clastic rocks

predominate, and the phosphate present occurs in ironstones.
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Table 30 Heavy Mineral Analyses, 8roome 1:250 000 Sheet area.

2 3 ,. 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

% heavy mInera I 0.3 0.3 0.5 92.9 45.9. 59.5 67.9 96.87 not known 68.5

a 58.6
a

79.9a
55.8a 62.5a 68.2a

70.7a 86.6c
47.8e

95.5hopaques 59.0
zircon 33.6 31.5 10.8 36.3 7.2 1.3 7.8 11.4 32.0 2.3
ruti le 2.7 1.9 1.5 1.9 2.0 1.0 0.6 1.7 21.9 0.7
brown tourma I Ine 2.0 4.7 4.5 3.0 20.7 .22.6 14.6 )

blue-green tourmaline 0.7 1.4 1.2 0.5 1.6 1.9 0.3 ) 1.5
andaluslte 0.5 0 0.3 ·0.2 1~ 6 1.3 1.8 )

staurolite 1. 1 1.4 1.5 1.4 3.3 2.2 3.0
kyanlte 0.27 0 0 0.2 n.3 O· 0
others 0.2b

0.6
b

0.3
b

0.7
b 1. Ob 1.6

b b 0.4d
7.8f1.2

100.0 100.1 100.0 ,100.0 100.2 100.1 100.0 100.1 109.5g
100.0

a. unidentified opaques
b. unidentified non-opaque heavy mineral
c. magnetlte-Ilmenlte compounds (68.2%) and magnetite (18.4%)
d. leucoxene, tourmaline, monazite, etc.
e. ilmenlte (0.6%), unspecified (47.2%)
f. includes tourmaline, staurolite, kyanite, andaluslte, quartz, green spinel, very rare garnet and casslterlte, and

extremely rare monazite
g. opaques and rutile determined by reflection In polished briquette, zircon and others in Canada Balsam Mount.

High total Is a result of combining these two analyses.
h. magnet i te

Sampl e loca titles 1. BMR 77062589 A - Coulomb Point. Top lamina from Intertidal zone
2. BMR 77062589 B - Coulomb Point. Surface grab sample from aeol ian dune
3. BMR 77062589 C - Coulomb Point. Grab sample from 1 m depth In intert~dal zone
4. BMR 77062590 A - 0.4 km NE James Price Point. Top lamina from intertidal zone
5. BMR 77062590 B - 0.4 km NE James Price Point. Grab sample from 30 cm depth in Intertidal zone
6. BMR 77062590 C - 0.4 km NE James Price Point. Top lamina from backshore zone
7. BMR 77062591 - 2.4 km NNE James Price Point. Surface grab sample from backshore zone
8. Brunnschweiler (1957) - About 8 km N James Price Point - "Surface sample"
9. Stilwei I (1953) - 48-64 km N Broome. 6 to 9 m in a costean dug across the width of the beach
10. Broome town area. Sample collected by M. Condon (BMR) in 1954, BMR technical files (Broome E/51-6).
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APPENDIX 1. The 'Jowlaenga Sandstone'

The term Jowlaenga Sandstone was defined by Brunnschweiler (1957)

(amended by McWhae & others (1958) to Jowlaenga Formation) to cover outcrops of

fine to medium grained sandstone, which he interpreted to be a nearshore

deposit, and which cropped out in the Mount Jowlaenga area (BROOME), in places

along the east coast of the Dampier Peninsula, and on Valentine Island (DERBY).

Our mapping in 1976 and 1977 has shown that all outcrops previously identified

by Brunnschweiler as Jowlaenga Formation can be assigned to other formations.

The type section of the Jowlaenga Formation at Mount Jowlaenga was

visited in 1977. We identified all outcrops that we saw at Mount Jowlaenga as

Melligo Sandstone. Outcrop is poor; Melligo Sandstone is present at the top of

the mountain (silicified, well-sorted, well-rounded, fine quartz sandstone), and

outcrops identifiable with the Melligo Sandstone are also present down to about

two-thirds of the way down the mountain. A specimen of Fissilunula clarkei

(identified by S. Skwarko, BMR), a key Aptian fossil in the Melligo Sandstone,

was found well below the top of the mountain. However, there may be outcrops of

a different lithology'at a lower level, which we did not see.

At North Cliffs (DERBY), visited in 1977, the basal 30 m of the section

which is exposed in a steep gully or landslide scar, consists of very fine

grained sandy mudstone, mainly bioturbated with some (planar) bedding which is

then overlain by a few metres of cross-bedded fine-grained sandstone with

interbedded mudstone. There is then 20 m without outcrop beneath a 15-m-high

cliff of silicified Melligo Sandstone. This sequence was originally mapped by

Brunnschweiler as Melligo Sandstone overlying Jowlaenga Formation; however, we

identify the mudstone as Jarlemai Siltstone as it is very similar to Jarlemai

Siltstone exposed at Mowla Bluff on MOUNT ANDERSON - (Crowe & others, 1978).

The fine-grained sandstone could be Broome Sandstone, but there is insufficient

exposure to confirm this.

At Valentine Island (DERBY), and 2 km south of Cunningham Point and at

One Arm Point (YAMPI), rocks previously mapped as Jowlaenga Formation have been

identified by us as Broome Sandstone. At these places, the supposed Jowlaenga

Formation is fine-grained quartz sandstone, generally bioturbated, but with

traces of planar bedding. This lithology grades up into the Melligo Sandstone

at these localities.

We now consider the rocks at Dampier Hill and Mount Clarkson, mapped by

Crowe & others (1978) as Jowlaenga Formation, to be Broome Sandstone. At

Dampier Hill, the Broome Sandstone.interfingers with the Melligo Sandstone~
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2.

Rocks previously attributed to the Jowlaenga Formation and now

identified as Broome Sandstone have been dated as latest Jurassic (Stevens,

1965; Skwarko, 1970); this implies that the Broome Sandstone may be as old as

latest Jurassic, and the conformity of the Broome Sandstone with the Aptian

Melligo Sandstone suggests that it extends up into the Aptian. Previously, the

Broome Sandstone wafi considered to be Neocomian only (Playford & others, 1975).
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APPENDIX 2. Graphic logs of petroleum exploration wells (The locations of the wells are shown in Figure 1).

Name Latitudes Longitudes Princ~al Reference

1• Roebuck Bay No. 1 18° 09 ' 30"S 122° 27 ' 30"E WAPET (1956b)

2. Wallal Core Hole No. 19° 51 ' 46"S 120° 37 ' OO"E WAPET (1 957 )

3. Wallal 4 & 4A 19° 44 ' 12"S 1200 44' 25"E Henderson &
others (1963)

4. Samphire Marsh No. 190 31 ' 08"S 121 ° 10' 51"E WAPET (1961 a)

5. Goldwyer No. 1 18° 22 ' 47"S 122° 22' 58"E WAPET (1959a)

6. Thangoo No. 1 180 22' 06"S 122° 53' 22"E WAPET (1961 b)

7. Thangoo No. 1A 18° 21 ' 52"S 122° 53' 09'E WAPET (1961 b)

8. Barlee No .. 1 17° 48' 25 ilS 122° 42' 40"E WAPET (1961 c)

9. Parda No. 1 18° 56 ' 08"S 122° 00 ' 34"E WAPET (1965a)

10. Willara No. 1 190 10' 48"S 122° 04' 14"E WAPET (1965b)

11- Yulleroo No. 1 17° 51 • 16"5 122° 54 ' 25"E Gewerkschaft

- Elwerath

(1967 )

12. McLarty No. 1 190 23' 45"5 123° 39' 30"E Total ( 1968aJ

13. Kemp Field NOe 20° 19 ' 10"5 123° 27' 58"E Total (1968b)

14. Willara Hill No. 1 19° 03' 31"5 121 ° 52' 45"E WAPET (1968a)

15. Chirup No. 1 190 50' 54"5 120° 25 ' 57"E WAPET (1968b)

16. Tappers Inlet No. 16° 51 ' 38"5 122° 35' 22"E WAPET (1971f)

17. Munda No. 1 19° 28' 27"5 12Z~ 17' 32"E WAFET (1971 g)

18. Pender No. 1 160 40' 48"5 122° 50' 06"E WAFET ( 1972b)

19. Munro No. 1 19° 51 · 47"5 122° 28' 28"E WAFET (197"2c)

20. Thangoo No. 2 18° 26' 32"S 1220 54' 33"E WAFET (1973a)
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AUSI/864Record 1980/30 Scale ~.~

.
AGE UNIT GRAPHIC LOG DEPTH THICKNESS LITHOLOGY O,/HING

:
(m) (m)

" . · . · . . . /'2 7'9
....

QUATERNARY • I ••

r:-....Sand; fine to.. .. ' ., very coarse, poorly sorted9·1 r----u:.!.r-12·2t? ' . ·.
:'\:" L oterlf een ' ..... ·. · . • e? •=::, III · . Cl: &? ..

Cl en
>- liJ

, ·. ·~o · Sandstone, white to brown, fine to very
-l U 0

' • t:? 0, .
73·1 coarse; minor f/ranular conglomerate,

0: <1: · , ,
« .... ~ · . ,;- · poorly sorted, poorly cl1mented, white

0 ,0 ·W liJ - ' 0 If? . cloy matrix;r - . · .pp
U 0 · . . · . ,

~ ..,- U · .. .. · . · 85·3• I.', ...........-
"0 " " " " " "E +- Sandstone, medium to very coarse, poorly *' SporesV'I

Q) +- " " " " " " 39,6 sorted UppermostI: en
0 " " " " " 11 Sillstof/e, dark grey, sandy, micaceous Jurassic

U rJ · . . · . 124·9·en ~ · I Sandstone, pole-grey, fine to coarse,
(f) Q) E , 33·9"0 · ! mainly medium, poorly sorted<{ lL · ·c , ,
0::

W~?~-'-' ? -'-'-' ;':.....:...::l . .' . . . . . .:. . 158·5
"? 11 • 11 • 11 : 11 • 11 It U Siltslone, sandy, clayey, wood

.11 .. I1 • 11 .11 • 11 .11.
grey,

W ',. • I ••

I
fragments

f- 11 .11 • 11 11 11' I1

<{
11 "

,
" " 11 11 •

..J
Cl>

. ·c: " " " " " 11

0 0 Sandstone, gre" fine to very coorse.... , . · with granular conglomerate, poorlyf- III
" 11 150'~"0

c: . , . · · . sortod, pyrific· ·W 0 . ·..J en
0 · " 11

0 · ,
- . · " . "~ 0 · ,= " 11 · • Sporl1s0

~ · · ·. post-Oxfordlon, · ·.
, . . · . ,· · .. · . · 309·0

Fig.A 2 WAPET Wallal. Core Hole 1
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AUSI/878
Scale I 50 m

AGE UNIT GRAPHIC LOG DEPTH THICKNESS LITHOLOGY DATIN.G
( m) ( m) ,

~.~ 13·'
Sand, sandstone, rine, calCIte

B05SI"

I 1 1 1 I I 1 9·R« 22·9 CC'corenite, fine to very fine, conQuinoid,
~z Fm 0

. 0'0 : \grOdi..,y colcilvtite0 0 · 'v
en 11. "

:J 0 0 0
+- 0 o. 82·0 Sandstone, poorly sorf9d, fine0 ~ III 0 0

.. to very coarse,00
~w 0 en (, . with kaolinitic fT'otriJl, cross-fominoted, laminate!

~
- ·- 0 <J
0 11 • 11 intercalated pebble conglomerate and minor sillstone

UWw 1/4 ·9 -_. --a: '0 +-u E lfl
11 11 11 11 11 11 Silfsfone, coarse sandy, grey, micaceous,

Q,);!:: 11 11 11 11 11 11 81·0 soft, eJlf9nsive/y bioturbated; minor very fine\:(1)
0 11 11 tI 11 11 11 randstone with wood...., . . .

11 11 11 11 11 11.
Sandstof/e, fifle somd, .<iffy.. . · .. . to coorse, poorly· . .Q,) matrix with pyrite nodules,' minor sil/stone"0 11 11 11 tI 11 11

c: E 11 1I " 11 11 11
J 1/

U ~lJ... 89·9 S,'ltstofle, with laminae of fine -grained
I

11 11 !' 11 11 11 , veryen Q,) · sandston6, glouconiticen <i 11 11 : It • '11 '. 'I "
<t 11 11 · 11 • 11 11 11
0:: · 275·8
:::> ·...., o· O.0

0 .
W '0 . ,
f-
<t 0 . ·-1 . () .
0 .~
f- O. 0'. .' .

Q,)
W c: · 0 0
-1 0 · Sandstone, poorly sorf9d, fine to coarse,0 ....

lfl .. · glouconitic,with carbonIzed and pyrilized wood0 "0 0 308·5
::2 c: • 0'. '.' . fragments, cross-laminof9d; interbeds of pebble

0 · . conglomerate and minor s/~lslone, cool frogme,ltsen . 0

· o· · ·- .0 .- ·-0
~ O· · · "0 '.

· 0 ' •• 0'. . . ..

ijL
· • 0 ... . 0,. · . ..

• .• 0 • Spores
•••• 0. '.' • q :' '. 0 .

Jurassic

~
":~~~f- 584.3. v tY v \f, 11 11 , 11 SIItstonl1 and sl,ole, grey, micaceous, "*Spores

El
mo 28-4

hole
It 'I 11 11 11

glouconitic with thin sandstone E Triasslc" 11 11 It 11 tl 612·7-
Carbonized shale with laminae of fine lIfSpores

~
Chirup . . . la. 26·8

0:: Fm . . . . 6415 medium sandstone L.Permion
W ~ront " 11 11 11 11 11 Silts tone, grey, micaceous, sandy

I*'Spores
a.. rOUD 36·4 E.Permion

PRECAMBRJAN \ ~:.: ~ ~'~ ~'!.. ~ ~{)f'I'~f\ 677-9 Gneiss
679·1

Record 1980/30

Fig.A 3 BMR Wallal 4 a 4A
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DATING

-."PalynolollY
(Sakmarian)

..Palynology
(Permian)

..Polynology

Oxfordian/
Kimmtlridgion

..Palynology
Middle Jurassic

LITHOLOGY

Calcartl'nile,grey,sandy, f,'n.'o cO(!rse,. fossils

Sandslone, fins 10 coars",. conglomerate,.

poorly sorled,. lenses of slltstone

Siltstontl, grey, c()(Jrstl, sr;~'dy, glauconitic near
base, pyritic,. so"dston6, ffnll to m.dium, silty,
fossiliferous

Sandstone, coarse, wel(-~orted,silty,
glouconilic, pyritic, fossililerous, minor

siltston8 sandy, coar:ltl-------------1---------(

Conglomera/e, granular, with silly matrix
and silts/one

Conglomtlrate

Siltstontl, grey, sandy, calca.reous,
inttJrbedded with s(lndstone; fine, very

,"ICOroD.', m;COC'"7/~/Y-buddod

/
//

Sonastontl, grey, fine 10 coarse, silty
micocsous,. .corbonoceous in parIs .

//

Sands/p-he, grey, linll /0 very fine, micaclJous,
poop/to well-sorted, Ihin - blldd"d, containing

/pt/ny granile pebbles,. colcartlous in parIs ,.

minor siltstanfl

334·0

263'6

688·2

DEPTH THICKNESS
(m) (m)
4'9 35·9
40·8

113,'
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Shalfl, dark to msdium green-grflY, mlcacflOu6,
slightly calcarllous, thinly laminalfld, "'ssilll"
lensfls of fine limestontl, fine calcartlous
sandstontl,. fossilifflrous

6 Trilobitlls

aroploliles
(Artlnlgion)

Shale and cryst.alllnfl limllstontl

774·5
Shalfl, grading into siltstontl, recrystollilfld
limeston"" I minor sandslone

6 arachiopods
( Tr.modocian)

..

Sandstone, brown, linfl to COarS1f1, poorly
sorttld, micaceous, dolomite, calcarflous
matrix,. minor .sandy dolomitll 6 arochiopods

Graplolitfls
(Trflmadocion

or lole Lole
Cambrian)
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.'
I AGE UNIT GRAPHIC LOG DEPTH

( m)
THICKNESS

( m)
LITHOLOGY DATING

.

• Trilabitfls
Graptolites

Sand, cloy.y, poorly sor~d, unconsol/daf.d

Interb,dded sandsfon", silfsfOnfl, pyritic,
glaucanitic, fr:Jss,~iftlrous

--------------+-------/

Sands tont!! , grey, pyr:tic, lignitic, medium

to coarsfl, poorly sorted, somtl Ptl/Jble
congIO;71orote; interbfldded with minor
btlds of siltstone, grey, micaceous

Silts tone, pole grey, sandy with medium
sand, "..ell- sorted, very calcartlous

Sl'ltstone, grey, sandy, clayey; interbedded with
sandstone, finfl to medium, poorly sorttld,
slighfty calcareous

Sandstone, grey, calcartlous, some btlds of
limtlsfone, pyritic, fine to medium, poarly

sorted; siltstone pl/llf1ts; pebbles of gram",l/,

limestone ",Jar base

SlIole, grey. bla.:k, calcareaus, silty,

micaceous, fosstliferous; minor

limestone, grey, f/nely crysfollin"

Limestone, light grey, finely crystalline,

pyritic, sondy, V'Jggy, fossiliferous;
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I AGE UNIT GRAPHIC LOG DEPTH
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THICKNESS
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LITHOLOGY DATING
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AGE UNIT GRAPHIC LOG DEPTH
(m)

THICKNESS
(m)

LITHOLOGY DATING
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Sandsfonf/, .,'nf/ to m,dium. slny, poorly
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AGE UNIT GRAPHIC LOG DEPTH ITHICKNESS LITHOLOGY DATING(m) (m)
~~~

Cl lI·gE - Sandslon", whil", brown, poorly sorl"d, cloyQ:loJO 0 • 59·7«Q:loJ 0 III
malfixloJUU d5

7/·6U '0
SandfJlon", flllry fin, 10 coorstl, poorly sorl"d.(i; E ....

III Q).l!? 11 11 11 11 11 11
100·9 Sillstontl, grtly, sandy, glauconilic«

~u; 11 11 11 11 11er
:::l J'B'? 11 11 11 11 11 11...,
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loJ "t:l Sondslon", m,dium 10 coors" groin"d,t- e: J: 11 11 11 11 11 11 79·6 inltub"dd"d wilh sandy siltsIon" , fossils
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252·1U ~.0 III .t- III
Sondston,,) coarstl 10 fltlry caarsfi, with b'lds

~. «
loJ er
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:::l 11 11.J ...,
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AGE UNIT GRAPHIC LOG DEPTH
( m)

THICKNESS
(m)

liTHOLOGY DATING

._-_.._-_.-

llt Jurasslc

sporeS

if
Spores

(Early

Carbonifer -

ous)

Sandstone, white, grey, fine to very fine,

sllghl/y cemented, carbonaceous

Slllstone, grey,. clayey, sandy, micaceous,

pyritic, fossillferous

Sands/one, coarse, conglomeratlc,

carbonaceous '1'1111 slltstone beds

Interbedded sands/one, si"stone, sllole,

dalomite. Sandstone, fine to "ery fine,

carbonaceous, micaceous _ Siltstone,
green-grey, micaceous, pyritic, planl

remains. SlIaltl, llreen-grey and minor

fine to coorse, crystalline dolomite

Sandstone, medium to coarse. friable,

with lenses of block coal

I\.siltstone~ -..- t- -i

33'8

259·1

364·2

r..----r..--------------- ..-------- ----. - .._--

Sondstone, brown, wlllte, fine to coarse,
~-----l.. poorly sorted

Sandstone, fine, clayey

Claystone, sandy, sllty
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43·6

687·9

3027
3237
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· . . . . . ..
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corbanaceous ond micaceous, well beddod

to laminated with beds of slltstone, dark

grey, cor:bonaceous,. minor cool
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AGE UNIT GRAPHIC LOG DEPTH
( m)

THICKNESS
(m)

liTHOLOGY DATING

._-_.._-_.-

llt Jurasslc

sporeS

if
Spores

(Early

Carbonifer -

ous)

Sandstone, white, grey, fine to very fine,

sllghl/y cemented, carbonaceous

Slllstone, grey,. clayey, sandy, micaceous,

pyritic, fossillferous

Sands/one, coarse, conglomeratlc,

carbonaceous '1'1111 slltstone beds

Interbedded sands/one, Si"stone, sllole,

dalomite. Sandstone, fine to "ery fine,

carbonaceous, micaceous _ Siltstone,
green-grey, micaceous, pyritic, planl

remains. SlIaltl, llreen-grey and minor

fine to coorse, crystalline dolomite

Sandstone, medium to coarse. friable,

with lenses of block coal

I\.siltstone~ -..- t- -i

33'8

259·1

364·2

r..----r..--------------- ..-------- ----. - .._--

Sondstone, brown, wlllte, fine to coarse,
~-----l.. poorly sorted

Sandstone, fine, clayey
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AGE UNIT GRAPHIC LOG DEPTH THICKNESS LITHOLOGY DATING
(m) (m)

(f) Pordo lB· 13 Cloys lone, s'./!s.-'onB,jal!!J!fJd.silic~f!.us sedimBnts
:::>
~

-f- .. ~. _._... --. . . .
0 . . •~W E .... e ., . • 192 Sandstone. coaTSB to wirY cooTse, scoffBTed

cr: U 01/)

et;:! e(() . " 11 11 " ", granules; minor sillstone, fine sandstone, .
WW CO ,' ·0:: •

U · , . .
'0 . . . . · 210
E'tn : : : : : -----~_ ..• ._-~-_ ..

01 .... 91·7 Cloystonll, fVBy, Silly, sondy; pyrile; ·Polynology
1:- : : : =OUl : :

glouconifrl nBor bosB .U. Jurossic
-, : : 2 L.Cretoceaus

, . 301·7 ..
liJE ·

• Macrafossl~sl.> " " " " " Siltstone, green fa grey, pyritic, glauconitic,-glL. 60·6
(f) " " " " 11 sandy, fosslliferous; minor beas of fine sandstone
(f) 1L1 362·5
<::[ . .-.

· " " "Cl:::
:::> . ill Palynology--:> Sond_~"'''t', medium to very coarse, moderately to

E+- 229·2 poorly sortBd; granules common; minor fOxforaian

~ 11 ' 11 " slltstvnIJ, sllole; wood fragmBnts; or oldBr)
-Ul tP
~Ul . · basal. • conglomerate,

"\NVV lNvvv .~:"i,~.:'q,,e~~
~ 61/·7vvvv' vv.v,v •

• Palynology

tr
. I,' :, ': '" I: .,; ... :,':' :., ~I : 61·9 Silts/one. alld fint! sandstonlJ. colcarllous· . . '. .' Permian

~ 673·6 ----------_.._-
• • • • 'I • '.'

c " .....
z 3 - ..
<::[ 11 " 11 11 11

11 ;,
" " Sondstonll, fint! to coarSII. moderatllly 'llPolynology

:?: 0.
:lE sorted, sliglltly calcareous, micaceous; Sakmarian0: ell. 306·6

UJ traces of glouco"i.", ; minor silts tone
0. (.9>.

, " 11 11 , 11 11.......
c .... 11' 11 11 11

oQ)
I-CD .

(.9
, -.. , .~' ,', '.', Tilli."" pebbles, granules of granifrl i"

J\I\f'V "\NV'v ~.~ "~,, • 'n'!!,,~,~ ;..~. sandstone matrix
v~vv: '; :~ ~v

960-2 ------- --.-~.._.-- ....--_ .. - ..-----
i >-c:
4>-Z '00 = = : : ;

l.LIiJa:~ '0'- Cloystonl1, mottlt!d. silty, sandy,
_....

I--etz ..50 = : = = =ete>I.LIO .;:; E 164·4 micaceous,' minor anllyarite
-J~g~ ....... = = = = =00o c UlL. LimestO'le,_ silfy, dolomitic

1------- 1164-6-".-
E I

I Lim.stonll, anhydritic. dolomitic, pyritic;U. I
Z 0 106·4 dolomiffl....

w:::! :2
1271·0-1(.)

._,_..._------~----

e-
Lfe6 Sholll, dark grllY, calcarllOus, micacllous,

-0 I- pyritic, fosslliferous
~o:: Q)

>. 221·00 ~ InfrlrblJdded sllale-limos/rmtl
'0 I
0

(.9
SlIale

1492·0 ---- ...

c

Z ~ L/mllsfOne, microcrystalline, hora, massivlI,

4: 0 fassilif.rous ; shalllS, fissile, micaceous,
~(J

E ·Conodonts... pyritic, colcareovs
0::> Lf 265·0 E.Ordovician
<to 0 (Arenigian)
Wo ...

J
0:: g Limestone, , lassivlI
0 ~

.... 1777·0 ---_.- --,....
~ c

S SSS S e., SS S<tZ ~l.>d: 129·6+ G'!."tSS, scllist
W- Q)

S SS S S S S Scc 0::
I/)

0
Q.Q.) lD

1906·6
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100 m

Fig. A 9 WAPET Parda 1
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AGE UNIT GRAPHIC LOG DEPTH THICKNESS LITHOLOGY DATING
(m) (m)

(f) Pordo lB· 13 Cloys lone, s'./!s.-'onB,jal!!J!fJd.silic~f!.us sedimBnts
:::>
~

-f- .. ~. _._... --. . . .
0 . . •~W E .... e ., . • 192 Sandstone. coaTSB to wirY cooTse, scoffBTed

cr: U 01/)

et;:! e(() . " 11 11 " ", granules; minor sillstone, fine sandstone, .
WW CO ,' ·0:: •

U · , . .
'0 . . . . · 210
E'tn : : : : : -----~_ ..• ._-~-_ ..

01 .... 91·7 Cloystonll, fVBy, Silly, sondy; pyrile; ·Polynology
1:- : : : =OUl : :

glouconifrl nBor bosB .U. Jurossic
-, : : 2 L.Cretoceaus

, . 301·7 ..
liJE ·

• Macrafossl~sl.> " " " " " Siltstone, green fa grey, pyritic, glauconitic,-glL. 60·6
(f) " " " " 11 sandy, fosslliferous; minor beas of fine sandstone
(f) 1L1 362·5
<::[ . .-.

· " " "Cl:::
:::> . ill Palynology--:> Sond_~"'''t', medium to very coarse, moderately to

E+- 229·2 poorly sortBd; granules common; minor fOxforaian

~ 11 ' 11 " slltstvnIJ, sllole; wood fragmBnts; or oldBr)
-Ul tP
~Ul . · basal. • conglomerate,

"\NVV lNvvv .~:"i,~.:'q,,e~~
~ 61/·7vvvv' vv.v,v •

• Palynology

tr
. I,' :, ': '" I: .,; ... :,':' :., ~I : 61·9 Silts/one. alld fint! sandstonlJ. colcarllous· . . '. .' Permian

~ 673·6 ----------_.._-
• • • • 'I • '.'

c " .....
z 3 - ..
<::[ 11 " 11 11 11

11 ;,
" " Sondstonll, fint! to coarSII. moderatllly 'llPolynology

:?: 0.
:lE sorted, sliglltly calcareous, micaceous; Sakmarian0: ell. 306·6

UJ traces of glouco"i.", ; minor silts tone
0. (.9>.

, " 11 11 , 11 11.......
c .... 11' 11 11 11

oQ)
I-CD .

(.9
, -.. , .~' ,', '.', Tilli."" pebbles, granules of granifrl i"

J\I\f'V "\NV'v ~.~ "~,, • 'n'!!,,~,~ ;..~. sandstone matrix
v~vv: '; :~ ~v

960-2 ------- --.-~.._.-- ....--_ .. - ..-----
i >-c:
4>-Z '00 = = : : ;

l.LIiJa:~ '0'- Cloystonl1, mottlt!d. silty, sandy,
_....

I--etz ..50 = : = = =ete>I.LIO .;:; E 164·4 micaceous,' minor anllyarite
-J~g~ ....... = = = = =00o c UlL. LimestO'le,_ silfy, dolomitic

1------- 1164-6-".-
E I

I Lim.stonll, anhydritic. dolomitic, pyritic;U. I
Z 0 106·4 dolomiffl....

w:::! :2
1271·0-1(.)

._,_..._------~----

e-
Lfe6 Sholll, dark grllY, calcarllOus, micacllous,

-0 I- pyritic, fosslliferous
~o:: Q)

>. 221·00 ~ InfrlrblJdded sllale-limos/rmtl
'0 I
0

(.9
SlIale

1492·0 ---- ...

c

Z ~ L/mllsfOne, microcrystalline, hora, massivlI,

4: 0 fassilif.rous ; shalllS, fissile, micaceous,
~(J

E ·Conodonts... pyritic, colcareovs
0::> Lf 265·0 E.Ordovician
<to 0 (Arenigian)
Wo ...

J
0:: g Limestone, , lassivlI
0 ~

.... 1777·0 ---_.- --,....
~ c
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DATING

.Palynology
E. Ordovicion

• Grop lol,ltls

• Trilobiles

.Polynology

·Conodonls

1/tMocrofosslls
(Artlnigion)

..Polynology
Middltl
Ordovician

J.I Graploliles
If/lobi/es

Loltl Artlnigion
Early

L Ionvimion

LITHOLOGY

Sandslontt, fintl la coorslI, scol!,utld ptlbblas
poorly sorltld, minor $llIslontt

Inltlrbtlddtld slllslontl, minor sands/anti,
Iroctls of sail

Sholtl, mtldium 10 dark grey, sligh"y
colcartlou!J, fintl!y micactlous, pyrilic;
fossiliftlrous,. minor lim,slonll, !in,ly
cryslallintl, It!lnsoid, pods

Sandslone, vtlry fine 10 vffry coarstl,
ptlbbly in parIs, modtlraltlly la poorly
sorl,d,. minor i"'tlrbtlds of sillslone

SlIlslontl, minor sandslono 01 lop .. Palynology

Sands/anti, fintl 10 coarstl, modtlrolllly sorItld, 'fir Palynology
wilh Ihin beds and lenses of sllIs/ontl and lignlltl

SandslonR • Pafvnoloav

-Early ,
Ptlrmian
(Sokmarlan)

SI/Is/one, grtly, sandy, micactlous, colcortlous
In parI • Polynology

Medium 10 coorSIl sandslontl wilh glauconific
I\sillslone

Brown shaltl

Mosslvtl rock solf

Limtl!Jlone, minor shaltl

Inlerbtlddtld limeslontl and shal,

Limtlslontl ,. minor shale

Sholll, grey, micactlous, slighfly calcareous
L imtlslontl , finely cryslallinll , dolomi/ic.
inlerbtlddtltl, sholtl, limtlslon" sandslontl

Shale, lominoltld, inler!:iJde(tld wilh fine
sandslone,. slighl/y cofca;-t/ous ,-
minor limeslontl

555-6

472·1

137-5

736-'

531'9

761·4

Oolomlltl, vtlry flntlly crys fallintl, mos3,ivtl
10 Ihin - btlddtld,. limtlslontl , crystollintl ,

~----i. anhydrilic ,. minor shal.
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DATING

.Palynology
E. Ordovicion

• Grop lol,ltls

• Trilobiles

.Polynology

·Conodonls

1/tMocrofosslls
(Artlnigion)

..Polynology
Middltl
Ordovician

J.I Graploliles
If/lobi/es

Loltl Artlnigion
Early

L Ionvimion

LITHOLOGY

Sandslontt, fintl la coorslI, scol!,utld ptlbblas
poorly sorltld, minor $llIslontt

Inltlrbtlddtld slllslontl, minor sands/anti,
Iroctls of sail

Sholtl, mtldium 10 dark grey, sligh"y
colcartlou!J, fintl!y micactlous, pyrilic;
fossiliftlrous,. minor lim,slonll, !in,ly
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THICKNESS
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LITHOLOGY DATING
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Sandstone coar~'e /0 granular
cong/omero/ej m:l/rix of wl1i/e c/oy!
piJbbles of cl1er/

Interbedded sandy, micaceous, g/ouconilic
and pyritic si/Is/one and very fine fa
medium sands/one with some pebbles

29·0

92·0

132'9

Clays/one - sills/one, grey, micnceous, : 1f;Po/ynolor;y
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Sands/one, very fine fa very coarse,
conglomera/ic in port, subrounded groins;
silly, par/ly pyrilic, cool frogments;
mInor grey, sandy sillstone

• Pa/yn%gy
Late Perm/on

Interbedded s17ale, sandstone and minor
lignite

Sands/one, grey, very line fo very coarse,
conglomero//c, sl1e/l frogments, very si/ty
to clayey in ports; minor interbeds of
s"..,le
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sandy silts/one
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cong/omeratic; clayey matrix /n ports

• Palyno/agy
Sa/rmarion

AUS 1/867

Fig. A 15 WAPET Chirup 1
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AUS 1/874
ScOle,120m I

Record 1980/30
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AGE UNIT GRAPHIC LOG DEPTH ITHICKNESS LITHOLOGY DATING
(m) (m)

,Emeriau 3·4
63·6 Sands/o~tI" no sampltls

(/) Ss! ?
:::J 67·0

>- 0 Sands/anti, lIt1ry flntl 10 coarstl; moderaltl 10
lJJ Q) wtlll-sar/Bd,. pyri/" minor glauconiltl...J U Ea:: <t -<{ 0 III
l- Q (/) 274·3lJJ UJ L-

a:: ID
U

341·3Jorlemai . Sands/anti
Sltst 11 11 " " 11 " 73·2 Sillslon,/shaltl, block I car!Jonactlous

U AlexandM " " " " " " 414·5
lJJ (/)~ 426·7 r---v.u.r- "In/,rb,dd,d sam'slone and sills/one

~
(/)

Sands/one, v~ry lin, /0 CoarstJ graintld,<t
~

11...J a:: 11 11 " " " modtlraltl 10 ",,"'-sorted, pyritic, glauconi/ic;- .~ 213·3:::J III
0 (/) sillslontl, block, corbonactlous i block, /11 Palynology"' 3= ~". Iriabltl ligniltl.

~ -," ,.. ',,,;:;,,,,,,,,..',..' .
"'uvu,",I~UU=U"~u~~I- 640·0

f-. : = = = = Clayslontl, grey, sol/ /0 lirm .
'* Palynology

.r:
0 c 11 Sills/ontl, grtly, grading 10 silly sand$/ontl, (Arlinskian)

'.0 0
11 11 " " "c += micactlaus and pyritic sands/ontl,0 286·6..><: 0

" '" fintl to mtldium; ca/cartlous.c: E " " "
0 L- Limtls/ontl. aphani/ic, 10Ssililtlrous0 0
Z LL " 11 ,( • 11° ( -.... 11

" " 11 " " 926·6:2 Poole • d
<t Ss,

11 ... 11. 11 11 ~5'7 Sand$/ontl , flfltl, silly,. limtls/ontl 0/ bastl *' Palynolag,Y
--r 972·3

~ € Sondslontl, mtldium 10 coarse, subroundtlda:: a. u. "
10 round. and lintl 10 mtldium, moderaltllylJ.J ::J

a. 0 c:
I.forltld, silic"ous , Iraoltni/ic,. minor sillslone *' Palynology,.. . 2/9 5\-

~t!)
c

>-', ~u
...J /Wim fred'l. . 1191·8a:: Fm " " 11 " 11 " 30-4 Sills/anti artlv araillac,ous *' Po/J;noloav« 1222·2
W

Sandslontl, lintl,mtldium 10 coarse,
E " 11 modtlra/ely sorltld, SI/ictlous. Iraolinilic- I.L. 11

c: "0 >. 310'9\- ....
(!) -IV

CO " " " 11 " " " Palynology
Sills lone , grey, fissile ,shaley

(Sakmorion)
ltvv'V\~\N~- 1533·1

I r
)( Limes/ontl, aphanilic 1o cryslal/me,Q) I T Microllora
Q parl/y rtlcryslalline, fossiliftlrous, /11

E I par"y argl/laceous , pyriticZ 0
<t U I 1 417·6
Z
0

Shaltl, block, colcartlOI/S, dolomilic,> ...
I I , rw Q)

micactlous, par/ly carbonactlousQ)
0 a:: /11 Conodonl,

1950·7
Poulton 65·2 Sands/ontl, grey, vtlry fine /0 fintl , poorly /11 Polynology

Fm 2015·9 sorltld, sligh"y argllloCtlous, calcareolls, (Givtllion /

tE _-L-:.~.
:'\.. micactlolls , Irac, glauconi/ic Frasnian)

a. .~_._------ Limtls/ontl, grtly, aphani/ic 10 finely
0 ..><: r-'-'j'l ""[' Ti 186·6 cryslallin., porlly dolomilic, argillac:fous, * Polynology

I
(!) Q)

Q)
h_l~, dissemina/tld, pyrilic i Shaltls, grsy,\- Arenigian

U Colcartlaus, silly, micoCtlous, pyritic ". Conodon/s2202·5
I Z
I <{ Shol"s, darlr-grtly 10 block, highly /11 Conodon/s

U micactlOlls, par"y calcareous, fl.ssiltl,

> c: grading in/a sills lontl i pyritic
0 0

Sands/on~, vsry fintl /0 mtldium, occaSional0 - /11 ConodonfsCl:: 0 coarse, poorly sorted, micaCl1ous, portly
0 E

\- calcartl°fS
0

>- LL
632·1...J Limtls/ontl, grtly, aphani/ic fa fintllya:: -01 cryslallintl, argillOCtlous, micactlous, portly<{ , 01 .

lJ.J .0 rtlcrys/allirtld
E
0 * Palynology
:2 ,

* Palynology

PRECAMBRIAN s S s ~ " " " "
2834'6 "h+ Me/a - igntlous rocks
2856·2

Fig. A16 WAPET Tappers Inlet 1

AUS 1/874
ScOle,120m I

Record 1980/30
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AGE UNIT GRAPHIC LOG DEPTH ITHICKNESS LITHOLOGY DATING
(m) (m)
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63·6 Sands/o~tI" no sampltls
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~
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"'uvu,",I~UU=U"~u~~I- 640·0

f-. : = = = = Clayslontl, grey, sol/ /0 lirm .
'* Palynology
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0 c 11 Sills/ontl, grtly, grading 10 silly sand$/ontl, (Arlinskian)

'.0 0
11 11 " " "c += micactlaus and pyritic sands/ontl,0 286·6..><: 0

" '" fintl to mtldium; ca/cartlous.c: E " " "
0 L- Limtls/ontl. aphani/ic, 10Ssililtlrous0 0
Z LL " 11 ,( • 11° ( -.... 11

" " 11 " " 926·6:2 Poole • d
<t Ss,

11 ... 11. 11 11 ~5'7 Sand$/ontl , flfltl, silly,. limtls/ontl 0/ bastl *' Palynolag,Y
--r 972·3

~ € Sondslontl, mtldium 10 coarse, subroundtlda:: a. u. "
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CO " " " 11 " " " Palynology
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<t U I 1 417·6
Z
0
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I I , rw Q)
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0 a:: /11 Conodonl,
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Poulton 65·2 Sands/ontl, grey, vtlry fine /0 fintl , poorly /11 Polynology

Fm 2015·9 sorltld, sligh"y argllloCtlous, calcareolls, (Givtllion /

tE _-L-:.~.
:'\.. micactlolls , Irac, glauconi/ic Frasnian)
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0 ..><: r-'-'j'l ""[' Ti 186·6 cryslallin., porlly dolomilic, argillac:fous, * Polynology
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0 E
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0 * Palynology
:2 ,
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PRECAMBRIAN s S s ~ " " " "
2834'6 "h+ Me/a - igntlous rocks
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AGE UNIT. GRAPHIC LOG DEPTH
(m)

THICKNESS
( m)

LITHOLOGY DATING
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12·1 Sand, medium, red or brown, cloy malriKr-------- ._-+-~-:-_-""':'-----:"'--'-:'-:-------I
Sands/one, 'in. to caars" modtlrottl
~o wtlll-sorftld,. minor si/lstontl
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Claystone, grl/Y, 50ft, micoCtlous, tractls of
glavconi/e; minor si/fsto11e

Sandstone, medium to coarse; ligni/tI

Interbedded si/fslOne, grtly, fissile, micaceous
and medium to coarstl sandstone; .Iignil6

Sandston6, medium to coarse, well-sor/ed,
pyriffli interbeds of silts/one; traces of
cool, block, b!ocky
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pyritic, fair /0 good porosity

Interbedded fine to coarse sondstontl,
ond grtly, micoctlouS S/~f5fone

Sandsfonll, mainly finll fa mIIdium ,
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Record 1980/30
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Fig.A 18 WAPET Pender 1

AGE UNIT. GRAPHIC LOG DEPTH
(m)

THICKNESS
( m)

LITHOLOGY DATING
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12·1 Sand, medium, red or brown, cloy malriKr-------- ._-+-~-:-_-""':'-----:"'--'-:'-:-------I
Sands/one, 'in. to caars" modtlrottl
~o wtlll-sorftld,. minor si/lstontl

In/flrlamina/ed, mtldium to coarstl and very
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glavconi/e; minor si/fsto11e

Sandstone, medium to coarse; ligni/tI

Interbedded si/fslOne, grtly, fissile, micaceous
and medium to coarstl sandstone; .Iignil6

Sandston6, medium to coarse, well-sor/ed,
pyriffli interbeds of silts/one; traces of
cool, block, b!ocky
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pyritic, fair /0 good porosity

Interbedded fine to coarse sondstontl,
ond grtly, micoctlouS S/~f5fone

Sandsfonll, mainly finll fa mIIdium ,
subangu/ar to subroundtld, mOderately
sorted; tractls of sl/ts/on.
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AGE UNIT GRAPHIC LOG DEPTH
( m)

THICK
NESS

(m)
LITHOLOGY OATI NG

1--_-lJqrlem.
.. 01. I-~------~

Sltst 11'1 /I" "/I /Ill rIll If
61
88

61

27

No sample

Sillstone arey. micaceous

u
(f)
(f)

o:::r
0::
:J-,

.0.... Q • .Q

•• Q • • .·Cl·

.0. .0. .0.

. . 0: '0 •

403

Sandstone, white, fine to coarse,
granular, cong/omeratic, poor to moderate,
Iy sorted,' feldspathic, pyritic,' minor
cloy matrix

Interbedded sandstone, siltstone

Shale, grey, si/ty, sandy, slightly ca/ca 
reous; minor limesfone,finely crystalline.

Sandstone, very fine to fine, moderately' ~A:Jlynoloqy
sorted, clayey, silty, biotitic (E Permian)

Palynolooy

Limestone, dolomtle
Claystone, laminated, d%mitic,
onhydritic, sandy. .

W/A!369

Conodonts

Middle

Ordovician

Bracftiopods,
graptolites

Conodonfs
Midd/e

Ordovician

1t Palynology
Lower

Ordovlcian

Shale, grey, silty 10 sandy, grading into
clays tone; traces of limestone, aphonitic
d%mitic.
Sandstone, fine to coarse, moderately
sorted.

Sandstone, very fine to fine i. minor
grey siltstone. i>I' Palynology
Sandstone, coarse to very coarse,fJrafJIJ - rSakmarian)
les, bou/ders(of igneous and melamor-
phic rocks); sparry calcite as ce,71entinf;
aqent.

SIltStone, grey, soft, sandy, micaceous;
minor fine sandstone.

Dolom/~e, aphanitic to finely crystalline,
sucrosic, massive. Limestone, d%mi/ic

SlIa/e, grey, fissile, ,micaceous, s/iglltly
colcareous, pyritic, carbonaceous,

Interbedded shale and limesfone
Shale, minor limestone

Limestone, wftite, apllanatic to crystalline,
d%mitic, fossiltferous, bioclostic, OO/Ific,
pe//etal, qlouconific,' minor shale infer 
beds.

Dolomite
Sandstone, fine to medium
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Fig.A 19 WAPET Munro 1

AGE UNIT GRAPHIC LOG DEPTH
( m)

THICK
NESS

(m)
LITHOLOGY OATI NG

1--_-lJqrlem.
.. 01. I-~------~

Sltst 11'1 /I" "/I /Ill rIll If
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No sample

Sillstone arey. micaceous
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(f)

o:::r
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.0.... Q • .Q

•• Q • • .·Cl·

.0. .0. .0.

. . 0: '0 •

403

Sandstone, white, fine to coarse,
granular, cong/omeratic, poor to moderate,
Iy sorted,' feldspathic, pyritic,' minor
cloy matrix

Interbedded sandstone, siltstone

Shale, grey, si/ty, sandy, slightly ca/ca 
reous; minor limesfone,finely crystalline.

Sandstone, very fine to fine, moderately' ~A:Jlynoloqy
sorted, clayey, silty, biotitic (E Permian)

Palynolooy

Limestone, dolomtle
Claystone, laminated, d%mitic,
onhydritic, sandy. .

W/A!369

Conodonts

Middle

Ordovician

Bracftiopods,
graptolites

Conodonfs
Midd/e

Ordovician

1t Palynology
Lower

Ordovlcian

Shale, grey, silty 10 sandy, grading into
clays tone; traces of limestone, aphonitic
d%mitic.
Sandstone, fine to coarse, moderately
sorted.

Sandstone, very fine to fine i. minor
grey siltstone. i>I' Palynology
Sandstone, coarse to very coarse,fJrafJIJ - rSakmarian)
les, bou/ders(of igneous and melamor-
phic rocks); sparry calcite as ce,71entinf;
aqent.

SIltStone, grey, soft, sandy, micaceous;
minor fine sandstone.

Dolom/~e, aphanitic to finely crystalline,
sucrosic, massive. Limestone, d%mi/ic

SlIa/e, grey, fissile, ,micaceous, s/iglltly
colcareous, pyritic, carbonaceous,

Interbedded shale and limesfone
Shale, minor limestone

Limestone, wftite, apllanatic to crystalline,
d%mitic, fossiltferous, bioclostic, OO/Ific,
pe//etal, qlouconific,' minor shale infer 
beds.

Dolomite
Sandstone, fine to medium
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Fig.A 19 WAPET Munro 1



AGE UNIT GRAPHIC LOG DEPTH THICKNESS LITHOLOGY DATING
(m) (m)

Ql · ·~ .!ten E +- . · · 12

er t-:::::> 0 III · . 65 Sandsfontl, not sompltld0 en

~
L. · · ·.ro · · · · ·a::W ·uu 77
0 " " " " " "

~ Et; " " " " " " Siltsfo,ntl, silf'y cloystontl, grtly, soft,
W en Q)+- 106
t- lJ) ~U5 " " " " " " micaceous, rartl sand groins
c::{ c::{ J " " " " 11 "...J a:: · 183

:::::> L.

E " 11 ". " 11 • " .
J

Q) · 65 Silfston" btlcoming very fintl sandstontl"gl.l.. · " · 11 " • .... fI "· · 248
0 U 3 · · · · . ·
t- e:;; · .~· . ·lJ) · · · · .. Son dstone, mtldium to coorStl, wtllI-sorftld,~

c::{ 11 " 11 ." • 11C\.. · · · · micClceous; minor silf'stone, grtly, lamlnafwl,--- a:: · · · ·:::::> - · · 174W o+- · · . · · sandy; f'roctls of cool
...J J =111 • • 11 11 " 11 "
0 W oen · · .
0 t- 3: ·. ·
~~ 1: "",.. ,;~. 'A:" A'A:" ~''''~'' 422

ICaI~~n
.v ~:' ':'" ": v.,: v.v.v;,
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SondSf'ontl, fintl, colcortlOUS ctlmtlnt, ,'It Palynology
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11 " " · " " " Sondsfontl, fintl, vtlry in withE " . " " " " " . colcartlous port,

al 87
.t;lJ... · " " "

silt matrix; slttSf'ontl, grtly, sandy

V " " · ". .. · 545

Z " ,11 · .
c::{ Sandsfontl. mtldium to coarstl, wtlll- sorttld,. ,- · - · · . shale inttlrbeds; minor siltstontl
~ ~. , .
a:: E · ··W ll.. · .
Q. · .
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0 > ~ E 125 Slltstontl. grey, micaceous, calcareous; to Ar"nigian-eLL " " " " " "- 0 "0 I,:::r:: 11 11 11 " minor limtlstontl
~ 0

(!) =-r:er 11 " " " "
~

913
" I
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11 I
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Z E
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AUS 1/862

AGE UNIT GRAPHIC LOG DEPTH THICKNESS LITHOLOGY DATING
(m) (m)

Ql · ·~ .!ten E +- . · · 12

er t-:::::> 0 III · . 65 Sandsfontl, not sompltld0 en

~
L. · · ·.ro · · · · ·a::W ·uu 77
0 " " " " " "

~ Et; " " " " " " Siltsfo,ntl, silf'y cloystontl, grtly, soft,
W en Q)+- 106
t- lJ) ~U5 " " " " " " micaceous, rartl sand groins
c::{ c::{ J " " " " 11 "...J a:: · 183

:::::> L.

E " 11 ". " 11 • " .
J

Q) · 65 Silfston" btlcoming very fintl sandstontl"gl.l.. · " · 11 " • .... fI "· · 248
0 U 3 · · · · . ·
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